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Ohio Constitutional Revision Conmission 
Education and Bill of Rights Committee 
August Iff, 1975 

Summary 

Till' /~du(,llti.on .md HIll of Rights Committee met on Thursday, August 14 at 9 a.m. 
i.n the Commission offices in th(~ Neil House. Committee members in attendance were 
Ch..1i.rrnIJn lklrtunek, Mr. Norri.s, Hr. Roberto, Mr. Skipton, and Mr. Clerc. Brenda Avey, 
JuHus Nemeth, and Craig Evans ....'ere present from the staff. Marie Pfeiffer of the 
A.A.U.W. wns in the audience. 

Hr. Bartunek asked Craig Evans to comment on the paper he had prepared on re
mi ttitur. 

Mr. Evans: The paper is styled "Remittitur: Inviolability of the right to trial by 
jury.1I It looks towards three questions or objectives: namely, what would be the 
limits constitutionally on the use of remittitur. Secondly, what would be the dis
tinction, if any, that might legitimately be drawn between remittitur and reduction 
of a verdict. And thirdly, a brief analysis of the constitutionality or potential 
constitutional difficulties which might arise given a revision of Article I, Section 5 
which would allow for the determination of unliquidated damages in civil actions by a 
judge HS opposed to a jury. Remittitur can be defined as a consent procedure thought 
to be within the li.mits of the eons titutional requirements for the right to a jury 
resultinL', in II verdict which has been returned by a jury and has been reduced in 
mon~y vllluc. One can find, I think, no suhstantive difference between remittitur 
and reduction of a verdict. Those terms are used interchangeably. With respect to 
constitutional issues, it would be fair to say that requiring damages to be determined 
by a judge rather than a jury would ~rtainly require change in Article I, Section 5. 
I think the avenues would be several) you could do it several ways) but it would re
quire a change. If such a change were made, a challenge on the basis of the Seventh 
Amendment to the federal constitution and the Fourteenth Amendment to the federal 
constitution due process requirements might result and such a change might be found 
to be unconstitutional under the federal constitution. 

Consent is absolutely essential to remittitur. If there is no consent and a 
judge requires reduction, he would deny the right to have a jury determination under 
Section 5 of Article I of the Ohio Constitution. When does remittitur come about? 
It's available when raised in connection with a motion for a new trial or subsequently 
an appeal on the denial of such a motion, the grounds for such a motion being that 
the Verdict that was returned is excessive. The Ohio law is that if a verdict is 
excE!ssive hut appeDrs to be within limitations that one might find reasonable, the 
vJork of (] jury trying its lkst results in sone kind of miscalculation. Some try to 
descrihe this quantum of error and it's difficult to say what that quantum is. I 
think we are talking about a verdict that is a little bit too big. Then remittitur 
is permissible under Section 5 for a judge to make the acceptance of the remittitur 
a condition precedent to the denial of the motion for a new trial. He can say to 
the party having been given the benefit of the verdict, "if you will accept the 
remittitur, I will deny the motion for a new trial. If you will not, I will grann 
it." At some point, \vhich is very difficult to define, if it's possible to define 
at all, in an excessive verdict, the verdict reaches a point where it reflects a 
palpable excess, something that results from a jury which act outside the bounds of 
its normal charge and is colorably the result of prejudice and passion. Again, I 
don't think \,'e can reAlly put our thumb on what point that is, but when the judge 
feels th<lt the verdict has reached the point of palpable excess, remittitur is no 
longer available. He then is, rather, in a position of having to grant a new trial. 

Remittitur is not thought to be a violation of the right to jury determination 
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for essentially three reasons. First of all, the reduction of the award results in
 
a judgment which is still within the bounds of an amount of money determined by a
 
jury. It is not an increase, and when we get to the question of additur as opposed
 
to remittitur, I think the constitutional issues are very much different. The re

duction 1s within the limits found by a jury. Another argument for its constitu~
 •
t10nality 1s that 1n that the right to a jury trial may be waived, a remittitur
 
can be argued as a partial wa±ver, waiving some part of that jury right. Thirdly,
 
it is argued that the right to a ju.ry trial is not a bald right to have a panel of
 
your peers determine an issue in any way they wish. It is the right to have a panel
 
of your peers acting reasonably, absent influences of passion and prejudice, to de

termine an issue. If the jury's award begins to reach that point of passion and
 •
prejudice, then you do not really have a jury acting properly. 1 think the courts
 
recognize that that argument is weak and it is at this point that the courts" :
 
the United States Supreme Court, has said that if remittitur were babre a court on
 
first impression at this point, it would be difficult to justify it constitutionally,
 
but it's a device several hundred years old and deep in tradition and we look for
 
urguments to support it, and 1 think that's one of them.
 • 

Having a judge determine damages and denying the right, by means of new legis

lation, perhaps, to a jury determination of damages, one certainly could do that
 
by revision, perhaps by saying that the right to a trial by jury exists, except as
 
otherwise provided by law, in civil cases, if you would. Then you would have an
 
Dhio constitutional provision which would allow the legislature to say if this
 • 
were that type of action you get a judge, you don't get a jury. And then the ~estion
 

of the federal constitution arises. Both the Ohio Constitution and the federal con

stitution in their civil jury provisions are interpreted to apply to causes of action
 
which existed prior to the adoption of the constitution, or the protection of this
 
civil jury right. A new cause of action is not necessarily protected by a jury
 
right. What kind of dates are we talki~g about? We're talking about the date of
 • 
the adoption of the Seventh Amendment to the federal constitution which was l791? 
Something like that. 

Mr. Nortis: Tha t 's the righ t to jury - the Seventh Amendment? 

Evans: The Seventh Amendment to the federal constitution is the civil jury right • 
provision. Article I, Section 5 of the Ohio Constitution was in substantially the
 
same form as Article VIII, Section 8 of the 1802 Constitution of Ohio. So it's an
 
orig1nal provision of the Ohio Constitution. If we were to have a new type of action,
 
then the jury question is not in. What is the problem under the federal constitution
 
of removing that right? The problem is one, not of present case law, but of pre

diction. As you are aware, many of the federal bill of rights provisions have been
 • 
made applicable to the states through the process of selective incorporation through
 
the due process provision of the Fourteenth Amendment, but the Seventh Amendment
 
has not. The criminal jury provisions have been, in the Fifth and Sixth Amendments.
 
While the United States Supreme Court has, over the period of the last 30 years or
 
so, modified the procedure of a civil jury in a federal case as to unanimity, I
 
think there are various legitimate questions if the right to a jury would ever be
 • 
removed totally. If the Ohio Constitution were to be revised to remove the jury
 
right in a cause of action existing at the time of the adoption of the constitu

tion, I think we might very well see a case go into the federal courts under the
 
Seventh Amendment arguing that the Seventh Amendment must be incorporated to protect
 
the substantial right of the jury trial.
 •
Mr. Skipton: But it has not been decided yet. 

Mr. Evans: It has not. As I said, this is not a present problem. This is a pro

•
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jection of what might happen. What the decision would be. I wouldn't guess. but 
certainly it would be appealed into the federal courts. and it might result in the 
incorporation of the Seventh Amendment made applicable to the states. The Ohio re

• 
vision would then be unconstitutional by federal standards. 

Hr. Bartunek: Are there any qUt~stions? 

Mr. Norris: I want to pursue f'lrthcr this Seventh Amendment incorporation problem. 
Hhat you are tplling me is that there are no specific holdings where the federal 

• Supreme Court has applied the Seventh Amendment to the states. 

Mr. Evans: That's correct. 

Mr. Norris: And it seems to me that that distinction is very logical because so 
many of those incorporation cases deal in the area of criminal law. That's speci

• 
fically a civil jury case. Let's assume that the state just outright abolished 
civil juries. and ~s you speculate the case is brought to the Supreme Court asking 
for incorporation. \>That makes you speculate that the court would incorporate since 
this is a civil jury? 

• 
Mr. Evans: It is a specuL.1 tion. I won't argue about thnt. That speculation is 
ba8ed upon looking at some of the federal cases which talk about and deal with ques
tions of jury rights, in civil cases. and ~emittitur in particular. The court has 
repeatedly referred to the essential value to a governmental type we ,.have of the 
jury right. 

Mr. Norris: How old are those cases? 

• }rr. Evans: The cases and the commentary start about 1825 and run right up to the 
present. And it's often seen in remittitur because remittitur is a difficult thing 
to resolve constitutionally. ~Vhere are these lines? You can't really draw them. 
The cases. almost without exception. talk about how important it is that we must 
preserve the civil right to a jury - it's essential to the society. That's what 

• leads me to assume that somewhere along the line they are going to draw the line 
and say we can't erase that right as to prior existing causes of action. 

~rr. Norris: Do you think there is, or should be, or would be, a distinction between 
lJ state constitution<1l provision to provide for remittitur at the trial court level 
as opposed to remittitur upon appeal based on the manifest weight of the evidence? 

•
 Would therp be a distinction and what is it?
 

Mr. Evans: Remittitur is allo~ed at the trial court level. Am I misunderstanding 
you? 

• 
Mr. Norris: lIe II , we're talking about a voluntary remittitur. I'm talking about a 
remittitur that the judge may do vJithout consent - a compelled remittitur. In other 
words, it's not mandatory. The judge may do it. but he can do it whether the parties 
want him to or not. Do you see any distinction or is it a difference without a 
distinction? You could have a constitutional prOVision that could say that the 
judge may compel a remittitur at the trial level or as we said, the jury verdict may 
be remitted on appeal. and then we could use some burden, for example. if it is 

• against the manifest weight of evidence. And we could use that same burden at the 
trial level. too. 

Mr. Evans: Clearly it would require revision of the Ohio Constitution. 

Mr. Norris: Oh, yes. 

• 
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Mr. Evans: Would it be offensive to the Federal Constitution, I really don't know 
because the Supreme Court has allowed procedural invasions of the traditional twelve 
man jury. It might be that a line can be drawn somewhere. Will it remove the right 
to the jury determination? If you limited it, perhaps that would pass. 

Mr. Norris: What you are saying though is that it is eit;her going to be offensive or 
not regardless of whether we do it at the trial or the appellate level. 

Mr. Evans: I think that's probably true. 

Mr. Norris: You don't see any particular advantage of doing it at the trial or ap
pellate level from the standpoint of constitutional law? 

Mr. Evans: Both the Ohio and the United States courts have said again and again 
when they talk about the right to trial by jury, we are dealing with a substantive 
right, not a procedural right. If we draw a distinction on the trial or the appellate 
level, we are talking about a procedural difference there, not a substantive difference. 
And the right to trial by jury is clearly identified as a substantive right. 

Mr. Norris: But you don't think that we would stand less risk of infirmity, again, 
from a federal constitutional standpoint, if we impose remittitur at the appellate 
level as opposed to at the trial level. 

Mr. Evans: I don't think that that distinction would matter. 

Mr. Norris: I don't either. I was just wondering what you thought. 

Mr. Evans: The fact that it was a compelled remittitur as opposed to removing the 
right to a jury determination at all, that might matter. But as to whether he did it 
at the trial or the appellate level t I don't think that ~)ould matter. 

Mr. Norris: You could make an argument, of course, I don't know how persuasive it 
is, that it is like an appellate function when you reverse on the manifest weight of 
the evidence at the appellate level t the trial judge can't really do that. He can 
order a new trial, I guess, which is something like that. I don't know. I'm just 
fishing as to whether there would be any advantage to impose it at the appellate level 
as opposed to the trial level. 

Mr. Evans: I think when we are talking about the manifest weight of the evidence, 
that gets us back into that very cloudy area, when is a remittitur permissible. The 
Ohio cases say when we've got a palpable excess. 

Mr. Bartunek;: Whatever that means. 

Hr. Evans: If it is obviously an excess t and I don't knov) vihat "obviously" means, 
then you can't use a remittitur. You have to order a new trial or ~, reversal. 

Mr. Norris: I'm thinking in terms of a constitutional amendl:lent. CkaYt that anst-Jers 
my question. 

Mr. Evans: It's very difficult. I wish I could give you a precise <:nstver. 

Mr. Bartunek: Thank you, Nr. Evc:ns. I think you did a good job on your research and 
we appreciate your coming here this morning and giving us in living color the de
scription of what you have written. Very well, this deals 'vith Section 5 of Article I, 

•
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Hhich I thou;.,;ht 'No. hilt! agreed to earlier. It reads, "The right of trial by jury 
shall I>e invlolate, except that in civil cases lBT.oJs may be passed to authorize the 
rendering of a verdict by the concurrence of not less than three-fourths of a jury." 
Does anyone want to propose an amendment to that? 

Mr. Norris: Hr. Chairman, I would. As I recall I asked that this remittitur memo 
be done, and I don't remember tvhere we are procedurally on it, but I'd like the op
portunity to, .?it least raise t~E: prospect of an amendment. I would propose at the 
end of Section 5 of Article I, vie could add something like this, " ••• ,. and laws may 
be passed to authorize reductioL by c:.ppellate courts of the amounts of jury verdicts 
where the amount is manifestly against the weight of the evidence." 

Hr. Bartunek: I'm opposed to that. 

Hr. Norris: I know you are. 

Mr. B8)~tunek: I won't insi.st on a second because everybody isn't here, but we will 
votp on it. 

Mr. Norris: The reason for my suggestion is this. I guess we all have had different 
experiences in our trial practice, but I've become increasingly disenchanted with the 
uhility of juries to assess amounts. I think they still do a darn good job of deci
dine who should win. But I just have the feeling that has been building over the 
years that juries are less able, as time goes on, to cope with a solvent defendant. 
When they know they've got a solvent defendant, the verdicts seem to me sometimes to 
be way out of line. We just went through something like that in the legislature in 
this malpractice thing. Of course, I didn't have very much sympathy for our solutions 
since I ~vas one of only two who voted against it. I sure can't be accused of being a 
dupe for the insurance industry. But I felt that one of the problems is that in many 
malpractice cases, although in those cases tried, the defendant is Winning 80% of them, 
which is a pretty good track record. The jury is certainly able to say "no" that there 
~vill be no recovery. But when the jury does find for the plaintiff, the verdicts are 
really astronomical. Again, this is my feeling. The problem is that you've got, by 
definition, in the jury's mind, a very solvent defendant. All doctors are rich, you 
know, especially surgeons and anaesthasiologists, and so they really sock it to them. 
I would hate to see the civil jury abolished altogether. I'm just not sure whether 
or not we ought to have some better remittitur provision than we now have at the pre
sent time. As was pointed out in the memorandum, what we have now is voluntary remit
titur. The judge uses his leverage to order, a new trial. He says if you don't agree 
to~a reduction we're going to have a new trial. That helps in some cases but is not 
appropriate everywhere. The effect of this amendment, if adopted, and enacted through 
law by the General Assembly, would be that the amount of the jury verdict would be 
before the court of appeals on the same basis as is reversal on the weight of the 
evidence. In other words, did the jury, in finding for the plaintiff, did find against 
the manifest weight of the evidence? It would be an evidentiary determination by the 
court of appeals and that's a pretty high burden, that it is manifestly against the 
~veigh t of the evidence. 

Mr. Bartunek: Can't the court of appeals do that now? 

Mr. Norris: I don't think they can do that from what I read here on the amount of 
the verdict. Am I right? 

Mr. Evans: If a jury has returned a verdict which is against the manifest weight of 
the evidence, I believe the court of appeals can ••• 

Mr. Bartunek: They would reverse altogether. 

Mr. Evans: They could reverse because they would have a decision that is not the 
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result of a jury trial, but is the result of some group of persons sitting and acting 
outside their charges and responsibility. 

Mr. Nemeth: In other words, it's an error of law. 

Mr. Evens: Yes, and this is a tough point. But if it is so excessive that it is 
against the weight of the l~vidence, then you can get a reversal. 

Mr. Norris: But the court of appeals has no authority to remit, to reduce the amount 
of the verdict. All I'm suggesting is that under those same circumstances, in addi
tion to having the abUity to reverse, you could save a lot of time if the judge could 
reduce the verdict, if the court of appeals could reduce the verdict. Now that's what 
I intend. You tell me if \'/hat I have suggested accomplishes what I intend. 

Mr. Evans: The court of appeals can, under its powers in Article IV, dispose of the 
case, do such things as are necessary to dispose of the case. They could, if it found 
that a new trial should have been ordered, it could oppose the remittitur so as to 
require it. 

Mr. Bartunek: Or it could reverse as to the amount of the verdict as being excessive, 
and yet affirm the finding of liability, and limit the new trial just to the amount 6f 
damages. 

Mr. Norris: Right. But again, it doesn't have any more authority to remit than the 
trial court. 

Mr. Evans: Yes, under the provisions of Article IV, Section 3 (B) (f), it says the 
court of appeals in any cause on review has such jurisdiction as may be necessary to 
its complete determination. So they can impose remittitur, we're going to throw 
you out unless you remit. They can do that. 

Mr. Norris: Consent remittitur. 

Mr. Bartunek: It still doesn't given them an absolute right to say $100,000 is too 
excessive, we'll make it $10,000. Are there any conunents from members of the com
lnittee. All those in favor of Mr. Norris' suggested amendment please state 'aye'. 
(Mr. Norris voted in the affirmative and Skipton, Clerc, and Bartunek voted 'no'.) 
Thank you again, Mr. Evans. Now we will proceed on. That was under 3d of the 
agenda. We will now proceed to the minutes of the last meeting. Does anyone have 
any objection? Without objection, they will be approved as distributed. 

Research Study No. 42 deals with the grand jury, Section 10 of Article I. This 
is a long section, and if you will bear with me, I will read it quickly. "Except in 
cases of impeachment, cases arising in the army and navy, or in the militia when in 
actual service in time of war or public danger, and cases involving offenses for 
which the penalty provided is less than imprisonment in the penitentiary, no person 
shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on pre
sentment or indictment of a grand jury; and the number of persons necessary to con
stitute such grand jury and the number thereof necessary to concur in finding such 
indictment shall be determined by law. In any trial, in any court, the party accused 
shall be allowed to appear and defend in person and with counsel; to demand the 
nature and cause of the accusation against him, and to have a copy thereof; to meet 
the witnesses face to face, and to have compulsory process to procure the attendance 
of witnesses in his behalf, and a speedy public trial by an impartial jury of the 
county in which the offense is alleged to have been conunitted; but provision may 
be made by law for the taking of the deposition by the accused or by the state, 
to be used for or against the accused, of any witness whose attendance can not 
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he had at the trial, always securing to the accused means and the opportunity to be 
present in person and with counsel at the taking of such deposition, and to examine the 
witness face to face as fully and in the same manner as if in court. No person shall 

• be compelled, in any criminal case, to be a witness against himself; but his failure 
to testify may be considered by the court and jury and may be the subject of comment 
by counsel. No person shall be twice put in jeopardy for the same offense." As an 
aside comment, I think his failllre to testify may no longer be commented on by coun
sel. We are concerned here prilaarily with the grand jury or any part of this section 
thnt any of you gentlemen would care to comment on. 

• Nr. Norris: I would like to se~ us seriously consider a limitation on the function 
of the graml jury. It has come under an awful lot of criticism. Maybe that Illinois 
su~gestion that is set out at the end of the memo is what we ought to do and is some
thing th:,t we could do very quickly, and that is to say that the General Assembly can 
either abolish the grand jury or limit its function. We don't have the ability to 

•
 rewrite it to decide just what limitations ought to be put on them.
 

Hr. B<irtunek: How do you think the ~rand jury system is failing? 

llr. Norris: It's awfully cumhersome. Let me see what some of the criticisms are that 
they raised here. 

• lk. Nemeth: One of the things t~t is difficult to reconcile is that the federal de
cisions have come to a point \oJhere the defendant or potential defendant or \~itness 

is given certuin rights at a preliminary hearing which he doesn't have before a grand 
jllry, inclurling the right to counsel which is a pretty substantive right. As of now, 
there is no right to counsel before a grand jury although there is a right, accor

• din~ to at least one lower, fede;~al court case, to a Hiranda-type warning to a grand 
jury \Jitness or potential defendant before he testifies. However, at a preliminary 

• 

hearing he has a right to counsel being present. At a grand jury hearing, which 
could do his reputation or his liberty just as much damage as an improperly conducted 
preliminary hearing, he doesn't have that. So far, the Supreme Court has not made 
the riL;ht <It preliminary heDrinc;s and before a grand jury co-extensive, but again 
\.,Je are in an areu \-Jhere there is some ind:laition that this may happen in the future. 
And if it happens, it may very well be that the General Assembly or the people would 
decide that the institution of the grand jury as such is outdated and redundant. 

Mr. Bartunek: You can come up with some more opportunity to get away. 

•
 Mr. Nemeth: I'm not sure I follow you, sir.
 

tiro Bartunek: Well, they uon't seem to have much trouble getting indictments in 
Cleveland. The only excess, if I were to see any excess in the system, is that it 
is easier to get an indictment than not to get one, because the prosecutor is there 
Dnd he controls whatever evidence and whatevffwitnesses he wants to present to a 

• bunch of people who I assume after they have been there for a few days naturally 
have him in high respect and high regard and pretty well could be led by him either 
inadvertantly or purposefully. 

Mr. Nemeth: There appears to be some eVidence, as a Philadelphia excerpt in this 
paper indicates, that in large cities, particularly, indictments are handed down with 

• rather fril5htening, speed, sometimes, on no more solid evidence than the affidavit of 
a police officer. And, on these bases and some others, the grand jury system as a 
\Jhole has come under quite severe attack lately. Another illustration of what may 
go wrong are the leaks, whether accidental or planned, in the Watergate grand jury; 
for example. It's just another illustration of the potential pitfalls of the system. 

•
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Mr. No~ris: Refresh my recollection, Mr. Chairman or Julius, if I waive a grand jury 
wha t happens to me then is tha t I am char8ed on the informCl tion. Is tha tit? Is tha t 
the technical ter.m? 

Mr. Bartunek: I'm not an expert on criminal lavJ, I would have to turn that over to 
Julius but I think tha t' 6 correc t. 

Mr. Nemeth: That's correct. 

Mr. Norris: An infonnation, as I recall, is a charge absent a grand jury proceeding, 
and the only way you can do that is if the grand jury has been waived. Is that right? 

Mr. Nemeth: In some states, the prosecutor has the option of which way he wants to go 
and I think that is also true in Ohio. 

Mr. Norris: I have some recollection that it is absolute. 

Mr. Bartunek: The constitution says "no person shall be held for a capital or other
wise infamous crime". Of course, maybe they don't classify murder and rape anymore 
as infamous crimes. I agree with you that that's the only way. 

Mr. Norris: I was municipal prosecutor for a while. In muni court, you have the pre
liminary hearing, which was a farce because if you won it, or as prosecutor if I lost 
it, it didn't make any difference because we would just go to the grand jury. The 
preliminary hearing really serves no substantive purpose except to allow defense coun~ 

sel to fish. And it's a qig game, as prosecutor, in that all you had to show was 
reasonable cause. 

M~. Ba~tunek: You want to give them enough, but not too much. 

Mr. Norris: Oh, yes. We would fudge as much as we could, introducing as little evi
dence 8S possible. Defense counsel, on the other hand, wanted the preliminary hearing 
and would never waive the preliminary hearing because they wanted to cross-examine all 
the witnesses they could to find out what our case really was. The only practical 
benefit of the preliminary hearings was that we settled a lot of cases. But that is 
not a reason in itself. You could have a pre-trial conference and do that. ',Je used 
to do that quite often and reduce a lot of charges and take pleas at that point. But 
yOll could manufacture some other confrontation that is much more efficient than that. 

Mr. Skipton: That's the only purpose it serves theoretically. 

Mr. Norris: It comes down to that. 

Mr. Clerc: As the dockets now grow more and more crowded, aren't we ~eeing a trend 
in local court to do away with the preliminary hearing? 

Mr. Norris: You can't do away with it, unless he waives it. He has a right to it 
under statute. I guess my feeling has been that emotionally I still have an attach
ment to the traditional concept of protection of the defendant as of the grand jury. 
On the other side of that argument is, of course, that the prosecutor can get an 
indictment in 99.99% of the Cases anyway. He controls it and the other side doesn't 
even get in the room. I'm just not sure whether or not what we are going to have to 
do is just simply get to the point where you charge felons the same way you charge 
misdemeanors - you file an affidavit - except that in a felony you still call it an 
information. But why you go through the preliminary hearing and why you go through 
the grand jury, I'm not 80 sure that all of that fuss is really worth it. There 
isn't any public purpose in it. I'm just not sure. 
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Mr. Bartunek; Of course, the grand jury did serve a pretty good purpose in the Water
~ate thing and it serves a pretty good purpose in some of these secret indictments 
they come out with. 

• Mr. Norris: Again, as far as the secret indictments, the prosecutor could do that 
anyway, by having them charged on information. They wouldn't have to be made public 
until the arrest would be made. You might still want to retain the grand jury for 
investigative purposes. I have no problem with that. I'm not sure, maybe this memo

• 
rnndum covers all of that, but my first glance at it, I'm not sure that it gives mare 
than surface treatment to the problem of the grand jury. I'm not criticizing the 
staff because we haven't really directed them to do that but I'm just wondering 
whether or not maybe we ought to understand betler the preliminary hearing and the re
lationship with the grand jury and maybe we should take some testimony. Or, again, 
maybe in	 the interest of speed, we just might adopt something like the Illinois pro

• 
vision. Maybe \.Je don't even have to give the General Assemb ly the authority to abolish 
it, maybe to limit it, and let the General Assembly be the forum for deciding what the 
proper function of the grand jury is. I'm sure that there is surplusage in the grand 
jury procedures now, but whether that means that there is nothing valid, nothing we 
should retain, - I can't say. }~ involvement was always at the misdemeanor level as 
a city prosecutor, but I am content that we retain more than we need to retain. 

•
 Mr. Skipton: The real question is what the real purpose fot the existence of the
 
grand jury is. Is it a protection to the accused, which I would tend to think of
 
it in theory. Things are presented in secret and if they aren't valid then that's 
the end of it. And a guy doesn't have to have any damage to his reputation. Of course, 
it has been· used for fishing expeditions, and witch hunting and that sort of thing, too. 
So I guess it comes back to what kind of prosecutor you have. 

•	 Mr. Bartunek: Yes, I think you're right. I would be inclined to leave the section 
just as it stands. 

'Nr. Clerc; If \·1e leave it as it stands are we perpetuating something that should be 
constitutionally streamlined to make it more efficient? 

•	 Mr. Bartunek: In my opinion, no. We constituted this committee months and months ago 

• 

and there has been no testimony, there has been no outside concern on this, apparent
ly, either by the prosecutors or by the criminal bar. And, as Skip says, it is de
signed to give a protection to the innocent, to some fellow \.Jho maybe somebody would 
sign an information on, but mayhe when the facts are brought to the grand jury, they 
would say no, he didn't do it, there was not probable cause. So it is intended to be 
some sort of protection for the innocent. I guess all our laws really are written 
with the idea to protect the innocent, but they have been so worked around that now 
they protect the criminal more than the innocent. The biggest problem that we have 
in Cleveland is that the chief justice of the Supreme Court has ordered that all 
criminal trials happen in 90 days, which is impossible. And the local judges are now 

• violati.ng that order and rule of the Supreme Court because you just can't do anything 
else but criminEl trials if they were to do that. 

Hr. Norris: !-ir. Chairman, if I might for the record here, at least, just suggest two 
ilmendments. The first one :vou1ci be, "The General Assembly by law may abolish the 
grund jury or further limit its use." That's the Illinois provision. Now, if that 

• 3mendment fails. \vhat I \vould propose to do, so you know hO\11 to vote on the first 
amendment, \wu1d be to propose a second amendment that :',1ould simply say, "The General 
Ao8embly	 may by 1m·) further limit the use of the ::!;rand jury." 30 the first amendment 
would he to abolish or limit anc. the second amendment, if the first failed, \.Jould 
be to ~~imply limit. 

•
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!:vlr. Burtul1,:k: Very \Jf.d.l, ·.·I(~'ll take <:1 vot(: on it. lire. ther·.~ any COl1lflK:nL, hy U12ll'bers 

of the COIlll!littpe·! Mr. Skipton? 

Nr. Skipton: I just clon't kno"\o} enough about this. 

Mr. D<lrtunek: Wt~ll, I f2e.l tlwt really ....ve have hacl no testimony, the researcb. is 
somewhat superficial. I knmv \ve are tinkering here \vith a vEry big thing. Ey philo
sophy as a guUe is that I don't want to change anything unless I see a reason for 
doing so. 

Mr. Norris: One of the reasons for doing it in this kind of form rather than monkeying 
wi th the procedure wOll1d be, H we come out with a recommend a t ion like this, you had 
h etter believe that we will have lots of testimony before the full commission. But 
if we don't have a recommendation, then it will be just like it \vas hl~re. It \oJi11 be 
silent and nothing will happen. This isn't really DO radical a proposal because we 
<ire not abolishing the grand jury. We are just saying that the Gener~!l Assembly may. 
I think our purpose, or my purpose would be accomplished, whichever is adopted. I 
don't really care. I think what it would do would be to put the public on notice that 
the Constitutional Revision Con~ission is thinking about tinkering with this and that 
would bring in the testimony and if the full commission thinks then that we shouldn't 
tinker at all, then fine, it comes out. I wouldn't abolish it. That's the reason 
for the middle ground. 

Mr. Nemeth: As the memorandum indicates, I think a recommendation to abolish the grand 
jury, at this point, in Ohio, would draw quite strong negative reaction, as far as we 
can determine. Particularly from the prosecutors. The prosecutors like the grand jury 
system because it offers them insulation between themselves and the potentially accused 
individual, and they feel that as long as the grand jury exists, it shares with them 
the burden of deciding who should be or who should not be prosecuted. That is some
thing that they do not want to take on their own shoulders. 

Mr. Norris: It gets them off the ~ook when the newspapers are screaming at them. I'm 
not so sure that's a valid reason for retaining an institution. 

Mr. Bllrtunck: We will vote on Mr. Norris' firs t motion ~oJhich reads, in the appropriate 
part of the section, "The General Assembly may by law abolish the grand jury or further 
limit its use". 

The vote was taken and Norris voted aye, all others voted nay. 

Mr. Skipton: AI, wouldn't it be better if we have the report to the conmlission note 
the discussion of the issue and open the subject up for further commission perusal? 
Perhaps the commission would order further study of it. This is a technique used in 
the case of the legislative-executive. Some of those issues we discussed in the re
port but took no action on and individual members did make motions to do something 
further with them. 

Mr. Bartunek: Maybe Mr •.Norris would have time to at least give the jist of your ideas 
to Brenda so that we would include in our report that the committee seriously pondered 
the question. 

Mr. Norris: I would like to see some testimony before the full commission. 

Mr. Skipton: If it's stated in the report, then it's fair game for the commission to 
have some more on it if you \l1ish to propes e it. 

Mr. Clerc: I would vote for the second motion for the reason of opening further dis
cussion. 
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Nr. Norris: Naybe we have enough votes for the second one. I didn't expect the first 
one to carry. 

Mr. Bartunek: The first one has lost and it really is unfair that everyone isn't here 
to vote. We've got to proceed, however. The second motion is, "The General Assembly 
may by law further limit the use of the grand jury." 

Mr. Skipton: The question is what does that mean? In what ways do we contemplate 
that they may act? mwt limitations <:Ire possible? Limit the matters presented to them? 

Mr. Bartunek: I think it's widE! open. They can limit it to any extent: how often 
they meet, whnt they consider, who can appear. 

Mr. Nemeth: They could possibly limit their function to an investigatory function as 
distinguished from an indicting function. 

Mr. Skipton: That would be the one thing that I am opposed to in the grand jury. 
want to limit their witch hunting. 

Mr. Norris: TIle reason I chose the language is that I just lifted it directly from 
the Illinois Constitution. 

~tr. Skipton: In other words, if I were going to put a limitation in myself, it would 
be to limit their ability to witch hunt. What do these \~ords mean and what possible 
course of action could the General Assembly take affects how I vote. 

NT. Norris: I think the YJord 'limit' is better than the word 'modify'. That would 
give them the authority to expand the use of the grand jury, too. I suppose that's 
the 1'O<l80n they chose the \-JOrd 'limit'. so they could only go one way, to increase 
the authority of the grand jury to act. He know what we've got now, and this would 
mean they could cut back on whatever· function there is now, as a result of the de
liberi.ltion and legislative process. And I like that term better than using a term 
like 'modify', where you could go in either direction. I don't want to expand. 

11r. Neme th: The 1m..' in Ohio a t the present time, a t leas t as expounded in the Ham
mond .and Adamet cases which are the Kent State grand jury cases, is that Ohio grand 
juries have only those powers which are specifically granted to them by statute. 
In other words, I think this is somewhat of a limitation on their ability to go 
fishing. What they do has to be pretty specifically laid down in the la~], and of 
course the la~·) is subject to constitutional test. If the law does not meet due pro
cess standards and so on, it could be struck down. 

Mr. Bartunek: Practically anything t-le do here is superceded by the federal anyway. 
Any other discussions? Alright. All those in favor of Mr. Norris' second amendment 
please state aye. 

Hr. Clerc: Let me clarify one point before voting. In voting yes, are we putting 
ourselves in the position of having to defend this? Are we saying that the com
mittee is indeed in favor of this or is there some way that we can, as Mr. Skipton 
suggested, open it up to further discussion and more testimony? 

Hr. Bartunek: I \~ould think that the proper way to open these matters that Mr. 
Norris has brought up in this committee would be in our report to the commission to 
state th<lt these problems came up and we didn't really feel we had.enough informa
tion on rcnlittitur. on the duties and rights of the grand jury and things like that, 
and ask the commission to appoint a special committee to study these things. I think 
that would be a more proper way. I am concerned if we pass an amendment and a recom
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mendation we will have to defend it. 

Mr. Norris: Mr. Chairman, if your thought is that we recommend to the commission that 
there be studie~ in these two areas, then I don't need my amendm~nt. But to just have 
a committee repprt that says that we looked at these two areas, we didn't know enough 
about them and .0 we recommend no change, that doesn't help. Nobody is going to come 
forward. But i~ we say to the commission we looked at these two areas and we don't 
know enough abot,tt them, therefore we recommend special committee or study be undertaken 
so that a decis~on can be brought to the full commission, that's fine. That would 
contemplate tesfimony. 

Mr. Bartunek: then you could caU the prosecutors in to say how and why we use these. 

Mr. Norris: I just want to stir it up somewhat. I will withdraw that second motion. 

Mr. Bartunek: So then the two things we are going to recommend further study on are 
Article I, Section 5, the remittitur thing, and ArtXie I, Section 10, the grand jury, 
and maybe others as we go along. I do feel that we have not had testimony in the 
meetings and we are just going on things we know. 

Mr. Norris: I agree with that. We need to know more. 

Mr. Bartunek: Alright. So at least those two we will recommend to the commission, 
altho~gh no change, that we request that a special committee be appointed to give 
this full and deeper study. We will proceed on now to research study no. 44H. That 

deals with Articl~ I, Section 10, which we just talked about, except that this has to 
do with putting twi.ce in jeopardy» self-incrimination, speedy trial, trial by jury. 
Essentially what you are talking about in this remittitur thing, if you will permit 
me to reword somewhere along the line. tvell, we have just discussed this section, 
and I don't see any changes that have been offered, nor do I have any personally that 
I would like to see. Is there any other discussion on Section 10, any of these rights? 
Double jeopardy, grand jury rights, demending a person with counsel, face the witness, 
speedy trial, deposition of witnesses, compelled to be a witness against himself, 
whether fe:l.1ure to testify may be considered by the court. Is there discussion of 
any parts of these? 

Mr. Clerc: You said something about a change in failure to testify. 

Mr. Bartunek: I beli~ve that the federal courts have held that you cannot comment on 
the fact that a person failed to take the stand and testify. 

Mr. Norris: Didn't we used to have thet in our constitution? 

Mr. Bartunek: It is in it now. 

Mr. Norris: Do we need to take it out, then? 

}lr. Bartunek: vfuatever your pleasure is. I would be against taking it out because 
I d6n't like Washington commandine me \'lhat to do. But if that 'den, tLc sense of the 
committee certainly we could. Do you know if that is the law, Julius? 

Mr. Nemeth: Yes it ls. There is no doubt about that. 

Mr. Norris: \le used to do that and my recollection is th<:t it was an Ohio case, wasn't 
it? Or maybe it was another state _lith exactly the same provision. 

Ms-•. Avey: It was in California, in Griffin v. California 
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Mr. Clerc: T~)I:~n we could remove the \vords "but his failure to testify may be consi
dered b1 the court and the jury and may be the subject of comment by counsel". 

• Kr. Shipton: What \'laS the basis of the federal decision? 

Mr. Bartunek: They overturned the conviction because they commented on it, violating 
bis civil rights. 

Hr. Skipton: Ilhere did they find something to the contrary, though? 

• Mr.. Nemeth: Invasion of the right to remain silent. 

1'18. Avey: Yes, the Fifth Amendment self-incrimination clause. 

• 
Hr. Bartunek: The Supreme Court held th.::lt the rules of evidence gave the state the 
privilc~e of tendering to the jury for its consideration the failure of the accused to 
testify without any formal offer of proof. The court 'continued by saying the prose
cutor's comment and the court's acquiescence ~vas the equivalent of an offer of evidence 
and its acceptance. This, the court held, violated the defendant's fifth amendment 

• 
right, spccifkally the spirit of the self-incrimination clause. It said refusal to 
testify was a remnant of the inquisitorial system of criminal justice, which the 
fifth amendment outlawed, because there was a penalty imposed by the court for exer
cising the constitutional privilege. Do you want to make a motion? 

Hr. Clerc: I would move that ~,;e strike the ~vording from " ...but his failure to tes
tify" to the end of that sentence, put a period instead of a semicolon after "himself". 

•
 }rr. Bartunek: Does anyone second that?
 

Mr. Norris: I'll second that. 

• 
Mr. Skipton: I h.1ve il question about that amendment. You say failure to testify may 
be considered by the court and jury. That sure opens up a loophole for a challenge 
to say that they did consider it. 

Mr. Norris: I thi1'lk what you need to do is just cross out "and may be the sub)ct of 
comment by counsel". 

• 
Mr. Bartunek: The amendment will be approved .vithout objection. The amendment which 
reads from about the third last line of Article I, Section 10, after the word "jury", 
s trike out the remainder of the sentence, "and may be the subect of COIIUllcnt by counsel". All 
of those in favor please state aye. (All voted aye except Mr. Bartunek voted nay. 
The change Has adopted). Now '.ve will go on to Research Study No. 441, which deals 
with Article I, Section 19a. "The amount of damages recoverable by civil action in 
the courts for death caused by the ~vrongful act, neglect, or default of another, 

•
 shall net be limited b1 la~v:' Does anyone have any comments abaut that?
 

1'1r. Norris: Just this one. When we get to the question of remittitur, we'll ~vant 

to be sure that this article is included as well as the one before. It bears on that 
!';ubject. 

• Mr. Bartunek: Any other comments? Without objection then there will be no change 
to Article I, Section 19a. 

• 
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Ms# Avey: ~~en you say no change, that's not the same recommendation that you made 
with respect to the other sections passed on for further study, is it? 

Mr. Bartunek: That's correct. We're not going to ask for a hearing to be held on 
the amount of damages recovered by civil action. We're asking for hearings on the 
remittitur which affects this section. But as far as changing it, we're not changing 
those other sections either. But now we are going to ask the commission to appoint a 
committee to consider Article I, Section 5, Article I, Section 10 on the grand jury, 
and Article I, Section 19a in connection with the remittitur. Because if we do decide 
that the judge can remit we'll run into this section as well as the other one. Now 
we will go on to Study No. 44J toJhich has to do with Article I, Section 15. "No person 
shall be imprisoned for debt in any civil action, on mesne or final process, unless in 
cases of fraud." Is there any discussion of Section l5? 

The members ~equested a definition of the word "mesne". 

Mr. Norris: I just wonder what in the \vorld that final clause is, "unless in cases 
of fraud". 

Mr. Bartunek: I guess it carries back to the old days in England where they imprisoned 
people for debt, and they didn't want them to do that in this country. 

Mr. Norris: We don't have any statutes implementing that. 

Mr. Skipton: Putting him in jail for fraud? 

Mr. Norris: Not unless it's a criminal charge. 

Ms. Avey: "Mesne" means intennediate in occurence or time of performance, according 
to our dictionary. 

Mr. Norris: Okay, I guess what that pennits us to do then is to promulgate the crim
inal statute which would say in essence that if you procure goods by fraud, then that's 
a crime. That's what that means. 

Mr. Bartunek: Is there any discussion? Without objection then there will be no change. 
We will proceed on to Research Study 44K which deals with Article I, Secti.on 2. If 
we ever do this again, we ought to do them in the order that they appear in the con
stitution. This says, '~ll political power is inherent in the people. Government is 
instituted for their equal protection and benefit, and they have the right to alter, 
reform, or abolish the same, whenever they may deem it necessary; and no special priv
ileges or immunities shall ever be granted, that may not be altered, revoked, or re
pealed by the General Assembly." This is a restatement of the equal protection clause. 
It is the equal protection clause. It comes from the Declaration of Independence, 
and is a statement of principles. 

Mr. Norris: The only clause I have any question about is "no special privileges shall 
ever be granted that may not be altered 01:' repealed by the General Assembly." They 
are the only ones that can grant them in the first place. I see no reason to change 
it. 

Mr. Bartunek: Without objection then, there will be no change in Article I, Section 2. 

~tr. Skipton: That would be dangerous to change that, because people would find new 
rights. 
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Nr. Bartunek: We ,Jill now go on to 44L, which is Article I, Section 8. "The privilege 
of the writ- of habeas corpus shall not be suspended, unless, in cases of rebellion or 
invasion, the public safety require it." This restates the federal constitution. 
Wh2n I wns a judge they used it twice on me and there are key phrases to put somebody 

• 

• in a mental institution, especially in cases where wives are having trouble with their 
husbands and they say the magic words and the husbands are taken by the police to the 
insane asylum. On two sep<:lrate times, the husbands' lawyers came on a Saturday mor
ning, in both c<lses, with a habeas corpus. In both cases, I let the guy out, but 
worried like heck whether he reully was going to kill her. I certainly don't think 
anyone would want to take away the right of habeas corpus. 

Hr. Norris: Have any problems been raised, Julius, about the Ohio provision? Has 
there been any current debate on this section? 

Mr. Nemeth: Not that I'm a~]are of. 

•	 Mr. Norris: Well I see no reason to change that. 

Hr. Bartunek: Without objection, then, there \viU: be no change in Article I, Section 

•
 
8. That completes Research Studies No. 44H through L. Then the University of Cinci

nnati Law Review Article on Smaller Juries, we talked about that the last time, so
 
without objection, I will eliminate that from the agenda.
 

Ms. Avey: i~l!<lt ahout the question of the unanimous verdict? Does that have to be 
tukcn lip separateJ)~? 

Nr. Bartunek: I think we discllssed tlwt before. 

• Hr. Norri.s: Hr. Chairman, remind me wh~re \"e are, because we have run into problems 
in wanting to reduce the size of juries, with that three-fourths provision. What 
have we decidGd to do1 

• 
Mr. Bartunek: The three-fourths provls10n still remains, and I thought it was the 
Sf:!nse of this committee to keep the three-fourths provision but keep the unanimous 
require~ent for a criminal jury. 

Mr. Norris: YOll are always stuck whenever you reduce the juries with that particular 
three-fourths provision. 

•
 
Hr. Rartunek: I have had six on a jl\ry.
 

Er. Harris: If you have six, then you've zot to havt: five of the six? 

l~. Bartunek: Ri~ht. 

• ~~. Norris: That's what we did, then. I forget haw we carne out on that statute to 
iJ 110'.17 tlw reduc tion in size. Is th<l t the minimum size, six? 

~:r. Burtu:1ek: I don't kno\J what the statute says. 1 knm..; that I have tried cases with 
six jurors. A'nYI·lay, 'We should have an easier requirement for civil cases than for 
criminal cases. 

•	 Hr.. Nord.s: ':es,:.L agree with that. Did the 1;:.'''' reviel'] 8!"ticle deal 'With that? Did 
they think the: tIln>.e-fO'....rths requirement limited the General Assembly in the size of 
juries? Did it raise that 2S a problem? 

Er. nartunek: I don't remember. 

• 
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Mr. Norris: The reason I raiJse that is I remember that wE: Hanted to be able to make 
smaller juries available as a matter of efficiency, and I can remember that three
fourths provision ha~ng us up. 

Mr. Bartunek: On page 607 of the arUcle in the section entitled Re"J'ising the Ohio 
ConstitutionJl 

, it states that it is silent to the requirement of the jury size, hO\'I7ever 
civil rule requires an p.ight menmer jury in civil cases and the criminal rule requires 
twelve members in felony and eight members in misdeuJeanors. If these rules are uncon

s titutional, the constitution could be revised to validate it. If they are constitu
tional, the constitution could be revised to establish minimum standards which must 
he me t • I don't agree. 

Mr. Norris: Why would it be unconstitlltional to have an eight- man jury? 

Mr. Bartunek: I don't know. 

Mr. Norris: That disturbs me. We ought to be able to have a six-man jury. 

Mr. Bartunek: We do. We not only ought to be able to. I think we do. I think the 
rules - we turn over all of these things to the Supreme Court to issue rules, and the 
civil rule #38 reql~es an eight-man jury. 

Mr. Norris: Why did they do that. I bet it stems from the three-fourths requirement. 

Mr. Bartunek: Sure. 

Ms. Avey: I think the conflict is that Article XIII, Section 5 requires a l2-man jury 
for corporate right of way cases. 

Mr. Bartunek: Eminent domain. yes. 

Mr. Norris: Now, there's something else. Should we not be nble to allmv smaller juries? 
That question is not before us now, is it? 

Hr. Bartunek: We already voted on that. and they are to remain, is tha t con~ec t'! 

Ms. Avey: You eliminated the twelve-man jury. 

Mr. Norris: Rule #38 says" ••• In an action for appropriation of a right of way brought 
by a corporation pursuant to Article XIII, Section 5, of the Ohio Constitution, the 
jury shall be composed of twelve members unless the demand specifies a lesser number; 
and in the event of timely demand by more than one party in such action the jury shall 
be composed of the greater number not to exceed ~elve. In all other civil actions the 
jury shall be composed of eight members unless the demand specifies a lesser number; 
and 1n the event of timely demand by more than one party in such actions the jury shall 
be composed of the greater number not to exceed eight." 

Mr. Bartunek: We already in this committee have taken out the requirement for twelve 
in corporate appropriation cases. 

Mr. Norris: I wonder how the court took that away_ 

?-is. Avey: The constitution says "8 jury of twelve men in a court of record, as shall 
be provided by law", 60 maybe they could provide by law for some variation of twelve. 

• 

• 

•
 

• 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 
Mr. Bartunek: I don't think they did that because I know that in eminent domain cases 
involving C:T.I., Cuyahoga County requires a l2-man jury. 
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Mr. Norris: Okay. "In all other civil actions, the jury shall be composed of eight 
members unless the demand specifies a lesser number. In the event of timely demand 
by more than one party to such action, the jury shall be composed of a greater number 

• not to exceed ell~ht." So this says we can go to six. 

Nr. Bne tllnek: You ellll go 10 fOlJr. 

Mr. Norris: In the> 8taff note it says, "In addition, Section 1901.24 provided for 
six-man juries i.n civil cases in the municipal court, unless a specific demand is 

• made for eight or twelve." ~~,~ll, I think that permits six. I was concerned from what 
you read there that the lowest number permitted by the rules was eight and that they 
were hanging up on the provision, but they are not. I just wanted to be able to use 
six. 

Mr. Bartunek: \~ell, yes, but I prefer to use twe lve. 

• Mr. Norris: Yes, but especially in muni court actions, when they impanel the jury,
 
it makes a lot of difference. TWo hundred bucks is a lot more than one hundred dollars,
 
in a thousand dollar law suit.
 

•
 
Mr. Bartunek: \~e will now proceed to an equal rights amendment from the public testi 

mon~. Nmv I though t we cons idered tha t. I though t we turned it down.
 

Mr. Clerc: I thought so too. 

Mr. Bartunek: Is there any question about it? Without objection we will turn-it down 
again. And the right to know and participate. About the fourth paragraph down, the 

•
 Itlemo mentions the Montana Constitution where people are guaranteed the right to parti 

cipate in the decisions of governmental agencies, interpreted as the right to be heard 
on matters of interest. And another section guarantees the right to know. It provides 
that no person shall be denied the right to examine public records nor observe public 
deliberations. But people have that right now. In fact, there is a state law that 

• 
sives you the right to look at any public record and have a copy made. What is your 
pleasure, gentlemen? 

Mr. Norris: I don't see that we need it. 

Mr. Roberto: I haven't had much of a chance to study this, but it does seem to dupli 
cate the provisions for redress on the part of citizens. I don'tl·see what it adds, 

•
 quite frankly.
 

•
 

Mr. Bartunek: If ever I saw a state where they gave people more of a right to parti 

cipate and know, more than Ohi.o. '.vell then, gentlemen, without obljection, we will.con

sider the right to know amendment and state that it is already covered in other pro

visions of the constitution and therefore not necessary. Now we come to the bail pro

visions of Article I, Section 9.
 

}is. Avey: I have some extra copies to distribute of the two alternatives. In any case, 
a change has been approved to modernize the spelling of the section of "offenses". 

•
 
Mr. Bartunek: Section 9 says that "All persons shall be bailable by sufficient sur

eties, except for capital offences where the proof is evident, or the presumption great.
 
Excessive bail shall not be required; nor excessive fines imposed; nor cruel and unusual
 

•
 

punishments inflicted." 

Mr. Norris: These two alternatives were drafted at my request. The reason for my re
questing this was in drafting a bill in the house, I discovered that there is a very 
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distinct difference between the Ohio Constitution provision on bail and that of the 
federal constitution. The federal constitution simply outlaws excessive bail. It con
tains a provision against excessive bail. As a result of that, the courts have held 
that the Congress can by specific category restrict bail. So that they can provide t 
for example, for no bail for repeat offenders. Somebody is out on bail and commits 
a second offense, then Congress can provide that bail on the first offense can be re
voked and bail will not be available on the second offense. The federal statutes to 
that effect has already been upheld in the lower courts, I think up through the court 
of appeals level. I'm really not certain, but I think the Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia has upheld that provision. I wanted to by statute propose that 
kind of a provision for Ohio. But Ohio's bail provision goes further than that and 
I think puts some question on our ability to enact that kind of a statute in Ohio. 
Because it is not only an excessive bail provision, it's a guarantee of bail. It 
says that everybody 1s bailable t except those accused of a capital offense, and it 
docs not allow any restriction on bail, and I think if there is one thing that's got 
everybody upset it is these people who are committing offense after offense after of
fense on bail. I'm proposing that we go closer to the federal position so that the 
General Assembly would be in a position to restrict bail. It's been a while since 1 
read the two alternatives and I notice in my response I told her I preferred the second 
because it was simpler and more restrictive. 

Mr. Bartunek: I preferred alternative "B" because it sets it out in better language. 

Mr. Norris: So it would not go clear to the federal position which is purely excessive 
bail. It would retain our guarantee of bail for everybody except in these limi~ed sit 
uations of dangerous felons, and then the General Assembly could restrict bail in those 
areas. So it's not self-executing and not as broad as the federal provision. But I 
think it would allow the General Assembly to restrict baiL 

Mr. Clerc~ Would that also work in situations like that you mentioned earlier with re
peat offenders, maybe a non-dangerous individual? 

Mr. Norris: No, only if it's a felony. The main thrust is to dangerous offenders. The 
prOVision that I have drafted, for example, follows the D.C. Law, and it says that if 
somebody is out on bail, and they're picked up, although the D.C. law is not limited 
to felony, on the assaultive kind of offense, then the bail can be revoked and no bail 
available. Now that's the appr6ach of this, when release would endanger other persons 
in the community then you could do that, the law could provide for that, and of course 
it could apply to any felony committed on the second offense while they are out. 

Mr. Roberto: Mr. Chairman, I read the minutes of the last meeting and this seems to 
have the favor of most of the members of the subcommittee. I have been trying to con
vince myself that it is a good idea, but I can't do that. I think it offers a consti 
tutional protection that prevents against some of the emotional kinds of legislation 
we pass in the house and in the senate. It's been my experience in the legislature 
that it is pretty difficult to keep from being a hero on the floor when somebody is 
prescribing a 99-year penalty or removal of probation or all of the other things that 
are built into the system to provide some fleXibility. And I just simply foresee that 
with this kind of a provision it won't be too long before there won't be too many felony 
offenses that are bailable as a result of some of our political heroes who are caught 
up in the emotional context of a particular period of time. I think it has been in 
the constitution since 1851. I don't know whether that was when it found its way in 
there or not, but I think it has served well and I'm really hesitant to open that up 
to a whole flood of legislation which would restrict bail for what numbers of people 
consider to be obnoxious crimes. I consider all crimes to be obnoxious. But for 
repeat offenders, I'm not familiar with the case law and I'm certainly not an expert 
in this area but it seems to me that that would justify increasing the bail and dis
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courage bail in many cases anyhow. To open this up further, I did have some concern, 
and I c3n't convince myself that it's a good idea. 

• Mr. Norris: Mr. Chairman, just by way of quick rebuttal, I guess that's the reason I 
prefer the second alternative, because it's mere restrictive. It retains the excessive 
bail provision. It does not alter that at all. It only talks about denial of bail, 
..md you can only deny bail in one of two circumstances, one where the release would 

• 
endanger other persons, so that would be the assaultive kind of a person. And, again, 
the situation would be you're going to have to make a case by case decision, the judge 
would, on granting bail, under any statute. Or the second alternative is, in any fel
ony, where any person is charged with any felony, if no condition of release will in
sure appearance at the trial. Of course, you can't by legislation under that alter

• 

llJtive say, well, everybody accused of every felony will never show up for trial and 
so there "Jill be no bail for every felon. The only statute that could be under that 
thing would be giving the judge discretion to say of a person charged with a felony 
that no condition of release '.Jill insure the aprea:-ance at the trial. I think it's 
very restrictive. 

Mr. Bartunek: That's not the problem you're trying to get at, that's not really second 
offenders. 

• Mr. Norris: well, again, the second offenders problem is my number one concern, but 
I think this other provision here doesn't open it up enough to really ••• 

Mr. Skipton: I feel somewhat like Mark. If you have a problem such as an offense com
mitted while on bail, I would rather strike at that directly rather that write general 
lsnguage. 

• Hr. Bartunek: In reading some of these cases under this section, how do you solve that 
problem, where a man supposedly commits a robbery and is out on bail, and as is not 
uncorrunon he commits a robbery while out on bail so that he can pay his attorney. 

Mr. Skipton: I think, for example, just pull him in for immediate trial. The hell with 

• bail - we'll go into trial right now. Or, make it a form of contempt of court. The 
court's granted you bail and you've gone out and violated the terms of the bail. You 
cOlnmitted another crime and you are in contempt of court and we'll jail you right now. 

Mr. Bartunek: But he still is constitutionally entitled to bail. It says very clearly 
that all persons shall be bailable. 

• Nr. Norris: 1 have the statistics in an0ther file, and this repeat thing is really a 
v~ry serious thing. As I recall off the top of my head, the statistics are about 19%. 
It is really stunning the number of offenses that are committed by persons on bail. 

• 
Mr. Roberto: That may be true Al, but if you notice in your language, you are limiting 
it to assaultive type offenses. How many of those assaultive type offenses are that 
second condition, if no condition for release will assure appearance at a trial? 
don't think you are tightening it up too much, with that language, with regard to repeat 
offenders anyhow. 

Mr. Norris: Mr. Chairman, I thi~k this kind of language would prohibit the General As

• sembly from going hog wild. Now if the committee feels that it would like to limit the 
amendment to second offenses while on bail, that doesn't bother me because that's my 
real problem, and I would have no objection to having this redrafted to limit this to 
that specific situation. 

• 
Mr. Clerc: Could it be redrafted where we would strike "if no condition for release 
will assure ••• " and put in after "the offense charged is a felony" something to the 
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effect that "colllnitted while out on bail" or if you want to expand that to misdemeanors 
committed while out on bail. 

Mr. Norris: I think that if you are going to limit it to bail on the second offense, 
then yes, I think you shouldn't limit it. If a person is on bail for a misdemeanor, •
then whether he commits another misdemeanor or a felony, it really doesn't mahe any 
difference. So if it's just going to be a repeat offender thing, I don't think it 
ought to have a distinction between a misdemeanor and felony. 

Mr. Skipton: My problem is that they are making crimes out of so many things, today. 
And as Mark said, putting outrageous penalties on alleged criminal acts. I can just see •
the proposals in that legislature once they get going on one of these issues. 

Mr. Norris: That's the reason I like the restrictive language. 

Mr. Skipton: You make it a crime for spitting in the street and then limit your ability 
to get bail. • 
Mr. Bartunek: But in Cleveland it is a lot different, and there are a lot of serious 
crimes going on because of the 90-day rule imposed by the Chief Justice of the Supreme 
Court. They are practically letting murderers off on minor charges and plea bargaining. 

Mr. Skipton: Well, what I'm saying is that if that's the problem, let's limit this to • 
where that's the only case we are talking about. I'm not for giving the legislature 
very broad authority. 

Mr. Roberto: 1 think it's dangerous. 

Mr. Bartunek: I have confidence in my legislature. • 
Mr. Skipton: They have a tendency to make crimes out of too many things. 

Mr. Bartunek: Would you and Skip be willing to go along if we limited to second offenses? 

Mr. Roberto: 1 would be inclined to. • 
Mr. Skipton: Yes, if you could limit it to the specific types of cases you're talking 
about, fine. 

Mr. Norris: Well, how about this, just as rough language here. "Persons may be denied 
bail prior to trial when the offense charged is a felony if the person was released on • 
bail at the time the charged offense was committed." 

Mr. Bartunek: Isn't that a little too specific for a constitution? 

Mr. Clerc: I hate to throw out that clause about endangering other persons in the 
cO'lIl11uni ty. • 
Mr. Norris: We could leave that in there, too. 

Mr. Bartunek: I think that's what you are really trying to get at. You don't care if 
a guy goes and commits a victimlass crime. What you do care about is his going out and 
hitting someone else over the head. • 
Mr. Norris: That could be left in there, "when their release would endanger other per
sons or the cOIImunity." 

Mr. Bartunek: Period. • 
lIA1J1 
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Mr. Norris: ~cll, if you want to do it for second offenses, then you would have to say, 
"or the community" cross out the "or", "if the offense charged is a felony" then the 
repeat offender language, "and if the person released on bail ••• " 

l-1r. Bartunek: IJhy do you have to have the repeat language? Don't you'get that under 
if their release would endanger the community? 

Mr. Norris: Then you could deny bail on the first offense. 

Hr. Clerc: That's a point I think \ve ought to investigate. What we're saying here in 
this clternute "B" as "ritten, \-;e're making t\JO conditions for denial of bail: one, 
in the case of an accused who milY be deemed a threat to the community; and then the 
:wcond one, I thouCht it was the sense of the committee that IiJe were trying to deny 
h ..li1 to peoplE: Hho commit offenses while out on bail. So in that situation, then, 
thE'. "or" "JOuld s tllY in after "community". 

Mr. Bartunek: They would be alternates rather than two conditions. 

Mr. Norris: That doesn't offend me. What I'm trying for is a consensus here and if 
the only way W2 can get a majority is to have to limi~ it only to repeat offenders, 
that's wh.nt I was dr.nfting. But you are right. An alternative \vould be to leave in 
the first clause and then t.;:ck on as an "or the repeat offender" thing. 

Hr. Clerc: Could \'le SCJ.y something to the effect, looking again at that second para
graph, "Persons may be denied bail prior to trial when their release would endanger 
other persons or the community, or the offense charged has been committed while on 
bail relense." 

!~r. Skipton: That restricts it to the same type of crime. It could be a different 
kind of u felony. It could he murder in one case and assault in the next. 

111'. Norri.s: I thinl: in tLat s"conu alternative, John's point is well taken. If a 
fellow is out on [j misdemeanor and then he is picked up on a traffic offense, you 
don't want to deny him bail. The second offense probably ought to be a felony. 

Nr. Roberto: I sUll have pro~)lems. If a guy embezzles funds and then the judge has 
to decide \vhe ther he is going to be dangerous or not, he has the same prob lem. If he 
h<.lS to go out and steal some more money to make his bail, it doesn't matter \Jhether 
he assaulted somebody in the first offense or whether he embezzled money. He is still 
dangerous in the judge's mind. That doesn't limit it very much in my mind. I under
stand the prohlem \vith some characters we have that if it's a second offense or a 
third offense or whatever, the bail should be limited. And I'm sorry that I don't 
know ~~ha t the case law is. It ·.,]ould seem to me tha t if you have a repea t offender be
fore the court, the bail ought to be pretty stiff. 

~rr. Bcrtunck: You are supposed to jack it up. 

Mr. Roberto: Yl"S. And if jUdges are not rioing that then that's a different kind of 
problem. 

Mr. Norris: But if they can raise it they go out. 

Mr. Roberto: Yes, if they can raise it. 

Mr. Norris: In the cases then, they flip back to the excessive bail, and they have 
got to let them out. 

Mr. Roberto: If it's a second or a third offense, I don't know how you could sustain 
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that's excessive bail. 

Mr. Norris: They do. It really is unbelievable. 

Mr. Roberto: As I say. I can go along with, if you are trying to limit it to s0cond 
or third offenses or whatever, I have no problem with that. But I sure would hate to 
turn over to the legislature the law-making authority to eliminate bail for any kind 
of fp.lony, just carte blanche. 

Mr. Norrb: :t-1r. Chairman, just as a suggestion, why don't we take it in tl'JO parts and 
see what we have for alternatives. 

Mr. Bartunek: Maybe this is one of the things we should ask the commission to study 
more in depth, and get some additional information. Or maybe we can work out a com
promise. 

Mr. Norris: I'm just wondering. I'd like to see whether we can work out a compromise 
and if we can do it quickly. If we can't, yes, let's put it to the commission. 

Mr. Bartunek: Why don't you propose some language. 

Mr. Norris: Okay. 

Mr. Skipton: Are there any examples of language available in any other state constitu
tions? If there is something already existent and has been through interpretation, that 
would make it easier. 

Mr. Norris: You see, you don't have that problem in the federal law or in those states 
that adopted the federal provision, because there is no problem, because they can al 
ready do it. It's simply an excessive bail provision and the courts have held that you 
can categorize. The courts have held, for example, that the federal congress can come 
in and say no bail for anybody accused of burglary. Here's what Hawaii's constitution 
says. "The Court may dispense wi.th bail if reasonably satisfied that the defendant or 
witness will appear when directed, except for a defendant charged with an offense pun
ishable by life imprisonment". Which is going the other way. That's a little more 
liberal than what we've got. 

Mr. Bartunek: Alaska says, "Penal administration shall be based on the principle of 
reformation used to perpetuate the republic. ~ll penalties shall be determined accor
ding to the seriousness of the offense and the objective of restoring to the individual 
his citizenship." I don't see how that •••Here's the Model State Constitution, "Persons 
shall, !before conviction be bailable by sufficient sureties, but bail may be denied to 
persons charged with capital offenses or penalties punishable by life imprisonment, 
giving due weight to the evidence and to the nature and circumstances of the event. " 

Mr. Norris: No, that's not as good as what we have. It doesn't have anything on ex
c essive baiL 

Mr. Roberto: Ours looks better all the time. 

Mr. Norris: Ours is the most restrictive of any of them. Well, here is what I would 
propose, and this language is not too far off. "~ersons may be denied bail prior to 
trial if the offense charged is a felony and was committed while the person was released 
on baiL" And then, of course, that second paragraph tl70uld have to stay in, "Notwith
standing any other provision ••• " 

Mr.R.oberto: To overcome the Supreme Court rule-making authority? Is that the purpose 
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of thn tone '?
 

Mr. Norris: Yes. You've got to decide who is going to make the laws and who is going
 

• 
to implement it. It's either going to be the General Assembly or the courts. 

Hr. Roberto: That sounds alright to me. 

Mr. Bartunek: Skipt what about you? 

•
 
Mr. Skipton: Alright.
 

Mr. Bartunek: Bob? 

Mr. Clerc: Okay. We are going to get rid of that first section then t the endanger 
thing? 

•	 Mr. Norris: \1Ie 11, then 1'11 corne bac.k and see if there's any fee ling to tack tha t on 
as D second alternative. In other words, this is kind of the bottom line. I tKnk most 
people can agree on that. Let's see if we have a consensus to increase it. 

Mr. Bartunek: Without objection then, the new clause will read t "Persons may be denied 

• hail prior to trial if the offense charged is a felony and was committed while the 
person was released on bail." Is there any objection? Without objection then t that 
will be adopted. 

Mr. Norris: That would include the other changes suggested in alternative liB" as far 

• 
as the first and last paragraph. Then, Mr. Chairman t just to see what kind of con
sensus we have to add an alternative that would also allow the denial of bail even on 
a first offense when release would endanger other persons or the community. Is that 
a fair statement of what we've talked about? 

Mr. Clerc: I think so. I'm not a lawyer and I don't understand how the word "endanger" 
would be	 interpreted. I'm endangered if someone is going to burglarize my home or 

•
 ste:']l my car. I'm not so concerned about tllt: as I am about violent crimes: rape. as"
 
sault. The rape sitLB Uon, at least in Hamilton County, is bad but it seems to be 
getting worse rather than better as mr as people being released. We had one man con
victed of rape the other day and given a 90-day sentence. 

Mr. Norris: What you could do is tighten that language by say.ing in essence if a 

• person is charged with a felony of violence then if a judge thinks that his release 
would endanger the community ••• I think that's what you're talking about, isn't it? 

Mr. Clerc: Yes. 

Mr. Norris: If a [~llow is charged with any of these violent felonies. We have .a 

•
 definition in the criminal code of an offense of violence t so if that's what we're talk

ing about. that would limit it even further t but would allow denial on the first offense.
 
And it would allow denial for a second or third offender who didn't happen to be out 
on baiL 

Hr. Bartunek: Mark, what do you think? 

•	 Mr. Roberto: I think I'm stuck on the bottom line t Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. Bartunek: How about you, Skip? 
other 

Mr. Skipton: I don't mind language dealing with endangering/people and if it can be 

• limited in some way, I'm in favor of it. 
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Mr. Bartunek: Then the amendment b(~fore us which states in the second paragraph "per
80ns may be dlmied bail prior to trial when their release would endanger other persons 
or the community, or if the offense charged is a felony and the offense was committed 
while the person was released on bail. 

Mr. Norris: Mr. Chairman, if I might, I thi~ we want to limit it more than that. 

Mr. Skipton: This "endangering the community"" bothers me, because tha t' s a phrase that 
could mean almost anything. 

Mr. Clerc: Could we put some kind of definitive clause after "endanger", "endanger the 
health and safety"? 

Mr. Norris: The legislature would still have to act. I don't think that language from 
a constitutional standpoint is bad at all. 

Mr. Skipton: For myself, I would limit it to persons, because when you say the comrnu
n tty, I think, you've got open-sesame. 

Mr. Nemeth: How about arson and things like that, which are not necessarily directed 
against persons, but are nevertheless ••• 

Mr. Bartunek: Arson ien' t bailable now is it? 

Mr. Norris: I think it is. 

Mr. Bartunek: Yes, you're right. It's bailable put probation is not permissible. 

Mr. Norris: Here is what I would suggest there on that first clause. "Persons charged 
with felonies of violence may be denied bail prior to trial ~"hen their release would en
danger other persons or the community, or". And then obviously, you'd have to collate 
those two clauses if this one's adopted, so they both~rk. So all we're really doing 
is inserting after "persons charged with a felony" is "of violence". 

Mr. Skipton: I don't know whether you are creating more problems. Is that a ne~v term 
to be defined? 

Mr. Norris: It would have to he defined by statute. 

Mr. Skipton: Is this defined in any existing statute? 

Mr. Norris: Yes, we have in the criminal code at the present time, one of the defini
tions in the definitions chapter is "crimes of violence", "offenses of violence". 

Mr. Roberto: I'm still greatly troubled beca~se what you are talking ebout is a person 
charged with an offense. Now a person charged with an offense is not the same thing as 
a person who is guilty of an offense. That's for the court to determine. You're throw
ing an awful lot of words at judges here to decide when someboay's going to be given 
their freedom and when they're not. I have trouble coavicting people before they have 
had their day in court. 1 think that's what you are doing by throwing a number of words 
in there that are difficult to define. I appreciate the problem and I don't like vio
lent people either. I don't like violeat crimes, but I think the constitution as a basic 
document is intended to protect the right of freedom to individuals, and unti~ somebody's 
convicted of a crime, I'm hesitant to move in this direction. I just have trouble with 
it. 

Mr. Norris: I understand that. I guess the defense of the language would be, again, 
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it dot'S not EO ,w far ,IS the federal prov:l.sion. l11e federoOi 1 provision, for example, 
lInd'~r th:lt Congrl'ss could say that all persons charged with enlbezzlement are not bail 
Ilb Ie. And so tld.fl more limi ted than the federl1l one. 

• Hr. Roberto: Mr. Chairman, my response to that analogy with the federal law, I don't 

• 

thinl( the federal criminal law is ne~rly as extensive as the state 1 s criminal law, or 
any state's criminal law. You're talking about a limited application. When you start 
putting misdemeanors and felonies together, and prohibiting bail under the great var
iety of crimes that John has mentioned we have under state statute, I think it creates 
a problem. That's the reason it is limited to felonies of violence. 

Mr. Bartunek: Dor't you think there would be good benefits to giving this to the com
mission and having further study on it? 

• 
Nr. Norris: Of the alternatives, I \'7ould prefer going to the full commission with the 
one we have already adopted. 

Hr. Bartunek asked how the rest of the committee felt and they all agreed so Mr. Norris 
\Jithdrew his second amendment. 

• 
Mr. Cl~rc: The commission will have a chance to consider it and amend it to include 
the felonies of violence provision? 

Mr. Bartunek: Sure. Anything that is done here is not sacrosanct as far as the members 
of the committee are concerned. I would expect ifmybody has any thoughts that they 
would present them to the full commission. Is there anything else to come before this 
honorable and august body? 

• Hr •. Nemeth: Mr. Bartunek, before we close, if you will'permit me, I would like to set 
the record straight on one point and perhaps make a comment on another. This first 

• 

one relates to the right to indictment in Ohio, the right to a grand jury in Ohio. I 
think perhaps I gave an answer before that was either wrong or misleading. There is 
the right to a grand jury, except that the accused may ~']aive in writing. This is poin
ted out on page 3 of Research Study No 42 and the Revised Code section which refers to 
this is 2941.021, and it reads as follows: I~ny criminal offense which is not punish
able by death or life imprisonment may be prosecuted by information filed in the common 
pleas court by the prosecuting attorney if the defendant after he has beenadvised by 
the court of the nature of the charge against him and of his rights under the constitu
Ilion is represented by counselor has affirmatively waived counsel by waiver in writing 

• and in open court prosecution by an indictment-" I think at least for the record, that's 
straight. And the second one, I would like to ask what the committee's decision is and 
could perhaps get it from the tape, but perhaps it is better to get it down now before 
we adjourn, in regard to the amendment of Article I, Section 10 concerning that sentence 
which refers to comment by the prosecutor and consideration by the court of the fact 
that an accused or a defendant does not testify. 

•	 Mr. Bartunek: That's the language "and may be the subject of comment by counsel". That's 
all stricken. 

Mr. Nemeth: So the sentence ,vould read, "No person shall be held in any criminal case 
to be a witness against himself, but his failure to testify may be considered by the 

• court and the jury." 

Mr. Bartunek: Right. 

Mr. Nemeth: It's been quite some time since I read the Griffin case and the ones that 
follow it, but I am some~Jhat concerned as to whether that amendment goes far enough in 
view of	 the federal constitutional changes. I can't give you an answer at the moment.Ie 
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I merely raise the question. 

Mr. B,lrtWlek: I think this is the decision of the committee. I don't think He should 
have a constitutional provision that says what a jury can consider. 

Mr. Norris: My recollection of the Griffin case was that the only infirmity was comment. 

Mr. Bartunek: That was my understanding. 

Mr. Nemeth: Would that mean that the judge ~ould give the jury an instruction to the 
effect that failure of the defendant to testify may be considered by them? 

Mr. Bartunek: I think the court ~uld have to read the federal cases and determine 
that. 

Mr. Norris: They do it in the federal cases. They instruct the jury both ways, failure 
to take the stand shall not be used against them but on the other hand you are entitled 
to determine why he didn't. 

Mr. Bartunek: That's our decision. 

Mr. NOrris: If I might make sure that I understand exactly what we did', now in the 
special study, we said that as far as remittitur is concerned, Article I, Section 5, 
Article t, Section 19a would remain as they are - we're not recommending any change, 
but that those sections should be the subject of a special study on the subject of re
mittitur. And that also we are not recommending any change in Article I, Sectmn 10 
except the one we just discussed on the comment to the juries, but that that section 
would be the subject of the same special study in so far as the grand jury is concerned. 

Mr. Bartunek: Right. We would ask that the commission appoint a special committee and 
hold hearings snd ask prosecutors and criminal defense lawyers and others to come in 
and explain to the committee the office of the grand jury and how it is performing and 
give them statistics. 

Mr. Nemeth: You d9n't want to do this yourself as a connnittee. You want another com
mittee? 

Mr. Bartunek: Right. And another chairman. 

Mr. Norris: I'd like to serve on the committee, but I don't want to be the chairman. 

Mr. Bartunek: I think if we get more information we will be able to make a more intel 
ligent decision. 

Mr. Norris: I think we would be subject to criticism, at least in the grand j~ry, par
ticularly, if we did not develop testimony in that area. I just think we've got to do 
this. 

Mr. Nemeth: This matter was originally on the calendar of the judiciary committee but 
as the study evolved it was determined that it was more appropriately a matter for this 
committee. 

Mr. Bartunek: Well, we'll pass the buck on to a new committee. If there are no further 
comments, this will be the last meeting of the committee. 

The chairman instructed the staff to send copies of the draft report on education 
to all members and invite their comments and prepare the report on the bill of rights 
and send that to all members and invite their comments. 

Mr. Bartunek: If there are any problems or if any member wishes to have a further meeting 
of this committee we will do so. Otherwise we will stand adjourned sine die. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Education and Bill of Rights Committee 
November 20, 1973 

Education: Constitutional Provisions and Issues 

The major educational prQvisions in the Ohio Constitution are found in


• Article VI, with a few relevant provisions found elsewhere. Article VI contains
 
five sections as follows:
 

•
 
Section 1. The principal of all funds, arising from the sale, or other.
 
disposition of lands, or other property, granted or entrusted to this State
 
for educational and religious purposes, shall be used or disposed of in
 
such manner as the General Assembly shall prescribe by law.
 

•
 

Section 2. The General Assembly shall make such provisions, by taxation,
 
or otherwise, as, with the income arising from the school trust fund, will
 
secure a thorough and efficient system of common schools throughout the
 
State; but, no religious or other sect, Qr sects, shall ever have any ex

clusive right to, or control of, any part of the school funds of this State.
 

Section 3. Provisions shall be made by law for the organization, admin
istration and control of the public school system of the state supported by 
public funds: provided, that each school district embraced wholly or in 

• part within any city shall have the power by referendum vote to determine 
for itself the number of members and the organization of the district 
board of education, and provision shall be made by law for the exercise 
of this power by such school districts. 

• 
Section 4. There shall be a state board of education which shall be sel
ected in such manner and for such terms as shall be provided by law. There 
shall be a superintendent of public instruction, who shall be appointed by 
the state board of education. The respective powers and duties of the 
board and of the superintendent shall be prescribed by law. 

Section 5. To increase opportunities to the residents of this state for 

• higher education, it is hereby determined to be in the public interest and 
a proper public purpose for the state to guarantee the repayment of loaus 

• 

made to residents of this state to assist them in meeting the expenses of 
attending an institution of higher education. Laws may be passed to carry 
into effect such purpose including the payment, when required, of any such 
guarantee from moneys available for such payment after first providing the 
moneys necessary to meet the requirements of any bonds or other obligations 
heretofore or hereafter authorized by any section of the Constitution. 
Such laws and guarantees shall not be subject to the ltmitations or re
quirements of Article VIII or of Section 11 of Article XII of the Consti 
tution. Amended Substitute House Bill No. 618 enacted by the General As
sembly on July 11, 1961, and Amended Senate Bill No. 284 enacted by the 

• General Assembly on May 23, 1963, and all appropriations of moneys made for 
the purpose of such enactments, are hereby validated, ratified, confirmed, 
and approved in all respects, and they shall be in full force and effect 
from and after the effective date of this section, as laws of this state 
until amended or repealed by law. 

• In addition, section 7 of Article I, part of the Bill of Rights, places 
upon the General Assembly the duty to"encourage schools and the means of instruc
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tion" and abo provides that "No per509 shall be compelled to attend, erect, or 
•u~t anyplace of worsbip, or maintain any for. of worship, against his COD
..6":; and no' pnfereDC. shall be given, by law, tot any religious society; nor 
.ball all)' latert.reace with the' riahts of conscieace be penaitted. ll It seema 
appueDt that there 18 sc. ovet.'lappiaa between tbe prOV'18ions of the Bill of 
ai"'~. aacl ~. of Artl~l. VI; but iDlofar tiDg the General Assembly to,.ld4a for,. ~bGol .,.tea 18 C01lC.~, the' u.au of sections 2 and 3 of 
Ar~to1e VI· ~•.•tr...!:. 

Also nlat.~ to HueatloD is a provbiOD' ill section 26 of Article II which 
prohibit. the ~er.l ......ly f~ p".Ui .allY act to tab effect upon the ap
pnwal of all)' othft autbol'itJ then the leg18~tura except "such as relates to 
public schools." 'lull,.,.~ prCW'i.tou :01 Article VIII authorizing theb
• uac. of bODM 'ot' capital ialpl'OY"'t. 'iuclucle 'higher education institutions, 
but they are Dot discuss. ber' 'be...... , although they cOll8titute a recosnition 
of the fact that, i.titut~ of hiat-r education areprOYided for and supported 
by the ,tate,Cbey c10 lIOt indicate a duty, on ..the part of the state to so provide 
ad do not cOllum 8DJ "efereD.Ca to how teach iutitutiODs are organized orgov
e~. 

The	 conatitutiona1 .c.... for educatioD 1D Ohio can be sUIB8rized a8 follows: 

1.	 The Gena?:a1 "aeably t. requind to makeprovilions (presumably fi 
~1al) to aecure • tbol'ouP aad efficient systea of eODlDOn schools 
throupout the state. 

2.	 The GeMre1: "a"ly i8 further r.qulr~ to provide by law for the 
ora8DizatioD, admtDistrat10ll and control of the public school sy8tem 
of the ~t.te .upported public funda. 

3.	 No reliaioua or otbar .ect may gain excl.ive control of any portion 
of t~ State'8 school funds. 

4.	 No pel'S011 sball ba compelled to support or maintain any form of wor
.hip aaailllt bis COlllent. 

5.	 Scboo1 distriots whicbare partially or wholly within a city must be 
peraltt. to det.rai... by referenclum ~ number of members aDd the 
orlaiaation of t:be beard of educatiOll. 

6.	 A s tate board of HueattOD i. required to be provided· by law, and a 
8uperinteDde1lt of public iutructiOll i8 r~quired, to be appointed by 
the atate board of, edueattOll. '.owera acl duties of both tie board and 
the auper111teDdent are left to the &....ral aS8emb1y. 

The CeDera1 Assembly baa fulfilled this mandate by providing for an 
eleced Itate board of educatiou of 23 -..ber8, one elected from 
each cODlresslonal district. 

7. The .tate may guarantee loans made to residents of the state to assist 
them in meetiDg the eapena•• of attending an in8titution of higher 

educatioil. , 

8.	 There is no direct pl"ovuion for financing education, except the ref
ernca to the incOM from the school trust funclmenUoned in section 2 
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3. 

• and the provision of section 1 which authorizes the General Assembly to
 
dispose of the principal of the funds arising from the sale or lease of
 
the property for educational and religious purposes entrusted to the
 
State. Locally, education is financed by levying property taxes, which
 
are restricted by the provisions of section 2 of Article XII. There is,
 

•
 of course, no constitutional directive that this is the only tax avail 

able for education. There is no constitutional earmarking of any par
ticular state tax for education, although school districts are included 
in the list of governmental entities in section 9 of Article XII which 

requires the return of SO~ of the state's income and inheritance taxes 
to certain local units. 

• 9. There is no provision for higher education in the Constitution, except, 
a8 noted, for guaranteeing loans to students and for bond issues for 
capital improvements. 

Each of these points will be developed further 'in subsequent memoranda. 

• However, it is possible to state briefly the issues which may be raised on a 
constitutional level by considering the above provisions and comparing Ohio's 
educational system with that of other states: 

• 
1. Should the goal of the educational system be expanded? The General As

sembly is presently directed to "secure a thorough and efficient system 
of common schools. 1I The new Illinois Constitution expanded the goal of 
the old Illinois Constitution from "provide a thorough and efficient 
system of free schools whereby all children of this State may receive 
a good common school education" to "a fundamental goal of the people of 
the State i8 the educational development of all persons to the limite 
of their capacities. II 

•	 2. Should there be specific provisions for higher education? Either for 
providing for and administering a system, or for specific institutions? 
Should there be a mandate to provide such a system? 

• 
3. Should there be a board of education? Should it be elected or appointed 

and should such prOVisions be in the eonstitution? How should the head 
of	 ~he department of education (superintendent of public instruction) 
be	 selected? 

4.	 Should any changes be made in the Constitution with respect to private, 
including parochial, schools? If so, what? 

• 5. Should any provisions be made with respect to school financing, or any 
constitutional provisions changed which relate to the method of financing 
schools? 

• 
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Ohio Con.titutional levi.ion Commission 
Education Committee 
November 30, 1973 

State Constitution Education Provisions 

The Ipecific constitutional provisions in state constitutions related to 
education may be very broad in scope or may cover every detail of the educational 
.ystem of a state. The broadest provision is like that found in Vermont's Consti 
tution which doesn't even require schools if "••• the general assembly permits 
other providons for the cODvenient instruction of youth." Vermont Constitution 
Ch. II. aection 64. One of the most detailed approaches to education is Kansas' 
Conatitution which presents every detail from a statement against any discrimina
tion on the basil of lex, through the constitutional establishment of a state 
bolrd of education, a commissioner of education, a statement as to h~~ schools are 
to be supported, local school boards, and provisions for a state board of regents 
and lllUoicipal universiUes. 

Some Generalizations 

Generally, every state places a duty in the state legislative body to estab

lish and maintain, by some means, a statewide school system. Some states enumerate
 
the various types of schools provided for in such a system; most states do not.
 
Some states stipulate that the funds for maintenance are to be state funds, as
 
poll taxes or proceeds from land sales, most states do not list particular sources
 
except to say "taxes."
 

If there is a state department of education prOVided for, it is to be headed
 
by a superintendent of education, or person in a like position, who may be elected
 
or appointed, most are appointed by the governor or board of education. There is
 
usually a .tate board of education appointed or elected if there is a department
 
of education, and the board usually serves without compensation. Qualifications
 
for any of these positions may be set forth in the constitution in terms of age or
 
residency or even familiarity with education administration, but usually such qual

ifications are to be "provided for by law."
 

Very seldom is the local education system provided for, as city school districts, 
and references to local districts and boards are usually made only in situations of 
peculiar circumstances, as where such districts existed prior to the makins of the 
constitution and are merely recognized in the constitution, as in Utah Constit. 
Art X, section 6. County level or3anizations are usually mentioned in those insti 
tutions which provide for the most detailed structures. 

t-Ihen a university is particularly _Dtioned in a constitution, the board of 
regents or similar body is usually provided for it. A state board overseeing col
leges may be established, as in Michigan, for the limited supervision of junior 
colleges. There is seldom a stat~~ide board of regents over all state universities, 
although one is provided for in Hissi88ippi Constit. Art 8, section 213-A. Boards 
of Regents are almost always appointed and may have to meet a specific qualification 
of age, and perhaps education and may even have to be a graduate of the school on 
whose board of regents he is serving. 

Moat constitutions do not detail the duties, qualifications, compensation, or 
powers of particular officers or members of boards in the education area, but leave 
such details £or later legislative enactments. 

The follOWing table summari7.e~ the provisions found in the constitutions of 
all SO statea tn t.hree categories: general, ~lementary and secondary, and nigher 
education. 

~ 
I 

l
i 
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I 

• 

• 

• 

• 

•
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2. 

• Under "general provisions," "a" includes provisions indicating, generally,
 

a right to an education wh1le "b" includes the duty of the state to establish a
 

school system. Under "Elementary and Secondary Education", "a" includes state


wide org~nization and supervision of the school system; provisions for city or
 

• other local organization are under "b". In the category "Higher Education" "a"
 

contains provisions for general organizations of supervision and control while
 

"b" includes provisions for particular institutions.
 

Ohio is placed first in the table, followed by the other 49 states in
 

• alphabetical order, except that Kentuck~ appears last. Both the present and
 

the proposed new Delaware Constitutions are included.
 

• 

• 

• 

• 

•
 

•
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~ General Provisions Elementary and Secondary 
Education 

Recognition of right to education 
Duty to establish and naintain 
school system 

OhIo a) ~rt.  VI, Sec. 1. Funds from sale or a' State B~.  of Ed.-selec~ed  as 
dis?osition of state lands for edu 'rovided by la". Su~'  •t of 
cational ~urposes-used  or disposed Public Instruction-a~pointed  

of by law of G. A. b;l St. Bd. of Ed. nith ",Ollers 
bj G.~.-system  of common schools-by 

taxstion or school trust fund. r~  

and dutIes prescri~ed  by 
Lrt. II, sec. 4. 

l~~. 

rel1310us sect may have exclusive 
rieht or control of any ?art of 
school funds. 

Alab8l:l2 b: !.•t. XI', Sec. 256. Lezislature a; Art. XI!. Sec. 262. Su~'t  of 
oaintain public school. for chil 
dren ••s. 7 to 21. 

Ed.-supervise public schools 
{no constitutional ~rovislons  

b) Art. XI';. uc. 2S9~11  tax.s for for election or com:)ensetlon;. 
support. 

Alaska b)	 Art. VII. Sec. I - leci.lature a) Art. VII, sec. I-Dept. of Ed. 
establish aDd ..intain public heeded QY Commiasioaer of Ed. 
schools. (?rovided by statute~ 

RiBher Education 
Organizations of su~ervision  and 
control 
Provisions for ?articular 
institutions 

a) Art. '.'1. Sec. 5. State guarantees 
of repsyment of student loans to 
higher education. 

a) Art. XII. sec. 264. State univer
dty under 818nagement of board of 
trustees consistl of 2 members 
frOlll congressional district uhere 
U. locatecS, I frOli every other 
conSTesslonal district. Sup't of 
Ed. and Gov••s !! officio prel. 

a) Art. XI~,  sec. 267 Ala Polytechnic, 
Als.Sc~~l  for Deaf ~  Blind. or 
Ala. Girls Industrial School 

b) Art. X11. sec. 266. 3d. of Trusteas 
manage Ala. Polyteehnic InstItutIon 

b) Art. VII, sec. 2-Establlsbmeat of 
U. of Alaaka. 

b) Art VII. aec. 3 - U. of Alaska-
Id. of Ilegenu. Id. of regents 
choaen by goverDOr. Pres. of 
Unlvere1.ty elected by Id. of Regants. 

~  

~  
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~  

Arizona 

"'rlcan.as 

California 

General Provisions 

a)	 Art. XI, Sec. 6-no sex discrimination 
in universities and state educational 
institutions 

b)	 Art. XI, Sec. I-legislature enact laws 
providing for uniform public school 
system including: Kindergarten, common 
schools, high schools, normal .chools, 
industrial schools and a university. 

b) Art. IX, sec. I-General Assembly 
establish and maintain free schools. 

b) Art. XIV, sec. l-(Amendment No. 53) 
Free school system. Gen. Assembly 
expend money for all ~erson8  to be 
educated-no age limit. 

b)	 Art. 9,sec. 1 -legislature encourage 
the means of promoting intellectual, 
scientific, moral, and agricultural 
improvement. 

Elementary and Secondary
 
Education
 

a)	 Art. Xl, sec. 2-Supervision in state 
bd. of education, state sup't of 
puhlic instruction, city school 
supervisor, and such governing 
boards for state institutions as 
may be provided for by law. 

e)	 Art. Xl, Sec. 3-(1964 Amendment) 
State Bd. of Ed.-governor, state 
sup't of public instruction, presi
dent of university, lay members ap
pointed by governor. Powers and 
duties as prescribed by statute. 

s)	 Art. XI, sec. 4-State Sup't of 
Public Instruction. 
Art. V, sec. I-State Supt of 
Public Instruction-elected for 
2 yr. term. 

a)	 Art. XI, sec. 6-common schools, free, 
6 mos. out of a year, students aged 
6 to 21 years. 

a) Art. lX, sec. 2-Sup't of ?ublic 
Instruction. 

b:	 Art. IX, sec. 3 (b) townshi? or 
school districts may receive public 
school funds if school is open and 
operating more than 3 months. 

a;	 Art. 9, sec. 5-Common school 
system established by legislature
maintain it 6 mas/yr. 

Art. 9, sec. 7-St. Bd. of Ed. pro
vided by the legisl~ture.  

a)	 Art. 9, sec. 2-Su~'t  of Pub. Inst. 
elected by state electors at every 
gubernatorial election. Salaried 
same as See'y of State. 

a)	 Art. 9, sec. 2.l-Deputy Sup't of 
~b.  lnst. and 3 assoc:ate 

2. 
Higher Education 

a)	 Art. XI, sec. 'S-Regents 
appointed by governor. 

b)	 Art. IX, sec. 3-state university 
instruct in agricultural and 
natural sciences. 

b)	 Art. 9, sec. 9-U. of California 
administered by Regents of U. of 
Calif. 

b) Tax exemptions for: 
Cal. School of Mechanical Arts 
Art. 9, sec. 11 
Cal. Academy of Sciences 
Art. 9, sec. 12 
Cogswell Polytechnicsl College 
Art. 9, sec. 13 

~


~.
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State 
caIIfornia 
cont'd 

Colorado 

CODllectieut 

Delaware
 
l8S7 Conat.
 

Delaware 
(propoeed 
coutitut:1OIl) 

General Provisions 

b)	 Art. VIII. see. l-St2te establish 
educatlonalinstitutions and support 
them. 

b)	 ATt. IX, see. 11- Co1llPulsoTY education 
for	 persona ag.. 6 to IG. 

b)	 Art. IX...c. 2-uDlform s,stem of free 
public sc:hoo1a 

b)	 Art. O. sec. I-free public school
 
s,.tea.
 

b)	 Art. 10. sec. leGen. ~&sembly 
 

establish aDd maintain general
 
and effic1eDt aystem of free public
 
schools aDd require attendance.
 

It)	 Art. 7. aec. 7.01 (a~  Gen. Assembly 
shall provWe for the establishment 
aDd maiDteDlUICe of a seaeral system 

Elementary and Secondary 
Education 

supcrintendents-cxcm~.t  from civil 
service, appointed by St. Bd. of 
Ed. for 4 yr. terms. 

b}	 Art. 9, sec. 3-Sup't of schools 
for each county elected at gu
bernatorial election. 

b)	 Art. 9, sec. 3.l-legislature 
prescribe county sup't qualifi 
cations and salaries. 

a' Art. IX. sec. I-St. Bd. of Ed.
members elected at general elec
tion, serve uithout compensation. 

b) t~t.  IX, sec. 6-County sup't of 
schools-4 yr. term, duties, 
qualifications aDd compensation 
prescribed by law. 

No	 relevant provisions 

a}	 I~t. 10. sec. s-cen. Assembly may 
provide for transportation of 
students of nonpublic, nonprofit 
elementary and high schools. 

a)	 lort. 7. sec. 7.03-00 public funds 
shall be apportioned to, or used by, 
or in aid of aay private. sectarian. 

3. 
Higher Education 

a)	 Art. XI, sec. 2a-Gen. Assembly 
may establish student loan progr.... 

b)	 Art. VIII sec. 5-U. of Boulder 
and Agricultural College at Fort 
Collins-state institutions under 
state control with University 
Regents. 

b) Unlv. of Colo.-Board of Resenta 
Art IX, sec. 12-6 elected 
Art. lX, aec. i3-regents elect 
Pres. of U. who holds office until 
removed for cause. 

b)	 Art. 8, aec. 2-System of higher 
education includes Univ. of ConD. 
Gen. Assembly determlua abe, 
number, teru, ..thod of appoiotlll8ot 
of soverning board. 

b)	 Art. 8, aec. 3-confirms charter of 
Yale College 

Ro	 relevant aectioos 

~_  .... 

. 

'gJ 
~ 

~ 
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~  
Delat'lare 
(Pr/Jposee 
Const. ) 
c'!nt'd-

Florida 

Georgia 

General Provisions	 :lementary and Secondary 
Education 

of free public schools oren to all church or denominetional school. 
children in this state. b) Art. 7. sec. 702(s) may require 

b)	 lrt. 7, sec. 7.01 (b'-Gen. Assembly attendance. 
provide for such other ?ublic 
educational institutions and services 
as may be necessary or desirable. 

b)	 Art. 7, sec. 7.02 (b~  Lssignments of 
yupils to schools sholl be determined 
without regard to race, creed, sex. 
or national origin. 

a) Art. 9. sec. I-Uniform system of free a; Art. 9, sec. 2-State Soard of Ed. 
public schools and higher learning. consists of zoverno. and members 

of the cabinet. 
a;	 irt. 4, sec. 4 (a; Commiss ioner 

o~  Ed. is a member o~ Governor's 
cabinet. 

a) I.rt. 9, sec. If(b) School boards 
operate, control, supervise free 
public schools. 

b)	 Art. 12, sec. 5- Sur-'t of schools 
for each county (lmotm as districts) 

b)	 Art. 9, sec. 4(a) Each county is a 
school district. School board con
sists of 5 or more members serving 
~or  4 yrs. 

b)	 Art. 9, sec. 5-Su?'t of schools-in 
each district. Elected for 4 yr. 
term, e~ployed  by district school 
board. 

b)	 Art. VIII. sec. I Chr. 2-64 sec. a) ~rt.  VIII, Sec. III chp. 2-66 sec. 2
2-6401. Adequate education to be 6601. State school sup't-executive 
provided for by stzte, free. Sep officer of the state, elected at same 
aration of l~ite  and colored races time as governor, com~ensation  fixed 
(never tested in court but 1955 Act by lau. 
imp,lementing this section held un a; Art. VIII, Sec. II Chp. 2-65,sec. 
constitutional) 2-6501. State Bd. of Ed.

4.
 
Higher Education
 

No	 relevant provisions 

gj 
~ 

~ 

a)	 Art. VIII. Sec. IV, Chp. 2-67 
sec. 2-6701. Bd. of Regents for 
univ. system of Georgia-l member 
of each congressional district snd 
5 members of the public at large 
appointed by governor for a 7 yr. 
term. 
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Georgia 
cont'd 

Hawal1 

Idaho 

Gener~1  ~ovisions  

b;	 Art. VIII, Sec. VII Chp. 2-70 Sec. 2 
7001. Independent school systems pre
existing (before l077~  established 
and maintained by ~unicipalities. 

b)	 Art. IX, sec. I-Stete ~rovide  for 
ststet/ide public school systelll, 
state university, pU~lic  library 
and other educational institutions 
held desirable. No seare:;ation or 
use of ~ublic  funds in ~rivate  or 
sectarian education. 

b)	 ~rt.  ~,  sec. 9-1e~ls1a~re  may require 
school attendance a~es  0-18 unless 
educated by other means. 

b)	 Art. 9. sec. l-le3islcture establish snd 
maintain general. uniform and thorou:;h 
system of public, free common schools. 

b)	 Art. 10. sec. I-educational institutions 
shall be established and supported by 
the state by "taw. 

~lementary  ancl Secondary 
Educiltion 

1 ccm~er  of e~ch  con~~essional  district, 
~.'!>ointed  by ::;ovcrnor t!it:l advice and 
consent of Senate. Governor is mecber. 
l;embers to serve for 7 yrs. 

bj/,rt. VIII, Sec. V, Chp. 2-60 sec. 2-5001. 
County system of public schools. Cty. 
Dd. of Educ.-menbers~1ectedby crand 
jury, 5 yr. term. 

b)Art. VIII, Sec. VI, Chp. 2-69 sec. 6901. 
County school sup't-e::ecutive officer 
ot county, bd. of cd. member, elected 
lIit;l other county officers for s 4 yr. 
term, qualifications and salary fixed 
by	 l~u.  

a)	 Art. IX. sec. 2-Bd. of ~d.  ~1ected,  

:',art of lIIellIbetship from neoeraphic 
subdivisiOllS. 

a)	 t.rt I:~,  sec. 3-Dd. of Ed. pOt'ler fo 
formulate policy, exerci.e control 
over public scaool system through 
sup't of ed-e::ccutive officer ap
pointed by Board and actina as its 
secretary. 

a)	 Art. 9, sec. 2-State Gd. of Ed.-mem- b) 
bership, pO'iers, ~nd  duties prescribed 
by law. tlembers appointed by governor 
(Lrt. 4, sec. 6). 

a) Art. 9, sec. 2-State sup't of pub. 
lnst. is ex officio member. 
Art 4, sec. l-~~ecutlve  dep't in-
eludes sup't of pub. inst. elected 
for 4 yr. term. Salaried at $15001 
yr. (Art. 4. sec. 1S; Legislature 
aay diminish or increase cOClpensation 
(Art. 4, sec. 27). 

a~ 	 Art. 3. sec. 19-1e:ls1ature may not 
•••s ~oeal laws creatilut or ~rescrib-
1nt u.. 8Ild poweZ'C of officers in 
school dbtricts. 

5. 
Hiaher Education 

b)	 Art. IX, sec. 4-U. of Hatlaii estab
lished a. a body corporate. 

b)	 Lrt. IX. sec. 5-U. of Hawaii Bd. of 
Regents appointed by GOvernor with 
Senate approval. Power and control 
over U. tbroush its executive officer 
President of U. appointed by &d. of 
Regents. o 

~ 

Univ. of Idaho-location conf1rllled, ~  

regents have power of teneral super ~ 

v1sloll. Appo:lrlte4 by goveraor. 
Art. 4. sec. 6. 
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61 
~ General Provisions Blmentary ond Secondary 

Edllcation 
Higher Education 

Illinois a, Art. I, sec. Ie-No discrimination on a~  Art. X. sec. 2(a} St. td. of Ed. 110 relevant provisions 
(1970 basis of sex in school districts. elected on reGional ~asis.  establish 
Const.: ,~rt.  X. scc. l-fundaocntal goal is 30alS, determine )olicies, ~rovide  

educational develo~ent  of all persons for financing and other potters and 
to the limits of their capacities. duties as provided by law. 
State ?rovide for efficient system of Art ;~  •• sec. 2(b) State Bd. of Ed. 
high qualities in educntional institu appoints a chief state educational 
tions and services. Free through sec officer (office of Sup't of lublic 
ondary levels. state has primary re Inst. abolished by Trans. Sched, 
sponsibility for financing. sec. 7) 

b) Art X. sec. 3-no public funds for sec
tarian purposes. 

Indiaua a) f.rt.8, Sec. I-duty of Cen. tssembly to a; ~rt. 8, Sec. C·SU~'t  of Pub. Inst. No relevant prOVisions 
encoura3e and Drovide uniform systeo of method of selection, tenure, duties 
free common schools. end comDensetion ~rescribed  by law. 

Iowa b}	 Art. IX. sec. 2d. Sec. 3. Gen. tssem a) i.rt. IX, 1st Sec. l-Bd. of Ed. b) Art. ~tI.  sec. 3-State university 
bly encourage promotion of intellectual, superVise common schools end other fixed permanently at Iowa City, 
scientific, moral, and c3ricultural educational institutions. Consists county of Johnson. 
improvement. of Lt. Gov. and 1 member from eac:l ~)  Art. IX, 1st sec. ll-no branches 
l'rt :m. 1st sec. l2-Bd. of Ed••:rovides judicial district in the state. to state university. 
~or  education through 8 system of com i;eI:lbers must i>e 25 yrs. of age and 
LlOn schools. st~te resident one year (Art. IX 1st 

~ sec. 2, elected to l: yr. term. (t.rt. 
D:, 1st sec. 3). ~ec'y  of 3d. is ap· ~ 

Fointed by the Board (Art Dr 1st sec 6) ~ 

all ;owers of 3d. subject to alteration. ~ 

amendment, or repe~l  by Gen. Assembly 
(Art. IX 1st sec. 3) Governor is ex-
officio member of Bd. (i,rt. D:, 1st sec. 9) 

...Kansas a~ 	 ~rt.  2 sec. 23-The leGislature, in a~Art.  6, sec. 2(a) State Be. of Ed.pro a) Art. 6, sec~'2(b};statc  bd; 
providin3 for the fo~tion  and vided for by le~islature-general super of re~ents  provided by 
reGUlation of schools. shall make no vision of public schools. educational legislature to control and 
distinction be~leen  the rights of institutions and educational interests. supervise public institutions 
males and females. a)~rt  6. sec. 3(a~  Ten members of state of higher education. 

b)	 Art. 6, sec. 6(c) No religious sectarian board of ed. elected-removal for cause a) Art. 6, sec. 2(c' any municipal : 
control of any part of public educational (Art. 6. see. 3(c) ) university shall be operated, 
funds • 
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7. 
S~a..!!  General Provisions Elementary and Secondary 

Bducation 
Higher Education 

Kansas 
cont'd 

b) Art. 6, sec. 1 legislature provide 
and maintain public school. educa
tional institution"-. and related 

a: hrt. 5, sec. 4~Commissioner  of 
Ed. ap~ointed by state bd. of 
ed. anc serves at its pleasure. 

supervised and controlled as 
provided for by law. 

a) Art. 6, sec. 3(b) Stnte bd. of 
activities by l~,.  a) Art. 6, sec. 6(b) Finance educational 

interests of the state, free public 
regents-9 members appointed by 
governor, confirmation by 

schools, re~uired  attendance. l~y  Senate, one member from each 
es~ablish  supplemental fees or charges con3ressional district and 2 at 
by law. large. Removal for good cause. 

b) Art. ~,  sec. 5 Local public schools with (Art. 6, s~c.  3(c) ) 
locally elected boards are under general a) Art 6, sec. 6(a) legisla
su?ervision of state bd. of edt ture may levy a tax for use 

and benefit of hizher edt 

Louialana b) Art. IV. sec. 3 and Art. XII. sec. 
no money frOlll pu:'Uc treasury for 

3  a} Art. IV, sec. 4-State Bd. of Ed.
11 members, selected from public 

a) Art. XII. Sec. 7 (3) State Bd. 
of Ed. supervises all institutio~  

sectarian or private schoola. 
b} Art. IV. aec 14-2/3 vote of leaisla

ture to establish a neu elucational 

service commission district for 
6 yrs, 8 elected frOlll concre.s
ional districts for C yra. All a) 

of hisher education except for 
La. State U. 
~rt.  XII, sec. 7(C) La. Coordin

or charitable illStitution. serve uithout pay. ating council for hisher ed., 
b) J\re. ~tII,  aec. l-leglalature provide 

for education of all school children 
a) Art. XII. sec. S-St. Sup't of 

Public Inst. ex-officio sec'y 
established by legislature, 14 
members. research for new public 

of the state. 
b) Art. XII. sec. l_y provide for fi

nancial a.s1ataDCe directly for at
tendance at private nonsectarian 
elementary aDd aecoDdary sc:booh 
in the state. 

of Bd. of Ed•• salary betueen 
$5,000 and $7.S00/yr. 

a} Art. laI, sec. 6 State Bd. of 
Ed. supervise and control all free 
public schools. 

a) Art. ~~II.  sec. 3. Zlementary schools 
teach fundamental branches of study 
only. 

a~  Art. l~II.  sec. l2-seneral exercises 
in English only. 

b; Art. XII. sec. lO-Parish school bd.

edt institutions 
a) Art XII. sec. 2-elementary and 

secondary schools and higher 
education institutiona coordinat"
ed to lead to standard of h13har 
education established by La. Stat·:: 
and Agricultural and liechanical 
College. 

b) Art. XII. sec. 7 (A) Bd. of 
Supervisors of La. State U. 
governor ex officio member, and 

N 
~ 

-d4
--d4 

election authorized by lecislature. 14 members appointed by governor 
qualifications and duties set by 
St. Ikf. of Ed. Need not be ruidents 

with consent of Sanate, 14 yr. 
terms. at le.st 7 of 14 members 

of parishes. hav1D& been atudenta of univer
.ity aDd aradU&t~s of it. 
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~  

Louisiana 
cont'd 

Haiae 

Maryland 

General Provisions 

a)	 Art. C, sec. l-gcner~l  diffusion of 
the advanta~es  of education is es
scntial to the preservation of the 
rights and liberties of the people. 

b)	 Art. 8, sec. l-Legislature author
i~ed  and shall require t~lns  to make 
,rovision at their (to\1n's) expense 
for support and mai~tenance  of pub
lic schools. 

b)	 Art VIII, sec. 1. Gcneral assembly 
establish by law a system of free 
public schools throu~hout  the state. 
Provide by ta::ation or other\lise for 
support • 

Elementary and Secondary
 
Education
 

No relevant provisions 

No relevant provisions 

3.
 
Higher Education
 

b)	 Art XII. sec. 25. l~tropolitan  

branch of L.5.U. at New Orleans 
integral part of L.S.U. and Agri
cultural and Mcchanical Colleze under 
Dd. of Supervisors. 

b)	 Art. XII, sec. 26 - Neu Orleans branch 
of Southern University and Agricul
tural and l1echanical Collcge is part 
of So. U. Agricultural and Hechan
ical College and is under control of 
the La. State Dd. of Ed. 

b)	 Art. XII, sec. 24 :ulane University 
of La. in net~  Orleans is recosnized 
as created. 

b)	 Art. 12, sec. 9. names state univer
sities and educational institutions 
financed by the state by annual 
apportionments and additional funds 
for improvements. 

a)	 Art. 8 sec. 2-legislature by proper 
enactment may authorize the credit of 
the state to be loaned to secure 
funds for loans to Maine students 
attending institution" of higher 
education uherever situated. M 

M 
~  

~ 

No	 relevant provisions 
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~ 	
 

General Provisions 

Massachusetts b) Chpt. V. sec. II (591) duty 
of legislature "to cherish the 
interests of literature and the 
sciences. and all seminaries of 
them; especially the univ. of 
Cambridge. public schools and 
grammar schools in the to,m • .." 
(By case law this provision is 
seen as basis of duty of legis
lature to maintain and establish 
school system.) 

Micbisan a) Art. 8 sec. 1. Education shall be 
forever encouraged being necessary 
to good government. 

a} Art. &sec. 2. School district shall 
provide education without discrt-ina
tlOD as to religion. creed, race, color 
or national origin. 

b) Art. 8 sec. 2. Les1s1ature shall main
tain and IlUpport system of free public 
elementary anct secondary schools. 

Elementary and Secondary
 
Education
 

a) See Cbp. V sec. II (sec. 91) No
 
structure is provided.
 

a) ~rt.  8 sec. 3 State Rd. of Ed. 
leadership and general supervi· 
sion over all pu~lic  education 

except higher education institu
tions granting baccalaureate 
dearHs. 

8 JDeIIIbers, 8 yr. terms elected 
governor ex-officio member 

Sup't of Publ lnst appointed by 
atate bd. of ed. Principal exe
cutive officer of atate dep't of 
education. 

Higher Education 
~.  

b) Chp. V. Sec. I Art. III (sec. 90) 
overseers of Harvard College are: 
governor, It. gov., council and 
senate of commonwealth. President of 
Harvard College and ministers of 
Congregational churches. 

a)	 Art. 3 sec. 3. Joarls"of institutions 
of hiGher cd-supervise. control and 
direct expenditures of that institu
tion's funds. 

a) Art. 8 sec. 7 locally elected boards 
for supervision and control of state 
established and supported public 
community and junior colleges. 

State bd for public community and 
junior colleges-general supervision ~  

and advisors to state bd. of ed. ~  

b)	 Art. 8 sec. S. Bd. of trustees. one ~  for each of U. of Mich., Mich. State 
U•• and Wayne State. Each board hal 

8 members, elected. 8 yr. terms,
 
elect Pres. of Univ., powers of general '
 
supervision and direction.
 

b)	 Art 8 sec. 4. Legislative appropria

tions for U. of Mich., Mich State D••
 
Uayne State D., Eastern Nich. D.,
 
Mich. College of SCience and TecbDoloG)('
 
Central Micb. D., 110. Ktcb. D., W.
 
Mich. U., Ferris InsCitut. aDd (kand
 
Valier State Collase;
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GeneTal Provisions~ 
l'iinnesota b) Art. VIII sec. 1. Duty of leg

islature to establish a general 
and uniform system of public 
schools. 

b) Art VIII sec. 3. Establish a public 
school in each totmship 

Missouri a~ 	 Art. IX. sec. lea) Separate schools 
for white and colored children. 
except as provided for by law. 

b)	 Art. IX sec. lea) Gen. Assembly 
establish and maintain free schools 
up to age 21. 

b)	 Art. IX sec. 8 No appropriations 
in aid of any religious creed. 
church. or sectarian purpose. 

b)	 Art. IX sec. 3 (b) Free schools 
for 8 mos/year. If not suffic
ient public school fund. gen. 
assembly may provide deficiency. 

Mississippi b)	 Art. 8 sec. 201. Gen. assembly 
establish system of free public 
schools for children a3es 6-21. 

b) Art. a sec. 207. Separate schools 
white and colored children. 

b) Art. 8 sec. ZOS-No religious sect control 
of educational funds of the state. 

b) Art. S sec. 213 B-Legislature may 
abolish school system. 

10. 
Elementary and Secondary Higher Education 

Education 
No relevant provisIon b) Univ. of Uinnasota confirmed. 

a~  

a) 

Art. IV sec. 12-State Dept. of 
E~uc.  is an executive dep't. 
Art. L~  sec 2(a) State Bd. of Ed. 

a) Art IX sec. 9(a) Board of Curators 
governs state university. Nine 
members appointed by governor with 

8 lay members appointed by gov. consent of Senate. 
"ith consent of Senate, no more a) Art. IX Sec. 9(b) Gen. Aasembly 
than 4 from same political party. maintain state university and other 
Serve for S yr. term, receive only educational institutiona as it 

actual expenses incurred and per deems necessary 
diem set by law. Supervise public 
school instruction. 

a} Art IX sec. 2(b) Commissioner of Ed. 
Appointed by Board of Ed., its chief 
administrative officer, citizen and 
resident of the state. removal at 
Bd.'s discretion. Prescribe his 
duties and fix his compensation. 

b) Art. III, sec. 40. No gen. assembly 
11m may (20) create net~  tmmships 
affect boundaries of tm~ships  or 

or 1t.:. 
school districts; or (21) create C"J 
offices, prescribe powers and duties ~ 

of officers in or regulating affairs ~  

of school districts. 

a) Art. 8 sec. 202. Sup't of Pub. Ed. a) Art. 8 sec. 213-A. Bd. of trustees 
Elected same as governor, 4 yr term. of state institutions of higher 
general supervision of common schools learning. Governor appoints with 
and state educational interests. senate consent, one person from 
Duties and compensation as set by law. each Congressional district. one 

a)Art 8, Sec. 203-Bo. of Rd.-See'y of member from esch Supreme Court 
State. governor. atty general, and District. and 2 members at large. 
Sup;t of public educati~n.  Manage 12 yr terms. Power to contract 
and invest school funds. with deans and elect heads of 
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11. 
State General Provisions Elementary and ~econdary Higher Education 
IT~  .,Si'ssippi Education 
cont'd b} Art 3 sec. 204 Sup': of ed in each institutions. 

county appointed by Ed. of Ed tiith b) Establishment of agricultural and 
consent of Senate, 4 yr. term. Nechanical College of Miss. and 

b)	 County schools. Art. 8 sec. 205 Alcorn Agricultural and lrechanical 
maintain 4 mos' scholastic year. College. 
Art S sec. 206-county common school b) Art. e sec 213-A. U. of Miss. liiss. 
fund consisting of poll tax proceeds. State College, Hiss. State College 

for Homen, Miss. Southern College, 
Delta state Teachers ~ollege.  Alcorn 
Agricultural and Mechanical Colleg•• 
and Miss. Negro Training School under 
mana:;ement and control of Bd. of 
Trustees of state institutions of 
higher learning. 

HoataDa b)	 Art. XI. sec. 1. Duty of le::islative a) Art. XI sec. 11. State Bd. of Ed. a) Art. XI .ec 11. General superv1alou 
assembly of Hontans to establish and control and supervise state univer of .tate university 10 .tate W. of eel. 
maintain a general. uni~orn.  and thorough sity and educational institutions. 
system of public. free. cocmon schools. Eleven members, governor, state BUp't 

b)	 Art. XI sec. 6-Legislative asse.bly of publ inst. and attry-general.
 
provide by taxation means to maintain Other 8 members appointed by lover

common schools for at least J DOs./year. nor. confirmation by Senate.
 

b) Art. XI sec. 7. Schoo18 free to children e; Sup't of Pub. Inst. (Art VII-sec. 1) 
ages 6-21 yra. member of executive dep't. 4 yr. 

b) AI:t. XI sec. a. No religious cODtrol term. elected (Art. VII. sec. 2 ~  

of public .chool funds 35 yrs. of a8e, citizen of U.S. ~ 

b)	 Art. XI sec. 9. No reli~ioU8 or par state resident for 2 yrs. (Art. VII, ~  

tisan test for admission to any public sec. 3); compensation of $2,500/yr.
 
educational institution. (Art. VII sec. 4)


b) Art XVI, sec. S. County sup't of
 \schools, elected 4 yr. term. ! 
Nebraska b)	 Art. VII sec. 6. Le:islature shall e L::':.. 7II sec. 15-St<:tc Bd. Of Ed. a) Art. VII sec. IJ-Bd. of Ed. of State 

provide for free instruction in CCllll  ~membe~s'electcd  f=oc 6 districts for Normal Schools govern state normal 
mon schools for persons ages }-21 yrs. S~7r  terms. no compensztlon but 'repay schools. 7 members, 6 appointed by 

b)	 Art. VII sec. ll-l~  state aid for sec mpn~  of Qc~al  ·eXp~nsec.  governor and COIIID1..ioner of Ed. Ho 
tarian iuauctiOl1. lfo rell&1ous test a) :.rt. VII, sec. 16-<:oGlll11ssioner of ~.  COl!Peneation except re1mburseaCDt of 
or qualifiut:loo for adaUsiOll to aDy cppointed by St. Bd. of ltd•• pouere actual expense•• power and duties pre
state public school. apd, duties preser1becl by lav. ecribed by le. 
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12. 
General Provisions Elementary and Secondary Higher Educationlli1! 

Education 
b) Art. VII sec. 10-V. of Nebraslta-six 

Nebraska regents, Dd. of Regents Govern Uni
cont'd versity. 6 yr terms. no compensation 

except reimbursement of expenses. 
PO:lers and duties prescribed by law. 
Each regent elected from one regent 
riistrict, districts established by 
legislature. 

Nevada b)	 Art. 11 sec. 1. Legislature encourage a) No constitutional provision for b) Art. 11. sec. 6. Legislative appor
promotion of intellectual, literary, statewide organization except tionment of funds to support state 
scientif(c, mining, mechanical, agri  that a Sup't of public inst. university. 
cultural and moral improvements and should be provided for.(Art 11, b) Art. 11. sec. 7. Board of regents 
provide for sup't of public inst •• sec. 1) of state university elected ss pro

b)	 Art. 11 sec. 2. Legislature provide vided for by legislature. 
uniform system of public common schools. Art. 11 sec. 8. Board of Regents 

b)	 Art 11. sec. 4. Legislature provide establish university departments. 
for establishment of state university 
with dep'ts of agriculture, mechanic 
arts and mining. 

b)	 Art 11. sec. 5. Legislature may
 
provide normal schools and grades
 
from primary to university.
 

b)	 Art II, sec. 9. No sectarian instruc
tion in public schools 
Art 11. sec. 10. No sectarian control ~ 

of public funds. 
~ "" New Hampshire b) Pt. 2, Art. 83. duty of legislators to No provision	 No prOVisions ~ encourage public and private institu


tions for promotion of agriculture,
 
arts. sciences, commerce, trades,
 
manufactures, and natural history of
 
the county.
 

No money raised by taxation used in
 
religious or sectarian institutions.
 

New Jersey a)	 Art I sec. S. No person shall be seg
regated in the public schools because 
of religiouB principles. race, color 
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g~~	 Ceneral Provisions 

New Jersey ancestry or national origin. 
cont'd b) Art 8 sec. 4. Para. 1. Legis

lature provide system of free 
schools for children ages 5
18 yrs. 

b) Art 8. sec. 4 Para. 3. Legis
lature may provide for trans
portation of children from 
any school • 

New Mexico a)	 Art. XII sec. 10. Educational 
rights to children of Spanish 
descent. admission and attend
ance in public schools. never 
classed ill separate schools. 

b)	 Art. XII sec. 1. Unlfona ->,sUm 
of free public school sufficient 
for education of, and open to all 
children of school age in the state 
shall be established and maintained. 

b)	 No state funds to support sectarian, 
denominational, or private school. 
college or university. 

b)	 Art. XII sec. S. Compulsory school 
attendance a8 pre8cribed by law. 

b)	 Art. XXI 8ec. 4. PrO'llsion shall 
be made f~ the establishment and 
maintenanee of s sy8tem of public 
school8 open to all children of the 
state and free fro. sectarian control. 
classe. conducted in English. 

New York b)	 Art. V, sec. 4. The bead of the dep't 
of educatioD shall be the Regents of 
the Univ. of the State of New YGrk. 

b)	 Art. XI. sec. 1. the le.lslature shall 
..intain aacl ~ a .,.stea of free 
ca-. acboola. 

13. 
.~  .. _	 ..... 4O •Elementary and Secondary Higher Educat~n  

Education 
No provision. No prOVision 

a)	 Art. XII sec. 6 (A) State Department a) Art. XII sec. 13. For each 
of Public Education. St. Rd. of Ed. institution of higher learning-
determines public school policy and Rd. of Regents: 5 members 
vocational educational policy and electors of the stste. no more 
controls. manages. and directs all than 3 of aame po11t1cal party. 
public schools. Rd. appoints Sup't appointed by lovernor w1tb cO:i8.t 
of Public Inst. who directs operation of Senate, 6 Yl'. tera. 
of the state dep't of pu\lic education.b) Art. XII sec. 11. N.... all 

Art XII sec. 6 (I) Helllbera of Rd. .tate edueatiooa! inst1tutlou
 
elected at lIeneral election. one from and confirms th_ a. such.
 
each of ten judicial districta, 6 yr.
 
terms. Bd. lIelIbera are resideata of
 
districts from which they are elected.
 
(Art. XII sec. 6 (C»
 

~  

a) Art. V sec. 4. The Regents of the U. b) 
of the State of N.Y. sball appoint 

Art. Xl, sec. 2. The U. of the State 
of H.Y. 1s to be loverned by DOt 

anel remove at pleasure a COIIIIds.loner Ie.. than 9 reluta. 
of educatioo to be the cbief adain1a
trative officer of the Dep't of Ed. 
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gJa General Provisions Elementary and Secondnry 
Education 

Netl York b) Art XI sec. 3. No state funds for 
cont'd aid or maintenance of institutions 

under religious denominational 
control but state may provide trans
portation for students at these 
schools. 

North Carolina a) Art IX sec. 1. Education shall be 
forever encouraged. 

b) Art. IX sec. 2. Gen. Assembly provide 
for uniform system of free public 
schools maintained 9 mos/yr. 

b) Art IX, sec. 3. Gen. Assembly may a8si~n 

to units of local government responsi
bility for financial support of free 
public school•• 

b) Art. IX sec. 3. Mandatory school attend
ance provided for by Gen. Assem~ly. 

a) Art. IX sec. 4(1) State Bd. of 
Ed. consists of Lt. Gov., Gov., 
Treasurer, and 11 members ap
pointed by governor with Senate 
confirmation. One member from 
each of 8 educational districts 
and 3 at large. Eight yr. terms. 

Board superVise and administer 
the free public.school system 
and educational funds. 

a)	 Art IX sec. 4(2) Sup't of Pub. 
Inst. secretary and chief ad
ministrative officer of State 
Bd. of Ed. 

North DaltOta b)	 Art. VIII sec. 147. Legislature provide b) 
for the establishment and maintenance 
of system of public schools open to all 
children of the state and free from sec
tarian control. 

b)	 IJt. VIII sec. 143. Provide for a uniform 
system beginning with primary and extend
ing through all grades up to and including 
normal and collegiate courses. 

Art. VIII sec. 150. Sup't of 
schools for each county elected 
every two years. Qualifications, 
duties, powers, and compensation 
shall be fixed by law. 

Oklahoma b) Art.I sec. 5 and Art XIII sec. 1. Estab a) Art. XIII sec. 5. Bd. of Ed. 
lish and maintain system of public supervise instruction. Sup't 
schools open to all children; free from of Public Inst. shall be 
sectarian control; schools conducted in Pr.esident of the Board. 
English; may be separate systems for 
white and colored children. 

14. .-_.....-.Higher Education 

a) Art IX sec. 8. Gen. Assembly 
maintain a public system of 
higher education, including U. of 
North Carolina. 

Gen. Assembly provide for 
trustees of every institution of 
higher education. 

a)	 Art. IX sec. 9. Gen. Assembly 
provide the benefits of higher 
education at state's expense, as 
far as possible. 

a') 
~  

a) Art.VIII sec. 152. All colleges, ~  

universities and other educational .~ 
 

institutions supported by land
 
grants and public taxes are under
 
the control of the state.
 

b)	 Art. XIII sec. 8. Bd. of Regents 
of U. of Oklahoma. Members (7) 
appointed by governor with consent 
of Senate. 7 yr. terms. 

b)	 Art, VI Sec. 3LA. Bd. of Regents 
for Okla. Agricultural and Mechan
ical Schools and Colleges. 
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glli 

Oir:aboma 
cont'd 

Oregon 

Pennsylvania 

Rhode Island 

General Provisions 

b)	 Art XIII sec. 4. Compulsory attendance 
ages 8-16 yn. 

b)	 Art. XIII sec. 7. Teach elements of 
agriculture, horticulture, stock 
feeding. and domestic science in 
common schools. 

b)	 Art. VIII aec. 3. The legislative 
assembly shall provide by 1~1 for 
the establishment of a uniform and 
general system of common schools. 

b)	 Art. 3 sec. 14. The Gen. Assembly 
shall provide for the caintenance 
and support of a thorough and effi 
cient system of public education to 
serve the ...eds of the eo.onwealth. 

b)	 Art. 3 see. 14. No money for support 
of public schools is to be used to 
support 8QY sectarian school. 

b) Art. XII see. 1. Gen. Assembly promote 
public schools. and to adopt all means 
which they deem necessary and proper to 
secure to the people the advantages and 
opportunities of education. 

Art XII see. 4. General duty of Gen. 
Assembly to administer permanent school 
fund (Art. XII sec. 2) and donations to 
schoola (Art.XII see. 3~  

South CaroliDs b)	 Art. XI sec. 3. Gen. Assembly provide 
~or  election or appointment of other 
school officers .addefine their qual!

Elementary and Secondary
 
Education
 

a;	 Art. VIII sec. 1. Sup't of 
Pub. Inst. Election. quali 
fications. poeers. and duties 
provided for by law. 

b)	 Art. 3 sec. 20. Legislature may 
classify counties. cities. borough•• 
school districts. and to\lnship. 
according to population aad pa.. 
laNS aDd replations relating to 
each cIa... 

No	 relevant provisions 

a)	 Art. Xl sec. 1. State Sup't of 
Ed. elected. 2 yr. term. powers. 
duties, co-peDsatioD defined by 

flc:atioDS. pavers, duties, .ad cOIIIpeIlsatlon. Gen. As."ly. (Art. IV sec. 241. 

15. 
Higher Education 

9 members. 8 members appointed by 
governor with consent of senate. 
majority are farmers. ninth member 
being Pres. of St. Bd. of Agriculture. 
8 yr. terms. 

No relevant constitutionsl provisions. • 

.) Art. 3 sec. 29. Appropriations may 
be made for scholarship grants or 
loans to finance higher education 
to residents of Pa. enrolled in 
institutions of higher education. 
except schools of theology or 
seminaries. 

a) Art. 3 sec. 30. No appropriations 
for schools Dot UDder absolute 
control of Commonwealth, except 
normal schools. except by a vote 
of 2/3 legislators. o 
No relevant prOYtsloDS. ~ ; 

b)	 Art. XI aee. 8. Gen. AUembly .., 
provide for the malnteoance of 
named colleses aDel aay create 
scholarships therein. 
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General Provisions	 Elementary and Secondary 
!t~ 

Education 
So~th  cerolina b) Art. Xl sec. 6. Funds for school provides a 4 yr. term to t~e  Sup't of 
cont'd maintenance provided by poll tax and Ed. 

school district tax, levies approved b) Art. XI sec. 2. State Bd. of Ed. One 
by the Gen. Assembly. member from each judicial circuit, 

b) Art. Xl sec. 7. Separate Schools elected by the legislative delegations 
white and colored. of the counties. Terms, powers, and 

b) Art. Xl sec. 9. No sta~e property duties to be provided by law. 
or credit for sectarian institutions. 

South Dakota b)	 Art. VIII sec. 1. Duty of legislature a) Art. IV sec. 12. Commissioner of 
to maintain a general and uniform school and public lands elected as 
system of public schools, no tuition, provided for by legislature. State 
open all. Sup't of Public Inst. elected on a 

b)	 The school system is financed by the nonpolitical ballot. 2 yr. term. 
sale of (Art. VIII sec. 4) U.S. land a~  Art. IV sec. 13. Powers and duties 
grants to the state. Bds. of Appraisal of both are to be prescribed by law. 
including commissioner of school and 
public lands and the county sup't of 
schools select and designate lands for 
sale. 

b)	 Art. VII sec. 15. Legislature provide
 
further income by general taxation and
 
authorizing levies of taxes by school
 
corporations on classified properties.
 

b)	 Art. VIII sec. 16. Wo state lands or funds
 
for sectarian purposes.
 

Tennessee b) Art 11 sec. 12. Duty of legislature to No relevant provisions. 
"cherish literature and science." 

b) Art 11 sec. 12. State taxes from polls shall 
be apportioned to educational purposes. 

b) Art. 11 sec. 12. ~~  state established 
or aided school may mix white and negro 
students. 

Texas b) Art. VII sec. 1. Duty of lesislature b~  Art. VII sec. 3a. School districts 
to establish and make suitable provision 
for support and maintenance of an effi 
cient system of free pualic schools • 

by counties, authorized to levy
annual ad valorem tax to pay interest 
on state bonds. 

16. 
Higher Education 

No relevant provisions. 

~  

~  

~  

~  

No	 relevant provisions. 

b)	 Art. VII sec. 10. Legislature
 
shall establish '~~e  Univ. of.
 
Texas".
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Texas 
cont'd 

Utah 

Vermont 

Virginia 

General Provisions 

b)	 ~rt.  VII sec. 3. 1/4 revenue of 
occupation taxes and poll taxes 
for benefit of free public schools. 

b)	 Art. VII sec. 7. Separate schools
~hite  and colored. 

b)	 Art. VII sec. 16. Legislature es
tablish terms of office for offices 
of public school system and state 
institutions of higher learning, 
not to exceed 6 yrs. 

b)	 Art. X sec. 1 and Art. III, Para. 4. 
Legislature to provide for establish
ment and maintenance of a uniform 
system of public schools, open to 
all children of the state, free from 
aeetarun control. 

b)	 Art X sec. 2. Public school system 
includes kiDderg_rten schools, common 
schools (primary and secondary gradcs~;  

high schools, agricultural college, 
a university, and such other schools 
as legislature may establish. Common 
schools-free 

b)	 Art. X see. 12. No religious or partie.n 
test for admias10n into a public educa
tioD&l inaUtution. 

b)	 Art X sec. 13. No public: aid to church 
schools. 

b~	 th. II see. 64. A cOlIIpetent nuraber of 
schools ought to be mainuined in each 
town unless the Gen. Assembly permits 
other provisions for the convenient 
instruccion of youth. 

b)	 Art. VIII see. 1. Gen. Assembly shall 
provide a system of free public ele
.eatery aDd s8CODdary school of bigh 
quality. 

Elementary and Secondary
 
Education
 

a:	 Art. VII sec. 8. State Bd. of 
Ed. serve and elected as pro
vided by law but terms no 
lonser than 6 yrs. 

a) Art. X sec. 8. State Bd. of Ed. 
general control and supervision 
of the public school system. 

- elected as provided by 1m, 
- appoint Sup't of Pub. Inst. 

as its executive officer 
b) Art. X section 6. In cities of 

first and second class (as classi 
fied by law) the public school 
system sball be controlled by the 
Bel. of Ed. of that city, apart 
from the county control. 

a)	 Art VII, sees. 19 and 20. Duties 
and compenaation of State Sup't 
of Public IDst. Is prOVided for 
by law. 

lio	 relevant provision 

17.
 
Higher Education
 

b)	 Art. VII sec. 13. Agricultural 
and Mechanical College of Texas 
is made a branch of tbe U. of 
Texas. 

b)	 Art. X sec. 4. Location and 
establishment of University of 
Utah and the Agricultural Colle.e 
are confirmed. 

ij
; 

No	 relevant provision 

a)	 Art. VIII see. 4. Id. of Ed. 9 members a) Art. VIII sec. 11. State 
appointed by governor, confirmed by may grant loans to students 
Gen. Aa.ellbly, 4 yr terms. atteading DOaprofit inatltutlon·, 
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18. 
lla.!,! General Provisions Elementary and Secondary 

Education 
Higher Education 

Ifirginia 
cont'd 

Art. ifIll, sec. 5. Board's duties: 
a) Estoblish school divisions and 

of higher learning in Commonwealth 
where institution proVides college 

reVie\1 adequacy of schools; or graduate dezrees. ~~y  prOVide 
b) Ann~al  reports to Cov. and Gen. for a state agency to aid these 

t.sscmbly institutions in borrowing money for 
c) Certify lists of nominees for construction of educational facilities 

division sup't of schools for 
division bds. to choose from. 

d) Approve textbool~s  and instruc
tional aids 

e) Effectuate state education policy. 
a: ',rt. VIII sec. 6. Su:)'t of Pub. lnst. 

qualified educator, appointed by gov., 
confil~ation  by Gen. Asseribly or by 
selection and for term uith such duties 
as established by 18\1. 

b) Art. VIII, sec. 7. School Bd. Supervise 
each school division, members selection 
and term to be established by law. 

t~ashington a) Art. 
mal~e  

IX sec. 1. Duty of state to 
provision of ecJucation of all 

No provisions No provisions 

c~ildren  in state without distinc
tion of preference on account 
race, color, caste, or sex. 

of C'? 
~ 

b) hrt. IX, sec. 2. Legislature provide 
~ a general and uniforo system of public 

schools. ~  

b) Art. IX sec. 3. Support common schools 
bycommon school funds, derived from 
many sources including taxes. 

b) Art. IX sec. 4. All schools maintained 
or supported wholly or in part by public 
funds shall be free from sectarian con
trol or influence. 

West Virginia b)	 Art. XII sec. 1. Legislature shall provide a~  Art. XII sec. 2. lest Virginia a) Art. XIII sec. 11. No further 
for a general, thorough, efficient system Bd. of Ed. duties ~rescribed  by appropriations for any, state DOrGAl 
of free schools. law. Nine members appointed by school. 
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19• 
~ . General Provisions Elementary and Secondary 

Education 
Higher EducatioD 

UCc'.3t Virginia 
cont'd 

b) Art. XII sec. 3. No mixed white 
and colored schools. 

30vcrnor Hith consen:: of senate, 9 yr. 
terms. No more than 5 members from 
same political party. 

Board selects state sup't of free 
schools, as provided by law, who serves at 
Bd's pleasure as chief school officer of 
state. Pm4ers and· dutles prescribed by law. 

b} Art. XIII sec. 3. Lealsl.ture may provide 
for county superintendents and otber neees
sary officers. 

Wiscona1D Art. X sec. 1. State Sup't-supervise public 
instruction. Qualification., pavers, duties, 

cOlllPenaation prescribed by law. Sup't 
elected, 4 yr. term. 

b) Art. X sec. 3. Legislature provide for a~  

establishment of school districts, uniform, 
free to children ages 4-20 yrs., DO sectar
iaD instruction, may release childrea durios 
school hours for outside religious tDatruc
tion. 

a) Art. X sec. 6. Provl.ion 
., be .de for the e.tab· 
li.hment of a state universU:x • 

W,ClIDIDa b) Art. 7 sec. 1. Lesidatura provide 
system of public instruction lncludiDn 
free elementsry schools, university. 
and other necessary institutions. 

b) Art. 7 sec. 10. No discrimination iD 
schools on bas1e of race. sex, or color. 

b} Art 7 Sec. 12. No sectarian lnstruetioll 
in public schools. 

.~  Art. 7 Sec. 14. State sup't of pubUc 
iAlt., _ers aad duties prescribed by 
law. GeDeral supervisioD of public: 
schools. 

b) Art. 7 aec. 15. Un1veralty of 
Wyoa1I1l: establi.hed. 
Art. 7 aec. 16. O. opeD to all. 

atudeata free 
Art. 7 sec. 17. GoYerD" by 

board of truate.a, not le.a 
daan 7 .....ra. appointed by 
lOYerllor with couot of senate, 
dutiea aad poH1'a pr.acr1bec! by 
W. 

i 
lteDb1c1t7 b)	 Sec. 183 Gen. Assembly to provide an a~  Sec. 91. Sup't of Pub. Inat. elected at b) See. 184. EatabU.sbu a tax for 

efflcient system of commoa schools. same time as governor; 4 yr. term, can't t1MI beQefit of tbe Ap-iClUltural
b)	 No person shall be forced to .eDd bi. child sueceed hi_elf in the next 4 yrs. (sec. aDd IfM:baiea1 Coil.... 

to any .chool to which he ..y be COD 93); at least 30 yrs. old. resident of 
scieotoully opposed. the stete for 2 yrs. salaried (sec. 96) 

b)	 Separate schools-wbites aDd colored .~  Sec. 189. No appropriaUOft of edueatloul
 
(coDCecled UDCODSCitutional per Wil118 v. fuDd. to aid cburch. sectarian or d.....
 
Walker 136 P. Sopp. 177) lnatioaal schoola.
 

b)	 ElecClOil of school trustees (Sac. 155) _ 
other ~  school dlattict electloD8 an 
to be preacdbe4 by Gen. Aase.bly. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Education and Bill of Rights Committee Rese~rch Study No. 30 
January 7, 1971:

History of Education in Ohio 

A study of the historical development of education in Ohio reveals changing at 
titu<\es on the part of the s tate and the citizens in their desire and requi.rements 
for a system of education throughout the state. The emergence of an agency with 
the legislative authority and popular support to organiz..3 and administer education 
on a state-wide scale was made possible by the realization and acceptance by the 
state of its obligation to provide for such a system. Although the virtues of 
"religion, morality and knowledge" were extolled as early as 1781 by the Northwest 
Ordiuance, which stated that "schools and tre means of education shall forever be 
encouraged". over a century passed befot'e the educational system was organized en 
a state-wide level. This memorandum traces the development of the administratio~ 

of education in Ohio. To do this, it is necessary to mention the development of 
education in general. because it appears that only through the failure of local 
administration and control of common schools, did the need for a Board of Education 
and Supp.t'intendent of Public Instruction arise. 

The respon3ibility to provide for a system of education appears to lie with the 
state, in part, because of Amendment X to the U.S. Constitution, "The powers not 
delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the 
States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people." The federal 
constitution does not assume responsibility for education. The Ordinance of 1785 
further clarified the idea that education is a state function. It reserved section 
16 in each township "for the maintenance of public schools within the said town
ship"~ The grant set aside a tract of land approximately equal to one square 
mile for each surveyed township of 36 square miles. In addition to the encourage
ment of schools and the means of education required by the Northwest Ordinance, 
the first Constitution of Ohio in 1802 added the provision that "the means of ed
ucation should forever be encouraged by legialative provision, not inconsistent 
with the rights of conscience." (Article VIII, section 3). That article also stated 
in sec tion 25: 

"That no law shall be passed to prevent the poor in the several coun
ties and townships within this state from an equal participation in the 
schools, academies, colleges and universities within this state, which are 
endowed, in whole or in part, from the revenue arising from donations made 
by the United States, for the support of schools and colleges; and the 
doors of said schools, academies and universities, shall be open for the 
reception of scholars, students and teachers, of every grade, without any 
distinction or preference whatever, contrary to the intent for which said 
donations were made." 

The mandate to the state to provide for education, allocation of school land, 
and the prohibition against discrimination regarding public schools having been 
provided for, the basic foundation for an educational system had been laid. In
deed, Ohio, as the first state to be admitted to the Union from the Northwest 
Territory, was the first state to receive a grant of section 16 for school pur
poses according to the provisions of th2 Ordinance of 1785. The land acquisition 
was made in the early 1790's before Ohio had become a state, in a purchase of land 
made by the Ohio Company. The first purchase made by this company resulted from 
negotiations with Congress by Reverend Menassah Cutler. In addition to reserving 
section 16 for school lands, Rev. Cutler insisted, as a part of his negotiation, 

ill .... _ 
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that .ec~1ou 29 be resorved for religious purposes and that two townships be set 
aside for the foundation of a university, now Ohio University in Athens. Although 
Coaar••• was reluctant to grant the first precon:Hion, it willingly granted the 
aecoad, and the trau.fer wa. made. A second sale, the Symmes Purchase, also in the' 
1790's, reserved section 16 for school land. and section 29 for religious purposes. 
The State was e¥'~'i::ntually divided into a number of separate tracts such as the Wes
tem'...rve, the Ohio Company's Purchase" the S,... Purchase, the Virginia Mil
itary Laucls .and the U.S. auUtaU' Lan.ds. Tbe 8dmi.:l:atration of scheol and religious 
(m1nil'terial) len~8 eventually lave rl.e to proble1ll8 bot~ constitutlonal and admin
istrative in natut'e. Altho~h alention of tuse problems must be made to explain 
the c1ev.10pIDBllt of educ;atidnln OhiO, ~ evaluatiOQ. of these proble;ns is found 
later in the 1II81DC::~and&l1D. The peop18 of Ohio, and perh,1~tS even Congress, beli"'.ved 
that i:Z the lad g~:ant. were property maUaged, public 6chools could be 8uppCJ=:~'ed , 
~ithcut a taxta ~~. cltizen.. Jot too many yearl passad before the need for great
er financial slJpPor~ .as reali.ed. 

!betask of the legillature to prov¥•. ffiJr a system of education, let alone a
 
IY'~ for the entire state, .a8 a diff~cult one. In addition to the fact that
 
priorities lay wtCh f.lliq tl'4ae.,iJllprO"l1q. the land, and farming, early settlers
 
c.. to tbe • tat.' with clt"ftertna opilliooe. about "loteetion. The avallab11ity of
 
1anclin Ohio atttuted, pe~p~ ftoe .......laDei ....l1 '.. ft'Om the South. While
 
the foner weft f_1Sar wlth ttle •••1',~ die latur thought parents should be
 
r ••"''''b1. fortbeeducadOQ of ~lr ~.' .1'b*' "ucators were hardly the ones
 

. to aGt._ .,otcee.. for educatlOQill' ....&1... ''Iba. _.bera of the pioneer schools 
in southwesten elito wer. ..l.~~.d ~.~1.CCO.t ot their unfitness to perform 
manual labor tlaaa by r.don oftbe4- 1"1~ctua1. worth•••The teacher was regarded 
as a kiDd of pe,_aft Oft the bower of t'" peQPk, whose presence wal tolerated 
only "C,_us. oouat1 f.II,fu-a..rlea were llot~n In' n:t.tence. The capacity of a 
t ••ellft to teub va _vel' a reuon for eqo»loyiq hia, but the fact that he could 
do l\OIhiftl .1Ie. t. (1) ••tbap.tbe ....i.ty il1 b..ltlr~. and philosophies explain 
the f....nt.d _","ach '1 the leal,kturt ... the early ye.rl of Ohio to carry out 
lee e..tltlltiODali1a4at. 'to provide _,.•ducatlOJl. 

u'lha ..out......a.t of ,\lblk "~.tioft by lelblative provision as 
.peclfiAad U _ 'cOu.tltutiOil .•", i:A~rp_teci by the Legblature to mean 
the pa"iQa of • larae ~.r ot Mea to ....t the .pecial needs or desires 
of partictllQ'diatrlcts, or, ev. to • cas. of school lands, the desires 
of certaln 1.:lidiv1i{~la. The, .....~1 laws , ....eI at that time may be said 
to have po1ated oflt _thode of. arpdizat10Q .. control inetead of devtsing 
any efficient sy.tam of aupetyUlota or of lafllctllll any penalties in order 
to briDg about speCific educatl,oaal re.ult.. 'l'tae,. were largely permissive 
in nature, ofteR le.ina the lDitiatlve to the discretion of the local 
cOIIDUIliti••••• "(2) . . '. 

The ear1ielt legislat~ ~onc.rni-a school ~~,.88 passed in 1803 and con
cernecl the lealing ofland,i $l'_t*4 :tor tlae I"PPOC.~ of the schools. Another con
cern of early l.,lalatioD W88 the ••t'~li.~t of .chool districts. As early as 
1806, .~ co_., c ......... i ..rl _t•. ~.:I.~. "fOIl ' .... application of "at least 
twenty electere tel' an orta1Ml ,Uri.~:~ht, or ~i'act1onal township, to fix 
the ts. sad Pbee: for the .'lecti. ~. ~•• ,tJ.1llt4Je8 ad a treasurer to hold of
~ice fo" two ,.Mr8. The dutie. of~f#F~'''''. wet. .'Jo divide the township into 

Pl'OM' clivi.lou" for the PU••• '~i,""')'''lt.,. ~~bools. Each division was to 
recei.,•. a .,. "dividend of the '1'0'1.. '''1''''';,'&011 tUtY·;••ction reserved for school. 
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purposes based on the number of inhabitants in the division. It should be noted 
that no provision had been made for county examiners or division directors. In 
1821, the first general school act for Ohio was passed. The act authorized the 
trustees of any civil township to submit to a vote of t.he townspeople the question 
of organizing school districts. The legislation did not prove very effective, be
cause of its permissive nature, and the act failed to provide a system of taxation. 
Subsequently, the studies of a legislatively appointed commission of five resulted 
in the Governor's appointlllCDt of a seven-man commission to "devise a system of 
law for the support and regulation of common schools." (3) 

James J. Burns, the author of "Educational History of Ohio" notes that the 
legislation passed by the 1824-5 General Assembly is marked by "the nwnber of 
times the permissive 'may' has withdrawn before the imperative 'shaU'." The 
act of 1824 required the districting of each township for school purposes. Pro
vision was made for the election of three directors in each school district, and 
a compulsory county tax of .5 mill on the dollar was levied for the use of common 
schools. If the trustees of any incorporated civil township failed to layoff 
school districts, the township received no share of the money collected for school 
purposes. If a district, once laid off, failed to employ a teacher for three 
consecutive years- and "keep school", the auditor was required to divide its share 
of funds among the other districts which did employ teachers and hold school. 
One author notes, "There was much evasion as evidenced by the fact that the same 
law was re-enacted five times with more emphasis on enforcement between 1835 and 
1853." (4). The General Assembly of 1824-5 also passed a law providing for the 
appointment of three examiners of common schools in each county by the court of 
common pleas to certify teachers and examine schools. 

The decision by the state to employ its first tax for common schools was pre
ceded by a discussion about the right of the state to sell lands in section 16 
to gain additional revenue for schools. The system of land leases was proving to 
be very bad and the state wanted to get rid of the responsibili~y of the lands 
for good. But had it a right to sell the lands since they were granted by Congress? 
The answer was to be found in the affirmative on the following line of reasoning: 
When Congress placed the 6 mile reservation including Scioto Salt Springs in leg
islative control, it included a provision that the legislature shall never sell, 
nor lease the same for a period longer than ten years; but mention of the legis
lature is not made in the grant of section 16, hence the authority of the state to 
sell the lands. The sale of school lands was begun in 1827. In that year, a fund 
for the support of common schools was established. The state auditor was made 
superintendent of the funds which consisted of money made from the sale of lands 
donated by Congress for the support of schools; also donations and legacies that 
were made to the fund. The state pledged 6% interest on this debt, and since it 
was permanently borrowed and could not be made smaller, it was called the ir 
reducible debt. The aggregate of money from the sale of section 16 in the several 
townships amounted to a large sum of money which the state government owed Ohio 
schools. " ••• (A)cross the back of the note is the broad endorsement of the Con
stitution: The principal of all funds arising from the sale or other disposition 
of lands or other property granted or entrusted to the state for educational or 
religious purposes shall forever be preserved inviolate and undiminished." (5) 
The sale of religious lands of the Ohio Company and Symmes Purchases was not 
authorized by Congress until 1833. The sale of the school lands did not produce 
the sizeable revenue that the state had expected, partially because much of the 
land had been sold well below its value. Hence it is not surprising that in 
1829, the compulsory county tax levy was raised to .75 mill, to 1 mill in 1834, to 
2 mill in 1828. It was reduced to 0.4 mill in 1847, however. 
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The 1821 leaillation authorized the election of local school committees to 
direot the school8, and control remained local aDd fragmented until 1838, when a 
1.s181aUve btll e8tabls1hed the office of State 8uperintendent of COlrIDOn Schools. 
Samuel Levis wa. elected to thi8 otfice by jo~ut relolution of both houses of the 
General A8sembly aad co_1I110ned by the Governor. Ril duties wue mostly clerical 
a. aubordinated to theotfi.ce of Secretary of State. At the time Samuel Lewis 
h.ld office, Icbool district. bad .tready been ..tab~sbed, aDd hi. duties were 
prt.-r1ly to colleCt atati,.atic. from 'the•• cliatl',1c:t"·~ 8ubmit them to the leg
l11ature with saaaestiona for iq)rm-n~.. The appoint_nt of Lewis was for 
one ,.ar, but because of hie BUCC••• , he w.. ,e8p1'O~tecl for a five-year term, 
but ••1ped in 1840 due ~o ill health. 'In '1138, a '.tate fund of $200,000 was 
opeTatlve, derived frOID v"10ua aouee-' tnclud..... a US levy of .5 mill, state
wUe ia. its appu.cattcm, for t'be .upport; of eclucatiAKl. Abo in the financial 
1'.'_",011' wa;,. feelft..1 10811 oi $2,077,260.36, l1wa to Ohio, the income of which 
Val ..__rleeel fOl' .o~l ' ...POf••• · III 1.50 the __ pa••ed from schools when it 
wal '......cl b1 'the l'tate !or ~Ilt of 4eIIt. tDconed in bUilding state canals 
and t~plke•• Aftft the d.epaTtu,. of l ..ta·from· office, the office of 
Stata8~p.'I:'iDUM.,,~'of C~ 8c~il 01~ in 11840, and the duties of 
tMoftice were ,i•• to· ,he S.C1:'.~ aI·State. ~"'Qfficl0, from 1840,.1854. The 
VUilOUI .hi8tOl'ie' "fr1 dY.t the· .olf.tlOll of tM 4-. of, Superintendent of C01IIDIOn 
Scheo)a: occbrrecl * 'of oppo.lt1oQ. but DO ..~tiOIl of who opposed, or why, 
cou1cl H fo the .c~u...... of •.•. ~.' admillistration was the 
Law. of 1838. '!bil Val the firat 1. tao p •• a -.... of ora_hatton and leader
ship to the 17I1:e.. It 1IIIIde tIM Cpunc,'••itor 'tIh_:ooUDty luperilltendellt, there
by 1''''P~1b1. to thAl ~~ .Upertilt ~ 11l ali "ucatlonal affairs. Similarly, 
the teNublp c1fttt ........ ~alaitt ln~·~ r.pOGaible to the county 
supe*teudeuc.11af.~IIIi.tely~ Qa ffleecrt.Cate ·.uperilltendent was 
aboU,,,hecl 1& 1840, so·._ the office,·ijf towfta~ '.... COUllty superintendents. The 
Law ~ 1838 a1a~ ere.teet the ".ub.~td;Ctn. ,~'-" directors who were elected 
by tbtl ~btp .." ,,-tted to di,YSU tltieu '.t~01:. into sub-districts. 
Altileup 'the 'c\'eatlotl of ,ub-clist"'lcta wae at _',,-oretion of the distr1ct di-' 
rHto~, the appoibwa~ ot d.lrector8 of ~ .iilb':'1ftr1ct. was at the di.cretion 
of tbetowa.bip tl:u...... ;'ectiOQ XU11 of tbe _II~, law provided that the town" 
ship ~UI,tee. could pea. c ~i.Dailoe lacre..tlfl·~ nUillber of directors to pro
viele OM for ••eti .ub-.tl~ict. The I,)'it in. auta-ity' to create districts and 
appo,~ di.t!1at 4"uect~. re,~lted iIl-. Ilu.ber, of local authorities exceeding 
the .-.1' of'clu~t 4ire.ctCJft •. kb~1a _.f. ~ dual ,cDlltrol of parties Dot 
neo.., ..Uy havlll1 the ... iatar••ta. . , 

, . 

The ~iIli.tratlon of educ.etlan by the Secretary of State was not satisfactory, 
altbq.·t l ..$.latur. bad ,ranted h1a .n a4c11t1oual $400 for clerical assistance 
whea they h~ ex officio .up.rta~ent of ~Il schools, which assured con
tlll'*' record k.pq. .. 

ODe mileatone for educational 8dm1a18tration ~c~rred during the 1840-1854 
yeara, a1thouah not the result of efferttaby tbJIlecntary of State. In 1847, the 
Akron L_ wes p...ed, establ1.hilal the firat en. traded schools in Ohio. The 
1.. p~ovid.ed for,dhe elect{oa of 6 directocs of~a 8chools, with vacancies to 
be filled by towtlcouucl1. 'rhia aroup ."ll~ .' "Board of !ducation of the 
TQWD of Akroatf 

• 'ftte bMrd wea· a1-. aaUl'e coat~l ef COllDOIl schools, and the 
tOlftl w. maGe :lato oaed18tricy. 11K P~1a4~ RhoOt. and oue graumar school were 
.stabU.aheel. The Boar~ " •• Sivea .t:IIe powe¥' to DBke ead enforce regulations, em
plo, and pay teacher., select .i~." _ .up~ue the building of school houses 
aeconilll to It••pe~lfic.t1OU. 'Ita ."thorl,ty 8ta. included the appointment of 
perlonl to be school e.-tnela.I. 1849, the .-.'1.101\1 of this act were extended 
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• to all municipalities having at least 200 inhabitants. 

Ohio Constitutional Convention 1850-1851 

• 
Since most general legislation adopted prior to 1850 waS concerned with the 

local school district, representatives to the convention voiced concern for some 
legislation of state-wide application to: unify the disjointed system. Several of 
the items that the Standing Committee on Education considered as possible consti 
tutional provisions appear to be more legislative matters. The failure of the 
legislature to take the leadership at that time may have prompted the convention 
to consider some of these items to be incorporated into the fundamental law. One 
proposal	 considered by the Committee concerned the recall of money from the Sur

•
 plus Revenue Fund which, by some complex fiscal process, was given to county aud

itors. Money had been recalled in 1850 for the purpose of paying back turnpike
 
bonds, and the sponsor of the proposal felt that school debts were an equally
 
worthy cause for money from the Surplus Revenue Fund, and that the access to the
 
money should be guaranteed in the Constitution. Other proposals considered by
 
the Committee tucluded provisions: making it a constitutional duty of the Legis


• lature to provide for the election of a Superintendent of Common Schools; secur

ing common school funds from any control by religious groups; authorizing the
 
election or appointment of assistant superintendents to effect a uniform system
 
of c01llJnOn schools; making 6 months the minimum legal school year; providing for
 
segregated schools, unless popular vote chose otherwise; creating a state school
 
fund to prOVide revenue of $1,000,000. The Committee finally agreed to the fol


• lowing as the Education Article (Article,VI) of the Ohio Constitution, which was
 
ratified by the electorate in 1851: 

• 
Section 1. The principal of all funds arising from the sale, or other 

disposition of lands, or other property, granted or entrusted to this state 
for educational and religious purposes, shall forever be preserved in
violate, and undiminished; and, the income arising therefrom, shall be 
faithfully applied to the specific objects of the original grants, or 
appropriations • 

Section 2. The general assembly shall make such provisions, by tax
ation, or otherwise. as, with the income arising from the school trust

• fund, will secure' a thorough and efficient system of common schools through
out the state; but no religious or other sect, or sects, shall ever have 
any exclusive right to, or control of, any part of the school funds of the 
state. 

• 
Ohio Legislation - Phase II 

At the same	 time that the constitutional convention was considering the edu
cation article, the General Assembly passed an act recreating the office of state 
superintendent. The law did not become operative because the General Assembly 
failed to appoint the persons required by the law. The provisions of the act 
included the creation of a State Board of Public Instruction of 5 members to be 

•	 appointed by the General Assembly with terms from I to 5 years. After their 
terms expired, 1 member would have been appointed each year for 5 years. Each 
member of the Board during the last year of his term would have served as the 
State Superintendent of Common Schools and exercised the duties of that office. 
The duties were limited primarily to the collection of statistics and prepar
ation of reports. During the other 4 years of office, each member would have 

•	 served as district superintendent, The act provided for the Board to divide the 
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state into 4 districts. The failure of the General Assembly to appoint the original 
five-man board r••ulted in the pa..age of an act providing for the "reorganization, 
l.rv1110n, ad ..intenaliee of co.-on Ichoole lf 

• (6) Under thll act, referred to 
a. the ~ of 1853, the office of ltate luperlntaudeut wa. re-.stablished under 
tM ti~la of 8~.te eo.llltoaar of CoIaDD Schoob, aDd the office holder was elected 
for • cera o~ thraa yaar... The pr"uloDl of thi. act r.mainad in effect for 
about ~. yaare, until by a con.t1tutioul .-n4Iaent, the legislature was mandated 
to provide for the organization of pubu'c school., aDd for the organization and 
exeroi.e of poWI' by di.trict board. of "ucatioa in Section 3 of Article n. 
Another canst1tutional ~Gt to the article, .ection 4, provided for an ap· 
po~ s....perinte.nt of public :1nIItructiDD to replace the cODll1ssioner of com
mon .cboole. . 

1~ 1853 a law wu. enacted provid:l.ng that the school 4istrict be coterminous
 
with t~ civil towulllp, each UDder all.1e, bOFd of education, with the sub

dietricte under the'; cODtrol: of three .loc.L.ire~tor8. ~is was a significant
 
cha.e over aerIal' 1... cODe_mi... Ic!lool ~i.~i~ti.which had allowed for the
 
formatlon of ..vetal cliltrlct. witl\in a t~lli:p,." .for the formation of num

. ero.. uaub-cliltricts" within the ...aal- ..u..,tr1ct.. The 18S3, law created the i 
datic:, of tbe tOwMlilp ad the .claa014'-tI'ict. eft4 :wbat had fOrrDerly been dis
trich .....1' t-, 01_ l_....c_; .Ulti-4t..t~¥tI _.t" the new lav. The law stated 
that the powe_ of ....btp .lx>an. .,."._cion wou14DOttexteDded to incorporated 
cit.... or vUtMe."Wi:thtll' tile tIOftellipa, ..1lCI thac .•uch amicipa1itie. would con
ti.. to ba ...r.ad b, -t\w .... LaWo' ;1847 .. '.....ts to the law ..de in 
1849. In ad41tloll. the c•••~loa ,o,.uNs.a*l'ic:t. w" .take" out of the hand. of 

. the ••bip cr.,'''' ... placed ·1" ~·_Uolo' ... townlhij» (district) board 
of ~UQ.tion. Ofpoeitioa to • 1_ r.••i-e,d it q~~ineftective, and the op
po.itt_ va. 104... ill a .t..el ::otlocal d.-.otor. who had been appointed 
~r th.. f~l" and .could no" ,_~._ ,wto the system mandated 1.n 
1853•. (In 1875. local ~lRotou o ue'. dill~i.t Ichool board member. by 
18.000). In 181'._ DeW law "88p 84 ~cop1.iq ~ity diltricts, village dis
trlc:ta. towoahipcliatrict•• ·anci .~1al clbtr1ctl~ ·In ,1892, the Workman Law at 
teaaptecl to r.d~.d\e'ft_'r of p.opl« di:nct11l1 the .•ub-di8tricts and directly 
invob:e the "~"'l' &'r01Ip 1D.the to1IDlI&hl, .b0ar4 of education. The law abolished 
the office of lOeaI'4iwectot of the aub.cll~~lct. ~ in.tead provided for the 
eleetion of OD6' dlt'aetor from eeeh ...·cli.tftct for a' three-year term, with the 
a~,rov1aioa that the .ub.dl.~r1c.1:.db·ectorwo~ be • member of the tmm8hip 
board of adue.~1oa.· In 1898, the *__ L...,. wa, ~ed to provide for the elec
tion of two .ubclirectQr' frOll tbe .~dt.tr1ct.. ~ .ubcU.rector. and directors 
of each cllltr1ct eoiultitutet the board of sub-e1'iZector., and the sub-directors were 
givaa.· the authftlt, tC1e'lect teacbet's to t_ rilt...-oclve .ub-districts subject to 
tbecCmfil1Dation of the.. lI&jority of. the COWtUJhi'P ~ of education. 

D~1ha the reorganization of 8choo1 di8trict leader.hip, the administrative 
power of the atate cClllllllit.'1c'mer be.. to l"crea.e. AD 1873 law required the cod
ification of school· law, telatins to~tbe Comm1l~ of. common schools. Local 
boana of education weI'. required tQ repqJ't to Cha state c01llll1ssioner on demand. 
The cOl81••io"r w.. reqUired to 1IUIke 811 annual, report to the Governor and the 
General Aa.eillb1.y. An 1893 law gave .to the 00_1Isl0.r the duty to require the 
attendance of an Ch:Ucireo betvean e.1aht ad •.1xteea 1D. the 8chools. 

•
 

•
 

•
 

• 

• 

• 

• 

•
 

•
 
An,other factor which indirectly augmented the powe~ of the state c01lllDissioner 

wa. the rteiDg inter.'t tn school consolicia,tion. Although recOlllllendations for 
cODloJ..1datlon were made a. early as 1872, ~e firlc attempt W88 made in 1892 by 
the kinashi11 tdwDship board of edu4at~, which traDIported children to a village • 
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school. The favorable reports about the Kingshill school perhaps influenced the 
General Assembly to provide for its expanded use. In 1892 and 1900, the General 
Assembly legalized payments for transportation from the school district fund. 
An 1898 act provided that the schools of any rural district of the state might be 
centralized by a vote of the people and tra~sportation provided. 

Several other areas of education should be noted before turning to the signif
icant changes made by the 1912 constitutional amendments and the depression. They 
are: state control and supervision of teachers' colleges (normal schools) and 
certification; and high schools. 

The first convention for the instruction of teachers was held in 1845, and 
there was a strong feeling among teachers that some sort of uniform training was 
desirable. The number of schools offering such training incres1ed to 41 in 1854, 
but decreased to only 20 in 1863. The practice had been to hold the training 
sessions either in the summer or vacation months, and the sessions were about a 
week in duration. The state did not assume responsibility for supporting or con
tfolling these schools. Although the state had some say in the examinations to 
certify teachers, it did little to aid teachers in attaining the minimal level of 
education to pass the exams. The first attempt to pass legislation whereby the 
state would assume responsibility for the training of teachers by setting up and 
controlling normal schools occurred in 1900 and was defeated. 

Teacher certification was not a very vital issue in the 1800's. Although some 
authority to certify teachers may have resided with school examiners or committees 
as a result of laws passed in 1821 and 1825, this authority resided with county 
boards, not with the state. The Law of 1825, for example, prOVided for the ap
pointment of three examiners in each county by the common pleas court. The Law 
of 1853 provided for the appointment of the examiners by the probate court. The 
repeatedly evident trend of sacrificing state interest to local power is noted in 
the Commissioner of Common Schools' annual report in 1889. He says that suggestions 
to give a uniform exam to teachers throughout the state would make the chief function 
of the county boards "that of a mere marking machine." Hence, local boards re
tained their authority to grant certification until after the turn of the century. 

The existence of high schools was made possible, in principle, by the Akron 
Law of 1847 which established a graded school system. Prior to that, all schools 
were elementary schools and were organized in accordance with local interests. 
In 1853 a law was passed granting authority to boards 6f education in cities, town
ships, villages and special school districts to establish and maintain high schools. 

Prior to 1853, opportunities in higher education were provided by academies, 
of which there were 501 second level academies, and 126 institutions of higher ed
ucation. In 1853, there were 45 high schools, increasing in number to 450 in 
1875 and 863 in 1900. The high schools were directed to a large extent by college 
entrance requirements prior to 1902, and the course of study was not uniform 
throughout the state. 

"One of the important agencies for establishment of standards for the 
program of studies has been the colleges through their entrance require
ments. They were especially important previous to 1902 in the absence of 
any accrediting agencies for high schools •••The program of high school 
inspection by the Ohio State University was more extensive than any other 
higher institution in the state. It inspected schools by personal inspec
tion in 1888. 11 (7) 
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Altho~lh the hiah .choal had bee~ recognized by the law since 1853, the es

tabU...nt of .econ4al'Y .cbooh Wa_ .low in growth until about 1880 when there
 
wen 1IOl'8 tbaD 450 hlah .~b in 9pef.~ioll, .uppot'ted by public taxation. Tbe
 
peri04 'between J.-.o aDd 1903 wae chal".c:c....1Bed by ~ recognition of the need
 
fo," .OM· c8"U-ali* ...., to have C*lt~l ove~ public high 8choo~s and by the
 
.,t_lie"at of oloal" tie. betwee. ~ hip .c~~. and colleges. In ~902 an
 

. 'act ... p••••• to , ....u. £Of centziaU...UOIl of hi, .cbools and to provide 
hllb .choola fOJ: _ ••• The local boar.. of _-..tlon had the opportuni ty to 
.ubldt the q...tioe of ·.......Uzation t6_ elfK\~" or the electora could com
pel t_ .ubmU.tOllto 1:hevoter. by • P.tittoQ .i... by 1/4 of tbe electors of 
tba te:lIWDQi.,. ·x.; ttap a ,~"1 ~~ of five _mbere would es-
t.U.... tM btl' 1 a4 'I"OYi4e t.tl. to it. Tbe Brumbaugh Law of 
lfOl .fl_ .'$ .aaool ...,.., ·.f jd ,,'lClit1ona for ele_ntary schools 
.... coli..... -.-, .eboole .. 4tvUe4 ca- t1mHt pad.s: 4 y.ar j 3 year; and 
2 ,eU', . The ~.to.1: ot ~ 8b1ob •• 1'-.u1red to determine the grade 
of ... hlah "_1 aQd 1..~ to t1tI b••¥4_ .....~S.0Il a certificate t Cart!
ficatt.cm of .oboolt ... t-ua actv..tap of ,.1R to 1914 priJDarUy by smaller 
acbool .Utd.•~•••. felt _t it ..........."~rity to have such a 
c'l'tlf~t. OD .....,t .e..J; wat~.· .. ott)' 4C.trt4•• refraiued from getting 
e..~." .. reealMd"" ~. _ ata" .,.._ education in this regard 
uatl1 at_r 19". . I 

881'01'. tunlq to the School COde ot1904, ".b~bproved to be a very major step
telIW" ••tat.~.*~ ••UC4U.~l 8Y.~, 80118 Matiea should be made of the:.fact
 
that with the ad tor eea.tr.1f.~.tf.oa, ~ powers of the ColllDiss1oner
 
of C.-oa. Ichoota 111$ tlla~ eqqtUac.. ~b. increasing acltnow
1ed....t of a ·hfu of ••_lOa, __thor notes:
 

Uk ~.t, the taw oi lM1 ....l".h~ .. day 8choob for the in
.trueticDn ., tlMet••f 1, the tu.tl"'f.e~ ,.s. by law in Ohio to a 
..,arc..-t Qf e4uoa~lon. AI_usb tl!Ua StI.. l1eP.rtMnt of Education was 

. DOt ofC1.c1,11y deflaecl UIltil tbe .,.....tol .e.etioa 3301.13 a.c. in 
1916, ie hal alw.,. "••a ~U.nd· eo .. ~ 1dm1n1at..at1ve unit and or
••1••tfpGa)w),,1l by eN ........ to t him in hf.8 duties and 
re',otaIlbl1ltf.e.:Ia cOIIMct". wi" "'lc ~.t~n in the .tate." (8) 

'DIe School COde ot 190ttwu .nac~ ut!O pl'oYtAe to~ ~he organization of the 
COIaI)Q school. of the s~ee of OIliot', 'the COde ~d for four clu••• of 
8c~l cJlItr$c~.; ('1) ct., achoot clLBtrl"wttbapop1,llaUon over 5000; (2) v:l.l
1...boot 'i:ttrlct.; (3) tOwahj,p .~ c:tt.trtcp - civil townships independent 
of etti•• or vi11.... ; (4) .pec~al ...bool 41st~c~ ~ scbool districts not in
cludecl f.a tbe Mllel' c.l-.~flcatton ,rl-th .: ~~.~ ••_~on of not less than $100,000. 
The. eon pro...... for b", of ed••tton for -die '''Uicts. CiUe. could have 
not ..... tbaa7.r 1..... 2 alacte4 to four ,... tel'8l8, the other three types 
of d1.atcicta bav4.III .5 e1ect4ad _1IIb6.wttb ~Ul" ,ear. terlDll. Each board had com
plete , ...r to 8P-.rn .chools ~th~~~. 4i8tr1o~1 .... districts coul~ be trans
felTeclb1 aue.l cOft.ent of t1h,e: bo"- Or. lay pe,tl~ ,of one-half of the electors 
of ~atstrlcte lProl~"» Tbt lcw'teqa1redbocrda ~. fix rates of taxation 
nec••••t1 for .chaol ~~ -to ~.8Dt ~ issue, to electors, and issue bonds, 
admI.al.t.r prope~tY, etc.. The .1..... Ca.-DIU til ~Iae board of examiners and 
typal of c6rtiflcat1011 1'.'0 to teacher•.,' ,.. 'the city 'board of examiners was ap

. poiD,te4 b1 the bo-.J of ecl,ucatioll an4 tbe countJ b~ was appointed1;)ythe probate 
court:. 1M boaI'd of .....r. "as ....qu~ft4 ito ·......t.r uniform examinations re
.u1tiDI in thntee typ•• oJ certificate.:' ~....~") high .chool and speciaL 
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9. 

The- passage of this law in 1904 put the emphasis on centralization and con
solidation rather than township control. Such a switch in emphasis characterizes 
the changins ideas that emerged favoring a state controlled system of education. 

Tk~etatefurthered its control by the passage of a law in 1906 know. as the 
State Aid System for Weak School Districts. Under its provisions, the state com
missioner of common schools was responsible for administering the fund according 
to law and with the approval of the State Auditor. The state- also set standards 
which had to be met before schools could receive any financial aid. The program 
was slow to catch on because many local school districts feared that acceptance 
of state aid would open the door to state control. This was not an entirely un
warranted fear,aince the state maintained, as part of its condition for granting 
funds, that salaries had to be at a certain level. It is not surprising that 
political pressure was brought to bear on the state commissioner, who was an 
elected official, by some legislators who sought aid for their districts. Perhaps 
this political pressure influenced the delegates to the 1912 constitutional con
vention to their decision to make the commissioner appointed rather than elected. 
In 1906, the General Assembly provided for the biennial election of the Commission
er of Common Schools, thereby reducing his term by one year, and doubling his 
salary to $4000. 

Constitutional Convention - 1912 

The importance of state control of education was the subject of debate in the 
1912 constitutional convention. Those persons representing local districts and 
sub-districts fought for retention of power by those units. Others thought that 
the department of education was second in importance only to the Governor's office, 
and spoke in favor of state control. It was this latter group that promoted the 
idea that the head of such a vital department must be provided for in the Con-;' 
stitution. Although the delegates generally agreed that an appointed head would 
be less of- a political animal than an elected person, there was some indecision 
as to whether or not the term of office of superintendent should expire at the 
same time as the term of the Governor who appointed him. The representatives of 
local boards of education demanded that members of those boards be elected by 
persons from the district to be governed. The referendum vote provided by 
section 3 was originally proposed by the committee studying home rule for muni
cipalities, however, the proposal was referred to the education committee since some 
school districts embraced areas larger than municipal corporations. The convention 
adopted two amendments to Article VI: 

Section 3. Provision shall be made by law for the organization, ad
ministration and control of the public school system of the state supported 
by public funds; provided that each school district embraced wholly or in 
part within any city shall have the power by referendum vote to determine 
for itself the number of members and the organization of the district board 
of education, and provision shall be made by law for the exercise of this 
power by such school districts. 

Section 4. A superintendent of public instruction to replace the 
state commissioner of common schools, shall be included as one of the of
ficers of the executive department to be appointed by the governor, for 
the term of four years, with the powers and duties now exercised by the 
state commissioner of common schools until otherwise provided by law, and 
with such other powers as may be provided by law. 
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!he referendum ·vote. ~rovided :1n section 3 of Article VI apparently has not
 
. beenuled in the laet decade' althougll it was considered in Berea and Cuyahoga
 
'alb within the lalt few years.
 

The change in t1tle from commislioner of cammon schools to superintendent of 
public tnltructioD wal discuased in the Debatel. The delegates thought that the 
new ':1~l. better exemp11fted the powers of .uch a 1.ader over all public schools, 
and laot jut el~ta1:Y achooll. A .jOT chanae wa, the provision for an appointed 
.upewiataclellt: of ,ubu.e lalt:ruct1otl tor.piace thec~i..1~ner who was an elected 
official. 

TIl. adopt:1O'A P'f the two cONItituUOl)al _adtIents in 1912 opened the door for 
Itate cOQtrol .. ~oU.datlOD. ODe • .,...nt "hlohaaiaed· JDOlII8ntum at that time 
.wa.;·:tbe -.. for: _I:I actatf.cro *Ot_ ""1 IC!bool·.,.tell. ~ type of lnstruc
tioa offitl'ri at ._1 .ohoo1l w•• Dqe. e.uuelve to eclueatioD on rural matters and 
f.i»tel 'co edUQ;eu tbe I'tudeatl 011 .t¥ 4PPOt'eunftie. ta rural 11£e. Aware of this, 
OovQllO~ Cox r"uuted Chat a Itudy be .... of the schools of the state, and men
tioaecJtut ~D ot.be» .ta~. .~ 000..10..111 Withheld, if the schoolsf"
f.i~clto coapl,. vi••~ .tab:· .~~ .. was led by the State 

. School '*u1'ft1 ....!a.~ ·iD 19U •••. ~tlvit1.a f ••ulted in the New Rural School 
Co4e. til. COde CNtc:ecl • 'Count)' .c.....l· dutt:l.c~, • QOUIlty board 0~educat1ont 
an4 a G..tr ••~ "itt , __ <:.~~~l quaUficat1oas. Certification 
req'lir.-a..... ~ tnati' .' .. couOt'Y"a" iwas ,given unqualified 
audlortc.y. aM Wta _if '" 1av ~'11Iriey utatlot ,.cbool conditions and "ar
r ~).McOl'4b8 to ~,_ .....l.lou in order that they may 
IN· 1117: "~••!lI to ,.$11.. _..'~_ 110.'" 'of educatlon was enpowered 
'itlply:'fIy ~.. ~., 1'..-1« "-i..- .otlt*':t.l .ettna to change school 
<Si.t"" 1"":"'."" teUi·~ ....'01.'$ ....l.I"v11181e ·.cho01 dlstrict 
to .1IliiI".ft (t)'IhI .twW 'PQ'Wt1' ., tbeOOU'Dt;y N.rd to chanae district
 
U .,..,it4'f'theleltllatdh th4l follow1nay.ar. the cOUllty board wa.
 
r'4.t to IOttf.pthe 1.c_1 boa~d. ~.raa4 iQ the'rldi.tricting of propoled
 
oh ·.'.~lU'.of ~ 1••1 1to.1'd.. to ,rotest vttbta thirty daya rendered the
 
ectf.oa of the 10uacy' Mftd eftectl•••
 

The p.aaibl of ~aural Scbool Code of 1914 waa perhaps Been a8 a solution 
to llbe :'t:Ol»l-. .that p1..ue4 Ohio .boob. durias the .arly part of the twentieth 
century when the~hoola"_re uncIer local control aDd there was no adequate cen
trali._ .tate ...,. 'lbe county &ChOPl district was under the control of a 
boaNo! Hue.tift of five- _iDben t .1.o~ by rb* p"_ldente of the various 
v111..- 8Ild r.-alboaNa elf educ_UQu. 'The ~r. o'the county school board in
cluded arranatlll·aoIioo1.& '-irk the d,181:l'ioe; to maxuu•••fficiency, and prescribing 
mills.... cour... f)f at_, .". vtJu..eaad ;ruralnhool•.with the advice of the 
CO\IDt)r· :~uperb_.llt.. $ 'COUDty ~upuiiatende'ftt " ... -elected by the county board 
of eetue.,tiOll. aU bb 4uti.. were pr.acrlbe4 by law••st of them advisory in 
naty!:••. The COtIaty" .upel'mteQ4at...re i_trumanlal 1n the expanding scope of 
power of. tM S..-Htrte1t4lt11t of hb14c X_traction. • system of 88 county 8uper
int t. ,t'09tAtect • clearer -twork ot .eaponatbUiq and feedback for the Super
lnt t thaD 414 the pn-floua .•n of locfilly cOllt~11ed unitl. 

111..1917. the Stat.' Doaret of !ducati,oa. was crea~.d by Senate Bill No. 139 in 
. 'accordaace with .. act of eonar_S8 prov~1U& for natiOilAl aid for vocational 
. education. The create4 bdarcl cem..i8ted of. the 8uperiD-ten4ent of public instruc

tion 6 appolllted ."1" <8Dt lIOt-e thCt three tram the same political party). 
Two ·2-,..ar tee-, two with tal'lQ8 of 4 yeal:8 aDd two with te~ of .is years. 
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11. 

The board had full power to formulate plans for the promotion of education in 
agriculture, commercial, industrial, trade, and home economic subjects. The 
superintendent of public instruction was vested with power to administer the 
fund. 

The development of the State Department of Education during the early decades 
of the twentieth century resulted from two major facts: The Reorganization &ill 
of 1921; and the Depression. In 1921, an act was passed naming the head of the 
Department of Education "State Superintendent of Public Instruction and Director 
of Education". His salary was set at $6,500 and his duties were: (1) those 
previously delegated to the superintendent of public instruction; (2) executive 
officer and chairman of the state board of vocational education; (3) chairman of 
the state library board; (4) member of the board of trustees for the Ohio Archa
elogical and Historical Society. The Director was empowered to regulate, in ways 
not inconsistent with the law, the government of his department. Under the 1921 
legislation, the Department of Education specifically received the power to 
recommend standards for primary and secondary education, as well as standards 
for professional schools and colleges and examinations. The State Department 
of Education was made the administering agency of state aid with large dis
cretionary authority. This power was of vital importance during the depression, 
because most school districts couldn't afford to keep: their schbol_ open unless 
they received additional funding. The 1920's were marked by increased legis-1 
lation to provide money to keep the schools going. In 1921, the legislature 
provided for an educational equalization fund to become operative in 1925, but 
the sources of revenue proved inadequate and many schools were incurring large 
debts. The Director of Education was directed, in 1923, to fix a tentative 
salary schedule, expense schedule and transportation schedule for participants 
in the state's educational equalization fund. The deficit for school districts 
increased throughout the early 1930's and in 1933 it was about 22.5 million 
dollars. 

The expansion of the department of education continued with the formation 
of many agencies. In 1927, the state schools for the blind and deaf were trans
ferred from the Public Welfare Department to the Department of Education. The 
department was authorized to regulate the renewal of teacher's certificates 
issued by local examiners. Additional power was granted by legislation regard
ing the annual reports from school districts. Although such procedures were 
defined by law, a penalty was now due for failure to make the annual report. 
The penalty was either a $300 fine or withholding of state funds. 

The need for a more equitable distribution of funds was recognized, and in 
1931, the Ohio Educational Association adopted a resolution to fund a survey of 
the schools in order to better understand the problems of financing public ed
ucation. In 1932, the Governor requested B.a. Skinner, the Director of Education, 
to appoint a commission to study the financial problems of the state schools. 
The commission's repo~t said that "in its program for public education, Ohio had 
placed responsibility on the local districts and forced the property tax to bear 
nearly all the tax burden, which amounted to 97 per cent of the cost of education. 
Only about 4 per cent was paid from the state treasury." (10) The commission 
recommended a plan, called the Mort Plan, which was rejected. Basically, the 
plan provided for the state to guarantee each school a foundation up to a certain 
level for each pupil, and then the local district could use its own discretion 
as to how much it wanted to tax itself to augment the subsidy. In 1935, t' 
School Foundation Program Law was adopted. ~hich was basically the same as the 
a.feated Mort Plan. The law ~rovided for reorganization by the county board, 

~ 
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a provision s~lar to the Rural School Code of 1914. The major difference was 
that the county board wae required to file its plan for reorganization with the 
SupeciatellClent of Pub,U,c Inatructicna on a certain date, and the Superintendent 
wa. eqH)WerecJ to act if the county b.ard failed to act or the members failed to 
8gr.e OIl the plau. 

Alao 10 1935. the examtnatton and certification of teachers was removed from 
lOC4l ex_tniq board••ai4 plaoecJ s.u the ,l)epara-ut of Education, by legislation 
abolUhlna local ~arcl. of ....~Del'•• 

10 major C~... .lD d.,art.at.trueture o~ power. occurred during the fo1
lowl. two dec.e.. ~COI1tiaued flllauiDa of eclueadon by the Poundation Act 
IracJual.ly app.and to .~.. ~u.tei '81\4 tM u_sr of. school aged chUdren was 
incr...taa at • rapid. tate. r..urt.Da· pNael'lt facllttie. inadequate. These 
cODdltiou led the !eli.btu". in 1t5•• to provide for 811 11-1De1Ii>er Ohio School 
Suna, eo-ittee to .... COiIIpt.bena1ln 'Ul'Yey of the state's public scbool 
.yac.a. the c~tte' ~ or~'" ta 1953. and tt,ffndings indicate that: 
only c:.o-thlrda of _ acboolllatltteU<Opewateei hlP ,choo1s; there were not 
eDDUlh teachere; ...,.·of.... aeIIOOl tMsllcJitta, ~e ...fa or inedequate to house 
.t. 'l'Ojectecl iac.... ~ .t....t·.Pu.-••; .. die current distribution of 
.tat. filurackl aid • .eltool "",ulet. cIUcoul'aaecl the con80lidation of 8mall, 
iDefficf.eat ..Iloo.... : ;tt..•Ilor..... 01..." aa4 ·lJNICe were illustrated by many....1... .. __ at"', al&O._.;~that loane of ~~at1on had no legal means 
aftiLW1e to r&iq '. :h~a, e~lete overhaul and pro-f.....fte 
poa_. a foundat~pl'Q8l'_ ,~~r ' ~09t4e • c~t.nt .teacher for' every 30 
P.'lI, addi.tSbaal ....ad lJel'.-nel. a4 e...e4 • .-s.trati't.. operational, And 
.t.ac enie.. Oft the u-.r .f d l... In 1955, the Ohio GeneralAI"'" ~ ..... ,....tl.01\ law ba ·.' ree-OJ 'ndaUone of the Ohi.o 
Surfty' eo-tlllGn. .. 

, . 
!be C~.ioa l'.c~nded thaf there be an elec~ State Board of Education 

CC*pOlH of ai.~ lurv1." stauereel' tax. of 6 ,....,. The creation of a State 
BoRd. of Bcluc.t..s- .bacl __ .propoari •• early '8 1850.. Periodic attempts to 
es_U.h ••~_ boud ,1IetWeft 1850 .... 19.19 _f' _\CuB.ful, a8 nODe of the 
bUb p....d bo~ -.oQe8 of the Le'i"I.a~.·ln. 19);,llpon recOllllllendation of the 
Governor, the Lest•.1atut-. "pro,oa,,· aD·.UlIt"II1~~, to the coustitution which read: 
"'1'heJ:e .hall be,', 8'C.81e .bo..:d"of· educ.,ttOil to .e~ODtItituted. by law, whose memers. 
shall ••rve withouCcoa.peDJatlOth '1"I!Iete 'lulU ". a~il'ector of education, who 
shall be lIpIMIuteet by the. ,tate _oar4of.,ad,ou.' 11le reepective powers and 
dutt.•• of the board and ot th.' dirac,cor ..ban J)e .. p~ci,ibed by law." The amend
DleDt "u defeat.. in the 1939 electi... .X. 19S.l.t!har Lealslature proposed an 
~t to the aoust:ltutiOD.. which> W88' adopteci .u .~t yeft. 

Article VI, SeC'tioa 4. 'there .aball.be a .tate board of education 
which .h.U. be 8.teoteel':1n ••" ~r and for .uch tel"lll8 as shall be 
provicSecS'by law. '-"-re Ib.llbe a .uperilltnd8l1t of public instruction 
who _ball be appo1ated by the .tate boa,d· of ~ucation. The respective 
powera ~d dutt.. of eM boaN $'ld of tN eu~rbltendent shall be pre
.erlbed by law. ' 

Cl'latlf! of the Stata BOKd of BciucaUon - 1956 

•
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•
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Leal.lation reia~1n. the board of education and the superintendent of public 

iUltruction wal enacted ·by the LegiaJ:at-. in 1955. The sponsf)r. of the amendment 
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recommended a board of nine members, elected from the nine judicial districts, •. 
The Legislature agreed to a 23-member board, elected from each of~the congression
al districts as they existed in 1955. The terms of office were t~ be determined 
by lot at the initial organizational meeting of the board, and ra~ged from 2 to 
6 years in duratioa. Sections 3301.01 to 3301.07, inclusive, of ~he Ohio Revised 
Code deal with the State Board of Education. 

A major power of the state board of education, granted by the 1953 amendment 
to the Ohio Constitution, was the appointment of the superintendent of public 
instruction. Since 1912, the superintendent of public instruction had been 
appointed by the Governor. 

The powers of the Board, as described by Section 3301.07 R.C. include super
vision of the system of education, formulation of policy and evaluation of plans 
pertaining to public schools and adult education, -administration and supervision 
of distribution of all state and federal funds for education, preparation of min
imum standards for all elementary and high schools, provision of advisory services 
to school districts, and to report and recommend annually to the Governor and 
the Legislature on the status and needs of Ohio schools. 

The statutes which provide for the powers and duties of the Superintendent 
of Public Instruction are found in Sections 3301.08 to 3301.13, inclusive, of 
the Revised Code. The Superintendent of Public Instruction is appointed by the 
State Board of Education, and his salary and terms of office are determined by 
the Board. The duties of the Superintendent of Public Instruction include: serving 
as executive and administrative head of the State Board of Education; executing 
the educational policies and directives of the Board; directing the work of all 
employees of the State Board of Education; providing technical and professional 
assistance to school districts regarding all aspects of education; prescribing 
forms for financial and other reports from school districts, officers and employ
ees as necessary; conducting studies and research projects for the improvement of 
public schools, preparing an annual report to the State Board on the activities, 
of the state department and the needs and problems of public education; super
vising all agencies over which the Board has administrative control, including 
schools for the education of handicapped persons. 

The early tasks of the State Board of Education were to adopt policies, as 
the Superintendent of Public Instruction had previously been the policy making 
official as wert as the executive officer for the policies. 

School and Ministerial Lands 

The school and ministerial lands were held by the state in trust in accord
ance with land grants made by Congress in the 18th century. According to the pro
visions of the Ordinance of 1785, section 16 of each surveyed township was to be 
reserved for school lands. Ministerial lands are two grants of section 29 in the 
s9rveyed townships set aside for the "perpetuation of religious purposes". The 
only two contracts which included this stipulation were the First Ohio Company's 
Purchase and the Symmes Purchase, both made in the 1790's and describing lands 
in Southern Ohio. Land for religious purposes was also set aside ..in tbe Second 
Ohio Company's Purchase, but this provision was made by resolution of the trustees 
of the land and not by Congress. Hence, regarding the second purchase, Congress 
was not saddled with the same responsibility for the land as it was for the first 
two purchases. Other attempts were made to reserve ministerial lands but none 
were granted. In 1811, Congress granted the application of the Baptist Society 
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o. Salem" ~1••19P1, which iftcluded conditions similar to the Ohio grants re

8.r~nl reU.sloti. hod.. The Irant wa.' vetoed by the Prelident beCdse:
 

"It c,019~l.ed., principle ad a precedent for the .ppropriation of 
fund. of the UDtted St.te. tor the u.~ and ,uffort of rel18iou••ocieties 
contrary to the article of the Conatitutionwhtchdeelarel that Congress 
'haU 1Iak. 110 law,r••pecUq • rl11,10UI e.ta1'tll.'bIIent." (11) 

Reve~ue from the 1a. '.ta,tela for .chocl ancl uni.terlal purposes was derived 
,from 1••,el. Two ~actoli' r ••ult.d ln' the· reve.. frOll such lallds being so meager 
that in 1825, 0Ile 'Ohioan ob.erved, "The fuad. ari'1aa from school lands will 
not be .uff:f,.cl.llt to educate properly Obe chllcl in ten. n (12) tn order to in';" 
vita .ettler. t.o c~ to Ohio in the _.ly ~r. of ita Itatehood, the govern
IDel\t v... off_d.• u.id 111 f.e .tmple.t .uelta :1. price, that it was more profit 
a~l. for the settler to buy,th. 1_ o~.f.BM .ad illprove it for himself, than 
to 1••.,. the 1~, .. ~ove it for Che town.hip. Secondly, there was IIlUch 
confl1cting t.ablatlon PUB" about how tite1.. oUlht to be leased'. The meager 
lr~ua cl.rlv.d ,froa 1..... wu due, 1ft "dt, to lolijJ term and perpetual lea8e. t 
w1\~4ih 'l'.vena.d the revaluetion of 1_ 'fot "".1'. or lODger. As property 
v'lue., ,*ze.,. , I'."tlrew.1... une ~ 

11\ 1824, tM Leai.al&,tu1'. r.q••tedtoaar••• to r ..01n the question of whether 
the .tae. hadt. ri.t to ..U tu ~""1 1.dtll Accordina to the state's 
rea'_iDa, the LeIS-latun UCI the C'SaIat Qit AU t_ 11D4. iD It. lovere1gn cap
ac~t,.~ Up. the ,.lluft of Coaar••••• n,l" the QeDer.l MI.Blbly put its theory 
1D~~ ,rllCt~c. and, 1n 1827, Hat tile ......o.r ()f OM of th. countie. ill which an 
0~~1 ,urI,,.d ....Il1P Val .ttuaQtf to obtai" • ~t. of the white male 
i ...t~tI of • c.t:tal.qe, fot or ...:tut the ••],a of th. town.hlp'. school 
1_~ the .....101' r....r.1... the ••1_ of tbe hDd to be acld on the ba.is of 
iJlprovaent... aDd .,t1pu1.ated that lt ..... eot to be .old for Ie.. than the ap
pr.UlId pric.. X-.....bol.r...r. pendtt.eel to 'Ul"taader their leases, and receive 
the deed in fee .~le upon payi.. the for.K .......Dt price.: Samuel Lewis,t'" firlt Sup.ri.~Rt of eo.aon ScIloola DDt" that .0Iie landa wor~h fifty 
dol1.n an acre _1'. 101d to eM t..... at ..b «101181'8 .. 

•••id•••dppt~ 1e1~llatl00 fow cae .a18 of ••ction 16, in 1827 two other 
actl weI'. ,u..d c.c.l'nlna the la1. of .eboo1 ~:; to eaable the inhabitants 
of tbe l Vaite' St_te. M11t~.~ District an' the V1~l'Dt. Military District to 
vote lor or ...taft the ••~ of.chool 1"'., aDd .CD authorize the le•••e in 
the 1f.1. MiUtar,y LancIJ to pUllCha.e *- 1._ tlbeY. ... le••ed. AI both s81e. 
were a"roved by the voter., the, 16fP.elaeur. thea' prucribed the mode of sale 
and the traDlact~ ".~e cc.P,lete4.: 

The flUld for th.e, support of CODlDDll schools va ••'tSblilhed in )827. The 
Auditor of State val mAde 8uperintendtDt.of the f~;which cODsisted of moneys 
pald ~to the tre..lJrY fr~ the 8ale of land' for the suppor't of schools donated 
by Coaare8s,' and .~ donation. _ 1...ci.8 made tato the fund.' Thh lDOney was 
pledpd for p.,...ta,t the :tn'.rele of 6' aad ... kbOtm as the "irreducible 
debt. f. 

The aale of unittsrial land., which Wa. a180 viewed a. desirable due to
 
poor man...-nt of the landa, ,could ,aoth. acc08lpUabed without Congressional
 
.ppro".l. In 1833, Conar••• grated tbtt, autbori.atiODto the state legislature
 
~,Ito ..~1 _ conve, 1ft fM .illple", tW,.·1.... t1l .ectlon 29 of the two purchases •.
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The law also required the investment of money from the sale of the land ttin 80me 

productive fund" the proceeds to be applied annually to the support of religion 
within the respective townships. The law also stated that the lands could not be 
sold without the consent of the lessee and inhabitants of the townships involved. 
In 1834. the Ohio Legislature passed an act for the sale of the first lands. 8Qd 
the Symmes lands were so14 ,everal years later. 

When the responsibility for the lands waetransferred to the Legislature, 
the law specified the procedure for administration and distribution of ministerial 
funds by three locally elected trustees. The religious societies would file with 
the trustees 8 sworn account of members at least 15 years old living in the orig
inally surveyed township, and the funds were distributed proportionally with 
regard to membership. 

The next major legi,lation concerning school and ministerial landa occurred 
in 1917 with the passage of the Garver Act. According to the terms of the act, 
the tasks and responsibilities for the administration of the land and distribution 
of the funds were turned over to the Auditor of State. Receipts from the state's 
management of school lands were paid into the School Lands Trust Fund, of which 
the annual interest was divided among various boards of education. Proceeds from 
the ministerial lands were paid into the Ministerial Lands Trust Fund. Hence. 
funds in the "irreducible debt" represent funds received from the sale of school 
and ministerial lands prior to 1917, as well 8S money received from the sale of 
land set aside for state universities and from gifts, bequests and endowments to 
Ohio, Ohio State and Miami Universities. Legislation concerning these lands was 
in accordance with the constitutional provision of the 1851 Constitution: 

Article VI, Section 1. The principal of all funds, arising from the 
sale, or other disposition of lands, or other property, granted or entrusted 
to this state for educational and religious purposes, shall forever be pre· 
served inviolate, and undiminished; and, the income arising therefrom, 
shall be faithfully applied to the specific objects of the original grants, 
or appropriations. 

Many of the settlers who braved the Indians in the early days of Ohio were 
rewarded with 99 year leases with a fixed rental on their land. This lease ag
reement still applies to several parcels in Marietta and Cincinnati. In 1917, 
when the Auditor of State became administrator of the school and ministerial 
lands, the Auditor invested money derived from the lands, and paid out the interest, 
all at state expense. Revenue derived from the use of ministerial lands was di
vided among the religious denominations based on the number of members living in 
the townships. 

In 1968. the Supreme Court of the United States handed down several decisions 
on the constitutionality of such church-state relationships, and the Auditor of 
State ceased making annual payments to religious societies. That year, the Aud
itor of State requested Congress to allow the state to dispose of school and min
isterial lands. and pay the proceeds entirely to the school districts, thereby 
eliminating the ministerial land program. 

The Ohio Constitution was amended in 1968 to read: 

Article VI. Section 1. The principal of all funds, arising from the 
sale, or other disposition of lands, or Ather property, granted or entru~ted 

to this State for educational and religious purposes shall be used or dis
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posed of in such manner a8 the General As.embly shall prescribe by law. 

The con.tltutlonal amendment allowed the legislature to p." laws regarding the 
uaa Ie of NucaUonal aM _lnbterial land.. In 1969, the lOath General 
A 1y enacted a law dlractina the Auditor of State to .ell, or otherwise di. 
po•• of, all .chool .ad miDi.tarial lead.. The p~eeed., along with the entire 
1r1:__l.b1. debt fUD4 wer. to ba paU to the .chool di.trict.. Statutory pro
vblou for the adld.al.tI'atloQ ....al. of tbil lad, ad p.,.nt of proceeda 
ar. clMlt with ill Chapter 501 of tile bvi.ecI Coele. !hroulh.ome complex legl. 
lattv. provla1ou, OIl or"r to Itt rid of the irreducible debt. it wa. put into 
the It....ns fURd. Several moutha leter, the School Di.trict Depository Fund was 
creeted, lnto whlch all proceeds fr~ the 8ale or le.ae of 8chool aad ministerial 
1anc1a .... AU-.ehool cU..trict. received at lease $2,000 even though there were 
no .choo1 or 1d.1\18uria1 lad. in their diatrl.ctl. If the lands or funds were 
in exce.. of $50,000, the State Val authorized to either invest the funds or ad
minbt.r the 1... , with int-ft..t-, TeCta an4 lea.e fee. paid annually to the 
.cboo1 di.tricta iuvol.ed. 

la.entiat1y. the 1968 conatitutloaal amendment 8Dd related legislation enabled 
the General Audlbly to dlltrlbuta t;Jw principal a. well .s the interest of the 
funela co the .choo1a. 'rhe lllin18terlal fa waa traDal.ned to the .chool fund, 
and the 1naclucib1e debt ..... abols.ebe4. 

Section ,.1.04 of the levi.ed COlle .tat" that tbe "auditor of the state, 8S 

the .tlit•••""01' of la4••ppropt"1a~ad by cqr." for the lupport of schools 
ad t1d:n1lteTtal , , .ball .ell ·or 4bpo•• of lucb 1aDd. a. provided in this 
•••tt " III 1973, SuJ:te.tta"H IIMaH 1111 11 ..nded the languaae of the 
...,,, added., 

•••·••hall .ell or cSi.poes of .&sCh laada .. provided -s.n this secUoD UPON REQVEST 
or 'l11I -SCHOOL BQOD or '!III DIStuCT .JOl WOOSE BBllBFIT THE LANDS ARE ADMINISTERED, 
EXeRT 'fIAT 'l'BEa\UJ)I'l'Oa MY .Ql'UIB TO SlUt 1111 1.AIJI)$ UPON HIS DE'tBBMINATION THAT 
TSB rw.a IS ltO'f • Til lIST IlftUIS'a OF 'lSI MSftIC'f.,•• 

The _.eel lanau....pecUl•• that the school board -.we reque.t the sale of the 
1_, and aives the Auditor veto power over the school board's request. The veto 
a-rdl ...inet the aale of Ichoo-l 1....., .... such.ale is lnthe interest of 
private per'0D8 but. not 1a the inte~.t of ·the 1ahAb1tants of the school districts. 

hctloa. 501..09 of the llev1aed Code W8l, '8IlOO& other. sec tiona, amended by Sub. 
H.I. 11.. The ort8inal -.otioa prO¥t'ecl forth•••teof mnisterial lands, and 
noted that "the .pprata.l of the pt'opert,elwiil1 not t.e lnto~conaideration the 
value aclded to ChepEOPCty by otbll'Ulprov....ta ill tbe area." An employee of 
the Auclltor'. office cle.nibect th8~qu.cy af thb ·law in that it cost the. 
Itate more money to hire the two appraiae.. to .urn,. the laa.d than they could 
get trOll the lale of 'the lend, .. ,the Lmcl hed to be sold according to its 18th 
ceatury value. The amendMnt to Section 501.09 practicaUy a..ures the state that 
it will rid itself of mlft18terlal :liuad.., tdthout ping to the expanse of appraising 
it. 

Sectlon SOl.09. THE LESSI! or LAICD APPROPRIATED FOR KINISTER!AL PUR
POSES WHICH LAltD IS LBASED roa lfDI'B'l'Y-ND1I YEARS J UNEWABLE FOREVER. OR 
THE LlSSIB OF LANl) THE tralor WHICH BAS InN RENEWED FOR A LIKE TEBM MAY 
PURCIWI TIll I'D SIMrLl 'lIT:LI '1'0 THE LAJIID rOJ. AN AH>UNT EQUAL TO THE RENT 
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FOR ONE YEAR. THE RECEIPT OF ALL RENTS DUE AND AN AK>UNT EQUAL TO THE RENT 
FOR ONE YEAR FROM A LESSEE IS DEEMED AN OFFER TO PURCHASE THE LAND, WHICH 
OFFER THE AUDITOR OF STATE SHALL ACCEPT. 

If the lessee refuses to buy the land, as soon as he sends in his next year's 
rent, it is "deemed- an offer to purchase" and ''which offer the Auditor of State 
shall accept", and the lessee has, perhaps unwittingly, bought the land. 

Although by the provisions of R.C. 501.09, the state is soon to be rid of all 
ita ministerial lands, a large amount of school land is still held by the state. 
A publication put out by the Auditor of State's office, "Ohio Land Granu" , notes 
that as of January 1, 1971, revenue producing school lands were located in 15 
townships within 13 counties, including 3,016.79 acres of agricultural land•• 
Mr. Ralph Sweeney, of the Land Office, notes that many school districts and fa~~ 

ers are holding on to their lands in the hopes that the value will increase. 
Section 501.04 of the Revised Code states: the auditor of state 1s authorized to 
renew or lease anew such lands for periods not to exceed two years. 

FOOTNOTES 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission
 
Bill of Rights and Education Committee Research Study No. 31
 
January 24, 1974
 

State Aid to Nonpublic Schools: 
The Religious Issue 

This study sets forth the basic constitutional issues involved in a considera

tion of state a1d to nonpublic schools, most of which have religious affiliation,
 
primerily Catholic, It does not present any information or arguments related to
 
the basic public policy question as to whether such aid is either necessary or de

sirable.
 

Laws which authorize public financial assistance to religiously-affiliated
 
institutions, whether such assistance is in the form of direct institutional grants,
 
grants or reimbursements for expendi'tures to individuals, such as parents, children,
 
or teachers, srants for particular purposes, such 8S books, supplies, facilities,
 
prosraml, provision of services, such as transportation, or tax exemptions or tax
 
credits, are chell.used in both state and federal courts on'both state and federal
 
conatitutlonal Iroundl.
 

Guideline. have developed as a result of each decision. Looking first at the
 
deci.ions of the Ohio SUpreme Court, such decision. have been primarily concerned
 
with to what ext,nt'and how the Itate con.titutional provisions affect or invalidate
 
state legielative Icheme. of aid to nonpublic school. and students and their families.
 

The Ohio con.titutional provisions of most tmmediate concern in this area are 
Article I, section 7 which states:" ••• Mo' person shall be compelled to attend, 
exaet, or support allY place of worship, or maintain any form of worship, against 
his COllsent and no preference shall be given, by law, to any religious society; •• ~" 
Other constitutional provisions dealina more specifically with education state: 
" ••• No religious or other sect, or sects, shall ever have any exclusive right to, 
or control of, allY part of the school funds of this state," Article VI, section 2, 
and Article VI, section l--the "GeneTal Asst=bly shall prescribe by law" for the 
use or disposal of funds for educational and religious purposes. The most common 
challenge, therefore, of the General Assembly's schemes for the disposition of funds 
is that such disposition would place the funds in the exclusive control of some sect. 

It was on the baei. of this latter provision that Ohio Revised Code section 
3317.06 (H) was attacked as unconstitutional in Prsseatants and Other Americans 
Ut1t'd for S'p!t.tiop o( Churcb .ad Itlte v, £'811 28 Ohio St. 2d 79, 57 Ohio Ope 2d 
2 3, 275 N.B. 2d 603 (1971). The statute authoriZe4 the State Board of Education 
to distribute MOney. to school districts to provide services and materials to pupils 
attendina nonpublic schools for guidance, testiD&,and counseling programs. The 
Ohio SUpreme Court held 'that such a law was riot a restriction on the establishment 
of • reUgion or a prohibition on the free exercise 'of rel1sion and did not provide 
aay rel1~ou. or other sect with an exclusive risht to, or control of, any part of 
school funds of the state. The Court rested this decision on the bases that first, the 
prt.ary purpose and effect of such enactment was not the advancement or inhibition 
of relii10n and secondly, the personnel hired out of. these funds were hired by the 
state, under its supervision, andl'employed for a particular and limited purpose. 

The federal con.titution provides in the first amendment: "Congress shall make 
no law respecting the establishment of religion •••" This clause is referred to as 
the establishment clause. The federal decisions in this area have evolved a three
prong test as to the validity of a given statute in light of the First Amendment 
establishment clause. This test is stated b1 Chief Justice Berger in the majority 
opi_ion in Lemon v. Kurt!ffilS. 403 U.S~ 502' (1971) as: to be a valid substitute 
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(1) it must have a secular legislative purpose: (2) its main effect must neither 
advance nor inhibit religion, citing Board of Education v. Allen 392 u.s. 236 (1968); 
and (3) it must not foster an excessive entanglement between government and religion, 
citing Halz v. Tax Commission 397 U.S. 664 (1970). 

To determine the issue of excessive entanglement between government and religion, 
the court examines the character and purposes of the institutions benefitted, the 
nature of the aid, provided by the state, and the resulting relationship between the 
government and religious authority. It was on this basis that the court in Lemon 
invalidated the Pennsylvania and Rhode Island statutes, providing for salary supple
ments to nonpublic school teachers. 

Present forms of aid to private schools and students attending private schools in 
QhJ&. 

Under the 1967 version of Ohio Revised Code section 3317.06 (H), aid was 
granted in the form of educational funds from local school districts to "services 
and materials to pupils attending nonpublic schools within the school district for:' 
guidance, testing and counseling programs ••• audio visual aids; speech and hearing 
services; remedial programs, educational television services; programs for the im
provement of the educational and cultural status of disadvantaged pupils ••• ; and 
for programs of nonreligious instruction other than basic classroom instruction. 
Such services, materials or programs shall be provided for pupils attending non
public schools on the same basis as such services, materials and programs are pro
vided for pupils in the public schools of the district." This section withstood 
constitutional challenge under the First Amendment of the United States Constitu
tion and Article VI, section 2 of the Ohio Constitution in P. O. A. U. v. Essex 
28 Ohio St. 2d 79, 57 Ohio Ope 2d 263, 275 N.E. 2d 603 (1971) but was legislatively 
repealed in 1971. 

State aid, but for the Wolman v. Essex decision described below, would be in 
the form of grants to parents. Ohio Revised Code section 3317.062, and to provide 
services and materials to pup~ls, foll~~ing the same guidelines as in former O.R.C. 
3317.06 (H). These payments for services and reimbursements of costs would be under 
the supervision of the state Department of Education. In Wolman v. Essex 342 F. 
SUpPa 379 (1972) the federal district court held that that portion of O. R. C. 
authorizing grants to reimburse parents for a portion of the tuition paid for a 
nonpub1ic school education violates the establishment clause of the First Amendment 
by failing to provide sufficient mechanisms to insure that these public moneys will 
not ultimately be used for religious purposes. 

State aid to nonpublic educational institutions or their pupils is of two types: 
(1) aid to elementary and secondary schools; and (2) aid involVing institutions of 
higher education. Aid to elementary and secondary schools may be of four types: 
(1) pupil transportation; (2) other services and materials; (3) tax exemptions; and 
(4) driver education programs. The payment of transportation expenses or the pro
viding for transportation is provided for under O.R.C. 3327.01. This section was 
challenged and upheld in Honohan V. Holt under the First Amendment and Ohio Consti 
tution Article I, section 7,17 O. Misc. 57, 4600P. 2d 79 (1968). These expenses 
may be paid or transportation provided or pupils may be given vouchers for other 
forms of transportation, 72 A. G. 43. 

Under the Wolman v. Essex, supra, opinion the court recognized the severability 
of those forms of aid that did not violate the Constitution, as textbooks, from 
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those forms that were violative, as parental grants. Under the court's analysis, 
aid granted in the form of the providing and maintaining services which are spe
cifically enumerated and nonviolative, may still be granted, as provided for under 
O. R. C. 3327.02 (D) and which specifically consist of: guidance, testing and 
counseling programs; programs for the deaf, blind, emotionally disturbed, crippled 
and physically handicapped children; audio-visual aids; speech and hearing services; 
remedial reading programs; educational television services; programs for the im
provement of the educational and cultural status of disadvantaged pupils. These 
forms of aid do not appear to be invalid as first, under Wolman, they provide 
sufficient mech~ism8 to ensure that these moneys are to be used for nonreligious 
purposes and secondly, under Lemon y. Kurtzman and Tilton v. Richardson these forms 
of aid can be characterized as religiously neutral services and materials, and are 
provided through the public schools to the nOhpubllc school students, without pay
ment to the nonpubllc schools themselvel. 

Ohio Con.titutlon Article XII, section 2 deals with the levying of property 
taxes and authorizes the General Assembly to exempt from taxation " ••• institu
tions used exclu8ively for charitable purposes," among other things. O. R. C. sec
tion 5709.12 states that real property and tangible personalty belonging to insti 
tutions and used exclusively for charitable purposes is exempt from taxation. And 
O~ R. C. section 5709.121 states that if such property is used not for profit and 
in furtherance of the institution's charitable or educational purpose then it 
qualifies as tax exempt. This exemption was held not invalid under the First Amend
ment establishment clause in '''al, v. Tax C01!!lission 397 u. S. 664 (1970). 

Finally, the driver's education program required under O. R. C. section 
3301.17 is valid under Board of EducIS10nVl Allen 392 U. S. 238 (1968) as these 
cla.ses are held in public school facilities or state facilities, involve "secular, 
neutral, or nonideological services, facilities or materials," and there is not pay
ment made to parochial .ehaole nor are any of their faculty members used. 

Ohio also has several progtams of aid to college students as well as institu
tions of higher learning. including church-related schools. These programs include 
inltltutional srants on behalf of disadvantaged stUdents, O. R. C. section 3333.12, 
aid to nonprofit medical schools, O.R.C. section 3333.10, educational facility 
grants, O. R. C. sections 3371.01 through 3317.16 and student loans, o. R. C. 
3351.05 through 3351.14. 

The situation in other states 

Constitutions of other states prohibit aid to religious institutions or aid 
that in any way benefits them in a variety of ways. Some states prohibit sectarian 
instruction in publicly controlled schools, as in Nebraska Constitutional A~ticle 

VII, section 11, Nevada Constitution Article 11, section 9, South Dakota Constitu
tion Article VIII, section 16, Wisconsin Constitution Article X, section 3, and 
Wyoming Constitution Article VII, section 2. 

The second approach is to prohibit direct and indirect aid to any church, 
sect, or denomination of religion for use in schools as in Louisiana Constitution 
Article 4, section 8, Kansas Constitution Article 6, section 8 which extends this 
prohibition to the university level, Delaware Constitution (Proposed) Article 7~ 
section 7.03, Montana Constitution Article XI, section 8 which extends this pro
hibition to seminaries, Missouri Constitution Article 9, section 8, Mississippi 
Constitution Article 8, section 208, Nebraska Constitution Article VII, section 11, 
New Hampshire Constitution Pt. 2 Article 83, New York Constitution Article XI, 
section 3, South Dakota Constitution Article VIII, section 16, New Mexico . . . 4464 
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Constitution Article XII, section 3, Utah Constitution Article X, section 13, and 
Pennsylvania Constitution Article 3, section 29. 

Pennsylvania also takes a third approach to this problem and strictly prohibits 
scholarships for study in theological seminaries or schools of theology, Constitu
tion Article 3, section 29. 

A fourth constitutional approach prohibits transporting students of nonpublic 
schools DS in Wisconsin Constitution Article X, section 3. 

Washington Constitution Article 9, section 4 states that the public schools 
shall be free from all sectarian control. 

Some courts have narrowly interpreted these broad prohibitions as in New 
Hampshire wherecthe constitution states: "No money raised by taxation shall ever 
be granted or applied for the use of the schools or institutions of any religious 
sect or denomination." In an advisory opinion, the justices of New Hampshire stated 
in 109. N.H. 578, 258 A. 2d 343 (1969), that under this provision the transportation 
of school children is prohibited when such program is in the discretion of the 
local school board, but the loan or sale of textbooks owned by the state to pupils 
in nonpublic schools is constitutional. A $50 tax exemption on residential real 
property to parents with children in nonpublic schools is not constitutional. 
In a statement of direction, the justices stated that any state support of secular 
education is constitutional if "sufficient safeguards are provided to prevent 
more than incidental or indirect benefit to a religious sect or denomination. 1I 

In other states prohibiting direct or indirect aid, the court, as in Chance v. 
Missi. State Textbook Rating and Purchasins Board 200 So. 706, held that free 
textbooks to school children regardless of school, was constitutional. A similar 
plan in Louisiana was upheld in Cochran v. La. State Board of Education 50 Sup. ct. 
335, 281 U. S. 370, 74 L. Ed. 913 (1930). This kind of peripheral aid, given to 
all students regardless of schoo1~attended, is generally constitutional under most 
state provisions and under the federal constitution. 

FinDlly, South Carolina Constitution Article 11, section 9 prohibits the use 
of the property or credit of the state for the benefit of a sectarian institution. 
The court in Hartness v. Patterson 255 So. Car. 503, 179 S.E. 2d 907 (1971) said 
that aid need not be direct to be unconstitutional, the degree of aid is not mater
ial, and that court would not distinguish between functions. Thus, under these 
guidelines textbooks and bussing would definitely be invalid. 

Same states, regardless of a broad constitutional prohibition have found 
sufficient leeway within constitutional prOVisions to provide some aid which would 
otherwise seem invalid. Even under New York's broad prohibition, transportation 
of school children is valid. 

Other states specifically provide for aid in the form of General Assembly loans 
to students attending nonprofit institutions of higher education, Virginia Constitu
tion Article VIII, section 11, or bussing to nonpublic, nonprofit elementary and 
high schools, Delaware Constitution Article 10, section 5, and New Jersey Constitu
tion Article a, section 4 Par. 3. 
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An interesting approach to the desegregation problem was taken in Louisiana 
Constitution Article XII, section 1 which provided for direct state aid to children 
attending private nonsectarian elementary and secondary schools which was held vio •
lative of ~he federal constitution on equal protection grounds as an attempt to keep 
schools segregated, Ottune Parish School Board v. Bust 242 F. 2d 156 (CA) mandamus 
denied 76 Sup. Ct. 854, ce~t. den. 77 Sup. Ct •.1380. 

Conclusion • 
The present constitutional provisions in State and federal constitutions that 

mult be focused on are: in Ohio, Articles VI and I, section 7 and the federal con
stitution~8 First and Fourteenth Amendment. On the federal level, the Fourteenth 
Amendment, equal protection and due process, makes the anti-establishment clause of 
the rir.t Amendmeot applicable to the .tate.. If the federal constitution were to 
be amended vil·a-vis aid to privlte parochial Ichools, there would be three options • 
as to the applicability of such amendment to the states, first, the amendment may 
not apply to the statel; .econ&1y, the amendment may specifically apply to the 
states; and thirdly, even if the amendment, on ita face, does not apply to the 
states, it may be made applicable by the fourteenth amendment and a decision of the 
cQurt. • 

As to the state constitution, as the law, presently stands, even if. there were \ 
a change in the direction of removing or liberalizing the prohibition such amendment 
might be overshadowed by an attack ona law authorized by such amendment on the 
groUDds of a federal challenge. Thus, any state amendment, 1£ it is to be viable, 
must also be within the .cope of pe~8.ib1e sctiOR under the federal constitution, 
as expounded by federal dec1sion•• • 

Advocates of state a1d to parochial schools consider that the obstacle to 
such aid 1s not the state constitution but the federal constitution. They have not 
pre.,ed for a state constitutional amendment. 

Opponents of state aid to nonpublic schools would tighten restrictions on • 
such aid in the form of a stricter provision, although they do not appear to be 
actively engaged in pressing for change. 

• 

• 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission Research Study No. 33 
Education and Bill of Rights Committee

• April 1, 1974 

Educational Governance in Ohio:
 
Elementary and Secondary Education
 

• Introduction 

• 

Research Study No. 30 reviewed the history of education in Ohio, tracing the 
growth of educational policy-formation and education administration from matters of 
purely local concern to matters of statewide concern. The organization of the state 
education function has, in parallel fashion, changed from a simple organization re
flectin3 a mere record-keeping function to a complex structure reflecting both the 
importance of education in the lives of Ohioans today, and therefore in the govern
mental process, and the increasing role of the state in education. 

•
 
The ability of the state to meet the educational needs of the citizens and to
 

comply 'lith the constitutional mandate to "secure a thorough and efficient system
 
of common schools throughout the State ll may depend, in part, upon the structure
 
created for the governance of education.
 

•
 

Educational government is comprised of a complex ne~lork of relationships be

tween various educational associations, state education agencies, executive officers,
 
the legislature, and citizens groups. One group may be a strong policy making force
 
at one time and much ,~eaker at another time. The formal structure of educational
 
governance makes some difference for educational policy making, and certain rela

tionships among groups are probable, given one framework or another. An evaluation 
of educational governance must take into account such factors as the working rela
tionships among various groups and the political situation as well as the formal 
structure, whether constitutionel or statutory. 

• Some elements of the education structure are in the Ohio Constitution; hence it 

• 

is relevant for the Constitutional Revision Commission to review structural questions 
in order to determine whether any chan3es should be made in the constitutional pro
visions regarding education. Beginning "ith a survey of the popular frameworks for 
educational governance in the states (and territories) the study will proceed to 
the system of educational governance in Ohio. 

1. State Boards of Education 

• 
Fifty states and six territorial possessions are discussed in State Departments 

of Education. State Boards of Education. and Chief State School Officers,l published 
by the U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, and containing data current 
to September, 1972. Of the 56 jurisdictions, all have a state board of education 
for elementary secondary education with the exception of Wisconsin. ~orty-six of 
the state boards of education also serve as state boards of vocational education. 
Nine states have a separate board for vocational education. State boards of voca
tional education are responsible for vocational rehabilitation in 35 states. In 

• 21 states, vocational rehabilitation is administered by a separate agency. 

~kmbers of state boards of education are selected by three basic methods: (1) 
election by the people or by representztives of the people (legislators, legislative 
delegations, members of boards of directors of school districts); (2) appointment 
by the governor; (3) membership ex officio (i.e. by virtue of office or position 
held).• 4467
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State board of education members are elected by popular vote in 13 states; 8 
states use 8 partisan ballot. In four states, board members are elected by repre
sentatives of the people. 

In 35 state' t board members are appointed by the governor. The governor appoints 
all members in 16 of thele states; in the remaining 19, some ex-officio members are 
designated by law in addition to members appointed by the governor. In 29 of these 
35 Itates, in which the governor appoints a majority of the members of the state board 
of education, confirmation of his appointment is required by come other group, either 
the lelislature or a special commission. 

Selection of board members ex officio has declined considerably from the turn 
of the century. As of September, 1972, 27 of 55 state boards of education had ex
officio member•• Among these, the chief state .chool officer was the ex-officio mem
ber ift 22 state., the chief executive officer in hilher education was ex-officio 
member in 7 states, and the governor. in five states. In some states, elected offi 
cials such as the attorney general or lieutenant governor served in ex-officio capac
ity. Only 2 states,selected ~ard member. ex-officio as their chief means of selec
tiem. 

Of the three methods of lelection, two have gained widespread acceptance--elec
tion by the people or by their representatives, and .ppotntment by the governor. 
Both methods are credited with lood and bad a.pect, in the Health, Education and Wel
fere document described above. Board members .lected by partisan ballot may favor 
tbe point of view that .upported their election. Even in a nonpartisan election, 
aome candidate. may favor .peeiel int.reat groups .ponsoring their candidacy. Rela
tively f~1 persons'not backed by a political part of special interest group are 
willin. to pay expeRS.' for a statewide campaian for an office with little or no 
compensation. (In Ohio and several other states. board members are elected by dis
tricts, but campaign costs are still sizeable.) There is a danger of politically 
ambitious persons becoming candidate. to promote their ottn interests. Finally, per
haps, there 1s a difficulty in properly informing the voters about various candidates. 
The method of electing members of the board of education might be criticized on the 
grounds that electors might not be qualified to judge the educational expertise of 
the candidates. 

Regarding the appointment of the state board of education members by the governor. 
the RmI study observed that the major disadvantage of this method compared to election 
i. tbat the people are prevented from expressing their will. Some advantages are in
herent in this manner of aelection: 

liThe Governor can constitute the board t'lithout cost to state government. 
With the power to appoint, the Governor is liven the opportunity to select 
persons whose judgment and ability he respects. Since the State board must 
work closely with the Governor in his capacity a. chief executive officer 
of the State, a board whose members are appointed by the Governor is in a 
better position to press for needed educational improvements and support 
throuch the executive branch of government than a board constituted by 
other mean•• "2 

The justification for including ex-officio members on the state board of educa
tion 1. attributed primarily to two considerations: to coordinate educational func
tiona with other state governmental functions; and to promote harmonious relationships 
in the administration of education. It should be Doted that while the number of ex
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officio members on state boards declined steadily until 1962, they have increased in 
number since that year. Hence, the number of ex-officio members in lS72 was the s~e 

as in lSl:·C. 

tlithin the states and territories surveyed, there was a variation in the terms 
of board members and salaries offered. The maximum number of years in the term of a 
board membar is 15 years, in New York, end the minimum was 2 years, in the Virgin 
Islands. The most common terms of office are 4 years, used in 16 states, and 6 year 
terms in 15 states. Some states provide for overlapping terms to provide continuity 
in the state board, and in states where the board is appointed by the Governor, con
sensus seems to favor terms of office for board members at least long as the GOv
ernor's term. 

The number of members of state boar~s of education varies from 5 in Colorado to 
2l~ in Te~:as, (not including ex-officio members). The majority of states have between 
6 and 11 members. 

II. Chief State School Officer 

Every state has established by constitutional or statutory provision a position 
referred to as the chief state school officer. The title of the office varies among 
the states. In most states the chief state school officer serves as the administra
tive head of the state department of education as well as the administrative officer 
of the state for executing laws and rules relevant to education as dictated by the 
state constitution, statutes and policies of the state board of education. In addi
tion, he often functions as the executive officer of the state board of education. 
The study prepared by the Department of Health, Education and Uelfare notes that the 
importance of the job of state school officer results from the importance of compe
tent state leadership in education being 4ecognized, and states that the challenging 
responsibility facing chief state school officers in every state 

:Iis to provide insightful and effective leadership in planning and
 
conducting continuous studies that provide the basis and rationale for
 
proposing goals, policies, and priorities for the improvement of educa

tion--or at least of elementary and secondary education in the State.,,3
 

As the needs of statewide education chan2es, the chief state school officer became 
less of a record-keeping officer and more of a leader in policy and planning decisions. 
The study also notes that the office of chief state school officer was considered 
political in the past. Various methods of selecting the chief state school officer 
presently in use are, perhaps, designed to alter the political nature of the office. 

The three methods of selecting chief state school officers in use since 1920 
are (1) election by the people; (2) appointment by the state board of education; and 
(3) appointment by the Governor. 

Election by popular vote, usually on a partisan ballot, ~~as the most popular 
method of selecting the chief state school officer prior to 1900. Thirty-five states 
elected this officer by popular vote betueen 1900 and 1972, but the number declined 
toward the end of this period in 19 states. In 13 of these states, the officer weB 
elected on a partisan ballot. 

al.lthough students of government and State educational administration
 
have been in agreement for over half a century that it is undesirable to
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select the chief State school officer by popular vote, the practice has 
persisted. One reason for the continuance of various forms of election 
is the fact that the office of the chief state school officer generally 
has constitutional status. Difficulties in amending many State consti 
tutions have served to perpetuate the elective method. In addition, 
the no\:ion that the person elected to the ofUce represents the will 
of a majority of the voters and is responsive to them has prevailed 
over the years. 114 

l~st of the favorable opinion regarding election of the chief state school 
officer is founded on the view that such a mode of election assures that the person 
elected '7111 maintain the support of his party in making changes in education, and 
that he can exert considerable pre,lure over the CGYernor and other elected officials 
without baing at their ..~gy. In addition, sinee the aelection is limited to can
didat•• fromwith1n the .tate, lOme .I.urance i. atven that the person elected will 
be .~hat familiar with Itete pro~l~. 

~~.t critlci.m of this aethod of selecting chief state school officers focuses 
on the potentially harmful influence of party politics on state educational policy. 
As of September, 1972, 6 of the 19'atateo in Which the chief state school officer 
is elected provided for a nonpartisCb election to discourage political interference 
on educational matters. It hal been observed thet ROst of the arguments used to 
defend the elective method er. not )"orDe 'out by evWeace supporting the establish
ment of that office as an elective one. 

::Offic181 reports and accounts of conteutporarles nould indicate that 
constitutional provisions for the popularly elected chief state school 
officer resulted more from a .trons pu~lic sentiment to insure the es
tabl1shment and continuance of the office tban any preconceived notions 
or plan. efftrains the wisdom of 'uch action from a working standpoint. 
Sicniflcaatly, coa8tltut£onal prov181on, for the chief state school 
officer elected by popular vote seneral1y diract the state legislature 
to pre.cribe this official'. pOtter and dut1e••"S 

Popular election 1•• coatly procedure thougbt to discourage many qualified 
persona from ••eking the office. 

The method of appointment of the chief state school officer by the state board 
of education has been u8ed more widely with the passage of time. In 1096, three 
state. used this method; as of 1972, the number of states increased to 20. During 
thia period, three states: Alaska, Massachusetts and Rhode Island, changed from 
appoiat1ilent by the state board of education to selection by the Governor, but all 
subsequently returned to the board-appointed method. 

Areuuents in support of the board-appointed chief state school officer incl~de 
the idea that such persons are more likely to have a nonpartisan position in rela
tion to education, and that the public will regard them more as educators and lesG 
as politicians. Some feel that a policy Qaking body should have the p~~er to choose 
its executive officer and hold htm responsible for recommendations concerning policy 
alternatives and policy implementation. Hany argue that the board is better able to 
select a competent, qualified perlon, not neca.earily a resident of the state, to 
hold the office. 

Some of the possible disadvantaees of a boa~d-8ppointed method are that an 
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incompetent Joard could select an equally incompetent chief state school officer, 
and such selection is thought to weal,en executive control over education or that 
it is too far removed from the accepted poliCical processes of the state. 

;;It is obviously highly desirable that State law establishing the 
structure for the central education azency in a given State make ex
preas provisions for a workable sepe~ation of powers--the State board as the 
legislative policy-making component and the chief State school officer 
as the executive-administrative component--at the state level. Noting 
that Hew York was the first State to establish a central education 
authority under law that provided a distinct separation of powers at 
the administrative level, l1ill has observed that laws in many other 
States have not alt.,ays provided for this separation. :is 

The survey indicates that 1n states and other jurisdictions had a chief state 
school officer appointed by the Governor at some time from January 1900 to September, 
1972. At the end of this time, 9 states anu jurisdictions continued to use this 
method. E~,cepting the Virgin Islands, l1hose members are elected on an at-large basis, 
the Governor of each of the other eight appoints state board members in addition to 
the chief state school officer. One state, i~ine, changed from gubernatorial appoint
ment to board-appointed, and changed back to appointment by the Governor. 

Ar~uments in favor of this method of selection assume that the Governor can 
appoint and give full support to a competent leader. General control by the Governor 
tends to coordinate statewide planning and allocation of funds. A chief state school 
officer appointed for a longer term than that of the Governor and removable only for 
cause is relatively free from political pressures. If the chief state school officer 
is appointed for a term longer than that of the Governor, however, many of the advan
tages of nubernatorial appointment are dissipated, since the working relationship 
between a n~l Governor and a chief state school officer appointed by the previous 
administration might not be a good one. 

Critics of GUbernatorial appointment contend that it makes the chief state 
school officer politically dependent on the Governor. As a result, he may benefit 
from the Governor's influence in education, or suffer from the Governor's negative 
attitude totlard it. If the legislature had a hostile attitude toward the Governor's 
program, the education system might suffer. Some argue that the state board of edu
cation may become a weak advisory body resulting from the 10s5 of influence. 

The term of office for the chief state school officer is fixed by law in 32 
of the 56 states and jurisdictions surveyed. The terms range from one year, in 
Delaware, to 5 years in Alaska and New Jersey. Of the remaining 29 states, three 
provide for a 2-year term, one for a 3-year term, and 3 for terms coterminus with 
those of their Governors, and the remainder for four-year terms. All of the chief 
state school officers elected by popular vote have fixed terms: 2 have two-year 
terms, and 17 have four-year terms. Of the 13 other chief state school officers 
having le~ally fixed terms, G are appointed by the state board of education and 5 
are appointed by the Governor. 

The llEU study reports that most students of educational administration feel 
that it is Good practice to make provisions in the law for a fixed term for the chief 
state e=hool officer. 
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:'I:.egardle88 of the method employed to select a chief state school 
off:Lcer t he should have some security uhile in office to e::erc:l.se his 
powers and conduct his duties without fear of dismissal at the unlimited 
discretion of 8 superior agency or officer. He should not be placed in 
the position of serving at the pleasure of the Governor or the state 
board of education. ~~.re the atate Governor can dismiss the chief 
state school officer without sh~Jing cause, the educational affairs 
of the state canDOt be remove<t from partisan politics. Hhere the 
State board of education can di.miss the chief .tate school officer 
without Shot71ng cause, the board or indivi~al members of the board 
may be encouraged at ttmes to intrude upon the professional sphere 
of administrative control. Dismissal without cause under any conditions 
1. incompatible with democratic ideas."7 

The .alary of chief state school officer. varies adOng the states. 

III, §ducatlo9fl Governance in Ohio - Cpnstltutional Provisions 

Article VI. section 4. There shall be a state board of education which 
sball be selected in such manner and for such terms as shall be provided 
by 18\'1. There shall be a superintenc1ent of public instruction, lmo shall 
be appointed by the state board of education. the respective pm~ers and 
duties of the board and of the superintendent shall be prescribed by 1m.,. 

The constitutional mandate to the lesislature to draft laws specifying the powers 
and duties of the state board of education and superintendent of public instruction 
was carried out, initially, by the lOlst General Assembly in 1~55, and are found 
in Title 33 of the Ohio Revised Code. 

IV, lWucatioLlal Gevernpnce in Ohio - Statutory Providons 

'lb. Jo!rd 

Section 3301.01 creates the state board of education to be comprised of one 
camber elected from each congressional district. At present there are 23 congres-· 
sional districts and 23 Itate board members. Section 3301.02 specifies the terms 
of office for board members. 1.mUars have six-year terms ~,ith approximately one
third of the member. beine elected every ~10 years. Section 3301.03.01 requires 
each member of the state board of education to be a qualified elector residing in 
the territory composing the district for uhich he 1. elected. !he section prohibits 
any member to hold any other public position of trust or profit or to become employed 
by any institution of education. Section 3301.04 speeifies procedures for organiz
ational and regular meeting. of the state board of education end requires them to 
hold regular meetings once every three months and attend any special meetings which 
might be called. Quorums, public meetings, record-keeping and filling of vacancies 
are considered in R. C. 3301.05 and 3301.06. The Governor is empollered to fill a 
vacancy until the next tenera! election at uhich members to the state board are 
regularly elected. 

111ny of the p~lers of the state board of education are set forth in R. C. 3301.07. 
The board is empowered to exercise under the acts of the legislature general super
vision of the system of public education in the state of Ohio. It is granted broad 
aud comprehensive power. to exerciee policy formation, planning and evaluative 
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functions for the schools of the state and for adult education in accordance uith 
the lau; to e::ercise leadership in improvement of Ohio 1 s public education; and to 
administer the educational policies of the state relating to public schools and 
public school oatters of the state. Specific powers are granted to the state board 
of education: to administer and supervise the allocation and distribution of all 
state and federal funds for public school education; to prescribe minimum standards 
for elementary and hi3h schools to require a general education of high quality; to 
report annually to the governor and membero of the General Assembly; to prepare the 
budget for schools, agencies in education, and the state board. Other specific 
p~1ers are granted to coordinate the state educational system by reporting require
ments, classification, standards and courses of study, etc. The state board of ed
ucation retains discretionary pouer in several areas including the formulation of 
plans for the pror.lotion of vocational education in areas for l7hich funds are pro
vided by the federal government including agriculture, business and home economics. 
It is empouered to grant certification to teachers and establish and maintain classes 
for the blind and deaf. 

The Superintendent of Public Instruction 

A fundamental pouer of the state board of education, for the purposes of this 
study, is contained in Section 330l.0C: 

liThe state board of education shall appoint the superintendent of public 
instruction uho shall serve at the pleasure of the board. The board shall 
fix the compensation for the position of superintendent of public instruc
tion ~1hich shall not exceed the compensation fixed for the chancellor of 
the Ohio :board of regents." 

The duties of the superintendent of public instruction are described in Sections 
330l.0S to 3301.12, inclusive, of the Revised Code. l:e is secretary to the state 
board of education and a member of the Board of Trustees of the Ohio Archaeological 
and Historical Society. The superintendent of public. instruction is the executive 
and administrative officer of the state boare of education in its administration of 
all educational matters and functions placed under its controL HHe shall execute, 
under the direction of the state board of education, the educational policies, orders, 
directives, and administrative fcnctions o~ the board, and shall direct, under rules 
and regulations adopted by the ~oard, the uor!~ of all persons employed in the state 
department of education. 1I (R. C. 3301.11) Section 3301.12 authorized the superin
tendent of p~blic instruction to provide technical and profescional assistance and 
advice to school districts regarding education; to conduct research studies for the 
improvement of education, prescribe and prepare financial reports and other reports 
from school dictricts, officers and employees; and superlise all agencies over which 
the board exercises administrative control, includine schools for the education of 
handicapped persons. As secretary, the superintendent has no vote on matters acted 
upon by the board, but he may be called upon to express opinions or make recommenda
tions to the 0oa~d. 

The de~artment of education is created in Section 3301.13 consisting of the 
state board of education, the superintendent of public instrcction, and a staff of 
professional, clerical, and other employees. The department :'shall be the adminis
trative unit and organization through which the policies, directives, and pO"1ers of 
the stnte board of education and ~uties of the superintendent of public instruction 
are administered 0Y such superintendent as e:,ccutive officer of the board. II The de
partment 1s orGanized as provided by law or ~y order of the state board of education• 
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v. Evaluation of Educational Governance in Ohio 

The Educational Governance Proiect 

The Educational Governance Project, operating at Ohio State University, began 
its work in January, 1972. The project, funded by the U. S. Office of Education, 
is coDducttnc n national inquiry to expand the kn~fledge of how states determine 
public school policy, and to develop alternative models for educational governance 
to be coftsidared by policy maker. aad other perBon.. The Director of the project 
1. Dr. Roald V. Cacpbel1, Fawcett Profellor of Educational Administration, Ohio 
State University. A thre.-member Policy Doard, of 'fhich Dr. ESBex, Superintendent 
of Public In8~ructiOD, i8 a member, aad an Advisory Committee of 11 representatives 
ot organizations with an interest 1n 4dUcatlonal poltcy-makin3 are directing the 
project. ~he project 18 to be completed in June, 1974. As of the end of 1973, 
the project has tathered and revieue4 statistical tDformation, completed field work 
in the case study states, and they are ~urrently CO!lPleting individual state reports 
and cooductinu a survey of preferences regarding governance alternatives. The re
maining tasl~ are to complete a comparative analysis, explicate alternative models 
of Itate tovernance, hold regional conferences to discuss models and prepare their 
fina1report. (A complete description of the Bducational Governance Project, dated 
September, 1973, provided the data for the above description.) 

The Educational Governance project has set forth an evaluation of the educational 
structure similar to that represented in Ohio in a report entitled ;;Possible Alter
native HDdels for State Governance of Elementary and Secondary Education". The 
model of which Ohio retains some of the basic features is called the Local School 
D1etrict Hodel. 

The key relationships in the structural features are a state board of education 
elected in a nonpartisan election and a chieZ .tate school officer selected by the 
state boarcl of education. The report a.cribes apecial governmental status to the 
state educational agency which is goverued by the ,tate board of education. The 
state board of education has considerable policy-making authority. ~~e state board 
of education evaluated in this model 1s a small board (5-7 members) composed largely 
of business, professional and civic leaders. Their term of office is 4 years, over
lapping, and they serve p8rt-t~, compensated only for expenses and meetings. 
Staff resources are made available to them by the state department of e~ccation. 

The model describes the chief state school officer's policy-making authority as 
limited constitutional or statutory authority, and he is directly ree~onsible to 
the state board of education. Be is appointeu by the state board of education for 
a 4-year te~ and his qualification for office is Chat he be a professional educator. 

The report describes some possible outcomes of the codel. The claimed advan
tages (values) of such a structure are: 

u1. Insulation from partisan politics. 
2. Representation of:1the public", not special interests. 
3. Special emphasis on education and assurance of its state-level advocacy. 
4. Utilization of professional expertise. 
S. Continuity in educational policy. 
6. Efficiency in decisicm-making. "8 

The probable impact of the fram~lork on policy-making £unctio~s, as described in 
the study are: 
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1 - rolicy initintion - in state school finance, by tae chief ~tate school officer, 
the Governor, State Board of Education and legislative leaders. In other educa
tional policies, by the chief state school officer and State Board of Education. 

2 - "Locus of Accommodation" - regardin:; state school financinG, the Governor's 
office and lecislature, The chief state school officer and the State Board of 
Education are loci of accommodation for other educational policies. Presumably 
"locus of accommodation" could be interpreted as I'who abe goes to to get things 
done". 

3 - Authoritative enactment - the legislature and the Governor have the authority to 
enact on matters of state school finance. The legislature, State Board of Ed
ucation and the Governor have this authority on matters dealine with other edu
cationel policies. 

The probable impact on relative influence of policy factors is gauged in relation 
to six other ~odels. ~he Local School District 110del was used as the standard for 
determining the strength and weakness of the State Board of Education and chief 
state school officer in the other models. The structure is thought to weaken the 
3overnor and the legislature in relation to other models some of which provide a 
state board of education and chief state school officer or one of the ~~o to be ap
pointed by the Governor, or appointed by the Governor and confirmed by the legisla
ture. The model is seen as giving strength to educator organizations and weakening 
noneducator orcanizations. ~his appraisal is in relation to oome boards of education 
'1hich are composed of educators or in which educator groups recommend persons for 
membership on the State Board of Education. 

The model differs somm1hat from the structure of educational z~vernance in Ohio. 
As opposed to the small membership described in the model, Ohio's is the second largest 
board of education in the nation, with 23 members who serve 6-year overlapping terms 
rather than L:.-year overlapping terms as describec in the model. There is no consti
tutional or statutory requirement that the Su~erintendent of Public Instruction be 
a professional educator. The only qualification for office is that he not have an in
terest in any book-selling or hook-publishing firm and that he have the qualifications 
of an elector. In contrast to the model, the ~uperintendent of Public Instruction 

does not have a fixed term of office. He serves at the pleasure of the state board 
of education. ~his arrangement has been criticized, above J by rTill, in State Educa
tion: Structure ane: OrGanization, as beinG "incompatible llith democratic ideals.:1 
It should be noted that the criterion of compensation attractive enough to high 
quality people appears to have been met in Ohio. As of 1972, Ohio ranked third in 
the 56 jurisdictions surveyed regarding the salary of the chief state school officer 
and second with respect to compensation of meLmers of the board of education. 

A more extensive evaluation of edccational governance in Ohio appears in Education 
and State Politics. The publication presents the results of a survey of 12 states 
and presents pro~iles compiled from responses ~o questionnaires throuGh the summer 
of 1967. The project was sponsored by the Education Conmlission of the States and 
the American Council on Education. The authors, three experienced students of edu
cation and political science, set forth a comparative description of the political 
relationships betueen primary-secondary and hieher education in the 12 states J trying 
to dispel the popular lIoyth: 1 that the tl-l0 types 01 education are distinct and separate 
Idnds. The report describes the formal structure of government of elementary secon
dary education in Ohio as having 11tmplic8tions for the politics of educational rela
tionships in Ohio. It bears the seeds of its a,ln weaknesses and strengths. Ohio's 
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is the largest of all state boards. It is made ~esponsible by lall for supervision 
of the admini.tration of a substantial array o~ state requirements and programs, and 
it i8 al.o expected to develop policy uithin the educational sphere." 

The report continue.: 

"The prGsent patte'i:'n of operations appears to be much what one expects 
today in lay board-professional administrator relationships. The board 
is part time and inexpert; the business is either very routine or techni
cally comple~:; and the superintendent is 'on top of things' by virtue of 
his competence and full time attention to duties, ,,9 

The authors of the report noted that the present superintendent has been in 
office for 811~ltly more than a year at the time the report was written, and that 
role. and relationships in the Department of Education appeared to be in a state of 
nux. "One gathers the impression, b0l7ever, that the department has not been a 
vigorous force for educational change, and it seecs not to have had particularly great 
influence ''lith the leaislature or the executive branch of state zovernment."lO 

The report acl~owledges the importance of ~r1vate associations in educational 
politics in the state. Ohio Education Associat1on i. recarded as the most important. 
The others are the School Administrator. ASlociation and the affiliates of the Amer
ican Federation of Teachers. 

"Of these, the OBA is undoubtedly the most important, thouzh it seemingly 
has not hele the power of some of its counterparts in other states. It has 
represented the central elements of the education profession and exercised 
the initiative and influence in education ~hat has commonly been accorded 
them. The OBi'. ,.,as among the groups that promoted establishment of the 
Board of Education, its goals presumably beinn to enhance professional 
control of the policy-making process on the atate level, and vitiate the 
influence of politics on the schools. The OEA and the department have 
differed over some fairly basic matters of politI. The association is 
reportedly very pat°lerful l'lith the legislature. :,1 

The rising aggressiveness of the teaching profession is reported as having motivated 
the Ohio Education Association to take a more "contentious attitude~' ,·71th regard to 
ita ~argaining and political activities. "All in all, no organization-public, semi
public, or private seems to be in a position to speak for elementary-secondary ed
L~cation in Ohio today."12 

A matter dealt with extensively in the publication was the 30vernance of voca�
tional and technical education in tae 12 states.Tha arrangement in Ohio is that� 
vocational education is administered by the Department of Education and technical� 
education is under the aenis of the Ohio Board of Regents. The authors are not in� 
accord with the strict division beboJeen elementary-secondary and higher education� 
and note that attempts to define the tvo areas: vocational and technical, in order� 
to make a proper assignment of duties is open-ended and vaaue.� 

The report concludes that since there is no really prominent spokesnan for the 
. needs of elementary-secondary education in Ohio, the needs are not pressed with as 
,much force "as one might expect" and that such needs tend to be handled in a partial 
and piecemeal fashion. 
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• Emphasis should be given to the fact that the data used for the study in Education 
and State Politics was current ;h~ouZh the summer of 1967. 

Conclusion 

This memorandum has described various st~Jctures of educational governance and 

• reported some of the observations that have been L~de about structures for govern

• 

ance by several ~ources. The educational governance framework in Ohio has been 
presented, with related descriptions of political implications, and relationships 
aoon~ active forces in educational policy-mal~ine. If these relationships and the 
administration of education in Ohio are found to be unsatisfactory, then a decision 
cust be made as to whether the structure of ed,~cational governance is at fault. 
Some changes in the structure to achieve the desired goals must then be found. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Education and Bill of Rights Committee Research Study No. 35 
Hay 3, 1974 

Financing Elementary and Secondary 
Education 

Introduction 

A constitutional convention currently underway in Texas was preceded by a Con
stitutional Revision Commiss.1on which studied the entire Texas Constitution and 
prepared, for use by the convention, a proposed new Constitution. A recent article 
by the Director of Research for the Commission summarized the concern of the Com
mission about school finance as follows: 

Education. Most of the present concern over public education in 
Texas is centered around finding methods of providing equitable 
support for local school districts. The commission did not 
attempt to devise a formula to correct these problems, but it 
recommended a general policy in the first section of the education 
article. That section provides that it is the duty of the legisla
ture to provide 'f ••• equal educational opportunity for each per
son in this state. I; The implementation of that policy is left to 
legislative enactment with a further admonition that the quality 
of education should not be based on wealth other than the wealth 
of the state~as a whole. The wording reflects the 1~7l opinion 
of the federal district court in San Antonio in its decision 
which found the method of financing public education in Texas 
to be a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment Equal Protection 
Clause. Although the United States Supreme Court later reversed 
the lower court opinion, it made specific reference to apparent 
inequities in the state system of public aid to education and 
cited the responsibility of the state for correcting them. 
(San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez, ~3 S. 
Ct. 1278 (1973) ) 

The search for equal educational oPP9rtunity without regard to the wealth of a 
child's parents or the wealth of the school district is being conducted in almost 
every state. Although no court has so far found the Ohio school finance system to 
be unconstitutional the search is nevertheless being conducted in Ohio by various 
interested groups, since the local property tax is a major factor in school finance 
in Ohio and inequities in the taxable wealth of school districts exist in Ohio as 
in other states. 

Background 

On March 21, 1973, the United States Supreme Court handed down a decision in 
the case of: San Antonio Independent School District et a1 v. Rodriguez et al.(cited 
above) which ended months of speculation thet the school financing system of Texas 
and, QY compnrison and implication, of many other states as well, would be found 
to be in violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment. The court 
did not so hold. 

Most states, including Ohio, finance elementary and secondary education from 
two sources: local property tax and state fends, generally not derived from a 
property tax J funnelled through a "foundation;' program desig~ to provide some 
"equalization;' by guaranteeing a minimum amount per pupil for expenditure by the 
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school district. Federal funds are important, also, and are available in both 
categorical grants and through revenue sharing, but the bulk of school financing 
is still being provided by state and local funds. (In 1970-71, in Ohio, 66% of the 
total school expenditures came from local sources, 29% from the state and 5% federal 
The proportion of state funds has increased so~ewhat since then.) 

The Su~reme Courts of several states, prior to the Rodriguez decision, had 
held that a school financing system which depend. for a major part of its funds on 
local real property tax effort which, in turn, may be inherently unequal because of 
the great disparities among school districts in tax burdens or in per pupil wealth 
available for taxation, violated either state or federal constitutional provisions, 
or both. In some instances, state or federal :'equal protection: ' clauses were cited, 
and in these cases the courts held that education was such a fundamental right that 
states were obliged, under uequal protectior.:: to offer equal educational opportunity 
to all. None of the decisions spelled out e~:actly how the states should achieve 
this goal. 

The leading decision prior to Rodriguez was a decision of the California 
Supreme Court. Serrano v. Priest, decided August 31, 1971 (5 Cal. 3d 534, 437 P. 2d 
1241). Althocgh the Rodriguez decision has settled for the time being the question 
of violation of the federal Constitution. in Serrano and in other state decisions, 
provisions of state constitutions'were also held controlling, and for this reason, 
several states have altered their provisions for financing schools, either by re
ordering their foundation programs, greatly increasing the amount of state money 
distributed to school districts, altering their tax or assessment laws, or by adapt
ing other devices designed to assure more equal educational opportunity for all 
pupils. A major legislative study of the school foundation program is currently 
underway in Ohio, and the results of this study may lead to recommendations and 
changes in the Ohio system of financing elementary and secondary education. 

Althouch the Rodriauez decision has removed speculation that the federal Con
stitution was being violated by the state's school financing method, it should be 
noted that at least one of the other state court decisions was based on state con
stitutional provisions almost identical to those found in the Ohio Constitution. 
In Robinson v. Cahill, (118 N.J. Super. 223, 237 A. 2d 187, 1~72) the New Jersey 
Superior Court found the New Jersey school financing system unconstitutional on the 
basis of state constitutional prOVisions requiring "equal protection of the laws" 
and mandating the legislature to provide "for the maintenance and support of a 
thorough and efficient system of free public schools." 

Ohio Constitutional Provisions 

Article I, section 2 of the Ohio Constitution provides in part: "All political 
~~1er is inherent in the people. Government is instituted for their equal protec
tion and benefit ••• " 

Article VI, section 2 provides: 

The General Assembly shall make such provisions, by taxation, or otherwise,. . . 
as will secure a thorough and efficient system of common schools throughout
the State • • .:1 

Article V, section 3 provides in part: 
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Provision shall be made by law for the organization, administration and 
control of the public school system of the state supported by public 
funds :1 

Proposals for Change 

This men~randum does not attempt to analyze the various elements which 
various courts have held to be present in a school finance system which denied equal 
educational opportunity to some students. It may be unequal expenditures, unequal 
tax burdens, unequal taxable wealth, or some other factor. Nor is a detailed 
analysis undertaken bf the ::equal protection:; theory nor of the various theoretical 
proposals which have been suggested to overcome inequality. These analyses are all 
available in other documents. Rather, the various specific suggestions for changes 
which have been proposed, in Ohio or elsewhere, will be discussed in the context 
of whether or not that particular solution to the problem (assuming the existence of 
a problem, which is also documented for Ohio in other sources) would encounter con
stitutional objections should the legislature desire to implement that solution. 

Follouing the Serrano decision, but before the Supreme Court acted in the 
Rodriguez case, the AdVisory Comraission on Intergovernmental Relations was asked by 
the President to study whether federal financial aid was necessary to assist states 
in their educat~onal finance problems and in offering property tax relief. The con
clusion of the Commission was that such federal assistance was neither necessary nor 
desirable. The Commission concluded that lIthe reduction of fiscal disparities among 
school districts uithin a State is a State responsibility."l The Commission's report 
contains the following statement and suggestions for state action: 

The States have plenary pm'Jers in the education field and they 
also have an overriding self-interest in adequate provision 
of this single most costly State-local function. States have 
at least four options in responding to any ·court decision in
validating a school finance system that relies too heavily on 
the local school property taJ~. They can reorganize their 
school districts to make each local district more in the image 
or the State as a whole. They can mandate a uniform property 
tax rate the proceeds of which could be used to equalize fi
nancial capacity among districts. They could enact State 
?r.operty or non-property taxes the proceeds of which could 
be used to eQ4alize local fiscal capacity. They could finance 
schools from non-property tax sources as does Hawaii. The 
~tates alone have the capacity to take any or all of these 
options should the need arise as a result of court action. 
Thus, Federal intervention is not a prerequisite to State 
solution of the intrastate school finance disparities issue. 

A Leginlative Service Commission study, also post-Serrano but pre-Rodriguez, 
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entitled IISerrano v. Priest, Equal Protection of the La'('1s, and Ohio Public School 
Financell discusses in some detail the court decisions, the Ohio school finance 
system viewed from the ';equal protectionll test point of view, legislative alterna
tives, and proposals in several other states. Legislative alternatives suggested 
in Ohio were: stat~.,ide assumption of school financing, state and local sharing of 
school financing consistent with equal protection, and school district reorganization. 

Dr. ~~rtin Essex, Superintendent of Public Instruction, in an appearance before 
the committee in February of this year, made several proposals for changes in Ohio 
law relatins to the problem of equal educational opportunity. Numerous other per
sons and groups have proposed ways to overcome inequality in school finance. Various 
proposals are listed together with some comment about whether any constitutional 
obstacles can be found which would iupede the legislature should it wish to enact 
legislation adopting that proposal • 

. 1. State assumption of all elementary and secondary education costs. Since the 
Constitution ~lready mandates the General Asseu~ly to provide a system of schools 
and to make provisions therefor by taxation or otherwise, there would not appear 
to be any constitutional obstacle to the state taking over all the financial burden 
of providing for schools. t~ether this is a practical or politically feasible pro
posal is, of course, another matter. 

The state is bound by the requirements of Section 2 of Article l~n of the Ohio 
Constitution to the effect that taxes on real property must be uniform and cannot 
exceed one per cent of the true value of the property without a vote of the people. 
If the state, in assuming the entire burden of financing elementary and secondary 
education, chose to do 80 by means of a stat~1ide property tax, it would undoubtedly 
require approval by the electorate since it seems unlikely that such a tax would 

not exceed one per cent even if all local school district taxes currently in effect 
uere to be repealed. 'However, analysis of real property taxes ,(-lould have to be 
undertaken before any conclusion could be reached. 

The Constitution could, of course, be altered so that a stat~1ide property tax� 
for education is exempt from the provisions of Section 2 of Article 1:11. This, too,� 
would require a vote of the people.� 

Should the state choose to finance education completely from state funds but� 
~se a source of revenue other than the property tax, there do not appear to be any� 
constitutional obstacles.� 

Hawaii is the only state, so far, in which the state pays lO~% of the costs of� 
operating the elementary and secondary schools. In Hawaii, the state not only pays� 
the entire costs, the system itself is a state system and is operated by the state.� 
In several other states, however, the percentage of total school costs paid by the� 
state has increased considerably in the last f~., years (in ~linnesota, to 60% ; in� 
Utah, to 72%; in North Dakota, to 707.) but no other state has a system like that� 
of Ha'(~aii.
 

2. School ~istrict Reorganization 

Dr. Essex suggested to the committee "An amendment to provide for reorganization 
and elimination of small inefficient school districts." His suggestion uas based 
on two considerations: small school districts, serving too fe'(~ pupils are lI econ
omically inefficient and educationally inadequate" and school district reorganization 
::tends to reduce inequities in taxable resources." 
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School districts could, undoubtedly, be reorGanized so that all are approx~ately 

equal in terms of taxable wealth, or taxable wealth per pu?il, or whatever standard 
is established. However, in examining the Constitution, no obstacle can be found to 
lesislatively-mandated reor8anization. Indeed, the ~hio Supreme Court has upheld 
the ri::;ht of the state to draw school district boundaries; it seems clear that the 
le3islature can provide for consolidation or any other territorial modification of 
school districts (State ex reI. Core v. Greene, 160 Ohio St. 175, 1953). 

A constitutional provision could be drafted mandating the legislature to pro
vide for school district reorcanization according to whatever standards seem appro
priate, which standards could be spelled out in the Constitution. The problem with 
such an approach is that, at some point in the future, other standards might be de
sired, or the entire concept of school ~istricts micht appear to be obsolete, and 
the Constitution would then have to be changed again. 

3. State taxation of public utility property for statewide distribution 

Dr. Essex proposed that part of the problem of inequality might be solved by 
levyinc a statewide tax on public utility property for statewide distribution. He 
notes that the additional uealth ::;enerated by the construction of "vast electrical 
pouer Generating plants" tends to be concentrated in small school districts, '-7hereas 
the plants themselves serve many consumers outside the school districts, sometimes 
substantial distances away from the enercy 'source. 

Property taxes are subject to Section 2 of Article ~:II of the Constitution, 
which requires that real property taxes be uniform (interpreted to mean uniformity 
both in assessment and in rate) and that no property taxes be levied over one per 
cent of true value without a vote of the people. Personal property has been exempted 
from the uniformity requirenent, and is classified for taxation purposes. Taxation 
is also subject to the "equal protection ll provision of the Constitution, and cannot 
be arbitrarily or unreasonably classified. 

Dr. Essex did not specify whether he ,~as referring to a statewide tax on the 
personal or real property of utilities. In either event, a state tax might have 
to be submitted to the voters because of the 1% provision. In addition, if the 
state tax were levied on the real property of utilities, it seems fairly clear that 
this separate treatment of one type of real property ~lould violate the uniformity 
provision unless all local school district taxes, "1hich it uould presumably replace, 
Here uniform. It might be possible to attain "'hat uould be, in effect, a state tax 
on utility property for school purposes by continuing to have such property subject 
to local rates and either collected locally or collected by the state but, in 
either event, distributed by the state among all school districts. 

4. Dr. Essex also proposed an amendment to equalize assessments IIwith annual adjust
ments in valuation • • • rather than after the sexennial time for counties scheduled 
for reassessment in 1975, 1976, and 197711 

• 

The Supreme Court, in the various Park Investnent cases, has held that uniformity 
means that all real estate be assessed at the same percentage of true value--state
uide uniformity as well as uniformity ~lith respect to all classes of property. How
ever,the legislature has enacted le~islation permitting counties to achieve uniformity 
(nou set at 35% of true value) over n six year period. There is, therefore, no con
stitutional obstacle to the achievement of uniformity. It might be possible, as 
Dr. Essex suggests, to draft a constitutional provision that would speed up the 
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process, but many approaches could be taken to this problem. Among them would be •creation of a state assessor's office to accomplish assessment on a stat~1ide basis. 
If there is interest in pursuing this approach, the laws and constitutions of other 
states could be examined to locate a s~ilar provision. Again, however, there is 
no rea.on why the legislature could not adopt this approach if it chooses to do so. 

5. A concept lcnmfn as "power equalizing" has been advanced as meeting both the •equal protection test and still retaining "local choicer; in the form of a decision 
on the tax to be levied. It does not require changing school district boundaries. 
It is based on the concept that the expenditure per pupil would be determined by 
the state; property-rich school districts, applying their local tax rates to their 
assessments, would tend to raise more money per pupil than the state-established 
expenditure and would thus pay a certain amount into the state; property-poor school •districts would not be able to raise enough locally and would receive money from 
the state. One obvious problem with this plan is whether the rich districts would 
continue to levy the taxes which would produce excesses--even though such levies might 
be substantially smaller than those needed by poor districts. This would seem to be 
a practical, not a constitutional problem. A specific, earmarked tax levy for schools 
could, of course, be written into the Constitution; this, however, would appear to be •contrary to the best constitutional opinions which generally oppose earmarked taxes. 
Othe~fise. a proposal such as this one cannot be examined for constitutionality with
out 1.nowing more of the detai1s--much would depend on how it is drafted. 

o. Finally, Governor Gilligan, in addressinn one of the Commission's committees on 
114rch 29. 1972. mentioned the problems of school finance equalization. He stated: •"1 lfould recommend this commission consider the insertion of language uhich uould 
compel the state to equalize financial resources for the education of each child in 
the primary and secondary public school system •••" He made no specific recom
mendations, and indicated only that the Constitution should contain general language 
for providing lIequal educational opportunity" to children. • 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission Research Study No. 34 
Educction ['·nd Bill of Rights Coumittee 
May 9, 1974 

Educational Governance in Ohio 
Public Higher Education 

The governance of higher education has become an issue of increasing impor
tance during the last few decades. Colleges and universities have been growing at 
a rapid rate, and in spite of a recent decline in student enrollment, institutions 
of higher education have expanded and become more specialized, demanding sizeable 
amounts of money, land, and other resources. Higher education competes with many 
other institutions for operating expenses, and public colleges and universities 
have been under increasing preRsure to "stream-line" their operations in order to 
prevent unnecessary duplicatio~ of university functions, and in order to maximize 
the productivity of a limited 3~~unt of resources. Many students of educational 
administration hold the opinion that the development of public higher education 
should be regulated by some state-wide agency to insure maximum efficiency of the 
system as a whole. 

On the other hand, institutional autonomy is a matter of great concern in the 
governance of higher education. In addition to the vital interest of academic 
freedom, there is the metter 0f each institution being free to develop itself, its 
own goals and purposes. In the f~ce of demands for greater state-wide coordin
ation of public institutions of higher education, and demands being made on these 
institutions by private and public industry, state and federal government, to train 
manpower for highly specialized industries, many feel that institutional autonomy 
is being threatened. In the words of a former president of the State University 
of New York: 

"With the tendency of the times toward more and more interest in public 
higher education by the people and their' duly elected and appointed rep
resentatives, and a corresponding tendency to introduce political consider
ations into the process of educational planning; ••• with increasing pres
sures from business, industry, social agencies, or federal and state 
governments to shape the activities and curricula of the universities to 
their needs in research, training, and education and to give such needs 
the very highest priority; with the increase in abrasive challenges and 
charges inevitably hurled by both sides in any disagreement over the 
missions of universities - with all these factors and others, constitu
tional guarantees of university independence af action appear not only 
desirable but essential." (1) 

In many constitutional conventions over the past two decades, university 
governance has received much attention. in "The Influence of State Constitutional 
Conventions on the Future of Higher Education", university governance concerns at 
four constitutional conventions: Hawaii. Maryland, New York, and Michigan, are 
described. Among the specific questions asked are~ 

llShould the constitution contain provision on the method of selecting 
the governing board? If so, what kind? Should some degree of autonomy 
be granted to segments of the higher educational system? If so, how much 
and to what institutions? Should the constitution prOVide for a state
wide coordinating board? If so, how much power should it have?" (2) 
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The article considers the inclusion of both state-wide and institutional govern
ing board. in the constitution. 

II.	 Type. of Governing Asencie. and Evaluation 

An extensive evaluation of various models of higher educational governance 
i. pre.ented in Statewide Coordination of Bigher Education by Robert o. Berdahl. 
Information contained in the atudy i. ba.ed on field research gathered in 1966
1967, and analysis covers change. up to 1969• . 

Models are divided into four type.. The first type describes state. which 
have neither a atatutory coordinating agency nor a voluntary agency performing 
a .llnlfieant statewide coordinating function. Two Itate.: Delaware and Ver
mont, are included in this category, although Legal Ba." of Bigher Education 
in the rifty States (3) de.cribes Delaware a. having a voluntary organization 
known a. the COUDcil of Presidents. 

The second type 1s one in which voluntary coordination is performed by in
st:l.tutions the.elves, "operating with some degree of formality". It includes 
1Ddiana and Nebra.ka. 

In the third type are those states which have a statewide coordinating board 
created by statute but not superseding institution. or segmental governing 
boards. The category il divided into sub-types based on board composition: 
<a> board. composed in the majority of institutional members and having essential 
ly advi.ory power.; (b) composed entirely or in the majority by public members 
and havina ••••ntially advi80ry rower.; (c) compo.ed entirely or in the majority 
by public meBber. and baving r.lulatory power. in area. without having governing 
r••pon.ibility for institution. UDder its jurisdiction. Twenty-Ieven Itates 
bave .ucb coordinating boards. Ohio is of the third type of coordinating board. 

The fourth type of governing agency 1a the governing board, which may be a 
single board governing only the .enlor public in8titution in the state, or a 
cOft.ol14ated governing board for multiple institutions. with no local or 8eg
mental governing bodies. Bineteen stetes fall into this category. 

Governance of higher education hal evolved in a pattern described by Emogene 
Pliner, who divides this evolution into four periods: (4) 

"1.	 Complete autonomy of institutions la.ting from colonial days to the 
late 19th century; 

2.	 Creation of single statewide governing boards beginning in the late 
19th century, reaching a peak in the first two decades of this century, 
and currently undergoing a slight revival; 

J.	 Creation of voluntary arrangements gaining impetus in the 1940. and 
19SOs; and 

4.	 Creation of statewide coordinating boards beginning in the 1950s and 
8 Ull conUnuing. " 

The following analy.i. of the various models for higher educational govern
ance i. ba.ed on Mr. Berdahl's study, which wa. baaed on data through 1969. 

The consolidated governing board, functioning a8 the governing agency for 
multiple institutions, with no local or segDental governing bodies, is favored 
by some who claim that only the combined power. Df coordination and governance 
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3. 

can effectively implement planning policy. 

"Defenders (and in our field work, we found this group to include 
mo.t persons working under governing board systems) could point out that, 
in contrast to the rather hectic history of coordinating patterns in 
states with other systems, no state having adopted the consolidated gov
erning board system has ever abandoned it. Ca the other hand, whether 
because of rejection in principle of the consolidated governing model or 
merely because of the political power of hOI tile institutional boards which 
would have been superseded by consolidation, only relatively small states 
(Hew Hampshire in 1963, Maine in 1968, and Utah and West Virginia in 1969) 
have adopted this model during the past twenty-five years. 1t (5) 

Critics of this type of governing board claim that the consolidated govem
ntng board results in overcentralization. They question whether such a board can 
effectively handle more than a few institution. if they are of different' types 
(i.e. two-year, four-year). According to Berdahl, critics contend that the boards 
subjugate the top priority item of planning to pressing administrative problems. 

Some educators favor the model of voluntary cooperation. The study ravealed 
university presidents who feared that statutory boards would be too far removed from 
complexities and subtleties of individual institutions. In his criticism of volun
tary coordination, Lanier Cox observes that "its success is entirely dependent 
upon individual willingness to cooperate and the extent of that willingness has 
been directly related to the absence of competing interests." (6) Lyman Glenny 
concluded: 

"that voluntary coordination tends to preserve the status quo and to lean 
to domination by the largest or oldest institution, gives inadequate rep
resentation to the public interest in policy making, and is ineffectual 
in coordinating large systems of institutions." (7) 

Among the stated advantages of the coordinating board, in contrast to the 
consolidated governing board, existing institutional boards are permitted to con
tinue operations. Coordinating boards permit the recruitment of independent staff 
to examine and re-examine the status quo, "as voluntary systems rarely doll. (8) 

Some problems presented by the coordinating model result from it. standing 
midway between institutions and state government, making it subject to criticism 
from both sides. 

"If its actions seem to identify it more closely with institutions 
(as is sometimes the case with a board having only advisory powers, par
ticularly if a majority of its members represent institutions), legislators 
who expect "instant coordinationll are likely to become impatient and 
critical •••Alternatively, it a board's actions seem to place it in the 
state government camp (as tends to be the case with a board haVing reg
ulatory powers, particularly if it consists entirely of public members), 
universities and colleges complain bitterly that another layer of state 
bureaucracy has been thrust upon them. In Ohio, for example, we heard 
from a few quarters allegations that the coordinating board allowed the 
governor's office to intervene in higher education to an extent that would 
have been impossible before the board was created." (9) 
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In spite of the popularity of coordinating boards, one author has warned 
of the dangers of misplaced control: 

"It has been found that an effective system of coordination can do 
much to relieve pressure for greater State control,but at its worst, a 
tightly coordinated system can destroy the quality and originality of State 
colleges and universities. While public institutions of higher education 
have succeeded in a highly uncoordinated environment in some States, the 
organizational and operational autonomy has caused varying degrees of 
rivalry for power and funds in others. States themselves have tended to 
agree that too much institutional autonomy in the absence of coordination 
presents as many problf!1M as too little." (10) 

Many states have moved from individual board. of trustees to the creation of 
central state educational authoritie. to supervise planning, coordination, and 
budgetary review over saparate institutional loveruing boards. The number of 
coor4inating agencies (including coordinattnl boards, voluntary associations, and 
governing boards) tripled between 1950 and 1965. As of September, 1971, there were 
48 .tates with legally cr.ated state egencies for higher education;; 28 coordinating 
agencies and 20 governing boards. In 16 states, the constitution provides for the 
establishment of coordinating agencies or institutional governing boards by either 
a specific delineation of power or by authorizing the legislature to establish such 
agencial or boards. In 5 states, the constitution delineates the powers of a state
wide governing board. 

The consideration of institutional autonomy remains a key issue in the sel
ection of a coordinating agency. Proponents of institutional autonomy favor a 
coordinating body that is only advisory in nature - limited to representing higher 
education to the governor, legislature and institutional goYerning boards; and to 
disseminating information and conducting and reporting research and planning studies, 
as well as facilitating liaisons among institutions. 

The Ohio Constitution contains no provi.ion for a state coordinating or 
governing board for higher education. In fact, the Constitution is Virtually silent 
on the matter of public higher education. The only references deal with capital 
improvements programs (Article VIII, Section 2e and others) and guaranteeing loans 
to residents attending institutions of higher education (Article VI, Section 5). 

Public higher education in Ohio has changed dramatically in the past decade. 
During the 1960's, Ohio l system of public higher education grew from six to eleven• 

universities with over thirty branches and academic centers; witnessed the creation 
of a Board of Regents with certain statewide powers; .aw an increase in the budget 
for higher education from $47,000,000 to $500,580,100 (for the 1969-1791 biennium); 
and felt increasing pressures for greater state centralization under the Board of 
Regent.. The changes described indicate that public higher education is becoming 
an ii:l:reasingly important segment of our society. It is meaningful to ask about 
constitutional status for higher education, £n Ohio as in other states. 

Presently, public higher education is coordinated by the Board of Regents, 
created by the legislature in 1963. Chapter 3333. of the Ohio Revised Code creates 
the Board of Regents and sets forth its powers and duties. The board consists of 
nine members appointed by the governor with the advice and consent of the senate. 
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• The members must be residents of Ohio who possess an interest in and knowledge of 
higher education, and who are not trustees, employees, or officers of any public 
or private college or university while serving on the Board of Regents. In addi
tion to the nine members, there are two ex-officio members: the chairman of the 
education committee of the senate and the chairman of the education committee of 
the house of representatives, both nonw'ting members. Board members, ;"dppointed 

• for nine-year terms and serving without compensation, are reimbursed for expenses 
and	 are prohibited from serving as trustee, officer, or employee of any technical 
college as well as other institutions of education specified in Section 3333.01. 
The Board of Regents is empowered to appoint a chancellor to serve at its pleasure 

• 
with duties to be prescribed by the board. The board shall fix the compensation 
for the chancellor and for all necessary employees and staff. The chancellor is 
the administrative officer of the board responsible for appointing employees and 
staff, subject to approval of the board, who serve under the direction a~ld control 
of the chancellor. "The chancellor shall be a person qualified by training and 
experience to understand the problems and needs of the state in the field of higher 
education and to devise programs, plans, and methods of solving the problems and 
meeting the needs. 1I (Sec. 3333.03 R.C.) Neither the chancellor mr his staff may 

• be employed by or be a trustee of or officer of any public or private university 
or college while serving on the Board of Regents. 

The powers and duties of the Board or Regents are set forth in Sec. 3333.04 
and are briefly described below. 

• 1. To make studies of state policy toward higher education and formulate a 
master plan for higher education. 

2.	 To report annually to the governor and general assembly on the master 
plan and findings from its studies. 

• 3. To approve or disapprove the establishment of new branches or academic 
centers of state colleges and universities, and to approve or disapprove 
the establishment of state technical colleges or other institutions of 
higher education. 

• 
4. To make recommendations regarding the nature of programs, research and 

public services which should be offered by state institutions of higher 
education and make recommendations of higher education programs which 
could be eliminated because they constitute unnecessary duplication or 
for other sufficient causes. 

5. To make recommendations to the governor and general assembly concerning

• capital improvements and establishment of new programs for institutions 
of higher education~ 

6. To review appropriation requests of public community colleges and state 
colleges and universities and to submit to the department of finance and 
to the chairman of the finance committees of the house of representatives

• and the senate its recommendations regarding biennial appropriations for 
higher education. 

7. To appoint advisory committees of college or university personnel or 
persons associated with public and pri~ate secondary schools. 

8.	 To approve or disapprove all new degr~es and new degree programs at all•	 4489 
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state colleges, univerlitiel, and other Itate alsisted institutions of 
higher education. 

9.	 The Board of legents is granted authority over community colleges in 
Sec. 3333.05 I.C. The Board is empowered to approve or disapprove the 
propoeed pl8Q for a community college, and the occasions on which the 
board ehall approve an official plan from a community college are out
lined in that .ection. 

The Board of Regent. i. required to prepare a state plan as well al other 
it.m. nec••••ry to participate in federal act. relative to conltr.ction of fac
ilitie. of hiaher education. 

Section 3333.07 .tate. that collegee, univer.itiel, and other institutions 
of hi,ber education which receive Itete a.s1atance but are not lupported primariiy 
by tbe state mu.t eubmit an account1na of .tate fUDd. to the board; that no state 
institution of hilher education .hall e.tabli.h a new branch or academic center 
without the a,proval of the board, nor establi.h a new degree or new degree pro
gr... without the board's approval. Sec. 3333.14 sets forth that, al of 1971, all 
public pOlt-high .chbol technical education progr_ .han be operated by technical 
col1e.e., univer.ity branche., .tate col1eae•• state-affiliated universities and 
.tate universitie•• 

The coordinating body in Ohio ha. been delcribed by one author as: 

I~ regulatory board, one which has the legal responsibility for organizing, 
regulating, or otherwi.e bringing together certain policies or functions 
in areas .uch as planning, buelgetina, and programming, but which does not 
have authority to govern 1n.titution.. Thee. board. are composed entirely 
or in the majority by public re,re.entatlve•• It (11) 

Statutory provision 18 made for institutional governing boards for Ohio 
University, Miami Unlver.lty. Ohio State Univereity, Bowling Green State University, 
lent State University, Central State Univeraity, Unlver.ity of Akron, University of 
Toledo, Wrlght State University mel YOUDSstow State University, and the Medical 
CoUege of Ohio at Toledo. The Unt",.-,. oi:lt~t*nnatl -i. a state .ffi1Jilated,,-1in:&nicipally 
sponsored inatitution. Of it. U tt.&e.a. 5 are appointed by the mayor and ap
proved by city council; 4 are appointed by the governor, 2 are non-voting faculty; 
aDd 2 are non-voting studenta. TechDlcal col1eaea ~ community colleges are crea
ted pursuant to law and are subject to regulation by the Board of Regents as auth
orbed by law. 

The Creation of the Board of Resent.: Historical Background 

The firat effort at cobperatlon~amoD8 eZlst~ state uoiver,ltiee 
in Ohio resulted in the fOrm&L10D of a voluntary cooperative group known as 
the Inter-University Council, (I.U.C.) Tbil agency was formed in 1939, consisting 
of 5 Itate univeraitlea. Central State University joined the Council in the year 
of the college l , creation. 1951. For over 20 years, the I.U.C. wa, the key agency 
1n tbe unlver.ittes l relationship wtth .tate loverament. 

Jo••ph Tucker sUlle.t. that: 

t1(t)he major motivating force in the formation of the I.U.C. was the.Fotan
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tially harmful consequences that the existing laissez-faire approach in 
higher education might produce." (12) 

M. M. Chambers suggests another reason for the creation of the I.U.C. 

"Mr. Davey (Governor of Ohio) came from Kent and was very much interested 
in developing Kent State University. The other institutions felt that 
this interest was being evidenced at their expense. The result was an 
official agreement in 1939 to create the lnter-Universtty Councit ... (13) 

Prior to the "alliance" in 1939, each school developed, submitted, and 
lobbied for its own programs and appropriations, with little regard for other 
institutions. The I.U.C. was able to present a more unified front on behalf of 
the member institutions as well ss to regulate the activities of its membership. 
For example, Ohio State University, submitted a memorandum at the organizational 
meeting of the I.U.C., suggesting that it was the logical place for all Ph.D and 
professional work, and that other institutions should forego these programs. For 
some years, Ohio State University retained exclusive rights in these areas. 

"Even though the presidents had joined together, the I.U.C. was from the 
beginning an organization based 'on an uneasy truce. The presidents 
realized that a cooperative effort in financial aid and other matters was 
to their self interest. What Banfield calls tbe "maintenance and enhance
ment needs of large formal organizations", however, would lead ultimately 
to the failure of this voluntary organization. 1I (14) 

Seeds of dissention were sown. however, on the matter of dividing appro
priated money among members of the Council. All agreed that Ohio State University 
should get the largest share of the money, and the remainder would be divided among 
the rest of the Council's membership on the basis of enrollment. Shortly after 
the formation of the I.U.C., they were notified that the Governor intended to 
recommend an increase of one million dollars for the operation and maintenance 
appropriations of the five universities, and the Council drew up a proposal for the 
division of the anticipated appropriation giving Ohio State University 60t and the 
other institutions 40~. One of the questions plaguing the council was on what 
basis to divide the anticipated appropriations for higher education. At that time, 
no cost analysis existed for the schools, and the preceding biennium's appropria
tions were used as a starting point, "and each institution's percentage of the 
upcoming biennial appropriations was adjusted slightly upward or downward." (15) 
The institutions agreed to share in the reductions, should the appropriations re. 
~uested not materialize. at the same rate as in the allocation of funds requested. 

"If agreeing on a joint appropriations request became the cornerstone of 
the voluntary organization, the sharing of reductions on the same basis 
was the keystone. Failure to agree on either of these two points sig
naled the impending demise of the I.U.C. " (16) 

Council members bargained among themselves a8 'Well as with the governor and 
the director of finance. In addition to acting on behalf of the membership as a 
whole, trustees of individual universities attempted to promote the general in
terests of their own universities when the opportunities arose. Business managers 
of the universities also played an active part in lobbying for their institutions. 

Financial concerns were but one continuing problem for the council. Another 
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. recurrifta i.8ue wal the creation of .dditional institutions, particularly two-
year cIllllpUle.. Jo.eph Tucker view. the acUon. of the Council in this regard as 
h1lhliahtin. the we.tn••••• of the Couacil .1 a pl8DDiag ageacy, and illuatrative 
of what the universitie. did in an ar•• in which they were f.irly .utonomous. 

The I.U.C. Minut•• note th.t private college. were conc.m.d over the C01ll 

p.tltioa an expanaion of the .t.te .y.tem of higher .ducation through branch cam-
pUl•• woulel create. St.te univ.r.itiel weI'. allo ...re that there was a strong 
public cl-.nd for branch c8llpueel. th. pre.leleat of the Ohio University lugge.ted 
th.t the .t.t. univertitie. .hould take the l.adership in organizing branch cam
pu••• , but other univer.ity pr.sidente did not a.r•• with him. 

"lxpre••iq a cOllcem for the reaction of the private colleges, which 
would be amut1Da toc1ay, the ujority of the cOUilcil felt that lithe 
private colleg.s in Ohio would be increasiqly ho.tile to the state univ-
er.iUe. if the latter 10 into the 'branch-college' business." It was 
ther.fore r ••olv.d that"It he the ••u. of the Inter-Univerlity Council 
of Ohio that the .ltab1i1hment of "branch coli...... by the .tate univer
.itie. b. clilcoura••cl - aDd that thil espre••ioa of joint judgment be 
cOIaIIlicated to the Board. of !"rutees of the five ltate universities and 
chell' pr.licSent•• " "(17) 

Th. I.V.O. wa. allO .trona1, oppos.d to the devalopment of state- lupported 
community coli..... Th. American Couacil on Bducation encouraged .uch a develop
ment, aDd the I.U.C. criticized the Council for .-poUlina luch a policy when the 
cOIltillued .upport of .xllUng iutltuti01ll of hlaher education was threatened by 
th. increa.lna overburdening of public rev.nue.. The I.U.C. informally changed 
it. position on cOlllDUDity collesel after World War II and the surging enrollments 
in in.titutions of bigher education. 

Several per.onl have be.n critical of th. development of community colleges 
aDd br.nch campu.es in Ohio UDder the direction of the I.U.C. aa well as of the 
Board of leg.nte. One report on branch campuses states that, "an all too cODlDOn 
8uapic1on, aelequately justified, is that the branchea are run for the convenience 
of the hoM campuae. rath.r then to .et the real needs of "the cOIIIDunity and clien
te1. 1n which they exilt." (18) 

The attitude of the I.U.C. resarding the formation of cOlllDunity colleges
 
and branch campuae., "Ulustrat•• how the council could not rise above the im
mediate .eU 1utere.t of the .everal institution. cowpri8ing it." (19)
 

Accordlq to Tucker, the develop.nt of the Ph.D program allOng the member
ship of the I.U.C. is indicative of another area in which institutional autonomy 
.., have taken precedenea';cnrer a concern for hiaher education in the state as a 
whole. Wh.n Ohio Univerlity entered the Ph.D proar_ in 1959, renouncina an earlier 
agre_nt livi.. Ohio State University eo1e juriadiction in the doctorate field, 
other uaiver.iti.s followed ita leact. and the expansion of the doctorate program in 
Ohio wa. not well phnned. One university pr.sident explained that he entered the 
fl'ld In .elf-defenee. A 1963 Leaislative Service Commisslon study cited the delire 
to act independently and pre.erve in.titutional autonomy a. the cause of the inef
fici.nt planning. 

One author was particularly critical of the I.U.C. 

IIThi. study ha. come to the conclu.ion that the (Ohio) legislature'. 
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9. 

informal delegation of power to representatives of the existing insti 
tutions to make state-wide decisions does not promote the general welfare. 
In theory the voluntary agencies are not responsible for decisions on the 
important state-wide educational affair., but in fact they do reach agree
ment. on allocations of programs, graduate work, research emphasis, and 
functions. Institutions in the voluntary systems have often established 
sub-units of their own when new institutions would have been more appro
priate and would have brought increased diversity. The fact that these 
• decisions, which strike at the very core of educational policy, are 
not widely publicized to the legislature or to the citizenry makes them 
no less significant for the public interest. 1I (20) 

In summary, although the idea of inter-university cooperation had merit, 
the implementation of educational goals in the I.U.C. framework was inadequate. 
Lack of responsibility, improper delegation of power, and institutions acting all 
too often on their own behalf were the major problems of this voluntary cooperative. 

The establishment of the Board of Regents in 1963 attempted to solve some 
of the problems plaguing higher education under the I.U.C. The Board was assigned 
specific duties and responsibilities by statute, and was required to report to 
the governor and the general assembly. The statutes creating the Board of Regents 
make a broad attempt to prevent the kind of self-serving actions that characterized 
the I.U.C. by prohibiting persons holding an interest in an institution of higher 
education from serving as a member of the Board. The Board retains many advisory 
and study powers as well as several crucial policy making powers such as the power 
to approve or disapprove the establishment of new branches, community colleges, 
and technical institutes, and the power to approve or disapprove new degrees and 
new degree programs. 

Many institutions of higher education were critical of the Board of Regents 
when it was created, primarily due to their desire for maxim~ institutional auton
omy. Some criticized the Board for not being agressive enough' in pressing for 
and publicizing the needs of higher education. John Millett, the first Chancellor 
of the Board of Regents, stated that the Board was no lobbyist for higher educ
ation, but a superVisory and coordinating body to make recommendations to the 
legislature and to the governor on matters haVing statewide interest for higher 
education. 

A former chief executive officer of the regents commented on the relation
ship between Hl1lett and former Governor Rhodes saying that: 

"the chancellor "has used the political muscle of the governor to aid 
higher education" even though the governor was not basically sympathetic. 
This same source was not uncritical of the chancellor's tendency to be 
so quick to please the governor. There were a few occasions, he indicated, 
when the chancellor might have been well advised to oppose the chief 
executive." (21) 

University presidents of the I.U.C. also maintained a close relationship with 
the governor's office. Former Chancellor Millett observed that: 

"The administrator begins his approach to organizational questions with 
this political perspective. He seeks to determine the political forces 
which may oppose change and those which may support change. He arrives 
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at an estimate of the relative balance of power in these forces, including 
hi. own prettige, aDd then determines whether to proceed and how far to 
proceed." (22) 

He viewed the influance of higber education al a function of its political power 
in tbat "it depend. in larae mealure upon the Itate's political leadership re
inforced by interalted inclividuala mona the political eUte. It has been my 
experience that the key per.on in the development of higher educational policy 
in the ,tate 11 the lovernor." (23) 

Su.Dary 

It appear. certain that some institutional autonomy must be sacrificed in 
order for a state-wide coordinating board to function. "Institutional autonomy" 
however. may be a concept with only a relative definition. Lyman A. Glenny sug
ae.t. that IDOst que.tioM of iutitutional autonomy are confused with "two con
ceptual variants - academic freedom and administrative independence~. Recent 
evideDCe indicate. thet opposition to state-wide coordination 18 not based on 

. academic tr.edom concerns. Glenny concludes that societal interests must prevail 
over iaatitutional intere.ts and notes that moat state leaislatures seem to have 
recoanized this fact as evidenced by the incre..ina number of state-wide coordin
atiaa boards being created. 

ConltitutioRal status for state universities would further institutional 
autoaom,. Joseph Tucker quotes H. K. Ch.-bers in describing the crucial free
dOlla involved in const1tution.l status for state universities. Of course, whether 
all or only some of these freedoms are granted by constitutional language depends 
on the cODtent of the language of each conatitution which recognizes state uni
verlities. These freedoae are not granted by conatitutional status alone. 

1.	 The university governing board has custody and control of the uni
ver.ity funds and none must be deposited in the .tate treasury. 

2.	 The board is not required to accppt the state treasurer as its ex of
ficio treasurer, or to depend on the attorney general for legal ser
vices, or to bave its financial affairs aUdited by the state auditor 
(for the e.sential post-audit it mey employ a private accounting firm) 
or pre-audited by ny state auditor. 

3.	 The leg1alature does not make "line-item" appropriations to the board, 
but instead 1II8kes "lump-sum" appropriations and leaves the allocations 
to .pecific ite.. of university operatina expenditures to the des
eretion of the board. 

4.	 No employees of the univerlity are subject to the regulations of the 
state civil service system for classified .tate employees. 

s.	 The university is not require to make purchase. through a state pur
chasing office. 

6.	 No state editor or state printer or other stmilar functionary has any 
voice whatever in determining what the university shall print and pub
lish. 

7.	 The university governing board has sole authority to fix the fees to 
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be charged for tuition and other services, and the salaries and wages 
and perquisites of all university employees, including president, 
faculty members and all others." (24) 

It has been noted that even among universities enjoying constitutional
 
status, not all of these freedoms are exercised. In Michigan, the legislature
 
has "penetratedtl the constitutional protection by specifying conditions on ap

propriations for Michigan universities such as mandating minimum hours of class

room COntact and specifying limits on out of state enrollment.
 

Constitutienal status for institutions of higher education is not thought 
.to provide a significant grant of acade~ic freedom and may make the job of a 
coordinating board such as the Board of Regents a much more difficult task. 

Another issue which has been discussed in the araof constitutional revision 
i8 providing for a state board of higher education in the constitution. Proponents 
of a strong central state board with constitutional powers to coordinate all of 
higher education contend that institutions would no longer have to compete in 
the state legislature for money, duplication would be reduced, and such a board 
would be able to institute a long-range planning system for the entire state 
higher educational system. Opponents of such a prOVision claim that only a loca
tional shift in competition would result, moving from the legislature to the state 
board. Former Chancellor Millett observed the political appect8 involved in 
higher education and in the efficacy of the board. Perhaps constitutional status 
for a state board of higher education would reduce the dependency of such a board 
on political considerations, especially if members of the board were elected, or 
appointed by someone other than the governor. This is an area which permits 
speculation about goals and political realities. 

A third issue often discussed is the composition of university governing
 
boards if such boards are granted constitutional status. Over half the consti 

tutions that include higher education prOVisions provide for the method of selec

ting the governing boards, and these overwhelmingly favor appointment by the gov

ernor. In the remaining states, the legislature is given the power to determine
 
how the board will be selected, or has assumed that power in the absence of
 
specific constitutional directives. The same problems that occur in "elective
 
vs. appointive" officers in other branches of government occur here - viz. is
 
the citizen knowledgeable enough to select qualified persons to perform extremely
 
vital policy-making functions?
 

Many have argued that including a provision in the constitution for the 
governance of higher education would serve to recognize higher education as a 
state function and would, to some extent, reduce the pressuIes from the state leg
islature, citizens and administrative officials. A fundamental question is whether 
constitutional status for institutions of higher education or for a ~overning or 
coordinating board serves the public interest to Q greater degree "than- legislative 
control. Would ouch provioions be in the interest of acndeQlc ~reed~? In the .~ 

iutoroet of 1nst1tutioncl Dutonocy? In.-the lntcreat cf tbe stato? Constitutional 
gtctao for higher ~ducatton abould not be conSidered cercly to offer recognition 
to that governmental function, but to promote the educational welfare of Ohio 
citizens by some very specific margin. 
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Ohio COnstitutional Revision Commission Research Study No. 37 
&dueatlon and Bill of Riahts Committee 
June 27, 1974 

Goals of Education 

Blah quality education providing equal educational opportunity for all stude~ts 

haa been recopized by many .. a social and econOlll1c 1IIIperative. The goal of pub
lic education hal chanaed dramatically since the years when training a select few 
in the Bible and the "three 'R's" was sufficient train1D& for self-reliant adult 
hood. Several of the newer atate conatitutlona iac1ude a statement of the illpor
taace of education and the loa1l of • educational s,..tem. This memorandum will 
eXMfae that cOl\8titutional 1anSU8ge and "ill dllcUis 10lIl8 of the court decisions 
coneenina the ktDd of educational sy.tea a state muet provide if a system of ed
ueatioll u provided for in the constitution or b,. statutory law. 

An earlier memorandum concerning the hiatory of public education in Ohio noted 
that the federal Constitution il ailent on &dueatlOD aDd the power to provide a 
,ysbMa of public education i' reserved to the states. The memo described how the 
au_rity of local 'chool board' to determine school policy evolved. In spite 
of tile ltates' authority to provide a system of education, the federal Constitution, 
by Court interpretation, is beinl read today to requtre non-discrtm1natory appli 
cation of educatianal syaee-. The fo11owina discussion briefly describes the 
development of thi' concept. 

In 1896, P1essy v. Fersuson, 163 U.S. 537, was decided by the Supreme Court 
of the atited Statea. A .gro, P1essy, broupt action to foretall criminal pro
secution for violation of a Louisiana statute requiring Negroes to ride apart from 
whitee in separate but equal railway cars. Plesey charged the statute requiring 
rad.al .eareSation uncon.t1tutional and the Supr_ Court upheld the statute 
asaiDit conetitutional challenae. The Court'. reaeoning in the case was taken a8 
• policy et.~t that tD all area., '0 lons ., factlitie. were equal. state
tmpo.ed .asre..tion wa. iDOffenaiva to the Conatitution. 

The first appl1cat~ of the 1le.ay doctrine to education was in 1899 in 
C'eniDI v•• Board of BdYfation. 175 u.s. 528, 20 S. Ct., 197, in which a Georgia 
COUllty maintaiMd a high .chool for white. but QOt for Negroes on the grounds that 
it could DOt afford to _iIlte1n both. The U.S. Supr.. Court said that the bene
fits and burdens of public taxation mult be .hared by all citizens without discrlm
inat1ns asa1Dst a cla•• because of their race. However, since the Negro high school 
was diacontinueel "temporarily" because of ecoDOll1c proble., the court did not 
anjoill further expenditures on the white Ichool until equal rights were restored. 

In Berea College v. Kentucky, 221 U.s. 45 (1905), the Supreme Court upheld 
the validity of a statute providing that no educational institution could teach 
both white aDd Negro .tudents at the same time. The Plessy doctrine was not ap
plied - the ca.e proceeded on the grounds that the state had absolute authority 
to control corporations which it chartered. 

In Bochagan v. Warley, 245 U.S. 60 (1917), a weakening in the Plessy philo
.ophy appeared when the. Court wa. pre.ented with a zoning ordinance which, in ef
fect, legre.ated • entire city by race. The Court affirmed the P1essy doctrine 
of .eparate but equal in education and transportatioll but refuaed to carry the 
doctri88 into the area of housins. 

Ten years later, the Supreme Court hearel its first case involving actual 
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segregation in public education. In Gong Lum v. Rice, 275 u.s. 78, the Chinese 
plaintiff conceded the Plessy doctrine and insisted that Chinese children be pro
perly placed in white as opposed to colored schools. The Court held that the state 
had authority to place Chinese in the same category as Negroes. The case arose 
in Missis.ippi. 

The first instance of the Suprene Court striking down a state statute providina 
for segregation in education occurred in 1938 in Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. C.nada, 
59 S. Ct., 356. Missouri main~ained a law school for whites only and offered to 
pay the tuition of any Missouri Negro at a law school in an adjacent state. The 
Court rejected the state's reasoning that it complied with the Plessy doctrine by 
paying tuition at equal law schools. "AI though Chief Jus tice Bughes seemed to base 
his decision entirely on the principle that a state was not providing equal educa
tion by requiring resort to another state's faCilities, he did advert to the possi
bility that "equality" under the separate but equal doctrine might mean moire than 
simple parity in physical facUities." (1) 

In 1950, two companion cases were heard by the U.S. Supreme Court in which 
the Plessl doctrine was analyzed in terms of intangible values as well as simple 
physical facilities. In Sweatt v. Painter, 339 u.S. 629, 70 S. Ct., 848, the 
Court's examination went beyond the actual facilitias of a Texas Negro law school 
to find that school inferior to Texas Law School in "tho.e qualities which are 
incapable of objective measurement", including inflUence of alUllllli, prestige, 
standing in coaaunity, etc. The Court recognized that the two races were on unequal 
footing since segregation in education denied to Negroes access to the dominant 
racial groups which included DIOst of the lawyers, judges, and jurors with whom a 
lawyer invariably deals. On the same day as the Sweatt decision the Court resolved 
Mclaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents, 70 S. Ct.,851. In that instance a Negro ad
mitted to an Oklahoma graduate school was required to conform to certain regulations. 
"Thus he was required to sit apart at a designated desk in an anteroom adjoining 
the classroom; to sit at a designated desk on the mezzanine floor of the library, 
but not to use the desks in the regular reading room; and to sit at a designated 
table and to eat a different time from the other students in the school cafeteria."(2) 
The Court said the restrictions "impair and inhibit his abUity to study, to engage 
in discussions, and exchange views with other students and, in general to learn 
his profession••••There is a vast difference - a Constitutional difference - between 
restrictions imposed by the State which prohibit the intellectual commingling of 
students, and the refusal of individuals to colllDingle where the State presents no 
such bar." (3) 

The case of Brown vs. Board of Education of Topeka, 347 u.S. 483 (1954), 
stands as a landmark in school segregation litigation. In that case, a Kansas 
statute permitting cities to maintain separate schools for Negro and white students 
was found unconstitutional in that racial discrimination in public education is 
contrary to the "equal protection" clause of the 14th Amendment to the U. S. Con
stitution. The Court unanimously agreed with the plaintiff's contention that seg
regated schools were inherently unequal. "Education il perhaps the most important 
function of state and local governments ••• ln these days, it is doubtful that any 
child may reasonably be expected to succeed in life if he is denied the opportunity 
of education. Such an opportunity, where the State has undertaken to provide it, 
is a right which must be made avaUable to all on equal terms. II (4) 

The decision in Brown vs. Board of Education that laws permitting school 
racial segregation violated the equal protection clause of the 14th Amendment clear
ly invalidated de jure segregation. For several years. the controlling cases in 
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det.rmining whether ~ facto segr.gation was unconstitutional were three u.s. 
Court. of Appe.l. c•••• which upheld the cont.ntion that school authorities had 
no conatitutlonal obli&8tion to correct r.cial imbalance resulting from de facto 
.eare.aUon. Thes. cas., and the controlling principle••• tabU_hed aredis~u8sed • 
at lenlth in The rederal Court. and Racial Imbalance by Stephen ,. Roach (5). In 
1967, Judie J. Skelly Wright, in the landmark cas. of Hobson v. t·ansen, D.C.D.C 
269 r. Supp. 401, ordered the desegregation of the 901 black de acto segregated 
Waahinaton D.C••chool syatem. This was a blow to local authority aod states' 
rights in educational policy making, and a departure from earlier federal court 
deciaions on de facto segregation which held th.t the problem r~quires a political, • 
and not a judicial, solution. 

In addition to the numerous cases involving discrimin~tion against Negroes, 
there bave recently been several cases concerning other groups of persons clatming 
that they are being deprived of an equal education by state law. One group of 
persons traditionally excluded from the regular public school system are persons 
with handicapl. Two court deciliol\8 in thie decade have affirmed the rights of 
tb.le perlOM to an education equal to that of "normal" students in the state. In 
1971, ',A,R.C. v, CO!II!D9"'"alth of P.I1IlI~lvanla, 343 l. SUPPa 279, was heard by the 
ledera1 District CoUl't for the Eastem District of Penn.ylvania. In that state. 
ment.lly retarded students of compulsory .chool age were excluded from the system 
of public edtie.tion on the arounds that they are untr.inable and uneducable. The 
court held that the .tate'l clatm had no rational ba.is iO fact. The cour~ de
cillon required free public education luited to their needs for all retarded 
children on the b••il of the 14th Amendment equal protection clause requiring equal 
edueatlenal opportunity for all students. To insure that due process is observed 
h removina a mentally retarded person from the public school system, the court re
quired each school to gr8nt a bearing before any child is classified as retarded 
or traneferred to any class outside of the normal educational program. 

In Mills v. D.C. Board of Education, 348 F. Supp. 866 (1972). the principle 
established in P.A.I.C. was extended to all children labelled mentally retarded. 
emotionally distwsbed, behavioral problema, or hyperactive. In that case. economic 
difficulties were cited as a source of inequity in the educational programs, and 
the court held that such inequities, whether resulting from insufficient funding 
or adminia trative inefficiency, could not be permitted to bear more he."ily on 
the "exceptional" or handicapped chUd then on the normal chUd. 

Other minority group. have been heard by the judicial system on clatms that 
because of various cultural handicap. or characteristics, the school system was 
denying them equal educational opportunity. The Civil lisht. Digest, December, 
1971, li.t••everal practices which ltmtt Chicanos' educational progress, including 
their placement in Educable Mentally Retarded (1Ml) classe' because tests are 
baled on EnSlish language skills. A 1970 BBW memorand"um forbade such practices. 
A number of suit. have been filed to end this practice. Diana v. California Board 
of Education was settled out of court when the .tate acce"pted bi-lingual and bi
cultural testing standards (discussed in issue of Civil Rightl Digest noted above). 
In Serna v. 'ortales Municipal Schools, U.s. District Court. N.M., 41 U.S.L.W. 
2304 (Nov. 11, 1972), the court found that the schools ignored the needs of Spanish 
speaking students. In that inatance, the concentration of Spanish-speaking students 
relulted from 4a fiSto segregation, and the Spanish and white schools were physical
ly equal. The court affirmed theae facts, but held that the education being of
fered Span1ah-speaklng persons in the "equal" school was a denial of the equal pro
tection clause of the 14th Amendment. In direct contrast to the Serna v. Portales 
deci.ion .tands Lau v. Nichol., Court of Appeal., 9th Circuit, 41 U.S.L.W. 2389 
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(Jan S, 1973) which held that San Francisco school districts' failure to provide 
all non-English speaking Chinese s~udents with special compensatory instruction 
in the English language did not violate the 14th Amendment •. The court's reasoning, 
to which a dissenting opinion was filed, directly contrasts ~ith a wide-spread 
view that equal educational opportunity is not pos.ible unless compen.atory ed
ucation and pre-school education are provided for disadvantaged children. The 
court said: 

"Each student brings to his educational career .different advantages and. dis
advantagea caused in part by social, economic, and cultural background dif
ferencea, created and continued completely apart from any contribution by 
the school system. Even if these impediments can be overcome, it still does 
not amount to a denial, by the board, of educational opportunities within the 
meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment should the school fail to give them 
special attention. Before it can be found unconstitutional to deny special 
remedial action to such deficiencies, a constitutional duty must be found to 
provide them. Although it is commendable and socially desirable for the school 
to prOVide remedial programs to disadvantaged students, there is no consti 
tutional or statutory basis upon which such programs can be mandated." 

A related case decided by the U.S. Supreme Court on June 10, 1974 concerns 
the rights of educationally deprived children in private schools to receive an 
education identical to that of educationally deprived children in the public schools. 
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 requires educationally 
deprived children in public and private schools to receive a comparable education. 
The public school .ystem in Missouri refused to assign publicly employed teachers 
to private schools for on-the-premises instruction. The parents of parochial 
.chool children brought a class action suit claiming that the refusal of the public 
school system violated Title 1 of the ESEA. The public schools claimed that to . 
provide private schools with publicly employed teachers would have been in violation 
of the First Amendment. In Wheeler v. Barrera, 42 U.S.L.W. 4877, Ca.e No. 73-62 
(June 10, 1974), the Supreme Court held that Title I did not mandate on-the-pre.i~ 
se8 instruction at private schools and does not require services in private school. 
to be identical in all respects to public schools, and therefore, the First Amead. 
ment question need not be decided. 

To summarize the stat €'s obligation in view of judicial review, this quote 
appeared in a 1973 Dickinson Law Review article: (6) 

"The Supreme Court of the United States has· recognized that "education is 
perhaps the most important function of state and local governments ••• and 
(i)t is doubtful that any child may be reasonably expec§ed to succeed in 
life if he is denied the opportunity of an education". Howevlr since the 
right to a public education is not secuJed by the Constitution and remains 
unrecognized as a fundamental interest, it exists only insofar as it is 
granted by state legislatures. Yet once a state undertakes to prOVide public 
education, it must be equally available to all citizens since the right be
comes subject to bo~h the equal protection and due process guarantees of 
the 14th Amendment. n 
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II. La!lu.,e from selected constitutions 

1'be Ohio Constitution provides in Article I, section 7 that "Religion, mot'al~ 

lty and knowledae ••~being e.sential to good govet'nment, it shall be the duty of 
the General ASlellbly•• ~to encourage schools and the means of instruction." In 
Article VI, .ection 2, the General Aue.ly 18 directed to ''make such provisions, 
by taxation, or othenJlIe, aa. with the income arising from the Ichool trust fund, 
,,111 secure a thorough and efficient .ystem of CODllOn .chaols throughout the State; •• " 

111i8018 

AI' tic1. I, Sac ti.on 1. GOAL - liEI SCHOOLS. 
A fuadamental loal of the People of the State is the educational development 

of all parlons to the lim~t. of their capacities. 
The State .hall provide for an efficient .y.tem of high quality public educ

atiODa1 iu.titutiona and servicel. Education in public schools through the seconw 

dary lew1 .hall b. free. 'ftwre may be .uch other fr•• education as the General 
A.letDbly provide. by law. 

The State ha. the primary re.ponslbl1ity for finaocing the system of public 
education. 

Louisiana 

The new Louisiana Conetitution was approved 10 May, 1974. The goal of educ
ation il stated in a preamble to the education article, Article VIII. 

"Th. goal of the public educational system is to provide learning environments 
and exp,riences, at all stages of human development, that are humane, just, and 
d.ailfted to promote excellence in order that every individual may be afforded an 
equal opportunity to develop to his full potential." 

Montana 

Th. goala and duties of education are set forth in section 1 of Article X. 

"(1) It 18 the goal of the people to establish a system of education which 
will develop the full educational potential of each per.on. E~uality of educational 
opportunity i8 guaranteed to each person of the state. 

(2) The state recognizes the distinct and unique cultural heritage of the 
American Indians and is committed in its educational goals to the preservation of 
their cultural integrity. 

(3) The legislature shall provide a basic system of free quality public 
elementary and secondary schools.: The legislature may provide such other educa· 
tional institutions, public libraries, and educational progra~ as it deems desir~ 

able. It ahall fund and distribute in an equitable manner to the school districts 
the Itate'. share of the COlt of the basic elementary and secondary school system." 

Texa8 Constitution proposed by Texa. Constitutional Revision Commission w 

Artic}e VII. Section 1. Equitable Support of Free Public Schools 
(a) A general diffusion of knowledge being essential to the preservation of 

the liberti.s and rights of the people. it shall be the duty of the Legislature 
to establtah and make suitable provisions for the equitable support and ~intenance 
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of an ~ff1~1eft~ eyatem of free public schools and to provide equal educational 
opportunity for each person in this State. 

(b) In distributing State resources in support of the free public schools, 
the Legislature shall ensure that the quality of education made available shall 
not be based on wealth other than the wealth of the State as a whole and that 
State supported educational programs shall recognize variations in the backgrounds, 
needs, and abilities of all students. In distributing State ~esources, the legis
lature make take into account the variations in local tax burden to support other 
local government services. 

Virginia 

Article VIII, Section 1. The General Assembly shall provide for a system of 
free public elementary and secondary schools for all children of school age 
throughout the Commonwealth, and shall seek to ensure that an educational program 
of high quality is established aud continually maintained. 

Section 2. Standards of quality for the several school divisious 
shall be determined and prescribed from time to time by the Board of Education, 
subject to revision only by the General Assembly. 

Several concepts contained in the newer state constitutions differ from 
Ohio's constitutional language providing for "a thorough and efficient system of 
common schools". Ohio's language stating that religion, morality and knowledge 
are essential to maintain good government have been replaced in the newer con
stitutions by statements of the importance of education to the people, conveying 
the idea that the educational system should enable persons to devel~p to their 
full potential. 

One of the problems the Illinois language of development "to the limits of 
their capacities" deale with is education of the handicapped. The purpose of 
this language was commented on by a member of the Education Committee of the 
Illinoi8 Sixth Constitutional Convention as follows: 

"To the limits of their capacities" recognizes that individuals have differ
ent problems, that there are physically and emotionally handicapped, mentally 
handicapped, that there are adults who are deserving of the maximum educa
tional development they can get -- not just academic education -- vocational 
education, training, everything conceivably which can fall under the rubric 
of education••• " (7) 

The language of other constitutions referring to development to their full poten
tial also recognizes that people have different potentials for development, and 
implies that handicapped people are capable of devebpment, however limited that 
may be. The belief that handicapped persons can benefit from the system of 
public education and that there is no justification fOT their exclusion, seems to 
be reflected in the newer language. A problem in interpreting lito the limits of 
their capacities" seems likely to occur. For those persons with limited capaci
ties, it is relatively easy to tell when they have reached their limit, but for 
persons with average or above average mental and physical ability, it would be 
very difficult to measure the limit of their ~~acity, or to say with certainty 
that they could not significantly prosper by additional education. 

Another apparent "modernization" is the absense of the word "schools" in 
some of the provisions, and the substitution of language such as "high quality 
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public educational institutions and services" and "learning environments and exper
iences". These phrases seem to reflect some of the chaaging ideas about the value 
of teaching in the 9-3 o'clock classroom situation. A study of the old Illinois 
Constitution notes that "colllllOn schools" was inserted to indicate that academic 
and collegiate education were not to be supported by public taxation. The new 
constitution provides that education through the secondary level shall be free 
and the legillature may provide for other free education, so the concept of common 
school. could be .acrificed witbout adding any financial burden to the people. 

A term Uled to describe the educational eystem to be provided is "high quaU ty". 
This ii, perhaps, of lubetantial importance although somewhat vague. Court decisions 
liave .tated that equal educational opportunity must be prOVided to all persons 
who fall into the compulsory school age group, but the state could, possibly, pro
vide an equall, bad educational opportunity for all. The meaning of "high quality" 
education is lubject to change and different interpretations, but at the very least, 
the State is required by the language to give adequate funding to schoo18 to in
sure the min~um standard of high quality. 

Another elusive concept is "equal educational opportunity". The wisdom af 
including that language in the proposed New York State Constitution was commented 
upon: 

"Equality of edueational opportunity is itself an evolving concept. "Separate 
but equal'! was once cOllsidered an adequate assurance of equality of opportun" 
ity, but is no longer so considered legally. The recent published survey by 
the Office of Education of the United States Department of Health, Education 
and We Ifara, "Equality of Eduea tional Opportuni ty", revealed that ser vices, 
facilities, aDd materials in a public school account for le'8 variation in 
achievement among .tudent8 than the character or 80cial class of the student 
body, and that a student body limitad to impoverished, minority-group children 
tends to achieve very poorly. Equality of educational opportunity, the report 
laid, may mean not just equal expenditures for all pupil. but greater expen
ditures for underprivileged children. It may also mean more concern with 
Ichool or cta.srooa social and racial c01llposition." (8) 

In the findings of a more recent study, "Racial Isolation in the Public Schools" 
by the Federal Commission on Civil Rights, in 1967, it was asserted that racial 
isolation must be totally eliminated before equality of educational opportunity 
can be afforded minority races. 

Since the concept of equal educational opportunity is subject to further evol
ution, an alternative to including it in a goal statement is to leave it to the 
legislature and appropriate educational authority to define the concept in the 
light of new knowledge. Judicial decisions have required that an educational sys
tem prOVide equal educational opportunity, hence, omitting it from the constitution 
would not appear to deprive citize~.·of an opportunity they would have if that 
language were included. 

A problem in providing quality education is financial in nature. (See Research 
Study No. 35 for detailed discussion.) A school district's budget is dependent, 
in part, on property taxes and taxable wealth. In the 1974 primary election in 
Franklin County, only 1 of 6 requests for new school taxes were approved by the 
voters and 2 school levys were renewed, according to the Dispatch (May 8, 1974, 
p. 29, col. 1). If the constitution requires the legislature to provide quality 
education, and the state continues to rely on voter acceptance of additional taxes, 
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the legislature may be unable to carry out its constitutional mandate without 
a guarantee of additional money by the state. The new Montana constitution re
quires the legislature to fund and distribute the state's share of educational 
costs to school districts in "an equitable manner ll This may allow the unequal• 

taxable wealth of school districts to be balanced out by unequal allocation of 
funds to compensate for poverty and extreme wealth in school districts. A further 
consideretion 1s that wealthy school districts might not be using that money to 
pro\ride "high quality" education, even though the !IlOney is available. 

The language of the newer constitutions cited above, with the exception of 
Virginia, all provide for an education for all persons, rather than for per,oDs 
of compulsory school age. Certainly~ Ohio would want to approach very cautiously 
constitutional language that would commit the state to providing free educatiODal 
services to all persons forever. One alternative would be to provide free elem
entary and .econdary education with an option of providing additional free edu
cation as provided by law. The State Department of Education or Board- of Regents 
could maintain institutions of higher education and vocational education, offering 
more advanced education than they now provide, at additional coat to the Itudent, 
as is now the case. In addition, perhaps the state could contact with existing 
corporations to make use of industrial facilities at minimal cost to the student, 
thereby reducing the cost and duplication of schools buying instructional equip
ment, such 8S computers. A belief affirmed by the newer state constitutions is 
that it is in the interest of the state to provide its citizens with educational 
opportunities that will allow persons to develop to their fullest potential. 

A final consideration for a statement of educational goals in the constitution 
is whether to include the word "fundamental" to describe the goal. A concern of 
the Illinois Constitutional Convention was to illustrate in the constitution the 
importance of education. The original proposal of the Education Committee was 
to state that education was "(t)he paramount goal of the people of the state". (9) 
The consensus at the Convention was that the word "paramount" was too strong, and 
"fundamental" was substituted for it. In the recent U.S. Supreme Court cale of 
San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez, 93 S.Ct. 1278 (1973) the 
Court held that education was not a fundamental right - not a constitutionally 
protected right. It is difficult to gauge the import of including "fundamental" 
in the constitution in reference to education. Fundamental goal and fundamental 
right do not appear to have the same meaning, and it would depend on the specific 
case brought before the courts as to what interpretation llfundamental" would be 
given. 

Conclusion 

In considering whether to include a statement of the goal of education in 
the Ohio Constitution, the committee should take into account certein standards 
that must be applied to a system of education as a result of judicial review. 
If the state provides an educational system, it must provide equal educational 
opportunity for all persons attending the system; the educational system may not 
discriminate on the basis of race, creed, or national origin; no person of com
pulsory school age may be excluded from the system of public education without 
due process. 

By expanding on the present constitutional language of "a thorough and ef
ficient system of CODDOn schools" several new concept could be added. A phrase 
denoting quality education might be included. Some statement of thetmportance 
of education, which mayor may not use "fundamental" would offer constitutional 
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recognition of how vital education i8; some educators claim this recognition is 
lacking in the present language. The constitution could specify who shall be 
educated by the .y.stem, and may state that all persons shall be educated to some •degree of proficiency or self-reliance. A statement of the benefits which should 
be derived from the educational system, although it would be difficult to state, 
would offer some mea,urina device - some way of gauging whether people who grad
uate from the system are entitled to further (free) education. Finally, a state
ment about equitable funding for education could be included which would leave it 
up to the legislature to determine how such equality should be brought about. • 
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APPENDIX "AI' 

The exclusion of mentally retarded persons of compulsory school age from the 
public educational Iystem was examined in P.A.R.C. v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 
343 F. SUPPa 279 •• iu 1971. The Federal District Court held that due process must 
be observed in removing a mentally retarded persom from the public school system 
and required each .chool to grant a hearing before a child is classified as re
tarded and transferred to a class outside of the normal school program. 

The exclu.ion of certain school age persons from the Ohio public school 
system is provided for in Sec. 3321.05 of the Ohio Revised Code. The section. 
set forth below. doe. not grant a hearing to a child who may be certified out of 
the public school syltem by reason of hie haVing been "determined to be incapable 
of profiting .ubstantially by further instruction" and this practice of exclusion 
may be unconstitutional under the due process clau•• of the 14th Amendment to the 
U.S. Coa.titution. 

Sec. 3321.05 R.e. "A child of compul'ory school age may be determined to be 
incapable of profiting lubstantiatly by further instruction. 

The .tate board of education may prescribe .tendard. and exaDdnations or 
te.t. by which .uch capacity may be determined, and pre.cribe and approve the 
agencie. or individuals by which they shall be applied or conducted; but the cap
acity of a child to benefit substanUally by further instruction shall be deter
mined with reference to that available to the particular child in the public 
schools of the district in which he resides. and no child shall be determined to 
be incapable of profiting substantially by further instruction if the superinten
dent of public instruction, pursuant to board standard., finds that it is feasible 
to provide for him in such district. or elsewhere in the public school system. 
special classes or schools, departments of special instruction or individual 
instruction through or by which he might profit lub8tantially, according to his 
mental capacity as 80 determined. In prescribing, formulating. applying, and giv
ing 8uch standards, examinations or tests, the state board of education may call 
for ••• i.tance and advice upon any other department or bureau of the state, or 
upon eRy appropriate department of any university 8upported wholly or partly from 
.tate appropriations. 

The result of each examination or telts made.with the recommendation of the 
agency or individual conducting the .ame, shall be reported to the superintendent 
of public instruction, who. subject to board standards, may make the determina
tion authorized in this section. If a child is determined to be incapable of 
profiting substantially by further instruction, such determination shall be cer
tified by the superintendent of public instruction to the superintendent of schools 
of the district in which he resides, who shall place such child under the super
vision of a vialting teacher or of an attendance officer, to be exercised as long 
al such child is of compulsory school age. The superintendent of public instruc
tion shall keep a record of the name. of all children so determined to be incapable 
of profiting substantially by further instruction and a like record of all such 
children residing in any Ichool district shall be kept by the superintendent of 
school. of such district. Upon request of the parents. guardians, or persons 
having the care of 8uch child whose residence has been changed to another school 
district the superintendent of schools shall forward a card showing the status of 
.uch child a8 80 determined to the superintendent of schools of the district to 
which the child has been moved. 

Any determination made under this section may be revoked by the state board 
of education for good cause .hewn. 

A child determined to be incapable of profiting substantially by further 
instruction ahall not hereafter be admitted to the public schools of the state 
whUe luch dete1'1ll1nat1on remains in force." 
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• A PROPOSED GOAL STATEMENT� 

00 EDUCATION� 

FOR THE OHIO CONSTITUTION� 

• "The goal of the public education system shall be to provide for 

• 

all persons in Ohio, regardless of wealth or place of residence within 
the state, equal opportunities for educational programs which will prepare 
them to the extent of their individual talents and abilities to live as 
self-reliant adults and to exercise the social, economic, and political 
rights and responsibilities of independent citizens in a democratic society." 

• 
William A. Harrison Jr. 
Staff Director 
Education Review Committee 
Ohio General Assembly 

• September 25, 1974 
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Ohir.)" Constitution"l Revision Corilinission 
Educ;:.tion and Bill of Rights CCIT1l.1ittee •October 1) 1975 

•The Educati.o:l and Bill of Rishts Committee recommends the follo,.'ling i:lC tion on 
Article VI of the Ohio Constitution: 

Article VI 

Section Subject� Recom!nenda tion- -� • 
Section 1� Funds for education and religious No change 

pur.poses 

Secti.on 2� COflGr.on school fund to be raised; No change 
hOt'l controlled • 

Section 3� Public school system No change 

Section 4� State board of education; super No chanee 
intendent of public instruction •Section 5� Loans for higher education No change 

In the process of studying these consti.tutiona~ provl.sl.onS, the committee 
considered staff research memos and heard tes tilr.ony on current eallcn tion topics 
with constt1:'llti-onaL relevance: "g.oah!-of-edueat±!mr::edticat:ional governance; aid •to nonpublic schools; financing elementary and secondary education; .md higher 
education. These will be discussed in the report) individually. 

• 

• • 

• 

• 
-1
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TH~ EDUCATIOn ARTICLE� 
Article VI� 

•� Section 1. The principal of all funds, arising from the sale, or other disposition 
of Lmds, or other property, granted or ("ntrus ted to this ::.tate for educational and reli
:sious p'lrposes, sl... ll be used or disposed of in such manner as the General Assembly 
sila II presct"ihe by law. 

Section� 2. The General Assembly shall m&ke such prov~s~ons, by taxation, or other
•� wise, as, with the income arising from the school trust fund, will secure a thorough 

and effici~nt system of con~oa sclloo1s throughout the Stcte; but, no religious or other 
sect, or sects, sh<1l1 ever have any exclusive right to, or control of, any part of the 
school funds of this Stat~. 

Section� 3. Provision s:loll b~ made by law for the organization, administration and 
•� control of the public school system of the state supported by public funds: provided, 

th<1t eiJch school district embr<lced \;hol1y or in part \vithin dny city shall hc;ve the power 
by -referendu:-:l vo te to detennine for i tse lf the number of rr.embers .:In<l the organization of 
the district bOBr~ of ed~cation, and provision shall be made by law for the exercise of 
this power b~ such school districts. 

•� :.icction 4. Tll'~rc shall be a st<:.te 
::>ucll '.n;,nncY" .. :1(\ for such t'~rms es s:1011 
tl~Jl(;';:'.t of rll1>lic:.:l:~trllcti01l, ·.V~1.0 5:1c,11 
The resp~ctive powers und duties of th~ 

~H; 1" il'cd by 1[;.'.-1. 

• 

board of education 'hhich shall be selected in 
O.;! pl:ovided by la~'). There sh811 be u superin

bc ;,ppointl'd by the S.t<:itc bOC1rd of education. 
boprd and of the superintendent shall be pre

• ~)cction 5. '1'0 increase opportunities to the residents of this state for higher edu

• 

C<1tiO:1, it ie: h0t'c:hy <.',r"tcrminr:d to be in the public 5-nte'rest and a prbpe't'p'nb'lic'p'u-rpbse 
[01" til(~ ,'j t,. tc to .-~l1"1."~ntee the rc[f(}~Tr.lcnt of loans rr.sde to res idents of this s tel te to 
nssi~Jt tltClll i.n mc('t~_,l;':; the expenses of ottcnding an institution of higher education. 
LiJ\.'s nl':iY be pus sed f~o carry il1to effect such purpose including the paytnent, ~·:hen required, 
oC <tlij' such ::,;u<lruutct2 fraT! ldO!1'~YS available for such payment after first providin;s the 
ulOn~ys pccess<.il")' 1:0 r,1c,;t t~le r-eC:!lirem~nts of any bonds or other obligations heretofore 
or b..:re<,ft;,1." ':'L\t:'.OJ::L;~eu by <;:11Y section of the Constitution. ~llch l~,]s emu r;uarantees 
slwll not 1Jt2 Sl!~)':;C:ct to tll(~ Ib:it&tions 01~ rec:uil"C~r.:ents of Article VIII or of Section 11 
of il:::t5.ch: ~~II of tllC Ccnstic.:'.ltion. ,t\U,ended Suostitute HallS€: 3ill 618 enacted by the 
G(';wcc,l� ~\ss(,;::bly or: July 11, 1961, auci A:aend'~d Senate Bill :':0. 284 enacted by the Gr"neral 

• A~:S2:,1.Y'L/ 0:, i·;e;y 23, 1'):)3, and all appropri.2tions of rr:oneys Ir.cde for the purpose of such 
en&ctil~nts, bre hcr~by vali~fitcrl, ~atificd, confirmed, &nd epproved in all respects, 
an(~ they sh.:.i1.1 he :i.n full force .::nd effect £ro'l1 and aftej~ the effective date of this 
sl;ction, 'IS la'"s of this state unti.l ",mended or repr;;uled by la~v. 

• 
, 

• 

I 
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IntJ:o.luction: Hi.stor;, or ~d~lC:<it·i.on 5.:1 C~1i~ • 
The.! state's responsild.liLy to provide for an eCllcatioyw1 sysLem is Gc'-i·"cG in part 

frol:1 ..\menclment X to the Feder[.l Constitution, reserving cert<:in pO\'Jcrs to the states 

and to the peoph!. The Federal Con::;titution does not place responsibility for educa- • 

tion in the federal government. The Ordin,:mce of 1785 emphasized the idea tlwt educa

tion is a state function by reserving section 16 in each township "for the maintenance 

of public schools 'Jithin said township." The virtues of "relii;ion, morality Clnd knmv- • 

ledge" t·iei:e extolled by the Horthtvest Ordinance of 1787, tvhich stated thr.'.: "schools 

and the means of education shall forever be encouraged'.'. Ohio wC.s the first Gtate to 

he admitted to the Union from the Northwest Territory, and was the first state to receive • 

a Brant of seetioll 16 for school purposes according to the 1785 ordinance. In early 

l~nd purchases froul C6ngress sections were reserved for reliHious purpo~es nnd for the 

fvund'ltiotl of a university, now Chio University in Athens, Chio. • 
The 1802 Constitution contained two provisions related to educDtion: 

Article VIII, Section 3. " ••• But religion, morality and knot'J1edge, being es

sent.i~_necessary' to good government and the happiness of mankind, schoolS and the • 
means of instruction shall forever be encouraged by legislative provision, not incon

s:l.stent with the rights of conscience." 

Article VIII, Section 25. "That no law shall he passed to prevent the poor in • 
the sevc>ril1 counties o.nd to'..Hlnhips ~lithin this state from an eql1C:;l participation in 

the SChools, academies, colleges and universities within this state, which nre endowed, 

in whole or !n part, from the revenue arising from donations made by the United States, • 

for the support of schools and colleges; and the doors of the said schools, academies 

and universities, shall be open for the reception of scholars, students and teachers, 

of every grade, without any distinction or preference ~hatever, contrary to the intent • 

for \vhich said donations t-lcre mc:.de. 

Early legislation concerning schools and school lanGs indicated a fragmented ep

proach on the part of the legislature in carrying out its constitutional mandate, as • 
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described in the following quotP.: 

• 
"The encouragement of public education by legislative provision as 

specified in t:1e constitution was inter?reted by the Legislature to mean 
the p~ssin3 of a large number of acts to meet the special needs or desires 
of particular districts, or, even in the case of school lands, the desires 
of certain individuals. The general la~.;s passed at that time may be said 
to have pointed out methods of organization and control instead of devising 
any efficient system of supervision or of inflicting any penalties in order

• to bring about specific educational res~lts. They were largely permissive 
in nature, oftell leaving the initiative to the discre tion of the local 
communities ••• " (1) 

Legislation concerning leasing of lands for support of schools was passed in 1803. 

•� and in 1806 provision ~-1as l!1L\de for the division of tmmships into divisions for the pur• 
pose of establishing schools, by elected trustees. The first general school act was 

not passed until 1821. The act authorized the trustees of any civil township to sub

•� mit to a vote of the tmmspeople the question of organizing school districts. The 

legislation did not prove very effective, because of its permissive nature, and the 

act fai.led to provide a system of taxation. Subsequently, the studies of a 1egislative

The administration of the school system prior to the 1851 Constitutional Conven

4t� tion went throu0h sevp.ral phases. Control of schools was local and fragmented until 

1838) ~dlen the office of State Superintendent of Common Schools was created. Samuel 

LC"Jis, elected by joint resolution of both houses <::nd commissioned by the Governor. 

•� \,1as the first to hold the office. His duties were mostly clerical and subordinated 

to the Secretary of State. In 1840, the office of Superintendent was abolished because 

of "opposition". An accomplishment of Hr. Lelvis' administration \0,7as the Law of 1838. 

4t� \';t1ich 3C1ve a de3ree of organization and leadership to the school system with the creation 

of ta>vl1ship and county s'-:perintendents and sub-dis tric ts. In 1840, the superintendents'

positions I-Jere abolished. An umvorkable situation arose from the creation of sub-dis-· 

4t� tricts ~t the discretion of Jistrict directors and the appoint~ent of directors by 

township trustees. This split in aut!writy resulted in schools being under dual con

trol of p<lrties not necessarily having the same interests. 

4t 
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of St:;tl:c. ex officio. une n:ile.';ton(' OCClIiTiltJ <Juri-ne t1'Q31.' )'CClj:S, hut not ;; result 

of Qf[orts by the Secrct.:::ry of St<!tc. ,HiS the Akron La',.}. P:H:s(~d in 1847. c!:itCio1i::.hin:.; 

the firnt free graded schools i.n Ohio <:.nd pro'!idin:; for tLc election of G directors • 
of common schools. In 181~Sl, the provisions of this act ,:ere cxtended to all Inunj.cipc1

ities havin3 at least 200 inh&b1tants. 

Since most 3enernl legisl1:\tion en.?ctcd prior to the 1850-1851 Constitutional Con- • 

vention ~~us. concerned '.·lith tile local school districts, convention deleg3t2s spo:ee in 

favor of df'visine a statc~'idc system of' educction. Several itCr.1S considered by the 

St"lll(1in~ Connnittcc on Edl:c<lti.:,n ~ppc.:-;!.· to be more legisl::>tivc than constitutio:LaJ. m&ttel·S .• 

The failure of the le~isl;::tl'rc to take the l2£ldership r.wy 11..-.'12 proU1pt(~cl the convention 

to consider includi'lS" some o[ t(lese itCl["s i.n the fund.:trr:ent.:.~ lim. One proposal ,-Jollld 

have recalled money feom tlw Surplus Revenue Fund for educntional finence. Othe:T pro • 
posals include": provi~ions r;',ciking it n constituti.onal duty of the Legislc;ture to pro

vide [or the election of a Superintendent of Common Schools; securing comr.:on schools 

from contr-01 by religious groups,- autholi>i.zing _the~J.ec4:.ion or appointment-oOi-..a~tan.t- • 
snped.n.tendcnts to effee t a u:1ifor:-a s)'s tern of common schools; mc;kin::; 6 rmnths the min

i.mllm 11"2.<11 school year; provic1in~ for se;3regated schools, L!nl(~ss pcpul1::r vote chose 

othcnvise; unc1 cr.e[jtill~ a st..:t.c r;cboo1 fund to provide reven!1e of $1,000,0\);). The Com- • 

mittee findl; <.I~recd to the foll0'..JiuG as the ;;;utlc,ltioa 11rti.cle (Article VI) of the O:lio 

Constitution, <.Ind it 'ws rntif5.ed by the electorate in 1351: 

Sec 10n • ,(; pr1.nc~p.:;J. o. a . urws ar1s~n;; ):rO::l ne 58 e, or at 1er~t' 1 'Til ... f 11 f' .. ,. t' 1 1 •
disposition of l41ndf' or other property, 6r41nted or entrL1sted to t:'1is stcte� 
for educ~tiona1 a~d relizious purposes, shDll forever be preserved inviol~te.
 

and umHuinisllcd.j dnd, t:l€ iliCOin~ 2.risin;::; therefrcr::, sh<.J.l De fc.i.til';L·lly� 
applied to the specific objects of the ori~i0~1 LrEnts, or appropri&t50ns.� 

Sec tien 2. The gt:mer Q 1 L:S 5cmb 1y sll.:lll mde::! such pl."ovis ions, by tc.:x.s tiO~l • 
or othen:ise, U~. '.•"il:h t~lc income c1risin~ from tI:<.: sc:w01 trt'st fu:-,d, ;o'ill� 
secure .:l ti1Orou;)1 Cir;l efficient system of COWT,lor, SC!lOoJ.::; t:lroL~2i:Cllt t0c2� 
st.::ite; but no ;:cJ.i.:::i.ou:::; or ')ther ~;("ct. 0r ,,"'cts. s!1<.:ll ~ver h&V2 ill"!.)" exclusive� 
riij,ht to, or control 0':, .::ny p,,-,rt of the schools f~mcls of t:~2 stc.:tc.� 

At the time the Cc,nstit'.ltiOll;:l Conventio:L ',vas cO!1siderinz the educ&tion article, • 
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the General Assembly pElssed an act l-ecre.::tin;; the office of state superintendent Olnd 

crc.::tin3 .:: St.:::.tc 30a1"d of Public Instruction of 5 mC:1:DeLS to b~ .::ppointed by the G,:;neral

• Asscn:oly. 'i''nc duties ..lere limited p1"i~arily to collection of statistics &nd preparation 

of rcpo~ts, ~nd to divide the st~tc i~to 4 districts. The &ct was ino~erntive due to 

f.::ilurc of the Gcnc1"(~l Assembly to c:ppoint the ol"iginal five-mail board. As a result, 

• the LmJ of lG53 \"38 passed providin~ for the "reorganizutio.1, supervisiot1, and mainten

~nce of COU;1on schools". The ~ct re-established the office of state superintendent under 

the title St.::tc COl~lissioner of COmlll0n Schools, and the office-holder was elected for a 

• term of three years. The provisions of this .:lct remained in effect untilol 1912, t'Jhen, 

by constitutioncl mnen<1rr.ent, the lc~isl;::ture \.'&s mand.;;tcd to provide for the organization 

of pU0lic schools, and to provide city school districts \Jith the pO~'Jer to determine the

• nur:lber. of members .::..nd. or:;ani~.::..tion of dis trict school boards. 

Betueen 1853 Dnd 1912, there \las a reorganization of school district leadership 

tilrOlt~:l sever.;'}l legisl.:ltive enL:ctmcnts, and the administrative pO~.Jer of the state com

• missioner began to increase. An 18/) law required the cOdiiication of schaal laws re

L.ltinS to the commissioner of common schools. Local bO<1rds of :=ducution \Jere required 

to report annually to the state con~issioner on demand. The commissioner was re~uired 

• to report annually to the Governor and to the General AsseI~ly. An 1893 law 88ve the� 

commissioner the duty to require the attend,mce of nIl children betl.Jeen eight and six�

teen in the schools. Another factor \"hich indirectly augmented the pm-Jer of the state� 

• commissioner ~-)as the rising interest in school consolidation \,'hich \'J8s£irst attempted 

in the Kingshill township board of education in 1892, where children were transported 

to a village school. ThE' favorable results perhcps influenced the General Assembly

• to provide fo1.- its expanded usc by <lets ~-]hich legalized payments for transportation 

from the school district funt! in ID92 and 1900, and an 1898 .:lct providins th<lt the 

schools of uny rural district of the state might be centralized by a vote of the people

• and trnnsportation provided. 

Several other developments in education \.'hich IJere mz.de prior to the 1912 Con
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stitutiOllo.l Conv('ntion inr:lu(;e tt.:::C;,Cl: c(!l'tificr:tion ~,nc1 instructioll of tc.:c'C:1C:CS. • 
The first <J.ttCIr.pt to pass lc;sislcltion '.:h·reby the st<:te '.:OL1J.(1 ,W[;llr::C ref:p::>11si.ilility 

for the trainin:3 of tCDchers by scttin~; up and contT.'ollin~ nor:nol :(;11001s occurrec in 

190Q"and was defeated in GIQt yeDr, lCQvins trnining and certification to local ~iscre- • 

t:lon. Another iJrc.:J of dl~vel()pl:1cnt \.'':S I-he introductton of t};(· hi:)1 schoo}, lnade pos

r.il,le, in ininciplc', by t}l(· j\k,-on L:i~' of 181:7 \·:1Ii.c1l eS~<lbJ.ir.;l\(.;(i UIC ::;n:d",d school system. 

rrior to th;:;t, <.111 scilools \,ere elcl:1E'nt<.ry and \,ere or[';Gaizcd in [,ccord,lnc:0 \:ith locd. • 

interests. In 1853, a law ~~s passed granting Duthority to boards of education in 

ci tics, townships, villa;Jes and specie1 school districts to est,,'[)lish end maintain 

hi~l schools. Before- that yenr, opportunities in higher educ~tion were provided hy • 
acadernips, of which there were 501 second level academies, cnd 126 institutions of 

hi.gher edllcation. The course of study in high schools ~'las directed, to c:: large e:<tent, 

by college entrance requirements, prior to 1902, and the course of study ~,aS not uni • 
form. One <:luthor notes: 

"0n(~ of the i,m:,ort:mt f'i','.:'lcies for est.:lblishmcnt of !;tancl;:;rds tor the� 
proLr,,1ll of c tudit:s h.1s been the co1lc2.c~ throll~h th(~ir cntrDnce rc';n:'rcments.� 
'J:llCY VJcre espeC~aiJ.y l":P0l"Li~llt prl:V10ll~; LO l';UI. Ul tliC DI)SellCC OJ. i.llI), <l'~
 • 
creditin~ nt~(~llcif'~ for id.;.jh schoolr. ••• The progrnm of high school inspection 
by the Did.o Stilte U:livcn:ity \-1<1S more extensive th.-:n any other hi~:ler insti
tution in the state. It inspected schools by persollal inspection in 1888. 11 (3) 

The Brumbaugh Lm~ of 1902 defined \.ha t a high school was, Clnd offered definitions •
for clemcntury schools c::nd colleges. 11i[;h schools were divicled into three grc:.den: 

l~ year; 3 )'2.:1'('; and 2 year. The Commissioner of Com..-non Schools '.,'as required to dc:

terminc the ~radc of each high school and issue a certificate to the board of education. •
Certification of schools Hen tnken ndv~nta3e of prior to 1914 pri~~~i1y by s~aller 

school d5.stricts, \"'hich felt thet it gave them somQ authority to hc;ve sl~ch ~ certifi

catc on their school ~.'alls. The city districts refrained from getting certified and • 
remained apart from the stote system of education in this regard until after 1914. 

Another inportant c.eve1opmellt in the early 1900's ,o,'as the adoption 0:: th'2 School Code 

of 1904, enacted "to provide for the organization of common schools of the state of •
Ohio." The Code provided for four CLlSSCIJ of school districts: (1) city school dis
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• 
tricts with n population·of over 5000; (2) village school districts; (3) township 

school districts - civil townships independent of cities or villages; (4) special 

school districts - school distriets not included in th~ other clessification with a 

total vzluation of not less than $100,000. 1be Code provided for boards of education 

•� 
for the dis tricts and for govern.mce of districts solely by the respective boards.� 

The law required boards to fix rates of taxction necessary for school levy, to present 

bond issues to the electors, issue bonds, administer property, etc. The passage of 

• 
this law in 1904 put the emphasis oncentralization and consolidation rather than on 

toto1nship control. The state furthered its control by passage of a law in·l906 known 

as th~ State Aid System for W~ak School Districts. Under its provisions, the state 

• 
commiss ioner of COrnt:lon schools \.;as responsib Ie for adminis tering the fund according 

• 

to law ~nd with the approval of the State Auditor. The state also set standards which 

had to be met before schools could receive any financial aid •. The state maintained as 

part of its condition for granting funds, that salaries had to be at a certain level. 

It is not curprising th~t politic~l pressure w~s brought to bear en the state commis

sioner, tiho t!8S an elected official, by some legislators who sought aid for their 

•� districts. Perhaps this political pressure influenced delegates to the 1912 Consti�

• 

tutional Cunvention in their decision to make the commissioner appointed by the gov

ernor, rather than elected. 

The iraportance of state control of education ~Jas the subject of debate in the 

• 

1912 Constitutional Convention. Persons repreeenting local districts and sub-districts 

fougllt for retention of pmJer by those units. Others thou2ht that the department of 

education l•.'US second in importance only to the Governor's office, and spoke in favor 

of state control, pron~ting the idea that the head of such a vital department must be 

• 
provided for in the Constitution. Although the delegates generally agreed that an 

appointed l1c~d would be less of a political being than an elected person, there was 

some indecision 2S to t!hether or not the tel~ of office of superintendent should expire 

at the SDnK: tin:e as the term of the r;overnor 100ho c::ppointed him. The representatives of 
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local bO<lrds of educutiOl1 dem"IltlE::d tlwt members of those bO<lrds be elected by persons I 

~ 
from the dis tric t to be eove-rned. The referendum vote provided by Sec tion 3 \vas or.ig-

I 

inally proposed by the committee studying horne rule for momicipali.ties; ho~·:ever, the 

proposal was referred to the education committee since some school uistricts embraced I
I•

areas larger than municipal corporations. The convention adopted t\VO amenuments to 1
I 

Article VI: 

Section 3. Provision shall be made by law for the organization, administra
tion and control of the public school system of the state supported by public • 
funds; provi<.10d tlwt eac11 school district e:r:braced w!lOlly or in part ~vithin finy 
city shall h<lve the pO',Jer by refcn~nduul vote to determine for itself the number 
of members and the organization of the district board of cduc"tion, and provision 
ahllil he made by law for the exercise of this pmver by suell school districts. 

Section 4. 'A ou~r.intcndent of public instruction to replace the stEte • 
con~is~ioncr of coumon schools, shall be included as one of the o~ficers of the 
executive dep~,rtmcnt to be Cippoin_teti by th.::: zovernor, fur tIle t(-~rl1l of four 'years, 
with the pmJers ·.mel duties now exercised by the state commissioner of COll'.mon 
schools until othcn1ise provi.ded by hw, snd \vith slIch othe-r po~~e...s ss rnay be 
proviued by 1m". • 
The adoption of the t\\'O constitutional amendments in 1912 opened the Goor Ifor 

sts.te coatrol and consoliddtj,on. Cne move:men f: \vhich g<.dneLl r,~on1(~nturr. at tj~at time \,'<)S 

,.h,.. T'\p/>n for 11'Orp. nttp.T'\tinn to the 't'urfll Rchool Rv~tP.l1'I. The tvoe of jnstruction offered • 
at rural schools wac not conducive to education on rural rnntters and fDiled to educate~ 

the studE~nts on th~ opportunities in rural life. In 1913, the ~t&te School Survey Com

mission \1 .. 5 formed [It the Gove.:nor'5 requnst to study tlte schools in the state. The • 
survey resulted in the passa;se of tIle NC\'J Rural School Code in 1911+, 'VJhich created a 

county achool district, county boards of education, a co~nty superintendent witll prop~r 

euucatioual ~ualifications unu stricter certification rcquireLlents. The code resulted • 

in a system of 88 county superintendents, elected by the county boar.d of education, \>iith 

powers and duties provided by law, Bud effected a clearer network of responsibility and 

feedback for the Superintendent of Public Instruction than did the previously existing • 

maze of locally controlled units. The introduction of the county system ffiade possible 

the l~ndling of local concerns by the county in the interest of efficiency, bvt the 

adlllinistt"<ltion and running of the schools ori a state-wi.de basis remained the province • 
of the Superintendent of Public Instruction~:. 
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• 
In 1917, the Stnte J3otir(i of Education tJas created by Senate Bill No. 139, in accor

dance with an act of Congress providin~ for national aid for vocational education. The 

board consisted of the superintendent of public instruction and six appointed members, 

not n~ore than three from the sarr.e political party. Two had two-year terms, tTNO had tenus 

• 
of four years and two had terms of six years. The board had full power to formulate 

plans for the promotion of education in agriculture, co~nercia1, industrial, trade, and 

• 
home economic subjects. The superintendent of public instruction was vested with power 

to administer the fund. 

Two factors of major importance in the development of the State Deplrtment of Edu

cation \vere the Reorganization BilJ. of 1921 and the depression. The 1921 bill named 

the head of the Department of Education lfState Superintendent of Public Instruction and 

•� 

• Director of ':::ducationlf , and he \Jas assigned the duties previously delegated to the super�

intp.ndent of public instruction, as well as made executive officer and chairman of the� 

state board of vocational education and chairman of the state library board. The Direc�

tor t1aS empowered to regulate the government of his department, in ways not inconsistent 

\vith the lmJ. Under the 1921 legislation, the Department of Education specifically re

• 
ceived the poweL to recommend standards for primary and secondary education, as well as 

standards for professionnl schools aud colleges and examinations. The State Department 

of Educ.Jtion \Ola8 made the [i(lministerin~ a~ncy of state aid \dth' great discretionary 

• authority. This pO\ver \oJ<lS of vital importance during the depression, because most school 

districts couldn't afford to keep their schools open unless they received additional 

funding. The 1920's were marked by increased legislation to provide money to keep schools 

• going. In 1921, the legislature provided for an educational equalization fund to become 

operctive in 1925, but the sources of revenue proved inadequate and many schools were 

inclll-ring large Llebts. The director of education \,'as directed, in 1923, to fix a ten

• tative salary schedule, expense schedule and transportation schedule for participants in 

the state's educational e~ualization fund. The deficit fer school districts increased 

throu;;hout the ea:ly 1930' s ...nct in 1933 it \·!as about 22.5 million dollars. In recogni
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nit:lon of th(~ 1,'Ollllti.lll,;. prl)h]l~lII'3 ill r:chool fi.llilncl~, the Ohio ,~duultion;:1. Ilssoeiation, 1.n 

1931, lldopted tl rllsol.Lltion to funt! <l ~1l:::Vl'Y of the schools in order to better underst<lnd 

the problems of fi11uncing public education. In 1932, the Governor requested B.O. Skinner, 

th~n Director of Education, to appoint a con:mission to study the financial problems of 

state schools. The commission's report said that "in its program for public education, 

Ohio had placed responsibility on the local districts and forced the prope~ty tax to 

bear nearly all the tax burden, which amounted to 97 per cent of the cost of education. 

Only about 4 per cent was paid from the state treasury.1I (4) The commission recommended 

the Hort Plan, Hhich \'las rejected. Basically, the plan provided for the state to guar

antee each school <l fo,undation up to a certain level for each pllpil and then the local 

district could use :l.ts mom discretion as to ho~'l much it wanted to tax itself to augment 

the subsidy. In 1935; the Scl~ol Foundation Program Law was adopted, which was basically 

the s<:Ime as the defeated Hort Plan. The major difference was that the county board \'las ~ 
required to file a plan for reorganization with the Superintendent of Public Instruction 

by a certain date, and the Superintendent ,,,as en pO\'lered to ac t if the county board I 

failed to act or members failed to agree on tile plan~ 

Also in 1935, the examination and certification of teachers was removed fro~ local t
I 

ex~mining boards and placed in the Department of Education, by legislation abolishing 

local boards of examiners. 

No In.1jor changes i.n department structure or pm'lers occurred during the following 

t"JO decades. The continued fin[Lncing of educ<ltion by the Foundation IIct gradually ap

pe8r~d to be~nadequate, and the number of school a3ed children increased at a rapid • 
rate. These conditions led the legislature, in 1953, to proviae for a School Survey Com

mittee to make a comprehensive study of the state's school system. III its report the 

committee recomm~nded a complete overhaul and proposed a foundation program ~,'hich would • 

provid~ a competent teacher for every 30 pupils. The committee recoIT012nded th~t there 

be an elected State Bo~rc of Ed~cation composed of citizens havin3 staggered terws of 

six years. The creation of a constitutionally authorized State Board of Education had • 
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h~d been proposed unsuccessfully, periodically between 1850 and 1939. In 1939, upon 

recommendation of the Governor, the legislature proposed an nmendment to the Constitution 

•� \.,7hich read: "There shall ~e a state board of education to be constituted by lew, whose 

members shall serve without compensation. There shall be a director of education, who 

shall be appointed by the state board of education. The respective powers and duties 

•� of the board and of the director shall be prescribed by la\.,7." The amendment was defeated 

in the 1939 election. In 1953 the legislature proposed an amendment to Section 4 of 

Article VI which was adopted in that year. 

•� Article VI, Section 4. There shall be a state board of education which shall 
,~ 

be selected in such manner and for such ter~ as shall be provided by law. There 
shall be a superintendent of public instruction who shall be appointed by the 
state bocrd of educ.:lt1on. The respective powers and duties of the board and of 
the superintendent sh~ll be prescribed by law. 

• Legislation regarding the board of education and the superintendent of public in

struction \.,70S enacted by the legislature in 1955, recommending a board with one member 

from t:!nch congressional district. The terms of office vJere to be determined by lot at 

,� IJ~ ..... ~.~~.':~ :'~ ...... :-:::':':"'_.:• ...,.P.":.:_,.....F~' ~ ..... I"\":~ ..... : "".f= ,,::1"..~ hn..,.,...,..1 ;'\nr1 .,...~~rr~r1 -f.,...I"\f'!'" t-~.,("\ 1:("\ ~;~ ~"P!1'1:"!C: i'r\ nl1r

I� . " • ~~: ~ ..,-" ~ t "';Jr .. ~~ ........ 

ation. Sections 3301.01 to 3301.07, inclusive, of the Ohio Revised Code deal ~ith.the 

State Bonrd of Education. A major power of the board is the appointment of the super

•� intellucnt of public instruction. Some of the other pm.,7ers, as described by Section 

3301.07, include supervision of the system of education, formulation of policy and eval

uation of plans pertaining to public school and adult education, administration and 

•� supervision of distrihution of all state and feden-.l funds for educction, preparation 

of minimum stnndards for all elementary and high schools, provision of advisory ser

vices to school districts and to report and recommend annually to the Governor and the 

•� legisluture on the status and needs of Ohio schools. 

TIle s ta tu tes \1hich provide for the pO\vers ;:lnd duties of the Superintendent of 

Public Instruction appear i.n Sections 3301.08 to 3201.13, inclusive, of the Ohio Revised 

•� Code, <:.ncJ include scrvil'G <.IS the executive end <":Gl~iLlistrc.tivc he.:.d of the board of ed

ucution, e=:ccuti~: educution~l polic~c3 ~nd directives of the Board, providing technical 

ulhI pro[essioil~l u3sist.:.nc0 to 5ch..:c1 c.istricts reGdrdin~ all aspects of education, 
I:. 
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pre~cribin~ fonns for finuncial and other reports from school dis~ricts, officers and 

employees us necessary, conducting studies und research projects for the iffipruve~ent 

of public schools, reportin6 annually to the Board on the activities of the d2pCirtment 

and needs and problems of public education. The Superintendent is ulso charged "ilith 

supervising all agencies over which the Board has administr.:itive control, incluc.ing 

schools for the education of handicapped child,en. !
. I� 

School and KLni.sterinl Lc.ncls ,
School and ministerial lands (lands for religious purposes) were held by the 

state in trust in accordance with land grants made by Congress in the 18th century. 

From the sale of school lands, which began in 1827, a fund for the support of corrnnon 
~
 

schools was established, consisting of money paid into the treasury from the sale of 
.� 

land for the support of schools donated by Congress and donations and legacies to the 

fund. The auditor of state was superintendent of the fund which was pledged for payment .. 

at 6% interest and known as the "irreducible debt". In 1917, the auditor became admin

istrator of the school and ministerial funds, and he invested the money from the lands, 

ial lands was divided among the re~ious denominations based on number of members liv~ 

ing in the townships. 

•�In 1968, the Supreme Court of the United States handed down several decisions 

throwing doubt on the constitutionality of such church-state relationships, and the 

Auditor of State ceased making annual payments to religious societies. That year, the 

•Auditor requested Congress to allow the state to dispose of school and ministerial lands 

and to pay the proceeds entirely to school districts. thereby eliminating the minister

1al and school land programs. The Ohio Constitution was ammded in 1968 to read; 

Article VI, Section 1. The principal of all funds, arising from the sale, 
or other disposition of lands, or other property, granted or entrusted to the 
State for educational and rel~gious purposes shall be used or disposed of in 
such manner as the General Assembly shall prescribe by law. 

Essentially, the 1968 amendmetlt and subsequent legislation enabled the General Assewbly 

to distribute' the principal as well 8S the interest of the funds to the schools. The 

I
I� 
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ministerial fund was transferred to the school fund, and the i~reducible debt was abo1

ished.� Section 501.05 of the Revised Code enabling the auditor to sell or dispose of 

•� school and ministerial lands. was amended in 1973 by Am. Sub. H.B. 11 to specify that 

the school boards must request t:.e sale of land and to give the auditor veto power over 

the school board's request. The veto guards against the sale of school lands, when such 

•� sale is in the interest of private persons but not in the interest of the inhabitants of 

the school districts. Sub. H.B. 11 also revised Section 501.09 of the Revised Code 

providing for the sale of ministerial lands and providing lithe appraisal of the property 

•� shall not take into consideration the value added to the property by othe5 improvements 

in this area". This law was observed as inadequate by the Auditor's office, in that it 

cost the state more money to survey the land than it could get from the sale, as the 

•� land had to be sold according to its 18th century value. The amendment to Section 501.09 

practically assures the state that it will rid itself of ministerial lands, without 

going to the expense of appraising it. stipulating liThe receipt of all rents due and an 

•� 
. .. .� 
.1.;.:~ti~t=. U~~lll~Uamount:� equal. l.0 Lrit! 1"<':111:. ';'us: U11~ yt=.<ll.- iLOlU a .1.~ <:Ill U.1. ... t=.J,

land. which offer the auditor shall accept." Although by provisions of Section 501.09, 

the state is soon to be rid of all its ministerial lands, a large amount of school land 

•� is still held by the state.(5) 

• 

• 

• 
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I. Goals of Education 

Ohio's Constitution contains two provisions relating to the goals of education. 

Article 1, Section 7 states that "Rel1gfon, morality and knowledee •••being essential to 

good government, it shall be the duty of the General Assembly ••• to encourage schools 

and the means of instruction. 1I In Article VI, Section 2, the General Ass,embly is direc

ted to
\\

make such provisions, by taxation, or otherwise, as with the income arising from 

the school trust fund, will secure a thorough and efficient system of common schools • 
throughout the State; ••• " The issue which is being dealt with in several of the newer 

state constitutions is whether the state should be mandated by the state constitution 

to prOVide for an education system with certain mandated objectives. Several constitu • 
tions that have been recently revised use language somewhat broader and more descriptive 

than Ohio's IIthorougli and effic:f.ent" language. The Education and Bill of Rights Com

mittee considered a memorandum which examined this constitutional language, including • 

a comparison, contrast, and analysis of each example • 

. As nQted earlier, the Federnl Constitution is silent on education and the pOtolCr 

to provide a system of publi....education 111 reserved ..t.o .. the. statee-.. In .spite of 'the ~ .. • 
states' authority to provide a system of education, the Federal Constitution, by Court 

interpretation, is being read today to require non-discriminatory application of edu

cationsl systems. As a result, some "goals" of an educational system, while: not stated • 
as such in constitutional or statutory law, must be assumed by the states as a result 

of the equal protection and due process guarantees of the Fourteenth Amendment to the 

U.S. Consti~tion, evolving from Supreme Court decisions. The first such decision was • 

in flessy v. Ferguson, 163 u.S. 537, (1896) which affirmed the "separate but equal" 

doctrine. Brown v. Bo~rd of Education of Topeka, 347 u.s. 483 (1954) rejected that 

doctrine, and the Supreme Court held that where the state has undertaken to provide • 
educational opportunity, it must be made available to all on equal terms. In the interim, 

and since the Brown decision, courts have focused on many areas of the educational process, 

not just the physical facilities. For example, in Sweatt v. Painter, 339 U.S. 629, • 
70 S. Ct. 848 (1950), the Court's examination went beyond the actual facilities of a 
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Texas Negro law school to find the school inferior to Texas Law School in "those quali

ties which are incapable of objective measurement", including such matters as al~ni, 

• prestige, and standing in the community. The court recognized that the two races were 

on unequal footing since segregation in education denied to Negroes access to the domi

nant racial groups which included most of the lawyers. judges, and jurors with whom a 

• lawyer invariably deals.� 

Most of the earlier education cases centered around discrimination against Negroes.� 

There have recently been several cases concerning other groups claiming that they are� 

• being deprived of an equal education by state law. One group traditiona~ly excluded� 

from the regular public school system consists of persons with handicaps. Two court� 

decisions in this decade have affirmed the rights of these persons to an education� 

• equal to that of "normal" studients in the state. In P.A.R.C. v. Connnonwealth of Penn�

sylvania. 343 F. Supp. 279 (1971), the court required free public education suited to 

their needs for all retarded children on the basis of the 14th Amendment Equal Protec

• tion'·Ghuee -requiring ,·equa1.educationa.l Opp0lrtunity for all children.; ,Tbe ..principle. 

established in P.A.R.C. was extended to all children labelled mentally retarded, emo

tionally disturbed, behavioral problems or hyperactive in Mills v. D.C. Board of Edu-, 

• cation. 348 F. Supp. 866 (1972). 

Other minority groups have been heard by the judicial system on claims thft because 

of various cultural handicaps or characteristics. the school system was denying them 

• equal educational opportunity. In Serna v. Portales Municipal Schools, U.S. District 

Court. N.M. 41 U.S.L.W. 2304 Olov. 11. 1972), the court found that the schools ignored 

the needs of Spanish-speaking students, and that even though the concentration of 

• Spanish-speaking students resulted from de facto segregation, the education being of

fered the Spanish in the "equa1 11 facilities TNas a denial of the equal protection clause 

of the 14th Amendment. In direct contrast to the Serne v. Portales decision stands 

• Lau v. Nichols) Court of Appeals, 9th Circuit, 41 U.S.L.W. 2389 (Jan. 5, 1973) which 

held tll0t San Francisco School Districts' failure to provide all non-English speaking 

Cl1inese students with special compensatory instruction in the English langu2~e did not 
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violate the 14th Amendment. 

A recent article in the Dickinson Law Review summarizes the present law as follows: 

"The Supreme Court of the United States has recognized that "education is 
perhaps the most important function of state and local govern.ments ••• and (i)t 
is doubtful that any child may be reasonably expected to succeed in life if he 
is denied th~ opportunity of an education". (Brown v. Board of Education 347 
U.S. 483 (1954J However, since the right to a public education is not secured 
by the Constitution (Flelr.Il1ing v. Adams, 377 F. 2d 975 (10th Cir. 1967) cert. 
denied 389 U.S. 898 (1967»and remains unrecognized as a fundamental interest, 
(San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez, 93 S. Ct. 1278 (1973» 
it exists only insofar as it is granted by state le;islatures. Yet once a 
state undertakes to provide public education, it must be equally available' to 
all citizens since the right becomes subj~ct to both the equal protection and 
due process guarantees of the 14th Amendment. (Brown v. Board of Education, 347 
U.S. 483 (1954).)" (6) 

Comment 

In some of the recently-revised state constitutions, the goals of education are set 

forth more explicitly than in the Ohio Constitution with respect to educational develop

ment to "full potential" or to capacity, and with respect to equal opportunity. For ex

ample, the Illinois Constitution contains the following goals statement: 

Artie-Ie Xi Section L GOALS - FREE SCHOOLS 

. A fundamental goal of the l'eople or the '~tate l.S the educaLional deveiopluenL 
of all persons to the limits of their capacities. 

The State shall provide for an efficient system of high quality public edu
cational institutions and services. Education in public schools through the 
secondary level shall be free. There may be such other free education as the 

. General Assembly provides by law. 
The State has the primary responsibility for financing the system of public 

education. 

In public hearings before the Education and Bill of Rights Committee, several 

proposals we.e presented to amend the Education Article of the Ohio Constitution to 

make the State responsible for the education of children or of all persons to the lim

its of their capacities through a system of equal educational opportunity. The people 

who testified represented groups interested primarily in particular kinds of persons; 

for example, children with learning disabilities and handicaps. The Education Review 

Committee, charged by the General Assenmly to study school finance, the administration 

of elementary nnd seconuary education, and the policies and practices of school dis

tricts, comments on the goals and objectives of education in Ohio, in its final report, 

+� 
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as follows:� 

"Equality of educational opportunity is not presently possible in� 

• Ohio, however, because of unequal distribution of resources for public 
schools •••A first goal of Ohio educational policy must be to correct this 
situation••• Students come to school with different capabilities and from 
different cultural, economic and geographic backgrounds. They need dif
ferent types of instruction. When the resources of schools are so limited 
and the instructional programs so uniform that they tre&t all children 

•� alike, education of high quality is not possible. A second goal of Ohio� 
educational policy, therefore, must be to ensure instruction of high quality 
by making available the resources and the alternative instructional programs 
which will meet the individual needs of all Ohio students." (7) 

The Education Review Committee did not propose a constitutional amendment concerning 

• goals, although a proposal was made by its staff director. • 
The committee reviewed the specific proposals made by persons during public 

testimony as well as langua~ prepared by the staff to incorporate the purposes ex

•� pressed by those who testified and did not prepare amending language. The consensus 

of the committee was that the changes proposed were particular and detailed in nature, 

with limited application; therefore, inconsistent with the philosophy of the committee 

• of keeping constitutional language as general as POSSible. ~he comm~ttee concurred 

in the sentiment that the present goals statement contained in Article VI is adequate, 

and that the Ohio Constitution does not stand in the way of the legislature in providing 

•� the broadest possible educational system. In some of the language that had been proposed 

for a goals statement, there were problems of ambiguity and possible too-broad interpre

tations. For example, some constitutions mandate the state to education "to the limits 

•� of one's capabilities". This standard may be nearly impossible to measure. In the 

case of a person with limited capabilities, it might be possible to judge when the limit 

had been reached, but for an average or gifted person, it would be unlikely to say with 

4t� any degree of certainty that he had reached his limit and could not benefit from any 

further education. The committee believes that the legislature is the proper forum 

for the debates among various groups attempting to have the system extended. 

•� 
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1II. Educational Governance 
Elementary and Secondary Education 

•
I

The ahi:.t.ity of the state to meet the educational needs of the citizens and to r

comply with the constitutional mandate to "secure a thorough and efficient system of 

common schools throughout the State" may depend, in part, upon the 5tructure created 

for the gov~rnance of education. Educational governance is comprised of a complex 

netw1l'k of relationships among various associations, state educational agencies, exec

utive officers, the legislature, and citizen groups. In addition to the formal struc

ture of governance, other factors are significant, includino the working relationships 

among various groups and political situations. Some elements of the education structure ~ 

are in the Ohio Constitution. Article VI, Section 4 provides for the state board of 

education to be selected in such manner and for such terms as provided by law. The 

superintendent of public instruction is to be appointed by the state board of educa • 
tion. The respective powers and duties of the board and of the superintendent shall 

be prescribed by lnw. Hence, it was deemed relevant for the Commission to review struc

tural questions in order to determine whether any changes should be made in theconsti- • 

tutional provisions regarding education. 

The committee was presented with a survey of characteristics of state boards of 

education and chief state school officers compiled from Stale Departments of Education, • 
State Boards of Education, and Chi-ef State School Officers, published by the u.s. De

partment of Health, Education and Welfare, and containing data current to September, 

1972. The staff memorandum used this survey and other commentary to compare methods.. • 
of selection of boards, departments, and of the chief state school officer, and repor

ted the opinions on the advantages and disadvantages of the various processes, which 

include: election by popular vote, election by representatives,of the people, appoint • 
ment by the governor - in some cases with confirmation by another body, and ex-officio 

membership. 

The constitutional mandate to the legislature to draft l<:tws specifying the po~vers • 

and duties of the state board of education and superintendent of public instruction are 

•� 
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found in Title 33 of the Ohio Revised Code. The state board of education is created to 

be comprised of one memher~ele~ted from each congressional district. At present there 

• 

• are 23 congressional districts and 23 board members. The terms of office are six years, 

with approximately one third of the xr.embers elected every t\-lO years. Each member of the 

state board of education is to be a qualified elector residing in the territory composing 

the district from which he is elected. Hembers are prohibited from holding any other 

public position of trust or profit or being employed by any institution of education. 

The procedures for orgnnizational and regular meetings, held every three months, are

• set fo~th in toe chapter, 8S well as the procedures for public meetings, ~ecord keeping, 

• 
filling of vacancies and quorums. The Governor is empowered to fill a vacancy until 

the next general election at which members to the state board of education are regularly 

• 

elec ted. 

The board is empowered to exercise under to" acts of the legislature general super

vision of the system of public education in Ohio. It is granted broad and comprehensive 

• 

pO'i:ers to e~{erc5_se policy forn~ation, planning and evaluative functions for schools and 

ndult education in accordance with la~-l; to administer the educational policies of the 

state relating to public schools and public school matters. Specific pOHers are granted 

to t'ie state board of education to administer and supervise the allocation and distri

bution of all state and federal funds for public school education; to prescribe minimum 

standards for elementary and high schools; to require a general education of high quality; 

to report annually to the Governor and General Assembly; to prepare the budget for the 

• 
schools, agencies in education and the state board. Other specific powers are granted 

to coordiuate ~he stDte system by reporting requirements, classification, standards, 

courses of study, etc. The state board of education retains discretionary power in 

several areas, including the formulation for the promotion of vocational education in 

•� areas for \-lhich funds are provided by the feder?l goverrrnent including agriculture,� 

business and horne economics. It ~b empo~ered to grant certification to teachers and 

establish and maintain classes for the bliru.: -"d deaf. 

Section 3301.08 states: "The state board of t:ocucat:._ ...." shall appoint the superin• 4529 
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I 
tendent of public instruction who shall serve at the pleasure of. the board. The bo~rd 

shall fix the compensation for the position of superintendent of public instruction 

which shall not exceed the compensation fixed for the chancellor oS the Ohio board of 

regents." 

The superintendent of public instruction is secretary to the state board of educa 1�
tion and a n~mbcr of the Boar.d of Trustees of the Ohio Archaeological and Historical , 
Society. The superintendent is executive and administrative officer of the state board ! 
of education in its administration of all educational mattc£s and functions placed under 

its controL "Re shall execute, under the direction of the state board of education, 

the educational polic~esJ orders, directives, and administrative functions of treboard, 

and shall direct, under rules and regulations adopted by the bonrd, the work of all pcr

sons employed in the 'state department of education." (R.C. Sec. 3301.11) As secretary. 

the superintendent has no vote on matters acted upon by the board, bVt he may be called 

upon to express opinions and make recommendations to the board. 

The department of education consists of the state board of education. the 5uperin

~eat: -'.Of publ1e. instructiont-all4-a &,taff ofp~e.s~_l"cleric~1and other employees-;"-

The function of the department is to administer and carry out the directives and poli-

I
i,� 

ctes of the state board of education and superintendent of public instruction. The •
department is organized as provided by law or by order of the state department of 

I 

education. 

Comment 

The Edu~ational Governance Project, operating at the Ohio State University, began 

its work in January, 1972. The project, funded by the U.S. Office of Education, con

•� 

dueted a national inquiry to expand the knowledge of how states determine public school • 
policy, and to develop alternative models for educational governance to be considered 

by policy makers and other persons. The project was completed in June, 1974. In a 

-publication "Possible Alternative Models for State Governanc(: of Elementary and Secon • 
clary Education," seven models were presented, and each model was evaluated ',lith respect 

to the relationships and influence which resulted from particular kinds of structures, 

•� 
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,l� 
major issues; 5. Representation of a diversity of issues. 1I The model entails weaken-

t ing the influence of educator organizations, and strengthening the influence of non-

educator organizations, the governor's office and the le~islature. The advantages of 

the model in which the state board of education is elected in a non-partisan election 

and the chief s tate school officer is appointed by the board (as in Ohi~ are: IIInsu

lation [rom partisan politics; Representation of 'the public', not special interest; 

Special emphasis on education and assurance of its state-level advocacy; Utilization 

of profession~l expertise; Continuity in education policy; Efficiency in decision 

making." The model is claimed to weaken the influence of the governor, legislature 

and non-educator organizations, and strengthen the impact of educator organizations. 

•
i

i 

I

I� ~H' ... .:>u~ .... 11.J.~11 ili::lS u~~n .cai:;~u concerning tile aoii~t:y or c.ne voters to select' "experts" 

for an office, applies to the selection of the state board of education and chief state 

school officer. It is claimed that the public does nOl possess the knowledge to choose 

the most expert people for the office by the electoral method, and that appointment by 

the gO'"crnor or by professionals (either educators or non-educators) should result in 

the selection of better-qualified people for the job. 

In public testimony before the committee, no language was proposed to amend the 

constitution to provi.de for alternative methods of selection for the state board of 

education and superintendent of public instruction. Dr. Martin Essex, the Superin

• tendent of Public Instruction, made severnl proposals to the committee for change. 

They were: reorganization and elimination of small, inefficient school districts; 

permit state taxation of public utility property for statewide dist!:'ibution of receipts; 

• recodification of school laws periodically (e.g. every 20 years); place technical schools 

e.g.) elected vs. appointed state board of education. The model points out that when 

the state board of education is appointed by the governor, the advDntages include 

"1. Articulation with other govertuuental services; 2. Access to policy-making resources 

of Governor; 3. Electoral accountability of policy makers; 4. Public discussion of 

under the supervision of the state board of education; equalize assessments in all 

counties, with annual adjustments in valuation due to inflation and other factors; 

•� 4531� 
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make the tax year compatible with the school year. An amendment was propos~d to achieve 

the las t ehan~;e: 

Article VI, Section 6. The general assembly shall provide for the levy 
and collection of school district taxes, and the preparation, submission, • 
and execution of school district budgets, for a year beginning July 1 and 
ending June 30. 

The committee voted to recommend no changes in the con~titutional provisions regarding 

governance of elementary and secondary education. It felt th~t changes that were proposed • 
were legislative in nature, and that there was no constitutional hindrance to the legis

lature dealing with any of the matters suggested. The committee believes that the testi

many provided no indication that constitutional change was required. •� 

•� 
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III.� Zducation~l Governance 
Higher Education 

In many� constitutional conventions over the past two decades, university governance

• has received much attention. Public colleges and universities have been growing at a 

rapid rate, ~nd in spite of a re~ent decline in student enrollment, institutions of 

higher education have expa~ded and become more specialized, demanding a sizeable amount 

•� of money, land, and other resources. ~]o basic issues have emerged in the area of gov

ernance� of higher education: (1) should the system of public higher education be regula

ted� by some statewide agency to insure maximum efficiency of the system as a whole;

• •(2) how can institutional autonomy be preserved so that each institution is free to 

develop� itself, its own goals and purposes? 

Governance of higher eGucation evolved in a pattern in Ohio and other states as

•� follo~.)s : 

"I.� Ccmplete autonomy of institutions lasting from colonial days to the late 
19th century; 

2.� Creation of single state~.)ide governing boards beginning in the late 19th

•� ..,._ ..... ~_ •• 4~._ '_.~_ ~ ......... -.., . .:_ rl f.- ..J .....:_~ _~ .-t.....:_ ,..... -_ .. _ .... _~
.r~ 
'~	 ~.................... _J) .. '"- '-"·0 ". ~ ........ - ........ ~ - -. _ - _~ -......... _ .................. ..., - __._JJ _ ..... - ..� 

currently undergoing a slight revival; 
3.� Creation of voluntary arrangements gaining impetus in the 1940s and 1950s; 

and 
4.� Creation of statewide coordin~ting boards beginning in the 1950s and still 

continuing." (8)

• In Ohio, the first effort at cooperation among existing state universities re

sulted in the formation of a voluntary cooperutive group known as the Inter-University 

Council, (I.U.C.). This agency ~vas formed in 1939, consisting of 5 state universities.

• Central State University joined the Council in the year of the college's creation. 1951. 

For over 20 years, the I.U.C. ~as the key agency in the unversities' relationship with 

state goveuunent. Prior to the formation of the I.U.C., each school developed, submitted,

• and lobbied for its own progreffis and appropri&tions, with little regard for other in

• 
stitutions. The I.U.C. ~'l<1S able to present a more unified front on behalf of the member 

institutions as well as to regulate the activities of its membership. The failure of

•� the alliance is attributed to sever&l factors: failure to agree on dividing appropriated 

money .Uilcn.3 ~embers of the Council and on the crea tion of additional ins titut:'ons, par

•� 4533 
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ticularly two-year campuses. Council members who were the presidc:nts of the colleges 

that formed the I.U.C. continued to act on behalf of their own institutions rather than 

on behalf of the council, and bargained among themselves as well as with the Governor ,i
and Director of Finance. Business managers of the universities piayed an active part I 

i, 

in lobbying for their institutions. 

The failure of the I.U.C. to solve the problems plaguing higher education led to • 

the creation of the Bonrd of Resents in 1963. The Board was assigned specific duties 

and responsibilities by statute, and was required to report to the Governor and the 

General Ass~mbly. The statutes creating the Board of Regents make a broad attempt to • 

prevent the kin:d of self-serv1.ng actions that characterized the I.U.C. by prohibiting 

persons holding an interest in an institution of higher education from serving as a 

member of the board. The board retains many advisory and study powers as well as sev- • 

eral crucial policy making powers such as the power to approve or disapprove the es

tablishment of new branches, community colleges and technical institutes, and the 

pf/lWer·to approve or disapprove new degrees and new degree programs. The budgetary • 
The Board of Regents consists of nine members appointed by the governor with the 

advice and consent of the senate, and members serve for ni~e-year terms without com • 
pensstion. The board is empowered to appoint a chancellor to serve at its pleasure 

with duties to be prescribed by the board. "The chancellor shall be a person quali

fied by training and experience to understand the problems and needs of the state • 
in the fiel~of higher education and to devise programs, plans, and methods of solving 

the problems and meeting the needs." (Sec. 3333.03 R.C.) 

CotTltIlent • 
Constitutional status for higher education has received much attention recently. 

In "Influence of State Constitutional Conventions on the Future of Higher Education", 

university governance concerns at four constitutional conventions: Hawaii, Maryland, • 
New York, and Michigan, arc described. Among the specific questions asked are: 

II ~ ." ... 

t ..,.,- .~ ,. i...' } 
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"Should the constitution contain provisions on the method of selecting 
the govQ~ning board? If so, what kind? Should some degree of autonomy 
be granted to segments of t\e higher educational system? If so. how much and 

• to \"hat institutions? Should the constitution provide for a statewide coor

• 

dinatin~ board'? If so, how much power should it have?" (9) 

The Ohio Constitution contains no provision for a state coordinating or governing 

board for higher education. In fact, the Constitution is virtually silent on the 

• 

matter of public higher education. The only references deal with capital improvements 

programs (Article VIII, Section 2e and others) and guaranteeing loans to residents 

attending institutions of higher education (Article VI, Section 5). 

• 

In public testimony before the Education and Bill of Rights Committ~, two points 

of view were expressed. The Chancellor of the Board of Regents proposed no changes in 

the Constitution regarding higher education governance, stating his feeling that auth

• 

ority exists under the present lan~uage to continue the process of development of 

higher education by the Board of Regents. A representative of the American Association 

of University Women proposed adding Section 6 to Article VI, providing for a Board of 

Regents as provided by law with pm.,lers .aJld duU~s. ~9. be provided by law. "To only 
. -' ..,;". :. .' '. 

• 
refer to loans for higher education seems to omit the section providing fer this educa

tion. The importance of post secondary education in the changing society seems to 

• 

merit inclusion in the Constituti.on of Ohio." (10) 

It was suggested in committee deliberation on including a provision dealing with 

higher education that giving the Board of Regents constitutional rather than legal 

• 

status would have no other result than making it harder to change. The members con

curred that under the propos~d amendments, whatever problems now exist with the Board 

of Regents would continue, and decided that the board should not be frozen into the 

Constitution nor prohibited by it. 

" 

• 
The committee specifically studied \"hether any changes should be made in Section 5 

which states, in part, "it is hereby determined to be in the public interest and a proper 

public purpose for the state tJ guarantee repayment of roaas made to residents of this 

state to aSEist them in meetin~ the expenses of attending an institution of higher edu

• 4535 
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eati.(,H'l.lI The Student Loan Commission did· not make any proposals to amend Sec lion 5 in 

this respect. and the committee concluded that the program is operating satisf.1ctor

ily under the present constitutional provision. 

Dr. James Norton. Chancellor of the Ohio Board of Regents, and Dr. Rupert, Vice-

chancellor for health matters, appeared before the committep. to present two specific 

proposals designed to enhance the state's ability to retain physicians in Ohio. The 

programs would "forgive" loans to medical students and physicians who remaf.ned in Ohio 

to practice medicine, and in the case of physicians who went into areas of critical 

health care shortages, greater incentives ~re provided. The chairman of the committee 

coDltlented that a "foq~iveness" for loans should be available for other skills if it is 

avalhble for doctors, in his opinion, and asked the staff to draft an amendment which 

would be of more general coverage. The language submitted was: 

Section 6. To provide greater access to post-secondary education. in
cluding graduate and professional education. in order to increase educational 
opportunities for individuals and to increase the economic, social, and physi
cal health and welfare of the people of the state. it is hereby determined to 
be in the public interest and a proper public purpose for the state, its agencies 
and instrumentalitiel:h as provided by law, to lend and related thereto to gr.ant 
!ta._t41"~s)$.i..t8llc~~"'~r;~' as"St.S"t: til_,'"e1ther:~~&t"1"indirectlj 1-..1::0 
in ~et1ng the expenses associated with the pursuit of post-secondary education, 
including graduate and professional education. Laws passed pursuant to this 
section are not subject to the limitations or restrictions of Section 4 of 
Article VIII of this constitution nor to any other limitations or restrictions 
of this constitution which are construed to prohibit or restrict lending or 
related granting of public funds for such purposes. 

The committee rejected the proposed addition to the Constitution regarding loans 

for several reasons: it believed it was not a proper subject for the constitution; and 

because of its ad h2£ nature that it waS open-ended and might contain hidden issues 

which would produce undesirable results. 

•� 
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IV. State Aid to Nonpub1ic Schools 
The Religious Issue 

Several provisions in the state and federal constitutions are concerned with state 

• aid to nonpublic schools. The Ohio constitutional provisions of most immediate concern 

are Article I, Section 7 which states: " •••No person shall be compelled to attend, erect 

or support any place of worship, or maintain any form of ~;orship, against his consent 

• and no preference shall be given, by law, to any religious society; ••• " Other consti

tutiona1 provisions dealing more specifically with education state: " •••No religious 

or other scc~, or sects, shall ever have any exclusive right to, or control of, any part

• •of the school funds of this state," (Article VI, Section 2) and lithe General Assembly 

shall prescribe by law" for the use or disposal of funds for educational and religious 

purposes (Article VI, Section 1). The most common challenge under the state constitution 

• of the General Assemb1y.'..s schemes for the disposition of funds is that such disposition 

v..'Ould pluce the funds in the exclusive control of some sect. 

The First Amendment to the Federal. Con.s titution provides: "Congress shall ~a.ke no 

• law respecting. the e~ta~lishment·. oJ reli~ion••• " This clause is referred to as the es
.. ~ .. .: :~ ~ " ~ 

tao1ishment clause, and has been applied to the states through the Fourteenth ,A111endment 

to the Federal Constitution. The federal decisions have evolved a three-prong test as 

• to the validity of a gi.ven statute in the light of the First Amendment establishment 

clause. As stated in Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602 (1971): (1) it must have a secular 

legislative purpose (2) its main effect must neith~r advance nor inhibit religion, cit

• ing D08rd of ~ducation v. Allen, 392 U.S. 236 (1968); and (3) it must not foster an ex

cessive entauglemcnt between government and religion, citing vlalz v. Tax Commission, 

397 U.S. 664 (1970). 

• To determine the issue of excessive entanglement between government and religion, 

court examines the character and purposf' of the institutions benefitted, the nature 

of the aid provided by the state, and tlk n'sulting relationship between the government 

• and re1i;;ious authority. 0.1 this basis, the court in Lemon invalidated Pennsylvania and 

Rhode Island statutes prov:i.din;; for salary supplements to nonpublic school teachers •. 

• '·4537 
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Under an Ohio statute passed in 1967, aid was granted in the form of educational 

funds from local school districts for "services and m:.terials to pupils attending 

nonpublic schools within the school districts for guidance, testi~g and counseling • 
pro),lrams ••• aud:l.o visual aida j speech ;lnd hearing scrvices; ,,:,cmcdial proiSroms, educa

Hont,,1 television services; programs for the improvement of the edllcational and cul

turnl status of disadvantaged pupils ••• " and for programs of nonrelieiolls iustl'uction • 
other than basic classroom instruction, with these services to be provided for non-

public school pupils on the same basis as they are provided for public school students. 

The section withstood constitutional challenge in the Ohio Supreme Court under the • 
First Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article VI. Section 2 of the Ohio 

Constitution in Protestants and Other Americans United for Separation of Church and State 

v. Essex, 28 Ohio St: 2d 99, 57 Ohio Ope 2d 263, 275 N.E. 2d 603 (1971) but was legis • 
latively repealed in 1971. 

In Wolman v. Essex, 342 F. Supp 379 (1972), a federal district court held that 

that portion of the Ohio Revised Code authorizing grants to reimburse parents for a por- 4t 

..... ,J",... .., ... .f"'_ (C:::r-.n"~,,"I") .(1:'7 ..... .:,.,1", ... nf"" 
-" -_." -_. - ~ ,,_.. .. - .... ... "r.')' - - . "', 

the establishment clause of the First Amendment by failing to provide sufficient mech

ani6ms to insure that these public moneys will not ultimately be used for religious pnr- • 

poses. In Meek v. Pittinger, 43 U.S.L.lv .. l-1ay 19, 1975, the U. S. Supreme Court held. 

in an appeal of a federal district court decision, that acts providing all children en

rolled in nonpublic elementary and secondary schools meeting Pennsylvania's compulsory • 

attendance ~quirements, auxiliary services (e.g. counseling. speech and hearing therapy, 

testing, psychological services) and direct loan of instructional material and equip

ment useful to thc education of nonpublic school children (e.g. maps, phonographs. films. • 
projectors. recorders) violate the establishment clause of the First Amendment as made 

applicable to the states through the Fourteenth Amendment. The court upheld the con

stitutionality of the textbook loan provision of the act. • 

State aid to nonpublic educational institutions involves institutions of higher 

education and elementary and seco~y schools, the latter including pupil transportation, 

• 
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other services D.:ld materials, t<JX exemptions, and driver education programs. All of 

these types of aid hnve been tested in the courts and upheld against chcllenges to their 

constitutionality. 

Comment 

Neither ~dvocates nor opponents of state aid to parochial schools presented testi

mony to tl:e cOITJ:":":ittee. Even if the state constitution's provisions I,ere changed in the 

direction of removing or liberalizing the prohibition, such amendment would be overshadowe( 

by an attack on <J l<Jw authoriz~d by such amendment on the grounds of the federal consti

tutien. Any st2tc amendment, if it is to be viable, must also be withinhthe scope of 

permissible action under the federal constitution, as expounded by federal decisions. 

If an amendment were made on the federal level vis-a-vis aid to private parochial schools, 

there would be three options as to th2 applicability of such amendment to the state, 

fi.rst, the 3111cndmcnt may not <lpply to the states; secondly, the amendment may specific

n11y npply to the states; and thirdly, even if the amendment on its face does not apply 

co thl~ states i.t may oe made applic<1ulc iJy tl1e Fourteenth Amenoment and a decision of 

the court.s, as is nO'.o} the situ2tion with thcl"irst Amcnclrr>ent. 

The cOl:unittcc reconuncnds no change in the present constitutional provisions govern

ing aid to private parochial schools. 

/ 
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V.� Financing Elementary and 
Secondary Education 

Article VI, Section 2 of the Ohio Cons titution provides: liThe Genera 1 Asscmb 1y shall 

make such provisions, by taxation, or otherwise ••• as will secure a thorough and efficient • 
system of connnon schools throughout the State ••• " Article VI, Section 3 provides, in 

part: "Provision shall be made by law for the organization, administration and control 

of the public school system of the state supported by public funds ••• " • 
Most states, including Ohio, finance elementary and secondary education from two 

sources: local property tax and state funds, generally not derived from a property tax. 

Funds are channeled through a "foundation" program designed to provi.de "equaU.zation" • 
by guaranteeing a minimum per pupil expenditure by the school district. The bulk of 

school finance comes from state and local funds, but federal funds in the form of 

grants and revenue sharing account for part of the financial resources. • 
The Supreme Courts of several states, prior to l~73, held that a school financing 

system which depends for a major part of its funds on local real property tax, may be 

inherently unequal because of great disparities among school districts in tax burdens • 
or per pupil wealth available for taxation. Co~rts claimed that such systems violated 

state and federal constitutional provisions. In some instances, where violation of 

"equal protection guarantees" in state and federal constitu"tions were cited, the courts • 

held that education was such a fundamental right that states were obliged, under "equal 

protection" to offer equal educational opportunity to all. None of the decisions spelled 

out ex~ctly how the states should achieve this goal. tt 
• 

In 1973, the United States Supreme Court in San Antonio Independent School District 

v. Rodriguez et £11., 93 S. Ct. 1278, ended speculation that the school financing system 

of Texas, and, by comparison and implication, of many other states as Well, would be tt 

found in violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The 

court did not so hold. Prior to Rodriguez, the leading decision was Serrano v. Priest, 

5 Cal. 3d 584, 487 P. 2d 1241 (1971) where the California Supreme Court held the state • 

constitutional provision controlling. Article IX, Section 6 of the California Consti

•� 
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tution mandntes the legislntllre to a~thorize the government of each county, and city, 

to levy real property taxes within the school district at a rate necessary to meet the 

• di.strict's Llnnual education budget. The California Supreme Court rejected the present 

system of school fin.:Jnce on tht grouads that the stelte constitution required a revision 

of the distriblltion and the Fourteenth Affiendment equal protection clause did so as well.

• Serrana led to many states alterin6 provisions for school finance. It should be noted 

th.:l t ,,1 t:lOu:;h Rodrii;;uez has resolved the issue of \~he thor the federal cons ti tution was 

being viol3ted by t:le state's method of school finance, at least one other state's court 

• decision ~2S b2sed on provisions almost iccntical to those of the Ohio CORstitution. 

In f,01Jinson v. Cahill (118 n.J. Super. 223, 287 A. 187, 1972), the Court found the Ne\v 

Jersey scllaal ficance system unconst~tutional, holding the state's constitutional pro

• vIsio,,;, require "oCiual protect:'on of the 18'''':s'' and the legislature is rn.1ndated to provide 

"for tllf' maL1Lcnancc and support of .:: thorou:;h and efficient sys tern of free public schools. 

• 
;.;roups ,]:l(l 1 i:,isLtur-es h,l\'I~ lJ'c'O[)OSCU ~.:o.y.s to overcome inequality in school finance. 

i\ bill lo revise the: system for distributin6 state funds to school districts and resulting

• rr-nm -1. sl:u<!y by the ;~dl1cation R(~vie~'l Committee has passed this session in the Ohio General 

Asscn;01y, ctll:hou:;h !Jnrts were vetoed by the Governor. Nany alternatives were exaInined in 

a nle:rno:'mldur,l considered by the Education cmd Bill of Rights Committee, and SOL.:e were corn

• m~ntcd on uurini; public testin:ony before the committee. 

Dr. l-i;;rtin E~jsex, Superintendenl of PublLc Instruction, in an appCc.rdnce before 

the cO;t:!:lit tee, mnde severa 1 proposals f::>r cha:lges in Ohio 1aT,: rc la ting to the prob Ierns of 

• cql1Ql educational opportunity. These included: reorganization and elimination of small, 

inefficient school districts; a proposed amendment to flcrmit s(:ate taxation of public 

ntili!:y propl=rty for statewi.de distribution 01:" receipts; pr-:>poscd amc:ndtLent to equalize

• Assess~~nts ~n all counties, ~it~ annual adj~stments in val~ation due to iuflation and 

other L.Jctars, r<lth,~., than after the scxenni<.:l time for cOl;nties scheduled for reasses
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&lent in 1975,1976, and 1977. Governor Gilligan, in addressing another of the Commission's • 
cOlnmittees on March 29, 1972, mentioned the problems of school finance equalization and 

proposed including language "which would compel the state to equalize financial r.esources 

for the education of each child in the primary and secondary school system••• " He recom • 
mended no specific language, and indicated that the constitution should contain general 

language to provide "equal educational opportunity" to all children. 

The committee, in considering whether any changes in the constitutional provisions • 
should be made to effect equitable school finance, noted that in public testimony before 

the committee persons either sU3gested no change or felt that change should properly be 

made by the legislatu~e. Dr. Essex prefaced his proposals by saying that his concerns • 
were very likely legislative concerns, and that in the absence of legislative action, 

constitutional change- was another approach. The consensus of the Education and Bill of 

Rights Committee nppeared to be that inclusion of specific language to deal with the • 
problem of school finance would undermine the committee's philosophy of retaining a 

constitution stating only general principles and guidelines. A system of school finance 

poseIF"'luIdque proJt:leat beca,~'8e' so inanrtactO~'8 are;"'~l~~d ~ marrr'of ''WhiCh-are-leg1.fl.ative·,~-• 
economic and geographic considerations, and being subject to change, are not likely to 

be more adequately provided for in the constitutioa than by the langua~e presently con

tained therein. As noted earlier, the issue of school finance was a prominent issue in • 
the 1975 session of the General Assembly. 

•• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
November 25, 1974 Research Study No. 44A • 
Education and Bill of aights Committee 

The Ohio Bill of Rights 
Part 1 

Article I, Sections 1, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12, 13 • 
This study, part 1 of the Bill of Rights, covers sections 1, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12 

and 13 of Article I of the Ohio Constitution. 

For each section, a brief history of the section is given, and then a commentary 
that includes reference to parallel provisions, if any, if the Federal Constitution. • 
The discussion about the federal provisions includes whether or not the federal pro
vision has been applied to the states through the 14th Amendment and the relevant 
federal cases interpreting the provision. 

Some commentators on state constitutional Bills of Rights have asser~ed that •they are no longer necessary, since many of the basic rights are set forth in the 
federal constitution and have been applied to the states. Other commentators take 
the position that the state provisions should be retained and even expanded to 
include rights not found in the federal constitution. 

A final portion of the analysis for each section is a comparison of the Ohio •provision with provisions found in the Constitutions of Alaska, Hawaii, Montana 
and Illinois. These states were chosen because they all have fairly recent new 
Constitutions. 

In the last two sessions of the General Assembly, resolutions have been intro
duced to add to the Ohio Bill of Rights provisions related to those discussed in •this memorandum. In the 110th, H.J.R. No. 44 relating to handguns was introduced, 
and would have amended section 4 of Article I. In the l09th General Assembly, S.J.R. 
No. 19 would have added a section la following section 1, to provide for environmental 
protection. S.J.R. No.8 would have amended section 9 of Article I, relating to the 
death penalty. • 
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Article I, Section 1 

All men are, by nature, free and independent, and have� 
certain inalienable rights, among which are those of� 
enjoying and defending life and liberty, acquiring, possessing,� 
and protecting property, and seeking and obtaining happiness� 
and safety.� 

History of Section 

This section is an original section of the 1851 Constitution, unchanged 
from the date it was adopted. It is derived from Art. VIII, sec. 1 of the 1802 
Constitution and was adopted in 1851 with minor modifications of the language. 
In both Constitutions, it is the first section; indicating, perhaps, that it is 
a statement of principle as well as a guarantee of rights. This view is sup
portable because of the linguistic and philosophical similarities between 
Art. I, sec. 1, and its predecessor in the 1802 Constitution, and the beginning 
of the second paragraph of the Declaration of Independence which states, 

. all men are created equal, that they are endowed by 
their Creator with certain inalienable Rights, that among 
these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. 

Comment 

This section, which has no direct parallels in the United States Consti
tution, does more than merely provide a litany of general statements of 
freedom. Along with other sections, it provides for due process in a manner 
somewhat similar to the 14th Amendment and in this respect does have an in
direct parallel with the federal Bill of Rights. To provide the full 
protection offered by the due process clause of the 14th Amendment it also 
is necessary to consider sections 16 and 19. The Supreme Court of Ohio has 
snid that the "due course of law" clause of Art. I, sec. 16 of the Ohio 
Constitution has been considered the equivalent of the due process clause of 
the 14th Amendment. Similarly, Art. I, sec 1 with its assurance of equality 
before the law, and Art. I, sec. 19 guaranteeing the individuality of private 
property, run parallel with the protections of the 14th Amendment (D.P. Supply 
Co. v. Dnyton, 138 O.S. 542, 1941.) 

Indeed, when there is a possible violation of one of these sections, their 
closeness requires that a possible violation of the other sections be considered, 
and oflen in Ohio cases several of these sections, as well as the 14th Amendment, 
are alleged to have been violated by the same act. Each of these sections, 
though, has some distinct characteristics, so each must be separately considered. 
The decision in the D.P. Supply Co. case also identifies the limits of due 
process as guaranteed by these sections by saying that all freedoms of the 
Bill of Rights are subject to the properly exercised police power, which limita
tion is expressly recognized in Art. I, sec. 19. 
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Article I, sec. 1 guarantees inalienable rights and freedoms whether it be 
to live as one wishes or to run a business as one desires. These freedoms 
are absolutely given but they are n~t absolute in their scope and they are 
limited in a manner that is in accord with due process. Nevertheless, this 
section does provide the general grant of freedoms. 

Among these freedoms, an individual has the right to treat his health 
as he deems best; as a parent, he has the right to rear and care for his 
children; he has the right to be free from medical experimentation on his 
person, and the right to freedom of religion. In Kraus v. Cleveland, 55 Ohio 
OPt 6 (Cuyahoga Co. C.P., 1953), dealing with the issue of fluoridation of the 
city water, the Court held that these freedoms must yield to a public health 
measure adopted pursuant to an exercise of the police power. The exercise of 
this power includes everything which is reasonable and necessary to secure health, 
safety and welfare of the community. When a measure passed to secure one of these 
objects is reasonable and necessary to secure it, and does not contravene the 
United States Constitution or the Ohio Constitution or any right granted or 
protected by either, and is not exercised in an arbitrary or oppressive manner, 
it is a valid measure limiting an individual's freedoms. The power of goven
mental bodies to regulate professions or businesses enables them to limit the 
freedom of individuals to hold certain positions or jobs (Bergman v. Cleveland, 
39 Ohio St. 651, 1884). The laws of the State further provide for the cur
tailment of freedoms in ways other than a punishment for crime. Ohio law 
(Section 2111.02 of the Revised Code) provides that guardians may be appointed; 
thus giving, under certain circumstances, exclusive control over an individual's 
freedom or power to handle his own property to another. Certain freedoms may 
be voluntarily given up to guardians under specified conditions (In Re Guardian
ship of H.B. Faulder, 1 Ohio Ope 63, Aug1aize Co. C.P., 1934). Thus, although 
not securing absolute freedom, this part of Art. I, sec. 1 guarantees a 
freedom subject only to the police power and other constitutional limitations 
and in so doing gives the Declaration of Independence, at least in part, force 
of law in Ohio (Fidelity and Casualty Co. v. Union Savings Bank Co., 29 Ohio 
App. 154, !!!£. 119 Ohio St. 124, 1928). 

The second phase of Art. I, sec. 1 guarantees the right to life. This 
specific guarantee has never been litigated although it would seem that this 
right is effectuated indirectly by legislative acts. Chapter 2903 of the 
Revised Code defines the acts that constitute a deprivation of life in viola
tion of this right and sections 2929.03 and 2929.04 provide the only circum
stances under which the State may deprive an individual of this right, in 
specified types of homicide. 

Similarly, the individual has the right to enjoy and defend his liberty. 
In Palmer v. Tingle, the Court said that liberty as used in Art. I, sec.l did 
not mean a mere freedom from physical restratnt or state of slavery, but is 
deemed to embrace the right of man to enjoy his naturally endowed faculties 
restrained only as much as is necessary for the common welfare (55 Ohio St. 
423, 1896). Two years later, the Court again explained this concept of 
liberty saying that liberty is not license, but liberty regulated by law. 
The personal liberty of each man is subject to reasonable regulations de
termined by the legislature to be necessary to promote not only the peace of 
society, but also its well-being. The legislature, though, possesses the right 
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to restrain each one in his freedom of conduct only so far as is necessary 
to protect all others (State v. Powell, 58 Ohio St. 325, 1898). The concept 
th3t an individual's freedom to act could be limited even to the extent that 
the limitation infringed upon other freedoms was seen in Kraus. This is not 
intended to imp ly, though, that a 11 liberties can be curtailed by the 
l'xcrcjs(~ of the police power. The Supreme Court of Ohio has established 
guidl~lines to evaluate the exercise of the police power; in City of Cincinnati 
v. Cornell it said, 

taws or ordinances passed by virtue of the police power 
v]hich limit or abrogate constitutionally guaranteed 
rights must not be arbitrary, discriminatory, capricious 
or unreasonable and must bear a real and substantial 
relation to the object sought to be obtained, namely, 
the health, safety, morals or general welfare of the 
public. 

141 Ohio St. 535 (1943) 

If an exercise of the police pm'ler fails to meet these requirements in 
limiting an individu.:ll's freedom, the measure is invalid. 

The next part of Art. I, sec. 1 provides for the freedom to acquire, 
PO,';:jl~:);';, ,'1l1d protect property. The frcedor'lS attached to property, though, 
arc ,11:;0 cjrcL\mscrib(~d, but the same standards must be met in order for a 
L,;\ i:; i.:lt: LVI' body to l~r{l:ctiv('ly ;_imit the right to enjoy and use property 
:lS 01\(' \'Ii;~h(':;. The concept of pcoperty is broad, cmd it is difficult to 
L!,·[i:lc' OUL' ;;pl'ciCic type of rl~gulCltion limiting absolute freedom in the use 
l) I projwrty; n':~"nnc.s~.; of tlw myrLld forms of property, however, the re
((It iT"llWI1L: t11;lt certain standards be maintained in its regulation does not 
chan:;,', L:hu:; sJtisfying the rc,quirements of due process. 

Ln ~':'::·r:~·.~l_(::':::-~~.!?_~~()l~, the Court found that street vending was a legiu.
lnat(: l)ll:; inc:-;:.; <lnu a::; :~uc!l the 01:Jl10r hild a property right in the business, 
3B U!ljU .'\r"J. 52., D.U;i. 1')3 Oilio St. 14 (1950). Having a property interest 
in (, bus illC'~;S affOJ:dcd the pl:lintif£ the protection of Art. I, sec 1 of the 
Oh i.1l COllstil:uti_on, emu any attem[Jt to interfere Hith that property interest 
had to 1)(' :;upportablro on the basis of i1 re<:'.sonable exercise of the police 
pm·kL;. Oil the evidence i~ivcn, the courts h'31d thut the city had not ade
qllot,.cly shmm that the pLr.lintiff's ice cream vendors constituted a hazard 
to the public health, safety or \'lelfare and issued an injunction against the 
opcrotion of an ordinance thCit prohibited the sale of ice cree_m by venc;ors. 

/I.n <lttempt by the city of Cincinnati to regulate the length of time 
that a barber shop could remain open \,]as the basis of the controversy in 
Co~~~~Jl. The Court, recognizing that the freedom to conduct a business \Vas 
not; 1 ahsolute right :md that the police pO\ver was elastic to meet changing 
CO!ld j tions dnd neec1s, S'l id that the police power could not be used to limit 
liberty or property rishts contrary to constitutional sanction. The pro
tectinl1 of Art. I, sec. 1. required that the limitation in his freedom to 
conduct business be justified on the basis that it protected the health, 
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safety or welfare of the public. There was not enough evidence to show that 
the ordinance was a valid exercise" of the police power so the ordinance was 
found invalid. A set of Columbus ordinances that prohibited the use of pin 
ball or similar machines, enforced by the threat of a misdemean r penalty and 
confiscation of the machines, was attacked in Benjamin v. Columbus, 167 Ohio 
St. 103 (1957). The appellant sought to overturn the statutes arguing that 
the statutes were arbitrary and unreasonable and that the ordinances de
prived him of his property without due process -- not only because they 
would authorize the police to seize his machines, but also because the 
ordinances would drive him out of business in Columbus. The Supreme Court, 
after ruling that Ohio Constitution, Art. XVIII, sec. 3 gave a municipality 
the right to prohibit as well as regulate, stated that this injury was un
avoidable. Justice Taft, writing for the Court, said that almost every 
exercise of the police power will either interfere with the enjoyment of 
liberty or the acquisition, possession, or production of property within the 
meaning of Art. I, sec. 1, or would involve an injury within the meaning of 
the 14th Amendment. Nevertheless, if the act is not unreasonable or arbi
trary and bears a substantial relation to the protection of the health, 
safety or welfare of the public, it will not be overturned because of its 
harmful effects on certain people. The courts would only interfere if the 
legislature had made a clearly erroneous decision about the act's reason
ableness or relationship to the public welfare. Benjamin also illustrates 
the principle that private property may be subject to confiscation or de
struction if the property is in some way violative of certain acts passed 
pursuant to the police power. In Benjamin, the machines were subject to 
confiscation to help the city stop their use in gambling, a legitimate 
interest of the city, and the owners would not receive compensation. Due 
process would only require that a court convict the owner of a violation of 
the law and the machines would then become instruments of n crime which the 
state then has a legitimate right to keep, on the same principle that allows 
the state to seize narcotics or vehicles used to transport them. (For re
lated material see Commentary on Art. I, sec.12.) In other circumstances, 
the State can seize or destroy with compensation. 

The Supreme Court has held that statutes providing drastic measures for 
the elimination of disease whether in humans, crops, or stock, are in general 
authorized under the police powers. The preservation of public health is one 
of the duties evolving upon the state as a sovereignty; therefore, whatever 
reasonably tends to preserve the public health is within the police power. 
In Kroplin v. Truax, the appellant, a cattle owner, attacked a provision 
providing for the inspection of livestock. If found diseased, the cattle 
could be destroyed and the owner indemnified. Particularly, he attacked 
the sections that prOVided that there would be summary destruction upon a 
positive finding of disease and indemnification upon appraisal but not 
ap~raisal by a jury. The appellant contended the chapter violated all three 
due process clauses of the Ohio Constitution. First he argued that it con
travened his right to possess and protect property under Art. I, sec. 1. 
Secondly, he said that Art. I, sec. 19 required that where private property 
was taken for a public purpose compensation was to be assessed by a jury. 
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Finally, he asserted that, since the chapter provided for no appeal or de
termination by a court and jury of the right to compensation, the law violated 
his right to due process under Art. I, sec. 16. The Court disagreed, holding 
that destruction or sunnnary abatement of public nuisances inimical to public 
health may be ordered in measures providing for the public health. Further, 
the Court ruled that this destruction \vas not a taking for public use, but 
merely thf3 abatement of a public nuisance under the police pO\ver of the state. 
Consequently, there was no violation of Art.I, sections 1 and 19, and since 
there was no contravention of private property rights, there was no viola
tion of Art. I, sec. 16 of the Bill of Rights of the Ohio Constitution. 
Ci.tin~ State, ex rd. Spil1IT'~'m v. Heldt, 115 Neb. 435,213 N.H.578, on the 
Lssue of i_ndemnification, the Supreme Court held that the fact that the 
legislature provides only partial indemnification for the owner of the de
stroyed cattle does not render the act unconstitutional either under the 
lIfth Amendment or the State Constitution. The indenmification provided is 
Dlcrely a gratuity and the legislature might have directed the slaughter of 
the cattle ~Jithout compensation. 

The cnjoyTIent, possession and protection of real property is also subject 
to regulation. In Sta~e, E:( Rel. J~ck v. Russell, 162 Ohio St. 281 (1954), 
the pl.lintiffs \vOlnted to bui Id a dHC'lling on his land. The construction violated 
the local budd ing cod(~ and permission ',vas refused. The plaintiffs contended 
that nlch n [u;;al c1cni cd thoul the protection and enjoyment of their property 
l',llilCi1lltccc1 by Art. 1, sections 1, 16, and 19 because they ,,,ere not allowed to 
use tile Lr L:llld an they ~'Jj_shQd anel because refusal did not a1lml1 them to 
utili.zc' Ul\~iL lanJ .:lS bc.~;t they might. The Supreme Court held that it vlaS 

not it:; chi ty to pass on tl1,' YJisdom of zoning ordinances. Further, the Court 
:;aid that it W.:1S ~vcll (:.3tal);_i~;ht2-d that zoning ordinances which were not 
purely fanciful or ac::;thctic but which Here measurable and had a rational 
rclationdlip to the preservati_on of the health, safety and ~velfare of the 
public dLd not vLolate any sections of the Ohio Constitution nor did they 
violate sec. 1 of the 14th Amendment. 

7.onin~ is not the only regulation of property. Oberlin passed an open 
hous in~; ordin.:1nce that provided for a fine of $100.00 for any discrimination 
in renting by a~y ovmer of five or more units and in any sale. The plaintiff 
attacked it as interferring with his property rights under Art. I, sections 
1 and 19 (l'~rter v. Oberlin, 1. Ohio St. 2d 143, 1965). The Supreme Court 
upheld the statute. The Court held that, rather than interferring with the 
ri~ht to sell or rent private property, the ordinance was promoting sales by 
preventing interference with them on the grounds of race, creed, or color 
and promoting rentals by prohibiting the establishment of limitations in 
rentals. Even so, the Court said that the exercise of the police power 
could interfere with property riGhts or the right to make contracts if the 
legislature determined that there is a substantial need to be served, the 
exercise of the police power bears a substantial relationship to the end 
sought to be achieved, and if it is not exercised in an unreasonable and 
arbitrary manner. Finally, the Court held that those who claim that such 
legislation is unnecessary or unreasonable have to bear the substantial 
burden of proving that there is no need for it. 
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The police power can also be used to regulate the use of property in 
another way, through licensing and the establishment of regulations to 
regulate licensed businesses. One purpose of this licensing and regulation 
may be to prevent certain crimes as in Benjamin or as in Grown v. City of 
Cleveland, where the city required a license and required keeping books to 
regulate the sale of corn sugar (125 Ohio St. 455, 1932). Passed during 
prohibition, the statute was designed to enable the police to watch large 
purchases of the sugar, also called brewer's sugar, used in the production 
of alcoholic beverages. Laws passed to control illegal activities or pos
sible instruments of illegal activities, as seen in Benjamin, are valid 
exer.cises of the police power. The Court held that, although it regulated 
the conduct of a private businessman, it did not constitute a taking of prop
erty without due process in violation of Art. I, sections 1 and 19 or of the 
14th Amendment. In Auto Realty Service, Inc. v. Brown, 27 Ohio App. 2d 77 
(Franklin County, Ct.A.197l), the license requirement was not to combat il
legal activity but to protect the public. The appellant was found to be 
engaging in the sale of automobiles without the necessary license and without 
following the required regulations for such sales. Finding against his claim 
that the requirements violated his freedom under Art. I, sec. 1. to engage in 
business, the Court held that while the individual has the constitutional 
right and freedom to engage in business, the State has the right to regulate 
this freedom subject to certain restraints. The State has the authority to 
enact licensing laws and to provide for regulations that are reasonably neces
sary for the safety of the public. The enactment of such legislation is 
within the discretion of the legislative body, unless it is clear that it is 
unreasonable or arbitrary or that it has no real relationship to the public 
health, safety, or welfare. The sole restraint is that it must not destroy 
lawful competition or create trade restraints tending to establish a 
monopoly. 

The final phase of this section is that the individual has the right 
to seek and obtain happiness and safety. The right to seek and obtain 
happiness and safety is one of the inalienable rights of mankind, so declared 
by the Ohio Constitution, and guaranteed by that instrument, Myers v. City 
of Defiance, 67 Ohio App. 159 (1940). The pursuit of happiness has been 
interpreted as the right to follow or pursue any occupation or profession 
without restriction and without having a burden imposed on one not imposed 
on others. This makes this phase of Art. I, sec. 1, in part, the legal 
equivalent of the equal protection clause of the 14th Amendment. This also 
serves to reinforce the guarantee of equal protection in Art. I, sec. 2. 
This provision, though, has been rarely litigated and the full possible 
rmnifications of its guarantee are not known. It is possible that its 
guarantee could be expanded to include more than the right to seek work of 
one's choosing. Additionally, while the interpretation seems to forbid 
action, it could come to establish positive obligations. An analogous 
situation can be seen in the development of welfare. In the 19th Century, 
the states had no positive obligation'to act for the relief of the poor; it 
only had the negative obligation not to try to increase their difficulties 
or to try to force them into that position. Now, the states have certain 
recognized responsibilities for the poor. Similarly, this phrase could be 
expanded in the same manner for different purposes. 
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Fin<tlly, "due process" as represented in Art. I, sections 1, 16, and 19 of 

the Ollio Constitution !lad the 14th Amendment is a limitation upon the state's 
r i.p.;ht to tax, Prov ident Savings Hemk and Trust Co. v. Tax Connnission, 10 Ohio 
01'. I f 69 (Hamilton Co., C.P. 1931). Due process requires that when property has 
bl~CIl revalued the people have a right to appeal and that the people have a right 
to a hearing in thLs and certain other circumstances. Due process also requires 
that statutes regulating revaluation and other tax matters be followed. 

• Comparison with Other States 

• 

Section 1 is a statement of general principles and is parallel to sections 
in other state constitutions, similarly headed: "Inherent Rights," "Rights of 
.Han," "Inherent and Inalienab Ie Rights," and "Inalienable Rights." The near 
identity of lnnguage and title in all of these sections perhaps reflects their 

• 

pr.obable common ancestor, the Declaration of Independence, but there are dif
ferences. The most noticeable difference is that Alaska (Art. I, sec.l), Hawaii 
(Art. J, sec. 2), and Montana (Art II, sec. 3) have clauses, and Illinois (Art.I, 
sec. 23) lws a section, all stating that people have or must recognize obligations 
to other people and to the State that correspond with those inalienable rights 
~uaranteed to them:;clves, ~·lhile Ohio's Art. I, sec. 1 places no such explicit 
obligation on its citizens. In addition, there are other differences, although 
for the most part, they are not substantive. Alc::ska's section (Art.I, sec.l), 
as dOl~S IImvaii's (Art.I, sec.2), includes a statement of equality. Illinois' 
Art.T, sec.l, vJhich is aln,ost a verbatim statement of the fundamental principles 
contained in the second paragraph of the Declaration of Independence, in the

• second sentence, reflects principles stated in Art.I, sec.2 of the Ohio Consti
tution. Finally, Nontana has a right guaranteed in its "Inalienable Rights" 
seetion th,lt is contained in no ot:her constitution revie\-led. Before stating 
the more commonly recognized rL/ihts, it states that people have the right to a 
clc:1r and healthful environment. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Article I, Section 3 

The people have the right to assemble together, in a peace
able manner, to consult for their common good; and to 
instruct their representatives; and to petition the General 
Assembly for the redress of grievances. 

History of Section 

Originally adopted as Art. VIII, sec. 19 of the Constitution of 1802, 
this section was included in the Constitution of 1851 almost word for word, 
and· has remained unchanged. 

Comment 

Section 3 has had little effect in recent years because of the impact 
of its federal counterpart in the Bill of Rights, the First Amendment, clause 
3, which has been incorporated through the 14th Amendment to apply to the 
States, providing the full extent of the federal guarantee to all inhabitants 
of the country, Elfbrandt v. Russell, 384 U.S. 11 (1966). The federal 
guarantee provides that: 

Congress shall make no law • • • prohibiting • • • or abridging 
••• the right of the people peacefully to assemble, and to 
petition the government for a redress of grievances. 

Freedom to associate for the advancement of beliefs and ideas or to petition 
for redress of grievances is an inseparable aspect of liberty, as are the 
other rights protected by the First Amendment; freedom of religion, and 
freedom of speech and press. The freedom of association is so fundamental 
to the concept of ordered liberty that its protection is assumed by the due 
process clause of the 14th Amendment, even though actions taken under the 
protection of this clause may be controversial, political, social, or 
economic actions, N.A.A.C.P. v. Butler, 371 U.S. 415 (1963). 

Like other rights, though, this freedom is not absolute and is circum
scribed by the legitimate exercise of police powers by state and municipal 
authorities to protect the health and safety of the citizens. To contend 
that this freedom or Some act growing out of its exercise was curtailed to 
preserve the health or safety of the community is not enough. The police 
power cannot be used merely to prevent or disperse annoying gatherings. 
Public officials may act to curtail the exercise of the freedom of associa
tion only to enforce statutes reasonably designed to protect life and order, 
and actions that exceed those required by the situation cannot be lawfully 
enforced. What is required is a balancing between the individual's right to 
associate, and to protest if he choose, and the state's duty to preserve 
order. This freedom cannot be restricted in any way because of possible 
dissatisfaction or hatred of the ideas expressed at assemblages, of the 
avowed intentions of an association, or of the membership of an association. 
It can only be limited by the state's need to, protect itself from possible 
riot. So, the right to associate or assemble applies as long as it is used 
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in a lawful manner, that is, following the valid laws of the state without 
interfering with the rights of others. The protection of this right is lost, 
though, when the actions of those assembled interferes with the rights of 
others or when the state's interests predominate. 

TIle people also have the right to petition for the redress of grievances. 
lnter[clence with this right to petition, to express ideas, or to act in a 
concerted way by either a govelnment, through its agents or officers, or an 
individual, vJith the purpose of preventing such legal action, is forbidden 
by the First and 14th Amendments, Mcqueen v. Drllker, 317 F.Supp. 1122, Af£. 
438 F.2d 781 (D.C., Nass., 1970). Further, unless there is some overriding 
state concern, an association or an individual's right to belong to the 
association cannot be interferred with by laws prohibiting people belonging 
to the association from holding certain jobs, or by rules against joining an 
organization for those holding certain jobs. 

Certain types of government restriction are regularly placed on activities, 
though, largely through statutes requi.ring permits for gatherings and marches, 
and the strict enforcement of disorderly conduct lal,.,1s and similar statutes • 
These );ttter statutes are often le8ally used in situations that develop out 
of <.l~;s(·mblies ~llllCrc there is a threat of violence. The presence of this threat 
or n cLear danger to persons or property is normally a sufficient basis for 
the restr i..ctiOll of the rights to free speech or assembly, but for governmental 
of[i.ci.:ll~ to selectively or discriminatorily enforce statutes that deal with 
disturbances, to enable them to use these laHs in schemes to either allow or 
pL'ohibit constitutionally protected activities at their discretion, violates 
the incJlv iclual' s ri.ght to equal protection, as well as his right to assemble, 
United StatRs v. CroHth..l2?~, 456 F. 2d 1074 (4 Cir. 1972:. The interests of 
government in regulations that infringe upon constitutional rights must be 
halanced agoinst those of the individual, and the state must shov,' a compelling 
interest in overriding individual interests to do so. Finally, the state must 
also have a statute, narro\'7ly and fairly drawn, authorizing such interference 
'vith the right to assemble if the state expects its actions to withstand a 
constitutional attack. 

Ohio IS ser.tion a1lo,.,1s similar freedom and restriction. The Municipal 
Court, in Toledo v. Sims, (14 Ohio Ops. 2d 66,1960), said that the people of 
Ohio, by their reserved pO'..,1ers of sovereignty, had affirmed, through Art. I, 
sec. 3, the ri.ght of the inhabitants of the state to assemble or congregate. 
In applying Art. I, sec 3, Ohio courts have repeatedly interpreted it in a 
manner consistent with the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. Where 
they have failed to provide the level of protection required by the 14th 
Amendment, they have been reversed, Coates v. Cincinnati, 402 U.S. 611, revg • 
21 Ohio St. 2d 66 (1971). Similar to the federal right, the freedom guaranteed 
by Art. I, sec. 3 is not absolute, and it may be restricted by local legislative 
bodies through laws passed on the basis of the police power. This legislation, 
though, has to be narrowly defined so as not to arbitrarily, or discrimatorily 
deny the right of assembly to the people. Anytime these strictures about nar
rowly defining the legislation are violated, the courts have held the laws to 
be unconstitutional on grounds similar to those established for violations of 
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Amendment One, clause 3 of the Bill of Rights. But even if state courts 
failed to curtail the use of the police power in this area, the State's 
actions would be circumscribed and limited by the overriding interest of 
the federal courts in protecting First Amendment rights. 

Comparison With Other States • 
In keeping with the fundamental nature of this right, there is no sub

stantive difference between the guarantees of freedom of assembly contained 
in the various Bills of Rights reviewed, although the language often varies. 
The framers of the Model State Constitution set out the guarantee in Art. I, 
sec. 1.01, a copy of the First Amendment. This right is set out in Hawaii's • 
Bill of Rights in the same manner, Hawaii Const. Art. I, sec. 3. Alaska's 
Bill of Rights provides a slightly different copy of the federal wording in a 
separate section, Alas. Const., Art. I, sec. 6. Montana adds "peaceably 
protest" to their adaption of the federal form, a right presently implied in 
both the wording of the First Amendment and court interpretations of the right 
to assemble for redress of grievances, ~IDnt. Const., Art. II, sec. 6. • 
Illinois, alone of the five, has added significantly to the language, but 
Art. I, sec. 5 of the Illinois Constitution has not added to the basic right. 
Essentially what has been done is to enumerate certain aspects of the right, 
as was done in the Ohio section, although not in the same manner. Of these, 
only Montana seems to have made a change in the original language that con
tributes to a fuller understanding of the present conception of the right • 
by specifically guaranteeing that act which was at the center of a great deal 
of controversy in the 1960s; the peaceful protest. 
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Article I, SectIon 4 

The people have the right to bear arms for their� 
defense and security; but standing armies in time of� 
peace are dangerous to liberty, and shall not be kept� 
up; and the military shall be in strict subordination� 
to the civil power.� 

History of Section 

This section, which was originally adopted in 1851, has never been altered. 
It was taken with minor alterations from the Constitution of 1802, Art. VIII, 
sec. 20. The second and third clauses of both are identical in content; the 
1851 Constitution merely modernized the language. The first clause was altered. 
[n the 1802 Constitution clause I stated that the people had the right to bear 
arms for the protection of themselves and the State. The 1851 Constitution 
says that the people have the right to bear arms for their defense and security. 
The earlier Constitution ties the possession of arms by individuals more closely 
to the concept of the protection of the State in keeping with the concepts, 
then prevalent, of the vigilant citizenry or the citizen-soldier. This was 
followed, in a natural transition, by the statement that standing armies were 
dangerous and that the military should be subordinated to the civilian powers. 
The 1851 section seems to alter this by stating that individuals could bear 
arms for their (their mro?) defense and security. One could hypothesize that 
this change was designed to separate the right to bear arms from the concept of 
an armed citizenry prepared to defend their homes and State, but such does not 
seem to be the case. If the members of the 1851 convention wished to make a 
radicdl change, one would assume that there would have been debate; there was 
none. Indeed, the change in the wording seems to have been accepted as if 
onl.y the wording, and not the substance, had been modified • 

Connncnt 

This section reflects tvJO of the fundamental principles contained in 
the Constitution and Bill of Rights of the United States. The firsl: clause 
guarantees the right to bear arms as does Amendment II of the Bill of Rights. 
The second clause provides for civilian control over the military. While this 
has no specific parallel in the United States Constitution, the concept is 
implied in i\rt. II, sec. 2 vlhich names the President as Commander-in-Chief of 
the armed forces. The Ohio Constitution contains a similar irrlplied subordina
tion of the military to the civil authorities, Article III, section 10 and in 
Art. IX, which provide that the Governor is the COlnmander-in-Chief and shall 
appoint the adjutant general and other such officers of the militia as provided 
by la,v. It further authorizes the Governor to callout the militia to execute 
state laws, to suppress insurrection, to repel invasion, and to act in the 
case of a disaster within the State, Art. IX, sec. 4. 

The first clause of the Ohio section is worded differently from the Second 
Amendment and could be construed to have a different effect on an individual's 
rights, especially since the Second Amendment has not been held applicable to 
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the States. "A well-regulated militia being necessary to the security of 
a free state "U.S. Const. Am. II. The Second Amendment's prohibition 
upon the federal government against interfering with the right to bear arms 
is intimately connected with the concept of a citizen soldier and individual 
state's rights. Ohio's section appears to be an absolute affirmation of the 
right to bear arms without any governmental interference or limitation of 
that right. The Supreme Court of Ohio, though, has held that to fully under
stand Art. I, sec. 4, it must be read in conjunction with the Second Amend
ment; a form of reverse incorporation. When both are read together it is 
seen that the primary purpose in permitting people to bear arms is to dispense 
with the need for a standing army and to enable the people to prepare for their 
own defense by retaining their arms, State v. Nieto, 101 Ohio St. 409 \1920). 
Further, the existence of this right does not restrict the legislature's power 
and responsibility under their police powers to pass laws and establish regu
lations that may be necessary to protect the safety and welfare of the 
citizens of Ohio. Consequently, the protection of the general public by the 
regulation of the use and transportation of dangerous weapons, through the 
exercise of the legislative power, is a legitimate use of that authority, 
Akron v. White, 28 Ohio Ope 2d 41 (Mun. Ct. 1963). Under these same powers, 
the legislature can enact laws that totally regulate the sale of arms and that 
govern the possession of concealed weapons, Nieto. Although an ordinance pro
hibiting the bare possession of arms by the people will generally be unconsti
tutional, the extent of the police powers of the State allows a large number 
of restrictions to be placed on this right as seen above and evidenced by 
Chapter 3773 of the Revised Code. In view of the position of Ohio courts on 
Art. I, sec. 4, a fuller understanding of this section can be obtained by 
analyzing the Second Amendment. 

tiThe definition of 'bearing arms', as the phrase was used in legal instru
ments prior to the Revolutionary War, was serving in an organized armed force," 
Levin, The Right to Bear Arms: The Development of the American Experience, 
48 Chi.-Kent L. Rev. 148 (1971). It did not imply any personal right to possess 
weapons, but rather the right to bear arms in defense of the community. During 
this period, the need to keep arms for defense was so great that some colonies 
passed statutes requiring people to carry arms or keep guns. These statutes 
were intended to fill the void created by the colonies' inability to pay for 
the costs of arming and maintaining regular troops, (Vir.) Acts of the Grand 
Assembly, 1623-24 Nos. 24, 25; 1658-59 No. 25. Other later statutes were en
acted that further regulated arms. Laws were passed that controlled the sale 
or disposition of weapons to prevent them from falling into the wrong hands, 
and others were passed to prevent fires and injuries by prohibiting the dis
charge of firearms within the boundaries of towns Or near inhabited dwellings. 

During and after the Revolutionary Period the concept of bearing arms was 
redefined to meet the changing needs and perceptions of the people. Having 
fought to gain their liberties, the people sought a balance between themselves 
and their newly formed government. Fearing possible abuses of power by the 
central government through the instrument of a national army, the people felt 
that only by insuring the right to bear arms could the liberties of the people 
and the individual states be maintained. The opposition to standing armies as 
seen in state constitutions written in the late eighteenth century also illus
trates this fear. The correct balance, it was thought, would only be insured 
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by an armed populace and a state militia; but the bearing of arms was intended 
to be within the context of an organized armed force. The fear of a national 
army and the belief that the rights of individuals and states could only be 
protected by force of arms came into direct conflict with the growing belief 
among many leaders that national sovereignty could only be protected by a 
standing army. Since Congress would control the army through appropriations, 
a compronlise was reached which permitted the federal government to have a 
standing army and the po\~er to call out the state militia while the states 
would control the militia except when federalized, U.S. Const. Art.I, sec. 8. 
Many felt this gave too much military power to the federal givernment so the 
Second Amendment was passed to restore the balance and was designed to ensure 
that ~le federal government would not be able to destroy the militias of the 
various states through the use of the federalization process. 

Since its passage, the federal courts have narrowly interpreted the Second 
Amendment. No longer recognizing the need for a military balance between the 
individuals, the states and the federal government, courts have held that the 
interests of order and stability must be balanced against the need for revol
ution and such interests may out\veigh it. Therefore, there could be restric
tions upon rights subsidiary to the right to revolution--the right to bear arms. 

In Cody v. United States, 460 F.2d 34 (8th Cir.l972), the court said that 
the Second Amendment guarantee extends only to the use or possession of arms 
which has some reasonable relationship to the preservation or effectiveness of 
a well-regulated militia. The purpose of the Second Amendment is not to con
fer a right but instead to preclude infringement of the right of the people to 
keep and bear arms by the felleral government alone. 'Whatever rights the 
people may have in this respect are conferred by state constitutions and local 
legislatures, although the limitation in the federal government is not absolute. 
The federal government can limit the keeping and bearing of arms by single in
dividuals, but it cannot prohibit the possession or use of any weapon which 
has a reasonable relationship to the preservation or effectiveness of a well
regulated militia, United States v. Miller, 307 U.S. 174 (1939). This though, 
is only a general rule and does not apply to state or local legislation nor 
does it assume the privilege of any individual to bear arms. Photos v. City 
of Toledo, 19 O. Misc. 147 (Ct. C.P. 2969) • 

The right guaranteed is not to bear arms on all occasions and in all 
places, but rather to bear them in a usual way or to keep them for ordinary 
purposes as for the defense of personal property or of the state, State v. 
Dawson, 272 N.C. 535, 159 SE2d 1 (1968). The arms referred to in the Second 
Amendment mean those adapted to the effectiveness of the citizen as a soldier 
and which are carried openly. The Supreme Court, in Miller, ruled that in the 
case of certain arms and in the absence of a showing of any reasonable rela
tionship between the weapon and a well-regulated militia, legislation or regu
lations restricting the use of the armS does not violate the Second Amendment. 
The federal government, then, can regulate but not destroy the right. Similarly 
in Ohio, although the Second Amendment is not applicable, it has been held that 
the right can be regulated but not destroyed (City of Akron v. Williams, 113 Ohio 
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App. 293, apE. disn!., '172 Ohio St. 287, 1961). In the reasonable exercise 
of its police power and with the purpose of preventing crime and preserving 
the health and welfare of the public, a government, acting under a consti
tution or legislative grant of police power, may pass certain statutes. 
As long as the governmental body is not acting in a manner inconsistent with 
the general law, it may pass criminal or regulatory statutes to control the 
use or possession of arms regardless of the lack of an express constitutional 
provision authorizing the legislature to regulate the exercise of the right. 
Consequently, regardless of constitutional protections, statutes forbidding 
possession of concealed weapons or weapons of certain types or possession by 
certain people have all been upheld. Nor has a constitutional guarantee been 
held to operate to prevent the enactment of legislation regulating the manu
facture, sale, gift, loan, or use of weapons, Miller, United States v. Fleish, 
90 F. Supp. 273 (D.C. Mich. 1949). 

The second clause of Ohio Constitution Art. I, sec. 4 providing for civilian 
control of the military is a self-evident proposition of fundamental democratic 
principles. The fundamental nature of thi,s principle of subordination of 
military power is demonstrated by the fact that every state except Nc'" York 
has a comparable provision. The United States Constitution not only implies 
this concept through making the President the Commander-in-Chief of the armed 
forces but also through the prohibition of making military appropriations of 
more than two years assuring regular Congressional reviews of military spend
ing (Art. I, sec. 8, cl. 12). 

Comparison With Other States 

Illinois has removed the subordination clause from its Bill of Rights and 
instead, has combined all such sections into its Art. XII. The subordination 
clause is not Art. XII, sec. 2 in the Illinois Constitution of 1970. Art.I, 
sec. 22 guarantees the right to keep and bear arms but this right is prefaced 
by the words "sub j ec t on ly to the po lice power," wh ich are then fo llo~]ed by a 
traditional statement of the right. Hawaii prOVides a subordination section 
almost identical to the third clause of Art. I, sec. 4 in its Art. I, sec.14. 
In the next section Hawaii's Bill of Rights says that a well-regulated militia 
being necessary for the security of a free state, the right to keep and bear 
arms shall not be infringed, Art. I, sec 15. 

A'-lasket' ties its subordination clause to the prohibition against quarter
ing troops, Art. I, sec. 20, and the section guaranteeing the right to keep and 
bear arms is tied with a statement concerning the necessity of a well-regulated 
militia in the same manner as Hawaii, Art. I, sec. 19. Montana also ties the 
subordination clause to the prohibition against quartering troops on the people, 
Art. I~) sec. 32. The section guaranteeing the right to bear arms, though, is 
separate as is the parallel section in the Illinois Bill of Rights, but it is 
somewhat singular in its specificity. While other states usually provide a 
general statement of the right to keep and bear arms often in a manner that 
relates it to the concept of a militia; Montana does not, perhaps reflecting 
its old West past. This is supported by the fact that the section in the 
1972 Constitution is identical to its predecessor in the 1889 Constitution 
Art. III, sec. 13. The Montana section states: 
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The right of any,,~.;.~n to keep or bear arms in defense of 
his own home, persofi;f and property, or in aid of the civil • 
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power when thereto legally summoned, shall not be called in 
question, but nothing therein contained shall be held to permit 
the carrying of concealed weapons. 

Montana Const. Art. III, sec. 12 
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Article I, Section 6 

There shall be no slavery in this state; nor involuntary 
servitude, unless for the punishment of crime. 

History of Section 

This section had its basis in Art. VI of the Ordinance of 1787, the 
first clause of which said, "There shall be neither slavery nor involuntary 
servitude in the said territory (Northwest Territory), otherwise than in 
punishment of crimes ••••" Article VI contained a further provision, 
though, that allowed for the recapture of slaves and indentured servants 
notwithstanding the previous guarantee. Article VIII, sec. 2 of the Con
stitution of 1802 retained the opening clause and limited indenture to 
children until the age of 21 years for males and 18 years for females unless 
an individual entered into indenture in perfect freedom for good consideration 
received or to be received. Indenture of negroes or mulattoes residing in the 
state, regardless of the origin of the contract, was limited to one year except 
in cases of apprenticeships. The Constitutional Convention of 1850-51 re
tained only the opening clause after modernizing the language, and it is this 
clause that serves in the Ohio Bill of Rights as a statement of an inalienable 
right--that of freedom of person. 

Comment 

Freedom of person, the inviolability of the individual, is viewed by many 
as fundamental to the concept of ordered liberty. The absence of cases deal
ing with Art. I, sec. 6 of the Ohio Constitution attests to the right's 
obvious clarity, and the history and origins of Ohio might help account for this. 
Ohio was admitted to the United States as a free state, just as previously it 
had been part of a free territory, and it became a hotbed of abolitionist senti
ment. Harriet Beecher Stowe lived in Cincinnati, Joshua R. Giddings taunted 
Southern adversaries with stinging invective in Washington, and Oberlin Col
lege became an important center for the abolitionist movement. So, slavery 
was never an issue except in cases of slaves who were escaping through Ohio. 
Other forms of servitude, as indenture, were dying out by the end of the 18th 
Century and never became widespread in Ohio. The substitute for indentured 
whites was enslaved blacks, but this, of course, was prohibited throughout the 
Northwest Territory. 

The Federal Constitution, though, contains a similar prov~s~on that has 
been litigated: the Thirteenth Amendment which provides, in section 1, 

Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a 
punishment for crime whereof the party shall have been 
duly convicted, shall exist within the United States or 
any place subject to their jurisdiction. 

While this Amendment was adopted subsequent to the passage of Art. I, sec. 6 
of the Ohio Constitution, following the Civil War, it has relevance for Ohio. 
Not only was this Amendment made applicable to the states through the Four
teenth Amendment, but the similarity of language between the Thirteenth 
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Amendment and Art. I, sec. 6 leads one to believe that if a case arose under 
Art. I, sec. 6, courts would use cases interpreting the Thirteenth Amendment 
as guides in interpreting it. Therefore, Thirteenth Amendment cases are re
levant. 

In the "Slaughter-House" Cases, the Court said that the Thirteenth Amend
ment forbade slavery, as well as personal servitude which has a broader mean
ing, 83 U.S. 36 (1872). Its purpose was to forbid all shades and conditions 
of African slavery, including apprenticeships for long periods or any forms of 
serfdom. The general purpose of the Amendment, when read with the Fourteenth 
and Fifteenth, was found to be the freedom of the slave race, the security and 
firm establishment of that freedom, and the protection of the newly-made 
citizens from the oppressions of those who formerly exercised dominion over 
them. The Court asserted, though, that this protection was not limited to 
the Negro, saying that while Congress only had Negro slavery in mind when it 
passed the Amendment, it prohibited other forms of slavery as well, including 
any type of peonage or coolie system. This opinion was supported by the 
"Civil Rights" Cases, 109 U.S. 3 (1883). There, the Court said that the 
Thirteenth Amendment has respect, not to distinctions of race, or class or 
color, but to slavery, not merely prohibiting state laws establishing or 
upholding slavery, but absolutely declaring that slavery or involuntary ser
vitude should not exist in any part of the United States. Further, the 
Enabling Clause, which has no parallel in Ohio's Art. I, sec. 6, gave Congress 
the power to pass all laws necessary and proper for abolishing all badges and 
incidents or burden and disabilities of slavery in the United States which 
includes all restraints on fundamental liberties which are the essence of civil 
freedom. 

The Thirteenth Amendment acts against more than slavery, labor contracts, 
for example, may also violate this prohibition. A labor contract is basically 
an agreement between an employer and an employee that the employee for a certain 
amount of money will work for a period of time for certain wages. Its perfidious 
nature is revealed when the employee tries to break the contract. The employer 
uses debt or criminal fraud statutes to enforce the contract or punish the em-' 
ployee. This was the issue dealt with in Pollock v. Williams, 322 U.S. 4 
(1944). Commenting on the Thirteenth Amendment, the Court said that the 
Thirteenth, as implemented by the Antipeonage Act, was not merely to end slavery, 
but to maintain a system of completely free and voluntary labor in the 
Uniteq States. While certain forced labor, as a sentence of hard labor for the 
punishment of crime, may be consistent with the Thirteenth Amendment in special 
circumstances, generally, it violates the Amendment. The defense against op
pressive hours, pay, and working conditions or treatment is to change employers, 
but when the employer can compel and the employee cannot escape his obligation 
to work, there is no power below to redress, and no incentive above to relieve 
harsh or oppressive labor conditions. Whatever social value there is in en
forcing contracts and obligations of debt, Congress has established that no 
indebtedness warrants a suspension of the right to be free from compulsory 
service. This meant, the Court held, that no state could make the quitting of 
work a component of a crime or make criminal sanctions available for holding 
unwilling persons to labor. The Court, in United States v. Shackney, sum
marized these principles, 333 F.2d 475 (2 Cir. 1964). After reviewing the 
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•history of the Amendment t the Court said that the purpose of those who outlawed 
involuntary servitude in the Thirteenth Amendment and in statutes to enforce it 
was to abolish all practices whereby subjection having some of the incidents of 
slavery was legally enforced. This applied to direct subjection, by a state 
using its power to return the servant to the master t as had been the case in 
the peonage system t and to indirect subjection, by the state using criminal •penalties to punish those who left the employer's service. The Court contended, 
though, that the term went further. Various combinations of physical violence, 
of indications that more would be used against an attempt to leave, and of 
thre~ts of immediate physical confinement it said were sufficient to violate 
the Thirteenth Amendment, although where the employee has a clear choice about 
leaving even when the alternative is unappealing there can be no violation. • 
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All persons shall be bailable by sufficient sureties,� 
except for capital offenses where the proof is evident, or the� 
presumption great. Excessive bail shall not be required; nor� 
excessive fines imposed; nor cruel and unusual punishments� 
inflicted.� 

History of Section 

Article I, sec. 9 was adopted in 1851 and has remained unchanged. It 
was a combination of two sections from the Constitution of 1802. Art. VIII, 
sec. 12 of the earlier Constitution guaranteed the right of bail in all but 
capital offenses and also guaranteed the writs of habeas corpus. The first 
clause of that section guaranteeing the right of bail was combined with 
Art. VIII, sec. 13, which prohobited excessive bail, fines and cruel and un
usual punishments, to form what is now Art. I, sec. 9. Aside from this re
organization, the sections were preserved intact with only minor changes in 
the language. In 1912, there was an attempt to add to this section to 
abolish capital punishment, until such time as the legislature decided to 
reinstate it, and replace it with life imprisonment. The proposal, though, 
failed to attract voter support and was not ratified. 

Comment 

Art. I, sec. 9 of the Ohio Constitution contains two basic principles 
regarding the treatment of those accused or convicted of crimes. Twenty
three states have a provision for bail similar to the first sentence; every 
other state provides that "excessive" bail is prohibited, and the United 
States Constitution, in the Eighth Amendment, states that "excessive bail 
shall not be required..•." The second sentence, which copies the Eighth 
Amendment, also prohibits "cruel and unusual punishment." The Supreme Court 
has held that this principle is so fundamental that it has applied it to the 
states through the Fourteenth Amendment. 

The traditional right to bail permits the unhampered preparation of a 
defense, and serves to prevent the infliction of punishment prior to conviction 
(Stack v. Boyle, 342 U.S. 1, 1951). Its purpose is to ensure that one accused 
of a crime would return to stand trial and submit to sentence if found guilty. 
The Supreme Court of the United States has held that an excessive. bail is that 
greater than is necessary to assure this, stating that it would be unconstitu
tional to fix bail to ensure that the individual would not obtain his freedom 
(Bandy v. United States, 364 U.S. 440, 1960). 

In the federal courts, the contemporary bail system evolved from four 
sources: the Judiciary Act of 1789, the Eighth Amendment, the Fifth Amendment, 
and the Bail Reform Act of 1966. The Judiciary Act laid the groundwork for 
the federal system by providing that bail will be admitted in all criminal 
arrests, except where the punishment is death, making bail in capital cases 
discretionary. In applying this discretion, the judge was to base his decision 
upon his evaluation of the nature and circumstances of the offense, the 
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evidence, and the usages of law, Jud. Act 1789; ch. 20, sec. 33, 1 Stat. 73, 
91. Discretion of federal judges to deny bail in non-capital cases was re
garded as non-existent which later led to the belief that bail in non-capital 
cases was an absolute right, which it is not (Stack v. Boyle). 

The Judiciary Act was ,followed two years later by the Eighth Amendment 
which reads in part, "Excessive bail shall not be required." This clause, while 
prohibiting excessive bail, does not establish the right to bail, nor does it 
distinguish between capital and non-capital crime. The absence of express 
language guaranteeing the right to bail implies that no absolute constitutional 
right was intended, and indeed, the historical development of the bail system 
clearly so indicates. This concept was upheld in Mastrian v. Hedman where the 
Court ruled that neither the Eighth nor the Fourteenth Amendments require that 
everyone charged with an offense must be given his liberty or the right to bail 
pending trial (326 F.2d 708, cert. den. 376 U.S. 965, 1964). The Hedman court 
further held that while the right to bail was inherent in the American system 
of law, this did not mean that a legislature was required to make all crimes 
subject to that right or to administer it in such a way as to provide everyone 
with that right. 

The fact that the right to bail is not an absolute right placi.ng a duty 
on the federal government to provide it under all circumstances gives Congress 
the power to regulate its usage in federal courts in determining who shall be 
released and under what conditions a release shall take place. Congress can 
thus establish the degree of latitu~e available to the courts in applying this 
right as well as those factors necessary to be considered to both protect 
society and preserve an accused's rights. To effectuate the right, Congress 
passed the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule 46, 18 U.S.C., and the 
Bail Reform Act of 1966, 18 U.s.C., sec. 3146-49. 

Rule 46 gives an accused the right to be released on bail prior to trial 
in non-capital cases and in capital cases at the discretion of the Court. 
The fixing of the bail must be based on standards provided in the Rule that 
are relevant to the purpose of assuring the presence of the accused. In ad
dition to pre-trial bail federal practice allows for bail pending review, 
Rule 46(8)(2), This is based upon the reasoning that the defendant should 
not be compelled to undergo punishment until having been finally adjudged 
guilty by a court of last resort (Hudson v. Parker, 156 u.s. 277, 1895). 
Post-conviction bail is determined at the discretion of the trial judge ac
cording to guidelines established in Rule 46, and the discretion must be 
exercised soundly and fiarly (Rossi v. United States, 11 F.2d 264, 8 Cir., 
1926). Finally, in the federal system the right to bail also extends to 
juveniles. The Court of Appeals of the Ninth Circuit, in Kenney v. Lenon 
(425 F.2d 209, 1970), held that juveniles are entitled to all bail rights 
available' to adults as well as further rights because of the harsher conse
quences. The Court said that not only would the Juvenile have served time 
unjustly if found innocent and would have a more difficult time preparing his 
defense, but he would also be 8t-'8*ti'l:ed in the community and would lose his 
employment or be deprived of educational benefits. 

Ohio procedures to implement section 9 of Art. I have given ample pro
tection to the individual. Th~.p~rpose~~ bail is to ensure that the defendant 
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appears, Ohio Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule 46(A), (hereinafter ORCP), 
and the rie,ht to bail under Art. I, sec. 9 is absolute, the only exception 
being for capital offenses; there is no discretion for the trial court in 
such lll.3tters, Locke v. Jenkins (20 Ohio St. 2d 45, 1969). The Locke 
principle, which follows a long line of similar cases, has been codified in 
OHCP Kule 46(A). TIle absolute right to bail, though, is limited to pre-trial 
not post-trial while awaiting sentencing or appeal. Release on bail pending 
an npPc31 lies '-1ithin the sound discretion of the reviewing court, and the 
Ohio Supreme Court will not interfere' "lith the exercise of such discretion, 
in an 3ction in habeas corpus, unless there appears to have been a gross 
abuse of the lower court's discretion (Colavecchio v. McGettrick, Sheriff, 
2 Ohio St.2d 290, 1965). In using its discretion to determine the amount of 
bail, there are a nunilier of factors that should be considered by the Court 
including: the character and past record of the accused, the number of the 
crimes for which he is charged and their seriousness, and the size of the 
possible penalties. The purpose of the bail is to secure the attendance of 
the accused at the trial; if the penalties involved are not great, the accused 
may have no incentive to jump bail, but if the charges may result in a long 
incClrceration \-1ith little hope of early release or probation, the incentive 
.is gre3ter and the amount must be such as to discourage the accused from 
nhticonding (Bland v. Holden, 11 Ohio St. 2d 238, 1970). 

}1ore recently, action by the Ohio Supreme Court and the Ohio legislature 
has resolved many possible questions about bail by the enactment of Rule 46 
oC th(~ Ohio Rules of. Criminal Procedure. Rule 46(B) provides for pre-trial 
release on recognizance or unsecured appearance bond for individuals who ap
pear in aTIS\·Jer to 3 summons. For persons arrested in connection ';-lith a felony, 
the C01l1T1lon ple;\s judge has these same two alternatives. If he feels that neither 
is sU[[Lciont to ensure the appearance of those persons, Rule 46(C) provides for 
aJclitional means that may be used in lieu of or in addition to the primary 
forms of bail. Part (D) indicates the alternative methods available for the 
release of misdcm':~anants if the primary method of releasing "lith a summons 
Ollile 4(F» is deemed to be insufficient with the added proviso that if neither 
the police, clerk of courts, or officer-in-charge feels the individual should 
be released under one of those methods provided, he should be taken before a 
judge without unnecessary delay for a determination of the conditions of release. 
Under Rule 46(E)(I), after conviction, a felon has a right to post conviction 
bail while awaiting sentence or appeal in the same manner in which he could 
obtain his release prior to trial (C), but this is not an absolute right. If 
the felon has been sentenced to death, if the judge believes that one or more 
conditions will not prevent flight, or if the individual represents a threat 
to the community, there is no right to post conviction release. Part (E)(2) 
provi,.es a similar post-conviction right to those convicted of misdemeanors. 
A final part of great importance, Rule 46(F), lists the factors that should 
he considered in determining which.conditions need be imposed to assure ap
pearance. This helps determine the amount of bail necessary, and helps 
establish, along with the other parts, a uniform method of guaranteeing rights 
protected by Art. I, sec. 9. 
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•Individuals charged with a capital crime in Ohio do not have the full� 
right to bail, according to section 9. In ruling on the predecessor to� 
section 2937.23 of the Revised Code, the Supreme Court said that courts of� 
common pleas have the jurisdiction to admit to bail in all'cases except those� 
in which the statutes are overridden by the Constitution itself. Art. I,� 
sec. 9 provides wuch a limitation by the words "except for capital offenses� •where the proof is evident, or the presumption great." The Court continued� 
that this does not mean that the common pleas judge cannot admit to bail in a� 
capital crime, but rather that the judge must analyze the available evidence� 
and weigh the presumptions before releasing such an individual. An indictment� 
raises a presumption against an accused, not upon the trial, but before, suf�
ficient to warrant arrest and perhaps to be held in custody. This presumption� • 
may be rebutted, but it is for the Court to determine (State, ex reI. Reams v. 
Stuart, 127 Ohio St. 314, 1933). The judgment as to whether an individual 
accused of a capital crime should be released on bail is within the sound 
discretion of the trial court. Further, a denial of bail pending trial cannot 
be raised as a claim of error upon appeal from a judgment finding the defendant 
guilty of murder in the second degree (State v. Sheppard, 100 Ohio App. 345, • 
1955). On the basis of the Court decisions and legislative acts, Ohio provides� 
at least as much protection for an accused in providing for bail as the United� 
States; probably more, since the right is absolute. There is only one area� 
where Ohio provides less protection--juveniles. The absolute right of Art.I,� 
sec. 9 has been held not to extend to a minor being detained pending delinquency� 
proceedings, since the bail provision was held to apply only to offences, State� • 
ex reI. Peaks v. Allaman, 51 Ohio Ope 321 (1954). In light of In Re Gault, 387 
U.S. 1 (1967), in which the United States Supreme Court gave recognition to the� 
trial nature and serious consequences of delinquency proceedings, it 'vould seem� 
that an extension of the right in this area, would be proper. It is not clear,� 
though, that this can be best accomplished by a constitutional clwnge.� • 

The last clause of the Eighth Amendment, "nor cruel and unusual punish�
ments inflicted," was taken from the British Declaration of Rights of 1688,� 
1 William and Mary 2, C.2 (1688), and was originally thought to only proscribe� 
tortures employed during the reign of the Stuarts. This concept was rejected� 
by the Supreme Court in Weems v. United States (217 u.s. 349, 1910), where the� 
Court held that the standards of the Eighth Amendment were subject to change as� • 
the public became enlightened by humane justi~e. Weems had embezzled money and 
had received a harsh sentence: 15 years at hard labor in chains, loss of all 
marital, guardian, and property rights, upon release periodi.c inspection and 
reporting, and a fine in excess of the money stolen. In declaring this sen
tence a violation of the Eighth Amendment, the Court made it clear that, in 
deciding whether the Amendment was applicable, the test to be applied was • 
broader than whether or not the original drafters had this type of punishment� 
in mind when they wrote this clause. The Weems case thus established the con�
cept of the evolving standard for Amendment VIII. This was later reiterated in� 
Trop v. Dulles (356 U.S. 86, 1958), where the Court held that the standards of� 
the Eighth Amendment must be drawn from the evolving standards of decency of the� 
society.� • 

Following Weems, the next major decision was not handed down until 1947 
in 10uisiana ex reI. Francis v. Resweber(329 U.S. 459, 1947). Here the Supreme 
Court approved a second electrocution where the first attempt had failed due to 
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mechanical difficulties. The Court had earlier approved the use of the 
electric chair in In Re Kemmler (136 U.S. 436, 1890), noting that while it 
was unusual, it had been adopted for humane reasons and was therefore not cruel. 
Here, the Court approved its reuse because of the accident, stating that the 
Constitution protects the convicted person against an inherently cruel punish
ment and where there is no intention to inflict unnecessary pain and where 
none is involved, there is no violation of the Constitutional command. In 
TroR, a naturalized citizen was de-naturalized for desertion. Feeling that 
statelessness was inherently cruel and rejected by civilized nations, the 
Supreme Court ruled that no crime, even desertion was sufficient to warrant 
its infliction. The Court held that if a punishnlent violates the dignity of 
man, as measured by evob:ing standards of decency that mark the progress of a 
maturing society, ther. it violates the prohibition against cruel and unusual 
punishments. But in the salliC decision in dictum, the Court stated tra t the 
de~th penalty was a traditional and acceptable mode of punishment. 

The fir<:;t case to apply the Eighth Amendment to a state was Johnson v. Dye 
(175 F.2d 250, ~on othc'c gnds. 388 U.S. 864, 1949), and this ,vas followed 
by other dis't:rict court cases. The Supreme Court never follmved this until it 
decideu r~obins2~~_J::.L1l.if.Q.rnia (370 U.S. 660, 1962), but even here, it did not 
unequivocal1.y state that the Eighth Amendment ~"as applicable to the states 
throuf.;h the Fourteenth Amendment. HO\J<?ve1.-, the Court assumed throughout its 
decision th.:lt th. clause did apply. In this decision, the Court found a 
viol~tion in t~1e '_ll1ishment of mETe status--equating the punishment of nar
colics ~H.ldiction I}ecause of thr~ ::,ddiction, to the punishment of mental illness 
or leprosy bccnuse of the ezistenc.e of the illness. Justice Douglas, in his 
concurring opinion, sug~e~:ted that a crllel and unusual punishment may result 
not merely [rom the confinement but also from the nature of the conviction it
self. The Court, in Robins2E., also repeated the idea that the meaning of the 
"punishments" clause Inust ue determined in light of conter'lpot'ary standards of 
11umaneness. Ten years later this standard was applied to the death penalty. 

Tn 1972, in yunnan v. Georgia.., the Supreme Court declared certain appli
cations of the death penalty to be violative of the "cruel and unusual punish
ment" CLH.lSe of the Eighth Amendment. In the 5-4 decision, this "las all the 
miljority' could .:lgree on, and there \Vere nine separate opinions. Justices 
Brennan and Marslwll based their opinions on the Trop test, with Justice Brennan 
\\lriting thJt capital punishment is degrading, arbitrarily inflicted, offensive 
to contemporary society, and excessive. }1arshall agreed that the punishment 
violates hunlan dignity and is excessive and unacceptable to contemporary society. 
The other Justices ruled more narrm'Jly \vith Justices vlhite and Stewart holding 
that the death penalty vlaS excessive in the instant case because the criminal 
justice system allowed people to escape the punishment by providing for alter
nate, lesser punishments with the result tllat those sentenced to death were 
an~ng a capriciously selected random handful. 

The four dissenters argued that the decision to abolish the death penalty 
,vas a legislative rather than a judicial matter. They also rejected the 
m.:J.jority ruling that the death penalty in these cases violated Amendment VIII, 
asserting that the "punishments" clause does not enCOITpass an inquiry into 
,,,,hether a punishment is excessive. The dissent further stated that the clause 
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docs not deal with the problems of arbitrary, infrequent, and discriminatory 
applicat1.ons of the death penalty. 

The narrow holding of the majority is that the imposition of the death 
penalty is so infrequently imposed that it is excessive and that it can be 
discriminatori1y and arbitrarily applied where the jury has complete discre
tionary powers to dec1.de between life or death--the possible abuse of dis
cretion being of primary importance. The enactment of mandatory sentences and 
standards which severely limit jury discretion could correct many of the cited 
abuses and re-legitimatize the death penalty but not if the penalty is thought 
to be disproportionate. If the death penalty is thought to be excessively 
harsh, there will still be an Eighth Amendment violation. 

Weems spoke of proportionality; a sentence greatly disproportionate to 
the crime comnlitted, according to the Court would be a cruel and unusual pun
ishment. This was followed in both Trap and Robinson where the Court held 
punishments unconstitutional because they were disproportionately severe in 
relation to the offense committed. In Wilkerson v. Utah (99 U.s. 130, 1878), 
another test of excessiveness had been postulated. Follo~-ling the traditional 
formulation, later rejected in Weems, the Court said that torture, beheading, 
quartering, burning, and other punishments in the same line of unnecessary 
cruelty violate the Eighth Amendment. Trop expanded this concern with physical 
pain to i.nclude mental and emotional pain combining with i.t the evolving 
standards test of Wpcms, which was accepted by all six Justices who dC31t with 
the question in Furman. 

It should not be imagined, though, that this clause is limited to consid
eration of the death penalty or tortures; it has even further ramifications 
as interpreted by contemporary courts. Prior to 1969, the Supreme Court had 
refused to consider prison conditions because it was felt that prison disci
pline and administration in the states was within the jurisdiction and compe
tence of the states. In Johnson v. Avery, the Court changed its policy saying 
that where federal rights were affected, they could be raised in federal courts. 
Soon thereafter, the District Court of Arkansas found that conditions at the : 
Arkansas prison farms violated the Eighth Amendment rights of the prisoners 
(Holt v. Sarver, 309 F.Supp. 362, aff'd. 442 F.2d 304, 8 Cir., 1970). In con
demning the deplorable living conditions and the trustee-guard system with its 
concomitant abuses and failings, the Court said that confinement itself may 
result in cruel and unusual punishment where the prison is characterized by 
conditions and practices shocking to the conscience of reasonably civilized 
people even though a particular inmate may never be disciplined. To correct 
the abuses, the judge ordered reforms of the prison farm system. Another 
federal judge took stronger action in Hamilton v. Schiro, 338 F.Supp. 1016 
(E.D. La. 1970). He enjoined the use of a parish (county) prison rather than 
try to fashion relief because he felt that the prison conditions shocked the 
conscience as a matter of elementary decency. In Ohio, in James v. Wittenburg 
(323 F. Supp. 93, N.D. Ohio, 1971), a district court, following the earlier 
decisions, found that jails were properly within the control of the state 
authorities but that federal courts could properly intervene when paramount 
federal constitutional and statutory rights were involved. Here, the judge 
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found conditions that violated the Eighth Amendment, and foreseeing no re
lief because of fragmented administrative control, the judge retained juris
diction in the matter to guarantee that ordered improvements were properly 
carried out. In Gates v. Collier (349 F. Supp. 881, N.E. Miss., 1972), with 
similarly disgustiug conditions prevalent, another judge established and over
saw a timetable of ordered administrative and physical improvements. In so 
doing, he gave recognition to the principle that prisoners have a consti
tution.::tl right to adequate provisions for their physical health and well being. 

Courts have expanded these neYd concepts even further in dealing ~.;tith 

juveniles. Not only have courts extended to them the rights available to 
adults, but the courts have recognized the rights to a higher standard that 
mllst be met in the confinement of juveniles. The most important of these is 
the right to recclve rehaoilitation from an on-going effectively run program, 
Jnl11.:1tcs of Boy's Training School v. Affleck, 346 F. ')upp. 1.354 (D. R.T. 1972), 
1~~1s-~~Jr.:J.r1Qton, YfS 1:'. Supp. 435 (H.D. Ky. 1972). The expansion of these 
ri~lts ~nto adult corrections could have a profound effect on the correctional 
system. 

Courts have also intervened to stop specific prison practices. Corporal 
punishment of prisoners h,," been held to be cruel and unusual punishment in 
part because the standards of the people have «13nged and they have rejected 
it, ~~~L~' nishop, 404 1?2d 571 (8 Cir. 1963), ~e:1=J: v. Stickney, 325 
F.SHpp. 7l::i1 (H.D. Ala. 1971). Hhilc solitary confinement has not been found 
ohjcc.tionClhle, strip cells have bC<2Jl detennined to be inhuman and to have the 
tC!Hkncy to debase dnd degrade the individual in violation of his humanity and 
dignity according to contemporary standards (LaReau v. MacDougal, 473 F.2d 
97 f., 2nd Cir., 1972). 

The l3~~t clause of Art. I, sec. 9 prohibiting "cruel and unusual puni.sh
ment" ilS mentioned earlier repeats the parallel clause in the Eighth Amendment 
.:md rrovicle~; the same pJ7otectioll. Even prior to the incorporation of the clause 
throu:~h Amendment X11/, the Ohio Supreme Court follO':ved the United States 
Supreme Court's interpretation of the Eighth Amendment in interpreting Art. I, 
seC. 9. In ~ol~ v. StDt~ (107 Ohio St. 307, 1923), the Ohio Court said that it 
\\Ins contcnt ttl follow \,':dk'2rson v. Utah as interpreting the meaning of the ex
press ion. The C"llrt in ~ilkerson had ruled that the punishments prohibited by 
the Eighth Ameltdment vlcre those atrocious tortures and forms oE execution of the 
samc nature as those mentioned by Blackstone, 4 HI. Com. 377. With the exception 
ofZc~~vi~, which held that consecutive lire sentences were not violative 
of the Ohio Constitution, there is little other litigation on this clause and 
since Robinson there has been none, 66 Ohio Law Abs. 606 (Franklin Co. Ct. A. 
1951). 

Comparison With Other States 

Because of the basic nature of these rights, it is not surpr~s~ng that� 
there are substantial similarities between Art. I, sec. 9 and the parallel� 
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sections in other Bills of Rights. Article II, sees. 21 and 22 of the 
Montana Constitution when combined are almost identical, word for word 
to Art. I, s. 9 of the Ohio Constitution. Hawaii's Constitution, in 
Art. I, sec. 9, repeats the Eighth Amendment of tpe U. S. Constitution, 
as does the Ohio Constitution, but then it adds: • 

"The court may dispense with bail if reasonably satisfied� 
that the defendant or witness will appear when directed,� 
except for a defendant charged with an offense punishable� 
by life imprisonment."� 

It should be noted that this section does not grant an absolute right to bail • 
as does the Ohio Constitution although it does imply it. The section does 
provide for a waiver of bail under certain conditions. Ohio, in the new Rules 
of Criminal Procedure, provides a more absolute command, making a release on 
recognizance or on summons the first consideration. Nevertheless, the right 
in Ohio is secured by a rule which may be altered by the legislature while 
in Hawaii the right is secured by their Constitution. • 

Alaska, in Art. I, SeC. 11, establishes the right of bail in a manner 
similar to Ohio. In the next section (sec. 12), it also repeats the Eighth 
Amendment; the second sentence of that section adds something different also 
found in the Montana and Illinois Constitutions: • 

"Penal administration shall be based on the principle of� 
reformation and upon the need for protecting the public."� 

Alas. Const. Art. I, sec. 12 

•"All penalties shall be determined both according to the� 
seriousness of the offense and with the objective of� 
restoring the offender to useful citizenship."� 

Ill. Const. Art. I, sec. 11 •"Laws for the punishment of crime shall be founded on the� 
principles of prevention and reformation."� 

Mont. Const. Art. II, sec. 28 

All three of these sections deal with the punishment of crime. Alaska and •Montana both consider prevention as a factor in fixing punishment, Illinois 
the seriousness of the cr~e. All three, though, also consider reformation 
a factor to be considered in establishing a penalty for a crime. It is un
clear as to what is meant by this exactly, although it would seem that the 
sentence is to be tied in some manner with the length of tUne necessary for 
reforming the convicted individual. One might also speculate as to whether •or not these clauses give prisoners a right to rehabilitation facilities, and 
whether the clauses impose positive duties in the states to reform criminals 
through the development and use of rehabilitative programs. If they do grant 
these rights and impose tho&~!~uties, these sections could be seen as constitu
tional effectuations of the princiPi~ ~~cently enumerated by federal courts 
in cases dealing with prison condit ohA.~ • 
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Although the language is in part modernized, the parallel section of the 
Model State Constitution (sec. 1.06(b)) does not differ from Art. I, sec. 9 of 
the Ohio Constitution. TIle modernized section is that dealing with bail. The 
Model State Constitution states: 

"All persons shall, before conviction, be bailable by 
sufficient sureties, but bail may be denied to persons 
charged with capital offenses or offenses punishable by 
life imprisonment, giving due weight to the evidence and 
to the nature and circumstances of the event." 

Model State Constitution, sec. 1.06(b) 

As is seen, this sentence does not differ from the bail provision of the Ohio 
Constitution as interpreted by the courts and codified in the Ohio Rules of 
Criminal Procedure. The second sentence of the section is identical to the 
second sentence of Ohio's Art. I, sec. 9 - the Eighth Amendment. 
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Article It Section 12 

No person shall be transported out of the State t for� 
any offense committed within the same; and no conviction� 
shall work corruption of blood t or forfeiture of estate.� 

History of Section 

This section is another hybrid from the Constitution of 1802. The first 
clause of Art. I, sec. 12 originally was Art. VIII, sec. 17 of the 1802 Con
stitution. The Constitutional Convention added the second clause of Art.VIII, 
sec. 16 to that section to form the present Art. I, sec. 12. The restructured 
sec. 12 was then adopted as a part of the Constitution of 1851 and has remained 
unchauged. 

Comment 

This section should be read in conjunction with sec. 9 since it deals with 
the treatment of individuals after conviction as does the "cruel and unusual 
punishments" clause of sec. 9 and the bail provisions to a limited degree. 
While banishment or transportation has been held not to violate the prohibition 
against cruel and unusual punishment, it is generally held to be beyond the 
power of local or state courts, and is impliedly prohibited by public policy, 
People v. Baum, 251 Mich. 187, 231 N.W. 95 (1930). In Ohio, this public policy 
has been formalized by the first clause of sec. 9. The judiciary and legis
lature have heeded this prohibition against this form of punishment, obviating 
any decisional law. 

On the federal level, transportation exists in a limited manner in the 
form of deportation which is regulated by federal statute, 8 ~ sees. 1251
126D. National sovereignty gives the United States the power to eApel or de
port aliens whose presence is deemed detrimental to the public welfare and this 
power is absolute and unqualified. This right is based on the fact that since 
the foreigner is not part of the nation, his individual reception into the 
territory is a matter of pure permission and simple tolerance which creates 
no obligation on the part of the government to permit him to remain. The in
terest of the alien in remaining is protected only so far as Congress chooses 
to protect it, and as long as the alien fails to become naturalized he remains 
subject to the p1enary power of Congress to expel him. A person who is a 
citizen by birth or naturalization may also be subject to exclusion or deporta
tion if he loses his nationality. By the performance of certain acts as 
established by statute, an American citizen may be expatriated, 8 USC sees. 
1481-1489. This may also result from de-naturalization. An order admitting 
a person to citizenship may be revoked and his certificate of naturalization 
canceled on the ground that such order and certificate were procured by the 
concealment of a material fact or by willful misrepresentation, 8 USC sec. 
1451. This is considered a severe penalty only to be exercised if there is a 
clear violation of the express statutory requirements. In Trop v. Dulles, the 
Supreme Court ruled that de-naturalization was a cruel and unusual punishment 
and rejected its use as a punishment t limiting its application only in eases 
where actual concealment of facts or fraud occurred in obtaining citizenship. 
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The second clause has no verbatim counterpart in the United States Consti
tution. Art. III, sec. 3, cl. 2, though, which provides that no attainder of 
treason shall work corruption of blood, or forfeiture, except durins the life 
of the person attainted, is obviously much more limited in scope. The clause 
provides for a lo~s of all civil rights, a forfeiture of all estates and the 
loss of the ability to transfer them during the life of the person convicted 
of treason. Impliedly, all lesser crimes would require lesser penalties, but 
this is not stated. The second clause of Ohio Const. Art. I, sec. 12, though, 
does provide this greater protection by stating absolutely that there will be 
no transportation, corruption of blood, or forfeiture of estate. The case law 
is sparse on this section, but it does provide an adequate explanation for what 
seem to be exceptions. 

The Supreme Court held that there was no constitutional violation in 
Miller v. State for a seizure to abate an existing nuisance. The property in
volved was seized and closed for a violation of the state liquor laws, and the 
actions of the trial judge in ordering the rooms be kept closed until baud and 
security were given pursuant to the act were upheld by the Court since the 
property was being used illegally at the time of the seizure, 3 Ohio St. 475 
(1854). During Prohibition, a similar case arose under the "Padlock" law which 
authorized the closing of premises maintained for the keeping and selling of 
liquor. Following Miller, in interpreting Art. I, sec. 12, the Court held that 
there was no violation of the constitutional prohibition where the use of 
property, declared a public nuisance under General Code sec. 13195-1 (RC sec. 
4301.73), was lost for one year (State ex reI. v. Richardson, 24 N.P. (n.s.) 
5LfO, Butler Co. C.P., 1923). In Mills Operating Co. v. Toronto, the Court never 
had to rule on the clause finding that there is no property right in a gambling 
device and hence no right of recovery from the confiscation and destruction of 
the devices involved, pursuant to General Code sec. 3659 (RC sec. 715.51), 
20 N.P. (N.S.) 525 (Jefferson Co. C.P. 1918). Murder, though, does provide a 
type of exception to this clause of the same nature as that seen in Mills. A 
beneficiary under a life insurance policy who murders the insured thereby for
feits all rights under the policy (Filmore v. The Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., 
82 Ohio St., 1910). More specifically, the Probate Court of Franklin County 
held that General Code sec. 10503-17 (RC sec. 2105.19), which prohibits a person 
convicted of first or second degree murder from inheriting from his victim, does 
not act to divest an heir of property in violation of Art. I, sec. 12. The 
Court noted that the statute does not provide that one shall be divested of 
property, but rather that he shall not be allowed to inherit. Therefore, he 
would have lost no property rights by operation of the statute (Egelhoff v. 
Presler, 32 Ohio Ope 252, 1945). Further protection in Ohio has corne as a 
result of judicial decision. In Thomas v. Mills, the Ohio Supreme Court held 
that absent any statutory provision one sentenced to life imprisonment was not 
civilly dead although under the common law conviction of a felony did result in 
a corruption of blood (civil death), 117 Ohio St. 114 (1927). 

Comparison With Other States 

Among those Constitutions reviewed, only Illinois had a section identical 
with Art. I, sec. 12, Illinois Const. Art. I, sec. 11. Alaska in Art. I, 
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sec. 15 of its Constitution provides that no conviction shall work corruption • 
of blood or forfeiture of estate and does not specifically prohibit transpor
tation, although one would assume that any attempt to transport convicted 
felons would violate Art. I, sec. 12 of their Bill of Rights and certainly 
w.ou1d violate the Eighth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. Montana provides 
that no person shall be attainted of treason or felony by the legislature (no 
corruption of blood) and more bimply, no conviction shall cause the loss of • 
property for relatives or heirs of the convicted, Art. II, sec. 30. The 
Montana section seems to imply that on conviction of a felony or treason all 
civil rights are lost, Revised Code of Montana 94-4720, 94-4721. Further, the 
second part seems to imply that there can be a loss of property for the con
victed felon, although the property would go to the heris or relatives. Be
cause these clauses follow those relating to treason in the same section, it • 
can Pfobably be assumed that forfeiture is limited to treason or other crimes 
specifically enumerated, see Revised Code of Montapa 94-4725. While 94-4720 
does provide that all civil rights are suspended upon conviction of a felony 
and that they, including citizenship, can only be regained from the governor, 
Art. II, sec 28 of the Montana Constitution was passed later and states that 
all rights lost by a person upon conviction of a felony are automatically re • 
stored by the termination of state supervision. Article I, sec. 12 only pro
vides this to a limited degree. By statute in Ohio, upon conviction, rights 
to be an elector, juror, or to hold public office of honor, trust, or profit 
are lost. Upon release, the only right regained is that of elector, ORC 
sec. 2961.01 (Page Special Supp. 1973). -- • 

• 

• 
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Article I,~ Section 13 

• No soldier shall in time of peace, be quartered in any 
house, without the consent of the owner; nor, in time of war, 
except in the manner prescribed by law. 

• History of Section 

Article I, sec. 13 was adopted as it now stands as part of the Constitution 
of 1851. Representing an old, cherished freedom, it was, of course, not a new 
guarantee of freedom in Ohio; it repeats Art. VIII, sec. 22 of the 1802 Consti
tution with only minor word changes.

• 
Connnent 

This section of the Ohio Bill of Rights, which is identical to the Third 
~~endment, is self explanatory. So basic is this section that it does not even

• appear to have been litigated in Ohio. 

Litigation dealing with the Third Amendment is almost as rare. In United 
States v. Valenzuela, 95 F. Supp. 363 (D.C. Cal. 1951), in a case involving 
reparations for rents for violations of the Housing and Rent Act of 1947, the 
defendant charged that the Act was an incubator and hatchery of swarms of bureau
crats to be qt:artered as storm troopers on the people. The Court held the charge 
was not supported and that the Act, which gave certain preferences to soldiers 
and others in housing and established certain types of rent controls, was not 
violative of the Third Amendment. In one of the few other cases in which this 
Amendment is mentioned, the Supreme Court said that the Third Amendment protects 
one aspect of privacy from governmental intrusion, Katz v. United States (389

• U•S. 347, 1967). 

• 

There is little more that can be said concerning this section or the Third 
Amendment except for the specific language used. Narrowly read, the section 
allows the quartering of troops in a rented house with the consent of the owner 
regardless of the attitude of the lessee. Further, it provides no protection 
for the apartment dwellers or owner. It could probably be safely argued, thou~, 

• 

that this section and the parallel Amendment are prophylactic and that inter
pretations of the wording change in response to different living conditions 
and patterns of property ownership, to provide identical protections to the 
people at all times. While no one can assume that this section would be inter
preted in this manner in the future, any attempt to adapt the language of the 
section to 20th Century housing is fraught with difficulties. The complexity 
of property ownership would require an equally complex amended section with the 
possible implication that everything covered is protected and everything else 
is expressly excluded from protection, regardless of the intent of the legislators. 

• Comparison With Other States 

In keeping with the fundamental nature of this right, all four states 
(Alaska, Art. I, sec. 20, Hawaii Art. I, sec. 16, Illinois Art. I, sec. 21, 
Montana Art. II, sec. 32) reviewed were found to have almost identical sections. 
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•The authors of the Model State Constitution desiring to limit the scope of 
their Bill of Rights failed to include this right among those recommended 
for a state constitution. Relying instead upon the inclusion of many rights 
through the Fourteenth Amendment, they termed the inclusion of this right along 
with others "surplusage" in a state constitution, even though the Third Amend
ment has not been incorporated through the Fourteenth and made applicable to 
the states. • 

Among the four states, the specific sections are largely identical. The 
second sentence of Montana's Art. II, sec. 32 is identical to Ohio's Art. I, 
sec. 13. The first sentence, though, like the last in Alaska's Art. I, sec. 20 
ties the right to the concept of strict subordination of the military to the •civil power in words identical to the third clause of Art. I, sec 4 of the Ohio 
Constitution. Art. I, sec 21 of the Illinois Constitution only differs from 
the Ohio section in minor ways. The Constitutions of both Hawaii and Alaska 
have a greater difference. While these sections serve the same purpose as that 
of Ohio's, slight modifications have subtly enlarged the specific guarantee of 
the right. Alaska provides that no member of the "armed forces", and Hawaii •that "no soldier or members of the militia", shall be quartered in any house. 
More importantly, both provide that the consent necessary in time of peace must 
come from either the "owner or occupant. f1 While it might have been better to 
prOVide for permission from the owner and the occupant, this represents an 
attempt to deal with a complex problem in an understandable and brief manner. .. 

• 
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• Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission Research Study No. 44B 
~d~cation and Bill of Rights Committee� 
November 25, 1974� 

Bill of Rights 
Part 2

• Article I, Section 19 and Article XIII, Section 5 

EMINENT DOMAIN 

Two Ohio constitutional sections relating to eminent domain are covered in this 

• mcmorandum--Section 19 of Article I, the basic section--and Section 5 of Article XIII. 

The latter section was considered by the Elections and Suffrage Committee in connec

tion with its study of the Corporations article, and that committee suggested that 

• it should be studied in connection with the basic eminent domain section, Section 19 

of Article 1. 

In the last two legislative sessions, one resolution was introduced affecting 

•� eminent domain. H.J.R. 17 of the l09th General Assembly proposed a constitutional 

amendment to extend the "quick take l1 provisions of Section 19 of Article I for water 

and sewer purposes. This proposal was placed before the voters by the legislature 

•� and defeated at the polls . 
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Article I, Section 19 • 
Private property shall ever be held inviolate but� 

subservient to the public welfare. When taken in time� 
of war or other public exigency, imperatively requiring� 
its inunediate seizure or for the purpose of making or� 
repairing roads, which shall be open to the publi.c, without� 
charge, a compensation shall be made to the owner, in� • 
money; and in all other cases, where private property� 
shall be taken for public use a compensation therefor� 
shall first be made in money, or first secured by a� 
deposit of money; and such compensation shall be assessed� 
by a jury without deduction for benefits to any property� 
of the owner.� • 

History of Section 

The predecessor of this section was Art. VIII, sec. 4 of the Consti
tution of 1802, which provided that private property would be inviolate • 
but subservient to the public welfare and that compensation would be paid 
to the owner of any property condemned. The present section of the 
Constitution of 1851 retains those basic principles from the earlier Bill 
of Rights, but goes to greater lengths to establish procedure. The earlier 
section had been inadequate to protect the property rights of the people 
and many people with influence used eminent domain for personal enrichment. • 
The abuse arose because of the absence of guidelines specifying when 
property could be taken, who was to determine the amount of compensation, 
when such compensation was to be paid and how possible benefits accruing 
to the property owner due to public improvements should affect his compensa
tion. The framers of the 1851 Constitution directed their efforts to 
resolving these issues and added new language to the old section to form • 
what is now Art. I, sec. 19. The section has remained unchanged since 
1851. 

Comme'!! 

•While Art. I, sec. 1 has no direct federal parallel, by its nature 
and operation it is one aspect of the state guarantee of due process. Art I, 
sec. 19 also provides an aspect of this guarantee with the result that often 
the two are cited in conjunction, but this is not always the case. Art. I, 
sec. 1 can always be raised in a case specifically covered by Art. I, 
sec. 19 while the converse does not apply. This is because Art. I, sec. 19 
was written to provide specific protection for property owners in Ohio • 
against state seizure of property without just compensation. This protec
tion parallels that provided by the last clause of the Fifth Amendment, 
but where the Fifth Amendment gives only a general protection, Art. I, 
sec. 19 is more specific. 

• 
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When the United States government needs private property for public 
usc whlc!l it cannot acquire by purchase, it has the undoubted right to 
acquire such property by the exercise of the pOloJer of eminent domain, 
with or without the consent or a concurrent act of the state in which the 
land is situated (Monongahela Nav. Co. v. United States, 148 U.S. 312, 
1892). The only limitation on this power is that contained in the Bill 
of Rights in the Fifth Amendment which requires that just compensation 
be paid, and many federal statutes specifically authorize the acquisition 
of property by condemnation for various public purposes. The United 
States may not only take land for itself for governmental purposes, but 
may also authorize the taking of land within a state by a private corpora
tion for public uses within the sphere of federal control, such as 
interstate commerce. 

This power of eminent domain may be exercised in all territory 
within the United States and is independent of either the power or wishes 
of the individual states. Further, it may be exercised either by enter
ing into physical possession of the property without a court order or by 
instituting condemnation proceedings under various acts of Congress. This 
right to enter and take possession, though, is limited as mentioned 
preViously. 

The Fifth Amendment and the constitutions of forty-nine states (not 
North Carolina) have an eminent domain clause: "nor shall private 
property be taken for public use without just compensation", and the 
Supreme Court has made just compensation a requirement of due process 
and binding on the states through the Fourteenth Amendment, Griggs v. 
Allegheny Co., 369 U.S. 84 (1962). 

Eminent domain is a transfer of property, but it has several unique 
characteristics. First, it occurs between an individual and the state or 
some alter ego of the state. Second, this transfer may be accomplished 
over the protests of the transferor due to the power of the state. It is 
an act of the state in its capacity as sovereign. The theory behind this 
power is that it is necessary for the independent existence and perpetuation 
of government, Kohl v. United States (91 U.S. 367, 1875). The power is also 
very extensive. American governmental bodies have the power to condemn 
any property rights to aid in accomplishing any permissible governmental 
enterprise, Berman v. Parker (348 U.S. 26, 1954). Further, this power can 
be used concurrently with other powers when this would better serve the 
public interest or use, which is determined by the legislature, although 
periodically such a decision is made by the judiciary. The Supreme Court, 
when it has interpreted public interest or use, has on occasion spoken 
more of public purpose, and of that very broadly, as being sufficient to 
enable a legislative body to act, and the Court has made clear that it 
cannot be interpreted in any literal sense. 

• In early cases, the property, land, or constructions, had to be 
touched for there to be a taking. More recently, the trend has been 
away from the physical touching or taking requirement, although blocking 
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i1Cc.:eAH orillt/:r[r:rrinl', with c('rt:dn rJpnrl;m rights might: lIot rc·Sll1.t jn 
cO\TlpCn~::ltiflll. 1'111.1; C!OP.S not 1ll('an tll<lt the pl'OjWrty O\m(~L 1fI,:1j be trc.'at,·rj 
wl.th i.OIpun.lty in all CI1:,(:!l "Jltere there is no touclli.ng. An ounc.:r llilS a 
right to be [ruc [rom c(.!rtuin ki.ndiJ of annuyinp, activity from occupant:, 
of other land, and if the occupant is the government and if the hrll~m is 
serious and peculial- to the plainti.£f, the OHner can receive compensation 
evcm though the:r.e has been no touching of his land t Richards v. 
\-1ashinr>ton Terminal Compa.E;i., 233 U.S. 546 (1914). 

AttencLmt to this concept is another concept reflected in the Fifth 
Amendment: that the stnte should be no better off after :H.~qt1irin!j the 
property th~11 it '''ould have been had it been a private individua 1. TId s 
provides the rationale for compensation. 

Compensation h.:1s come to be regnrded as a fundament<ll principle of 
law by the cotlrt~." even in the absence of any express constitutional 
)~equi.re.m(mt. Tlw Fifth Amendment, though, provides this express rcquire" 
ment [OJ: dw Jc:deral ·'.. LJverumcnts and this principle has been appli.ul to all 
the sto,tC!' through the due pt ocess cl:1us~ of the Fourteenth AlOcndrJl,:'nt. The 
('xtont of cLlnpcnsation is determined by the highest and bc:,t lIse rllle; 
the nlln:k(·t vallie of the 1.1nd dett!TlI1l.ned by an Clppraisnl of its vnluc for 
the bC:it IU;C to whi.c·ll the land could be.' u/;ed. In (;Q.C2.~~I.L~:'._.<;).2:'c}~"qt:X.:~ 

~!.D~•..ill1 i t:_(~\~0..!;!..:.I ~;~~L]~!J..l:~?.._ (10 011 i 0 St. 169, 1868), the c ollr t ru 1... ,; t i!;d: the 
value lur Po!:gj.ble U<:lC had to be considered rather than merely prcs'.'ilt 
value for present UHC. In this transaction, a railroad W~I.;; prohibited from 
benefiting from the fact that the canal company could no longer operate 
profitably <lnd from paying the value of canal property as then used rath(~r 

than its poteTltial value c.onverted for railroad use. later, following 
this same reasoning, the Supreme Court of the United States ruled tlwt the 
inquiry into the value of the land should go beyond its present v.due for 
the uses to which it was being put and consider i;:8 worth from it3 avail
ability for valuable uses, ,!1ississippi and Rum ?iver Boom Co. V •.. ]~;lttC~-f·(:~, 

~8 U.S. 403 (1878). 

As mentioned previously, Ohio, in its Bill of Rights, provides a more 
specific guarantee to propert.y owners than does the federal governm(~nt in 
the Fifth i\IlKndmcnt. While tIlE' State is bound by the strictures of thQt 
Am<mdment, Art. T, sec. 19 further restricts the freedom of local and state 
govcrnmc>ntal boJies in their actions by pl:1cing limitations on their ability 
to condemn beyond those required by the Fifth Amendment and the t'cquire
ments of clue process. The p.:lrameters of this protection, though, C2nnot 
be determined by an in~pcction of the section but must be found in reviewing 
the case lm~ which has interpreted it. 

In Pontiac Co. v. Co~mnissio~ (104 Ohio St. 447, 1922), the plaintiff 
sought to enjoin park co~~issioners from prosecuting an appropriation suit 
instituted to flppropriate certain lands for public use. There were two 
parcels of land involved and the commissioners sought to obtain outright 
possession of one-half of the first and controls over the remainder and 
easements over the second. The plaintiff sought to prev~nt this by alleg
ing that the purchase price had not been settled and that the commissioners 
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were without power to nppropriate the second parcel although they did have 
sufficient power to act on the first parcel. The court held that, under 
the appropriate statute, a park board had the power to acquire land by 
appropriation and that either a fee or a lesser interest could be acquired. 
Continuing, it said that the right of eminent domain is an attribute of 
sovereignty and only the sovereign or one to \vhom it has delegated such 
power can take property against the consent of the o\vuer, and where this 
power has been delegated the terms of such grant must be strictly followed. 
When the mntter is in doubt it must be resolved in favor of the property 
owner. The court then attacked the due process problems involved in the 
seizure of the second parcel. The rights and privileges to be secured 
were not certain and their exercise would be entirely too indefinite. There 
were no provisions made for the methods of exercising these rights, nor did 
it appear how they \vould be enforced, nor how often they could be altered 
nor if notice would be given upon an alteration and a chance to be heard 
provided. When an interest less than a fee is sought to be acquired, the 
owner, whose property is to be taken against his will, should be appraised 
of the exact extent of the interest involved and this lesser interest to be 
taken ImJst be described with sufficient accuracy to enable a jury to 
assess the compensation to be paid. The Constitution, in Art. I, sec. 19, 
contemplates physic<11 possession and U~~C, not the regulatory power exercised 
under the polic(~ pmver. Public use implies the IJossession, occupancy, and 
enjoyment of the land ovmed by the public or public agencies. 

State and munieipal authorities may make any prOV1S1ons as may be 
reasonable, necessary and appropriate for the protection of the public 
health, safety, and welfare and ,,,hen any such provision bears a real and 
substanti<1l relationship to the object sought to be achieved and does not 
interfere with private rights beyond the necessities of the situation 
every intendment \.ill be made in favor of its laHfulness. The exercise of 
the police power, though, is greatly different fr0111 the right of eminent 
domain. When the acquisition of an interest in private property is necessary 
for the promotion of the public welfare, the O\vner must yield in his interest, 
but Art. I, sec. 19 contains the guarantee that private property can only be 
taken for public use after compensation has been paid. 

While the Court in Pontiac established the broad scope of protection 
provided by Art. I, sec. 19, seemingly at the expense of the police power, 
all interference with an individual's use of his land does not constitute a 
seizure requiring compensation and may be a legitimate exercise of the 
police powers. Sections 5516.01, .05, .99 of the Revised Code prohibit 
and regulate the use of billboards irrespective of ownership or location. 
In 1964, in Ghaster, Inc. v. Preston, the constitutionality of these 
statutes was attacked. The plaintiff contended that these statutes took 
private property without compensation in violation of Art. I, sec. 1, 16, 19 
of the Ohio Constitution and Amendment Fourteen of the United States 
Constitution. He argued that property within the meaning of these constitu
tional provisions included the right to use land (in this case for bill
boards) and that deprivation of its use by the prohibition of the statute 
was a taking. The Court disagreed1citing Art. I, sec. 19 which states that 
private property will be subservient to the public welfare. The owner's 
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right to use his Lmd is l:i.lllited to 1a'1£u1 uses. Particular uses, prev
iou:d.y L1W [t) 1, may be proh ib i.ted by the legis latnrE' as e i. ther un l.'.lvJfu 1 
or' a l1\1:: . .:mce, and tl·t! v.'llidity of such li.mltc.ti01U1 dep(~nrls unon 'vhethcr 
i,t j;allfl within the poU.<.:(~ pou(,l's. Here, t11e st:tnte only deprives an 
Owtll't of hi I~ right to CO)1UnUnieAte \olith tho:;e us:i.ug the 1'0:](1 ;jn0 the c()urt 

lH.·lcl thut :'<l)y StIch right Ci111 he tnkcn (1'0111 tile o\>mer without cOLl~)l:ns:d:ion 

for the 1'1.1)'[10:-;(' 01: inprovinl3 the Id-gln.wy Lor the public. Even though the. 
e:x:c~~ci.sc of the police povlr.r make; illegal \-"hot 'VlaS fori~l('rly leg:}l ::md 
ther.ehy c!<..:crl:ases ()i ;lestJ'oyn the vn lue of the property, thpre is no tnkjn~" 

Whc.1re the lcgi sL',tioIl be.grs a real Dnd substatltiaL relation to the publi.c 
hC''llth, sa[c,ty, or \Vl~lfare and is not unreasonable or arbitrDry. The 
clj££,~rcnce het\.~t·cn this case and the previous one is th'::lt here no !-,osltl.vc 
contl:O1s were sought over tile land. Although In ohibitions,i f e'~tsns iv c. 
enough, could con8titute ::l seizure, lesser controls are a vnlid ex,~:rcise 

of the poli.ce powers. In .T~onti:~£., not O!~ly ,·;cre pr.ohibit LOllS proposed L'n 
o'.mcr's use of the lcmd, but tho conuuissionel·s also SOt'f',ht to c:,-;crci.s ..~ 

pO\~crs inci(lent to m,rrtership. 

There nrc other types of inv:rfr>rcHcc l'/ith the use tind t:;njuymc i1t of 
prop(~rty \)llli.ch are not of a reguL-,tci"y or prohihitory l1:1tFre \..lhic-l! f,re nnt 
voj 0 J .1 t i vc 0 f Art. 1, sec. J 9. In U~l~£i:~._Y..~..L!5.;;,:,n~:I. (176 Olli.o St:. 2t$2, 19 (/; ), 
1:1 Ie p l..::d r, t i r t brou FII t su it: agn in:·:':: t: 1(; city £OT '.' :lm::, gcs to h·~'r proper t:! f:: Ji;l 

(H.,lor"!1 ;3ri.f; i.llfj .fro:11 .. \ s(!\o. agc t.t:(~tltL:'~r~t p.i.f~L1t \ljlich sh.e' aile (,("·ct const itttl".:J' 
a cOl11p('nnd!J It> tal.in~~. Aft:c;r fJ.nt!;·l~~ th:d: it nnJ'licipal C(J.:~: ,cntiorl ~ c; nIt 
] ·i.:'lhlc b)): <l IllJ i ';.'Ii1Cc <lrising from th(~ u;U.(;ct"i.Ol1 awl (ii:=;pr"~; iU011 ~! i: 
r" ,'h,tgc, tllU C')lll:t Tu'!.(·d ftn:tlrer tlt,1t tbere '.W:J no takirlg. I" ·;::t,':·pl'r:Ll.:', 

ArC. I, ~(~c. 19, tile COllj.:t .s<lic! th'1t tIl(' section limited the d~;l:i: to 
cO;llpe'J"lsntloD to C:1SP'$ \.J1iCrlj priv,'lt(~ l-,r:merty j:: t:1k0n for p1l1>1k W-.:C, :mel 
tklt if tht' fral::er~~ of the Ohio CO'lstitut:Lcn had intended to p).ovi,1'2 for 
c0I111,cnsatio;; \v1H.'never propc:Tty is d3f.'C1ged, they ~..;ould [PVC n:::ovirlec1 so in 
tlllmistakahlc '.<Ln;;uClg'-,. T]l(~ deterr.1:Lnation of "lhet!:er compcns:ltion is rC(!I'in,j 
in Ohi.o Cq'(:"ilUS on ,·itlethcr the prope::ty hos actuaLLy bC'Cll taken. "1.'''-1:(0:.1'' 

denote:, something different than t1d<.<magcJ" and to construe it as llle;;Tijtl~'; 

d~llnaged \wllld be strained and unn;)tural. Therefore, to recover, a t~l1di1f:: 

must be ~;I1U\ln; it is not enough to show damage. 

Ordinarily, to constitute 11 taking, the. government activ~.ty rmst 
physically di.splace a person from space i.n \vhiel! he. is entitl('d to exercise 
do,ninion con:;i.stent '\\lith the rights of ownership. For example, if the 
government t1 ses one Is land fO": flood control, the government llas D.ppr(JiJri'ltcd 
the flooded .In.';) sinl~e the ability to usc it f.-)r any normal pl1rpO~~f, is 
denied. Physical displ[lc€'ment, though, is not ahvays necessary. A person 
may be deprived of hi.s P]:op(~rty by an invasion of the nirspacc dbove his 
p1·op(.;~rty because a property ovncr has the l'ight to so much of the airspQce 
al"oove hi.s property as he mi.ght rN'sonably use. If flight~; over privatc Lmd 
are so low and frequent that they constitute a direct and ilnrr.ediate. intel"
f('rence with the enjoym(·nt and use of the land, there is a "t3king" in the 
constitutional sensc of <1' r.tir casement for \vhich cOffi!)ensation must be made 
(St:1te,~x ReJ. RO'ynl v • .::~if.u!l1bl!:.:~, 3 Ohio St. 2d 154, 1965). There can also 
be a taking ",here the iuju:cy sustained by one is so extreme tlwt it amounts 
to a substHutial depr ivation of all rights of ownership. Although if 
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pr()pert~J'i:; r:~71"("red Jc~~~, de:] i ':1]) 1(, <lS a result of ;~overn;;1C-ntal action, there 
i:, J}ot a I::tk iil;; P.'.:..!: :~;.£ r()L tlJe pln~ j'Of;(; of Art. 1, uec. 19. 

In j-~,.'I;.l', fl,c p!;,i"l:iU: el:l1mo:d J;m,;;i'C,'; roc;ulU,ng fro,1 the usc of land 
;:l1>l'rol,rilt: );('lrby. \'1'h'1~' l:'ndj,:~ :'Pi11'(j;»)~i<1ted, L:lw p!.:lintif[ o~·tncr may 
-ecce j'\/C c\.lnl~'('~·I~;:itj.O~L j-:)T" L:~l~ Cn1~~3('(ttlc:rlti~.l c1L:TI.:J.~')cs to his rc~~,c~intn? land arH.l 

the 11~',rkC't v<.'!."e of Ule InHcl tck(rll. r1 t}~(·rc~ h,IS Dee;} no t.::i~(j,ag, J2.mage3 
con:,;c'qn2ntia.l [:0 ttl':: O'I)prL)pJ~Lltic,n of other land arc: nc,t rcco\'erable 
a lt~llOU1:;h ;:dj l)i nLn7:, p'co}wrt,,' m\TIC1." S ]IW~' h:' vc certai n 1: igY't;7 of l:ecovery under 
At't. I, :'; cc. 19. '.1T c ~Oti'L' <: ru Lvel Li I,:I!: tllC:::e:: h,:',cl bC',~,l 110 d isp} ;1 C ':l',eni:, no 

datll:Jg(' 'illtenU on,., lJ y dicc,_,tcu ;11: the p lahlL:Lff I s p:'o!'crty, no clc;Jl'ivation 
of ,111 PI ]J;Jrt of her intcn'st 1'1 t:\w pl.'opcrt:'; ];or ll<Hi !'e : home been made'
uninl-'i11Jj table. H,'1'i.:hcr, h~'L' projJel'!:'} h?,d bCCOi'1C lCcib (<:sir2.b10, sorcething 
suffcn,c1 l,y ("J(')~yonC' J j.vi.lL:~ in ti~e v,icinity, and :;i-ncE'~ :;h·~ shared in the 
bCl\l'i. j L; of ~;ll(.h gO\'(.':r,-,r;teuL.:ll :'icti.'J,U~;, she ';JQuld 3lso have to sbarc some 
oC tile' .lllCidcliC:l L lJurdcn. 

/\ lat'21' C:l!:C. SlJCr-hlCt1,y summarized the probl'2L.l of di1i:-l~1ge U;,t.;'!:.t.s:..:..J~::F.._!3'h 

EJ:.:'j.~·.~:~_Y...__ ~~~2~:.!.~~ ..~ 5 OLio S·:: .. ',~d !!7, lSl(6). The C-~Je ir:\lolve:c1 d(.~rna~:t:~ caused 
Ii ,",' .,/ i It -:":: L jJ)C1S :'j~(l]l1 r~c :1'.( hy rl,)~? c1 con.~~ t.:r:"d ct ion. T11 e (t.1,mc~p,e, 1t ~}3·S a 11cGed, 
c,J!)',Lil1J[~l''\ L.q~ ,I_:.:'~)~~(~ t'l'-i'l~" .• J:ut, t11i..~~ i(/3£; Dot ]::,co~.;ui~?,r~d on thc' basiE 
tll:lt C,y,:;!.,-':<-ti'''ll'L j;ubLicii:T(()\U':-;:',t:; oitC:l rec~,_',1.t ,[',1 c;,c le:::sc"nh-..g of 
tllC' V'!! l1C 1'[ :1,',11: L>\' l;l opvl~LV; th:i~; " ,,' n(.lt [l [:.Jk:i.ll'_~ hut 1::: doer ~~~0'~,~_~~, l~b-.::~~ 

i.nj_~~:i_· ~ __.'_. (::~l~ in:; L:~·~,:~'.'[~ :1·J~_!.L it::-1 eri1.'111~1_~,;-; ~~ on t11Q. 111.111'·~1-: ~~~~", -'::::Jb1c: lan6-Ll.;:~:;ell oi 
j\-r j~. ! ~ ~:,:,~( .. 1~;., t-;:c Court 11(,tr'.'·d 'lJ~c!L t'n.:: cc~nJtitt~~·i.(jn(1l phrJ.[,c IJt(lk~n or 
rl.JJII.j~I(.~(lll l~J\ln.d Ln jn.~~ny c()n.:~:t.i~",Lli,_)riS J ~-) ::cuch broGcj<'J" C:l.I1Cl f10re, cOTi"pre.l1ensi.'ve 
i.n tLc ~~copc ()f it~ 1,~.. \>tc;,~:.:i.Cll t.ll[ln ll·~~.11-~-i..l~.S;; ;':'1181"'C ~_t is llSC(1 as i1} tl1e ()hj.o 
Ccnsti l:uU,Ol1. 'l'be (1:} 10 Ct\n~;t J-_t ..,tion <l id :'lOt: provi,cie th'2 fu ~_lel' protection 
tll;}t \iould be afforded by tne' i-,lOrds "tDkcoT'. or dam:';:;ed". 

In Ohio, in the· ,::t1JSC;'lCC' of n '3tC't:Ut:C, ti,crl' is no liability in a 
C011lk1;IU:lt:ioJl pnJcC'cdbv fOl !.:OllSCqUUlt j,2.1 d,l1::,-'_;:;es 'co adj oinin~; propc:r: ty. 
liov/l:v"!'. the ~:1j1'1""1I1(, Court 1J;1~; main:::o.ine:ci tl-,:lt, j [ property is td<:cn by 
govl.'rnn l ( nt C1uL!lc)rity ('j,tl10-1: cOlllpl(~t'rl':' or Jl.l=.:!. ~£'X!..t,:~, Art. I, sec. 19 
guar:llltl',~s the: rJ.ght of clrr.pcn:;ut-jo,1 to the OW,Wi' ci ;:11c property., ,\ny 
djrect ('llCrO:lClliIlcnt llpon l~~n<1 \\'hich subjects it to public use that re:strir.ts 
or (~):,~h!Jc. the dOr.J':l1inl1 of the O\,/Ilcr is a compensable ta],ing. Hore 
specifLc:t1 )_y for ad'!\j::lin~ pn'perty Oimers, "my usc of L,l'Lld for i1 public 
pllrpo~;c \lhicl1 inflict ,;111 injul-y upon adjacent land, i.f it "!Quld be action
ab] e if C;ll.l:dJ by il 1"dv:..~c (IT'lner, 1s .J t:al~ing ",itb in the mc;ming of the 
Constitlll:ion. To dcp':ive c~n O\vner of any v81uable us(~ of his land is to 
deprive llim of bis land, E.~o.. ,~~:0_~'2, and the recovery extends to all lands 
affected. 1£ there is an Dllegation or a L"sseniil~'; of the v,'-'lue of the land, 
there is only .3 d,'1IT'~~t12'~ §,12.~:.c:E!.£ jnjt~!2, as in Frej£. Although Hhere there is 
evidence of sllhstantlal int~rfcrencc with elemental ri8hts incident to the 
Oimcrship of property clue to the performe-mcG of a public function, l'\rt. I, 
so-c. 19 requires that the owners be paid compens.:ltion (Lucas v. Carney, 
167 Ohio St. Lt 16, 1958). 

Less obviou~;ly, Art. I, sec. 19 can blunt the nost pernicious aspects 
of assessments. h'hila not a limitation on povJCr to assess for public 
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ililprovC?.tn0.fltu, Art. I, sec. 19 is an available protecti.on in Ii court agaj.il.·;t� 
lIny nctuill cnnfincation of: property "'lIH-,thf~r made under U pO',vIJr of .H;SCS"Tlcnt:� 
or otherwi.f;('~, ~o1.:.!:.\£i""y..!_-)oh~'?.!h 21 Ohio I\pp. 292 (Athens Co. Co,.l)~t of� 
Ap')E,'.als, 1926). til ~!.5?.~it~~~~!.T!l..c:£ (140 Ollio St. 229, 1940), a tLreal;f~!ldl
 
('" l.lel~t;;m of an .'lSS""S~3Iilent .....ms l.'njoinecl ;::s being confisc;.tory. The Court� 
f.;id that the fundamental principle underlying the imposition of a special� 
a::SCSSnt(:J1t on property for ptlb1ic improvements is that the pr,)per.ty� 
benafited should bear its proportionate share of the cost, corresponding to� 
the benefit received. Conseql1el1 t 1'1, when the assessmm1.t is substantiaJ.l:.r� 
equal or greater than the value of the property no advant<lge .:1ccrues amI� 
there is no justificat ion for the assesswent. lt ther~upon in\ltHles the� 
inviolubiJ.:i.ty of pri.vate property and cont:cavenes Art. I, sec. llJ. A spec::.al� 
8sseS1anent 8!.>ainst pr.operty in excess of its value after the improvement� 
is made is not an assessr.-lent at all., but constitutes a taking of property� 
for public use without compensat l;)n.� 

Articlf;\ I, sec. 1.9 operates as a limi.to.tion oJ: the sovereign po~·!cr c:� 
el"illent domain in the StlT'1e m;.nner as the FIfth Amendment by rC'lliiril:g� 
COilll"m~at1.()n. It further .1C;:3 to restri.ct thi:; p(l';~1er by requi.ring p.1ylHl'nt� 
or dQpostt lwfor(~ 1<md may be takEn ler public \tse axcept in ('.l.'rtain� 
6pt.\cific j l e;;'~l·vtlons. In J~i:.~!'Y...~~._I.irn;~ (21 dhio App. IS/f, Allen Co.,� 

. Ct., A., 19'.ISlj, the plaintiff sought ,\l1 l.njunction to prohibit th~ d.ty 
from enter:ing into pO:-lscssion of an easement: across his land. Til(; dxy 
tried to USe "ql1· de take" without the compensation fi.rft being Q~:sesscd l1nd 
paid or secur.ed. 'fh3 court said that only in t:iJue of '.'Jar or p'le-Ec 
exigency t iJ.ilpl.:!r,-,.t~vcly requiring seizure could pr'operty be takeit ~vithol.1t 

cOl.lpcllsation first bcin3 paid. Since there was n.o war, the court had to 
determine if there l-laS an "e~::igency,II but first it ,,'as necessary to de.fine 
the word. From the contc:;:t "in time of war or other public exigency,1I 
the court said it sec1ned tlult the framers considered a time of wnr an e:d.gency 
and that public exigency other them tolar would have to 1::e of similar gravity. 
FUl.'trH'.r ~ the mere existence of these conditions are not, in and of them
selves, sufficient to justify a qu ick take of property before cOlCipellsation 
has been assessed and either paid or secured. Before the quick take is 
justified the situation must all30 he such as to "imper.ativelyll reqcire the 
"i.llnnediate [jc' tzurc" 0 C the property. The court then conclud~~d that the 
cOInparison with the t lme of W3r and the additional requirement of imperative
ness raised the character. of such exigen.cy beyond that of an ordinary t~xig(~ncy. 

.Thorefore, ;lfl defined in the Constitution, the court held that compensation 
't·ms first required in all cases except those of unavoidable urgency and 
sllddenness compelling or insistently calling for immediate action or remedy. 
(Also sec Hq,rthington v. Carskadl~l.l, 18 Ohio St. 2d 222, 1969). The City of 
Columbus attempted to use a similar procedure but ,-lith a variation, 
££~~Y v. Columbu~, 31 m1.io App. 2d 100 (Franklin Co., Ct. A., 1972). 
The city deposited money as security before acting, and the owner withdrew 
the money; on this basis, the city claimed to have the authority to proceed 
under Art. I, sec. 19. The court said that only under the specific circum
stances outlined in the section would a quick take be vo.lid and that any 
procedure that allowed a taking without following the proscribed procedure 
would be unconstitutionaL The court continued by saying that it l~as not 
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C110\1;;11 t:-, !Dc'r(;ly deposit r/OHey nsscssc,d by the city council. The money may 
ur m;lY 11(IL h,\vc. a(lcqu:1LC Ly COUpL'llSn t(,,' the prope:~ty 0'\\'1181", but this H'ould 
not·I,e.: ]'Jl(1','!H ullti.l .:1 .·!ury :cctun1f~d Ltc; :lpp-r<lisa1.. T11<;: deposit of thc: In.oney 
ilnd its \vith(lra\<T;ll, thou,;h, acted to remOVe the o\·!Jlerls pO"lcr to rr,.:1.intain 
full pl'u[>('cty ri~llt~;. 

c,,!.[J<m:;;,lLion is l'(~ql'lrcd h:,.. tJ", Ohio Constitlltion, but its definition 
h:1s l1::d to he dc:tcrr,Jl.ncc: h} the COllr·':c;. Th2. Ohio rule .for valuation in land 
a;lpl:C,P\' Lat~()n :)):occc'clL1';': is not \.'bat che p':orerty is I-Jol'th for a:'l)' part::,cular 
US'-, hit \!llclt it is ,,.J(lrtll (,e.necl11y for any and all U.-;85 for \;hich it might 
be suii:i!ble jJlcl1Jdi:l~~ th__' ;Dost valuD.blc use to '.]h~ch it could reasonably 
aad j,r ~1 c t j C :111y be,' ;,;on t:-'cl (~)_'2~.:':':'~";.~_":;~:...3.~1.!~:. ifer, 155 ah 10 St. 454, 1951). 
'fhi:; v~:<l;j,. C,1n b:, arr:i.vul di: lrl <:l co",sidc":2.tion of n1.'1l"2rOUS factors: values 
of tl1(> ill.J.i,\,j'ltw. L c;tntC~'l1:C'::;' on the ropcrty :15 \-7Cl1 as rC':1t2l vCllucs, 
thv bu,,'iw.'ss CG]ldUCl.:C(1 there', the:; L:nd vah,e, dl--;U. any special features that 
WOtJ1d add or (:ct~::1ct~:'-'l1: it:; vC11ue. In L~·)::,~~:·t~::t::.._~~--.I:'..~~l~~ (34 Ohio ..'.\pp. 
2cl !fJ, Ctl~':lho';:l CIJ •• (~t. .''.., 1973), t~,e coun', gD.V2 "t rr,o:re dC:t.1i1cd m;,[tlysis 
of I:JIC~ V:l1.U:<: ion pru';::, ciH '" :nvolvcd i'1, the t2kil'.g of a bus incss. If 
em:;'th'.ni', is crJr;:,:~it~,t"un'.llv pl')teC:ted, it. is th: economic aspect of the 
.int,'rn' !:',ti.onshi__ p b2l:,.jL.C,: L!lC :::l1i3tt·:ls end t:le 1.:lr,d \,~hich is sec1..:red. 
j":<1j}('r::y i', the i,11:('r[~,; of tf.e (;',,'l(',r i" the t:lin~~ oi·,neu awl the rights 
of ,t:;<~, (~,.,.ll1!:;L()~l, TiLl I.;:i:;.)():;j(:~c;n of t;lC V':cpCl'ty. There n~~cd i::~t be a 

pltvc;j;.ll l~;l;d"l:'; T (;vcn (l.::':::)(.~j:oC'SSi01,; ::lilY i;ubsto.'l.tinl illtCj~U~rcncc \lith 
tl)(~ Cl"11":'it;lL :ci;;ht:; :'T;;\;ln;, U'Jt OJ. c:,;ncrslli.p of priv;,tc, p:copcrty is 
con:·; Ld (~'l" v.d C1 tD. k i.n~_~ . I'll c ac t () .:~ a Fprr: pr i,'J t 5..071. it:3 e 1£ L1a:;7 b 0 2 SU bs tant ia 1 
intc.>rfcr('11C(~ \,,11:h t:LC r'J:'opcrt/ Oi·7l1(,r 1 s right to disriose of his property, 
hccause he i~; dV1L"J the light: ;:0 seJ.j the property as a unit, land and 
cOUipletl~ facilities, .:__ ts most valuo.hle [a:em. 

Pel'~;onal propcr!7, \·."i__ th0ut more, is i',Ot taken in a proceeding in an 
appropri.-,tLon C<):;C, !nlt \,'hcre chi1ttc~l property is un.ited to the l:md by 
u~;c E,O that t'le t',.'o arc n:ndered, in e£2(:('.t, Cl Si1161c property, it can 
m;lkc nu :·~cn~;e to deal \lith t~Je taking of clwttel;;, except as falling within 
the l:,!lJ(] :,lPjJJ~():)r j :it i.on caSl~. Their severance \,ill result in the loss of 
the all i,1 :__ ty to sell them together, a destl:uction of va Lue reflecting the 
nc~e~;s it) of the one .i.:or Lac cnj oyment of the other. If the nexus existing 
hct~,iI'c.n 1:1)(.' ch::ttc:l :md th!~ l~m(J is sc,vcred by the 2~propriction or the 
land, and the cll:, ttl ~ J Ls t'l,;ta i,ned by the conder.mce, tn ere can be no recovery 
for j ts rc'l11oval and Such L:C1St,,; ::lH~ ~l;'l:J1.2:!.!l El)_~lC .h0,},I.;:.ia, at least to the 
('xtent tlJ:lt the ~;t:::tc U(JlS not con::;enc to be sued, si!1r,e Art. I, sec. 19 
clues not e:~t('lI.cl it.s protccctlon to clai,k,g2.S nor incic.l'."'nt;:l da;-nages. Then the 
molner, dc'prived of t;ll' rigllt to sell his business, is left \vith Hhat has 
bc~come second-hand 1l1achh:c":y with a value mach less than it \vould have been 
if sold as pa~t of a plant. An appropriation of all of the property would 
avoid tb is injustice since tlw removal of chattel property and its subse
quent exclusion from compensation should be undertaken in a voluntary rather 
than forced basis. The problem in these types of cases 3S with several of 
the previous cases discussed is the limitation on the compensation provided 
in Art. I, sec. 19 to things actually taken and the failure to provide for 
the payment of damages. 
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One method that has been used to circumvent the lack of a provision 
for d&mages has been utilized in the area of urban renewal, or other large 
public works projects (Bekos v. Nasheter, 15 Ohio St. 2d 15, 1968). Where 
the value of a piece of property taken by appropriation by an urban renewal 
authority has depreciated because of the actions of the authority in 
appropriating surrounding property and destroying the buildings with an 
attendant loss of income to and the deterioration of the property remaining, 
the owner is entitled to compensation which reflects the value o~ the 
property before its depreciation. This rule facilitates the valuation of 
property taken by adjusting the date of valuation in order to exclude 
depreciation due to delays in public projects and promotes the Constitutional 
requirement of just compensation. In s~ewhat similar situation, a court 
held that, where depreciation had resulted from changing government pur
poses and appropriations, the value would be established at the time prior 
to the comnlencement of appropriation proceedings, In Re Appropriation for 
Highway Purposes, 18 Ohio App. 2d 116 (Montgomery Co., Ct. A., 1969). 

Compensation, as interpreted by Ohio courts, has broader ramifications 
than merely paying the value of the property taken. The Supreme Court has 
ruled that where the law permits possession to be taken before its value 
has been appraised and paid or tendered to the owner, or where possession 
has been taken without the institution of such proceeding with the owner's 
acquiesence, the just compensation to which the owner is entitled included 
interest on the value of the land from the time possession was taken by the 
condemnor, State Ex ReI. The Steubenville Ice Co. v. Merrell, 127 Ohio St. 
453 (1934). The concept of just compensation is comprehensive and includes 
all elements, and no specific command to include interest is necessary when 
interest or its equivalent is part of such compensation. Where private 
property is taken by the public the Ohio and United States Constitutions 
guarantee full compengation. Therefore, interest must be paid since it is 
not just that the owner should bear a loss occasioned by a public act which 
he cannot resist. In Athens v. Warthman, the court said that it is evident 
where the agency takes possession prior to a jury determination and where 
possession may not be taken prior to the deposit of the award, the Constitu
tional right of interest from time of possession has been recognized and 
required (25 Ohio App. 91, Athens Co. Ct. A. 1970). This principle has 
been formalized by statute in Section 163.17 of the R. C. The section 
also gives a statutory right to interest begilUling twenty-one da~: after 
the award, subject to certain conditions, to ensure prompt action by the 
condemnor and to give recognition to the fact that the owner has lost the 
right to dispose of his property from the time of the award. 

In determining compensation in an appropriation proceeding, certain 
statutes provide a procedural framework to be followed. While the legisla
ture possesses a limited right to provide criteria to be used in the 
determination of compensation the ultimate authority to determine such 
questions lies with the judiciary in its capacity as interpreter of Art. I, 
sec. 19 which guarantees that "such compensation shall be assessed by a jury." 
The law in Ohio as found in the Constitution and the statutes provides 
that the jury shall assess the compensation and damages and is entitled to 
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lll1lVei:hc detcrrnin;"'tioll from all the e.vidence (In Re Appro£!iation of 
g:~!::..(:'~12Y;_L~l2-..1!.!-£!:..::!.~_Pu.:cE91:~,172 Ohio St. 524, 1961). Hhile this right 
to [, jUl"y cieterr;]jndtioll L absolute., it may be ,vaived by agrep.ment by 
counsel. and the (J1'I'~;t.i.on of compe.nsation submitted to the trial court. 
furth~'r, aJt:hou~:h the lcginlaturc mDy not limit the right to a jury trial, 
it Ciln C'stD.hlisil prl)cC'd1.!r('~; by \·:hich .:l jury nppruisal is obtained. In 
Ci:'2.ciT!..n:tti:.__y_,,-nOSf:(:X_t_."J0~J>;J~..s:..'2..:.., the Court held that the operation of 
section 163. ua, \ll1i<:11 lim] 1:::: tne lengtb of time available to answe.r an 
appraisal by the state for npprcpriation purposes, to refuse their 
offer and to seck a jury determination, was valid (16 Ohio St. 2d 76, 
1968). 

Section 163.09, which allows a judge to determine the value of property 
as set forth in any tlocumcnt properly filed ,,~ith the clerk of courts by the 
pub1i.c agency fo11ov7ing the expiration of the tir.le period, "Jas also upheld 
in the 8<1r:.1e proceeding. The courts, though, have strictly construed this 
provi.sion. Even if the O\·m.er fails to answer, the age~lCY is prohibited 
from amending its petition subsequent to the expiration of the time peri.od 
to [;tnte ;:lll appraisal. Consequently, section 163.09 does not apply and 
the value has to then be determined by a jury C1?2ard of Education v. Dudra, 
19 Ohio St. 2d 116, 1969). 

Zoning 

Zoning regulations often raise due process and equal protection ques
tiolls illvolving the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States 
Constitution and Art. I, sec. 1, 2, 16, 19 of the Ohio Constitution. The 
problems in Ohio, though, are more specifically related to Art. I, sec. 19, 
so these issues will be considered here but "vithin the frameHork of due 
process. While Art.I, sec. 19 is not obviously concerned with regulation 
under the police pm1er, the allegations th:1t this pm.,.,er is being used in 
an unreasonable and confiscatory manner lead to demands for compensation 
under this section and indicates the necessity of a brief explanation of 
zoning. 

Euclid v. Ambler Realty C~. (272 u.s. 359, 1926) was the first major 
zoni.n~', case decided by the Supreme Court of the United States. Even though 
zoning was and still is largely an exercise of local powers, federal courts 
become involved in this type of regulation because of alleged infringements 
upon the property rights of individuals in violation of due process and 
equal protection as guaranteed by the Fourteenth hnendment. In Ohio, state 
cases raised these issues in conjunction \·]ith alleged violations of similar 
state guarantees in the Ohio Bill of Rights. Federal precedents in this 
area, though, were established earlier and set the tone for later state 
actions in Ohio as well as else\"here, and Euclid began the concept, 
regarding property, that individual liberties in this area ".,.,ere limited 
by the police powers of local governments to protect the public health, 
safety, and welfare. 

Although 'reg;uL:.:':ions similar to zoning laws have existed in America 
since the flrst settlements, the regulations considered the first modern 
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zoni11g laws were not en.3.cted until 1916 1tl :\:~:,v Yorl< City. Further:- J Ullt.i.\ i:l?(~ 

1920's) the courts frequently found zoning "'"~dinanc(:s invalid ~ihcn non· 
nuisance uses were prohibit.ed. Doubts about the validity of the e);,~rc.ise 

• 
of police powers led to the use of eminent domain for zonh;g. Unc1er eminclJt 
domain, where the right to develop \;!:]s taken, compensati.on 'I'laS paid and 
assessmet'_ts were made on the areas benefited by the taking. Suprer.lc Com:t 
cases following later led to widespread use of zoning regulations to contral 
development, but several states sti.ll rely heavily on eminent domai.n. This • 
notion that goverrunent should pay for the taking of developmen::' rights, 
should chQxge for the sale of those rights, and should compens<1t~ nei~h1:"Jri.'1g 

p,roperty mvners damaged by the granting of development rights is Cae basis 
for this difference i.n theory. Nevertheless, the police [>m"81' is s t:U 1 used 
extensively to control uevelopment,and its availability rests largeJ.yon 
a small number of Supreme Court cnses that led the way for the states by 
defining its limits·under due proeess and equal protection under both 
state and federal constitUtions. .":< 

" 
j 

By 1919, the Supreme Court had upheld govetnmental power to set height 
limits and to eliminate near nuisance uses for particular zones or areas. 
It had also indicated that the imposition of restrictions could not be 

. delegated to neighbors and had held that zoning could not be used, at least 
openly, t(l discriminate on the basis of race. .In 1926, in d8cid:in~:, !~1.:!.cl~.g., 

the Supreme Court ~ade a major breakthrough. The case involved a number of 
large contiguous parcels of land ideally suited for industrial devclopmeHt, 
but zoning had restricted this growth to a stnall area while the remaindel.' 

i 
had been zoned for less profitable uses,. _~ attacked the zoning as a 

.violatiohof their property rights. The question involved was tlie same for 
, both the Ohio and the United States Constitutions--whether l\lcl ij IS 

comprehensive zoning regulations, opetatingunde~ the police power, were 
unreasona.ble and conflscatory in regulating the use of the plaintiff's land. 
In \1pholding the zoning ordin.ance, the Supreme Court said that ...fu1_<.:lid waS a 
separate" municipality and as such had the :right to exercise its police power 
to relegate industries to locations separated from residential districts. 
More extensive segregation of the land into residential, business, and 
industrial areas had many more benefits for the comrffimity. These reasons, 
it continued, were sufficiently cogent to preclude it from saying that the 
zorling laws were clearly arbitrary and unreasonable, having no substantial 
relation to the public health, safety, morals, general welfare and, in the 
absence of such a showing. the court could not find against Euclid. 
Succeeding cases more clearly defined the extent of the new decision. 
Then, for about 30 years, the Supreme Court added nothing new to its 
position on zoning until, in dic~um in Berman v. Parker (348 U.S. 26, 1954), 
Justice DouglaS suggested that the government had a legitimate concern 
in the beauty of cities and that aesthetics m.ight be one criterion used to 
establish the legitimacy o£governmental use of the police power. More 
:recently, in Village of Belle Terre v. Borass, the Supreme Court upheld 
a N~ York village ordf.3:tancethat r~stricted 'land use to one-family 
dwellings, with certain exceptions, U.S. 39 L.Ed. 2d 797 (1974) • 

.The ordinanceJin defining a familYiprohibited occupancy by more than two 
un~elated individuals .and on this 'basfS ordered ~orass to comply and to 
remove extra people from the h'tittse he had 1eased to students. He refused 
cla~ing, that· he was being 4.priv~d o~ liberty and property without due 

""I~.'."'.'-¥"'\~'~ ". 
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pro('(!ss. Th,: CU\:rt did rdt a:,',l"l.~L', s«:dng tkcc Ul;~ d,~fir ·.Ld! u, ;, ,r"1'LI.>' fl",c!,
 

thi,. nrdLrww::e werr~ \JithLn 1::1C Y:',Ji1l1 of l''::(Ji'lo1!'ic :md ::1/~;\1, L,),,>,l'''lj:;,',~:l,
 

wheb~ dlc le<j.',J.:"turc had \'l.:\lh\ Lir,<:s in r.h(~ e"{;rci';:; ,)i~ i;~o , j,"';I'ctior'.,
 
and 1:11)11: t1H~se (Ii.!;cn~tim);n:y dccis i,')ll:; \o!(,l,rld be Hi,]:',;l!! .i.I t]:(~;\,1f.TC ,to,: 
untt'.'1:;ow,1,1c 1.,\1 arlJitr,u:y 8n(~ bOl:0 .l r.1I:.iOJul rv'Lltio:1:;!' 'p t:c: ;1 ]'''1.,").:-;', ole 
gover.Tlln<.~nt(.ll c.\:;'j~~cti.'J(!. 

Tn Ohio, as prc~'rjJ'l1:'J,Y j·'k'lC!.');'o'd, thE: c.:OLlrt3 h:IV'2 f:JLL,,\,c'] tl',:: )(,:".: 
of the lJn:l.t:C::d St:'t~s 8111:1'(:\;:[> CC.!lr/:. Ta ~:,h2, t:'l(: 'vU.I,,:-': c'!,',,·;r /J:,l,j,·tnn 
[;;ought to prevent t;,(" buU.d,:'J1:; of. a r.itl!l.·C;) ;11 I.:h2. V1 li...!:,;'~· 1:::' (,I),,, de,,:it,!. of 
a permit to hllil'l in a n~:od.d'.::~nc.~,11 district rff),. ~;~:'t8,'.,:; f".'"',," f" ',:d 

(')~. . l'3 C ()" "t ""( '9'')' ',:;;;'-'-.:~'-;"'---'-"-""'-':., , ' f ~.) .1::...0 ~.J -. ~'-), J. l+" .. ).. 1 :l.C U:l Le .::; ..~·~ll~ l. "I 'n, 1:, l:L'Y' i,~;n ~~.~t...:!:£...~_J.£2S~.. 1:"- ··

•
 
ruled in f:Dvor of l..:il'~ church. Nol:ir,',; thoi: ,~:;~c',i:~~ dVC:~",L,' J1CLilin~'; Ii::':']
 

reganl t..., the exclusion 0::: pllYi:Lc or. s,-'mi.-r;\iblc.c i.llJl'!a'li::':'l'j,~;~' i.<;j':;'; l:i.k,"
 
cllurcheB, schools, .'lnd li.o::'ariE's J t:lw C(l~lrt ruled 1'11::[,: ~;~, ;)!'·i.'(··- to int(~C'[erE' 
with the gen.eral rights (IE Ute l~nl.'ovmer Liy USl; 0:: ze'--,iw:. re:'~::L~:::\:j'Jr"s ,}itS 

noi:: unlitnitod, and 6wt the act: enauling lr..J7lir..ipnl·j'·L~s to .}([,,;,;': ;:(j:",~\.-(h.:l~ive 

zoning plans c] 8fl r l y inCl iC;lt t;.d ~ 1(~g is 1ftt i'v f:>, l';;cogn itf.o·'-l tI12.i: r 1:,(l C2 c'l:r-i.c. " 

tiO'\1s u;mn u::~es \,;J~l'ich cO~li.d iJ~ imr,oscd v'er<:l limi1:c:(; t-:> t>:;~2 dcr::::,::,.2d ":() 

achieve 30me obJt:ct.~ve proper 11 ui.(.11in tk:: SC(·pc. of tl,e p';',l ice p,~,;cr. 

.Therefore, restrictions C0TJ.'-d not be lmii01.led i.f tlH~Y ('id Tent LeD'· a SU:'c: l:aT';:'i.:..tl
,-':; 

.",1',I'i 'relatio1udd,p to'the hetl.Lt'" :,,,.>::':ety, f.,ora.h', or ,-Jel::a:ce oC ~",l~ l)i11'li.c. l'i\<:~ 

Court then ruted that the 'li.ll<1gc: ~ l:'easc,ns for tl)(~ a;:t·;~'Ttf:.d .xc il,'~:i;'()n (".\' 
the church ~ould l'l.Ol: he ju!;tified 01\ the basis oS: thep..:-ot:cct -L:n or hee,·'. til, '., 

"'" safety, or \-Icli<1ra a'ld th:tt the t,~fusal to grant the r,c:rnit ,';:'3 t;,(~r,-,';':ore 

llr,bitrary .:md um:?a:;-;mab~e and violated the o"'Jn~r' S prop,:rty ri~h:':~; p:otC'ci:ecl 
byi\rt. r s sec. 19 and the {h18 p':oces ,; C la.u:::; e of the VOll ~TP. .::,L iJ !','1e:1~;·!:;Ci',t. 

Th.i.s ,qas reinfc'~(,'cd in a latei: c;:\se (~i!.:':':'t€:.:r. J~c ~~1.__ l:~]-:"""-::., __~'~0.~.<.LL, 1G,': 
Ohio St. 281, 1954). Holding that 5.t ",a;,; not the:: Jt~ty (;i.' l..nc ~;'Jl~r;';lUe \;~:urt 

to PHS~ on the wisdom of zoning ordinances) tl:e CQU:,~t sa j J thac Zll'.,ing 
; ~ . ordl.nances \o1hi,(~h viere reasonable and \\'hich bore a l"<Lt~()Lal n:lationship
to the preservation of the h~alth, sa{8ty J or. \-le:J.£;:i)~e did not vj oLltc ;\rt. I,
 

. .t'• "S(,('. 1, 16, 19 of the· Ohio Constitution nor the Fourteenth Amendr.lent of the 
United States Constitution. 

• 

Even though }_~C'l?h held that there ara limits to the police pC\ICrS, the~;e 

powers ar.e extensive. '£ht~ regulation by a Immicipality of the usc of property 
'Within its horders is within the pOI·mrs of lOl..~al self-,>YJVc.rDlmmt as provided 
in the home rule, amendment, Art. XVIII, sec. 3, and i.s specific.ll1y ',lithin 
its police pO\l1e.rS.' The e,:e:J:'cisc of this pO~ver does not Cl"(>a.te any obU.i~a
tioll to provide for any particular lise nor can a court Cjl1e:stion the laws 
on 1;he grounds of inexpediency and the question of rcason3.blencss is, i.n 
the first instance, forthe.determil1ation of the council which enacted it, 
Va.lley v!(~ Vqlage v. Proffett, 221 F. 2d 412 (6th Cjr. 1955). In 

• 

Fillott v. Village of Beachwocd, 175 Ohio St. 557 (1964), a case of alleged 
spot;-:?;oning, the Supreme Cotirt \olasmore specific. In Hading for the 
ViUlige , the Court· said that, where a municipal council makes a determina
tiori of land-u~e policy which involves considering the control, burden and 
vol~e of traffic, the effect of the policy upon land values, the revenues 
prOliuced, a~d the use consistent wi.th the first interests of the general 
~r~~re, prosperity and tteveloptnent of thewflole community, the courts 
are without authority to interfer'e. The power,s ~f the courts in such 

'mateers are severely Um:i.ted and the court cannot usurp the legislative 
function by substitutin~ its judgment for that of the council, particularly 
since governiilg bodies are better qua1i~i~d to act in light of their 

j'OtJI(iJs ~; 



knowledge of. the situation. The power of the rnu.nicipality to establish 
zones, to classify property, to control tr::lffic,'arid to determine land use 
policy i~: a legislative function not to be interfered wi.th by the courts 
unless such pO"('ler :1..s exercised in such an arbitrary, confiscatory or 
unreasonable manner as to be Dlviolation of constibltional guarantees. 

'1'H~. eminent domain sections of other state constitutions provide 
concm:rel1tly both more a"ld l.es3 protectio:.l. than ~hat provided ill Art. 1., 
sec. 19 (' f the Ohio Constitution. The greater' protection is guaranteed. 
by the addition of ti 'Word in all four constitutions--"daL'laged". The 
Ohio Constitution, as had been Geen, guarantees compensrttion only for " 
proper.ty tal((~n and judic:i.2ldecisions have expanded thiS to include:' 
celtail.l consequenti3.1 damages and damages extensive. enough to constitute 
s. tatd.n.g. ConvE'rsely, Alaska (Art. I, sec. 18), Hawaii (Art. I, sec" 18),' 
lllitl.O:i.s (Art. I, sec. 15), <!nd Honbma (Art II, ,sec. 29) provide thae' 
private prl)perty shall not he .l::1.k(::~_9C1"1:lgeci ror public use. without. 
ju~t compcl.1sation. In Alaska and HawDii. though, this is tile fullex,t~nt 

of the protection provid,::.d, '-.iller-eas, Ohio specifically states the circum-' 
stances tll t \\li 11 permit f-tn. appropr iation prior to the pa)'iUent or securing 
of compensation and aSSUMes that compensation will be made or secured'" .. 
by nl0nl:'y and tndt it \-'ill be assessed by a jury without deduction fot any 
benefits etc·.rui.ng to the property mvner f;:om public improvements. One 
could 9.rgue. that in Alaska or Hawaii private property 'could be taken·at 
any tiluc and in any manne~' as 'long. as just compensation. was paid eventually, 
only limited by ('.onsiderat1.Gi1.s of due proceSs and state statute. Illinois 
adds slightly more by stipulating that the compensation shall be det~rmineu 
by a jury as provided by law, but it docs not explain when this jury 
determination !mist be m~de nor in what manner compensation must be made. 
The Nont.:ma Constitution allows property to be appropriated after compensa,.;. 
tlon is pnid into a court; the owner can then accept this sum or can go to 
court to tty to recover more for his vppropriated land. Ohio allows a 
si.milar procedure but restricts it. Ohio Revised Code, sec. 163.06 
specifi.es that only public agencies appropriating property to build dr 
repair roads or public agencies which qualify pursuant to Art. I, sec. 19 
of the Ohio Constitution may take land upon the filing of a petition 
and a deposit of the value of the land prior to a jury determination qf 
compensation. Clearly the specificity of the Ohio section provides more· 
protection. }1ontana does proYide for one other right not contained in , 
the Ohi.o section. Article II, sec. 29 of the Montana Bill of Rights . 
provides that in the event of litigation just compensation shall include 
necessary expenses of litigation to be awarded by the court When the 
private property o,~er prevails. In Ohio, there is usually an off~ made 
for the land prior to any fonnal proceedings perhaps to avoid litigation 
if possible, because people do not have to avail themselves of 'their;t'ight 
to litigate and have a jury fix compensation. It is not known by this: 
writer, though, the incidence of litigation over these offers. One might 
speculate that 1£ a provision similar to that in the Montana constiJtitiion) 
were included in the Ohio Bill of Rights there would be less litigation 
since the appropriating agency would be prodded to reach a just settlement 
prior to a formal proceeding. l'iontana' s provision.. which includes a:{>p~aiserf S 

and attorney's fees, would seem to be a great inducement to stay out.ofcourt. 

'i 
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Article XIII, Section 5 

Section 5. Ko right of way shall be appropriated to the 
use of any corporation, until full compensation therefor be 

• fir:; t p:Jid in money or first secured by a depos it of ITLO!1ey, to 
the ovmcr, irrespcct ive of 2ny hc,ncfit from ;)ny i.mprovement 
PlopoSC:ll hy sur]) corpor:,tlon; vmich c:ompensation shall be as
ccrtJincJ by a jury of twelve men, in a court of record as 
shall bu prescribed ~y law. 

• }li..:..t~!..~L2.[...J.l2:2.21-'-- TIle curn:·nt sectlClil 5 of Article XIIl was adopted in its 
present form by tile 1851 CO!l,·cntion. The 1851 convc'ntion adopted this provision 
to (:i.:ch the abuses of the cC'~lmi ssion sysl.-\~m of assessing the value of condemned 
ImHJ thl~rl. in US0. Unr2er tnt:; prior .c;yste:n the value of land to be condemned 
'vas fL:,·d by three cOil1iniss'loners appointed by the ('c,urt ar.d there \'vas no means 
of .:lPPci-11 ava.i]'11)le. r-lany la:1dovmers felt that they had been. cheated by pro

• r;lilrn:,d corwlLissioT1crs appointed b::/ pro-railroad courts and that they ~Jere left 
completely without recourse. 

Sectj.on 5 "as designed to alleviate these problems by providing for the 
dct'lrmin:ttLon of prop(:rty v~lues by a t'l.;'el'!c man jury in a court of record and 
paym0p;.: of the value prior tC' the taking. The convention debates indicate that

• the J21l'L:ltc~s ini:cnd(~d t:ie phrasc"in '1 court of rE.:cord" to provide for a hearing 
i.n :~,~cn·~·s·'.ncc 'Ilith clue p::ocess aLd &ccu.r:pa:Jicd by the right of appeal. Some dis
ctls!do)1 \!a:,: lJ~iJrd in the fJo0r dpb"L~s th~it section 5 might be too pro-property 
o':Jr.er 2nd "JOule th1ls Lllpedc capito.l. il1if'TOven:ents. :~cvertheless, with the final 
floor vute of 49 to 37, section 5 ~ns ndopted. 

• r:(l1Ilf:.~Cllt 

Emi.nent domain is an inI)('rE'Clt sovereign po,-ler of the st:1te. Section 5 of 
Artic~l"" ~';]Il t:he:cc':'~lre merely sets fo~-th the InQthod ·)f exercis:i.n~ the eminent 
dO!lV.l j 11 pO\/l:>.r, Teicher than crl';)ting it. ~~I C0..L..y. Ci!2S:}nl!at_L... Hi Irr:ill?ton and 

• 
.i,:QD:.£:.~\~:U_L~?_l~.,'ln.::Q..ar.l1 If Ohio St. 308 (1854). The p0',;er to gi..:mt rights of \Vay 
to pri rntc corporations also \vould exist e\Ten in the absence of the implied 
grant ot power found in section 5. 

• 
Section 19 of Article I of the Ohio Constitution reiterates and sets forth 

the inhcrc:l!t eminent domain pOv1ers of the state. The majority interpretation of 
the pO,Jcr of eminent domain allmvs the state tn take private property for anything 
of public benefit, even if a private person or corporation will also benefit in

• 

cidentally nC~.!!.la~E~rk('2:.;..348 U. S. 26 (1954); J. Cribett, Principles of the Law 
of Prl~E..ertY.. 334 (1902). The Ohio Supreme Court has adopted the majority rule and 
has intcrprete.d Article I, section 19 in conformity therewith. In the ease of 
Bruestle v. Rich, 159 Ohio St. 13, 110 N.E. 2d 778 (1953), the Ohio Supreme Court 
held that private property .in "blighted" areas could be taken by the city and then 
turned over to private individuals and corporations fo~ redevelopment. The court 
noted in Bruestle that the phrase "public use," found in section 19 was the equiv
alent of public benefit and that the redevelopment of the blighted areas was for the 
public benefit although private individuals did benefit from it incidentally. 

• 
TIle above public benefit analysis has also been applied to the taking of 

private land for rights of way given to private individuals and corporati.ons. 
Clearly when the taking is a right of way for a road or public utility open to 
or for the benefit of the public, the taking is a valid public use or benefit. 
Shaver v. Starrett, 4 Ohio St. 495 (1855); 19 o. Jur. 2d sections 23 and 24. 
Further land may be taken for private uses such as the locating /of/ ditches or 

•
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roads which will assist individuals in the cultivation of their land and thus 
indirectly enhance the publ ic welfare, "Pontiac Company v. Commissioners, 104 
Ohio St. 447, 461 (1922). However, when land is taken to facilitate the development 
of land, it must be shown that the public will benefit from such a taking. 19 O. Jur. • 

" 2d 241,'>, ',', , 

the adoption of section 5 of Article XIII invalidated all prior Ohio laws in

consistent with it, Perrysburg Canal and Hydraulic Co. v. Fitzgerald 10 Ohio St.
 
514 U874). Its adoption enabled the legislature to enact subsequent eminent
 
dotp:ln laws cons !stant with its provis ions and to establish these as the exclus ive
 
Tnetnods ,of compensatiou for injuries to private property. The Little Miami Railroad
 .'
Co.,'v~ Whitacre, 8 Ohio St. 590 (l858). 

The section 5reqtiirement that a jury consist of twelve men uses the ~-lard "men"
 
in the,gen~r1c sense and does not exclude, women frOln sitting on condemnation juries.
 

; Thatcber v.\ Ilennsylvan{a! Ohio and Detroit Roael Co., 121 Ohio St. 205 (1929).
 

The right to obtain property under a judgment of condemnation is contingent upon
 
the payment, of the jud~1ent Wa&ner v. Railroad Co., 380h"10 St. 32 (1882). However,
 
thea company has no obligation to pay the judgment if it. abandons its right of way.
 
Hay,iisv. Cincinnati and Indiana Railroad Co., lJ Ohio St. 103 (1866).
 e, 

, ' 

" , A judgment of condemnation under section 5 ,is obtainable by a corporation only
 
upon a showing of proper ly derived pO\,1(~r trom the sovereign in the form of a corpor

ate' charter and a grant of em:i.nent domain, power 'and of substantial compliance with
 

'the terms conditioning the grant. ~~~.v. ~rietta ,and Cincinnati Railroad,
 
15 Ohio St~ 21 (1864). '
 

Because a delegation of the emi.nent domain po\>1er is a delegation of sovereign 
powerA~d~ontravenes'the rights of pr~pe~ty owner, such delegations are strictly 
limited to t:hdr &tated' purppses and terms. ~_er v. Hariet~a and Cincinnati,_~~ai1 fr , " 

road Co." 11 Ohio st. 228 (1$60). For ex~mple', in .Iron Railroad Co. v. Ironto!'!., 19
 
Ohio :St. 29.9 (1869), the Ohi'O Supreme Com:t held that the ~-lh3rf mvned by the railroad
 
was nO,t ,Within the specific purpose of it$ grant of eminent domain and not entitled
 
toChe speci.a1e~emptions v1hich it granted. In Currier, supra, the court held that a
 

'grant ,of eminent domain to b\lild a railroad did not, without special provisiuns to
 
that effect" permit the company to candeTlltl land for temporary tracks. In Little
 
Mlam,.i Ra!lroad v. Nayl~r" 2 Ohio St. 235 (1853) the court, again narrowly construing
 
a del~gation of ~minent dou~in, held that a grant to build a railroad between two
 
named points did not give the railroad the right to relocate the tracks once they
 
had beenin1tially located.,
 

_', }'urther, the Ohio Suprer.le Court has ~eld ,that the purchase of the property of
 
a corp9ration does not carry with it the franchise of the corporation and its right
 

, of' eminent domain,absent a legislati.ve gt'ant of specific authority for such a
 
transJer. S;oe v. CO\Hu\bu.$, Piqua and Indiana Railroaq qg,. 10 Ohio St. 372 (1859)
 
Atkinson v. Marietta 'and CincinnatfRailroad CO':I 15 Ohio St. 21 (1864).
, . 

> , 

, ,Thecompensation required by Article XII!, section 5 is the fair mark~t value 
, , 'of the real estate taken, at the time it, was taken, \.ithout any deductions for bene... 

£its~<s a result of the proposed improvement. Geray v. C>inci~!13ti, Wilmington Clnd 
~anesv:Ll1$, Railrogd Co~, 4 Ohio St,. 303 (1854). Additional' damages, knm\ln as in ,> ( 

ciqental d~ptages maybe payable for injury done to the residue of the land by the 
tak!ng.~;; ¥ieveland '~,~, Pittsburg R;~ilro!\d;C9. ,v. Ball, 5 Ohio St. 568 (1856). 

A·~"·"" ;"1

~ ,.,' 

, , ,' 
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Traditionally, section 5 !las been re.:ld in conjunction 'ivith Article I, Section 19 
so as to require th:lt no "deduction for henefits to any property of the oHIler" be 
lllnd<:'. A lOlJg recognized e::ception to the rule, hO\v~ver, is that a benefit in direct 
mltigntion of an incidental damnge could be considered in determining the amount of 
ind.dent .. l d:lmn~e done. For example, 'ivhen the construction of a limited access 
higll\v.:lY cuts 0[[ a 1andm-mer' s former means o[ entrance and exit from his land, giving 
rise to incidental damages. the construction of an access road giving the mmer a new 
!lIt'illlS of ncces~.; must be tal«>n in mitigntion of the incidental damnges. (Richley v. 
~~li!!.[~, 299 N. E 2d 288, 1972) Another E'x<1"lplc of a benefit in mitigation of an 
i.ncidental. injury \wuld occur \'I1Jcn, in the construction of a railroad, a ditch or 
~':~c<1v,\tion is mallc'. vlhich drai.ns <l S'ivall1p and renders a part of the OI.;nc1' I s land valuable, 
\.;hich had previollsly been of little vr,luc, but the same ditch, in draining the s\vamp, 
d(>stroy~; .:1 v<1hl.~lJle spring of \·)ater, uhe injUl-y and benefit may be so blended that 
they mllst neces~;:trily be tc'lken into consider<:.tion in estimating the compensation to be 
m;tUc. (CIC\'cl..':-llld <1l1d Pitt:~blirr',h n.1ilroCld Co. v. Ball, 5 Ohio St. 568, 1856). 

The Ohio Supreme Court, in the ~i.chle_y' case, seems to indicate that another exception 
to the Ii no benef i Ls" rule m:1Y be recoGniz.:1b le in the Ohio courts, that being the 
~11l0\-liJnCe of deductions [or special benefits. Hm·;ever, the court only e:;presses this 
n8 n possil)ility and does not decide that this is the case. Special damages are 
tkfi.ned :lS those that accrue directly and solely tothe m,'ner rather than to the community 

<..IS a 'i·IIIOJ.e . 

The provisions of Section 5 do not apply to the taking of a right of way by a 
lllunic1p<lli.ty or a county [or a ro,ld open to the general public 'i'lithout charge. (Toledo 
.Y...:....J'pcnton, 50 Ohio St. 361, 34 H.E. 353, 1903). 

QI.l(~f' t LOll : \:hy \1i1S Scction Ij of Article Xln 3dopted, ill addition to Section 19 of 
A1."t j,cl c J'? C0uld Section 5 be repcclled \·)ithout hnving any effect? 

Sccti011 5 of Article XIII w~s the subject of considcrabl~ heated discussion in 
the J8Sl Constituti.on;\] ConventLcn. t\bu:3cs by the r;lUroncl and tllrnpike companies in 
t1cqltirill)', land Lor r-t:.,;htf,;-of-\.lay \-:ere h'C'f:!l in the mi.nds the d(:legat(>s; also, they()f 

('vi(!('l"J.Lly fe'lt that in the nUl Constitution t11cy"wre <lJopting they were encouraging the 
prol i.ferntion of thi~; type of pi ivate COFlp;:nyand <lily latitude for abusl2s 'ivould be 
In<Jel1Uied if they did not take can~ to pJ:cvent them. (1 Deb<Jtes p. 445) 

Thus, tIle lan~u~ge of SectionS CiJn be seen to be elaborate compared to that of 
~;cction 19 of Article 1. Follo\1ing arc points of difference; 

T<lk_~l~l' Section 19 states that compensRtion must be paid \·..hen private property 
is "taken" fur puhlic UfOC'. Section 5 requires compcnsation \vhen a right of \·?ay is 
"'Il'prOjn-iCltec! to the use" of a cnrpor<1tion. One of tile ahuses noted in the debates '(-7as 
the infor.ll1:1 ]j.t)' \.'il:l1 \\'hich prope:rty \1::13 taken and damages paid. The Section 5 language 
lIiJY preclude an intcrpretilUO\1. t1tc1t property is not "taken" until title passes, and 
thus compr'l1<:ation need not be paid at the time a cornp<::ny comes in to cut trees or lay 
:1 l'oJdlwd. [n liGht of the many subsequent C<15eS interpr.;l:ing the leg3l status of a 
l'taldng" rcC[uirin.'; compensotion under buth the £edral and St2tC: provisions, hOHcver" 
the l.:1ngungc: of Section 5 appears to hU'JC no legal significance broader than that of 
Section 19, and this mQY be considcred redundant. 

QSJ.!!1J2.£1]~~0:m. Section 19 requires that lI a compensation ll be made. Section 5 re
quirc~: that "fuLl compewJ3tion" be made. An Ohio case, ho\-JCvc~', holds that IIcompensation" 
;lS used in Sccti.on 19 II1C~;lns "full compensation". Athens v. \\';~Tthman, 25 O. App. 2d 91

• 54 00 2d ]23, 1970. Tilus the langu.:1ge o[ Seccion 5 does not appear to add anything to 
the langu:1gc of Section 19. 
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Section 5 adds that compensation must be paid "to the owner", an instruction 
that Section 19 does not contain. The convention delegates told of cases where owners 
had no notice of the proceedings. (1 Debates p.446) -Although these ,wrds evidently 
are not discussed in the Debates~ one can infer that it reflects an insistence that the 
owner himself receive the payment, rather than that it be held for him or deposited on 
his behalf.; It would require, for instance, that the owner be ascertained. In current 
practice, it seems unlikely that these words add anything to the requirements of Section 19. 

Benefit from Improvements. Section 19 states: 

''' ••• compensation shall be assessed by a jury, ,~ithout deduction for 
;banefits to any property of the owner." 

Saction, 5 staees that compensation shall be made: 

I'irrespective of any benefit itom any improvement proposed by such 
. corp or~tion." 

Daspite the language of Section 19, the courts have differentiated "speci'll" and
 
"general" benefits •. Thts was first done itt Little Miami R.B.. Co. v. Collett, 6 O. St.
 
L82,. 1856 • The Court of Appeals for Auglaize County repeated the distinction in
 
~{chley v. Bowling, cited earlier, in 1972, observing that some lower court cases
 
(not identV~ying them) had allowed deduction of "special" benefits, not "general"
 
ben~fits, the latter being those that accrue to ·the conununity at large a;J.d consequent
 
'enhancement of the value of lands and town lots. The court held that increase iR.value
 
of land resulting from creation of exits f~om a limited access hightl1ay ',Jere general
 
bcne'fit:s" and thus, not deductible. To be "special", the benefit would have to benefit
 

. the :,prbperty directly ~nd solely. The court did not rule as to whether a special benefit 
; 'could b.ede'Pucted -'!" it mf;!.cely held that this was not special, and thus could not be 

deductad in any case . Adissenting judge descriped the benefit as a "Y7indfa 11" that the 
jury sh(l1dci have been instructed up.on s.o that, it could take it into consideration in 

, det~pnt~:lng,· compt!usati()n. . 
-I.' 

The PO!tlt of, including Chcforegoing di-scussion is to indicate that there is judicial 
opinion that, although Section 19 states that. compensation shall be assessed without 

. deduction for benefits, some benefits may be deducted •. The que::; tion is "lhether this 
; 'judiciiil opinion woulc;l be the .same under the stl:'onger language of Section 5: flirrespect~ve 
: of apy benefit from !..111.. improVement proposed by such corporation"? 

The practice of the rail'roads and turnpike companies was evidently as often as
 
possible to pay no compensation,on the theory that the road so benefitted neighborhood
 

.. properties that bene£it:s equalledot exceeded the loss to the landowner.
 
\ .
 

.; ~
 

~Jur~~Section 19 requ ires that compensatiml be assessed by a jury. Section 5 
tequ.irest'h~t compensation be ascertained by a jury of t'llelve men, in a court of record. 
th$'i(}~leiates discussef;i this point. They feltthat the section must specify twelve men 
and a court: ,pf recQrd,:because, u.nder existing practice, appointment of three commissionets 

.was called a "jury," and the appraisal and ,cbntpensation could be made withoutnotice to
 
ithe lartdowrier or a court· trial (1 Debates p. 444):. Subsequent case law appears to assure
 
. a tw¢ive"'~n jury unae:r, Se~t~on 19~--;; without this specification•. <1£mb v. Lane,
 
"~·OhloSt~ 167, 185l.). there th~ court held th"?t "jury" rlieans a jury of t'velve men .
 

•
 

"',.', 

.'
 
,.. 

j .::) 

•
'.'

~: 

••
r "

".'"
." ~ 

. If section 5 were repealed, however, i.t is open to question whether a "jury" under 
'$ection,19,w9U1d have to consiE>t of, 12 persons in light of recent Supreme Court decisions .: 
:hold1D:g that12 persons w.ere not reqUired at cqmmtln la~11 fo;r a criminal jury . 

.. 'tI.1e cqtnmittee that drafted the 'Seeton 19 prOVision saw no necessity to define 
,.:fjur,yHforthey apprehended n~. diSregt.~~1:~ordin~tY,)iegal meani.ng of the term; 
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the committee that prepared the Article on corporations apparently were less confident,
 
or ",'ere of a morc cautious temper, and they did define it.
 

Note also the difference in emphasis between tftassessed" and "ascertained", the 
latter implying more clearly that the jury exercise its judgment in reaching an amount, 
Le., it is notarubber stamp for the judgment of an appraiser or Simply to review 
the amount awarded by a panel ofcommissioners , but it is to view the land and itself 

• come to a figure. 

Quick-Ta15~' No "quick take" is allowed a private corporationn under Section S. 
There must be a judgment confi.rming the verdict of the jury, before the corporation is 
entitled, by a deposit of the amount of the verdict, to possession of the property. 
Wagner v. nailwny Co., 38 Ohio St. 32 (1882). Section 19, on the other hand, allows

• "quick take" in Har or other public exigency, imperatively requi.ring its immediate 
seizure, and for roads if they are open to the public without charge. Conceivabl¥, 
this could allow a private corporation under some circumstances to use quick take, if 
it were not prohibited by section 5, but it seems highly unlikely that this would occur. 

Spirit of the Delegates

• Some of the delegates greatly feared the abuses of private corporations and their 
ability to influence the legislature. 

Mr. Stanton: I want simply to protect the rights and intere::;ts of private individuals 
from the over-shadowing power of corporations. (1 Debates p. 446)

• Mr. Gregg: The companies ahvays manage to get such men as suit them, into the conunission, 
and go over and value the ground all their mm "lay, and the land O'.Juers have to give 
up to them. (Ib id. ) 

:f\1r. Hitchcock was quoted as saying that he wished the legisJative power over 
• corpDrBtion8~ to be recognized. (2 Deba~~ p. 849) 

It was ar~ued that there is no difference in a taking by a public body and a taking 
by a private corporation, and that they could be governed by the same provision (i.e., 
Section 19). }1r. Stanberry urged that there was no distinction. In the course of this 
debate, Nr. Ranney stated that '.Jhat Nr. Stanberry said ,,,as ll a ll a fudge. 1I Mr. Norris 

• 

• then rose to critici'te the abuse of the ll s ilver mouthed ll Mr. Hason, whom Hr. Norris 
said "never speaks but in the malice of his heart"; Hr. Norris was brought down after 
some discourse by mounting cries for "order ll and a note by the recorder of "great 
confusion. ll i'lr. Hasan was allOHed to state that Mr. Norris' "fiery arrows" had 
fallen harmless at his feet. In the vote ,,,hich foilm.Jed, the resolution to strike 
out Section 5 was defeated by a vote of 49 to 37. (2 Debates p. 850). 

Conclusion Section 5 gives more explicit protections, as noted above, where a taking 
is by a corp oration for a right-of-way. Court decisions have almost entirely 
eliminated the differences, although not completely. 

• 

• 
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Article I, Sect10n 16 of' the Ohio Cons tl tuti on reads as f 0110'1,0;3 : 

Section 16. All courtE shall be open, and every
 
person, for an injury done him in hi~ land, goods,
 
person,orreputatlon, shall have remedy by due course
 
or law, B,nd shall have justice admlo.istered without
 
den1al or delay. $ultmay be brought against the
 
state, in su.oh courts and insueh manner; as may be
 
pl"ovld ed bylaw.	 . . 

;', The two sentences of this section are analyzed and discussed 
.: s'J$rat~:ty in' this, memoX'andum. They orlg1nated at different times, 
}' and, although rela~e",,th~y have separate Impa<:t cn Ohio law. 
;'h' ',! 

, The seoond' sentence ... ·Su1tiDay,be 'brought. against the state, in 
~oh O;Ot,1):"ts and in :'suoh manner, S,Smtl¥ be prOVided by law.·~ will be 
cf.l:scus*ed 1"'1 rst ; . ,	 ' 

- 0 

A. SOVERIIGN ~t1-UNITY AN~ m COURT OF CLAIMSt 

;, ,The dootrine'of soV',ereign Immun1t7' --~.e. that a state cannot be ~~ 

sued w):·thout 1ts consent-.. 1s one '.that lepl historians have traced 
, . j • 

...., '.'; " 

~Cl,6u.:t~,o..thsor themat~lm, IITheK1ngcan t!6 no wrong." Squaring such
 
\ a ~*1'· .1thA.er1~n nt);t1ons ofsnbord1natlng '.'en to laws has required

·.:rr::MUe.J1t 1'"epet~ tl (1); or ifhe' h1:IJtC?r1.dal explanat10n of how such a doctrine '
 

·:b.~a•• '1..bedd.(l' 1n ;'Amer1panJuriSp1!udenee. : "The, real basis of the king's" 
}1,

1mmurdt1'froll $ult,"wJ:'ites an Ohl~' oQmnientator1 "was the impossibility ;:.' 
t\' 

. or eil:("ol'oing.a.3u~sment·agaln~,t'him." ,Thus B;l.4okstone, the venerable 
If EI1e:~~jhi~utho:rl ty of the ,18th century Is 01 ted ;1h footnote: 

"F6r:e.ll ju,rlsd1otion implies super10rity of power: 
aut:t1l:)~lty -to 'tr;r would be vain and idle, l'iithout 

. an author1ty ,tG redress; ,and the sentence of a 
:.1	 court tlouldbe conteldptlble, unless that court had 

power to command.th~ execution of 1't; but who ••• 
shall Clo_nd, tbe'kittg?" l~1ackstone 

'. ~.,; C0l!!!entarl,s onth$ ten ot:!Piland 235.	 ~ ,.,,' 

'the' soVere1gn'lmmunltY~hat ~~' ~nt1.er1ted by American states has 
',:	 th1J,$ epmeto bev1ewed as1.u.n1t~ frotn uneonsented-to law suits. The
 

e~'pl~Jt.t:1OJ'). for ,.~dP;t1on, or:the~oct:rlne follbw1ng the American
 
IRe,VQlut1~ 1s ,saJ~ 'to be','Qtreof".pract$.eall tl ...~. the necessity of pro-	 i,j 

1..';' ,, t.e,f)t~ng econom1es, of the early states"which were at that time faced 
~ i' 

....tth·:.hug~ debts ,a,nd;~,s11m'revenues. iRef'erence t? recognl tl on of the
2ru'l~ may, be round in the Ff}deral1st Papers. HaJIlllton argued ~ "It 1s
 

'1t\heremtln the nature ofsovere1gnty not to be amenable to the suit
 '.
or.: ani-ndividual wi thO'l1t . its con$en:t."'· .' , 1 

, " " , 

,..I&,:r1.Y Amel"ican jU~lstsclted the rationale of a 1788 English case, - ".' 

"	 :,'" 

" ',' 
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Russell v. Men of Devon, 100 Eng. Rep. 359, 362 (1788) as basis for the 
doctrine: "It is better that an individual sustain an injury than that 

• the public should suffer an inconvenience." 

The rationale of f"ien of Devon was adopted in America in an 1812 
Massachusetts case, Mower v. Leichester, 9 Mass. 247 (1812). In that 
case Mower's horse was killed when it stepped into a hole on the 
Leichestpr Bridge. The Court held that Leichester, on the authority 

• 

• of Men of Devon was not liable. One cri tic has noted3: "Curiously, 
unlfke the county of Devon, Leichester waS incorporated, could sue and 
be sued, and had a corporate fund out of which the Judgment could be 
satisfied. Notwithstanding these differences, the Massachusetts 
court followed the early English case and thereby created what is 
today a prevailing American rule." 

The Ohio Constitutions of 1803 and 1851 were silent on the question 
of governmental immunity, but case law shows that it was recognized from 
an early date. 

• Constitutional history of sovereign immunity in Ohio 

A recent opinion of the Ohio Supreme Court in a case arising out 
of the Kent State conflagration in May, 1970, affirmed the rule that 
the state of Ohio is not subject to suits in tort (a civil suit for 
damages based upon alleged aggravated degrees of negligence in that 

. case) without the consent of the General Assembly. In Krause v. State,


• 31 Ohio St. 2d 1)2 (1972) Chief Justice O'Neill, writer of the
 
II1A.jority opinion, reviews the history of a proposal before the Con

vention of 1850-51 that would have constitutionally abrogated immunity
 
in Ohio. He states:
 

•
 
"Delegate Woodbury presented the convention with the
 
following proposal: 'When any claim or demand shall
 

•
 

be presented to the General Assembly, and one-fourth of
 
the members elected to either branch thereof, shall be
 
opposed tb the allowance of such claim or deman<1,'the
 
General Assembly shall then and forever thereafter, be
 
prohibited from allowing the. same, but provision shall
 
be made by law for the prosecution in the courts of
 

•
 

law and equity, of all claims or demands against the
 
state." Vol. 2, Debates and Proceedings of the
 
Constitution Convention of 1850, page 182. Speaking
 
on behalf of the amendment, Delegate WoodbUrY stated:
 
'We are all aware that claims are submitted to the
 
Legislature, about which we have no means of ascer

taining whether they are correct or not, because the 
evidence we have is merely ~ parte. The allowances 
depend generally more upon the men who a.dvance the 
claims than the justice of theclaims.*** Claims 

• nave been brought here which pa.rties would never think 
of applying to a court to enforce***.' 
He also argued that. 'Of all bodies in the world the 
Legislature is the poorest to settle disputes about 
claims." Id., Vol. 1, page 297 
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De1 ega tt-:~~ op po!"::: lng tl1 P arfl(",yvlrnen. t rl, re~u eel tlTl t t h'~3 t;ci t" ~·'Cl.'~dmr.~)r; p
 

to efuit'ihd to 8,110-;-: it to b~ '::;'H-n ;rc~Jld be 'no ca,~t'.: at. 9. :L -- ti"i(~C"c

' 

is no possibility of a fa1r trial, ~1Lh t~e state ~n O~0 2:de and an 
ind1vidual on the other.' The 'state *** wi],l a1w8ys be plu~ke~ in 
the absence of *** protectil)fi in ;'10me sha.pe.' Id., 7.)}?, P:'>.r3"T If'?. 

When the d ebate l'iaS over n,::legate \k,:)(lbu.r~r 1'11 tr\dre:'1 t ~1[ ~,rr;

posal and L~avernmental tmmunl ty remained the 1a,\'1 1Jf' :hio. 1,1., 
Vol. 1, page 298. The amendment was ultimately re,j::!ct·;::,d :)~/t11;-;> 
COnvent1on an D<3cemheI' 26, 1850. Ii., Vel. 2, page 182. tOri if;::; te 
claims aga.inst the sts.te were t'~dressed ::Jnl;)' by petition t:-:, :,nc 
General Assembly, as Ha~ done p1"1.'Jr to 10,50 •••• ft 

Al though the doctrin(; of s C'vereign immunity frorr. sui t h'),<i r~, 

jUdicial orlg1~1, it is nOl.'T cO::lstitutionally recosnlzed. 3ncttQll]< 
of .A.rtlcle- I of the Ohio Constltntlon provides as "nIl:.;'!:,': 

"16. Redress in courts. 

All courts shall be open, f'lnc1 pvery pers on, f'i:" ~'.Y! in jnry don '" 
hhn in h1~ la.nd, goods, person, or rr::plJ.t~.ticn, sh.9.1J. }-;aVr.l 1:'",:,.e"!~,. ~"J 

due cours~ of It:l.w, and shall r.ave justlce adminis tered N'! t'h (..>U t der,1.9l 
or delay. Suits may be brought 8salnst the state, in !:luch cuurts f.~:1.:1 

in such manner, as rnaJr be provided by law." 

The first sentence of this section originated 1n 180~ Rn1 has 
been retained since that date wi thout c1':.ange. The S0COtld seYltence, 
st~ting that suits "may be brought against the state, in Sl)ch courts 
and in such manner, as rnay be provided by law" was proposc1 by th~ 
Constitutional Convention of 1912 and adopted by the electcro.te on 
September ), 1912. The Proceedings and Debates of the Convention 
of 1912 arA also quoted at length in the Krause majority nplnion. 
Delegate Weybrecht's openlng remarks about the proposal are noted: 

"'The proposal ••• r(!cognizes tht~ right of the In'li Vid'.l.0.1 to 
, seek redress for claims against the sta.te in such courts
 
as may herea.fter be designa.ted, Without petit1.onln3 th0
 
legislature as is now the custcm. ft
 

Delegate Weybrecht's remarks indicate that past practic~3 involving 
claims agai"1st the state ha.d included both special legislation permitting 
suit and special appropriations for the settlement of claims, as 
determined by legislative committees instead of courGs, and he questioned 
them~ 

"Why should the humble cla1.mant against the state be
 
obll,ged to abjectly supplicate the legislatu!'A for
 
the pr1vilege of entering the court of just~ce? •••
 
Why should the legislature appropriate the people's
 
money in the settlement of clalm$ against the state
 
of dubious A.nd uncertain origin a.nd without the
 
intervent10n of courts?~
 

• 

• 

• 

• 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 
Subsequent objection to the proposal was VOiCEd by ~-~'l~;.::).~:~? !,rhoi,::" 

who fsalted that 1t would. involve great expense to the sta tf;. "The 
cases 1'1111 be ' triAd by Juries in the local c·)ur."::Jr a'1d t}j1'"> 1.dea 
will be that ·The ~tate has a lot of money and we \-:111 mali:e ~;h\'.' st3.ts •pay .... 4598 
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• 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

TIowever, the proposal, with a non-substantive amendment, was 
agreed to. 

The Court in the Krause opinion cites one more exchange regarding 
Section 16. 

"When drafting the explanation to the people, Delegate
 
Hoskins questioned whether the explanation to Section
 
16 of Article I conveyed 'the idea that legislation
 
is necessary to confer that right or is the right
 
given by the article itself? *** The amendment says
 
that the Legislature shall provide the method of
 
bringing suit. Will the amendment itself confer the
 
right to bring su1t?' (Emphasis added by the Court.)
 
Delegate Peck stated: 'The amendment does confer that
 
right ....
 

On the basis of reading the amendment in light or its history and 
interpretations of similar constitutional language in other juris
dictions, the Krause Court held that Section 16 abolishes the defense 
of sovereign immunity but does not make the state amenable to suit 
without its express consent. 

~In other words, it was not intended to be self-executing.
 
Consent by the General Assembly would be manifested by
 
the enactment of a statute ••• providing in what courts
 
and in what manner suits may be brought against the
 
s tR. te ••,
 

In holding that the tort acticnbefore it was not properly main
tainable because Section 16 was not self-executing and because the 
General Assembly had not consented to such suit, the Ohio Supreme Court 
expressly approved earlier judicial rulings involving Section 16. 
Raudabaugh v. Ohio and Palmer v. Ohio, 96 Ohio st. 513, 518 (1917). It 
reversed the Ohio Court of Appeals tor the 8th District, which had held 
that notwi thstanding Raudabau~h-palmer, the doctrine. of sovereign 
immunity cannot be supported n light of the history of Section 16 as 
amended in the Convention of 1912 on the non-self-executing issue. 
That appellate court had further held that operation of the doctrine 
of sovereign immunity violated the injured party's federal constitutional 
rights to due process of law and equal protection of the law. 

It was to be expected that the events at Kent State in the spring of 
1970 would produce litigation which would, in one commentator's view, " 
SUbject the judicial system to a penetrating re-examination. Litigation 
is currently pending in federal court that charges public officials and 
guardsmen with a violation of federal civil rights legislation for 
performing allegedly illegal acts "under color of state lawo" In that 
action the federal District Court dismissed the complaint, holding that 
respondents were being sued in their official capacities and that the
actions were therefore in effect against the state and barred by the 
11th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. That amendment, which states 
simply that the "judicial power of the United States shall not be 
construed to extend to any suit in law or equity, commenced or prose
cuted against one of the United states by citizens of another State. 
or by citizens or subjects of any foreign State." is said to have 
resulted from the state of alarm that resulted when in 1793 the U.S. 
Supreme Court declared that a citizen of one state could sue another" 
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irrfederal ~01J!'t.5 Accordln~~ t(l Ci;r" •.':'r,l~ce .Bl'adlf'j', tLo ChlshGlrL 
d.ec1sion so ~hock:ed and 8urpr.ised. tY,e states th9.t nt t:r:~ :irst rT'(;et.ing 
or Congress follo\'dr:S the cec:ision, C0l1E3'f~88 a.lmost. 1)fl~LiJumsl.y pro-
PQlSed thf? J1th Amendment to reinstat;e the rule stat~/,: in th':: F'f:der91ist • 
Papers thQtl,1t 1s not in the pO'I'ler of individuals to call [tIl';" strj.te 
into court. '-' 

In the pending fC.:deral court acti c:m a.gainst ":'1'11 c' ()fl'1.clJ:i.l~~ tL,~: 

Court of Appeals affirmed tlw d.istrict court orl the ,SJ"IJ:'uj(' e," t;h"": lli:r: 
Amendment prohibiticn arid the ~11tE~rnative grcunc that tl':0: CCl';'1TU'3i 1.~~,,,, • 
doctrine of exp-cutlve immunity was ~bsolute and barred acti01:. 
However, dismissal of the cas~ on the pleadings alone waG r0v~r8ed by 
the United states Supreme Court in April, 1974, un~~r a holding ~hat 
(1) the 11th Amendment does not in some circumsta.nces bnr an 9.ction 
for damages against R state official charged with deprlvi~g a person 
ora federal right under color of state law and the District Court • 
ao.ted prematurely and hence erroneously in: dismissing the complair.ts 
as it did so without affording petitioners any opportunity by SUb
sequent proof to establish their claims; (2) the immunity of officers, 
of the executive branch of a state government for their acts is not 
absolute but qualified and of varying degree, d.ependillg upon the scope 
of discretion a.nd responslbll1 ties of the partlcu18.r office and the • 
circumstances eX1sting at the 11ime the challenged a~tionwas taken. 

,The action pending is thus against named officers and not ag8inst 
the sta.te. The concept of tmmunlty of government officers from 
personal liability 1$ sa.id to spring from the same consideration::: that 
generated thGdoctrine of sovereigh immunity.

"This official immunity apparently rested in its genesis 
on two mutually dependent rationales: (1) the injusti~e, 
particularly in the absence of bad falthof subjectinr, 
to ltabllity an officer who is reqUired by thr:: legal • 
obligation of his position to exercise discretion: (2) 
the danger that the threat of such liability would 
deter his Willingness to execute his office with the 
deo1siveness and t~e jUdgment required by the public 
goOd. to 

In the KraUse case reversed by the U.S. Supreme Court the Court • 
said that implicit in the idea that officials have some i~munity - 
a~solute or qualified -- for their acts, is a recognition that they 
may err. But the c1viI rights legislation upon whi.ch sui t was bas ed, 
said Chief Justice Burger, "Would be drained of meaning were we to 
hold that the acts of a governor or other high executive officer has 
the quality of a supreme and unchangeable edict, overr1ding all con- • 
t',~lctlng rights Of property and unreviewable through the judicial pOi-fer 
of the ~ederal Government." 

Ohio law 

Ohio courts have taken a narrow view of what constitutes consent • 
to suit. The rationale for such approa.ch has been the rule :)f con
struction that statutes in derogation of the common law are to be 

4600 •
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strictly c8nstrlJed. Therefore, since consent to sue is in derogation 

• of the common law doctrine of sovereign immunity, Ohio courts have 
refused to find~consent in the absence of clear and express language 

• 

to that effect. P For example, in Wolf v. Ohio State University Hospital 
170 Ohio St. 49 (1959) the Court refused to find consent to sue where 
the code provides that the Ohio State University Board of Trustees may 
"sue and he sued." The Court reasoned that since this section does 
not provide in Nhat courts aYJrl what manner suit may be brought against 
the Board, it was not the intention of the legislature to consent to 

• 

sUits being brought. ~urthermore, the code provision establishing 
the powers of the Roarn of Trustees was enacted in 1870, and Section 
16 of Article I was enacted in 1912. Hence, the statute obViously 
was not (~nacted pursuant to the consti tutional provision, and according 
to its terms the constitutional provision is not self-executing. 

• 

Prior to the passage of Amended Substitute ~rouse Bill No. 800 
in 1 971.j. the Ohio General Assembly made no general provision for con
tract or tort suits to be brought against the state. Specific suits 
which it authorizPd (or anoeals in instances where an appeal might 
otherwise not be possible)include the following: 

R. C. 3ec.111.19, which authorizes an action to recover 
fees paid llnder protest to the S8cretary of state; 

• 
R. C. Sec. 115.40, whi~h permits a creditor of a state 
employee to maintain a garnishment proceeding against 
the state; 

• 

H. C. Sec. 119.12, which allows a party adversely 
affected ~y any Jr~er of an agency issued pursuant 
to an arljudication denying an applicant admission to 
an exnmln~tion, or denying the is~uance or renewal of a 
lIcensor to ta~e an appeal from such order to the court 
of C;ommon Pleas; 

~. ~. Sec. 152J.IO, which grants a holder of state 
Gonservation bonds permission tCI maintain an action 

•
 ~gatnst the state to recover on them;
 

R. C. Sec. 2505.0J, which enables a party adversely 
affected by any final order of any board, co~~i8sion, 

etc., to appeal to the Court of Common Pleas in 
~rtain circumstances; 

• R. C. 3ec~.5JOl.24, which entitles a person owning 
real estate in which the state has an i~terest to 
join the state as a party; 

R. C. Sec. 5519.0?, which empowers an owner of land 

• cond8mned by the Director of ~ii;.r;htmys to sue the 
Director in a condemnation proceeding. 

This list, though not exhaustive, is fairly complete. 

R. C. Section 9.PJ authorizes the purchase of liability insurance 
• to protect state officials, employees and agents against liability on 



•
 
account (rf ~.A.mage or i njurs oc.cl1rring tl'~r011.E';h th,= .....J'''ftJi;..;cpt cper~l t.:. 'Jr,
 
of a motor "r~hjcl"? ownt?d b;:,r the s'.:ate ani: prohihits thp lm;'~r'lrl(:'?
 

company frhm denying covern~e b8Call~~~ 0f ,;he st~1~e'8 2.rrmuni tj:. rc,·:,)c:;,
 

the Btate ha~ provld eel ~ {'und to c <'lmpCl1S0 t~ peap}!" 1n j~,:rF·t1. ',1' Q8.ml).'y'cl
 
through the negligent operatlon of statl'l-o~med au to'11ob.!. ](~s.
 

Political Subdlvls1on~. 

~rhe state's immunlt~l fl·c·IT; suit. haR bp.en held t:) C':.':t'":;'lr'l lJ S)!'~\~
 

d~gree to its political subdi"islans. Having be ..:n c_~'?3.tp·1 (.\]tTi'Js·.·.
 
exclusively with a view towards the policy of the ~tate anrl Car pL.~


pOses of;poll tical organt zatlon ann 01viI adrnlnt.stratior~, crmnti ~;:3
 

are agencies or instrumentlllities of the state and as such are
 
cloth~d with the same immunity from suit as the state, Schaffer~
 

00. 0·· Trustees of the "'rankl1n V,.,terans r,':emorial, 1'71 Ohio St.
 
22 ,231 19 O. An indil1idual can sue the county only wher~, ~hp.
 

legislature has expressly autLorized suits to be brought. The General
 
Assembly has permitted County Commissioners to be SlH~d frr dnm9.l:;es
 
received. by negligence in not keeptng e. road or bride;,,:; in repair

(a. C. Sec. 30S.l2); for the relief of a person tempcrarily or per

rna.nently dlsr:t.bled when his automobile was commaflder'2d by n Inlier;
 
orflc~r (H. C. Sec. 307.47)1 for appeals from decisions of the
 
Board of County Commtssi aners by a person aggrieved by t'he declsi:m
 
of the Board ('A. C. SGC. 307.56); for dama~~es to 11 ves toek :i.:'l jnr,:,j
 
by a dog (R. C. Sec. 955.~9); for medical expenses (up to ~500) fsr
 
a. 'person bitten by a. rabid dog (R. C. Sec. 9.55.41 - .42); rOT' injuri~s
 
(up t() ,~1'~()0) received by a persont.aken from officers of j'J.sticp. by
 
n mob and assaulted (n. C. Sec. 3761.02); and for injvr~~s (~p to
 
;5000) received by a person lynched by a mob (B. C. 2eo. ~761.04).
 
Sections 9.83 and 307.44 of tbr~ Revised Code authorize tc Doan.'! to
 
purchase liabili ty :l11Sl1rance.
 

Municipal co~porations have not been as fully ~rot~cted by
 
s overf.~ign imnmnl ty as counti es and t OWTIAhtps. Courts rlay.? rpcognizl'-')cJ
 
the distinction between governmental and proprletal·j' func~i :ms Df '.1
 

mU1"'licl pa.li ty and have held that a municipal corporte:l.tion 1S liF.:l.t'J.e f'or
 
·lrljur1eS or de.rna.ges erlsing from proprietary acttvtt~·. Gov~rnmental 
activity 1s protected, although the General Assembly has slibjected 
mu.nlctpalltles to suit for irljurl(".s arlsinff. from tr.~~ fol~ ,;wing 
governmental acttvitlesc a municiplllity is liablE:' for j.njury ~c 

persons or property caused by thA neg1lgent opera.ti 0n of 8. mU'r,iG if-'ali ty 
owned motor vehiclE', with th0 ,-::xc.cpti<.:.,n o-f' the po]l;),? an,] ii""'. derart 

.ments while engaging 111 their offic1al duties (R. C. 3ec. 7C~.,)2) 
and for its failure to ke8p streets, bridges, viadu3ts ',w( cti:":s,' r9rJ:·:: r3 
ways wi thil: the muni cipaIi t,/ in gelod rep8 ir and fr,.::e f .L'),-"~". • SP'1Ce8 • 
(R4 C. Sec. 723.01)7 

Sundry Claims Board 

Prior to 197h leglslAtion pErrr;lt~ing snit!; fl[)l.in~t t1:c: .'its<t,= tel
 
be brought in a new Court of Claims and waiving ~tDt~ l~m~~~~y frc~
 
l111bl11ty, as to most matters the state chose to hnv:,,; it:: 119J:ilit,r
 
determ1ned by the Sundry81aims Board instead of in a court of lai'f.
 
That Board, originally est9.bl1shec. in. 1917, was composed c,f tr:-9 l\udltc·r,
 
Attorney General, Chalrman of the House Finance Corom1 ttee, Cr1a i rman of
 
the Senate Finance Corom! ttee, and Director of the state C'fflee of
 
BUdget and Management (formeriy the Director of Finance )"')1' represetltati ve. 
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• 
'1'h13 Poard A.nd the method by which claims against the state were 

heard and decided received considerable criticism over the years. 
Investi:ratlon of claims was said to have caused difficulties because 
trle Boa~:d lacked bUdgernand staff to investigate the approximately 500 
claims flIed annually •. 

•
 
Delfly:'; WAre ~ometlrnes "lmconscionable" because the Board had to
 

rely upon investigation of the claim by the state agency in question.
 
Other deficiences that have been cited include inadequacy of invest

igation reports, lack of cnurt procedures such as discovery devices 
and pre-trial conferences, acceptance of hearsay evidence, uncertainty 
about l~gal standards applied by the Board and the availability of 
precedents, and the difficulty faced by a Board purporting to make 

• decisions on legal considerations where, except for the Attorney 
General, there was no reqUirement that Roaro members have legal 

• 

training. Purthermore, action after hearing resulted in payment only 
of claims of ·~lOOO or less and only then if money had been appropriated. 
Claims over 11000 required approval by the le6 islature as part of a 
sundry claims appropriation bill. Board awards were subject to change 
or d~letlon as such a bill ~oved through the legislative process, and 
the legislature was under no duty to a.ppropriate the fund.s for payment 
of claims. ~urthermore, the Governor had veto power over the sundry 
claims bill. 

Objections to Board procedures led to a number of attempts ~o 

•
 grant brond powers of consent to sue the state. Between 1917 and
 
1953, some 8 bills were introduced and rejected. By 1953, under the 
sponsorship of the Ohio state Bar Association, legislation establishing 
a court of claims finally passed both houses of the legislature, only 
to be vetoed by Governor Lausche. 

• "Thereafter, despite continuing scholarly and bar association 
criticism of the rlisting system," observe two commentators in a recent 
issue of Ohio Bar .. only one bill received serious consideration prior 
to 1973. A Court of Claims bill, introduced in 1971, passed the House 
59-21 hut died in the Senate Rules Sommittee." 

• New Court of Claims 

• 

le8isl~tlon passed in 1974 abolishes the Sundry Claims Board and 
allows claims to be made against the state through the mechanism of a 
new Court of Claims. Am. Sub. H.B. No. 800 provides that beginning 
January 1, 1975 under new Chapter 2743 of the Revised Code "The state 
'" waives its immunity from liability and consents to be su~d, and 
have its liAbility determined in the Court of Claims ••• with the same 
rules of law applicable to suits between private parties, SUbject to
llfultatlotis set forth ••• " It should be kept in mind that the Ohio 
Suprerr.e Court has said that technically the defense of sovereign immunity 
was abolished in 1912 but that a defense was still available to the 

• dtate hased on lack of consent to sue because the legislature had never 
provided for the manner of suit. The waiver and consent in H. B. 800 
ar~limited to the state and its agencies and do not extend to 
"political subdivisions," defined as municipal corporations, townships, 
counties, school district~, and other bodies "responsible for 
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governmentr:'l,] acti vt ties ,:)nly in gf'losraphi.r: ilreas 8!"laller thoEl t,>r::it :>f 
the state ••• " This exclusion }ms bp.en eontrasted ni th bl~O'J.d cc'nSf"~nt 

Istatutes in other states and cr'ltlclzed because of the alubiGnities 1~ , 
the current law arising out of the gover~mental-propriet~rydlsti~ction.1Z • 

The new law creates a Cour~ of Claims with "exclusive, original 
jurisdiction of all ci viJ actions a~rajnst the state ;;.erml tt0d by th"~ 
tialver of immunity ..... 'J.1he new c;':urt, designated a cO':Jrt uf reccrd, 
is to be staffed on a ca.se hy C9.se appointment b~l the Chief' ~T1Jst.1ce ()f 

th~ Supreme Court from ranks of i'lcumbent jud.ges of t~,e .Supr'~mC' ':'curt, •
C~lrts of Appeals, Courts of Commor Pleas, or retired jUdg~R el1g1tl~ 
for active duty. 'I'he Court is to sit in Franklin :r,mnt:i- a1..thcnch !:;re 
Chief J,:tstice may direct' it to ~.,lit in any county "upon a showins ::>f 
sUbstantial hardship and ';'rhenever justice dictates." A case will 
normally be heard by only one jud.ge, but may be he'3.rd b~l a. pan~~l (If 

three if a claim presents "novel or complex issues of law or fact." • 
The Supreme Court appoints the clerl{ and ceputy clerks, who 

must be Ohio attorneys. The clerk's offices are in Columbus, and ge110ral 
operation of the offic~ is subject to Supreme Court control. Fractice 
and procedur~ are to be regulEl ted b:r the rules of ci v11 rrcced ~u'e except 
ins ofar as they are lncons is tent wi th special prcced~lres i"'1 th '" •
legislation. 

One departur8 from the rules of civil procedu:re lS"l rf:;1vlr:;rn=~nt 

in tort cases lnvolYing personal il1jury or property d,9.m8.~~~~ that th(~ 

claimant give notice o~ intention to file a claim to t~e state within 
180 d~ys after the co.us·::! of actlon ~?lrises. Once nctie~ ~;:: g:lvsn tIle •
claln:a.nt has two years after the tort wa,s cOIr.mi tted in lfrhich t~) file ::-,_ 
formal complaint. l~'ailure to flle n:::>tice may be grnunds for ,~i8missal 

of the suit although it can be t,l19;v~c1. The object of tLc notice pr') 
cedure is to llccommod8.te pecuJ.iarities of state government. ,._ .Jiassivc 
turnover of r-ersonel or casual record lreE'Tling might precl 1,;<"le Gff'C!~ti ve 
defense of a suit if the first 110tice wat receipt of' CO'TITlJ ::lint tNO years •
after the act upon ~hich it 1s taged. . ' 

Uncter th~ st~tutory pr'~cr'!d')"res claims of leGS than "'lOr) Xi"S ~,'.:;nd 
cl n 1ms 'e<=,<"'-l ,-) +-l'1an l~i ' rrl~Y:".'\. t~"if' th p cJ""i""~lntu:J... ag.... ee-:-." ~., .... r:(-,tP"Y'''''~''l''r'l,"l '.... ... ..... "..C I,. 1".' i~lOOO .. .0. • 1~,.., !.I ..... J '.' '~.. J. A 

administratively by the c10rk o~ court. Th~ state Q22ncy ~p~ns su~~ 

mus t investlsa te thp c lui.m an'l reYlort t ") th e cl,:>rk .':;;: V el'f)9, -ty ~'j9.'y • 
have th~ clerk's determination r~liewed by the Court of ~lql~~. 'I~ 

further appeal 1s allowed on claims decided in this menn0r. ~pp~als 

in cases heard b~- the Court 1 tself may be t~lcen in the srTT:p nHmer ~JS 

appeals from the Court~ of Common Pleas. 

There is provision for removnl to the Court of Clqims as a ~3tt~r • 
of right by 8 party in another court who names thE'; st8,te in a ~ounter

claim or makes the s ts. te a thl rd 'Party defendant. The ~~ourt of Slaims 
retains the right to remand any case. 

Rights of clai:nants in Court of Claims cases are :,Us t:L(:~.~ls~1able 

from rights of those in normal civil nctions in at least thr'ge • 
instances! {I) Except for third party or countercla1.m acti()11~~ r,,:;·c 
against the state, there 1s no jury trial for claims against th~ stn~8 

•
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in the Court of Claims; (2) Any award to a claimant against the state 
must be reduced by the amount of insurance the claimant receives; (J) 
There are limitations upon the amount of interest that may be included 
in Ju~grnents and upon the payment of judgments. 

Specific provision is rnade for settlement of a claim by a state 
agency once it is formally filed with the court. 

Should the Court of Claims grant a claim against the state, and 
after all appeals have been completed, it must report its decision 
to the Auditor of State, who is to issue a warrant to pay the claim. 
The payment 1s charged against and paid out of the "available 
unencumbered moneys" of whatever department, board, or agency is 
liable on the claim. If no unencumbered moneys are available to pay 
the claim, it is paid out of the emergency purpose funds. The Office 
of BUdget and Management 1s charged with making the determination of 
whether there are "available unencumbered funds" or "emergency pur
poses funds." If there are no emergency purposes funds available to 
pay the claim, then the General Assembly will be requested to 
appropriate the money to pay the claim. 

In order to preserve existing rights before the Sundry Claims 
Board and in order to pro~lide for an orderly transition, the act, by 
use of references to the respective statute of limitations, waives 
immunity for varying periods prior to its effective date. Although 
the number of cases to take advantage of this is expected to be small, 
immunity is waived, for example, in the following instances: since 
1960 for a contract in writing; since 1969 for a contract not in 
writing; since 1971 for trespass upon real property or for recovery 
of personal property; since 1973 for bodily injury or injury to 
personal property; since 1974 for libel, slander, assault, batter, 
ma1icirnls prosecution, false imprisonment, or forfeiture; and since 
1965 for all other relief. 

Pro's and Cons of Sovereign Immunity 

Many prominent legal scholars have protested the continuation of 
th8 doctrine of sovereign immunity, and numerous law review writers 
have called for its amelioration or abolition. Courts and legislatures 
have both re~ponded to the criticism. 

An argument pro and an argume~t con were respectively the subjects 
of two recent law review articles, J based largely upon the Krause 
case. 

Pro-
Robert Howarth argues that the doctrine does not violate rights 

to due process and equal protection of the laws under the 14th 
Amendment to the United states Constitution. His authorities cited 
affirm the point that the question involved is one of local state 
law, not one involving a federal right. 

To the argument that sovereign immunity violates equal pro
tection in that it creates suspect classifications of claimants -
those injured by private wrongs and those injured by public wrongs 
he reasons: 
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"\.Jhile one of thf~ m()~'t C'omf'i~llin~; .'1nr'l cr:i t:jCF.',~ 8::r'·ct.:: ~. '{' 
not @;n:mting G, cour~; jur}sdlcticn 0v~r t1'"1e st.F),te 1.S L; ,j 

necessity :Jf P!·ot<::ct1r.j~~ 'U"C state frurr: an r;l.r:t"(:j,~,,:"~,:.::a·; 

lnv8.E1QH'IW ite tr·eas1Jr/. th'~ rolicy alsn enab]e.· the 
eta toe government to fUIi.G tt on u.nhamDerej by th r,' trl r,. ';j.t 
of t1m~ a.nd energ:1 crmf:urLltlg legr;,l ·'1ctiof\<:; w'-tlcl': \"(1l~: 

appreclnlJly ldltb:i.t UJ} rl:~')ro'.J.s and ('ffecti'7"; "d.ri'it,·
lstl'atton ')f tradit.i.otlBJ f.;t~tc ac.tl r iU.es. Aci.,:~i.t:i,;n3,'~.:." 

it afford~ that d·~t:'.:re~; of f'r:ltectlot! d.::mandNl llY t~·! ..·. 
numerous admin1.stra t1 v(; awl high-risk ac ti vi t'i f;~; ~,;rd '::J.'
taken by the stat,;; c:;cnrermnent: act1.vitiee Ul'l1m('~'fY +f) 

prlVB. te entE"rprir; 8 ( e.g. rraintqiulng9' t ishwa:/ ,3j;:, tr:j~ I 

penal 1nstitutj(m~>, rnel1tal hospitals, proviJ.iL~ police: 
and fire protection, etc~t~ra). C10arly, th~se c1r
cnmst.a1'lc:es establish moI'~; than a reasonable b.'3.~·:\.S f·:;r 
leaving to legislat:i ve determina.tion the lnrt.'?ncC's '\'J11<2n 
the state shall be subject to suit." 

The clas~ificatton, if one eXists, he argues, i~ a ~en~c,nabl~ 

one. Economic justification and public policy aT'E' lnv()lv'~:l J.n a.r:
ra.tionale which he puts forth. He finds force in stE:.re decl~;i5; - 
the long-ntand1ng judicial rGc02;nition of the neec. fo::' ;~tFtr~ 
consent. If access to thA courts is a fundamenta:: l~1.[...:ht, Lr':' [3,~,,<'rtt:, 

that right h.~s been circumscribed by the limitation rE"'lulrL'E2.~ri~~",r;t. 
to su~ since the origin ')f' our nation's Const1tuti<)1~.. In ht:; '(]"in~'J 

o1'derly administration of law in our country demerYls thHt th", 
integrity of the ma~orlty be honored. 

Justifications for :cetenti on of the doctrinE' ?Iave 1~;8en slJ.mm8.r1::::ed 
by Dean Prosser, authori ty on the 1,1],\'1 of Torts, 8D fe'110',..;:::o: 

ftThe imnmnl ty is said to rest t:pon pnblic polie;y; trF~
 
absurd1 ty of a wrone: commi ttoed by an entire peopl '=; t~'ie
 
idea that whatever the state does ~ust be laWful, whic~
 

has replaced the king who can do no wrong I the irery
 
dubious theory that an agency of the stat~ 1s al1iJ'ays
 
outside the SCOr)<; of his author1 ty and employme1t 1"rh2rl
 
he cammits any wronGful act; relu.ctance to dj 7!";I't
 
public fu.nds to compensate for private injurj s.[c;; and
 
the inconvenlerlce and embarassment ~lhich vtc~.ld dc:s

cend upon the t';m:ernment if it should be SUhjAt t t~)
 

such liability."
 

Con-
In opposition Steven A. S1.ndell aSS(H·ts that t:,o:: d'')ctrinc~ shcu11 

beabollshed as a controlling legal prineiple bec8,u88 1 t L:: IJnjps"~, 

arbi trary and Ul'1.ree.s onable and vi olates the l4·th Am·-nd:rtent. fie Co i tos 
the Ohio Court of Appeals rationale (rejected by the Chio 3upreffiE
Court) that: 

"If the threat of mUltiple suits 1s not a tenar-;le basis
 
for the distinctio~s created by the immunity, and W9
 
hold it is not, then there 1s none. The distinctions
 
then depend upon a gossamer as frail as t!)lts.,tpporti:rJ£;
 
those distinotions founded on nationality or race. !
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distinction so based is capricious and represents no
 
policy but an arbitrary attempt to lift state res

ponsibility without reason. In such circumstances the'
 
permissible line between reasonable classification or
 
a rational ~OliCY" and a d.enial of equal protection is
 
crossed. T is fatally offends the Constitution.
 
(Emphasis added. )"
 

Sindell calls the bases for retention -- fear of economic 
consequences, judicial deference to legislatures, and stare decisis 
-- an excuse, not a justification. A California study is cited to 
allay fears of economic catastrophe and as indicative of the fact 
that tort claims can be adequately buffered by insurance. A 
California Supreme Court in 1961 repudiated the logic of Men of 
Devon when it asserted: "Public convenience does not outweigh 
Individual compensation." 

Sindell cites the dissenting opinion in the Krause case in 
maintaining that sovereign immunity violates the equal protection of 
the laws clause of the 14th Amendment: 

"Lack of equal protection of the laws can arise from the
 
denial to one segment of society the rights to due
 
process of law reqUired. by Fourteenth Amendment which
 
are ~njoyed by the rest. Discrimination against such
 
a legally 'disenfranchised' group (the victims of state
 
negligence), in derogation of as important a right as
 
due process of law by impeding open and equal access
 
to the court, is, in the absence of a showing of
 
compelling justification, 'invidious discrimination'
 
which violates the equal protection clause."
 

Critical of the Krause decision, Sindell asserts that it ignored 
the fundamental issue as to which party is better able to bear the 
cost, and he calls for change. 

Other States 

"Criticism of sovereign immunity in the United states dates back 
to the nineteenth century but did not become widespread until late in 
the 1920's," reports the often quoted commentary on the subject in 
Ohio. "Since then the flow of criticism from bench and bar has ' 
continued unabated." The criticism has not gone unheeded. Sovereign. 
immunity has been abrogated in many jurisdictions, by legislation 
or judicial decision, or a combination of the two. 

In 1855 the United states Court of Claims was established with 
authority to hear claims against the government but not including tort 
claims. The relief allowed was primarily for contractual claims. The 
jurisdiction of the Court cf Claims has been modified and strengthened 
many times. Where a claim is for less than JIO,OOO the federal 
District Court has concurrent jurisdiction with the Court of Claims. 

The Dederal Tort Claims Act was passed in 1946. tt provides that 
the federal government may be sued in tort and liability established 
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i11 sUbs'tarltially the sam,~ maYll1c-r as fnr f.i prlvate c1 ti~en. Its 
principal limitation is the area of non-~,iabillty for harm caused bj' 
"discretionary" acts 11 Jury trir.:.l is not allowed in tcrt actIons. 

•The national trend'E:lppear~ to be toward abrogation of the 
doctrine. At least the four state suprem~ courts of Arizona, C~l

lforn1a, Colorado a.nd New Jersey have abolished it o'v.tright.
 
DO'c1!lons in E;tate supreme conrts of 12 other states C!1t1 be sate. tc.
 
have limited. governmental immunity. These states are: AlaG~·~s.•
 
Florida, Id,aho, Illinots, "{entucky, Michigan, IUnnesot'J., :TehrsE'ka,
 
Nevada, Rhode Isla,nd, South Dakota, and 'dashington. In 21 ~tates
 
(not ,lnoluding Ohi 0) sovere.1gn tmmunl ty has been parti,ally or
 
totally abrogated by the leglslatu.re. These states are: 1\las1-.:[\.
 

, C~llrornla, Hawaii Ii Il1in01s, Indiana ,Massachusetts, fUchigan,
 
Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska,: Neva,(ta. New Hampshire, Kew York, North
 
Carolina, No~thDakota, Oregon, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Vermont,
 •': arid. Washington.' ~lthough there 1s some duplication in the last two
 

- lists of states, one can SFAY in summary that apprOXimately half of
 
. the jurisdictions in this oountry have repeal~d or limited the
 
dOctr1ne of governmental immunity in varying degrees. The most<, 
oQnunon,arrangement is for the state court of general jurisdiction 

,t9' he.r aotions against the, state. Illinois and New York both have 
a separate Court of Claims. _, -

Ohio has jo~ned the national trend by adoptlne; legislation that
 
wa1ves immunity and grants consent to sue the state. As in most
 
,jurisdictions the waivet and c011sent are subject to same limi ta!;ions.

In Ohio the waiver and consent do not extend to political subdivisions.
 •'go.ever, no moneta:ry limit is established as is the case in some states.
 
A18~, t~e Ohio law extends to both contract and tort cases.
 

The Ohio law incorporates a special court and some specialized 
~oce~u~es,altho~gh tHe rules of civil procedure apply where not 
i neort$l s t'arl t • . 

, The legislation has received acclailT- by commentators who point

to A.xtensi ve cri t.1cism of the doctrine of sovereign 1.In..muni ty 1n this
 

,statt'!!. One writer applaUds the lncorporatl~m of the court of G}aims,
 
cs:i11ng it a more appealing device than using the court system for
 
se.veral reasons:
 

{l} The leg1slationprevents a Whole new class of suits
 
from being added to the overloaded d.ockets ,of metropolitan
 
cQurtsof CODll10n pleas and thus promises speedier trials.
 

('2) , To the extent that judges of a special court 'beCGme 
familiar With unique types of actions, they develop 

I expertise that l.eads to a higher quality jurisprudence.
 
To illustrate the point the statement is made that claims
 
such as those arising out of 'complicated multimillion
 
dollar highway coniitruction contract, which ususlly
 
1nclude hundreds or pages of standarc! and specia.lized
 •sp~ciflcatlons would be more l1kely to be tried pro
p.rly by judges who have experienoe with them. 

(J) The operation of a specia.lized court, with appG9-ls
 
tq a,single court of appeals, perm1ts a. uniformity of
 
jUi.p1entw111ch-oo~+~ riot b8;matched it eXisting trial
 • 

,,;;/'. ",';1, '.,:' ',,48'."" :,; 
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(J) Cant. courts were us~d. 

• B. DUE COUR33 OF LAW 

The first sentence of section 16 reads as follows: HAll courts 
shall be open, and every person, for an injury done him in his land, 
goods, person, or reputation, shall have remedy by due course of law, 
and shall have justice administered without denial or delay." This 

• portion of the memorandum discusses this first sentence. 

History 

The sentence is an almost verbatim copy of its predecessor,
 
Art. VIII, Sec. 7 of the Constitution of 1802. The original section,


• though, was not automatically included in the original draft of the
 

•
 

Bill of Rights for the Constitution of 1851. It is not clear whether
 
this section was intentionally omitted from consideration by the
 
committee delegated to study the Bill of Rights, whether it was
 
considered but deemed not necessary, or whether its exclusion was an
 
oversight. In any event, its omission was noticed by a delegate, and
 
he introduced a motion to include the original section in the new Bill
 

•
 

of Rights. The motion carried amongst general laughter at the thought
 
of being able to receive a speedy trial, and Art. VIII, Sec. 7 of the
 
1802 Constitution after some minor changes became what is now Art. I~
 
s16, cl. 1 of the Ohio Constitution. 2 Ohio Convention Debates:
 
1850-1851 337
 

Comment 

• 
··Due PrOCASS" as a legal concept cannot be defined in incisive 

and precise terms, and an analysis of every case that deals with this 
concept would be impossible. The breadth of this historical limit
ation upon governmental power is vast, encompassing almost unlimited 
areas of governmental impact upon individual and corporate rights and 
privileges. This right, though, was not intended to insulate indiv
iduals from all forms of governmental activity which interferred with 
life, liberty or property. In a society governed by rule of law, in 

• 
Which government is the servant deriving its "just powers from the 
consent of the governed," the rights of individuals must yield to the 
greater interests of the society. 

• 
The state can and does constitutionally deprive an individual of 

his life if he commits a capital offense, and his liberty if he is 
convicted of a crime. Eminent domain enables the state to take an 
individual's land, and the police power provides the basis for a 
plethora of state controls on a broad range of activities including 
land use. Due process acts to regulate the exercise of those powers 
to protect the individual's interests from society's. 

• Due process was originally conceived of only as a procedural 
guarantee; that is, before life, liberty, or property could be taken 
or impaired, certain procedural steps deemed fundamental as a matter 
of fair play, and essential as a restraint upon possible arbitrary or 
uncontrolled governmental action, had to be taken. This limited 
procedural concept evolved into the principle that due process operates 

•
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a~ a limitation on the power of government to enact laws w~ich were 

,:.	 deemed substantively, bu.t not 110cessarily proced1.trally, to be oppressive 
arbl~rary or unreasonable. 

Due ·proc.ess of law, on the federal level, is essentiaJly comp()sed 
of the Fourth, ?lfth, Sixth, and. Eighth Amendments, R8 well as others. 
Its fun~~D1ental purpose is to safeguard the individual in his Kell 

· beingahls life. freedom, and possessions. It 1s the basic Rtandard 
of' oondtict in the government's! dealings with individuals, requiring 
that th<t governme1?-tablde by the required limits an<i procedures 
which th~ p~ople have established as guidelines for its actions, And 
due' prooess has been violated whenever the government deni63 any 

· individual any or his rights e.a guaran~eed by the Eil1 of RiEhts. In 
addl~1orfdue pr:ooessis violated when the government would convict 

· so~eQri'E!through t~e use of a ,1rrational presumption. rrhat is, when 
, '	 t1'\$ ~n(~~&nceor the ultimate fact from the proved fact is arbi trary 
orlac~1ns lncOl1n'ect1.on between the two in cOmmon experience. It 
1s,vlQla'bed. when1;:J;'le ;;overnment haa used false or perjured testimony, 

·'orwhe~ it hassu:ppressed ev.idence favorable to a defendant that 
would be ~te1"iala,nd admisslbleat tr:1Ed. The Fourteenth, also, 
req1,11res that' there be a $uff1oiency of evidence to support a con

~;v1iC'tiol'),,:8.nd ina.' felony ease t that the defendant be afforded his 
rl~8httope pre,s:ent whenever his preset}ce has a rea.sonable substantial 
r~lation .to hIs own defense. 

ThI,s is hot the rull extent of' these freedons. In the dissenting 
OPinion ,in Solesbe!']! v. Balkcom, Justice Frankfurter stated, 

It	 is now th~'settled doctrine of this Court that the 
Due Process Clause ~~bodies a system of rights based 
on	 moral principles so deeply,·embedded in the tra
d:! tt one anct feelings of our people as to be deemed 
rU~damental to a civilized socie~,as conceived by 
qur 'iNhole history. tlue proces~ is that Which com
po~tB With ,the deepest notions of what is fair and 
rIght and just. The morE". fundamental the beliefs 
are"the less likely they are to be expllci tly s t.ate:l. 
But respect for thelll is of the very eSsence of the 
Due Process Clause. 

339 U.s. 9 reh. den., JJ9 u~s. 926 (1950) 

An earlIer opinion had said that procedural due process COJ.;il::l on13r bp. 
,determined by asking whether or not a certain action viclatfHl a fund.?
m'nta~principle of liberty and justice Which lies at thR b~pp of ~ll 
our oivi1 and political institutions, Herbert v. Louis1ane, 272 ~J.S. 

,312 (1'92·6). In Palkov. Connectto\it _ the Supreme Court held that due 
proees~ could only be satisf'led if the'lr,e ~as respect for thosE" 

: . p~11i.o1ples whieh s.re "the, very ess·~nce of a scheme of ordered 1 i berty" 
oti }'1111P11c1 t In the concept oford.E!red '1i1?erty, il 302 U.s. 319 (~937). 
:el1oadJ,:y stated, this means that inolviduals have a right to G. filiI' 
trial or hearing. This sa.me·due process prevents the government from 

i . 

.'•.\ 
.. . 

•
 
.i,. 

. ,', ....

, .. ' \ 

:.
 
aotl1'lg in a way that shocks the conscience. In m.J.ch a case, t'1~ CO'Jrt 
will $ct to negate its errect·upon the lnd1uidual. The underlying 
facto!" ~n determining d'ue process is a oonsideration of what society 
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conceives to be fnir qnd just. Due process is not limited to criminal 

• 
cases alone, but is also a requirement in administrative and civil 
proceecUne:s. 

• 

• 

In elyi1 cases, the government is not usually a party, but the 
government provides the forum and establishes and enforces the rules 
governln~ the use o~ the cGurt, so it must fulfill its obligation to 
ensure that justice is rione. There are many specific requirements 
of due process in this area. ~or examfile, due process requires that 
individuals have ~ceess to the courts without unreasonable restraints 
on the exercise of that right, although it does not require that a 
state open its courts to a foreign corporation for suits on trans
itory causes of action occurring elsewhere. Under due process, 
i~dividuals have the right to notic8 of the pe~dency of a suit and the 
rieht to confrontation. Due process also gives the right to a hearing 
on the ~erlts combined with the opportunity to present witnesses and 
the right to know the claims Of the opposing party with a chance to 
meet those claims. Due process opposes an unfair allecation of the 
burden of proof or presumptions that are 8rbitrary or that operate to 
deny a fair opportunity to repel them. Finally, statutes affecting

• personal or private property will be deemed invalid under due process 
when the;)" are so vague and uncertain that men of common intelligence 
must necessarily guess their meaning. 

The Fourteenth Amendment due process clause operates to extend 
the sam0 protections against arbitrary state legislation affecting

• life, liberty and property as the Fifth, and other Amendments, offer 
against federal action. The result 1s that federal laws, invalid 
because af infrineements upon the Bill of Rights, would be equally 
invalid as violative of the Pourteenth Amendment if instituted by 
states. 

• In the ~ineteenth and early Twentieth Centuries due process of 

• 

law in t'he Pourteenth Amendment was largely used to protect businesses 
from governmental interference and to promote the doctrine of laissez 
faire, but in the 1930's that concept's support in the courts collapsed. 
SUbstantive due process became a standard for broad rather than narrow 
governmant power and s peel frc ally extended to previously jUdicia.lly 
dlaspproved regulations of labor conditions, utility activities and 
rate-making, various busine::::s practices, a.nd the general use of the 
police power. More significantly, substantive and procedural due 
process tended to merge. 

• 
Art. I, 816 of the Ohio '::onstitution provides for an "open" court 

as well as for "due course of law." According to court interpretations, 
these are distinct ant severable rights, although in certain cases, 
"open" courts has been interpreted as an aspect of due process. The 
first clause, though, has come to mean more than an aspect of due pro
cess in the sense of "public" trial as used in the Sixth Amendment 
of the United States Constitution and Art. I, s10 of the Ohio

• Constitution. It is interpreted as providing for a specific right for 
Which there is no direct federal parallel, although certain aspects 
are ccntained within the concepts of freedom of press and freedom of 
information, while others are contained within the concept of pUblic 

• 4611.
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\.'	 tr'l.a.l fot: which there is .... ll·e"dy "" "'peclfic toll r t E"l0, ..• "'" (a,,:> g aan·c:e.'aT.lJ1 cases,
 
" as shall be seen, did nothing to clarify this 8.morpho1Js situ9.tion •
 

.";. 

'. . ta: 'e raised the issue of an "oD~n"
 
'\ " court, u i he'1!s uewas ef. am iguous, 12) Ohio St. 1"58 (19.31).
 
" . Th:e t?ll.lj;ntiff. a. pbliceDUln f brough~ suit aga.1nst several superiors who
 

had dls'lli',sed hUn 'bealluse of hIs violation of a depe.rtmental rule • 
. The rule. in part, stated that no police, officer could submit to the 
. p:ro:s:~c~'to:r or 'A~ attorney ,filrlY case wfthout permission. In violation 
.of tb~~le, tl'le plaint,iff secured an att.orney 1n a personal injury 

....	 S'lU.t'·:aJ';ld·:c·o~sequ~1'\Jtly WaS fired. Th~ Supreme Court ordered +;he man 
rE!lns:tat~dbeca~~e of t}:le wording of. the J:6ule.. The rule did not read 

" . th,$~ ,Q .Jot.1 t; cOU~d· not .1:)e.~brought untl.l· the officer consulted wi tlJ the 
<i,' <1~~a~ti1!~,ntf;: b~~';"rE4tner~hat Q" sl~l t ,; O',¢>u~(\ ~ply 'be brought upon receiving 
'1."/~1.~t,'~~~r 'rb,:~!lJnp~1cat1on was t~a,~ ;pe~1ss110p. could ei ther be granted 
~~<, 0Jt,"itl$'1i"e:ld,;'~nd}"')l1eQourrt,fau,nd t~tt~1!S,:Vlfo:tated the guarantees ~f 
,;,.;;,:4*f';!~'.:i~l~.~ t,h$~:~llc~rts b.O~.l1~~lld eve~1,person ha.ve a remeay 
~r:.·l?~.·:,'.!'4~ .e.·... ·~ ..':Ji' 1nj,ury\ dP.n8	 v. DUff! was..	 .. ....~rs. e. o.r:; ~.J'f;t. O ..~~.n .' him•.'::A:rJlstrong 
~"~;:,~1:m1.D!:r3:t gener~i,,:90 OhiO APPji 2Jl JCC?lumb1a" ..~o., ct. A., 1951 • 
ti.:], The ••t~'onal Br()~herhot:P<1 'of operstlve l'otters.(N. B •0 •P • ) sought to 
t'i.:i dl$¢~p. t~~eseV'e*.l, ..~1~S'membert!'.,~hL~: ha;h gone::to court to prevent 
f.:\·.'C.~pt.."1~1.•......t~ona~i .Of.f'-1.e~lrS f ..roP! q'Ol\1:.1nub~g .8.11eg /!;'d illegal a.cts. 'fhe 
i/' s~:l ta' tiola.ted un1o~rul$~ ps:ssed. j_ub~equent :to their beginning, but 
iJ: t~pla;$.nt1tf,e t:l~vertheles$ l(ere {Qurld sullty of violating these ex'" .~!mttQ rule.: by a qnfoneo1'$ress,. .• ' Th6se disciplined brought this 
:" '1 Su.n<to>preventenfo:rgement • rhe'coU1"~ r~~ed against the union disci
~;<'p';l:1;n~:s.,:l;n,. that 'ubd.er, ,our 'systein', of' jur~sprutence, the courts are 
.o.pe'rh!.~o~i~l' qlt·t~en8" .ad no per.Opsh4t~l't?:e d:el'rlved of life, liberty 
, .;,"~~'pr~,p~tity, w+:~l::r()u'tduf)P:rOQessM: 1$;:t(.~and', tbat any provision of any 
:'~.' !~~~lzftlo~ reetr1btlns ltslIlembers'f~()in pttrs1l1ng their rights must 
,,',: 1:)$~,t~1~t;ty OO~$'tl"Ued.' "!nt;he a.baert~,e'of selr;.b1ndlng limitations by 
·'d.Qnt,.e,~':the ~:utt.e.~n~li.Ame:ndment "t"'1;he Unit'ed States Consti tut1on, 
;c'	 A~t •... ,!t'l':l6 of"~.h.e;·Oh.~O.··.constltutl0.n.a~dG.c..• ·sec. 12866 insure the 
~ . ·:rlghtp;r?·ev.erf·~,lt;1!zen .of Ohio to $eek,"' r,mnedy'ln court for any 
, . :In.3,l1ra: :4~e;t.q! blm 1,·o!': ll~S' person oX"pr9pertYt :and entl tIe him to 

i., ,.h~'fie 3u)ttlc~ .tl,$1~lst~t\fd withou,tdeu$al or': de~ay. Any person wh6 
illegally 1titert~red'~1th~hlS 'r1tht, '~he c9ttrt concluded, violated 
,rur,.d~t$;l,pr1nc'~pl_·$~oured by 60,r1stltutlonal and statutory 
.g~~t~.s..A ;Later,;:~$e e;ave &, m01"ea.flrtlte, !,nterpretation of 

,I	 ~open',' cc\Urtt'l1at\, nasn~t. beenoterl"Ule.d. ' 
~,	 J ',' ::.,1;' \ 

,:' '; ~n' t.t§:t:"1Pi7l;co! I'ifB1ton, the c o,pany, brought sui t agains t a 
i.C~cm ... ~tea$··J~g$to p .. ohlSit him from enforcing an order excluding 
: ·S~rlPP$.rtiPQrt~. trQm'~ felQny case .or from. exoluding them from the 
·!l-e9b.rt~'o'o. attlny P!the:r~~D1etheco\lrt''Was in sessi on, 100 Ohio App • 
. 1$7 lCuphoga. C,o."Ct.A Of 19S.5) •. ,:Theorderhad been given solely
.;' ,upon th~ (tequestor an tl'11e~~d :t,ewn: t}!j8.t i~~t Ofa trial be conducted 
,	 il}se~~.,t.,BaS::tn$i 1tSl:'e.sorJ:lng onA:t:~.~, ';seotions la, 16, the 

.	 CouJ't ~·'Appe.~~h~ld'th!\t,.lfheX"e there was 'no .question of public 
,~Qral~, 'sa(et'Y",\Qr hea:I;thadva:need\\or;Q,o~s1d,~r~4in making the order 
Of· e*6~",siton, t~.;oout't .inrqst,b:e ,op~n~,! ',',fheCourt said that to permit 
t,~1al•. ,~f p~r8()n.s"ehliu~ged wlth~·rel·r:mt·t·f);beheldin secret entirely 
uPQn~ti~:\d.fenpl!lri,t's~equestwould ,t~\lte ,.from the court its most potent 

:'	 force 
I 

1l1·.
'. 

su:pport:'6f, th, .1rtt1>aTt~,a'),.,.d~nl'$tJ;.tioh,. .' . of justice according 
". .i!' ~ .', ".. " , 
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to law. The Court conti~ued by stating that the open court is as 
necessary and important in the interest of supporting the adminis
tration of justice as in the protection of the right of a member of 
the public when on trial for a criminal offense. 

The concurring opinion dealt with the constitutional concept of 
"open" court more directly. It began by saying that in Ohio the "open 
Court" concept d'3rived from two sources: the Ohio Constitution, and 
the common law, and that the phraseology of the first five words of 
Art. I, sec. 16 created an unequivocal mandate that "all courts shall 
be open," that could not be misconstrued. JUdge Hurd then dealt with 
the argument that this clause was to guarantee that the courts would 
ac open to litigants. This argument, he averred, completely ignored 
the separ~tion of the open court phrase from the phrase providing for 
redress of lrievances. He argued t!1at if the framers had intended. 
other than to separate these guar9.ntees, they '\"1ould have made it clear 
1n plai~, unambiguous, and unmistaxable language. He buttressed his 
conclusions by tracin.?' t:'le !1istorical development of the concept, 
from the original right protected i:1 the l'Jorth~lest Ordinance through 
all four Ohio Sonstitutional Sonventians. Art. I, sec. 16, he stated, 
has a t"vlOfold purpose: to Guarantee justice will be administered 
in an open covrt, and to insure that all persons would receive due 
process, and it is futile to argue that either of these clauses should 
have a more restricted meaning. While the Ohio Constitution grants 
the Rccused in a criminal proceeding the right to a speedy trial, he 
has no absolute right to a private trial merely because he waives his 
right to a pUblic trial. 

While there 1s no federal parallel to this guarantee,the second 
clause of Art. I, sec. 16, Nhlch provides for "due course of law," was 
designed to provide the same protections as the ?ifth or Fourteenth 
Amendment "due process" clauses. This is more than mere parallelism, 
because Ohio courts have repeatedly held that "due course" of law is 
equivalent to "due process of law" as it appears in Amendment Fourteen 
of the United states Sonstitution, In He Appropriation for Highway 
Purposes, 104 Ohio App. 243 (Lorain Co., Ct. A., 1957). Judge Cooley 
wrote a definition of due process which has received approval in Ohio. 

due process of law, in each particular case means, 
such as exertion of the powers of government as the 
settled maxims of the law permit and sanction, 9.nd 
under such safeguards for the protection of indiv
idual rights as those maxims prescribe for the 
class of cases to which the one in question belongs. 

2 Cooley, Const. Lim. 8th Ed., p. 741 

This, though, does not clearly give the full extent of the concept of 
due process. In In Re Schott, there was an extension of power beyond 
the statutes to deprive an individual of his liberty without the safe
guards for the protection of his rights, 16 Ohio App. 2d 72 (Hamilton 
Co., ct. A., 1968). The Court 1n granting habeas corpus said that no 
citizen of Ohio could be deprived of his liberty without due process 
of law and one who is so deprived is entitled to a writ of habeas 
corpus for the purpose of inq~iring into the matter. state Ex ReI. 
Smilack v. Bushing better exemplifies Cooley's definition, f39 Ohio 
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St. 259 (1953) • ..one aspect of due process tsthe requirement that the 

, laws. must be followed exactly as 'fir1tten in order to guarantee to 
: ; ltaehlndlvldua1' aft'ected by the law that he will be treated in a. manner 

. nOd1frel"'ent1y than, others and will be provided the full measure of 
".	 pr'otect1on intend.ed by the applicable laws. In ;Bushing, an lndi vldllal
 

'tta.s sU11l,llarlly c.omDiitted for 30 daysobse.rvation over his and his
 
a.ttorney's objections. "This was done soley upon the UnSl'lOrn statement
 

. ~f ,1'heprosecutlon attorney as to hiS belief, b~sed on hearsaY, that
 
the acoUsed was fiot sane. There was no semblance of a formal hearing
 
as tc;>th:e accU$ed! s mental condition, and no eVidence, tending to
 ••, 

, P1'o'V'e.ln$~"n1 ty • was presented. irhe court acted su.mmarily without 
:: f~110.1;~t the reqUlredstatutory pr.ocedures, arid in sentenctng the 
, apcused,' the c<.?urt fu1l~ and ·eff'ec,tlvely deprived him of his p~rs0nal ,,:\
,11\bert¥. On th,1:s ,basls" the Court of Appeals 1'Uled that the procedure 

followed, ,operated .to depr1vethe accused of due process of law as
 
, s~a.r~n~e~a by Aft.· I .816 of the ohj,o'Constt:tutlon and the ?ourter:mth
 
~,·Am&nd.~:ti,t'·bf ~.\1nlt~d',states ConstA1't\ttlo1h' .


T" :, "'I' ..-'., ~ ,'" I .'.. . : 

;,"'.f'·;.])u~'pr9cess also a.cts'to liJilit 'legtslative acts or the use of the 
!f.,pollce po.ex.Anything Which a legislative body may declare, without 
" ,,'r~$ardto consti tutlonal llm1 tat16ns, is not d'qe process, but if the 
'. :" laws hate a reasor.ta.ble 'relation t~ the, properl.eglslative purpose and 
\ ar,ei.ne11.herarbltr~ry nor dHscrimit\at0:t;'Y ,the "requirements of due 
(;, P::roc'-!tufa,re satlst;ied•. " , .' .',; 
), 

, :';" 
Law, in its regular cour~e Of administration through 

"	 the courts of justice, lsnue pro,eess, and, when 
secur~'l)~rthe, law .ofthe stat.e, th~ consti tutlonal 
;requ.1rem13nt lssatl$fl~d,'J)u:e proces.~ 1s so secured 

"	 by opera.tlrig on all /l11ke,' 'and nqtsubjectlng the
 
Indl....1~.ual to the a.rbit!'arye~er61se,of pOl-,rers of
 

~~,. ~"~' 
~,,	 ~ governi'ntmt .unrestrained ,by: the e8t$'bl~shed principles 

:~;;:;;' . . " of :pl"lvate .. right and distrl1?u.tlvl!· justice. ..e: 
,.',	 '" , . 

'j,	 " 

l ~4 Sex,ton v. ,Barri 2JJ F.2d 220 
. ,~ (bthCir.) cer. den. 3.52 P.S. 

870(1956):-- - . 

.'lilher,e there is an arbitrary ei:erc~Se of· the police pO\'ler hy 
. governmt!.nt, the court will a¢t to strllt'e the :n.easure 1own. In Akron 
,v.:cVt~an, the issue w~s W'h-ether the: city could use zoning laN's to . . ~, 

; termJ;e:lEfa laWfUl nonoonforDJing' use in eXlste:n~e prior to the passage 
",	 ,·ot· the tpnlng1;aws il'1volved..1600bio St. 382 (1953). The Supreme Court.. ·, ',: .. 

'attswered'ln' faV1orof the' junkyard de.aler s$-flng that the right to oon-' '.' ;'1 
t~nue,,'4:Hft1se one~,t $ propetty in a laWfUl. business· in a manner not " 

; .' o,C?ns~1 tu.ting a rtul~a!'1oe,' whleh was: la~f1.(l ;a't ~he time it was acqu tr'ed, ,:~ 

l, 1~ .dth1n the protection of Art'jI~see. 16'. ,Which provides that no 
!, ~,$~,ll be d~pr~v.ed of.llfe, .1J.ber,;t;,y,;1.o~ f'r.q>erty wl thout due process 
:' Of;, law,!; ',:1Ina's1m11a:t oa'se,the .ctty of Collim'QUs attempted force .; ~' r 

't ":. ".

;i;,	 ,'i.m ;im,.~n. ts .. con,'~r,&w. t~t b~' made '.in ,a dwe111ne,. ,.that hQi.\,' previously. been 
' .. to%".Il'.·h~.:,.,·.,.. :",,;:p.,.y. the,' .'11.s. 9' o.f~6J.f housing r.~gtU,ations·, Jiates Co. V. HouSin~'. 
"..... ; ,...~tl.':.;;.,~~rd ¢J C~l:umbWs, 10 ohlo st~ .. 2.d .4 Cl.. '!Ine COSt 6r t e .. '..~.R.	 ..8 .. 'j.
3>~~.Iii1!l,"E'f'P6Ia> b~'eqtra1 to halt ~he value ,of the building as 
; :~;"'<l'\l1d.t;t~~;:~O$\~1t)le.fi~~$ for a .fal+n;re.. ·~9 :¥ke 'he lmprovements. 
..:~r.~.~~:lh,;,there was no ,~vi1ence 119, a~p.P:9rt",a.n .~1J.ference that the 
r':,~~~\¢~;6f ~t),e ,~Uit-d$na;,~O 9,?nf~;rm;'~~~Clr;d,l1in$tl,~",tean iminent threat 
t:'lj'to' tl1e,:.tl~~th,;'.~at~ty.r m~ra:ts, o~ :'~1~~f~ or~~,pUbllC. The Court, 
. . "	 , ~ Aa"'!;A" 

.'f, ~, .. ,"'.: ,;"' 'I,	 ,.,:.~ ",~'~ • 
~ "~ _" ;t.: .. ' l' .~. 
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• 
c1tin~ A~Tun v. Chapman, ruled ag~inst the city, holding that Art. I, 
sec. l~ prbt~cted the lawful non-nuisance use of property, saying 
thllt courts are obliged to proce8d with great caution in these instances 
and will not interfere with the use of property by the owner unless 
such use 1s unreasonahle. Selling would not improve the owner's pos
1tion eiUler, heCa1..1Se 1.u1til the unwilling seller of non-nuisance pro
perty foune a buyer willing to pay one-half of the value of the property

• extra to make a non-nuisance improvement, the seller would be subject 
to a minimum fine of ~2.5 ,q day, and ~o this extent, the Code is 
confiscatory. 'The Court ecncluderl that to hold otherwise would permit 
the compulsive improvement of any real property merely upon a leg
islative findtng that the improvements are required to promote the 
public 1",ea1 th, r;afety, or Ne1fare, rather than upon 9. factual deter

• mination that continued UGB of the property without improvements 
immediately and directly imperilled the public health, sa~ety,or 

welfare. 

~he Ohio Sunreme Court overthr9w a Toledo statute which limited 
the hOllrs 8f grocery stores while expressly excluding other stores

• from th2 c.,pernti ::m of the law, on tbe bas is of due process, aIds v. 
Klot~~, 1)1 nhio St. hl.t7 (l9Jt)). The Court said. that regulation is 
not within the police power unless the relation to the public interest 
and the common :':'occ~ is 8vhstsmtial and the terms of the law or ordin
ance are reasonable and not arbitrary in character. The exercise of 
the police power is inherent in government and essential to its

• eXistence and inevita~ly comes into conflict with the right to 
property and th~ libert~r of coy.tract. In each case the courts must 
draw t:iO lir.cs ()f cl8rrlQrcatlon. ~Iere, tr:e Court held trlat the ord1n
anc 0 11.1.:1. nc ::l,l~'S t;[-'tYl thl.l re:.a t i In to the pUblic health, safety, or wel
f8.rC':lnr) tbcrf'fnrf;, 1'T::lS in c~mtr?-1rention of the due precess clause of 
tho r"ourte-::nth !',!1!Cmdm'2::'lt ~.:.nd ~\rt. I, 816, because it represented an

• nrllitr,"'try r"stcictirm on the oNnership of property. 

'1'lILc; H:(,t:.cn, Ilke sections 1. and 19, ~vith r;;liich this section 
must ~e read, is li~lted by the police powers of the state, and to this 
extent, these three scctin~s cive a protection somewhat limited by the 
needs of tr:e s tate. The po1 i co po\'Ter of the st£l. te eJo;tends to the

• protpctlon (:·f the liv(~s, l:rrhs, health, comfort, 8.nd quiet of all per
sons, ann the protection Jf all property withir, the state. It is 
\'li thin the range of legislative, action to define the mode and manner 
in whlch ever'yane may use his mm life or property so as not to 
lnjur~ a~ters. By this general police power, persons 9nd property 

• 
are slcbjec.t to all kinds of restraints and burdens in order to secure 
the gencI'a} comfort, health, and prosperity of the state. The leg
islatlu'e !--;as the perfect right to act in this luanEer and the expediency, 
nAccssity, or justice o~ the enactment is determined by legislative not 
jUdicial discretion, The CinclnnRti Hamilton and Darton Railroad 
Company v. Sullivan, J2 Chio St. I ~77. Where an act is not 

• 
unreas nnahJ ~ or arhi trary and bears 9. substantial .eela tion to the pro
tection of the health, safety, or welfare of the public, it will not 
be overturned because of its harmful effect on certain people, 
Benjamin v. Columbus, 167 Ohio St. 103 (1957). ':lhether it is arbitrary 
or unreasonable is a question for the legislative body and unless its 
decision is clearly erroneous the courts will not interfere, and where 

• 
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,;/ , thfl legislative bod.y has made determinatlons that are con'::erned V'Ti th 
~,. health, safety andwelfa:re, the1Dwer Qf the C0urts 1s severely limited. 

, Aco~rt cannot '~sutp the' leg1S1atlVB function bV substituting its 
" 'Jl.:l;d,gment f ot" that Of the legls1Rtlve b~dy, particularly since gClirerning 
" bQtlle. fire better,q:ual1f1ed. in light ot the1;rknowledge of the 

s1tuat1on. Th~ oourts will n0t 1ntl~rrere unless such p\)~'l'3r is 
, exercised, in sUOh an a:rb1 trary. confisoAtoryor unreasorlahle manner' 
, aS'to ~e in violat1'on or const1 tutlonal gultrantees, Willott v. Village 

.~ . . 

, ,',.21B,acJ:lwood, 175 Ohi oSt. 557 (1964). ' 

A legislat1ve'enactment may be 1noperativeand void for failure I,' 

to cent!p'ly> 'With the common law reqUirement that laws, to be VA.l1d, , 
m~etbe $,'U"f.flelently certain and deflrtl te to permit courts to be able 

,to,: enrO:rceth$11l and lnd1.viduals to :(rnOl( thelrrlghts and obligations. 
If '" oohft decides that a. statute f~ils to comply, it must overturn 
the taw, because a statute, which either fOrbids or reqUires the ;i,
perrQ$:p;ce Qt' an,ac,t 1'1'1 terms Sd vague that men of common intelll  ! f, 

. >,.' 

:Ag,hce'~ ~\1s.t guess a1:; the ,me~l'l1ng and dlfferas to its interp.cetati on t 
vi:ola.t~s,theflrstessentia.l for d~e prpcess ,Chicone v. Liquor Control
 
Cq'S1~,'12n 20 :Phl~ App.'22 43(1969) "', It 1s not enough to define due
 

".,;. .Pl",OCeas\'[l1terms' of cert,aln acts Or conditlons, ,because its :nee,ning
c11ain:$es<ln reference to 'the power 'being exerted., whether execu tive, •1.g1s1ta~1ve, or judicial, the speQ~fj,o'inc1dent involved, and the sum
 

" C}f': all eond1 tl Ollf.!\presentatthe ,tlm'e$f . t,te incident. Genere.lly I
 
',though. the guara.ntee protec,ts al1':"perS011$," 1ncluding corporations.
 

, ;' 

, "Persons" ,has a bt'oad. scope a;s deflneli by thf3 courts ir Clh!_o. 
~; A~ enemral1en ha~'had a wranp;ful death action, bee-un before ,the out

,I" break ,of, Wo:rld 'Jar II, continued 1;lnt11 , the oessat1on of hortU.l t i e~ , 
i' ;, 'hut a Court of Appea.ls mrerruled the'lol1~r court's action as an abt~sf) 

:,;:',.ord~~S6~et1on,tleRe~tv.VttQooell,90 Chio App. 470 (Star~,.C'::.' ~t • 
, 1"

.', A., 1941). The cOV!'t m'1,d~ ts r1Jiing 01') several grounds. " J..T.:; t, 
"·there~ W$\S no federal sta.tute nor had the Chief Executive issued an, 

:, edict', ~el'!yln8 9, reRident enemy allen the right to p:rosecute R ci l'11 .~ 
,.a~~ton'.. : :;Second., the right wa,s prot~ctedby Art. I, sec. 115. 'T'hA
 

Court held that this section protects the right of a "nerson" to
 
'c'Ondupt a ~Uit, a.nd "pf!:rson" 1!Jeans' B,nyone who has h~en~ a,llm.,rec to
 
;~es1de peacefully w1thlnQ~r borde:rs '(Ohic, United States) rna;r resort
 
toou.~ <,ourts fOrred.ress.of an injur3.doneto his lands, goods,
 
per'son,· or reputatlcm" In 1111a.ms v., 'Marion Rs. 10 Transit, 152
 

,Ohto St. 114, ).949), th~ supreme our.' e ' . a·t it 'Was natural justice
 
to ali.~w'achild, if c¢:rn alive and v1.ILtile, tomalntain an action in
 

'the ooutts for, injuries wrongfullS' comifl~ tted upon its person "lhlIe in
 
tho ltfomb of it'S mother. Being bomaill4\lillTing,.after havin:::: been
 
lfi,314:red as QV'lable f~t,us qualif,-et'i' the lndi..,ldtial a.s a "f,eT:::on Ol 

\'Ji thin
 
t~e se,opEt of Art. r, sec. 16.
 

C~mEar1!pn With 0tner 'States 

I!l:. comparing Art. I. sec. 16 with similar s,ectlons in otLer state 
const1tutlons, obvious dlffer(!nces are~ immedia.tely apparent. :::rl'espec- .;, 
tlveof', other ~r.larantee~ or 'Provision'/!! , one phrase appe:lrs re:re:1t9dl.Y;,1 

,,' ,USing, language taken almost verbatiIP rrom the 'Fifth and ?Durts~~t~l
 
A~$h?JJlent of the United $tates Constitution, dl
 

, 
" D 

'. ./' 

" ,~ 
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~0 p~rson shall h~ deprived of life, liberty, or 
( 

prof;'"' rty, Vf:i th:-)') t: dV.e process of law. 

tlaska Son3t. ~rt. !, s7; Hawaii ~onst~ 
Art. I, s4; Illinois Const. Art. 1, s2; 
Montana ~onst. Art. II, 817; Model 
~onst. Art. I, 81.02. 

A.rticlf~ T, ~~l(,;f' t!;e Crlio ~cnstitution provi~·::s that ever;; person 
sn!11J. k".~rr:, a T0'G'"'!CY 1):,' n.~)e course of la'.! -('or any injury done him in 
his 19nd,?r"))cs, p"~rsnY', Jl'reput8_ti rm. '1'111s section then acts with 
Art. I, sp.2.. 1 to. rr')Vi~le t~l'?, ':::;h10 gl18.rantee of due process, according 
tl) court int~rpretations. '.{hile !_rt. I, sec. Ih and Art. I, sec. 1 
hpve G~cquately served to yrovide the Guarantee of due process, their 
us/? i r. t!lis rranner s ee:1G strained. T"rom the hi s tory of thes e secti ons , 
it does nnt seem that the framers of the 1851 Constitution.~placed as 
much importance on them as Inter courts ha.d to do when relsing on 
t~em to provide due process. Naturally, this could be the result of 
changed perceptions of due process, but one could argue that if they 
had intended to provide due process of the same nature as that of the 
f'eder:J.~ Pi11 A' TIiGhts, th0Y would. have done so in the "unmistal{able 
larJL!Uai~e" that the Supreme Court of C:h10 referred to in r/leKee v. Akron, 
176 Chio St. 2q 2 (196 11). ~his area, then, might become a tumultuous 
one if the United states S~preme Court changed its stand on certain 
i Sf; n fjS r:tnd the 8hi 0 3 ee ti on \'las c 1ted frequently. This i3 not the 
only 1if~ere~cc, thouZh, and with the exception I)f Art. I, 81.02 of 
the Nodel state Constitut'1 cn, 2~Jery 'Jther constitution studied has a 
cJnus~ ur section provid:o[ certain ~thcr 3uarantges. Before contin
uing to those dif'ferenc88, it sho~ld be noted, however, that Ohio's 
!.rt. T, sl!, pro'Ti~.es r,:JY'Cil': J:!)'?n C01)rt .';md prompt justice. Iibntana's 
Art. II, s::..£: l)ro-rides "':ha~ a] 1 court~3 'dill ":::le open, but "open" there 
is used in the sense of accessibility-of the courts to litigants, as 
distinct rrom "open" as ~Afined by th~ Sourt of Appeals in the Scripps 
case although ~arlier Chio cas~s i~plied the concept of accessibility, 
P~nnet v. Se,::ldn;-i, 126, T":. ?h, 2Lj..J r. 2d ;17 (1952). In addition, 
only Montana'~ ~rt. II, s16 and Illi~ois' Art. It s12 provide for 
prompt reJress in the courts, but th8re is a problem that arises from 
the:3e sections. 

Potll Illinois and Montana have a due process clause or section 
and both a separate section tha.t provides for the same rights as does 
Art. I, soc. 16 of the Ohio Constitution with two differences. Illinois 
provides a remedy for an injury to privacy, and Montana removes the 
right to seek remedy from ~ fellow employee or from an employer if the 
~mployer is covered by Wark~en's Compensation. (See sec. 35 of Article 
II of the Ohio Constitution.) Nevertheless, the presence of both sec
tions in both constitutions seem to indicate th~t the due process 
clause is designed to provide protection against governmental action, 
while providing for a remedy at law for injuries, is designed to guar
antee the right of civil suit. If Chio's Art. I, sec. 16 was 'fTritten 
for just that Tmrpose, to guarantee the right of civil suit, it would 
explain its strained interpretation and would account for the presence 
of the second part of Art. I, sec. 16 declaring that suits may be 
brought against the state as provided by law, a sentence relating to 
civil suit~, not the concept of due process. 
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There are other differences betl'leen Ohio and Jt l,9.sk<il and Hawaii. 
i~' As part of its due process clause, Alaska Qlso provides that all persons 

have a right to fair and just tre~tment in executive and legislative 
lh,vestigatlons. S1nce this sect10n was or1gihally drafted in 1956, 

, it ls not. hard to see why the Alaska Constitution ma.}:es this specific, 
Alas~ Con$'t. Art ,I t 57 ~ Whether this aspect of due process would 
Qlwa.1s,b~ a1l'allable in the e,bsence of ,a specific guarsnte'3 is u~lclear, 

,'but 1,tW6uld seem tha. t 1ts aVa.11ab1l1 ty, might depend largel;r upon ~he 
Bttt t~d$s.· of the people and oourts 'when the issue 1s raised. P.m: ,.,,'
f~'na;Lllj as an aspect of due process, as well as other rights, in Art. , ' 

. Ii ,s6, Hawaii pro'V"ldes that ,no citizen1 shall be disfranchised, or 
,dEtp,rlvec1 of,any rights or priv.tleges of other c1tizens unless by 

.; ,:1:''" op~a t16nof' the law. " 
, .< 

. . , 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Education and Bill of Rights ComEdttee Research Study No. 44D 
December 13, 1974 

BILL OF RIGHTS
 
Part 4
 

Article I, Section 7 - Religious Freedom
 
Section 7 of Article I of the Ohio Constitution reads as follows: 

All men have a natural and indefeasible right to worship
 
Almighty God according to the dictates of their own conscience.
 
No person shall be compelled to attend, erect, or support any
 
place of worship, or maintain any form of worship, against
 
his consent; and no preference shall be given, by law, to
 
any reliaious society; nor shall any interference with the
 
rights of conscience be permitted. No religious test shall
 
be required, 8S a qualification for office, nor shall any
 
person be incompetent to be 8 witness on. account of his
 
religioue belief.; but nothing herein shall be construed to
 
dispense with oaths and affirmations. Religion, morality,
 
and knowledge, however, being essential to good government,
 
it .hall be the duty of the general assembly to pass suitable
 
laws to protect every religious denomination in the peaceable
 
enjoyment of its own mode of public worship, and to encourage
 
schools and the ..an. of iustruction.
 

History of Section 

ArticleI, Section 7 has remained unchanged since it was included in the 
Con.titution of 1851. Largely copied from its predecessor, Art. VIII, Section 
3, of the Constitution of 1802, it waa re-written and enlarged in 1851. The 
Con.titutional Convention added three new clauses to the old section to 
expand tbe auarantee of rights contained in Art. VIII, Section 3. In light 
of prelent interpretations of the Fir.t Amendment to the Federal Constitution, 
it aight be aore proper to say that!tbey only specified what was previously 
implied. The one provision that is truly differentfroa the Federal, establishing 
an affirmative obligation in the legislature to promote education, existed 
in the 1802 Conltitution. Of those clause. added in 1850-51, the first provides 
that no person shall be incompetent as a witBeSS because of his religious 
beliefs. The second states that nothing within the section shall be construed 
to dispense with oaths or affirmations, and the final one extends the duty 
of the legislature to pass SUitable laws to protect every religious de
nomination in the peacefal mode of public worship. 

Co_nt 

The First Amendment to the Federal Constitution provides several 
guarantees of fundamental liberties: freedom of religion, freedom of speech 
and press, and freedoa of assembly. Section 7 of Article I of the Ohio 
Constitution deals with freedo. of religion(speech, press and alsembly 
are covered elsewhere~ Although basic to the American concept of government 
and democracy, this right has, neverthelesl, engendered a great deal of 
litigation, producing broad guidelines and interpretations with test to determine 
the extent of the protection for individuals and the ltmitl of governmental 
action in respect to religion. Tbe commentary, though, will be limited. 
Because of the breadth of thil subject aad because of the still unresolved 
questions, even now being litigated, involVing the relationships between religion 
schools, and public monies, this section will only attempt to provide an overview' 
of the 8ubatanU.,. law involved. .
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The First Amendment's constitutional muarantee and inhibition has a broad'and 
double aspect. It forestalls compulsion by law of any creed or form of worship. 
Freedom of conscience and freedom to adhere to the religious organization or form 
of worship of one's choice cannot be restricted by law. Not only does the Amendment 

• protect freedom of conscience, but it also safeguards the free exercise of the 
chosen form of religion, embracing freedom to believe and freedom to act. 
Freedom to believe is absolute but freedom to act is not, because conduct, even 
religious actions, can be regulated for the protection of society. This power 
to regulate, though, to help attain the permissible goals of society, cannot 
be exercised in a manner that infringes upon a protected freedom. 

• In Cantwell v. Connecticut. (3l0 u.s. 296, 1940) such an issue was raised. 
Cantwell was arrested and convicted of violating a statute requiring that 
anyone engaged in the solicitation of funds for religious purposes first 
obtain a certificate, which indicated that the person had been deteratned to 
be actually connected with a religious organization and engaged in activities 

•
 on its behalf. Cantwell appealed, contending that the act, as applied to htm,
 
offended the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment because it abridged 
or denied religious freedom and the freedom of speech and press. The Supreme 
Court recognized the Fourteenth Amendment argument saying, 

• 
The fundamental concept of liberty embodied in that 
(Fourteenth) Amendment embraces the liberties guaranteed 
by the First Amendment. The First Amendment declares 
that Congress shall make no law respecting an estab
lishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise 
thereof. The Fourteenth Amendment has rendered the 
legislature of the states as incompetent as Congress 
to enact such laws ••• 

• The eourt continued, saying that prior and absolute restraint in denying the 
right to disseminate religious views clearly violates the terms of the guarantee 
of the First Amendment. The state, though, has an equally clear right to 
regulate by general and non-discrtminatory laws the times, the manner and places 
of soliciting, and the holding of meetings in its streets, and ~ in other 
respects safeguard the peace, good order, and comfort of the community without 

•
 unconstitutionally invading liberties protected by the Fourteenth Amendment.
 

•
 

This statute was held to be unconstitutional. Drafts and conscientious objection
 
are not recent responses to war nor are the legal conflicts that they raise.
 
During World War II, a man named John Baxley, among others, knowingly cOUDaelled
 
people to evade registration and service in the army, Baxley v. United States,
 
134 F.2d 931 (4 Cir., 1943). In doing so, he violated a law and was arrested,
 
tried and convicted. He appealed. As part of his defense, he argued that
 
under the First Amendment, he had an unrestricted guarantee of the right to
 
teach and preach his religion, part of which was an opposition to war. The
 
Court said that the First Amendment was a broad guarantee that should be gene

rously and liberally construed by the courts, but that it was also clear that
 
the rights of an individual under this Amendment were neither absolute nor limit


• less. Further, one may not be punished for his views or beliefs, but ~hen these
 
views, as practiced, constitute a clear and present danger to the health, safety,
 
or general welfare of the community and are violative of laws enacted for its
 
protection, a violation may be punished. The Court said that if one violates
 
a criminal statute out of a sincere religious belief that the act was not only
 

• 
right but also a duty, the person was crtminally responsible. The civil authority, 
the Court asserted can never concede the extreme claim that police regulations 
of general application, which are not directed against any sect or creed, are 
constitutionally inapplicable to persons who sincerely believe that the obser
vance of those laws is an insult to God. The law, criminalizing counselling to 
avoid registration or service, the Court held, was designed for the protection of 
the community; its violation was not a protected activity under the First

• Amendment. 
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Gillette v. United States combined .everal cases dealing with the problem, 

of conscientious objectors, 401 U.s. 437 (1971). The question in these cases 
was whether conscientious scruples, relating to a particular conflict, were 
within the purview of e.tablished provision. relie.ing conscientious objectors 
froa military service. As part of their argu.ent, petitioners contended that 
Congre.s interfered with the free exercise of religion by failing to relieve 
objectors to a particular war from military service when the objection was 
relilious or conscientious in nature. More specifically, they argued that 
the special statutory status accorded conscientious objection to all war, 
but Bot objection to a particular war, worked a !! facto di.crimination among 
re11lions • The Cour t did no t agree. 

The Establishment Clause, Congress shall make no law respecting an 
establishment of religion, it said, prohibits the government from abandoning 
.ecular purposes in order to put an imprimatur on one religion or on religions 
ae such, or to favor the adherants of any sect or religious organization. It 
ItaDds,· at least, for the proposition that when 1000rm.nt activities touch 
on the re11gious sphere, they must be secular in purpose, evenhanded in operation, 
and.eutral i. impact. 

The Jree Exercise Clause (" •••or prohibitina the free exercise thereQf ••• "), 
the Court said, bans govert'lDlent regulation of re11aious beliefs or interference 
with the dislelllnation of religious ideas. It prohibits misuse of secular. govern
• at prograu lito impede the observaace of ODe or all religions or••• to discrim
inate invidiously between religions, ••• even though the burden may be charac
terized al being only indirect," Brownfeld v.Brown, 366 u.s. 599 (1961) 
(opinion of Warren). The Pree Exercise Clause.., even condemn certain applica
tioDS of neutral prohibitory or regulatory laws having secular aima, when the 
-'ur4en on the First AIlead..at is D.ot justifiable ill terms of a govermaent's 
.alid ailla. 

In finding for the government, the Court concluded that the impact of the 
con.criptioa laws on objectors to particular wars was far from unjustified. 
The conscription laws were not designed to interfere with any religious belief 
or practice and did not penaHze any theological po.ition. The incidental burdens 
to people in the plaintiffs' position weve strictly ju.tified by substantial 
gover_Bt interests in preventina totally free choices in whether to serve or 
not and in procuring manpower necessary for military purposes, pursuant to 
the constitutional grant of power to Coagress to rsise and support armies. 

In Everson v. Board of Education, 330 u.s. 1, 1947, the Supreme Court 
formulated a more concise definition of the Establishment Clause, 

The "eBtablisblDent of religion" clause of the First Amend
ment ~an8 at least this: Neither a state nor the Federal 
Government can set up a church. Neither can pass laws 
which aid one religion, aid all religions, or prefer 
one religion over another. Neither can force nor influ
ence a person to go to or to remain away from church 
against his will or force him to profess a belief or 
disbelief in any religion. No person can be punished 
for entertaining or professing religious beliefs or 
disbeliefs, for church attendance or non-attendance. 
No tax in any amount, large or small, can be levied 
to support any religious activities or institutions, 
whatever they may be called, or whatever form they may 
adopt to teach or practice religion. 
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Neither a state nor the Federal Government can, 
openly or secretly, participate in the affairs 

•
 of any religious organizations or groups and
 
vice versa. In the words of Jefferson, the clause 
against establiE:hment of religion by law was in
tended to erect "a wall of separation between church 
and Sta te •" 

• In Sherbert v. Verner, 374 u.s. 398, 1963, the Supreme Court said that the 
Free Exercise Clause prohibited government regulation of religious beliefs as 

• 

such, Government said, it could neither compel affirmation of a repugnant 
belief nor penalize or discriminate against individuals or groups because they 
held religious beliefs abhorrent to the authorities, nor could the government 
employ the taxing powers to inhibit the dissemination of particular religious 
views. On the other hand, the Court has rejected challenges under the Free 
Exercise Clause to government regulations of certain overt acts prompted by 
religious beliefs or principles. Even when the action is in accord with one's 
religious principles, it is not totally free from legislative restrictions. 
The conduct so regulated, though, has invariably been seen as posing some 
substantial threat to public safety, peace and order. 

• 

While the exercise of the police powers by the state and delegated power 
by the federal government does limit absolute freedom in the exercise of 
certain religiously oriented or motivated actions, there are areas of pro
tected activity which conflict with the state's exercise of its power for the 
health, safety and general welfare of the community. In Wisconsin v. Yoder, 
406 u.s. 205, 1972, the state sought to enforce its law requiring school atten
dance until age sixteen against the Amish. The Wisconsin Supreme Court invali 

• 

dated the conviction and the United States Supreme Court affirmed. The law 
required that all parents, including the Amish, send their children to school 
until age sixteen, but the Amish had refused to send their children to school 
beyond the eighth grade. They defended their violation of the law on the grounds 
that the law violated their First and Fourteenth Amendment rights. Attendance 
was against the tenets of the Amish religion and way of life. They believed 
that by sending their children to school they would expose themselves to the 
censure of their church and endanger their salvation and that of their children. 
The Amish viewed secondary school education as an ~permissible exposure of 
their children to a worldly influence incompatible with their beliefs. The 

• Courts, in upholding their claims, said that a state's interest, however highly 
ranked, in universal education was not totally free from a balancing process 

• 

where its interest impinged upon fundamental rights and interests, as those 
protected by the Free Exercise Clause of the First Amendment, and the tradi
tional interests of parents in the religious upbringing of their children, so 
long as the parents prepared the children for additional obligations. In 
order for Wisconsin to compel school attendance against the cla~ that it 
infringed upon freedom of religion, the state would have to show that the 
requirement did not interfere with the exercise of religious beliefs, or that the 
state's interest was of sufficient magnitude to override the individual's in
terest. 

• A Black Muslim,·an inmate of a Virginia state prison, was denied the 
right to receive or obtain certain Black Musl~ materials and to hold prayer 
meetings, Brown v. Peyton, 437 F.2d 1228 (4 Cir., 1971). In ruling on the 
case, the Court said that prisoners did not shed their First Amendment rights 
at the prison door. 
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The First Amendment is a preferred right, though, not an unlimited one, and 
it could be restricted to protect the health, safety, and welfare upon a shoWing 
of a compelling state interest. Prison officials have a legitimate interest 
in the rehabilitation of prisoners and may legally restrict freedoms in order 
to further this interest where a coherent, consistently-applied program of re
habilitation exists. Furthermore, the Court said, many restrictions on First 
Amendment rights were undoubtedly justifiable as part of the punitive regimen 
of a prison and additional restrictions could be imposed as part of a system 
of punishing misbehavior within the prison. The state has an interest in 
reducing the burden and expense of administration, but the individual's desire 
to practice his religion could only be restricted upon a convincing showing that 
a paramount state interest so requires. 

In the 1960's, controversy under the First Amendment centered on religion, 
schools, and public monies. The legal arguments have been intense with equally 
intense partisans supporting opposing arguments aDd the controversy continues. 
Out of the contention, a final solution to the•• problems haa not yet been 
reached. 

WhUe the First Amendment has been argued to keep children out of schools, 
a. in Yoder, it has also been used to keep public schools free from sectarian 
considerationa , The major case establishing this and perhaps the first major 
ca.e in this controversy involving religion, schools, and money, was 
Epael v, Vitale, 370 U,S. 421, 1962, the "school-prayer" case, In ruling 
a..inst the ~e of prayers or Bible reading in public schools, the Supreme 
CQurt said that the constitutional prohibition against laws respecting an 
establishment of reliaion must at least mean that. in this country, it is not 
payt of the bU8iness of government to compose official prayers for any group to 
be recited as part of a religious proar.. carried on by government. The First 
Amen~..nt vas added to the Constitution as a guarantee that neither the power 
nor prestiae of the federal govel'Dlllent would be used to control, support or 
iafluence the type of prayers A_rica_ say. This was reinforced by the Four
teenth Amendment which incorporated it to make it applicable to the states. 
Coneequently, neither federal nor Itate lovernment posseases the power to 
prescribe a prayer to be used aa part of any program of governmentally sponsored 
reli&ioua actiVity. The Establishment Clause rests on the belief that a 
union of lOVerDment and religion tends to destroy lovernment and degrade 
religion, and ualike the Free Exercise Clause, which is violated by a showing 
of direct govern.ent compulsion, it is Violated by the enactment of laws which 
estabUlh an official religion whether or not the laws operate directly to 
coerce non belieVing individuals. 

Walz v, Tax Commission of the City of New York. dealt with next issue 
subsidies, 397 U.s. 664 (1970). Tax exemptiooa for churches were attacked, 
but the Supreme Court held that they did not violate the Establishment Clause. 
The Court asserted that granting tax exemptions to churches necessarily operated 
to affor. an indirect economic benefit and allo gave rise to some, but yet 
a lesser, iuvolvewent than would taxing them. A direct lubsidy would closely 
involve the state with the church, but this was not the case. A subsidy would 
involve a direct transfer of public money to the subsidized enterprise and would 
uae resources extracted from the taxpayers as a whole. An exemption involved no 
such transfer. Rather it assisted pas8ively by relieving a privately funded 
venture of the burden of paying taxes. In direct subsidies, the state would 
divert incORe of both believers and non-believers to the churches, in using 
exemptions, the state merely refrained fram diverting to its own use 'DC~ 

independently generated through private contributions. 
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• 
Thus s the symbolism of tax exemption was significant as a manifestation that 
organized religion was not expected to support the state and by the same token 
the state was not expected to support the church. 

• 

The Supreme Court had ruled against direct subsidies to religious insti
tutions s but the education "crunch" forced many state legislatures to try 
to funnel money into the area of private educations a large portion of which 
was sectarian. As educational expenses grew s private school tuition went up 
forcing'school-aged children into public schools. The argument was made that s 
if money could be channelled to relieve some of the burden on private schools 

• 

or parents s the children would remain in private schools at a small percentage 
of the cost of educating them in the public school. Twenty percent of New York's 
children were in private schools s 98% of which were sectarian. An added benefit 
would be the preservation of institutions that contributed towards a pluralistic 
society. The number and variety of the various state plans designed to funnel 
the public funds into private schools brough about more exact tests to determine 

• 

whether any legislative activity would lead a violation of the First Amendment. 
The first Supreme Court case ins was Lemon v. Kurtzman. 403 u.S. 602 (1971). 
The case was a consolidation of two cases s one dealing with a Rhode Island 
statutes the other with a Pennsylvania statute. Rhode Island passed a law which 
basically provided for 15% salary supplements for teachers of secular subjects 
in non-public elementary schools. Pennsylvania adopted a somewhat similar pro
gram which provided for a reimbursement of the costs of secular educational 
services for teachers' salaries, textbooks and instructional materials. The 
Supreme Court held that both plans violated the First Amendment. The Court 
declared that the authors of the First Amendment did not simply prohibit the 

• establishment of a church or state religion; instead s they commanded that there 

• 

should be "no law respecting the establishment of religion." A given law might 
not establish a religions but would be a law "respecting" that and would therefore 
violate the First Amendment. They asserted that the Establishment Clause was 
written to guard against three main evils: sponsorship, financial supports 
and active involvement of the sovereign in religious activity. The Court then 
set out three tests to determine whether the First Amendment prohibition had 
been violated. A statute was consitutional if it had a secular legislative 
purposes if its principal or primary effect was one that neither fostered nor 
inhibited religions and if the statute did not foster an excessive government 
entanglement with religion. 

• Brusca v. State of Missouri. Ex ReI. State Board of Education. clarified 
the rights of parents and students with respect to school funds s (332 F. Supp. 
275 s D.C. E.D. Mo. 1971 s aff. 405 u.S. 1050s 1972. Plaintiffs sought to 
invalidate certain sections of the Missouri Constitution and the implementing 
statutes on the grounds that they prevented or impaired the free exercise 
of religion by the plaintiffs and denied them equal protection by providing

• or allowing the funding of only public schools from taxes. The plaintiffs 
claimed a share of tax monies for the purpose of providing religious education 
for their children. The Court in ruling against their claim found that there 
was nothing arbitrary or unreasonable in the determination by the State to 
deny its funds to sectarian schools or for religious instruction. So long 

• 
as no invidious discrimination existed s it held s the courts could not interfere. 
All children have the same right to attend free secular schools maintained 
with tax funds. The fact that parents chose to forego the exercise of this 
right to educational benefits, provided by the public school systems did not 
deprive them of anything by state action. In additions the parent had no 
constitutional right to any credit for his taxes which support the public 

• 
schools simply because he did not make use of the schools. 
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That the result of a voluntary choice by the parents was the imposition of an 
economic burden upon them was not, however, violative of either the First or 
the Fourteenth AMend_nt. 

The Lemon test waa used in Levitt v. COIIIittee for Public Education. 413 U.S. 
472 (1973). The appellant. argued that the state should pay for everything 
"Ddated. Thi. arsument was rejected by the Supreme Court. By analogy, it said, 
if the .tate required mintMum lighting and sanitary facilities, such commands 
would not authorize a state to support these facilities in church-supported 
school.. The essential consideration was whether the challenged state aid 
had the primary purpose or effect of advancing religion or religious educa
tion or whether it led to excessive entanglement by the state in the affairs 
of the religious institution. That inquiry, it concluded, would be irreversibly 
fruetrated if the Establishment Clause were read as permitting a state to pay 
for what..er it required a private school to do. 

Among the most recent cases 1s Wolman v. Eaaex, 342 F. Supp. 399, aff. 
409 U.s. 808, reo den. 413 u.s. 923 1973, which i8 illustrative of the present 
legal interpretations as well a8 the ~ortance of the Lemon test. The 
plaintiff sought to have an Ohio statute declared unconstitutional as violative 
of the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment. The Ohio statute provided 
that money would go as educational granta to parents with children in non
public schools and to promote services and prov14e materials for pupils 
attending these schools. The grants were to reiaburse parents for a portion 
of the financial bueden experienced by them in providing for their children, 
at a reduced cost to the taxpayer, educational opportunities equal to those 
available to public school pupils in the district. The Court ruled against 
tbe Itatute, although that decision was subsequently reviewed and the case is 
now pendlna in the u.s. Supreme Court. 

The Free Exercise clause, it said, has been read in a more restrictive 
UDDer historically than has the Establishment Clause. Secular and religious 
purposes do co-exist and sometimes clash, when this happens the secular purpose 
can override the religious in appropriate circumstances without constitutional 
infiraity. In a like manner, the state can require that church property meet 
secular safety standards and may pass regulations and inspect to insure that 
parochial schools are certifiable under secular criteria, and neither of these 
requiremeata or others of like character violate the free exercise clause. 
The Court thea applied the Lemon test, and the statute failed. 

The statute pasaed the first requirement that the statute express valid 
aecular purpose, but it began failing em the secoad. The second test is 
that the prilllary effect of the statute must not be one that either advances 
or inhib i te religion. Here, the Cour t de termined tha t the 11mited na ture of 
the class and the fact that one class so predominated made the constitution
ality of the act suspect. In cases where the courts had upheld legislation 
attacked on the basis of the Establishment Clause, the affected class had been 
auch broader than the class affected by the Ohio law (private school pupils). 
Valid stalutes had provided for reimbursement of travel expenses of children 
attending all achools; they had required school boards to supply books to 
all .tudenta, regardless of school attended; they had allowed property tax 
exe-ption. to a huge class of non-profit institutions, including all religious 
denominations alonl with libraries, parks, hospitals and museums; and they 
had authorized construction grants gene~~lyto all institutions of higher 
l.-rniDa, while placing certain restrictions on grants to religiously affil 
iated institutions. 
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In each of these statutes, religiously affiliated institutions were among a broad 
class of beneficaries deriving direct or indirect benefits from a general broad 
based policy. The Ohio plan was restricted to a small number of the entire class 
of Ohio students, 80 its neutrality was cast into doubt. The Ohio statute also 
failed the third test requiring that the statute does not foster excessive entan
glements. The Wolman court divided this test into two aspects that had to be 
considered whether there ~10uld be administrative or political entanglement. 
Administratively, it was necessary to consider the use of the aid, to whom it was 
given and the extent it WitS necessary for the state to intervene. The statute was 
suspect on every point. The money was partial retmbursement for tuition 
which could not be said to be neutral, non-ideological, or indifferent on 
religion when used for parochial schools. Further, the statute provided no 
restriction nor guidelines to insure that money would not be used for secular 
purposes. Politically, the statute could be divisive since it would have 
required periodic grants of money from the legislature for a statute that 
had a sectarian cast. For all these.reasons, the statute was declared uncon
stitutional. However, the final result on this statute is not yet known. 

The Ohio Constitution adopts a hand-off policy towards religion and 
requires that each religious denomination maintain that same policy towards 
the others. It also recognizes that men have the constitutional privilege 
to worship God according to the dictates of their consciences, and the right 
to teach these beliefs to their children; the commitment to this right has 
been formalized by Art. 1 Section 7 of the Constitution of 1851. There can be no 
interference with the exercise of this right, and Ohio courts have permitted 
no prior restraint on its use, whether by legislative, judicial, or executive 
action, Bloom v. Richards, 2 Ohio St. 387, 1853. This right to freedom of 
religious belief is not limited to Christian belief, but extends to any type 
of belief and neither Christianity nor any other religious belief can be part 
of the laws of Ohio, and Art. I, Section 7 guarantees by its second sentence that 
the legislature cannot pormote Christianity or any other belief beyond passing 
laws to protect them from outside interference, Board of Education v. Minor, 
23 Ohio St. 211 (1872). 

Section 7 also sets out the fundamental guarantee, recognized as a 
fundamental principle in both state and federal constitutional law, that no 
religious test can be required by law for qualification jor holding office, 
Clinton v. State. 33 Ohio St. 27 (1878). Ohio, further, specifically states 
that an individual's religious beliefs will not disqualify him as a witness; 
Art. I, Section 7 goes on to state that this will not dispense with any oath or 
affirmation. In Clinton, this was held to mean that, although a religious 
belief would not affect a witness's competency, to be held competent to take 
an oath as a witness, the individual's beliefs would have to be such that 
he believed a Supreme Being would inflict punishment for false swearing. 
Generally, though, any form of oath or affirmation, which appeals to the 
conscience of the person to whom it is administered and binds him to speak 
the truth, is sufficient. Outside of the court room, whenever the attorney 
of the person to be sworn is called to the fact that a statement will not be 
a mere assernation, but must be sworn to, and in recognition the individual 
is asked to perform some act, this is considered a statement under oath. 

Ohio courts had held that the Constitution does not enjoin 
or require religious instruction or the reading of religious books in the 
schools because the legislature placed control of these matters in the hands 
of those who managed schools. 
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Accordingly, the courts felt that they were not allowed to interfere with decisions 
of local school adainistrators about their policies of either allowing or pro
hibiting 80M religtou.sly ori••ted activities, as Bible reading. Recent decisions, 
however, startiq with Baaels v. Vitale, in the federal COurt8 have removed this 
fr.edOil of choice from the hand8 of Ohio public .chool administrations. This 
particular line of cas.s will cont1nue to govern in· this area until overturned, which 
now seem. doubtful, or until there i8 a constitutional amendment, which would 
allow each state or school district to decide. 

The state section, while followiag the express or implied concept of
 
separation of church and state in the federal ".ment, at the end contains
 
all atl0ll81y. Article I, Section 7 has provided that schools be encouraged and the
 
••ction was not Haited to secular achools, Ronoban v. Holt, 46 Ohio Ope 2d
 
79, 244 N.E. 2d 537 (Franklin Co., C.P., 1968). Sinee there is no direct
 
prohibition in the state eoastitutiou, benefit. 4irectly available to all
 
students of the .tate are a180 open to p.pill of religious'.,choola. This
 
last phrase of Art. I, Section 7, lito encourage schools and the Bleana of instruc
tion," bas b.en interpreted generally as separate from the preceeding clauses,
 
a. in lolt. It is vieWed a. providing the coutituticmal basis for legisla
tive control of education, and a8 giving the leaislature the power to pass
 
laws to secure the orgaDization aDd .eaagement of a comprehensive school
 
system with few express restrictions. The restrictions are those generally
 
provided by the rest of Art. I, Section 7 separatiag church and state and by Art.VI,
 
section 6 requiring that no rel1sious sect ever bas any exclusive right or control
 
over school funds.
 

,::G!!Raliaon With Other States 
With the exception of Illinois, all of the other states' sections~eviewed 

guaranteeina freedom of relislon are s~le. Hawaii and the Model 
State Constitution both guarantee this freedom in a section that is identical 
to the Firlt Amendment, Hawaii Const. Art. 1, Section 3; Model State Constitution 
Art. I, Section 1.01. Alaska's Art. I, Section 4 says, 

No law shall be made respecting an establishment of 
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof. 

Montana'i Constitution hal an identical guarantee but prefixes it with "the 
state shall make no law respecting, " Montana""" Const. Art. II, Section 5. Illinois, 
like Ohio, il more specific, but Art. I, Section 3 of the Illinois Constitution adds 
several phrases not contained in Art. I, Section 7 of the Ohio Constitution while 
condensing others. For example, it states, "no person shall be denied any 
civil or polit:l.cal risht, privilege or capacity, on account of his religious 
beUefa ," and it adds that liberty of coucience shall not excuse ac ts of 
licentious..ss or justify practices incoasistent with the peace or safety of 
the state. But these are not necelsary; all are bDplied in the simpler phrase
ology. This implication, tbough, is by interpretation, and this can change. 
Several of these states provide specific protection from religous discrimina
tion in other sectioDS of their Bill. of Rights, bat this will be discussed 
in conjunction with equal protection. Finally, it should be noted that 
none of these state. have any parallel to the last part of Art. I, section 7 
of the Ohio Constitution, either in esteblishiDg a duty for the legislature to pas. 
l.w. to protect different modes of public worship, or in establishing a duty 
to encourage schools and the means of instruction, although Illinois has a 
.ection 81110118 its Ichool laws that relates to the question of using school 
aDDies for private schools. Illinois statute 122 section 22-10 makes it a serious 
~Id.-eaaor for any official or public officer with responsibility for school 
fads or property to divert either for the benefit of any edcational insti 
tution controlled by any denOl1inat'on. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Bill of Rights Committee 
December 16, 1974 Research Study No. 44E 

Bill of Rights Part 5 
Article I, Section 11 

Section 11 of Article I reads as follows: 
Every citizen may freely speak, write, and publish his 
sentiments on all subjects, being responsible for the 
abuse. of the right; and no law shall be passed to re
strain or abridge the liberty of speech, or of the 
press. In all criminal prosecutions for libel, the 
truth may be given in evidence to the jury, and if it 
shall appear to the jury, that the matter charged as 
libellous * is true, and was published with good motives, 
and for justifiable ends, the party shall be acquited.* 

History of Section 11 
The predecessor of this section was Art. VIII, Section 6 of the 1802 
Constitution. Article I, section 11 of the Constitution of 1851 altered the rights 
protected under the original section and subtly changed its focus. The 
original section seems to have been largely concerned with protecting free
dom of the press and the press' right to publish information about the govern
ment and public officials, a burning issue in the colonies in the Eighteenth 
Century and in England well into the Ninteenth Century. It provided a general 
guarantee of freedom of speech and press and it is this guarantee which forms 
the opening clause of Art. I, section 11 of the 1851 Constitution. One could 
surmise that the press' right to comment on government and political figures by 
1850-51 was a recognized right and no longer a controversial issue and that 
emphasis was dropped in 1851. The second portion of the opening sentence of 
Art. I, section 11 was added to further protect the basic right of freedom of 
speech and press. In addition, Ohio has several statutes that make the protec
tion of the press more explicit. Sections 2739.04 and 2739.12 of the Revised 
Code guarantee the privilege of confidentiality to members of the various media 
against an attempt by an organ of government to force them to reveal sources of 
information. 
* so in the original 

Another major change in 1851 was to make truth a complete defense for crtminal 
libel. Under the common law, the truth of a statement was not a defense to 
criminal libel. The 1802 Constitution allowed the truth to be admitted into 
evidence. The 1851 Constitution provides that the truth, when published 
with good motives and for justifiable ends, is sufficient for acquittal. The 
final clause of Art. VIII, section 6 of the 1802 Constitution, which provided that 
the jury would determine the law and the facts in all indictments for libel, 
was dropped in its successor and the section was then adopted in its present 
form. 

Comment; Comparison With Federal Constitution 
Freedom of speech and of the press, as gua!~uteed by the First Amend

ment to the Federal Constitution and interpreted by the courts, is a basic 
constitutional right, secured by a very general statement: 

Congress shall make no law ••• abridging the freedom 
of speech, or of the press •••• 

* so in the original
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Problema arise because of the danger that the totally free exercise of that 

right will interfere with the rights and interests of others. However, a 
complex guarantee would not simplify the difficulty because of the danger of 
the exclusion of non-specified protected activity. As a consequence of the ever 
pre.eat tea.i~. between conflictinl interests, the courts have had to develop 
aUide11nes to re&ulate the exercise of the right with the result that the right, 
a. it presently exi.ts, is largely a product of judicial interpretation. The courts, 
thouah, have not .st.blished a final set of guidelines. As society changes and 
has different needs and interests, as the membership of the courts changes and 
appliel new interpretations, as a new problem ariles and demands new solu
tions, freedom of speech aDd of the press has also changed. As a result, 
tbere are no .asy answers to the questioD of what i8 the First Amendment 
freedom of speech and press. Consequently, this section will attempt to 
provide only the most ganeral statement about this freedom, pointing out 
certain l~itationa and recent interpretations, aDd is not intended as a 
definitive or complete esp1anation of the rights. ' 

The First Amendment aecures freedom of expression upon public questions. 
It was fashioned to assure an unfettered exchange of ideas in order that the 
people could .ecure the political aDd social chanaes that they desired. The 
ultt.ate end desired to be achieved by the exercise of this right, and, there
fore, the need for its protection, wal that government would be responsive 
to the will of the people in order that change would be obtained by peaceful 
.ana. That end is e••eatial to the 8e~urity of the aepublic and a fundamental 
principle of our ay.tea. So neces.ary i. this freedom that it does not turn 
upoa the truth, popularity, or 80cial utility of the ideas or beliefs which 
are offered, Bew York Tt.es Co. v. Sullivan, 376 u.S. 254 (1964). Justice 
Black, in hi. concurrina opinion in Sullivaa, said that the Fourteenth Amend
.nt ..de the Firlt AaD,4aent applicable to the states. This meant that since 
the adoption of the Fourteenth AaadmeDt, neither a state nor the federal govern
..nt ha. power to use civil libel law. or any other law to impose damages 
for ..rely di.cus8ina public affair. aDd criticizing public officials. A 
faithful interpretation of the First AMnct.nt, he .aid, would be that, at least, 
it leave. the people aDd the pres. free to criticize officials and discuss public 
affair. with iapunity. While the Court held that obscenity and fighting words 
were nOt explres.ions Within the protection of the First Amendment, freedom to 
di.cUls public affairs and public official. was unquestionably the kind of speech 
the Firlt ~ndMnt wa. primarily desiSaH to keep within the area of free 
dllcuasion. 

Justice Goldberg, in a concurring opinion, 8aid that the First and 
Fourteenth AmeDdments afforded the citizen and the press with an absolute 
and uncODditional privilege to critieize official conduct despite the harm which 
.y flow fr_ excesses and abuses. The theory of the Constitution, he said,. 
was that all .., express an opinion on ..tters of public concern and may not be 
barred froa speaking or publishing because those in control of the government 
th1nk that what is said or written is unwise. unfair, false, or malicious. In 
a democratic society, one wbo acts for the people in an executive, legislative, 
or judicial capacity must expect his acts to be discussed and criticized and he 
can not deter tbb by usina courts to punish this free exercise under the label 
of libel. 

In a later New York Times case, the "PentagoD. Papers" case, several of 
the ju.tice. were more specific about the First Amendment and the nature of 
fre.dom of the pres. in a free society, Jew York Times Co. v. United State., 
403, u.s. 713 (1971). 
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Justice Black, in his concurring opinion, maintained that both the history and 
the language of the First Amendment supported the view that the press had to 
remain free to publish news, whatever the source, without censorship, injuctions, 
or prior restraint. The First Amendment, he said, gave the free press the 
protection it needed to fulfill its essential role in society. The government 
power to censor the press was abolished so that the press could remin free to 
censure the government, and the press was protected so that it could reveal the 
secrets of government and inform the people. Justice Brennan asserted the chief 
purpose of the First Amendment was to prevent previous restraint on publication. 
Only a government allegation and proof that publication must inevitably, directly, 
and immdiate1y cause the occurance of an event, of the same magnitude as imperiling 
the safety of a troopship already at sea, he felt, could support even the issuance 
of an interim restraining order. This freedom of the press is not limited to 
newspapers alone. 

The Supreme Court, in Lovell v. City of Griffin, 303 u.S. 444, 1938, declared 
a municipal statute unconstitutional because it violated the First and Fourteenth 
Amendments. Because municpal ordinances are adopted under state authority, they 
constitute state action and are within the prohibitions of the Fourteenth Amend
ment which made the First Amendment applicable to the states. The statute in 
question forbade the distribution of literature in the city without a permit from 
the City Manager, who had discretion in their issuance. This discretion led to 
the overthrow of the statute, because it could lead to abuses. In finding for 
the appellant, the court said that the liberty of the press was not confined to 
newspapers and periodicals; it also embraced pamphlets and leaflets. The press, 
in its historic connotation, included every sort of publication which afforded a 
vehicle of information and opinion. Further, the Court said that liberty of cir 
culation was as essential to freedom of the press as liberty of publishing because, 
without circulation, the publishing would be of little value. In Griswold v. 
Connecticut, 381 u.S. 479, 1965 the Court said that the state could not, con
sistently with the spirit of the First Amendment, constrict the spectrum of avail 
able knowledge. The right of freedom of speech and press includes not only the 
right to utter or print but the right to distribute, to receive, and to read, and 
the freedoms of inquiry, thought, and teaching, the freedom of the entire univer
sity cODlDunity. 

Symbolic speech, although not always distinguishable from conduct and 
accordingly ill-defined in the law, is also accorded First Amendment protection 
equal to that provided more conventional speech. Melton v. Young 328 F. Supp. 
88, D. C., E.D., Tenn. 1971 involved freedom of expression. The plaintiff wore 
a prohibited emblem to school on his jacket and was suspended for his refusal 
to discontinue wearing it. Citing Tinker v. Des Moines, 393 u.S. 503 (1969), 
the court said that, although the language of the First Amendment was a limita
tion on Congress, the principle was firmly established that the concept of due 
process, as contained in the Fourteenth Amendment. incorporated all of the 
fundamental rights contained within the First Amendment and accordingly forbade 
state abridgement of freedom of speech. The Court continued by saying that 
whenever any public body acted in a manner injurious to persons or property or 
restricted the freedom of an individual. the Constitution required that the action 
be consonant with due process. Therefore, regulatory measures, no matter how 
well intentioned or sophisticated could not be employed by public bodies if their 
purpose or effect was to stifle. penalize. or curb the exercise of rights guaran
teed by the First Amendment, which did not speak equivocally but rather in'~broad 

and explicit terms. Melton, though, lost his appeal because in this instance his 
symbolic speech was not protected. 
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Freedom of ,peech 1s not an absolute right; it must be exercised. and has been 
interpreted, 80 that it does not infringe upon other rights equally secured by the 
Coaatltution. Reasonable and non-discriminatory regulations of time. place. and 
manner have always been permissible restrictions on expression although as stated 
preViously. it may not be Itmited merely because of disagreement with or dislike of 
the content of the expression. Another 11mit on the freedom of expression is the 
clear and present danger rule which says that a ltmitation of free speech may be 
permissible if it is justified by a clear public interest -- that the public will 
lie threatened by a clear and present danger by the exercise of the freedom of speech. 

The clear and present danger rule was the issue in Carroll v. President 
and coa.u..sioners of Prince.. Anne Co •• 393 u.s. 17S (1968). Here, the 
appellant was enjoined for ten days fro. holding a rally which. it was 
alleled. would tend to disturb or endanger the citizens of the country. 
The injunction was obtained after the appellant held a rally that was filled 
with language that the listeners might well have construed to be a provocation 
to Blacks and an incitement to Whites. In response, the appellant urged that 
the injunction constituted prior restraint of speech. The Supreme Court over
turned· the injunction because it was ~ parte without notice. In doing so. 
the COurt said that there was no place in the area of basic freedoms 
guaranteed by the First Amendment for such orders when there was no showing 
that it was impossible to sewve opposing parties and give them an opportunity 
to participate in the injunction proceeding. However, the Court added that 
there were special l~ited circumstances where speech was so intentioned with 
burseaning violence that it was not protected by the First Amendment. 

Ordinarily, the state's constitutionally permissible interests were 
served by penalties imposed after the exercise of freedom of speech had been 
so grossly abused the tmmunity was breached, but this is constitutionally 
different from prior reltraint. which suppresses the precise freedom which the 
First Amendment sought to protect from abridgement. Consequently, prior 
reltraint, as was sought to be exercised in Carroll. bears a heavy presumption 
a.aiNlt CONltitutional vaUdity in the Supreme Court. The Court has insisted 
upon the molt careful procedural provisiOll8 which the circumstances permit 
to assume the fullest presentation and consideration of the matter. In thiS 
area, the state may not employ mea.s that broadly stiffle fundamental personal. 
liberties when the andean be more narrowly achieved. In Carroll. the Court 
said that the proper procedure would have been first to call both parties to 
the hearing, rather than only the prosecutor, and then to fashion a remedy in 
a8 narrow as pos8ible terms to protect the First Amendment rights in as full 
a manner as possible. 

Cohan v. California is another case where a possibly disturbing exercise 
of First Amendment rights wal held permissible because of the broad scope of 
the protection provided. 403 u.S. 15 (1971). It does not, though, deal with 
a clear and present danger but rather with alleged obscene language. The 
petitioner was convicted in California of maliciously and Willfully disturbing 
the peace by offensive conduct by wearing a jacket bearing the words "Fuck 
the Draft.: The convictiou clearly rested upon the asserted offensiveness 
of the words Cohan used to express his feelings about the draft and the war 
in Viet Nam. The only "conduct" the California courts sought to punish was 
the fact of communication -- the conviction rested totally on speech not on 
any leparately identifiable conduct. The Supreme Court said that the appel
lant's conviction rested squarely upon his exercise of the freedom of speech. 
and governmental interference with thiS right could only be justified on the 
baais of a valid regulation of the .anner in which he exercised his right, 
not as a permissible prohibition of the substantive useage involved. The 
states were free to ban the use of fighting words without a demonstration 
of ~dditional jU8tifying circumetances. 
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"Fighting words" are personally abusive epithets which, when addressed to the or
dinary citizen, are, as a matter of common knowledge, inherently likely to pro
voke a violent reaction, Chaphinsky v. New Hampshire. 315 U.S. 568 (1948). But, 
the Court said that the words, while often used in a provocative fashion were not 
here directed at the person of a hearer. Obscene language is also not protected, 
but the Court found no evidence that anyone was violently aroused nor was that 
the intent. The Court also rejected the California argument that it had the le
gitimate right to protect unsuspecting and sensitive viewers from exposure to the 
appellant's crude form of protest. To this argument, the Court replied that 
the government may properly act in many circumstances to prohibit intrusions 
into the privacy of the home of unwelcome views and ideas which cannot be 
totally learned form the public dialogue, but that people were often captives 
outside of the home and subject to objectionable speech. The Conrt concluded 
that the ability of the government to shut off objectionable speech was depen
dent upon a showing that substantial privacy interests were being invaded in 
an essentially intolerable manner. An undifferentiated fear or apprehension 
of vilence or a breach of the peace was not enough to overcome the right to 
freedom of expression. 

A subject of intense controversy in the free speech and expression area 
is that of obscenity. The Supreme Court has attempted on numerous occasions 
to establish guidelines for and a definition of obscenity, which is not protected 
by the First Amendment, but the very nature of the issue, in addition to changing 
mores, have combined to defeat efforts to find a permanent solution. Although 
any type of constitutional action in this area is tmpractical, a brief summary 
of the Supreme Court's position has been included, because of the notoriety of 
the controversy. 

In Roth v. United States, 354 U.s. 476 (1957), the Supreme Court said that 
in the light of history, it was apparant that the unconditional phrasing of the 
First Amendment was not intended to protect every utterance, and that libel and 
obscenity were considered to be outside of the protection intended for speech and 
press. All ideas haVing even the slightest redeeming social tmportance were to 
have the full protection of the First Amendment guarantees unless they were ex
cludable because they encroached upon the Itmited area of more important interests. 
Implicit in this was the rejection of obscenity as utterly without redeeming social 
importance. As a result courts consistently held that obscenity was not within 
the area of constitutionally protected speech or press. The Court, in Roth, 
though, went on to say that sex and obscenity were not synonomous. Obscene material 
dealt with sex in a manner appealing to prurient interests. The portrayal itself 
was not sufficient reason to deny material the constitutional protection of free
dom of speech and press. 

A period of great social change and upheaval followed the ~ case, 
One area of liberalization was in overthrowing laws, interpretations, and guide
lines dealing with obscenity. A public reaction, and with a different majority 
in the Court, the Supreme Court withdrew to what many considered a more reasonable 
stand on obscenity in Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15 (1973), where the Court 
applied the "conmunity standard" test. 

In Miller, the Court held that at a mintmum, prurient, patently offen
sive depiction or description of sexual conduct must have serious literary, 
artistic, political or scientific value to merit First Amendment protection. 
The Court also established three gUidelines for use in determining whether an 
activity, expression, speech, or publication was protected by the First Amend
ment or was unprotected obscenity. There was no protection if (a) "the 
average person, applying contemporary standards," would find that the work, 
taken as a whole, appealled to the prurient interests, th~ work depicted 
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or described, in a patently offensive manner, sexual conduct specifically 
defined by the applicable state statute, (c) the work, taken as a whole, 
lacked serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value. 
Some feared a parochial application of the "cOll8unity standard" test and the 
possible ha~ul affect it could have on motion pietures and the arts, and that 
those ultimately responsible for artistic and literary works would be forced, 
by law or self-eenaorship, to limit the ICOpe of their works to meet the approval 
of the most conservative segment of society. This was felt to be particularly 
probable in respect to those work. that would have nationwide distribution, since 
Miller had expressly stated that staadards applicable to New York and Las Vegas 
need not be the standards applicable in Maine and Mississippi. Miller had 
made clear that juries would not have to evaluate obscenity in terms of a bypo
thetical nationwide standard or community. Within a year, the Court clarified 
its latest set of guidelines in Jenkins v. Georgia, No. 73-557, 42 Law Week 5055 
(June 24, 1974). In Jenkinl, the State argued that the jury resolved the question 
of oblcenity against Jenkins with some evidence to support the conviction, there
fore, the conviction had to be supported. The basis for their argument was that 
Miller had establi.hed the questions of what appeals to prurient interests and what 
is patently offenlive a8 questions of fact to be re.olved by the jury on the 
basie of local standards. Georgia contended that these facts had been found. 
Nevertheless, the Court said that it would be a serious misreading of Miller 
to conclude that juries have unbridled discretion to determine what is patently 
offensive. To clarify, a short explanation of obscenity was provided, it was not 
exhaustive, but was intended to fix substantive constitutional limitations, de
riving from the First Amendment, on the type of material subject to a determi
natiOn of obscenity. To be obscene the material ~t represent or describe ul
timate sexual acts, normal or preverted, actual or simulated or it must represent 
or describe ... turbation,excretory function., or lewd exhibitions of the genitals. 

The rights guaranteed by Art. I, section 11 of the Ohio Constitution are very 
similar to the freedoma of speech and preis guaranteed by the First Amendment 
of the federal Constitution, and many recent cases demonstrate a high degree 
of interchangeability. between the two. This interchangeability, though, obscures 
some basic differences as does the contemporary reliance upon the federal guaran
tees in lieu of the state rights. The incorporation of the First Amendment through 
the Fourteenth to apply to the states has made it more attractive to those wishing 
to exercise their rights of speech or press, because generally it is read more 
expan8ively than comparable state guarantees. Nevertheless, Art. I, section 11 
especially as interpreted, provides the same basic protection, although there 
are differences, and, in the absence of the federal guarantee, the state 
guarantee would be controlling. 

In Cincinnati Gazette Co. v. T~erlakea 10 Ohio St. 549 (1860), the Court 
laid that the same instrument (Ohio Bill of Right.) which guaranteed to every 
citizen the right to freely speak, write, and publish his senttments on every 
subject also declared that he would be responsible for the abuse of the right 
(Art. I, section 11), and that every person for any injury done him on his land, 
goods, person or reputation would have a remedy by due course of law, (Art. I, 
section 16). The Court then continued saying that liberty of the press was not, 
therefore, ~consistent with the protection due to private character. It defined 
freedom of the press as the right to publish with impunity the truth, with good 
motives and for justifiable ends, concernin2 government, the judiciary. or indi
viduals. In State v. Kassay. 126 Ohio St. 117 (1952), the Court stated the 
differences more succinctly. 
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The Court said that the Federal Bill of Rights on the subject of freedom of 
speech and of the press differed from Art. I, section 11 of the Ohio Bill of 
Rights. The federal Amendment was much more sweeping in its provisions, and it was 
apparent from the language that Art. I, section 11 did not guarantee the rights 
freely and without restraint. Article I, section 11 the Court asserted, recognized 
the responsibility for the abuse of that right and established a limit beyond 
which one could not go. Exceeding that limit made the individual responsible 
for the abuse. Given this difference, the court concluded by saying that the 
Federal Bill of Rights, while not applicable to the states <at that time), was 
nevertheless the proper basis for interpretation of the Ohio Bill of Rights be
cause the language of the federal Bill was stated without exception, while the Ohio 
section had a reservation. One could perhaps interpret this to mean that, 
absent the incorporation of the First Amendment, Art. I, section 11 would be inter
preted like the First Amendment with the limitation that the right be exercised 
with good motives and for justifiable ends. Without this limitation, Art. 1, 
section 11 would seem to be indistinguishable from the First Amendment. 

In State v. Davis. 21 Ohio App. 2d 261, Franklin Co., Ct. A., 1969, the 
Court averred that the maintenance of the opportunity for free political discussion 
was a fundamental principle of our constitutional system, and that cbe opportunity 
for free political speech sould encompass the freedom of "pure speech" as well 
as freedom of other activities constituting expression. Such freedom could well 
envision the hanging of a red flag, and could encompass the wearing of a sign or 
a badge or involve gestures, including the making the "V" sign. Absolute 
prohibitions of these gestures or symbols, the Court reasoned, would be unconsti 
tutional, but not if they were used alone or in such a manner that the rights of 
others were violated. Article I, section 11 provided, the Court said, that one 
could exercise such constitutional rights of freedom of expression within the limi
tation of not interferring with the same constitutionally guaranteed rights of 
others. While the right of freedom of expression may have neared the realm of the 
ab.olute, the exercise of the right was necessarily limited by the circumstances, 
and the right of freedom of expression and of communication, as enjoyed by others. 

Limitations on Art. I, section 11 are also reSisted, as is censorship. A 
District Court, commenting on both the Ohio and federal guarantees, said that 
censorship in any form was an assult on freedom of the press, New American Library 
of World Literature, Inc. v. Allen. 114 F. Supp. 823 (D. Ct., N.D. Ohio, 1953). 
A censorship that suppresses books in circulation was an infringement of that 
freedom. The power to censor, a drastic power, could only be vested by a 
valid express legislative grant. Otherwise, law enforcement officers only 
had the authority to examine suspected publications or violations of the obscen· 
ity laws to determine if there were problble cause to prosecute. 

Licensing has also been attacked by the Ohio courts when it acts to 
restrain Art. I, section 11 rights. Bowling Green v. Lodico, 71 Ohio St. 2d 
135, 1967, involved a conviction for failing to obtain a license to sell a purely 
political magazine. The Court overturned the conviction saying that initially 
the right to publish is unconditional •. To the extent that the police are per
mitted to limit publication, the right to publish is diminished and to the 
extent that the police may impede the circulation of a publication, the right is 
delimited. Censorship, when done in the guise of determining moral character, is 
no less censorship and may not be employed as a basis for inhibiting freedom of 
expression. An ordinance requiring a license to sell a political magazine in the 
streets is a prior restraint on speech and publication. 
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Door to door canvasing involves a balancing of convenience between some 

householder's desire for privacy and the publisherls right to distribute 
publication. in the precise way that those soliciting for htm think brings the 
belt results. Street soliciting does not involve the same balancing. Peri 
petatic solicitor. on public streets do not invade privacy, and the right to 
be free fro. even the sliahtest interruption on a public .treet does not 
weigh as hea-.Uy in the balance aainst Ohio' 8 Art. I, section 11 and the First 
AmendlleDt ae does the right to privacy in the haa.. In public the citizen 
muat accept the inconvenience of political prolelytizing as essential to the 
pre.ervation of a repu~lican form of 100era.ent. 

The coni ti tutional luaranty of freedOll of speech and press, tbough, does 
aot deprive the state of itl police power to enact lawl for the protection of 
the public bealth, .afety, and welfare. If a statute regulating its exer
cl.el••ot an unreasonable, arbitrary, or oppre•• i-.e exercise of the police 
power, and if it· is de.iped to accoaplub a pur,.•• within the ICOpe of the 
police power, every r.a.onable pr.....tioo i. give. in favor of its constitu
tionality, aad if it bear. a r.asonable relatiOD to the public welfare, the 
court. will not declau8! it UDc.... t1tutioual. Pnil v. State, 118 Obio St. 25 
(1928). In addition to conatitutioaal l~tiati... of thes. fre.doms, through 
the u.e of the police power., there are other l~tations that arise out of 
the nature of the riaht. A Deyton newspaper cIa•• that the freedom of the 
pre•• conferred upon it an ab.olute freed~of acc... to any meeting, regard
le•• of itl character, of public officials or ..,loyee., and that its repre
.entatives could aot be refuaed adaittaace or acce.s if any incident ,..~ public 
operation was dUCOI8d. Dalton lew.,aper., Inc. v. Dayton, 23 Ohio IUsc. 49 
(MoIltgOIMry Co., C.P•• 1970) aff',. 28 Ohio A,p. 2d 95 (Mont. Co., Ct. A., 1971). 
1.'he Courts 'iaaareed sayiac that the Ohio eoustitution (Art. I. section 11) pro 
vieles for freedOlD of speech aucl pre•• ) but that'.th.e Ohio document is more explicit, 
recosnizing responsibility for an abuse of the conatitutional freedoms while 
restratning the legislature frOID pas.ina law8 that restrict either freedom of 
speech or pre.s. The right, though, it continued. includes no right to freely 
collect, acquire. or a,propriate information with or without compensation. 
It include. no right to represent anyone else and no duty of any kind. It also 
doe. DOt taclud. the right to enter uniDYited on to property or into gatherings 
of people. The Constitution grants the press a freedom, shared by all, but 
ItO special or other riaht to in.ura ita success. The press has no special 
rightl over and aboye tho.e of other citize1l8, and the "right of the public to 
know" 18 a rationalization developed by the Fourth Batate to giin rights not 
.hared by otherl. 'l'hiB "right. 1I the Court asserted. was an attempt by the 
pre.s to usurp an ultra-leaal aud self-appointed position of behalf of the 
people fram which to assert incidents of sovereign power in order to tmprove 
it. private ability to acquire iDf~tion whicb i8 the asset of its business. 
rreedo. of the pre.s i. subordinated to public and private rights as well a. 
10 any abuse of the freedom, the Court concluded. The press may not print 
all it considers news. When privacy or restricted information is violated, 
the pre.s is responsible to thole injured. writings, correspondence, and 
photographs are private property and ..y not be appropriated by the press 
without the writer's or owner'a consent. and surveillance by phone or wire. 
without lawful justification, and other fol'll8 of .".iag are as reprehensible 
When dOGe by the pre.s or by the gGYerament or by other people.
CQ!farison with Other States 

An ..alysia of the guarantees of freedom of speech and press in other state 
Bill. of &lghts reveala no great differeacel in the language and in the nature 
of the aeneral subatantt.e guarantee. but it doel reveal differences in other 
8Bbaidiary ld4ranteea. 
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Hawaii, Art. I, section 3, and the Model State Constitution, Art. I, section 1.01, 
provide the same guarantee as the First Amendment, with the one exception. Their 

• sections begin "No law shall be enacted ••• ;" the First Amendment's opening words 
are "Congress shall make no law ••• ". Alaska provides a similarly short guarantee 
in Art. I, section 5, 

Every person may freely speak, write, and publish on all 
subjects, being responsible for the abuse of that right. 

•� Illinois' section in its Bill of Rights begins in a fashion almost iden�
tical to the complete Alaska section, but it contains a further guarantee, 
Ill. Const. Art. 1, section 4. In libel trials, both civil and criminal, the 
truth is a sufficient defense when published with good motives and for justifiable 
ends. Montana's section closely resembles the Illinois guarantee but there 
are differences. The Montana section begins by stating that no law shall be

• passed impairing the freedom of speech or expression. This is followed by a 
sentence similar to the Alaska section. A greater difference is in the treat
ment of libel cases. Montana only provides that the truth will be admitted 
into eVidence, not that it will be a complete defense, as in Illinois. 

• 
The Ohio section contains the same basic guarantee, but differs in its 

treatment of libel. Alaska, Hawaii, and the Model State Constitution make no 
provision regarding libel. The admission of truth 8S evidence would therefore 
be governed by statute, rule, or the common law. The protection of a statute 
or rule would not be as secure as if it had been guaranteed by a constitutional 
provision, and if the common law regulated the admission of the truth, in 
criminal libel, the truth would not be admissible. Article II, section 7 of the 

• Montana Constitution only go~s as far as allowing the truth to be admitted 

• 

into evidence in both civil and criminal libel, while Article I, section 4 of the 
Illinois Constitution make the truth in those cases a complete defense when 
published with good motives and for justifiable ends. Ohio's Art. I, section 7 
only extends this protection in cases of criminal libel. In cases of civil libel, 
although there is no constitutional guarantee of truth as a defense in civil 
libel, Ohio provides this complete defense by statute, Section 2739.02 of the R. C. 

Montana, in addition to providing for freedom of speech and press, also 
provides certain related rights in its Bill of Rights. In Art. II, section 8 
of the Montana Constitution, the people are guaranteed a right to participate in 
the decisions of governmental agencies, which could probably be interpreted as a

• right to be heard on matters of interest. Article II, section 9 guarantees the 
right to know. It provides that no person shall be denied the right to examine 
public records or to observe public deliberations of public bodies on all levels 
unless the right to privacy clearly outweighs the merits of public disclosure. 

• 

• 
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Bill of Rights Part 6 • 
Article I, Section 14,� 

The right of the people to be secure in their per I;� 

sons, houses, papers, and possessions, against un
reasonable searches and seizures shall not be violated; 
and no warrant shall issue, but upon probable cause, 
supported by oath or affirmation, particularly des
cribing the place to be searched, and the person and 
things to be seized. 

History of Section 14 
This section, which copies the Fourth Amendment with only scant differences, is 
the successor to au earlier, similar guarantee. Article VIII, Section 5 of the 
Constitution of 1802, in language reminiscent of earlier times with slightly 
altered problems, guarant~ed that people would be free from unwarrantable search
es and seizures, and proscribed the use of the general warrant. The Constitutional 
Convention of 1850-51 rejected the old section replacing it with the present 
guarantee which has since remained unchanged. 

Comment; Comparison With Federal Constitution 
The Fourth Amendment guaranty against warrantless or unreasonable searches and 
seizures, or those conducted without probable cause, has as its basis the recogni
tion that arbitrary intrusions by the police violate the fundamental rights of a 
free citizenry. The recognition of the right to be free of these intrusions indi
cates that the right of privacy is one of the unique values recognized and protected 
by the Fourth Amendment. To further expand the protection prOVided by the Fourth 
Amendment, courts have ruled that the Amendment is to be liberally construed i.;'l fa
vor of the individual to safeguard the right of privacy and to prevent the impairment 
of the protection provided. The Fourth Amendment, though, does not forbid every 
search and seizure, only those which are unreasonable, and the courts have estab
lished sufficient probability of crime, not certainty, as the criterion of reason
ableness. Nor does the Fourth Amendment give a general grant of privacy. The pri
vacy protected is akin to that protected by the Fifth Amendment right against self
incrimination, and in the case of the Fourth Amendment, the protection takes the 
form of protecting the individual from involuntarily revealing tangible or ultangi
ble evidence against himself to government officials or their agents. The protection 
provided by the Fourth A:c1'2ndment, though differs from that of the Fifth in an impor
tantrespect. Where the Fifth Amendment provides absolut~ pro~ection to the indi
vidual against coerced self-incrlinination, the Fourth Amendment provides no such 
absolute protection. Instead, the Amendment serves as a restriction upon government 
officials acting without restraint in searching and s~izi.ng. The difference bet"leen 
the two recognizes a subtle distinction bet~oIeen the inviolability of the "person" 
and the more munda~~ neture of stateme~ts m3~e by an individual or ~f obj~cts uader 
his control, f.;ven though this distinction is made, all aura of privacy still surrounds 
the i.ndividual, and bece.use of its fundamental nature, it can only be pierced at a 
risk to soci~ty. Consequently, the Fourth Amendment was designed to minimize the 
risk by placing restraints on the exercise of the police powers to guarantee that 
government officials could not act until there was sufficient justification to do so. 
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• To insure that the guarantee is not a hollow promise, the courts have enforced it 
negatively by preventing any government official from benefitting from searche~ or 
sei.zures carried out in violation of the Amendment, and it is this non-written rtS

pect of the Fourth Amendment that gives it its strength and power to protect. 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

In 1949, in Wolf v. California, 338 U.S. 25, the Supreme Court held that the 
proscriptions of the Fourth Amendment were implicit in the concept of liberty, and 
therefore applicable to the states through the due process clause of the Fourteenth 
Amendment. Interestingly, though, the exclusionary rule, (which prohibits the use 
of evidence obtained illegally) was not held to be implied in this concept of lib
erty, and until recently the relatively explicit Fourth Amendment guarantees were 
not broadly interpreted in the states. One of the principle ways these rights were 
expanded was through liapr v. Ohio, 367 u.S. 643 (1961) which held that the ex~lusionary 

r1.1J.f" ,,,Po:; 3pD]ic~blc tf' th ... st.?tes. 'The extension of this rule to the states was 
seen as a methou to guar~ntee this right which, without this rule, would be little 
more than a moral commitment. The states can develop workable rules governing arrests 
and searches and seizures to meet the demands of criminal investigation and law en
forcement, but their latitude of action is not limited by the Fourth Amendment and 
Mnpp, Beck v Ohio, 379 U.S. 89 (1964). 

In Weeks v. Unitcu St8tcS, 232 U.S. 383 (1914) the Supreme Court first set out 
the federal exclu~;ionary rule. The Court in l~eeks said that it had the power to in
quire into the source of any evidence it received as a prerequisite to its power to 
exclude evidence. Further, it said that evidence seized in violation of the Consti
tution '-Jas illegally obtained and was therefore inadmissable. The purpose was both 
to show db~approval of illegal acts by the government by rcnoving any benefit obtained 
by these acts, Rnd to maintain the dignity of the federal judiciary. A series of ca
ses followed that brought the Court to the ~ decision. 

In Rochi~ Ca_lifornia, 342 U. S. 165, (1952) the Court refused to allov~ a convic
tion to stand based on evidence seized by police methods that would shock the con
science. Later, in Rea v. Unit~9 States and Elkins v. United States, 364 u.S. 206 
(1960) the Court ruled that state and federal officers could not exchange illegally 
obtained evidence for use by either in criminal prosecutions. The difficulty uas to 
set standards for exclusion based on what was shocking to the conscience. In ~2ER) 

the Court solved the problem by ruling that all evi.dencE' ohtained by searches and 
seizures b. ,:icl~t"on 0~ the ConstHution was inadmissible in ::;i.:at:.e co<:..rts. The Cou:ct 
felt that since the Fourtil Alnenoment was applicable to the states, it was enforceable 
against them the sam'2 way as erlforccd against the federal government: if it were not, 
then the freedoms would be unprotected against abuses by state officials. The Court 
continued by saying that the lack of exclusion tended to destroy the whole system of 
constitutional restraints and that the Fourth Amendment should ~ot be subject to the 
whim of any public official and revocable at his will. The exclusionary rule was 
designed to counter just such a trend. 

It is from this perspective that all c~ses dealing with the Fourth Amendment should 
now be viewed, for any decision that helps determine the meaning of application of the 
Fourth Amendment, has application to stste as well as federal officers, and its effects 
are so pervasive that similar state protections are ~eldom invoked. 
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Fourth Am::~ndlllent rules huve, hO\"cvl:!r, been ul1(lcr attaci';, The exclusionary rule 

hn:; b~cm cr.iticized hy llIcm!>Cl:S of !1J.l thl~0.e branche£; of government in <111 10.veL;, 'md 
~Olll(~ of tlH: recent cl:itJ.cinnl has co:ne fro111 th(~ SUpr211lC Courti.b;elf. In. ;~iJ.!,r!., .. ':'
1!l.:~.JI!!!sP...2:m1.:..}!£!!l~:~'l.('~l1.t~; 0 f ...t 1!.c2....£:.(..::.I.5:l:::D.•~~~ tJ3.~! co tt.i:3, 403 iJ. S. :; G8 n SJ 71 :, Chic f 
.Justice "Burger sUited h LH objections and proposed that an a1 tcrnative method of pro
t<..:ct:f.il2; Fourth Amenc.hncnt ri.r~htl) be passed by Congress. In so Join;::;, he rejE-ctec1 l.:he 
tt'<ldi.t1.onal ju~tific<ltions of: c·;·:clu3ionary rule:;. TllL inc}~eas(~d hOI;t:iUty has lell 
sflv(~ral comment.ators to pr(~rlicr. that }~I.EE. would bp. overruled. In vic\-' of this it lyd.ght 
bn well to determine Ohio's positiQn: whether i.t \'lantn to folloVJ the fed('ntl court;5 
if Hu.pp is overturned, or \.;lwtller 1.t \J.mts t~., mair..tnin the LJ!:~n.p. standards. If ~~2..i2
i~ to be nwintained, it \-!OuJ.d 111-' advi.sDhle. to i.:1('].. 1.\dt~ the 'r:'1d,~ :'S F'1Tt ,'f PeL 1., Sec. 
1/", 0:1: LILe (Jllill Cons t.).C:ulion i.:o ensure chat tl12 full protect i01~ of Art. L, ~cc. Vi be 
extenued t t:ven if tIw Fourth kncndrrten.t protection:> Here no J.oTll;er RO pervasive. 

If a senrel l or sC'iznre has occurred wL:hin the meaning 0 [ t1H~ Fou:r:th !'1n~rJdm€:'0t, the:: 
next i.nquiry is whether th(;;! pm:t1.r\~l,'·'~ f:ei-Jrd' and ~;t:i.7t'1"''"' 111.'.'8)°::',1 1·r·,-rl~i.rcd u ,,',l:rrant 
to satisfy the Constitutional i;,udl'antee. l1lis is because a seerch of O~ in(livid~l3.1 or 
of private prope:rty is 1~E. .s_~ unreasonahle unless i.t has berm al1t;iOri',~(,tl 1))' a valid 
s~arch ~arrant, except i.n certain carefully defined cases. A seareh is' . t1.11 or un
lDwful at i.ts i.nception and is not legitimized by evidence disl:ove::.-cd d.. .~ the 
search. Herely having sufficient evidence of a crime dOGS r,oi: justi.fy :n'd:l :::ith0:c; 
there must he a W<lrrallt llnlesf; the seqrch is ~ r8l:ognized e:;~cptic'l to tit:: r(~qui:r.errl?nt 

of a I'l(~arch warr~lllt. 'I11e r('C{lliremcnt of a search war.rant en..;urcs that the fi:wJ. dr.•• 
cishm 8.:; to the Yea~:onabl("n(,ss of the s0tlrcb will be decjd"r] by :J dctclCr''2cl llu.gi::>tJ:atA 
rather thaI) t},('< poU.c:e \1ho might lack the objectivity requi1."!d to jUd~-;l~ ttl? ncc(':.;.'::;:C'y 

probable CRuse. This, though, aocs not severely hamper the police sine.i; thc: O-(:::pl:i~';,8 

to the wnrranl.::{ requ:irem(~Jlt serve the legitimate nc.:eds of h",,; enL}}~cei'1e.nt: (;::r.i C:LD L 
to p'rotect themselves and the. public '·7(dl~bcin[; and to pres(',:ve evidence fro'Tl d,~struc
tion, ac..:ordillg to Katz v. U.n.:.~ted Sti!Y~s, 389 U.S. 347 (1967). 

The Suprc.~,tne Court has consistently m:.mifested a strong prc.ferenc:'-o .Lor. t~W'.l.se 0:: 
warrants in order that the jlwt Hicc1.ti0l1 of a search be eva I.:JaJ:"'d 11y ctlilDg j.l;t:{;·,:e prior 
to its occurence but the FOUl·th Amendnlcnt only condCllFlS tlw:;c I>Can.:hel; '(·,11Lch ill' ( un
reasonable. This is the baGis for exceptions to the Fou·.rth Amendr.1cnt' s ~;]arrD.!Jt'· re
qUi.remcnts, the most cor.mlon being a search incident to an ,lrJ:0SC v~i th or \vithot:.t o:llJ 

ar'rest \Jarrant. The concept of a search incident to au arrest imp.l.i.co; a p:lysic:,'l and 
temporal relation.ship hetween an arrest and the search. fJ.!.irn~l...Y_.._C'3.).;..:Lto~I.·iE~ 3~;.5 U.S. 
752, (1969) made that implic"1tion clenr, a position arrived al: through graClual dc.velop
ment, but having established this principle, the Supreme Court is nm-J relaxing i.ts pre
cise requirements of physical and temporal proximity to an arrest. 

~ Arolello v. United Stctte~~ 269 U.S. 20, (1925) the Supreme Court ruled that an 
~trest 'ivould not support a \Varrantless search several blocks aI·jay. The right to search 
incident to an arrest \vas further limited by Vale v. Louisiq,~, 394 U.S. 30, (:LY70j 
which held that an arrest in front of a residence '''ould not justify entering and search
ing the premises. Coolige v. New Hampsh.~, 403 u.s. lt43 (1971) stated y'ale's inverse 
by holding that an arr8st in a residence would nbt support a search outside of the 
home. These physical limitations to a warrantless search incider..t to an arrest might 
be avoided by delaying an arrest until the suspect is '\vhere the officer \Jants to search, 
but there is some question as to the validity of this type of procedure. 
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Sim1.1arly) the search must be temporally close to the arrest to be considere:i in-" 
cident to the arrest) if it is too remote it will be illegal. Preston v. "Unite£..._§..~~, 
376 U.S. 364 (196 /+). Conversely) an incident searcr cannot precede an arrest consi..dered 
AS pttrt of the justification of the search) Sibron v. Ne\, York) 392 u.s. 40 (1968). 
A prior search \vill more oftell than not be found unreasonable because of the question 
of wllethcr probable cause existed prior to the search) and courts are quick to hold a 
search illegal where it appears that an arrest was a pretext for a warrantless search. 
In Warden v. H<~d('~, 387 U. S. 294 (1967)) the Suprem~ Court held that searches that 
wpre prior or contemp0raneous with the arrest were legal) but only within a narrowly 
dcfineJ arca. Since WRrdcn was more similar to a case of hot pursuit) another exception 
to the rL><!Ll irc'J1c'nts -;:;r:: the fourth Am~ndment) it did not greatly alter the time require" 
1l1('nt. In \hroen, thp police l>'llterr.;d the house in pursuit of a felon) the scope of the 
search \:'M;--;;'-~c),.cl as WflS r('~s~nClbly necessary to prevent the dangers of resistance 
or escilpc, and the search wus pc ior or contemporaneous \.;rith the effort to find the'sus
JH,'ctcd holon. 

Anottwl" ;lSpN:t of the search incident to an arrest that must be followed is that the 
scarcll should ::ot he 1ll1Tl'-3son811y exten"ivc, l\r,"rnei1 v. United States) 353 U.S. 346(1957). 
In .tJ.:.:yrL; v~~,-!.Ln:ited Sl:2t~:.2J_ the Court had upheld a five hour search of a four room 
apartment, but it justi.fied this sC~dl'ch un the bA.sis that the apartment was in the de
fcndnnt I~; exc lus iv,~ contr ,11, noting that the nature of the items (two cancelled checks) 
made an intensive search neces,sary. In later cases that arose over this issue) the 
Court l"ccr.drcd a search \oJarrant "here an intensive search ,,,as contemplated. All three 
of these limit~tions on \Jarrantl~ss searches incident to an arrest existed and developed 
independently until ChiT"el estdbl ished guidelines. 

In £l].Lr~S"~L the Court hfdd that incid~nl to an arrest the officer could first search 
the arreSl ce to n'nlov~ any weapons th:1t rair,ht bE> Ilsed to res ist or escape, and anyevi
<.!i.'lll'e tbAt'~li~;ht 1.1(' subject to concealln~'nt or Jt2struction. The Court then pr"ovided'that 
the off i.e( r could sf"Lirch nn ilrC;l ',Jit1l:; 11 ::Inn f s or lunging reach to check for a11Y Vlcap,)ns 
or ('vid('lll'C' th:it ('('111d he SC,i7.f'd bv the fn·Tes;:ec. Any search beyond thj.3 area, the 
Courl: ~;,;ljd, \?l\\!id iJ," ut''t(.'af'onnbll'. Th0 search of the individual could be conduct12d on 
tliP spot or (It tl1,' j<1i1, but chi.s :'s beca.use tile police have the pc,,1er to i;wentory any 
pl' iso}'(~r f:; 1'1"Opcrtv ,3nd bL'C,lU~';f! of tl1l~ police IS \,',l'ncral pO\.;rc:r to act to control prison
er". Th(~ !'l.lrp(Osc of ~J:I.i!:~'2.~ \'Ja~; to provide C<1S i ly understood standards in ord<:r to effet:t
iVC'ly ~:tol) f:,C'1l'rc:] c;;ploYntory se3n.:hes. A related e:r:ception is that of pL~in view, 
whi.cll me:..ll1S tlli";t if tlll~ police, :.;,cting on A. prior justification for an int:cusion) inad
Vt'rtcntly come llPOll l'vidc:nce incrimi!lating the accused, it can be seized. This) though, 
is not available> if the police know ot the existellt:e of the evidence prior to the in" 
trusion. 

'I\vo recent cases have someHh3t altered what appeared to be firm guidelines estab
lished in Chimel. In United Stiltes v. Rohinson, 414 U.s. 218 (1973) the defendant was 
convicted of a drug offense pn the basis of evidence seized in a search incident to 
an arrest. TIle Court of Appeals reversed) stating thRt the search violated the Fourth 
Amendment on the grounds that a fri.:;lc was all th:'lt Has permissible for a probable cause 
arrest for driving ~oJhile one's license was revoked. Since there would be no further 
evidence of such a crime to be obtained by a search) the Court held that only a weapons 
search was justifiable. The Supreme Court) though) asserted that a probable cause 
<'lrrest was not subject to the same limitations as a stop and frisk situation. The Court 
then snid that, while the authority to search a person incident to an arrest was based 
upon the need to disarm and prevent the destruction of evidence) it did not depend upon 
what a later court would hold was probability that weapons or evidence would be found. 
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On ~his basis, the Court held: • 
A custodial arrest of a suspect based on probable cause 
is a reasonable intrusion under the Fourth Amendment; 
that intrus ion being lawful, a search incident to the 
arrest requires no additional justification. It is the 
fact of the lawful arrest which established the author
ity to search, and we hold that in the case of a lawful 
custodial arrest a full search of the person is not on
ly an exception to the warrant requirement of the Fourth 
Amendment, but is also a "reasonable" search under that 
Amendment. 414 u.s. 218, 235 

United States v. Edward, 415 U.S. 800 (1974) altered the immediate search aspect of� 
this warrantless search. The defendant was arrested and jailed. The next morning a� 
warrantless search was made of his clothing. Evidence gained from this search was ad�
mitted into evidence at the trial over the defendent's objection, and he was convicted.� 
The Court of Appeals overturned the conviction, holding that although the arrest was law�
ful and probable cause existed to believe that evidence would be obtained by a search� 
of the clothes, the "warrantless seizure of the clothes," after the administrative pro�
cess and mechanics of the arrest were finished, was unconstitutional under the Fourth� 
Amendment. the Supreme Court did not agree. Citing the facts that the police followed� 
the1r established procedure and that the delay was due to the difficulty in finding other� 
clothing at night for the defendant, the Court reversed. The search, the Cour.t held,� 
was a normal incident of a custodial arrest, especially since the police were entitled� 
to take the defendent's clothes or any other evidence of the crime in his immediate poss�
ession. A reasonable delay in effectuating this power, it was felt, did not change the� 
fact that the defendant was no more imposed upon on the morning after his arrest than� 
he would have been at the time or place of the arrest or upon innnedi.ately arriving at� 
the jail. liThe police did no more than they were entitled to do incident to the usual� 
custodial arrest and incarceration," 415 U.S. 800, 805.� 

Automobile searches comprise another important exception to the Fourth Amendment re�
quiTement of a warrant. The first major case allowing a warrantless search of a car upon� 
probable cause was Carroll v. United States, 267 U.s. (1925). The Court decided that� 

, such searches were permissi~le when a competent official has probable cause for believ
ing that certain vehicles are carrying contraband or illegal items and where it is not 
practical to secure a warrant because the vehicle can be easily moved outside of the 
jurisdiction in which the warrant would be sought. In doing this, the Court rejected the 
contention that the search had to be incident to a valid arrest, and instead, the Court 
made the search totally dependent upon the probable cause the officer had for his belief 
that the vehicle carried contraband. Preston held that once the suspects were in custody, 
there was no longer any right to search the vehicle without a warrpnt, since there could 
no longer be any fear that the vehicle would leave the jurisdiction. Further, a warrant
less search could not be justified under other exceptions either since there would no 
longer be a danger of resistance or of destruction of evidence. This was changed in 
Cooper v. Californi~ 386 U.S. 58 (1967). There the Supreme Court upheld the legality 
of a search of a car held by the police while the defendant was in custody. Chambers v. 
Maroney, 399 U.S. 42 (1970), refurbished the Carroll doctrine, the Court holding that an 
auto search, based on probable cause that the car contained contraband or evidence of 
a crime, was valid, but it retained the concept that a delayed search ~~as permissible as 
long as the Carroll requirements were met, even though the danger of the car leaving the 
jurisdiction was gone. This was justified by the rationale that, given an initial justi
fied intrusion on the highway, there was little difference between a search on the highway 
and a later search at the police station. Coolige finally set definite standards in this 
area; the Court held that, absent exigent circumstances, there must be a warrant even if 
probable existed. Ed~ards and Robinson might alter this or presage a change in this area· 
also. 
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If the protections of the Fourth Amendment that have developed are lost and exc.l'l1si.c,fHll'Y 
rule is replaced, what \'1i11 be the extent of the protection of the Fourth Amendment? 

Another exception to the Fourth Amendment I s warrants n quir.cment i.e, sel~cti.ve wire
tapping and electronic surveillance. The first time the Supreme Court heard this issue, 
ill Olmst~ad v. United States, 277 U.S. 438, (1927) the Court ruled that since the wiretap 
was-;~de by trespass onto the property of the defendant, there was no Constitutional 
violation. The Court felt that since the information was secured by the use of ears 
alone, there was no entry or search and seizure, and it concluded that if this was an 
objectionable practice it should be regulated by statute. 

To re~tlate this, Congress passed the Federal Communications Act, and Section 605 of 
the Act made it unlawful for any person to intercept or divulge the contents of any comm
unication unless authorized by the sender (47 U.S.C. 605). The federal government, though, 
interpreted this to mean that both interception and divulgence were necessary for a vio
lation, with the evidence then being excluded from triaL This was followed closely by 
~ardine v. United States, 302 U.S. 379 (1937) which held that information obtained as a 
result of a tap was inadmissible in federal court. Later the Court extended this princi
ple further by holding that admisstble evidence had to be secured from sources other than 
the wir~taps, (308 U.S. 388, (1939). This ruling did not limit the government in other 
respects. Information obtained by the use of microphones and wired informers was still 
fully admissible until later cases set reasonable limits for these activities. In 
Berger v. United Stat~, the Court held electronic surveillance information inadmissible 
unless judicial authority based on necessity and probable cause could be shown, and in 
Katz the Supreme Court extended the Fourth Amendment to cover oral statements, 388 U.S. 
41 (1967). The issae was finally regulated by statute • 

In the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, Congress provided for the 
regulation of electronic surveillance, 18 U.S.C.A. 2150-2520. The Act established proce
dures for the Attorney General or his designate to obtain authorization for this type of 
surveillance. It limited the crilnes for which these measures could be used and provided 
further regulations governing evidence obtained in this manner. The Act also made inad
missiblc evidence obtained in violation of the regulations and included penalties for ac
tions beyond the scope of the Act. This has particular relevancy for the states because 
Sec. 2516 (2) permits state legislatures to grant power to the state attorneys general to 
seek court authorization for surveillance in conformity with the Act. Ohio has provided 
for this in Section 2933.58 of the Revised Code. The restrictions placed on the exercise 
of this power to search and seize by the use of electronic devices are statutory and are 
more easily subject to change than would constitutional limitations. Since it is unlikely 
that such a limitation will be inserted as part of the Fourth Amendment, a warrants re
quirement, if desired, could be placed in Art. I, Sec. 14 to ensure that Ohio citizens 
would have the protection of a judge's review of the necessity for surveillance before 
such evidence can be conducted. 

Where electronic surveillance is regulated by statute, the stop-and-frisk exception 
to the warrants requirement is almost entirely judicially limited. Arising, largely, out 
of Terry v. Ohio, 391 U.S. 1 (1968) this exception allows evidence seized in a warrant
less frisk of a suspect to be used against the suspect. In a decision that seemed to con
tradict the exclusionary rule, the Court emphatically rejected the contention that a stop
and-frisk was outside of th'e Fourth Amendment, but the Court did place certain specific 
limitations on the police officer~£ right to search. The officer must observe conduct 
that reasonably brings him to conclude, in light of his experience, that persons are en
gaged in criminal a"ctivities and that they are armed and dangerous. While investigating 
~his behaVior, if the officer identifies himself and m~kes reasonable inquiries into the 
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•p;tson's bahuvl.or, :111<.1 there is nothing to dispel his fear for his safety, he if; entitled 
\	 tocondu('t.1 careful search of the outer clothing to discover wcnpon$ thvt could be used 

:leaf.nst hilll. Tn establishing these requi.rements, the court attempted to establish a bal
ance between the extent of tIle intrus i.on upon the Fourth Amendment protect ions and the 
reasonllblenc~ss of the intrusion. The officer need not be absolutely certain that the sus
pett is. armed; the issue is whether a reasonable, prudent man in these circumstances would •
have believed that his safety and that of others "las in danger. The officer:- i.5 not en

ti.tled to search everyone h~~ I':ees or que~tions; he JTn.1st have constitut~onally adequate
 
grounds, and he must be able to pci.nt to specific facts from Y7hich he could reasonably
 
infer that the llldividual was armed and dangerous.
 

Although there are other exceptions to the ~:u:rants requirement, as the airport or bor

der searches, the final exception reviewed will be the consent exception. Constitutional
 
guarantees can be waived by consent and this consent may be waived or by prior consent,
 
as wi~h a probationer • The Supreme Court, though, does not re<ldily accept the \,78 iver of
 

.rights, so it must be shown by clear and conVincing evidence that the consent to search
 
waS voluntary and uncoerced either physically or psycho10Bically f yl1ited States v. Fike,
 
449 F.2d 191 (5th Cir. 1972). Consent camlOteasily be inferred from admitting, the
 • 
pOlice into a home, or from a lack of resis~nce, or from the presence of signs, and co

ercion includes· lawful coercion. \-Jhere a search is conducted with a Ivarrant later show'tl.
 
to be invali.d, there is no consent, since the invalid vJarrant coerced the individu8.l not
 
to resist the search and the search cannot be legalized by the product of the search. In

voluntariness can also mean where trickery was used by the police to enable them to con

duct ~earches, and in certain cases, this involuntariness can be shoun by the fact of
 • 
arrest or by individual character, training, knowledge, or experience, .IEJ:l'l:LYz..JLr:.iLE':2..
 
States,

I 
321 F.2d 219 (9th Cir. 1963).


J 

.. Consent to search can be obtained from a third person \lho is lawful owner, POsFcssor,
 
or custod1.cln of the property, even though this may disclose incriminating evidence, but
 
this does not remove the prohibition against coercion, E.r~ier v. Ct''pJ?, 3% U.S ..731 (1969).
 • 
In line with this, a spouse may consent to a search of property jointly controlled or a

parent of a child's room where the parent o~ms the house, although a child might not be
 
able to consent to the search of a parentIs home, Davis v. Unitcd Stat,'s, 327 r.2d 301
 
(9:th Cir. 1964). Premises occupied by a tenant are also protected, even if the landlord
 
consents, unless the owner exercises at least joint control, but ,·,here the tenant no long

er exercises any control because he has moved away or has been eVicted, he no longer
 • 
has any protection under the Fourth Amendment from the search of the premises vacated, 
Ch,aeman v.~ Uni.ted States,365 U.S. 610 (1961), Abel v. United States~ 362 U.S. 217 (1960). 

In Camara v. Municipal Court, 387 U.S. 523, (1967), and in See v. Seattle, 387 U.S.
 
541,(1967), the Supreme Court used a balance of tnterest analysis to decide Fourth Amend

ment issues in .adITlinlstrative se.qrches. The significance of Camara and See is in the
 • 
Court's recognition that a balancing of interests approach can be applied to situations'
 
of government intrusion not involvi.ng exigent circumstances and the realization that
 
th'isbalancing can result in the modification of Fourth Amendment protection techniques
 
rather tha~ in their balance. In Camara and See, the Court held that the government in

trusion in administrative searches requires a search warrant, but thAt less than pro
 •bable cause was necessnry for it to issue. The decisions were based. on t\w factors; the
 
inability Co accomplish an. acceptable level of housing code enforcement with the mainten··
 
anco of the probable cause requirement, and the relatively minor invasion of privacy that
 
results from these searches. The Court held that specific information of violations or
 
conditions was unnecessarYf as would be required under traditional probable cause, and
 
that information as to the natute of bUildings, the conditions of the area, and the
 •lel1&th of time since the la.st inspection would be sufficient. 
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Later, this modification of the Fourth Amendment was extended beyond housing inspec

tion cases in neveral cases, Colonade Catering Corp. v. United States 397 u.s. 72 ~1970), 

Unit~d States v. Biswell, 406 U.S. 311 (1972). In Colonade, the Supreme Court upheld a 
warrantless search ruling that the absence of a warrant was not fatal to the legality of 
administrative searches specifically authorized by statute. This applies where Congress 
has specifically authorized procedure, but where Congress has not done so, traditional 
Fourth Amendm~nt requirements are in effect. The Court said that the statutes replaced 
warrants, an.d since the statutes were limited, they were only a limited invasion and 
provided sufficient protection to satisfy minimum Fourth Amendment requirements. Bis
~ was a warrantless search of a gun dealer, conducted pursuant to the Gun Control Act 
of 1968. The Court upheld the search, stating that the federal government had 8 great 
interest in firearms control, that inspections were central to the regulatory scheme, 
and that effective regulation was impractical without resort to a broad inspection power. 

Another modification of the traditional Fourth Amendment requirements is in the area 
of hO'Tle visits bYT"elfar~~ Tvorkers, another type of administrative search, Hyman v. United 
.§lli~, l~UCJ U.S. 309 (1971). In Wyma"!l, the Court held that an individual could properly 
refuse to allow a home Visit. This refusal, though, would result in a cut-off of bene
fits, but the Court said that since there \vas no criminal penalty attached to the refus
al, there was no coercion to allow a warrantless inspection of the home. This lack of 
a criminnl penalty removed the search from the requirements of the :Fourth Amendment, and 
even if the search were a Fourth Amendment search, the Court felt that it vJOuld not be 
unreasonable. The Court noted that the visit was not unreasonable because of advance 
notice Elnd ru les regulating the scope of the Helfare \vorker I s activities. It should be 
noted her.e that the extent of the intrusions allowed was limited, as it \vas in ~ra 

and See, and \vit\lout these self limitations, it is possible that the Court would have 
held that the intrusions violated the Fourth knendment. 

While the Fourth Amendment prohibits unreasonable searches and seizures, it also spe
cifically allO\\ls for searches and seizures upon probable cause and the issuan~e of a 
judicial warrant. This serves the dual purpose of eliminating searches not based on 
probable cause, so that no intrusion is a1lOlJ8d without a careful prior determination of 
j,lecessity, and that those determined necessary \vill be as limi.ted as possible. An as
pect of this limitation iG that the obj ects of the warrant are confined to property that 
is evidence of a crime, contraband, thc! fruits of a crime, things criminally possessed 
or property intended for use or which has been used as a means of committing a crime. 

The warrant is issued upon a sworn affidavit establishing the grounds for its issu
ance. The affidavit must set forward the facts showing probable cause, and a descrip
tion of the person or place to be searched, and the property seized. To determine the 
probable cause, the magistrate must render judgment based on a common sense reading of 
the affidavit. The affidavit must state the specifics required, 'as well as detail the 
underlying circumstances upon which the belief, that probable cause exists, is based, 
or the reason for believing the source of information which engenders probable cause, in 
order for the magistrate to find probable cause, Spinelli v. United States, 393 U.s. 
410 (1969). The affidavit can not establish probable cause if it only states a suspi
cion, or belief, rather it must state sufficient underlying circumstances so as to per
mit the issuing authority to perform the independent function of determining the exis
tence of probable cause. If the warrant issues without sufficient information to pro
vide a finding of probable cause the evidence obtained will be inadmissible under the 
exclusionary rule. This, however, does not mean that the offense must be proven before 
a warrant is issued or else the evidence will be excluded, but rather that the affiant 
has reasonable grounds when he seeks the warrant to believe that the law was violated 
on the premises to be searched or that the premises contain evidence of such a violation. 
l~lere the warrant is necessary, probable cause is the standard by Hhich a decision to 
search is tested against the Constitutional mandate of reasonableness in balancing the 



.,~ 
~j 

the 
gover1Unent.~interests justifying the intrusion against /constituti.onally protected pri- ' 
vacy of the individual, ~guilar v. Texas, 378 U.S. 108 (1964). " 

In additi.on to establishing probable cause, the warrant must be specific in order 
to prevent official.s from engaging \vith unrestrained discretion i.l'l. general searches with 
sch-:ures of anything found. The Harran.t should describe th~ place to be sea'cchcd with 
sl\;(fic.ient specificity to enable the officer, '-lith reasonable effort, to ascertain and 
identify the plClCC to be sCC1rched, and if the warrant allottls selective disc:::etiol1. the 
warrant will be invalid. The warr'ant, though, may ,,110\\1 tl1e search of more than one 
place if an individual ccctlpjes 0:1: controls morc than one place, if each is identified. 
Where a person is involved he must also be described 'tolith reasonable certainty, that is, 
wi.th a8 much spec:i.Hct ty and accuracy P.S required for property, and the warrant must des
cribe him in such ~ W{JY 25 to lE:8ve the officer no doubt £:nd no discretion as to the 
pen;on to he scarchc·d. Items to be seized Ir.'.lst also be described Hith ~nough cer.tainty 
to identify them. Because the :Fourth Amenriment \.;Ia8 intended to prevent generc.l search
es seeking to incrimilnte an accused by using his private papers, the requirement of 
partieu larity serves to limi.t searches to those items the police have prohable C"tuse to 
believe are involved in a cr.ime. The test here as with persons and places is whether 
the warrant places meaningf'.Jl restrictions on the objects to be seized. This particu
larly ensures that the search will be liIT.it(~d by judicial, not police, cietermirlation, 
and the ej~elu::;ionary ru le removes any advantage that could be gained by aet ing beyond 
the scope of the warrant. 

While it appears that a WcUr8!lt search may exte.nd to vlh.:1tever is cov~red by the 
warrant's d!::scriptiol1, if the descriptions meet the requirement of particularity, the 
F01..trth AIl1CHdl1l(\nt c.~onfinE:s the e.:{ccution of tlle warrant stri.ctly within the bounds estab
lished by t'iH~ ~,p.;.)rch \'l;lrr.ant. Thc sCf1rch \-1i 1.1 only be va U.d if conducted "lithin the 
boundari.es dct8lTniucd by the \-!an:ent. A scnrch not conduc.ccd is a misuse of statutory 
or Constituti.onal prucess a:ld is a deceptive assertion of authority. in addition to the 
nH]ll i,:ernents of r.pcc i f 1c i.ty t\li:1t 1111) st be £0110'"1ed, there are other lega 1 requirements 
thllt rnll;~t be observed to m.1ke a Ivo.rrant searc.h valid. 

Laws who may L!xccute a \.;alTa~:lt and further establish the jtlri~~dictions in \lhich t'her.e 
i.ndivi.duJ.ls may act, (18 U.S.C. 310n. Ot:ler la\,'s limit the len.gth of time in Vlhich a 
search \Varrant \-1i11 be good; <-1 delay beyond the. statutory per:i.od i:lValidatcs a se-arch 
pursuant to a warrant which hM: expired. The time period is furth8r limited by the re·· 
c;uirement of reasona;J1.eness, and in the abr;ence of a time J.i:nii: in the warrant or in a 
statute~ t.he Farrant implit'c1ly directs that the search he made "\'ithout delay and within 
a reasonable time. \oJhether the seE-reh can be conducted at nigllt is l<)rgely a matter of 
statutory or court rule, and generally there has to be a greate::, showing of need to justi" 
fy a n~.ght search. In some Ca2E::S a separate re'lsonab1e cause i.s reqUired to justify the 
night seHrch (Federal Rules of Cri.minal Procedure, Rule 4l(c», 

As stated nbovc, the search must be confined to the area describec1, any additional 
search or exten.sion constitutes a w~rrantless search and is ~_~ ~~ unreasonable. This 
applies also to the seizure of :i.·terns not covered by the I-Y'nrrant unless it £a11s \vithin 
one of the exceptim"Ls to the \'larrants reqldJ:emcnt~ as in the pLtin vie,} doctrine, or if 
the. contr~bal1d or evidence was discovere.d by the pollce Hllile acting \olithin the SCODe of 
~ legal search warrant authorizing the search of a cert;:d.n a1:.'(;a, Harron v. United Stat~s, 

275 U.S. 192 (1927). But even in an authoriZ!:,d ,1rea, thesf~ items' can o~ly be seized C's
evidence if the search is being conducted in ? manner limited to searching for enuMerated 
items, Sta:rl1.~~_Ge<? 394 U.s. 557 (1969). In the rtbsen~e of any..D;ia, statutory limi
tati.ons, the ConstitutioI1al mandntes of the FOl1~~th AmeI1dml~nt ar~: the only inhibitions on 
the execution of a \'1o.rrant, but the execution \vi.ll only ,·)ithstand the requirements of 
law and justice if it is done in a manner that does not subject the suspect to unreason
able treatment. 
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Hhen"ver it is determined that rl search and seiz1.lre within the meaning of the
 

ll()urtlt Amendment has occurred and tllat the':"lltrus ion T:las a propf~r one either becc.vse
 

• 
no Harrant ~,lo.S required or a vi3.lid one \'las ootdined, che final inquiry in dc~terl1lining 

the propriety of the pnlice conduct I:; done by revic,~'lilig tbe nE'-rDdSf':ule SC01Jl' of the 
f,0a.:cch, the m.1Jil1cr in. \·,;hi~h :Lr ',;r::; ,.flDdl'.('.tic1, and the n.:.tut"e oi. the; L.:efilS- ~-;eized. The 
sc::\rc~1 lljti~d~ 1.>e CJne in '\"hidl oificia1s .:ti'e l('ukin~ £1)1' sp(·'.'ii.ic :'L::':l.u:i.~;; and it must be 
co'r,ducLt:'d 1.1":' a \,ay r::asc;l::thly c:llr.llL1teJ to unc;)v(~:c such ,~lrtir.leL;. Any SCCl}:ch TTIorc 
'extens:Lve (:ol1st5tutes f1 gr:'nc>:"'ll ex;:>:orDtory ~:C'arch .:tr.d viol:~tes the Fourth Amendment 

• gum:antee. )<0(' a seal"cll "Iit'"out a y),LCJ:ant, there mllst be a nexus bet~\'een the items 
sCI.l~llt Clncl criminal "b.::Lavior, ':~ld Lh j,s nexus must 81.S::> exist ill a \varrant search Cll.

• 

tilOttgh'uIJni.nistn'.t.ive &cm~·~hec. ?roilid2 a'1 e:-:ci?tion. It is not e':l()ugh that t.here is 
a sllSpi.cio:1 tlt:lt an it(.~nI may praVl,l incr i:itil1CJtjJl~', to justify itL; seiz,n:e, but if the 
scope of the search is justiireu "my maierial eVld2TiCe discove.red may be properly 
setzcd, c': ...~n if it is I,ot the item for '.lhi r:h the] ofi'icer is searchi!"lg. The manner in 
~'lhic:l, the scorch i:::; cOl1cLctl:c:d CJll also affect the legality of a search. If the police 
act in such (l VJilY as to c.i.rCU,.l\0'.nt: tL2 Fou;"i:t, 1'\,T1cndmcmt, in C1r:tl.l,;; either with or \-,ith
out a \·J.1l'';:.'ant, the search will De inv:1lid 3rd the e'/id(;TIce seized Hill be inadmiss i ::>lc. 

• 
Federal statutes provide a civil clause uf actio~ against state officials for a 

del?j:iv~.t ion 0'[ the ri.;htro be fr~e irof'l unreasonable c,,:arc1ies and f'2izuX'8S (42 U. S. C. 
1938). l~u~',!CVCT) thL: }',: :c1ot <',YLlil.nble V):1Cl"E, the cvidenr.e is excluded, but the defen
dant is still c01'victcd, R.ltlH;ugh i.n thLs Cd"e there :11.<?- still C01,nTiOll 101) ::emedies 
avail,,}]:'le of C11espar.;s and reiJh:vi.n oj: the; >"J,S seiz(~d. In fi~uring the damages, ir;, 
jury 1":0 .:l person's pr .. lperty, reputation, Jud leeli,'1.gs m:'1,y be. takc"n into consJ,de:cntion 
a~ \Iell i.:,s u,,~ d isturbr'tlce to 1'i;·; f;;rrj 1V, "Ii',,} ::; iace Lho'le L'i ;:n LWClS ion of 'his pr;. 

• 
vac.y, a rCCC)Vcl:Y r:or nt(~nt::J J. r.:r <"~l;O'': inll,?l dL:':lCSS is aV<:l L},.bJ.(~ rcgerJless of phy,;:ical 
injury. if th(~ \-n:on3i'u;. ';;eaJ~dl \iaf; j;l:;jJin~cl jpl nalil'.c, Ul" H the act i'Jd8 done t'Jith 
,.;anton ;11Iel l:('cklc::.;s (~j,';n',:~Jrc (,f the plaim:i.t'fls rIghts, exciaplf:ry damages are 
also tlv3.:Lla~)1.e. 

• 
As f~t:.1tcd CJbov(-:~, ':'·'hc FO~lrth ;\nlent~!':·.~~i.l.t ~~:~;,rL:!Ejrds \Vcl.r·(~ f1 c:d.e ':'1;)1'1 ~cc~bl{~ to the st,;l.l2S 

tllro,.t~.h ~i~:::~~~.~;" ;jl1U I:'~-:/E_, (-n.-·.~·l t"J~~;8 SJ -":f l;;)ti·~l'J.ished !:-,i.q.L:~:... I._~ sta.rl(ia.cds £c\}:' th.e stnte.s in 
tIle .:.1!.~('(I. ('.( ,~:;";-l.r(~h c),','(J ~,C,i ~::1.;~"''2" Til~;; P! i.1'l... '·.[J·LC \-.las r~:cc\gni:>.:.:.d,! ,~::'\: l.e2E')"L :Lrl pnrt, in 

..~.t:aJ:_e;:_.y_~ _,~!:{2;·.~-:·~~:·;_., :.25 U11 i t) ~~ t. 2(~ 2Gtt (l~; 71 > ~ T~'-".:21'"e, 1-11 a C(13 C d E',ll irq; s pee {~f ica11y \.} ith 

• 

tlie :·;ufE.;c::.l:P':':,' of a .se~lj::.:h \.'~lC::l·.cant, the CUiirt ~;Cli(L~ "It. :~s no'·:) '\-!cll establisllCd that 
the 'I)',lli,cltty 01. ? Sl:~ltc Sfi".L'il :~'..lst ue c.ll:tt:',~l1;inc.d by f,~del,:li Gtanddrds." Si.nce tl:is 
Jecisi,oI1, uiLin !J:":'; it IF'~} :J1.ir:, CC)C:r.: 0:::' Cri:':1:i.ral ?J.~occCi.:.trc. RuL~ 1,1 requir.:,s tJ':lt <ill 
the prL,cu't:'i.} ;1I.11~,,::!:('..1 t:(~c.jlnic;,'l ZOti'J:l:tl A",CTt(hrcnt rcquire.'":lt:mts be. si'd.:isf i'2t:, anu L't 
the ur,:';! c[ :;-c~,:'r·~CI:'~ar)l~,nC'St; uL t1lc'''''?rcil, ot lc.,st or.:' Ohio Court has rU1.2u that f.:llE' 

• 

FO'l1rth i'~r(!cnllr:l(~nt test of 1·~;~d.·c~rla;JlcP2:;S J~or iJ S~<.11CL~ or se:Lzu.rt.~ Hll1St !TIce.t federal COll.
stltul.i.on,::>:l ::;ta1ll.lards. Tlil: :~:C1l1t .~<1id. "To h01(1 oi:hsr'ivisE: \):)11Id permit a situation 
where acts ~Wl~ 1d violate; t;, <; l'cliJl:th ':'Y;I"'tClriw.llt in Oh 10 ",ell ich \:utd d 110t violate the l'ourth 
Amenur'lcllt in ~tT'f\i:her t;.tilte. !'~~·~.t~..2/.!_l~.:.:.r,li,j,:.:.:~. 37, ChiD ~'!ic;c. 1 (J'lqua, H. Ct., E I 7?). 
Of coun;,~ i;: i~:; 11.(1t T:'8C(;',;S~ll"Y to pi:C', ~.:lc: p:coLectioft of r iFllts oni] at the m-Ll1im:11 Fourttl 
Antc,ndml.cni: levol. Ohio COUi.L:; have il,Lcq.Jrf.,tc.d Art. J, Sc..:. :il" if it has used it 811 
recently, in CX·'lc.t 3ecorc.L:mcc ~-Jith t~l(~Fourt1t A:'lendm~nt. ('Jnc-2 ;'.t:'l:.£. i:pplied the e,:-

•
 

clnsilm:try ru'!(~ to the ui.:.:ttCG, n,:o til,> f'(J,u'th Amc~l(j"1l2nt lW.d beel] eS:2;)I.L]hed and i:\t£r

prct(;~d by a s~,!.·'i(:·;·, of ca~;es, /,It. T, S(:~c. 14 lu,d :i.css impnn:ance, Ohio has fully COl,l 


plied ~\:i.th these star.d:crds by givLlgCl:1Cllil a E;tacutory Clutlwrit" in :>'J.'~ {, 1, but ~)thcr


wise there SCc;nS Lo nC'.ve bNcn <'. pr'::f:~,lrLjon ot tilis £i,~ld. 'fLe o'l.ly possible "..vay Art. '

Sec. 1.11 con10 be used wen:l. d 1-- c .~ f ()h:i. n COllr ts dec ided t- 0 :;'1.tc;-:-nr (;1: thp. Sf:e t ion i.n H!l eh
 
a "Jay .'J.:; to E'stabJ.;.sh h:i;hccc st,~,1~n;nd~.~(':L:refc·re, L: Sef.'T,S as if OhlO courts \-d,ll 
c:ontJ.n110 tu usc cL'llnin:ll feclerC',l st311\.1.1rds in this nre·a, but it is 1.Illcle8r vlhat would 
happeq jf fedcri11 f,t:"lI1d,:n."cls m::re lO'icered. f(Jr e~:3.ill.plE: by distLo.gu:'_shil1g or overrul.i.ng 
~,I.ili?P..:_ If OhiG CO·,lXtS £ollc"'~'d, (lhio citi;:'_",l1s '.)0111d be c",pri:!co of rights, but tbese 
rh.\ht:: c(,nlc.J be seep,Yld, ei t!:,;·c Ly hi,~,lJer :,ti1.t.utory or ruLe st:mdards by 3. cOilstitu

• tiol1.:tl. :11l1cndnll'nt Ylhich would l'i.'·i:"m<1aen~·,ly Jnxi.nt:d.l1 thp. st::>t:~ stand,n:ds at their pres;:mt 
l(weJ. . 
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•Among t.hc' n.tllu C'f ld.ghU; c(1l1t71.it'.0d in the other state Constitutions that ~vc:re 

rev:i.etved, Llw gu,n,.lntee a~,~iLl8'~: Ulr:'ea301~able searches 1".nd seizUl'r,:s were essentially 
th C' S.lm(~. Ttwy all, to a f,;~ c'D. t'~r or les s el: d(~gl:C'e, r,op:.(~<l tbc: I'o:lrl.=h Arr:0:JdI'18nt of 
t'1C l.lnLted ;3tatc3 I~Ul or JU.glJtc, ;1.1thotH!,h there "ll:e certcd.n dic;~i.mi.laxities both t"ith
in th(~ srC'c.LfJ.c :H."ction.S and wit.hin the scope of all the riShcoS pro::c~cted. •AJ.a.ska I;; Art. 1, See. l/~ only p:rovidcB the b:w i C gu;,:rl-lm:ec ~ s does Montana I s Art. t1, 
S~c. 11, altLough l'llm~~.111cl. I B sect] on alt;o re(juir(~s t:l12t cve::ytLing related i:o th.e issu
.cmce ot a t7;n1':1nt be t"l:'GclCl!d to wr:J.:':h:.g. }l<Jl"tan~ and Ala,',\a, though, a!.. ~:o spe.ci.£i.c.'111y 
?,t1r.runr:e~ t:hc J~.i.,~;,t to PC:.VD.CY ".'1:i..C~l onl" ,,:c,llld expect "IOU l. c1 st.~7c~gthcn the p:-ot:c~:tiotl 

of tIle. seuJ.:--:.:1··, i:'.1'.c1 ~·:;eil:."':ll:rr; ~;cetl('r(:~3, (l·j,)nt .. COI~.::;·::e ii-loot_ II, :-)':'.(; •.i.O; i~lD.i3. COT1Ste l~rt. I, 
Sec. 22). T:,~ COl1ct::Ltutions of E:-:';·m:U. ,::Id T11inois and -1::11[; Evd('i St~.t:,~ COllstituti.on aU. •
contain the hasic "'1)\1:"":', f"l<~!'l(h·.c'.nt ?IF::caritt~(! but Eu:.:h a6(13 ac1Jj.b,C'nal p:cctecti.on fot" the 
i.ndi:v'iduaT :lY p:'otr.~ctir~g cml'!J~lD:Lc.Clr.jl)nS (/!<:;r.v['.:ii Const. Ar~:. I, Sec. 5; 111. Cc((st.Art. 
1, [;C·c. 6; ~'Ic:del ~;i:at'~ CCl1i3t. Art, 1.03). Al·ti.e~.(="!., Sec • .'5 0£ Ha~M:U.. ls ConstiL:t:ion 
c~rll~~rl.~es tho::. l'~Ot0Cti:,)ll C,j"1 LstLtt·.ti(:.ri ....Jll:- gua1:i.il1le.eci by <:HJ.d:i-J.1g tt1c !Jh.rtlt;e nCori1~ntLnj.catio:ns 

fiOU?;ht to l-).~ i~1tl~~~C::,Ptt"d" to '::1)(' v,'cirr;:c.,lt:s clJ.L~f.~e, to ensure P18t all ,v(,rrant ':c1rJ:!.:rC:JTIents 
::11:12 met rro::5,11" to !l:'~Y il:t:(~J:cef'tiJ:.l nf c:)inClUuient:lcns. IIl:in(li:~ :i.n~J.t;:lC:'s e.;;"f'.sm;opping in •,".
rIle refl.Snf),;,:J} C~,,~[;S claul::l': n:ro'!L..ii.n~; t.fl,qi: p(>o~~le cnd thr:ir pos~,;,:i:;:;"i.OL1S ~vLLl be scccre 
;,lE;~ain,::.:t ·11'.1.r~a.f'Jn.(11)le (. Ct1:c(.:~ll:"~E;~ a~·i.J f,e.i:;:,n...c(~s, 11ir.\"'cEJic:ns of ~)r i.V~I.::.::l' u1: i.lltc~rcepti.oi.1S of 
cnrm~il11.ic:ai:J.\w<; by C:ciVC'f;r!1",pp;:r1; de'vices 0,,' otl!c:t' TilCJl.1S,11 I.i1. CU)'.;f:. 1':1:'c. I, Sf:C. 6. 
'l'h(' 'i'ull(,~f:,t ~U('..1.~··1r:>:.'\ of pJ:c1ttctiou ;·.,gJirl~-,t th.is nlcderll versio·...} of sc;;:.~c:li. [-1:.1d sc}~ure is 
cont<d:r~uj in ,\t:!:i.I;I.C l.en1b) of ti'c[.10(1"1 r;L:'.t-:' C<Jl]stj.tutiml. l\:..:ticl.E': LCi:Hh) is in 
eb }ieT~c.e ~ (1" ;'1 (:;1;) i:.,_:,~: .1.,f~1 0 f t\)'- t. 1 .. C):l; (c"> :.' D:."t til (~ fourth .J\ra(.~Y) ,~-i;j~i:~1:i.t cnt.5_ro.ly j ';.1 t E:TGtS of 
IJrob~etJ.nf: \';)C:Cl1~; j ;',:~n>; cf cd.mnuni.cntic;"tl j'r:ri'! 1.:·.r,rt~::sm.1[~Dle i!;tC:l'c(;,·,::.in'l vJ:Lth th,~ acr.li 

, 
\ 

I' 
th"wl l'(~lltl ;'~r-':-cn.c tL't. all Sllc:h 8ci:WTl';, of :;r~.\:0!":I,.~ltion t)l; t;;f}ne ',li"(£1 e. ~"i1Tra:1\~ C;H:t
 
1liCI.'t,·; t11 C ~; :)2 ci.r .: ,:; ~:y c, f I: ill' 'i"~l·\· ;}0.t S (~Li\.\~'e. 'ft-: L; di f L~r;> b:'Gmth;-~ \l;.'.n:D;; f.:H C j ,Llse
 

of tlle Fori')' ct.) })~1~r\q(;1·P~~~·;.l t't:C:lq~)t..l_ in /\.1... t. 1) ~'i3 (1..) th~. ,~,arr,~nt l"'(~tPl:;."·(·Cl~1(!j"1.t fs l'D[;(;lute~
 

\·lhi.le n"j":J'~~'I::';::lC:';" ~'c'(; ('.c;.'\:rdrt ,:)...c~pt;:un'; to Hie ,,,arr;;;:lt.:; .:.. ec\'l:xe['l<:~nt. O:'1.e otl'.:.~:r ~)ro-
,


ViS.i,)11 cj':~ th;!. :·1cdc.L St;.J.'t~,~ C()n~)·i:~i.~::lti.o11 ~~s of Se-TI1C ::.. rl";::erc:~t - i\..rt 1 .. 0") C.c), ~:'11€ ~·~:'·~C:i.,tt;, ..
 • 
j~~ fo 1 l~ij]. e O.f ~:'~J?J?__\I:.!~l~':·~~2.}. ,~l ,'.~ s La ~·:c (~ ~1~ t":' V j~OH 81 y.. i.s U.11d (.:: ,.,; t 1'·.f:;r~ k.. ~~n.(~ Cil i cf .] tIS tic e Bu:r gt:~r 

)),.1: ~;;:.):':t.'d t:l,:';: I,e V!("t:Ci li]<:~~ to ~·;ee U1C Si:,~;;es devise Lone SCi.l:.:io.1S to ci:ceu;rve.nf.: total 
e~~(~ill:,.i.i.Oi,. '[l';;'S J::lJI,0S ';';:1C 00Sc,i~).Llity th.:xc 3t some time in ·the r·.l!.:ure ~~J.~ might be 
rcstr::l'f.ed cr (Li $'::. i.l1;;uj::~hcd \lid: ::i:e (;ffee: that violation.s of the I'ourti:1 A:'nenument Hill 
be rC'/0.~·de.:i \vith eGnv:i.ct::L()~·~~; as l;')w~ as evider,ce i::; recov'2:::-ed. A::.-t5_cle l.03(c) of the 
Hodel St(l.tc COllstil:'li.:ion deals ~,'it(l this p:r.obl.Cr;" by adding to r:"L,C' j'vioGel Stat8 Consti  • 
tuti.Ctn ·:3il.1 of Ri.::;h·i;s ,hr:. e.·=cj,u~~J.~m p·O\,je,:lcn (If l'i~~E£; tnat ev1.(1(:nce ohtained in vio1c:t 
tion of the ;>,:J~J.ant::c a.gl'dn.::t ul1xt:a,;oniJblc and uarrc.ntlcss searches and seizU!:es shall 
lWt bc ildnl'i.f;s1:bl.2. ill court ag~lnst [:11y p"l"son. 
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Bill of Rights 
Part 7 

Article I, Sections 17, 18, 20 

Section 17 of Article I of the Ohio Constitution r~ads as follows: 

Secti.on 17. No heredi~ry emoluments, honors, or 
privileges, shall ever be granted or conferred by 
this State. 

Article I. section 17 is another original section of the Constitutions of 
1802 ami 1851. }'irst adopted as part of the Constitution of 1802, after the 
delct ion of one word 8.nd the a Iphabet i_zing of lIemoluments, pri.vileges, or honors," 
it was made a part of the Constitution of 1851 and has not been changed or other
wise modified. 

This section is similar to Art. I, sec. la, Cl. 8 of the United States Con
stitution. The United States Constitution prohibits the grant of any title of 
nobility by the United States. This is self-explanatory, and courts have further 
held that this clause prohibits American-born citizE'ns from adding words to their 
namN~ \olhich have noble connotationr, 3$ "von." .0pl?lic:~J:ion OJ" J2ma, 273 1I/YS 2d 
677 (Civil Ct. 1966). This section in the Ohio Hill of Rights 'was designed to 
serve the same purpOSt~ "so that there shall be no I,ord Stanbury, - no Earl i~ash, 

no Baron \'on Groesbuck, no Count Von i'bson," nor any person holding hereditary 
privileges conferred by the State, 2 Ohio Conventio~ P2bate~, 335 (1851). 

Among the five Bills of Rights rCVle\led, there is no comparable p~·ovi.sion 

to Art. I, section 17. Although the four statf:S (Alaska, Hm-/aii, Illinois, 
}Iontona) hDve clauses prohibitirr;-; the irrevocable gLgnting of special priviL~ges 

or hmnuniUef;, these prohibitions are c I.oser in wording and intent to Act. I, 
section 2 Cl. 2 "'h ich gives the 12gif3l.'iture the power to alter, revoke or repeal 
eny privilege or immunity thnt it grants. 

Section 18. No power of suspending laws shall ever 
be exercised except by the General Assembly. 

This section was Art. VIII, section 9 of the Constituti.on of 1802. In 1851, 
with the deletion of one word and the substitution of another,' it was added to 
Art. I of the 1851 Constitution and adopted in the form it has at the present 
time. 

This seldom cited section estahlishes, .when read in conjunction with Art. 
II, section 1 of the Ohio Con~~titution, tlw't the legislative power in Ohio shall 
be vested in the General Assembly. Th"se sections further provide that this 
power shall be supreme and that on 1:; th(~ Gener.a I Assembly ffi'Jy !'lass laws, statutes 
or reguL1tions that suspend, 1.\adify or affect the \,;orking of la\vs passed by the 
General Assembly. In this applit:.ation, these f;cctiOl1S have the same effect as 
Art. I of the United States Constitution, \.Jhich states that l.egislative powers 
shall be vested in the Congress and then enumerates those powers, and Art. VI 
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which provides that laws made pursuant to the Constitution shall be the supreme
 
law of the land. On the federal level, this supremacy implies the lack of power
 
of any other legislative body to suspend laws passed by Congress. On the state
 
level~ the supremacy of state law is implied by Art. I, section 18 which ex.

pressly states that this pmlcr to suspend is not possessed by any body other
 
tha~ the Gene.ral Assembly.
 

The fc~-v cases that cite this section seem to have certain cormnon features.
 
The cases all deal with issues of either de.legation of pO~ver or modification of
 
legislation, and they all arose in a period of change when the groYling complexity
 
of government 'ivas forcing ne,,] solutions to be developed to handle the problems.
 
In Fox v. Fox., 2l. Ohio St. 335 (1873), for exmnplc, the question appe.ars to be
 
whether the legii>lature can pass a law prohibiting certain animals from running
 
loose and also include in the act a section that grants authority to certain in

dividuals to issue special permits that provide exceptions to the law. The Court
 
held that this does not violate Art. 1, section 18. Similarly, ,vhen a court
 
ordered the st~te to pay cer~ain expenses, the Attorney General of Ohio ruled that
 
there. was no violation of Art. I, section 18 when the General Assembly passed a
 
law that directly affected ail earlier IDH by a reallocation of a portion of the
 
funds earlier appropriated, for a different purpose, ",ithont first repealing the
 
earli.er lm-v, Opinion 413, 1927 O.A.G. 718. Tile exercise of the duty to prescribe,
 
amend, and eilforce rules by the Civil Service Commission waS held not to violate
 
Art. I, Section 18. The court ruled that those powers and duties given to the
 
Commi.ssior~ did not constitute a delegation of the power to enact ImoJs. 'rhe court
 
also said that the provision \'lhich al1thoriz(~d the Commission to act under certain
 
defi.ned circ:umBtances did not violC'te the prohibition agai.'r'J.st the eX8rcise of
 
the l'o~:cr to suspend lSH!;, G:r(~~m v· Stat~ C:i:vi.l Service Co:nrn:i.ssion, 90 Ohio St. 252
 
( 191Lf). G.r(·(·n dealt w:i.t:h t·i~·';-(;iv~TS·crv:i.e~(~·-E;~~T~~1-, br~;<lbl,~·.-':"-n cl'"fCl'cy eX""cis__ ••• _ t"> .' h . • • - .eJ. . 
ing deJ.(·gatL'u I'o~\'ers; in lli.tl~ v. Cleveland, 107 Ohio St. 14/f (192.5) another type of 
d(~leg;J.ted p..,wer vms i1ttac.:·iZ~~:l·~- ti;;;t- ~)f 1-;"Z~;1 l:elf-government. Th0 plaintiff 
cha~g0ci dlaC au amendment tv chv city charter was a violation of Art. I, Section 18. 
Tile court l"l1lL~d that Nhl€-ll a ('. i.. ty P;H>~'>8S act::; in Hccordance .,..... ith its home rulE; po>;.... ers 

(A.:('t. XVIII, SE.ctlon :n .:md all of the pJ:oviai,)Il.s of these acts relate solely to the 
(;~stDh1i.shm(mt and maint0.n:mc:c of lccal self-goven·,rtent, the provisions of the General 
Cl)dl~ as to such matt8rs do not apply. HOFever, this does not suspend nor eloes it 
C011stH:utc nn e;-«·r<.~:i.$e of state legislative power or an enactment of law of a gen
eral nature. 

Today, v1:i.th general acctO'ptance of the principle of broad legislative discretion 
in lr~[jislation or delegation of pO\Jer, this problem rarE.ly nris8s. The concept of 
lC'gif;lat:i.ve S\~prelr.aey is firmly e~;tablished, and this section ser\les to guarantee the 
continuance of this principle. 

Probably as a result of the general acceptanc.e of the principle of wise legis
lative disc):ction in delegating po,lers and in formulating solutions to problems, 

. only one of the recent Bills of IUghts (Hmmii) contained a section similar to Art. 
I, section 18. H~\"aii's A~=t. 1 Section 13 though stat~s the contempore.ry realities 
of legislative supervision and activity more clearly. Whereas Ohio's Constitution 
provides a seer,lingly incontrovertible desi.gnation of pO~-1er to the legislature, which 
formerly had to be circumvented, Ha~vaii.' s proVides latitude by stating. 

"The power of St1 spending • • • • the lmvs or the execution 
thereof, shall never be exercised except by the legi~lature, 

or by authority derived from it to be exercised in such 
particular cases only as the legislature shall expressly 
prescribe." 

. ; '. HUvla ii Const. Art. I, Sect ion 13 
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It should be noted, though, that the effect of the above section is not 
different from that of A1:t.I, section 18 of the Ohio Constitution as it 
has been interpreted by the courts • 

Section 20 of Article .~ rC3ds as follows: 

Section 20. This enumeration of rights shall not be 
constl~ucd to impair or deny othp;~s retaired by the people; 
and all pOtvcrs, not :lerein delegated, reme,in with the people • 

Art. I, secti.on 2.0 of the 1851 Constitution of Ohio had its origins 
in Art. VIII, section. 28 of the lB02 Constitution, ,,,hieh it closely 
resembles. The last part of the original section \JaS copied for the last 
clause of Art. I, section 20, but the first clause ~as radically revised. 
The re,:ult is tlwt /n't. I, Sl~ctjon 20 provides two guarautc0s, similar 
to the.: Ninth and Ter~th Amendments of the U. S. Constitution, ~,'hile Art. 
VIII, seetion 28 provided on::')' on~. The 1-802 secti(~n said; in ·part: "To 
gUcirc1 c.gainst the tr<1"'~f;bl~ession of th2 high pC;i'C1.'n \.hieh ','le have delegateci 
~'Je decLare, rh::lt all pO\('~~rs ••• " '.-!hi1.e the Tenth .\lr'21lc.ment reserves 
undcld:;.iteci pO',JC1"S Lo th:.' St;ltes and to the: people, Art. \!III section 28 
in 180;: ~~uarantef~d tlw::: a~l Un2nL1'L:~rated 11o'.1ers \·70uld resi.(~e in the people • 
The sc~{:;ond c:.lmlse or ,'1rt. I) sec.tion 20 still pref';crv.:.:s thJ~S rig~lt, but 
the first cla'..lse sC'ts o':t a ne',.1 right, or TC least one not preserit in the 
18CJ2 Cons t itu1:io!.... , hy aSt'llr:i.I'g t},at the Ih~ting of r:1.?hts will not injure, 
in any \vay, l'i'..;bts JI(:1 r; by the peop ie, hut not so listed. This is the same 
8uara.~tce pl.·(lvid(~d i.n the Ninth II.l'lC,nclment • 

'Ih,.' first C1:1U&C of Art. I section 20 p2.rallels the Ni.nth AmendI'lent of 
the Hill of Rightn: 

The ~nuj;j('r:ltion in the Consti.tution ,)f ccrtCl in rights 
shall uot be cuastrued to deny or disp&ragc others main
taiped hy the people. 

U. S. Canst. Am. IX 

Whi1.c the llhio section has f("~,,, if any, C2SE'.S f,:xpOl1i1.eting on th,c nature of 
this gllarant,::c, tc,(' fe:dcc"al Al]l('nG.lw";lt hrJ.s r.uPy, Thi.~~ does not t.12;>n to imply 
thC1t (11,,' p<1r;'.Tt~~ters of tr-t i.s ;suo·o,ntc': h,\ve been (;f;t<:.blislJe:1; on ti~e contrary, 
it: ~lP;:h~;lrs tlult courts h"ve only 1Jegtm to Qcfi.ne it. This .proc(;ss has great 
J:cl1J1.i.fi·::ai:ioTl:;. lIS UlQ feder-,ll in;.:eL!':cet:lt:i.o~' dcvc~iop~~, so also \Ji:i.l the 
stCll.:C1S even ~:hl)ugh i~:tt, T section 20 el.l is j~2ndy eitel, because in ar~as 

\"here r::tatp find f,"(h:l~.:Il L"-ioj."antce~~ a::::e v:orded <lli.l~(.. cr: an~ cesig7u::d to pro
vi~c s jmiLar protccti.oa:>, Ullio court~: he,ve found fLdE:ral i'lteroct.:tations to 
be ld.;;hly P(~':sU;)Si\:.2. It is nece~;;sary, there£OJ:e, to consider the cases 
detailing the federal interpretation. of the Ninth ADiendm·~ml:. 

E~lr 1y r.::lSCS deal in:; \·!ith the. Ninth !,,:v.:ndDf'.nt ~)ere concerned "lith the 
Tenncs,;ee Vn.iley A1..'.tl>ori.ty. h: ::~}.~1.2·::'J!..(l.~'::...Y. 'l'::~~~.?., ~'S7 U.S. 288 (1936), 
the plointiff conteaded l:1;;;t c~)e ::;ov;cnl:"iC'f1.t j:.~~d j'(, :-'lJtJ,cJ:ity to build 3 dam, 
\vhich \,8S part of the ov:r.'1l1 project, ac.d fllrti1c'1~, t:pt the ~;o·,lernmcnt lacke'l 
the right too sell p,)\,rer frO!'l the d:l\I1S w!wre its ~;al('. ":,'mdcl comjJet(~ ,·....i.t.h the 
local pm-,Il'r comp;'.ny 's. TI10 plnintiff, ,Horon::!: other. th i,,,:~:, contended t~1at this 

.IUS ,.11 inv<!sion o~: ;'~illth cind Tentf~ AmenUJ10ut l'ighcs, deprlvirl.g th", ?O\ver com
p,'1ny of the: ::i.[:,~t to ;"ell eLc:ctricity, and LntcrLe.(i.n;2: \.,it:1 d·e St3.tC'2 
control ill ble dJ.:Cc'.. 1'll(: S'-'-}J::e.l'lC Court, -chough, l'cuild -Ci1<l\:.this (.i.:~d not 
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Hitencr08Ch. upon thE! State I sauthority, bf.~cause:the clam was built pursuant to the fl?d<;1:."1
t\: 'g()v~nm~ht'~ POw,t.ts.of d-efense through thCli.National Defense Act of 1916 to frdliLate 
(~tl;ei prop\l.ct1.ondf lnu~ttions.' Further, this dam HClstohelp provi.de for n;:v:Lg:d:ion 
i:~ t' ~fthis!·waterwD.Y,.~n aspectr of the federal government's authority to act to \:8'Lp reg

. u:la.f;.e ~nlll' proolote commerce.. Concernin3 the Ninth Amendment, the CoUJ:t SD.id that i.n
 
., ;,": 1hs4rin;S;,ri~hts rC~l).itlcd by the people~ the Nini:h Amendment did not 'ivitl".h:-&,! the
 
f. ·.i; .. r\~Sh~s!:.~M.ch ar~ex::p:r.ef\sly gt'an'.:ed to the fedpral go>JernmenL Here, the l'D:.lrt .t~1t 

.	 ~1\~'t~~gov~rnm¢ntheld r 19htswldCh wer: e n.ecessary <-lndsuper :Lor to those of th"; company. 
~":"CouJ::!¢,f~i.'dd that the goyernment had thet;ightt9dispose of l?roperty, that the 
pt~.rt.v,wa$ acq,.tired primar;i1y "i,fhil~ pursuing a 1egitimate p\.1rpO~3e, thf,t the elec

t" ,,~f~l,tywas e:x.ce~;s' over' th'''l peri.mary need$, that the government was 3tartin'~ no .DCi') 
~ . b<us~1S'&~iR~ l:n,ciVfJf;yc>.'and ~hatther,,~ waS n~ prohibitipnagainst a project .ll1<:t would 
.' ,;. halt>~p~r~lfo'l," ,itselJ. In. ~:Lew of. thes\?,'and ,the powe:ts of the governml'Dt, trw Court 
~:". dc'di.~~;'tboe:,the,Nint:il4Jlletidilent'(,'ouldnoti/,e'interprel''I;cd in such a "i,'ay as to restrict 
~': the a.e~i9hsof t4~: gov~:t"lr:tent inthi!,.preje.q,t. It\ eS8~nL:e, the court held that the ' 

~.:,I..·~ :~~~n(h~eI).t 1:igtl.t',1vhelte,~he ex'eY."c:!.se of such & right \vould in- i.•..,:.,:.·;.:".,P'.t...:in:4,~,~ad, ,n~,rj1rith 
r"t;e~£,rbfJ-tlt':' thetegal ~..:x.er~l.se ot ·the p.owers·of. thefedera l goverrullent • 
• J'" ',:~.,", ~":{>':")"" ,.,'" , ,'. . t· '
 

"'~, In/a '.C·l\8~ Similak \:0 Ashwan(.ler,.the Stwreme Court: held ag:.:ln thCl.~ the governt: .,,:, rtlent~:'sa.,lk(,f FCl't~er did not7':v'ioYitc-th~ pIa j:~\t iff I to '~:illth Atl1Cl1dm~tlt r igh t s, ~t~'::E!:!~£.:~~ 
f'" t ~c:."l:t, v,.~·r,v;;,.Jih 306 u.s, 118 (1939) •. ·here the plainti.ff twd i.:ontclld0lt tr.at 
~'-.':.;f,fFd¥ril:: 'l).v:ulvenientin this area cQnstitnted ille~v~l 'rcgnLltio':t \J.nc~8l: t'~:! Ni11::h a.lel 
"·ll~n\i.l;~ ~n.dme,nts and intd·;f.erence '\lit;h,hi$.,ri.ght to O'/m pro])erty ~~I1<1 to er.-plcw it 
.,' :Llti.t~~;~~GinNIS. 'I'!ic c0urth.~ld that :i.nc(i)rit:tacting 'with its vendet.f and sCl:ting 

t,ha, ~n,.~l;::at"wl:~~ll;tl.l~y, cbi.1~(t b.e1.l pm,hu;, tb~ ~;()VCr.~J"4~t "viaS r:ot eng;:~~?d in rf,;"nl~;b.()n 
. oftne<ph:lnt:d'f.. 1:'he T.:ate sett::!,ri.g Fa.s m~t'(:l:y an lX~c~dellt or CI)~IJH~t1.tL·::rn ,,/r:c;;[,'(~ ;":i1.e 
; gQ~t,rr.mltl~.t l.avlfl.l,+ly sought to <.'ldS'.1t'C a m:\cket £ar th.e pow'::·,: tlw T, \'.-\. h;Jd Ln.' i.,ale. 

1!h~¥~¥;has~ef$:~lahl+~hed the legai basis. for. t~le same and ~£.~r:1~~.~-~..:::.--T:~.\~.~r,1;:'.:1 con
:;.1',:. ·:~t:~."t\ot; dtl.l)· that th·~ gov(!::'cument had the l<l.gnt to sell, l\clt: nu;u th'l/:. t:lle ;,.',cYe·,n

Uf ... ~~~;:¢<i\t,~d upIlHh'a-tever J.eg.al. me[(.-,t>n£'cas·s().~'Y. to efr~ctuatc !:he :r. l.6f.!:. The CJ11r.'111
;j' ' •. ",':J" ' .. 13 ;..;:~. ·t} ;'" \~ .. t·'I...d· tt..J:,· c/..... ., " ~ -t· f ,;', t·h-,t to '. ··.·,·.t·" \",r.·,I,." ..... .• , .,. ", >'"::..... ".l;O~ J01:'J'''f .ld~ I ..r;., '~~~\.c, .Ll~ ."1p.,,.n'le liou" :, ".. .l.t ',,< .le·;,)." ,t, c...._w.J.:C.L.. "':J" ...... nc<.c'" 
:·1:!' r'~'hf:.~t "Rut oulY,'·tofhe e;;l;'tenf.: th;,tthei r [:'}cerr. iBc d.id not :~n any ·,.:c:,' l.ntf.Jc r.iO:\i.:e 

~4Lth>tJ~~1 governwl,e.t;i s rights or .the govcl':ntrvznt's. stt·ero.pts to e1'£"c::u;,!:r" th()~:e ~.'i.ghts 
'" iti'h:le.1ifL Hlian:b.Elr';, ; . . '., ,I 

<,~ '. ,. i· ,'.: ': ' ';.. ', ,'; , 

'. ,,' '!' ...;'\'J ~ •.. ('! " hJ: t- r.,! 'ir,"."< .'; 1\. ,-~,.. ,1 ';.flit· ,,1 "11 ~"Jn TT S "", (1 Co! (," ,(,.,-,-.:
,"•. u ...P.:' '~_';:,,: ...!!!._.:.:..:..:-•.lJ.?£;.:..;.;,;.;}!..£:,,_.,~;:,~:0.: -1l~....:_.;;2.;;., .~!.:::...-' J.j. ,,- ,. 1_, ,' .• j.) (; ,1.~n 

.(:ivil fH~r,"ticE: p.r:lpl.oYl:~··s of t!lI~ ex(~cut:1 .. e bl"nflCh (,r tile fcd(~j,,·,·.l gOVC'itC,C.t1 !· cuught ar.: 
:,"', .~nj~~et!lo'P to pt0hfh:U: the enfot'(:·~:m<'ot.<.\f the H;."tch Act :tn ord!'r I:h:!.~ tJ,~y (;(lJ' d 
:'·tiak~,I?Sr.~ 11' p()~i't:ica1. c.ampa:'~;ntJ. Hhilc ther'e was no C03$e or c.ontjC1;T~OL~;Y tOl: l"O,;t: 

of t:he:,,:~,11pl.,)y~(d,:!in~Flainti.:a'sc'{se-aJd meet the re!'l'i.Ji.sit(~8 for :i:'c·Jio,.) hy eiC 

i;' Supr13tnoC'ourt. The S;.\pretne COUl't aceer)ted his .-:ontcnt.io11 th~l t '::'!,~ l:C ::UJ'I~ of 1:" U t: ie'll 
.. ti.ghts r,~;erved to the people by t.:he· .U1.nth and Tei,th AJil~!1d;ile:~t:: '.'.C s ':':~V(' Lv(;,1 •. bitt ~,t 

;.;.', <:ltd aut ·bold thtbe. r.[!!r;tf~ j',~>: be abs,-,lul:e.'Thc court SGl.H \l;';,::'.t .,l".1i thu l:K:C~L;'j of 
~..', 'fedlp:-aI PO~~l'f!~ft'itlg~sU['Oll r h~llts L·c.servGdby the Nint'l r.i1.:-' Te'l:h Al;'con(]m(·pt.:; : (lie
ft: Cdu~eha,.s; to looK.. to the gr~fit of aut"hdrj.ty '\·~ii.. l.~h authorizes the: e:: e::,..:is)~ 01' th.::: 
....... ~o'9'e+~ .i$imil~r,cases' in Lh.e past had h(:ld 'L:hr-It C0l:.gress clvJ.d r,-'(:uL::.'te polii:ic.:ll. 
',·a?t:f.vi.ties of'tMnltop.ointedgovernmc'11i; emr,dnye~s •.. Th~.se caS'.~3 h,:'\di::;:;(,n dc(,' ic1c;:t em 

tPl\ p~:(±m:f.8e that t'l\ls ,typo: of: regu.'.aL:(,,-"'Y IH:"iti1.ad.ol.l, W(,S (icriglK(! to i':;:'0Jwte ,::f.fi. 
:,;4te.~c;;:,,~~i~tcg~·i~y,~ldlthcip ~~i~e in tJle c.ischar~w of ,pLtbHc cut 1.0S by th,J l'uhli~ 
\.~;~r"'al1tf,: and thllit·this w~s cle.~rly within. the s(:ope of the l.ef,L~'; lati~!c p,~·o(,r. [n 
~. .,tfii$;~a~~ the C(lurtclec1.decl that rvh~'n th~ ac.tj.on~ ofciv:i.l servants, in the jU']~.;

~~n~·~.~f"Congress; '.uena,:(·d the integr.j;.ty and comrt.~tC'ncy of tl;(~ sE:r,,'ice~ i.egis1.:1ticm
 
.. t'o fore~tC111, sus41 9\,~i.gnr..::mdtoma:Lntm,i,n the service is ll'qt:i.re.c. CO:l~!,r~'ss had de


.,-'I 

(~. 
, ~ 

~..	 ,~..i.tl~ j~;itlP,;Jl:a1fiC~'X'ncttv:f.ti.eswc)."estich .~l~enac;e'~nd'passed the JlC'tc:h Act •. The ~ ';:\~ 
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Court)rcco~lizing the primacy of the legislation and precedent, refused to call the 
act unconRtitutional. Here, as in the previous cases, recognized Ninth Amendment 
rights were not protected when their exercise interfered with the authorized or 
recognized exercise of government power. Nevertheless, these cases have shown that 
the right to engage in a business and the right to participate in political activ
ities are properly within the unenumerated rights protected by the Ninth Amendment. 

In Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1964) the Supreme Court reversed the 
conviction of the appellants as acceAsories in violating Connecticut's law against 
the use of birth control means. The appellants had violated this law by giving 
information, instructions and medical advise to mar't'ied persons about means of 
preventing conception. In reversing, the Supreme Court held that certain guarantees 
of the Bill of Rights have shadows emanati.ng from these guarantees helping to give 
them life and substance, creating zones of privacy. The Ninth Amendment was held 
to be one of those guarantees, and togetheL "ith other guarantees, it forms a zone 
of privacy around the marriage relationship. This relationship, the Court held, 
could not be invaded by a broad state statute that sought to regulate in an area 
constitutionally subject to state action. Therefore, the statute was unconstitu
tional, because it involved an area of protected freedoms • 

Priva~y in the marriage relationship, then is another Ninth Amendment right, 
but this right i.s protected. There are tHO major distinctive differences between 
this and the previous decision that could account for these differing treatments. 
The first is that privacy in marriage is an "ancient, sacred"right "fundamental to 
our society," more so, than the more rec8nt right to campa ign for po1:i.tical candi
dateR. Secondlv ~ the exerc;.se of the r'i;:;ht d()cs not i"i:erf2re \li.th the exercise of 
the f'o;"7er of th~ gove:i~nment to condnct its orm affairs. This right does limit the 
exercise of goverrune~tal power La regulate in this area, but this liulitation doesn't 
interfere "lith governmental power over defense) commerce, the civil service) of other 
areas fundamental to the maintenance cf the counh-y • 

Justice Goldberg) 1.n hiG concurring opinion, developed the concept of a broad 
Ninth Ami~ndment. He argued that the concept of liberty prot'.~cts those rights which 
arc f.undamental and that those rights were not confined to the specific terms of the 
Bill of Rights. This, he said, is supported both by court decisions and by the 
language anJ history of the Ninth Amendment. History, according to Justice Goldberg, 
r.eveals that the first eight amendments were not mealt to be exhaustive nor were they 
meant to imply a '11ega'tdia of all rights not expressly affirmed. These unenu,nerated 
rights are protected by the Ninth Amendment. He continued that to apply t"he Ninth 
Amendment to the States would not change history. While admitting, that originally 
the Bill of Right:::; applied only to the feder.:ll government, he contended that the 
Fourteenth Amendment, vlhich extends much of the Bill of Rights to the states, also 
extends the prohibition against abridging fundamental personal liberties to the 
states by incorporating the Ninth Amendment. Thus, in his estimation, the Ninth 
Amendment, in indicating that not all liberties are specifically mentioned, is rele
vant in showing that other uncnumerated fundamental rights are protected from the 
states, as well as the federal government. 

TI1e decision in Roe v. Wade 410 U. S. 113, (1973) further developed the concept 
of Ninth ~mendment rights. The right of privacy was extc~c2d to include not only 
the marriage relationship) but also the right to choose ,,,l1(~ther to have children 
where the exercise of this right did not interfere with legLtL~ate interests of the 
state. Ruling that declaratory, though not necessarily injunctive, relief was war
ranted, the Supreme Court declared that the abortion statute involved was void for 
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va'suetlesg,~nd over-broadly infr in31.ng the plaintiff I s constitutional rights, including' 
th~N:t'tl.tq.,Amendmept, and further held that the :Light to privacy was broad enough to 

" ~cdipa'd1,:~woman I s decision to r:erminate ner pregnancy. 'l'hf:.:. Court said this right 
t' 'eXitl~tl 'In:!c<!use of the great P()SS ible <.letr irnent that could be imposed upon a ~"omal1 if • 

, .. t~~tat.e';:were abie: to, pte"h i.b it her from terminating her pregnancy. The Court, though;'" 
,;. rd:id.;~ot.s.y that, the' &tate had no right.s in this at'ea~ The state has an importcmt 

.; 1nter:~st: ,in st\feguardinghealth, in maintainin\3 medical stand<:ll'd&, an.j ill. protecting 
~,:pote~~ial:11fe. ' At, some point: t.h(W\l ir>te-':-f;sts becoille sufficicnUy ('l:)mpc,llhlg to 
V;SV.e,aJ~~~gyl~t:trmof"\,·die'fUctufs ~tnat gov~rn the absolute decision. '111e right to 
ri'; ,,,r:~y~ "~, '~ot ab,solute;' . 
i" ,~f:'.: ...: 'l.,' "i~ " . f ,<' : :, 

r~r:,;:,t1us;~,¢deDO\lglAS,.~n his c~ncutril1g op:u;n.Ol1) said ~p~t 8 catalogue of the Ninth 
j~·t~Ud1ne.t!it,r:fgb.tslnc1u'ddicu~tomary, traditional, imd ,tithe-honored rights, amenities, 
(~/' pr,l'Vt1'$g~';and;:i.t'on'.ulti'l;iC~'that conte 1vithin the s'\V'eep of "the Blessings of Liberty" 
i·;;m.t~ne4:\".1n the~Ptl~il.n~le of the Constitution. Many of :these, he continued, came 
!f;;'1w~l~'~~:~e,n:thS;)'t>;f:l:he 'Word "li,pqrty'l 8$ used in ,th.e Fourteenth Amendment, and 
. i;'.:he',UJ;t:lI!~' ,them futo: tl,1ree categories. ' 

. ":,,,'1 ~~f""(l ~ "I: ',f', ," ': 

;l' ',,' )It!it: i9- tiH! autonO!"1otl£ control over the ,development
 
';;;:'.a.rid~pressi6nof one IS' inte1.lect,interests, tas-::es
 

"",' a~ .i)~rsonality. '
 
, ' . ~ 

'r vt i 

:~iillfi!. rights', to hi.ro, t<.re absolute and permitting of na exception. Tr.·e other 
If .. '., .. 6~~cr.~~~ies,w.h'i~~:fundamentaJ:).i'ermi~ st~i;.e regulation where a co;npc~lling state.~W4 .. 
)'!t. 1d.re:q~;~atl. 'besh~. . . . .' .
1... . >.':, ": : ", I' ; ~l;( 

.~~c~ i~ free:;:dom of choi.¢~ in the Donak decisions\ 
~.,:. ' 

" '. Qt, Gllets, fife"respecting marriage, divorce, procrea
"..h 

'I, 

,'",','> "", 

',~' . ,tLon,':contrac.ept:l,on, an4 the uphr.ingi.;l1.g and education 
" :- ~f children. 
" '.. , 

" , 

Third, ls th(l fJ::aedom to can! for one's b(~alth and 

1.;
p'}.-S01:1, freeuonfl'om bodilyref;traint at' compul",i.ou, 

'.l. t :~reedom to '",o1k 1 " stroll~ and loaf. 
" • (l • 

1'he, Ntnt:h .Am~n.dnu?'nt··r:i,ght[;, to be appUc.able to the States, have to he i~;,pl:Lcit 
. :1.11 itlti!\ d!6n(~9pt of or4E\1'(~d 1iberty) and rooted in the t:t"llditions and c,m::;c:lencl"of oul' 
'pe".?p,).e,:~1~JJf~L.~",'9ohn!r::..t!.~b302 U. s. :H9!(1937).Th,\JLr alfo'rpi;:lon ~Lrough the 
l"'ou:rt~et.\:~lHn~ndmel1~ i.l1.p,icatt'~s that :rH~ith('.r lib€'::.~ty or, justiGE' '\-Jould ('{lst if they 
,we:c~ s'a(;.r~'f'ice(,r., .But beyond pr ivacy • '. wha.t is a fundament-11 :~. :i.gilt as exprp.s sed ~.n 
~n,~1::·::'N~.tl~i1\g.~ali: b~ said with c?J:'l,,:ainty at this potnt and h,ture C;;"3e 1m·] "~Jill 

. have.';O (,c;i,eterndl1e t,lle, fllll <Jeptb. a,nd breadth of the Ullenumerate(! d.r;l.... L~. It :~s p05
,s:t~lc~' t;tt'.it eomc ,type :o:f r,isi,11g scal,; \'~ill 1:;el..lls\~d, similar to the Eighth Amendment 

.'),i.t\1:Q~~et¥t'ion t:i~at: ':;ll1ov,stp,e de.,fillitic,n of ~:rucl ."l:nd llOU3llt,l puni~;lllllent to dlm~ge 
,. a~,t>.elOl~e,' satt:Lt~,::1egbecOmenlot'e hLllnane, but' this cannot be sai.d w:i.th <l.ny ce\~tainty. 
,-4': .. O,l\.·ttti~'(b~'8iS aloiio~it'could be R.i.")1;ucd that A.rt. I s'ection 20 of the Ohio Con~;titu-
':~tw'il'i;i~~t$~ts th~'tiSht. of pi-ivacy aSlJel1 ii$' other:l as yet '1Uikf:i.ned , rights.

. , ,.~ , i 

.. ' The' development ,of absolutE' Ninth Amendmept :::-ig'\1tc, though, is 11,m':'tcd ;l\' the 
'r cQ1;lcer~ (,);~ ".~?mp~.~~i~,~.,~1:,~te,.1Pter.~~s,t,II 8S l;.z~S, seen iq. fu?£ ' 1lher·? the Court ~:et 
'( . , 11mittlt'f;o~s(H\ the p:.; i-v at:) bas~d j,r ~~h t.to ?,99rt5.0n.. linN. A. A. C. II. V,. A 1<1h[l,1':1" 357 

U/.S:/M~~· (1958) f' the,C~ol1rt said that in ,the ·Jor~ain of i~dlq-;;;,q~-ib"l~'TI-b-':;;:tT,~s 
,.'at}r\fdg~t o:f" s\teq, r~gh.ts., ',evel:. thoo.¥hllnLnte,nded, Inay invar:i.ably folIO'....E::::-,:~, 

vel".!:lopa,: f6t:mR of gOVE:lji;l'Wfnt;', <1CtlOJ;!:. T.llthese c;aseg", tl:~e cot:rts can orJ,)' up no lel such 
act':i:qtte\?i!, the go.'\Yernri\ent ~ajl advance sufficient COHsti.tution:ll reasons to justi.fy 

i'-~: '. ~i .. ,~. . ''I ,;-'<J:"~ ~ , 

i;~, . . " !' f\l' 
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the acts and their consequent abridgement of rights. To determine whether there are 
sufficient constitutional reasons for the law, then, is not dependent upon any clearly 
established definition, but upon a court's balancing of respective rights. Legisla
tive preferences or beliefs respeeting mattcrs of public convenience may well support 
regulations dirccted at certain personal activities, but these preferences may be 
insufficient to justify those that dimip.~sh the exercise of rights vital to the main
tenance of democratic institutions. Therefore, the courts must weigh the interests 
of the state in a law against the interests of the individual and the concept of 
liberty in the right sought to be abridged or regulated. 

These cases seem to establish a criteria for distinguishing Ninth Amendment 
rights, and by implication rights guaranteed by Art~ I, section 20 cl. 1. Rights 
unenumerated i.n the other Amendments, also fundamental to the individ-.1al, to the 
concept of ordered liberty, and to the exercise of that liberty by the L~dividual, 

are Ninth Amendment rights. Their basic character as fundam~ntal rights makes them 
applicable to the states through the Fourteenth Amendment, and where their exercise 
does not li.mit or irlterfere '-lith the exercise of powers fundamental to the pro?er 
working or interests or government, they are absolute and cannot be a~ridged. 

As a practical matter, what these rights are depends upon who is defining the 
Ninth Amendment. Justices ·Black and Stewart, in Gris"'iyold, basically argue that it 
is not the Court's function to establish ceJ.:'tain rights under the Ninth Alllendment, 
and that to do so would overextend' the Court's function. They argue this from their 
premise that the Ninth was enacted to ~rotect State powers against federal invasion 
rather than to protect individuP.ls from a state legislature passing] aws that govern 
local affairs. In doing this, they reject the premise that the nacural rights doctrine 
is applicable to the Hinth Am;;l1Clment eithC'r philosophically or his::orically. The 
natural rights doctrb.e, 8S de\Tdoped 1:>y GolJbe:Lg, in his concurrini;, opinion in 
g?=:i.s~old, and explained more eztensively by T. J. tfoor8, in his article J'he Ninth 
~~.!1:"~!l! (7 Ne,v Eng. L. R. 215 (1971) i.e, esse:Iltially thD.t the CODstit-ation and jEll 
of Rigl~ts "'iv(~rc \7rittcn by people influenced by Locke. anu che school of thoul;ht t[lat 
he Id th.::' tall nIPn wcr (~ UCl tural1y end,)~v('d \oJ i th ccrtc: in r igh t s • The's e rights cou l.d be 
surrendercd in part to establish an effecthe gove:cn.7ilf:nt~ bu\: this surrenclc:.r Has only 
to insure the p~ote~ti.on of the natur;d. rishts rmd the gre:ater rights and freedoms 
that arose out of the org~nization of a gfwernment. In addition, the estc<.blishment of 
government was t~Ol.lgl1t to Unit the freedom of men only as much as "laS ne(;e.ssary to 
allow' the government to hmcti.on correctly. In kecp:i.n:; ,-lith this, theConstitutiol1, 
as originally proposed ar.d Hritten, defined the extent of govc"rnmental pO~Jers, and 
all powers not expressly given to the federal gvven~ment rcm2.inGd in tile people 
either individually or in their collec.tive representative.s, the ind:i:>d.dual states. 
A Bill of Rights was, therefore, originally thought dangeL'Cus and unrlC:~e.:;;:;ary. It 
'(vas felt that an enumeration of some ri6hts might be considered to L'1'pJ.iedly limit 
others net specifically named, although all Tights had been :reservcd by implication 
to the people by the listing of federal rights in tbe Constitution. AU ri.ghts not 
specifically delegated to the govern!11cnt '(vere ret&:i.nc(~ by the people. There were 
other framers of the Constitution ''!ho felt differently. Hhile they believpd the funda
mental freedoms had been reserved for the people, they percei.ved that later ge'11erations 
might forget exactly ~hat was intended, with th£ exp~nsion of goverrrrnental power as 
the consequence. Consequently, they forced through a COIilFrOlllL;e: .;epport for the 
Constitution in return fer supP0rt for the Bill of Rights. Fhen the Bill of IUbhts 
was written the prohlem of i.mpli.cit lir'litation arose c:gain. To) st.~ttle it, the J.Hnth 
Amendmel1twas added to protc<:t those r:'ghts not specifically guaranteed. From the 
history and case law, it would seem that thE'; Ninth kllendment Cdn be as broad as the 
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imagination and certainly could cover all aspects of the freedoms set out by Douglas
 
in hi..s cOnc]~ding opillion in ~.' Although Art. I, section 20, c1. 1. doesn I t have
 ,.a ,history like that of An~ndmentNine, there is no reaSon why it could not hav~ an 

; .. " , .';,1~eq\tal,lY~oAdap'plica~ion..," 
.;: 

''lhe<tI;'enth Amendmen.t of the United Stc.1tcs Constitution reserves those pawers
 
notdeleg~ted .to the federal government to the states and to the people. A full
 
explao.a.t:tOn'of it;'sworking Is ullMcessnry sin~e it exi~ts entirely to protect
 
state:i@lts against their infringement by the federal government. It appears to
 •be an al1~e,stor of A)::'t. I, section 20 c1. 2, 6-£ the Ohio 'Constitution but where the 

", Tentl1.Atit~ment, 'isiconcerned with the balurtcebet'\Jeen state cmd fe-aeral rights, , 
,.,1'. Art. I;"~~ctiO':1 ,20, cl. 2 is conc~rne~' "With ,the balan.ce het,'1een private and stc.te , " 

;';1. r\shQs.,· '~'Altnost 6V.e:ry case ,dealing with Art. I, section 20 is concerned ,vi.th this 
, '~ 

~,;: ·b.latiCe~ although in essence it contains many" of the same elements contained in 
'1 •••. cl.;~ '~e dct~~~tion of fln individual' to :t:ight~vl,CllVld by necessity also deter
;~' m1,ne to~t ext'(iInt the statli! can' act 'to affe'c:t an individual. 

,~ j ;,""~!~~},/' ", ,.' < 

.,' ~ . 'Itt '·~,.sling ~ith the qlJestfun 'of del~gatidn of p,ow'er, tIle Ohio Su.preme CO:lrt, in 
.C • • ~T.i 300 z Rapt.o~.cl Co. Y..:.....£Q.!!~l~,!.3.~n~ o~f C] ~Eto':l C~., 1 Ohio St. 77 (1852) said 

;'\ that ;al1 'p,O"ller re.sideJ '"ith the. people, Hh~ch is at thefonudation of our system. 
As expros:ied inArt.VIIt, section 1 of 1:he Constitution' of 1802, gov(;rmnent is
 

'fQunded':"h,the:l-tsolc':!'l;luthority an.d organized to protc:C't, their rights and inclcpendmlce,
 
'andtheY"~,l'\ve cornplet;~' power to' alter, reform or abolisll their governncnt HL1CneVCl:
 

. ,. it- i~d~etned n~cess':t~~ (nm., Art. I, S8ction 2 of the Constitution of O:lio). 0n thi.s
 
ball'iB. ':t1i~yhnve the'undoubted right to delegate '13 l'I~ch of this Fmv~r and in such
 
m~tat. itS, they choose. The manner ;11'1d (;)~tin.t :of. thisd,:.:leg~l\:io;l is cnntcdr,ed in
 
the Con~t\tution "and all govcrnment officersaud agencies l1i.tlSt louk to this d0C1..1ment
 

. ~k> ~~ s4iJ.ree of ~n:y Ruth6ri.l-Y to exerd,,;e govetIlm~,mtul po~"'i.'£s. To prevent the. en
1·,la'rgemen~'iof this' power I Art. VIH) sHction 28 in 1802. declared thrt nonddcga.ted 

powet7'$ r_ined \'~ith.tIH~ people (nOl-l Art. I, section 2.0). The Cou·(t flni:::hed Ly 
.,'	 say~ng: t~~:t b~t the Coilstitllti.9n the peop 1e ·h8V'6 gr~nteq certain pO\ver~, to be ex.

P-icfsed fOr their bEnef:lt, until they see fit to resume th'''1n, and Lave rota incd 
otl,Lers ••' In those. areas \.JhCl'e power. has Iken delegated, if there: is no specific 
Ein(t'lnu,'at~o* of' itj~l1ls 'of pmver, the legality 'of its use must be detcrrnbed from the 
nature of ,'f:he power exerd.scd. If, the exercise of power falls Hithin the general 
,te:~of .ltlJ~ Brant of pm\'(>.r cont<:lined in the Constitution, it will be prohibitcci 

1, onl'y~t:t:h'e' Constitu1;ion places a ltmitation on :ttels;ewhCre. All actions that fail
 
to fall with.:i..n tlits grant cOl1.stltute an il1eg;;;1 use of power retainec by tht>. people.
 
Fifty, y~r8 late~, ill St~_ES...r&._th~~.ertson RealtY.f!?"':"'-y'!,.J!::!.ilbl22::t, 75 Ohio
 
St. lJ (1'906) the Sttprero.e: Court of: 0;1io rapeated the liUlitations oJ! delegatE'u gov


"e'rnme:tlt:at~o"ier. The Court l~elcl thatur;.der iheOhio Constitution, ,vhich is e;(

pUc!.t;.:in excluding from the legis1.ative department the exerGisc of pm'ie.rs not dele ,,0 

'gated~ the authority to act must be found i.u' express terms or by irt,plicatj on in the
 
. Cons.titttttort.' All powers not c1elet,oted to .each house are expressly reserved to the
 

peopl_': and the prmrisicms of. the Couf;titutiou enumerating powers are grants of .
 
<V:~t

pO\'f~r ,limited by Art. I, section 20 of the Ohio Constitution. But once those powers .', l 
,I'~~r~~dQ1~gaced, Art. I; section 20 will have no effect.	 ~ 

,;,.j
 
\ ,"
 

.. . lns~ate,eX' rel. Att('\rney"Gen.~W..2.! Co~ingtog, 29 Ohio St. 102, (1876) a law : , .~,
 

pass.~ by'thE' legislature i~as attacked. The law. orovided that in all cities wita a 'i" 

:.•
,j)opu~:.iatlon over 200,000 police po\.lE:J:H and duties ~ould be vested in and exercised 

. by a, fiv,e"'m,emberboard appointed by the gov.ernor for f1ve-ye;.r terms. Accordint, to 
,:;~ ~h~, 18:'70 :el:lQ.su8 this legis1at ion onlya~)p lied to Ciue innat i and would cont inue to 

; ,'~l 

.~ 
i~ 

"'Iii' 

, ·1'·,J, 
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do so for the foreseenble future. Objection to the bill vJaS based, in part, upon 
Art. I section 20 "and all pOHCt'S not here delegated remain ,vith the people." The 
Court, though, said that this had th':. reverse implication that ;;:11 powers delegated 
in anJ by the Constitution do not rem~in with the people, but are vested in agents 
and officers of the government to be exercised by them alone. Furth(~r, the Court 
held that whatever limitations upon delegated pO"7crs may be found elsevJhere in the 
Constitution, it is clear that Art. I section 20 does not impose a limitation on 
those pmJers. 

That section lmly declares that pOHers not delegated 
remain ,\lith the peop Ie. IT docs not pt~rFol"t to 
limit or modify del\.~t~ated povlers. 

In comparing Art. I, section 20 to similar sections in other state constitutions 
severnl noticci1blc differ(;'~)c..el; ar'pCdJ:. The pr:Lmary v2riat~_on is that none of those 
statc' cow;titutions l'Gvie.wPd ccntaineJ 8ny sectionl claus2, or phrase dealing ,Jith 
the delc:;ation of pm·,1f2r. Ohio exp).·essly nrovitkcl thrl!: pO'lJcr not delegated r~mi.lins 

Nith the people; it is possible that i_f Ycquired, tho,sC ol:h~r E'tatcs COl-dd reach this 
same pO:::itLOl1 by implication fro", other section;,. All h3ve sections simUar to 
sections 1. ilnd 2 of Ar.ticle I of the. Ohio Con~;tit1i~l.(1n, r::::ognizing the p.::ople as 
the s\)urcc of all govern.l1\(:·o.tal PO,v(Ol' and all have a ,:c_~cti.()n ~i.'hich, ii•. :nany cases, 
is idc:ntic.1J. to Art. I E,CCUOil 20, cl. 1. Fran tilir; :~eC';~L:Il1, ODe coU·'.d argue 
that to establ:~sh every lI1di.v i.c;ual's J-igl'ts ,-]Quld abu ~v;t:1blL~h the lim:'ts of 
state p;)\-)er. Other sections lJi.-ovid" ~:hi1t tLe people Are ti:,,: sourc~ of all pG\~er 

artd cn~l ch£lngQ gO\'el:"rJ-r;t'-~l'tt[J ~.:t \·:i 1.J., ~,n(_~ one c'..:'uld D.rguQ that: \~(;nsti.tutions dre 
tlw F~(Tl(~ls method o'E cst::bi.;~:l-:':l~; ,,;h2::: t~ie ~O\')C'L"S of V'~Vel\lin2nt ,:il1. be. Combining 
these ;;;~~C't:101I:' of o':h(:r con,:i:"tut:;Oil:', one 'L·Y-:'ve~:i CIt: ',\';lat is expr02sscd in f.rt. I 
sect-J.NI 2 1), cl. 2 of ;;1;e (\l)~.u Constitution. A:ct. I, ~;C'cti('n 2(l cI. 1 onl~1 differs 
sU.f,hl"1.y [rem ~~L:1il:l:C ,;':':CC1U.1S in OerJX C(~!,stjt1.'tioGs, (Alas. Cc:nst. A.rt. I, section 
20; r!l. (~\)N;i:., ,'q:t.l. ~;,<.:.tiC';. 2t:.; V:>llt. Consl:., A;:t. }(, section 3/1; LLm::ii Canst., 
1\rt. 1, s,'ctiflTl 10). l.i lincis cxtCllc':b the ~;u",rant02 t) "individu21 citizens of the 
Statell nltht:r thnL to the "p('(;1'lc, II ,md >~()nt:<1ni1 ,J3sc'rts thAi.: the enuruerat.ic)U shall 
not "deny, impa ir or dispa:::.'lg,-~II :::athel' tlli1n "iwp:l ir or denyll othC.:r :;:-ii;hts. 

0110 gre<:lt: dif:t:erenc0. is i1 distinct ri;;ht gutinmte.cd by the other ~tates, but 
not by OhL') in si-'e.d.fic t8rJTo., T',·;u:lcy. A~aska 311<--1 i·iontana pl:ovidc for this in 
separate :,;ccbcn::.;. 1\la81.a pr()\ii<.ie~ tb1t lhe l'ight shall not be infripf;8d and that 
the right shaU be impi.crnentvd by tho lC2i:31ature, lUns. Const. Art. I, sect.ion 22. 
Montand guar:mtees that the right of rrivA.cy shall not be infringed witilout [l 

sho\'Jin~~ c[ ccrnpelling "tate nr'ed, l·fonL Const. Art. II, scction 10. In tl,ese t,.;ro 
cases> t.he states seem to 113ve taken a Ninth AmenG-went (Art" I, section 20) r.ights 
and form'1.1ized it. In H..:nvaii and Illinois, the guurantees of privacy have beE-.n 
nddcd to the sections protecti.ng the people frum un'Lcasonable search and seizure, 
Hawaii Const. Art. I) section 20; 1:1. Const. Art. I section 6. 

While it would seem thL"lt these clau:·;cs an~ a1s0 formaliz.:d expressions of the 
Ninth Amendment, their location aprears to imply th.::t they are ;:nare specifically 
designed to protect individllals from investigatory invasion of privacy than from 
other types as in .9riswol~ or to act .:lS a general gea:::antce. One could easily 
contend that privacy is ::\ right protected in Ohip 1:;y Act. 1, section 20, and this 
is possibly true, but if it is so protected and do~s have the same charGcteristic5 



-----------------------------------------... 
:..:.: ',1;: ":.h .~. 

a}~ 'I>~lvJ~y a·s t.1s~d;; in the, c<;tnt~xt of the Nil'lth' Amendment, perhaps it shoulJ be .' 
·8~eo,if~~-11y prot&'Cted 'rather than only b)' implication. In addition, since the 
sf;at~s;()rigi.natlyhadtl,\er~s{\Oi1sibi1itY;.forprotccH.ng ind:i.vidual rights, a 
~"spon$11>ili~y re~~r.tly'as6!Jme.db.y the ,federal government, it I S not beyond the 
·Pt~t.~ "·;::.p,ottler t;~.'t¢s~itiI~f its 'obliiga~:Lon:'~y p~oViding ,,8t;eater protections tl.an 
.6)loS'.e:,·'P.~~ided.. ~y ~h_' f.d~~l: .go~e'ttiUlen~. :' " , ' 
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Bi 11 of Rights Committee 
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Bill of Rights, Part 8
 
Article I, Section 10
 

Except in cases of impeachment, cases arising in the army and navy, 
or in the militia when in actual service in time of war or public 
danger, and in cases involving offenses for v7f1ich the penalty pro
vided is less than imprisonment in the penitentiary, no person shall 
be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous, crime, 
unless on presentment or indictment of a grand jury; and the number 
of persons necessary to constitute such grand jury and the number 
thereof necessary to concur in finding such indictment shall be 
determined by law. In any trial, in any court, the party accused 
shall be allowed to appear and defend in person and with counsel; 
to demand the nature and cause of the accusation against him, and 
to have a copy thereof; to meet the witnesses face to face, and to 
have compulsory process to procure the attendance of Hitnesses in 
his behalf, and a speedy public trial by an impartial jury in the 
county in Hhich the offense is alleged to have been committed; but 
provision may be made by law for the taking of the deposition by 
the accused o"r by the state, to be used for or against the accused, 
of any witness whose attendance can not be had at the trial, always 
securing to the accused means and the opportunity to be present in 
person Bnd Hith counsel at the taking of such deposition, and to 
examine the Hitness face to face as fully and in the same manner as 
if in court. No person shall be compelled, in any criminal case, to be a 
witness against himself; but his failure to testify may be considered 
by the court and. jury and may be the subject of COli1ffient by counsel. 
No person shall be twice put in jeopardy for the same offense. 

Article T, sec.tion 10 is one of the few sections of the Ohio Bill of Rights 
that has been altered and enlarged from 1802 to the present. The guarantees of 
this section, which now largely copy both the Fifth and the Sixth Amendments of 
the United States Bill of Rights, originaily appeared in Article VIII, section 11 
of the Constitution of 1802. Article VIII, section 11 provided for the right to 
counsel, the right to know the nature and cause of the charge, the right to con
frontation, and the right to compulsory service of process i~ approximately the 
same manner in which they were guaranteed in the Sixth Amendment. In proszcutions 
by indictment or presentment, it guaranteed the right to a speedy public trial by 
an impartial jury in the county where the offense was committed", Article VIII, 
section 11 also provided two Fifth Amendment guarantees; the right against self 
incrimination and the right against double jeopardy. 

The Convention of 1850-51 added the first sentence and altered the language 
of the remainder of Article VIII, section 11 to follow more closely that of the 
Sixth Amendment. The first sentence of Article I, section la, though,does not 
follow the Fifth Amendment exactly;several explanatory phrases were included. 
The Convention added "Except ... cases involving offenses for vJhich the penalty 
provided is less than imprisonment or the penitentiary ... " the opposite of 
"infamous crimes". The Fifth Amendment does not mention misdemeanors. Instead, 
it states that a grand jury presentment or indictment is necessary only for "capital 
and infamous crimes l

'. Article I, section 10 also adds material dealing with grand 
juries only implied by the Fifth Amendment--that its size and the number necessary 
to return an indictn:ellt will be determine{], 'by law. With these additions but with
out the parts dealing with depositions or a failure to t~stify, Article I, section 
10 was passed by the Convention. 
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" ", ;T~e:: CCHlventt~n 0'£ 1912 added those portions dealing with depositions and the 
,;" fBllure to testify. " Alarmed by the h,1gh, c:dme rate and the sma 11 number of con

, '•t ~tetions'l' some member$ of the Conventtion o'f 19t2 decided to counter \vhat they t 
" 

b'~Ue\1ed was anovere;nphasis on the l,"igl1ts of criminals. They said that the courts 
I
 

andth,e !legislaturesc.onc:erned t:lwmselve$ with:coddling criminals without consider

i t18 \'the.pai1'l1belng do'he tQthe country.· Theptoponents of change cited several areas,
 
wh.r;! ¢~ng~s cpU.ld be 'l11ad~ to help remedy 'this t.ituation and neutraHze at least
 
$qmc.·'t:H::,,~hc advantage,s the; crill1ina1s e~joyed In any :pros'ecution. Previously, depo

Stt::t¢i\8 'equld beu'l.o~f only by the' defendant,.; The 'reformers contended that this gave I
 

.' J'.' .. an:uri£~~~~dV~npa&e to ~hep,efcnd.ant'anq Q,nterii'resulted, in a guilty man bEoing ~:reed. 
,Tt,er_forii,~ ". they; proposed .that th:e, atace 'also be given the opportunity to use Jepo

'j .:sl~:1~n9r.Artoth~r."$04;r.eeof:.':irrita~iQntotliose wboliesired changes was the rule 

".;:'.'~. " tli."b~\..~.~ .. ~. '.).~j.ngi;. ...,.'ytOtis...•.Yt i,r the. d~.;fendan.t di.d'. n.',o.".t t. est ify, the p:r.osc:ution... t.·..•.t~ )'.''('
:1.: ,e()\Jl,~"~~,~!t:c~m:nell~; on:·.~be def,eI1dant ':s,,·faliJ.u~e :to do ~(J. "The reformers attr~buted 
;:~". t'b.'ir~,~~f.~ ,¢t;i.~ ~q thlsinsbility·to £o;ce"a: d~fettdat\~ ·to testify or to allm\l n 
i~:ff..LP~4s.~q.~,! tQ cOJl1ltcll~i,oli a;~a.il\l;t'.e'to;~e~t~:f.y.! They'iS,a~~ that often a gui1~y c1e
~;i'.\~e~dl'll1t~:S attor~'eY ~f?btendedser.~·aintni11$s. were4nciL~ar 'or doubtful, enabhng the 
:/:. ,d~f~t\4a~:.,:to obt",n.!,s' V$i:<ltct i c£.ho.t ,guilty' on the,bus,is of probable Goubt. The 
:~·';t:dot!I!il\~ \l~~ett~O,Ji~c'~,Uythis._,A d~ilge iRthe' .taw. ~ (they contended, \\lould enable 
( a ,pros:e~~eb!'r .. tQ: .for¢',.8'~~feJjul'ant to .:t~s t'~fy.'~O clar4:fly is sues c lauded or sa iei to
/' ~e utiq,t,~r:t ..\">y his' ~c;hn~sel. 'tbis 1'1ould also enabh th~ prosecutor to point out or 

"draw c~l¥s~n8' fo~ .the j~ty fro\'n" th~, failut!~' to' testify. The result of thi S "Jould 
~~' ,th.. ~~, )~~'ti.,.~~.,o~r'tpe "~u"i;1tY;.,'C()u~,~ .e,.$d~e, P'fni.. $l)tn~nt bY. h. iding behi.nd a wall of 

r I 

"<, :it't1e~¢14 j'tld ~ll c ~~¥d '0£ ~oubtl lar~~ly cr~at~dby themselves. 
'-:,'- . . -'. ~-, ,'1"'_':1~' ~<', '~: ·:!~~;~.i' , ,: ~ ': '>' .~, ,;; "', . "'.' :' 
'•. I:,,,;,;: :~~"9pnven~ttqu\~ec~p~~dthe9~aY8u~e't.lt& and edopt:ed additions to t,rt ide I, 
/ i?: '·ge~~~,~iJP~al'o~:~l"I~. deP9s~tt:ons to, be taken ~Y th~ sta~e ,1ncl permitt~ng pros(~cutors.. 

';; ,1\i:';c~!m~aa. casl'!'8to'tutLty about th~ fmilu·re of) def't'mtlants to testdy. Ther«? 
,i ~,.h:a:IJe ~••>no,fltr~ber:ichallg~s .~in¢e·· 1912". .~'!.f. 

~.:J . 
:;C~~.i wUh r~der~~l. r.tf~b 8nd ~txth·,Amel't~nt.!
 

;)l\- -',~~",)" "., , ~ ~. ,.. ,;'. . \~, ,,- .. ~ "~;
 

" A1te~i\4.e It ~~ct i;on 10 of the Ohio' Con.s!t;tt\ltion~rgely copies s imilar Al;J(~ndments 

.,of ,ltlie',~~~teQ s-=:s't,e'f;Bill, of Rig.hts" but;· Oh:~~1 courts, pI;"ior to the incorporation of
 
'lafg~;~i~6 cifthtl':1ifth Amen,dmentttnd the,~~tb:·ejgixth,,.mendment through the Four

~~nJ;iJi~f'~~;hll'nt'iEl~el1allyp:i;d n~~nte<rpt'et';Articl.e;'r, section 10 to give the same
 

'i meas~e.:~~, Ptot~t't¢n.>tha~wa$PlZ'()vid,edby" Now courts do,t~.e.. feaeral 8¥arantees. Ohio
 
".Wt ~w1it'h:l:¥nCqrp6tael()iJt the ei1tphair:t~ tn. CiOuti~ 'cases ha~ shifted from the use of Arr ,I- " - '. - "".,,' ,'),1,... . .4 '. -',',' ,'. ..'. . .', ': - I ~ , , '. . . 

.....t)1;¢l~t.:t~~ec;t;l()n~,.l~htousing ~l'lEj! federal, r ~ghts.; Conse~ent ly , since the federal
 
'h,. c~1Je$'iba~,t·iIliucbir.~ter:iJt9017eaneeto the reaolutiQu'ot ~hese rights in both state
 

,and ~~#~,l~o\i~~,l~J}d ':,~o'the interpre~aticm;of th~ d,ghts as set out in the state
 
~. t,~,s~~ut:fon, ,thi~.~:c1:ls¢uss~on,w111cQnc~,~t~~~e:onthe~,ederal amend:'" 's. One point
 

. t~~tr,sIl0~,ld1_~tedis thpt the ,new ..'Oh2.b Ru.les of Gt:ird~al Procedure folloVJ the
 
.. mos.~ ,~~~~ntl)\1(t11d S,t$tes 'Supt.e~Gout:t!¢~ifJ<~.(ms ,th~r·eb'Y formulizing into 18\' for
 

,0J\i;~~,;~~.,th"!' s~pr'~f!le;,Cqu~t:nade~t;ab~U,he4'qy::;dee,i:9:i1ons to be. the full rights of i
 

,tle ·cj.t·~$n~ ~f ,t1}isSnd.()t1}er state!'(":!i.Fhiid,ly,~hlfih~Ohio Rules are very similar
 
tp the 'C! a:l utes f C'cim:nal,·Proc au e 'aitd geliel'.;i;11y', wh~re a Federal rule is
 

.m~t;~\).4!1,th~re J,s a ':5irdl~r,Oh!O Rube. " . ; I,' ')"


(".' ·'.f.~(.,t ..·.. 4.:,: ~ ~" ,.,.... ,.';,~j", ~ .".~ ~'.f ';.;' 

,', • ':' ,:~~W::f:Lr;ilt~ l~\:lse of the Fifth Amertd:ment ;t;o theU. S • Constitution states: 
;: }", ,... j'.~"~ -,'" ':.j':;'."t.i., .:\,' . ' . ',~:; .'\" '.~, ;~, "'j' ,I, ••:" .. ,~,: ,;....; • ':, \ 

j~:, •. " .' . ,,~ ~1;~ ~:,pe;tson':Sl'ui-:U{,'~'r~lci to answer ·:for a capital or otherwise 
f'-:'~'.. ; ,.'1 " .:,:' ,IW~1~fa~\·:q..:t.fltf#" ~.;UQ,~'&$ ,: qn a pre-~Ji!otment, '0 .£ }£ndictment of a 
; - .~!. 

II ).! t ,l, ••. gT~.n~ ..J~f)t[_(,'~.·~t ·~..:~.a~$. at'is,J.ngf~tI1 ,'the ~M1d or naval forces,
:~;~'" 

;~,o".:ttf;~a.J~r~~',~hE!,r~i~i~':"~tvt.A~{riq~~"J:q~~.;~ar or public danger;. .' .....··:~';:1,.·I':, .... ;~;',;:/': ," :' :,.',.}t~~L:!it;,:,,;~::i'~"~r, . f:'1, ." 
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This establishr:.:s the need for an indictment or presentment as a necessary first 
step in a criminal process involving a capital or infamous crime Ii.'ith a limited 
exception involving the military. The Fifth Amendment indictment is a present:a:~ 

tion, under oath, to a proper court by a liny impanelled grand jury, of a char'g;~' 
describing an otfense against the 1m" for which the party accused of the offense 
may be punished. Ex Porte Bqin, 121 U. S. 1 (1887). A presentment can als~ b~ 

1	 used, but it is' obsoT-;;t~-'-;1OW, in most jurisdictions. It is also a written ac-.
 
cusation prel3ented to a proper court, but it is not b3sed on a bill of indictment;,··
~ but rather notice taken by 0 grand jury of any off~nse irom their own knowledge

.! 

•

or obsc'cv<ltion. This hab b€;0n held to be an essential ingredient of "due proa.~$$,"· 
but it has a!.so been held not appEcab1c to thp stdtes~ l~g!1Jl Hi2}.g v •.-JLr~d Sttis~,.'· 
163 U. S. 228 (1896), g~..cot~ St",~.£, 19 O. S. 18L~ (1869). The states may) 
without denying due process, provide by their organic l.:iws or by statute for the 
pro~ecut.i.on or felonies by information rat:her than by lnclictroent, and a prosecu
tion by infDrmntion cannot be found insufficient if it is authorized by the co' 
sdtution of the st"te, P.!.:...~l.~,..Y' Bur~£, 179 U.S. 399 (19CO). In federal courts, 
the gr8nt jury r~quil~emeltt 3S",Jliet:: to all capital and infamous crimes: those 
crimes which have the d'2ath pen", 1t'',' .:'IS pllnisnmel.t or thos2 pcnishable by imprison i ~!" ,
ment in the penitentinry, except i.n cert<'lin limited cases \.;;lere the crime's st$tus
 

1 i.s clearly indicated as non infamous (L e., criminai contl2T:lpt). For all other ;;
 
I	 crimes, the defendant may W::l ive the requ ired indictment in federal courts), Fedc:rral
 

Rulef.!...2£'" Cl:'Lmi~"£2.£!:~(~,~, gule 7 (0). .
 

! 

I Regard less of how the charge comes CO'.o1l1, it nust be specific in. its alle

gations, so that it may in form the det('ndant of the chargeS he must face and defend
 

~ ag<1in~3t. A general st(~tcmE-.nt thJt the r,r.:1lld jury has crmclucled that a n.1m~d de':

i, 

•I

icndant is to be chaq~ed ,d.th a spec ifL: crime, out revea li_ng nothing else., has 
b(,en hGld to be consti,tutl.ondly insllE::jcicnt _~~j.J:hE:E,"":y..._J)ni.t:.,~c! S!.at~, 413 F. 2d 
1061 (d. c. Ct. A, 1969). IlO is J~2Guin;l:li,~nt though is not ,::xtend,,,d to cages' arising 
in mi1:it;lry service, al th0:J~n j!l re.::ent J22.~S the Sll~rcme Court has limited the 
jurisdiction of military tribunals to ~~ervice-relc:ited criDcs, Km."tz v. i:-1affitt, , 
115 U.S. 500 (1885) R0.lford-'y~ Command~.!=_, 401 U.S. :355 (1971)~' 

Double Jeopardy 

• 
In the civil court system, 1:£2 jucicat3 prevents the relitigation of claims 

and issues settled in earlier court proc.::edings that have gone to final judgmetit' 
on the rrieri.ts. One or the purposes of this principle is to protect a litigant 
from succes:;ive repetitive l.'1~-Jsuits and the accompanying hardships and costs •.' 
This is paralleled in the criminal law system by the Double Jeo~ardy Clause of the 
FifthAmendiHen.t.' 

• .••nor shall any person b~ subject for the same offense 
to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb .'. . 

This principle applied only to federal courts until 1969, ,;('hen, in Benton v •. 
Mq,ryJ.and, 395 U.S. 284, (1969), the Supre.me C01lrt held th~t the D::mb'le Je~dy 
Clause applied to the states throu~h tbe Fourteenth Amendment. In 1970, in Ashe

• v. Svlensoll, 397 U. S. 436 the Supr~,ne C()lJrt held that collaterD 1 estoppel, which 
precludes the relitigation of factud issues resolved i.n a final judgment in an' 
earlier proceeding, W2S an aspect of thjs Clause. This principle applies to 
parties and their pr:i,vies--the government and the police, but as in civil cases s 
estoppel only applies to parties ~,here the defendant ';-JOuld have been bound by a 
decision in	 the earlier triAl.

• 



,~",,,, ' " . '.~ 
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~tj",' D~l>le Jeopardy\ though. doeo not req"1re a £11101 Judg"ent. Once a JUT), b 
SW9rnoa.-,. "thepr<>9ccu~orpre8ents hig f'irst e:videncE'~, 'the defendant is in jeop;;nly 
:f.i>t,'p~~pdaes' of b~rfil1g a second 1;rial., . Oni:'e in je"parrly, regnrrlless of the out·, 
qonie ClJ,'the trial~ ,t:.hepT.osC:!cuto:;:, ';,s barred .from re.Ilrosecuting the same O[fPDS(' • 

. ;rt"e:8ctuni workirtgs'~f.the doctrine are tl:ot, $0 clear cut be'-~a\lsc of mmercus ex
ceP~i.~.to the:',t'ule,t tor e~ample .Hh'(m 8 ''judge declares a f.1istrial. 

, "It i •
 

~,', I.'
 

, .....·J~.p,.p8rdy a,tt:a~hes ,:hen the ~efend<tn·t is plac.ed· ~tl a. prOCCdUr::ll position
 
,. ·:whtell~poses h:iJn·:to,,a· $ubstantLd risk,of ..c.qnvi.~tion. " It does rot attach ,~lt
 

l:p;.'..~x,\~):;, pro~t~'dtn$.' hecause the pt'oc~edi:ng~ h<nt~ n~t adv.:mced f8.r er,ot1gh to 
,;t.; ,~#~~'te-~p~t r ls'k,of 'cC't;iviction. . Even if ',~l~e ,pro~eeditl$s have progre8~;(·d to tbe 
'"i, q ;:~~~*~(~~at-e t there a~e :cirtumstanc.~s, ll'S t'~riVe$t;'hece~s ity", that h1.ll halt tho 
;",,~,.;,.;1tt!~V~thout ·tb~:·doCtrtri.e..c.pmin.gJn:t<:(,pl~Y" !lB.i~ed/Ste.tl£Lv. J.2~:, 4Ci() U.S. 4'/0 
J,'L, j·,:~t9I7t).',·" 'O~nel"it:i~y, ;i~h1i$ 1ftiianif~gt f4~C~$.S~Y~'~,is;;,def~Q,~,d a:; an external'- caus '" thd t 
~):.~;. i 't'll:'~n:'.ot<i~, the 1;l::l:d\ .'Ii' jlidgebecomtlrtg .,ill •.whrfot~[hga reloc3ti.on 0 [' the tri.al, 
~).,'t.' (}~~Ol\'\~{~#he~;.o:lr.¢_t~ricek~t~j.de·~f 'th~"C9;htl:010'f thf! pHrti<:s. An(J!:he): (.,:<c.~p-' 
f';,~ .t~~1:'.\:1«1;'~s the:. In::O$~ut:ron 1;0 rf.'tl:""f t\ :ite!~11~a~1t.,sft,e'r'8 tr-:La 1 c,:u rt COCIl icbon 
:, .•..:.:;,.r .' Jt: ~~i'!~l'led .;;T~i8,C ~$ Just Hh{9; bY'itHe;the6;~jtlhatt:,tnt-al1gi/.out. the. tr Lal, ,,;ppt:al, 
''''> "f.~d .~~~~.'~ltltel:q,;,h~~·~,ee.n otl,ly one, JeolHlt'dy~.• ,' lii.na 11 tbpre is a "hung .1JJ:y" e%
,;~t·~~"t,{~t\;,~\at lA,H9WSd" ~~ttialif; thet~ial' :w£ t;een,error h'~e Uill;;.L~.!:;~3~:....Y..:..J:g:.C£f':',: 
'i': '.'4;f 'lf~,B"Y{9, Hh~a1:~ ).579,'(l~24)~, 'Tile effect of this,wl,? mr:y' be T:l"oificc! by . '. 
~~:'L:',~~~$!¢j;I,~:"Ci.l~li&Wi'~06- tL 'S,~ .,,04 , (191~) ;;~~hj.ch .hel~;th'lH: the ~ixth. hT'IEmdI:lcrt.re-. ' 
,.\:..."qqi~,~~:# ofa 'jury·t:tfal;whl-Ch U'8ppltcablc' 'cothestC"tt,':$ tltroug.l l the £O\;·'t<:"nln 
~, ' I A~~~1).~', ,dOU,:.~1:',:J.lequ:t,n\.a u'tllrnimO,us vera:i.ct 'for? qonv:i(;tion. UnN+'lity c,o.. 

t.:·.. '.;:o, .... ~Z.~.' •..·,qf:.,~"rP.. d,?l.'.:'I ..··d.e.~~.) st.A~.:ute.· b1:tt '~aC1\~t&te ..... ~;detrnlin(: itself a H,i.l~~)nabl €:;. .. ..~.l ..~.·;f! ..c for 
t'~U. !,'*,~~~~;~i;'t;4)qub:ill3'f~l:llth,~~ tlt\~~n.mi.tr·, ..•' ,.....' ' . 
~t' , ("""l.,t .1'-, ..:·.· . '.' . .' '" . " '. .'t'1{ ;, .~I\':;i:~'(~:i~~t~·e·noJ1rid~: ..~e:\~x-c~P~i.~~$ al'-P 11, ;il~Jrig~1 ,. ',,(J1~de ,11 d:[I"mr:ant b<l~, h r~0n ,:lcqt; i tteG . 
~~.~: ,~! ~ 1~~"he;:,~~~ ~~,,~.~J?~l'~w ~u:r.t~e:r:~~.'''11e;rethe d~.i:~nd,qnt llas I)!~er. clJ'~;~L'~;o, 
~", ;1' :; ;r,i,th "~~i'fJf.fe.l)s_~J ,~tt,?~uvtcte(~,Qf. l')~1Y. the,l~s$e~ 1 ,~lH~ ~'lJprCln,~ COd ~t n<.: f~ I'll ~ :.!d 
ii;:;} .' '~at "~1'i~~El ,.~,BS?jl1.~a~ ~~cq:U';.~t~l 'tirr;t~le::gr<",:;',l:~rcha:r.ge P..!ld f;)t"N.1CC c reC:c181 on 
.';-I"#heis:~c.~dchar~e.,,!t~li!';1~e;\7:...;.~:ili:...t<L.~~~.§.j,35,;3,U.S.,lei. (US7). A '·'l.i.str:i.<:J net 
t, ; ,·~~4~.d ~~~. llxrum'+re~lt, ntc.~'1s\iJ;yl ~::.!n.o' lsO' ac~ec:; bar a retri3.L '!:f there ::.~~ p'~OGCCU-

,.~,,," ~~r'ia'l l:I1.1$coriduc,t ,e1'i:.1t'tei:::+1ts i.n amf.!Stri a1,' a sub~;equent r,~t:r iff 1 '\toLE ',;1::' hi'rr ~,d, 

, ',' '~~)t~'::Y:~ U~it,ePS.~s,;te8;,.3!2U.~. 73!~:(l963): In '.th'ilCDHe 'of 1lliscont1uct, t!'0 judge. 
l .fou~~l'·~~~PW ·thett'~l>t')'Ctintlmle ~nd.th~ ~(tfend.lltcpuld a~pE'al, hut tl~er~ tl·,~ 
\:: defendE!#:t runs ,the ;:r~sk ,()~ (d.tI1e1: lowl.1'1r:his appe<.tland havJ.n:~ the cane; l.Ci:101J up
,'" :h~lc.l,o~/'~~c:~n~ ~~~w;':tria:taftcr a. A.UC,cc':;tSft.11 appeaL, If the juC.f;€ m.iE:trier.i th.: . 
~:', .. ,~3'~;f~~"rc't~~'h no' '.~man;J,fel't nece~,$it:Y'i~'do~hl~ j¢opardy wi11 b<.tr subsequent 
~,";~Wl·'?;~~~~ri~of~e.:,d:e,fenda~t~u~les8 ehe i,lefend<.',;U:cptu\l!nteu to tpe mistrial. 

i'?i ~ " '::r.~':~~ ..cnt(ma;:tng.~na ::r:etrial~ a ha1;"sh.ersentencehas been a1l0wf:d after '"i 

i~ ,.'~e~,,~~nvic't:i()~ for a c-rime ~ql1Gnolin$ asticce$sfl,\l~apPMl from a. first c.o;1VicUon 

:.~\l.. :':'~'llJ. r. .th£$~.ff!..arne.'; Q.'."~.'.~.'.'e.~.'" '.~.. ' .. fO' v,.~. lItl'11Qci .~t.:~_.:<'16 '.'. ~;5.1;U. S',. 15, ~1919). .L .1'}7~~ll_ ..~::!l. l"C'J~. it1.?. .'
~" ~(a!\!Uh the QPu~j ~,ttlath3'rsh,er ~8c~nd sent:et).ces t!lr] not aHead tr!,:~ h:Juble 
f;'i,<' qe0l'D.:r,~:t<~i1:a~E1e. ~~. V:~S:;.·7q' (1969) _.The C~\)rt ~~la,~ cOncern.ed \.~it11. titE': . rOd.',; :;ble 
t {, d~te*ellte:ti'f~~t h.r$h'<!l"'~ntenc:ing C:(fulci1hdve ~ .an lUt"pelhmt rut ~t (lJ,d not con
:.. '$i(1I1t'a-~;complet~',pf6hi.hi~1lJ1t.. neC~t';~:aiy.tn:.kend; the, Court ~stablishc(: a proc.:,\Gu!'t". 
[, i··tohelp:;t>rovid~: p:r~t/iot.idn t.rom '~l'u.di'ci~lvtndlctiven~$8. The Ccurt rul~d th:.,t in 

• ~.t'CI~t' f~t a j udgE?f;o:;'giv:e'a > htarshtEt1:' .sE!ntenca~ h~!1lus·t) sta te the re:J sons ha sed upon 
, . ~bi(!e:t~ve ,info~matfOlll ab~1t·:th,e defendab.t:ls,condllctsubsequent 'Co tht~ original 

'1(", .:'~~~~,~~,g,~.nd:Fhi\t ;~hiS,f(lu8t .. b~~,p,1~fe~lJ?~~~.:c~Ord.': T~e .!.ea.l".c~, d~ctrin: is bns(~d 
:~f,.,,~~~~'~l~~e:~~atth~:s~t'ldt~l:er;l?$;,;~~t!s 1.np'~"'~1~rk~l1g with clear £lateCl 

1 

' 
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~. \that would enable him to act completely unaffected by earlier proceedings. This,,; 
thou8h, is not the case in a two tiered judicial system. Where a second trial is' 
a matter of right, and the start of the s~cond negates the outcome of the first,' 
the second court ,is not bound by Pearce, CoIten v. Kentuclsy" 407 U. S. 104 (1972). , I;, 

•
The Double Jeopardy Clausc: only applies to ca~e5 'where the reprosecutionis 

for the smne offense. A rept"Of ecution for the same criminnl conduct is not a r~trial 

for the s;:ml(o criminal offens"" 1. n18s~ the evidence necessm::y to sustain a C011viction 
in tlH". second prosecution is slffici~llt to supeort a conviction in the first. The 

j
• 

j prosecu.tion cc>n therefore ",ithrold sev·~t'Cll charges from the first trial of a mul- ,
 
t5.ple offender in order to try th(~ defender on the other charges jf the first re-~
 

sults in an acquittal. Co:npuls,wy joinder migh;: be cne woy to establish more j\1st
 
standerds on the state level. requiring the prosecution to join all offenses of' ,
 
whi~h it is aware at the first trial. Since tile Doable Jeopardy Clause only lets,.
 
the minimal standard, this could be done by s'tate La" or by the state constituti.on,.
 
Applying a " smr..e transaction ll rul0- ,",auld accomplish this r'..=sult, if desired, by 
requiring the prosecution to join a1.1 the crimes arising out of the same action in 
one trial and applying the Do\\:)1e Jeopardy rule to these crimes and any other~, 

arisi~g out of tIll'.' same acti011S but not prosecuted. 

I. 
~f.-IncrimiJ1~t i.012. 

The Fiftn Arnenr.1'"!lent also prOVides tlwt; 

• 
•..nor shall L.any perso!il be cOlTliJellec. in any criHiinal 
case to be '3 ....11tEess ag.?in~t hin:self . • • 

• 

This I,;ar:; added tv the Cons":itntion bec;iu~(" of the conviction that too high a price 
would be paid if th(::r\~ ','C:-Q 1l.,-.hamp2rc:c1 ..:'n:101:CCrJe'1t of the c7."iminal laws, and that 
certain other ri~hts And v~lu~s should no~ b~ 8a~~iiiccd fOT the sake of enforce
men.t, E\>:L2!:':''-_~._Q::!..U:.e'.t ~.':.~:.t_~i" J:2.'! i.;.S. !Jsj-, E5~h. de3.... 32:'; U.S. 811 (19L,4). The 
right <if;ains,. :3el.£ in crJlilin9::11):.1 \'J,l:; (j:'W of c:iOse r ir.;hts t'twught to hG.ve ahi.g.h:~X! 

priori.ty, :md to effectl'c.te ,:ts b<."dic 6oa1.", the Supri2m~ COl~rt has ruled that 'it~, 

must 1>2 libera lly Ctms(:rued )~~gfi~~_:!...:...J.~.L!::Si..~~t'".'~(>s...t.341 l;. S. 479 (1951). 
Further the Court has condem.;,1ed ::he practice or imputing a sinister meaning to 
the exercise of this right • 

• This is ;em individual privilege; it can only be invoked by a natural person, 
and it can not be raised l1Y :} ccrporati.:m or unincorpor<\ted association, George ,. 
CaMpbell Pr~_:lt~!lfL..9orp. v. h:·;~.0, 3S? U. S. 286 (1968). Accordingly, the privilege 
can not be inV0k,~d to prot<~ct th2 papers CJnd records of a corporation nor can au 
i.ndivichwl use hj.s o',m rignt to protect tilOse rel:ords. Papers and effects which 
are privat(~ or held by an ~.ndividud, in his persoral cap<icity are protected, but:

• if the indi'J idual holds then", in 2 repl:esentati.ve capacity for an organization, the 
individual can.not shield th",m even if they t2.nd to inc:::ininate him, Hale' v. Henkel, 
201 U. S. 43 (1906). -~ 

• 
The Supreme Court h2s long recognized this ::eight and has extended i\:8 apf11i";' 

cability much beyond the lite:C21 langtwgc ot the c la'lse.. As a r.esult, the right 
is avaiL1ble to \<litne8~:'es 8,p, well as to c;f~f2ndants and in l1lor~ than criITlinal cas€.s 

•
 

alon~. Th~ right is 3Y::lilable in civil litigatio'1" beiore grf'nd juries, befor.e. leg

is lativ.:~ conuuittces and before edmin i strat ive og(~nc ie:; f~'r:!ham v. United St;1tes.
 
99 F. 2d 746 (9Cir. 1938), !2l;1n...~_~__\L;itc~ St~tes, 3L;O U~S'~-'159 (1950) fmspRkv •
 
.Qg"llid StdtesJ49 U. E. 190 (1 ')55) . In 19(,!~, this right ,ms extended to the s,tate-s'
 
through the Due Process Clrmse of the Fourteenth Amendment and thereafter appli-edi
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,:;'t{~~ ~i.ght~fetla~,l.~$ :p.t(,:~ndi"'l'du~l:tD fle'f'()'~e' tol·take th(~ f,:tflnd in !J. cl~itnin3.1
 
-;pr.;~l!I~ti(Ift, . and, it ftrrther P'Cot~c.ts liJ"ti1 ;from Buft:eri.t18 allY COUSt:>.qucr,ces [ron 

It. " . ,';~;tS{,;t;~~:Ht,lb~/,{~~bidal\lg' ~onnlfer1ts on, ~1is r~fusal as .'~ in~p1icatiol;. vI ;:,11 LU:.
t( ;:~I1'hUi";~:j;'1.atd ,th,;~u)Jreitt~,Churt;· to i'-in(/.' ha.rmf\ll errQr in a !il'MWcutOr- I ':; or . 
'\<,'I'A'Uq-i~';j'ic0n11Nljiln;lt0U suel1ltc.!'~lfusn.lto tes't:t£1 ~qhere tne COlrJli(;j'lts iH':~ ext·"n.s've 

<:~ll4-r;~#~t fJ1~1f::/~~4' :!~~'r.::l(;: eVidE'riCi:-: .tha.~~1~7ould1).a'\ ..e- s~~)p(n:tE'd" :l~':l:litt:ll, . 
,!9.l!'~~~}2..9t!Jt:f~!.l1.~I' J90 'U. S. )93 ~ t-.l,:.rieh~..~!l" 3~1 U.S. 929 "i. '.H);). h \-!l. f:"n.l!S S 

:~,,'l. ;'. ~n: ~;,~.,rt""J.....t.d.'n~ 1 .t:.'ltt;t!;' t.. ~H)~.!:~b ,d~<rB n".t: h.bVe- t.,·t>. s.~!ne: brqc.d Pi: LV~1.,:'.ge,' D"l~ 1:11.,,; ~h
F'i: .' .. ' ;V~~;:;~;p~:J.vllieg~ tn,rr.~s~on..r.;e,to l:1pecj£1Gi·fttJCSttol\S •. Ot!Wna'lH~ tne r:lg!'JI~ :lS 
:~(\ ';'id<cCli(1~~'ed' 'WaLved. :,' '.. ", ,'i' .'. i' 

:1'ti,:,',' ',.;, ·:)J.;i' '. :.il/,'. ;' \', ..','.' .•.. ' .... ' . . ~ t· 

(l¥<t;a..;_" .,.:~~ privi~~,~,jtgaiIl.flt ~eJ,~ ... tn.crilI~.$:n~t~if;. mq.st ~lejxJ.y available ·,.;hen Dn. 
l'.l,,~.:,f~l1dioir.~al i~ ~~lr.~4<·:tn ".ourt H.-h.~ is gull·!:t,,:ofa~·.cirne~ but it is ~d,,~;o :wd.12ble 
'"~;''' ' .. i~lJe\i:~:a$ke~;i;f he trntlmHted.':o'1.e. of, th.:i el~n'I".~t9 :(:,fa. '.:.r-:me or ~. f. <'n .:1nE:'v:,·(:O 
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or wear certain clothes--al1 without violating his right against self-incrimination. 
The Supreme Court extended this even further in two cases in 1973, United States v. 
Dionisio, 410 U.S.1, and United States v. Mana, 410 U.S. 74, holding that a person 
called before a grand jury may be required to supply voice and handwriting samples. 

An individual may also voluntarily waive this Fifth Amendment right. In vol
untarily taking the stand, the defendant waives his right to silence about the 
specific crime in question, and if he voluntarily reveals incriminating facts, lie 
may not claim the right to avoid re1eaving the details. Where there is coercion, 
though, there can be no waiver, and possible disbarment or firing cannot be used 
to force a defendant to give up his rights, Spevack v. Klein, 385 U.S. 511 (1967); 
Gardner v. Broderick 392 U. S. 273 (1968). 

To effectuate the right against self incrimination, the Supreme Court held in 
Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, (1966), that an individual in a custodial situs· 
tion under arrest or detention by police, must be informed by the authorities of 
this right to remain silent. The Court held that, without this warning and a waiver 
of the right that was made voluntarily, knowingly, and intelligently, evidence ob
tained as a result of a confession would be excluded at trial. In Miranda, the 
court established that certain things must be told to the defendant in order to 
guarantee that'_.he would be fully aware of his rights and hence be able to effectively 
utilize them to protect himself. The Court required that the authorities inform the 
person that he had the privilege against self-incrimination, that he had the right 
to remain silent, that any statement he made could be used against him as evidence, 
and that the accused had the right to an attorney and if he could not afford one, one 
would be provided for hUn. Only a statement made after these have been explained 
will be admissible at a trial. Coercion or undue delay that acts as coercion will 
result in a prohibition of the use of the confession or any evidence that is a pro
duct of information obtained from a coerced confession, Escobedo v. Illinois, 378 
U. S. 478 (1964). This case reflects the basic mistrust that the Supreme Court 
has for confessions, but the Burger Court has started to reverse this trend. In 
1971, in Harris v. New York, 401 U. S. 222, the Court held that the failure to give 
the Miranda warning would make the confession involved inadmissible as evidence of 
the crime, but that if the defendant took the stand to deny that he committed the 
crime, evidence of the confession would be admitted to impeach the credibility of the 
witness. 

Speedy Trial 

The Sixth Amendment, which also forms a large part of Art. I, section 10 of the 
Ohio Constitution, says, 

In all criminal prosecutions the accused shall enjoy the right 
to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the State 
and district wherein the crime shall have been committed, which 
district shall have been previously ascertained by law, and to 
be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation, to be 
confronted with the witnesses against him, to have compulsory 
process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the 
assistance of counsel for his defense. 

Not until Klopler v. North Carolina, in 1967 386 U.S. 213 did the Supreme Court 
hold that the guarantee of a speedy trial is a fundamental right binding on the 
states through the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. For several 
years thereafter, this right was explained on a piecemeal basis until Barker v. 
WtngO, 407 u. s. 514 (1972), dealt with this issue on a comprehensive basis. The 
Court reasoned that a Sixth Amendment speedy trial claim must be decided by using 
a balancing test composed of at least fll!d~tors: the length of the delay, the 
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reason for the d~lay, the defendant's assertion of his rights, and prejudice to the 
defe~dAnt. No one of these factors, though, is conclusive or exclusive, and all must 
be~c::onsiCS.xed, together with other relevant'info't'tllation. 

.',' ,I ,.' • • ' 

, ,', ,', 

,,1, \ ",' , ,,'J 

. ,The length of de1tly is re1evant but it depends on circumstances and the Supreme
 
'Cou~thas not required the Stntes to adopt any specific time limits for acting, a1
: though ~ederat statut~s, as well as Ohio statutes, have established definite time
 
• periods toi,nsure a speedy trial. The Court in Bar.ker J:1IOegm.zech the freedom of
 
the State~to prescribe a reasonable time consistent \V'ith constitutional standards.
 
In determining if there has been a vio1&tion of this right, the length of time acts
 
as a catalyst. Unles.s the delay is presumptively prejudicial, the courts need not
 

: inquire further. The basis for analysis of this in a specific case is the nature 
.and.oomplexity of the crime charged. If the court determines from these factors 
that ,the delay is uW"e~Bonable, it must then inquire into the reasons for the delay. 

'", ., : ), ", " 

. "'~ ,Ifa,delay has been caused by a~tions of the defense, the defendant must bear 

.y;,·,th~cohsequences. ',If the delay was caused by a neutral factor as court congestion, 
, the,;'def'elldant must bear this.burden also. Kingv. United States, 265 F 2d 567 (D.D. 

, Cir.) c,ej;fi. den. 359 U.S .9,98 (1959). ,The defendant can only utilize his right if 
the delay.resulted f~om purposeful and oppressive acts of the prosecution, United 

•SJ:!\tes v.'Mfrion,40~ U.S. 307 (1971). 'rhis right, though, must be demanded. 

C A d.efendant raising this right must have previously demanded a speedy trial,
 
and cve:n after a dell'land has been made, the defendant j.B deerl(~d to h:we waiv(~d ob


. jectlont;o any delay occuring prior to the dem~nd. The Court in Ea_rk,~ felt that
 
fa\1,tl't"c, t:o raise' theisflue would make itdiffieult for a defendant to prove he had 

.bee». deai.ed a speedy trial and would ser\'e to raise a strong presumption of consent to 
lhe d,i:ay. ' In add~iti()n, the Courtadd~d the frequency and the force of these demands 
'as a 'mater,ial element in showing a lack of waiver. This ~yould l:elp show tbe prejudice 
to'the'defendant which might not otherwise be on the record. Traditionally, only a 

,det;riplent to the defendant's ability to mount,s defense was considered prejudicial, 
but '41 19,66' in United States v •. EWfl1., 383 U. S. 116, the Court recognized other 
SOU1:'c~<".sof prejudice:' pre-trial incarceratiop., restraints on liberty, and hostility 
or 8Ul;picion of the cOltlIllUnity: impairment of a defense is still, however, the most 
important factor ~ 'The effect of a violation of this right is the release of the 
accused, anQ a prohibition against subsequent re-indictment for the same offense 
whether the'defendant has had the indictment dismissed or a conviction reversed. 

fublic Tr,ial 

. The accused in a criminal trial also has a riWlt to a trial that is public, as 
well as speedy. This, though, is not an absolute right, and courtn' se.em to agree 

. that the right to a public trial does not mean that everyone who wishes to attend a 
trial Ul~y do so. Administrative necessities may, dictate certain limitations on the 
right, for example, the capacity of a courtroom or the necessity of preserving order, 
Untted States v. Kobil~, 172 F. 2d 919 (3rd Cir., 1949). Certain other factors mny 
'also prompt the judge to limit this right, as the embarassment or emotional disturb
an~e of a witness or the salacious nature of a case where children are involved, But 
whe~e thel~e is no' il'eason for exc Iud lng anyone ,.the rj.ght attaches to a 11 parts of the 
trial, Unit'ed States 'V. Sorrentino, 175 F. 2d 721 (3d. Cir. 1949). Although this right 
seems so fundamental, it does not ~cenl to have even been specifically incorporated 
through the Fourteenth Amendment to apply to the states. In 1968, in dictum in 

, Duncan v. Louisiana, 391 U. S. 145 the Supreme Court gave the probable~esult of a
 
, 'ruling on tl1is issue wh,en it said that many of the rights in the first eight Amcnd
, ,ment,s "We~e :proteet;ed. from ,sta.te interfe;ence by incorporation through the due process

". r '.,' t ' . " . '~ ~. 
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clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and that the clause protected the right to a sp~edy 

and public trial. ~ 

Trial by Jury -

The right to a trial by jury in criminal cases is provided by Article III, section 2 
and Amendment VI of the Constitution and Bill of Rights respectively. In federal 
courts, this has been held to mean that the jury should consist of b~elve persons, 
neither more nor less, that the jury be in the presence or under the supervision of 
a judge, that the verdict be unanimous, Patton v. United State~, 281 U.S. 276 (1930). 
Until 1968, this was held not to be applicable to the states. Then in Duncan v. 
Louisiana, the Supreme Court held that a defendant had the right to a jury trial in 
a state court in any case where he would have this right in a federal court, but there 
was a limit to this. The Court said that it was unlikely that the decision would 
require widespread changes in state criminal processes since the Duncan interpretation 
could be reconsidered, and in addition most state processes were broad enough to meet 
the Sixth Amendment's standards. The federal rules, though, are in keeping with the 
Patton definition of a jury trial while state procedure does not always adhere to the 
definition. 

In federal courts, the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure and specific statutes 
establish the procedures followed. Rule 23 provides for a jury of twelve, ana although 
it permits a waiver of this right of trial by jury by a defendant, this can be done 
only with the approval of the court and the consent of the government. It further pro
vides that there may be a jury of fC\'ler than twelve, but this applies only where both 
the defendant and the government have so stipulated in writing and have the approval 
of tile court. Rule 31 requires that the verdict be unanimous. 

A variation of this procedure is the trial before a magistrate. Under 28 U.S.C. 
631, district courts can appoint Inagistratcs to hc&r the cases of persons charged 
with lesser offenses. In order for a defendant to have his case heard before a magis
trate he must first give his ,.,ritten consent after being informed that he can have a 
jury trial tried by a judge. In essence, it is an informed waives similar to Rule 21. 
Hithout this waiver, the defendant retains his right to a jury trial with a unanimous 
verdict. 

The place of the trial is also established in the Federal Rules of Criminal 
Procedure. Rule 18 provides that the prosecution shall be in the district in which 
the offenBe was corrnnitted and that the place of the trial shall be set with due re
gard to the convenience of the defendant and the witnesses. This placing does not 

I

include the finding and return of an indictment. The practice of linpaneling a grand 
jury for the entler district for the session in some division and then distributing 
the indictments to the various divisions has been deemed legal. Only holding the 
trial in the division in which the offense took place has been deemed necessary to 
effectuate the requirement of the Sixth Amenclulcnt, Salinger v. Loisel, 265 U. S. 224 
(1924). 

These Rules, though, are modified somewhat by Rules 20 and 21. Rule 20 (a) pro
vides that a defendant arrested in another district than that where the indictment 
is pending may in writing state that he wishes to plead guilty or nolo contendere, 
to waive trial in the district where the indictment is pending, and to consent to disposi
tion \~here he is held. Upon the prosecutor's acquiesence, the prosecution can be 
conducted where the defendant is held. If the defendant is arrested on a warrant, 
with a similar 'vritten statement, subject to the approval of the prosecutor and a 
filing of an information or the return of an indi.ctment, the defendant may be tri.ed 
in the district where he was arrested, Rule 20 .. (b). A juvenile arrested in another 

it-lYI!.t-J 
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district, if he has not committecl a crime punishable by death or life imprisonment, 
may also consent ton proceedi.ng wh~re he is held. First, though, he must be ad
v:Lsedby counsel and by the. judge of his rights and then he must have the judge's 
~ot18ent to his written request. Rule 21 (a) allows the court to transfer a pro •ceeding to another distri.ct whether or not specified upon 1.1 dcfcnd;-mt' s motion if 
the court believes that prejudic.e in the district is no great that the defendant� 
caMot ge,t a fair and impartial jury. Also upon motion of the defendant, the� 
court may transfer the trial to another district for the convenience of a defendant� 
or witness or in the interests of justice, Rule 21 (b).� •

Th~ Court further defined th~s Sixth Amendment right in In Re Winshir,� 
397 U.S.' 358 (1970). Here the Court held that the due process clause protects� 
the acc~~ed against conviction except upon proof beyond a reasonable doubt of� 
every t~dt necessary for conviction and that this standard was applicable to all� 

, c:r1mina'1 trials" Following this decision, the Court decided a series of cases� 
that~elped def~e the procedural requirements for the states in keeping with the� 

. Sixth kliendment" to guarantee the' right to a trial by jury.� 

In ,\tHlliams v. Flori-da, 399 U. s. 78, (1970), Justice Whi.te, in revie\ving the 
. bilstorypf the Sixth Amend~ent, found that: it shO'tved no intent to reqt:ire a twelve�

man jury~ Its purpose was to interpose the commonsense judgment of a gr.oup of� 
la~nen bet~7een the accused and the accused and to share the responsibility for the� 
de~et'1dnat:f.(')n o;f' guflt or innocence. This, inte.rposition, he found, \V~lS not ,'l� 

functiop. of jury size. The requirement's of size. on the jury to pr.ovide for this� 
guarantt!e were'only t:hat it be large enpugh to provide~a cross section of the com�
'll,lUnity~ But thb decision did not deal ,vith unanitnity. In J~.?.2E....Y.' !,o}!~11i:.!l~,
 
406U,S",356, (l972) , the Supreme Co'(]re held that a majority verdict did not dilute� 
tbe,reqtli,tements: ,.of prooE beyond a. reaSonl1ble doubt. The Court felt that Do findin;;� 
of no reasonable, dorihtby a major:f.ty (9-3) did not imply that the majority igl1or(~d
 

evidence sufficient to ra.i~e reason':.lble doubt. Instead, the Court felt that the� 
·faUUl;'o"O£ the minority to carry the vote suggested that its c.oubts ,'ler(' r:ot 
teasona&le. Th~rensoning is that the stateis'pr0sumed to have cor.vineed the 
majority beyond it. reasonabl~ doubt~ since rC<1sonable mell c,m differ, the dist~grec
ment of the minority does not i.mp ly a fa ilt1re of the proo f. A.£O~:.:::'Cfl v. O:t;'cSQ!!. 
406 u. S. 404, (1972), confirmed the basic premise of Johnf;011, but w·hU.e ,··ohnson 
held t1:lat a nonunanirnolts verdict did not violate due Prd-;;s'S; in !~5!..~~~.~. the C-~l7;rt 
sustained nonunnnimotts verdicts as not being violative of equal protection. The 
Court rul/!d that the r.onunanimous verdi.ct did not interfere ,"ith ::he rights of 
minorities. The Court suid that minorities simply had the right not to be Gxcluued 
from the, jury selection process, rejecting the contention that minority group members,,' 
'o/hoconstittlted a ,minority itl the jury could be excluded from beipg heard in the ' 
process. The Court; refused to accept t:he p'o$sibility of jury misconduct by dis
(lrtminatory or prejudieialbehavior. A~ afurtber basis for this opinion, the 
Ccutt iloted that a defendant doesn't have the right to have minority group members 
in.t JuJtY;. They 001y have the right not to have tllC11l excluded from consideration 
£or~se.lec,tion for the jury. 

The' th,ird ¢lauae of the Sixth Amendmelltwhich allows the defendant: to he in
formed of the cha~ges against himself also applies to the strttes through the Four- '. 
teenth, A'l,1\endment,. Cole v. Arkarts

j
<1s, 333 U. S. 196 (1948). A person charged \-Jith 

n crime has the Constibutfonalrightto receive from the government a written 
statement inuicati1'!:g with rarticular1ty the offense to which he must plead and 
prepare 4 defense. " Th~ accusation whl~h bE:'gins the pros~cution must reL1te sufficient 
faet: t:\~d': detail to, i:4l;1form the defendant of tlH~ exact charges placed against him 
~nel\Jd'il?-,g', usua:~11t the time, place, and ma'ql'l:;inwhich the offense was committed, .• 

.......~J:!
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so that he will not be misled while preparing a defense. This also serves to protect 
the defendant from the risk of prosecution for the same offense at a later time by 
providing sufficient evidence to identify the specific act charged. The sufficiency 
of the indictment is to be determined by practical rather than technical considera
tions, United States ex reI. Harris v. Illinois, 457 F. 2d 191 (1972). 

If the prosecution fails to specify what constitutes a violation of the 
statute or fails to provide the defendant with details of the pattern of conduct 
or opens him to double jeopardy, the accusation is vitiated. The indictment must 
be specific and contain all of the essential elements of the crime, therefore 
such facts couldn't be discovered at the trial to convict the defendant since the 
indictment would have violated the Sixth Amendment, United States v. Cruikshank, 
92 U.S. 542 (1875). The courts have jurisdiction to convict the defendant only 
for crimes actually considered by the grand jury. If an essential element does 
not appear in the indictment, there would not be evidence that the element had 
been found by the grand jury and the courts could not allow a conviction, Ex Parte 
~, 121 U. S. 1 (1887). 

Regardless of whether there has been prejudice, an objection to the lack of 
an essential element may be made at any time including after a verdict, llagner v. 
United States, 285 U.S. 433 (1932). If the defendant objects to a defect in the 
indictment because of a lack of specificity, regardless of prejudice, the court 
must dismiss and the indictment must be resubmitted, to the grand jury, Stirone v. 
United States, 361 U.S. 212 (1960). In the case where a specific fact is absent frorn 
the indictment and the jury has already reached a verdict, the disposition depends 
on whether there has been prejudice, and unless real prejudice were shown after a 
verdict, the objection would do no good. Objections that the indictment \Vas so 
general as to leave the accused unable to prepare his defense must be raised by 
some preliminary motion or by a demand for a bill of particulars, Dunbar v. United 
States, 156 U. S. 185 (1895). These basic rules have been codified for the federal 
courts in the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rules 7, 12, 34, 52. 

Rule 7 provides that any capital crime or crime punishable by imprisonment 
for more than one year must be prosecuted by indictment. Any other crime may be 
prosecuted by indictment or information, but the defendant may waive his right to 
indictment for a cruae punishable by more than one year if he has been informed 
of the nature of the charges and his rights prior to such ,vaiver. Rule 7 (c) deals 
with the problem of an insufficient accusation by requiring that the indictment 
or information be a plain, concise, and definite written statement of the essential 
facts constituting the offense charged. It allows incorporation by reference among 
the courts but requires that each court state the statute, rule, or regulation which 
the defendant is alleged to have violated. Error in the citation or their omission 
is harmless error unless it misleads or prejudices the defendant. Rule 12 requires 
that defenses or objections based on defects in the indictment or information, 
other than that it fails to ShOH jurisdiction or to charge an offense, may be 
raised by motion only before trial. Failure to do so constitutes a waiver although 
the court for cause may grant relief from the waiver. Lack of jurisdiction or 
failure to charge can be noticed by the court at any time. TIlis power of the court 
can even be recognized subsequent to the verdict if there is a motion to arrest 
judgment within five days after the verdict or whatever time period the court may 
fix within this five day period, Rule 34. Finally, Rule 52 allows the court to 
disregard any harmless error which affects no substantive rights, while allowing 
it to notice any error affecting substantive rights that is not brought to the 
attention of the ·court. 

-;~'~.-~4G69 
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Confrontation 

. The fourth right guaranteed by the Sixth Amendment is that of confrontation 
with accusers. This clause was written to provide the de fend an t the opportunity 
to face the witnesses against him and to question them under oath on cross exam
ination. Despite the absolute language, though, this guarantee has been subject 
to exceptions. When a witness to an. event or his testimony is shown to be un
available, others will be allowed to testify as to information which the "\7itness 
has'related about the issue in question, Mattox v.United States, 156 U.S. 237 
(~891). Because,of this, the clause fosters the same general policies as the 
he~r8ayrule, which apparently arose from the gradual recognition by English judges 
~hat out:o.of-court testimony was less r~li8ble thanih-court testimony. In neither 
cas~ ~~es ,the judge'fUd jury have the o~portunity to watch the demeanor of the 
deeUt.atl.t under oath, nor the cross eX811U,nabion. 

Until 1965, the right to confrontation·as guaranteed by the Sixth Amendment 
wesa right limited solely to federal courts. In 1965 in Pointer v. Texas 380 
U•. s~. 400' ,the Supreme Court held that the confrontation clause applied to the 
8~ates. The question that.had vexed the courts--what are the constitutional 
lim:l:t$ 0.£, hearsay and indirectly then what is the full extent of the defendant's 
fight.to confront his accusers"-was beginning to be answered. In Pointer, the 
Court ruled that.• defendant had had only meager opportunity to confront the witness 
against h,:i.m. The defendant without counsel' or cross-,examination had observed the ' 
witnes's at the prie-t:rial hearing. 'the Court. sais this-';vas not enough to satisfy 
his right. A companiOn case, Douglas v. Alabama, 380 U. S. 415, (1965), further 
esta.bli~hed th~ 'breadth of the Clause by finding a denial of the right by the use 
,Qf\a,"C9n~essionfor the ostensible purpose ,pi refreshing a witness I s memory. The 
oon,feflslonwhich implicated Douglas was not introduced into evidence and did not 
refresh ~he witness's memory, so Q£uglas Was indirectly accused without an oppor
t;unlty to respond to the accusation,.a violation of his Shth Amendraent rights. 
Brutort v. Un:i.ted 391 U. S. 123, (1968), b'roadened the protection of Pointer ilnd 
DOUKll1s. In Do~gl~, the confession of a wi.tness where there v18s no cr;;;-;:;:examina
tioD possible had been used to try to implicate the defendant. In Bruton, a co
d.,efendant's confession VJaS introduced at the' joint trial. 'fhe eViden~as hearst:ty 
and inadmissible ~s, to aruto~ and the co-defendant refused to testi.fy so no cross
$x3minat1on could even be attempted, but the trial court ruled that the evidence 
was admissible against the co-defendant. Bruton had no way to count0r or question 
tb1sovert implication of guilt, but the tri.d court said that a limiting instruc
~ion would prevent the jury from considering the testitttony against Bruton. The 
SuprCnle'Court, recognizing that the jury could disregard the instruction, and 
~onsider'the hearsay against Bruton, held tpat the evidence was i'1;J.admissible unless 
there was an opportUnity to cross-examine because of the possibility of prejudice 
to the defendant. The Court handled another hears~y problem in Barber Y: p£[~, 

390 U.S. 719 (1968). There the Court ruled that be.fore the prosecution could 
introduce out-of-court testimony of an allegedly unavailable witness, as an excep
tion to the hearsay rule, the Confrontation Clause required that he make a good 
;faith effort to produce the witness. . 
.;;.' . 

" Hearsay and the Confrontation Clause were again issues in California v. Green. 
399 U. :S, 149 (1970). Following n disputed California ruling on evidence, the 
c;outtrul:ed that the introduction of a witness's prior unremembered statement to 
ptove th~ truth. of ,the matter asserted did not violate the defendant I s right to 
qon£r()nta~1on when the witness also testif.ied to cross-examination. The difficulty 
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~o,r t~le, d.efendant' a'rose from the facts ,that ~he mattell' sought to be proved was his 
~~1~~~9n of a crime and the unre~ambeted st~tement was incriminating. The defendant 
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was effectively cut off from cross-examination because the witness could not 
testify to the accuracy of the statements other than that he had made them 
and had believed them to be true. Where the lack of cross-examination and 
confrontation had decided earlier cases for the defendant, it did not do so 
here, and the Court further noted that the right to confrontation might not 
be violated by out-of-court testimony of an absent witness if the witness had 
testified under circumstances that fully protected a defendant's right to 
cross-examination. 

Shortly thereafter, though, the Court approved testimony under a Georgia 
hearsay exception where the witness had never been subject to cross-examina
tion, Dutton v. Evans, 400 U. S. 74 (1970). The exception permitted statements 
of one co-conspirator, uttered during the course of a conspiracy to conceal a 
crime or the identify of the criminals, to be admitted against the other co
conspirators. The Court did not feel that the admission of this statement violated 
the defendant's rights even though the person who made the remarks, rather than. 
someone who overheard them, could have been produced at the trial and his state
ments were never subjected to cross-examination. It was felt that if the hearsay 
evidence contai.ned the indicia of reliability it would satisfy the Confrontation 
Clause since the Clause se~ks only to insure that all evidence, regardless of 
source, contained sufficient information to enable the trier of fact to evaluate 
its truthfulness. The opinion suggested, though, that if the evidence were 
crucial, Barb~ might still require that the state make a good faith effort to 
produce the witness. 

Nelson v. O'Neal, 402 U.S. 622 (1971), more carefully defined the Bruton 
decision. In Nelson, there was no lack of opportunity to cross examine the 
witness although this did little good. The witness was alleged to have made an 
oral confession implicating the defendant, but the witness denied making it. 
The trial court allowed this in and the defendant appealed, but the Court held 
that Bru~ only applied where there could not be a full and effective cross
examination to fulfill the requirement of the Sixth Amendment. Where the defendant 
could cross-examine even though it would only be a reiteration of previous denials, 
the Court believed a limiting instruction would be sufficient to protect the de
fendant. 

In Chambe~. Mississippi, 410, U. s. 284 (1973) the Supreme Court ruled 
that mere technicalities in the rules of evidence should not be allowed to in
terfere with the defendant1s right to cross-examine a witness, 410 U.S. 284 (1973) • 
Although not specifically confrontation, in Chambers the witness repudiated his 
earlier confession that had exculpated the defendant. Since the witness had been 
put on the stand by the defendant, according to Mississippi procedure, the de
fendant was not allowed to cross examine him or to bring a witness forward who 
had heard his confession. The Court reversed saying that since the testimony 
was so adverse to the defendant, and since there was ample support for the 
truthfulness of his pOSition, the defendant should be allowed to cross-examine 
his witness and introduce other witnesses. 

Briefly the Confrontation Clause as defined by Supreme Court cases means 
that the defendant has the right to fact his accusers and question them under 
oath with the assistance of counsel in a trial or some adversary procedure most 
importantly where the evidence is crucial to the prosecutor's case. Where the 
witness is not ~vailable for cross-examination by the defendant, there must be 
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. sufficient information to allow the judge to make a determination of the truthful
\ ness of the evidence. Finally, where there is a hearsay confession or statement 

,that itnp.licates the defendant, there is no Sixth Amendment violation where the 
pefendant can 'both cross-examine and get B limiting instruction. 

Com!ul$QIYProcess 

Compulsory process is available to the defendant for obtaining witnesses in 
all, crucial cases under the Sf~h Amendment, and it is up to the defendant and 
his attotney, not the prosecutor or the trial judge, to determine which witnesses 
$2:e to ;be II ,,.;:... fort:he defense. The Circuit Court of Appeals said in 
Untted.~.tates 'VLDavenI,>0rt, 312 F. 2:<1303, C.A.7, cert. den. 374 U.S. 841,(1964), 
th~t ~Ie!, Sixth ~ndiDOeritresetves the right to compel witnesses for the defense 
to the: d.fendatt1; a~cli he cannot be depd.ved ,of this right. This right not only 

,";, '''c~t9Ltfle p.ersou'a~:d his oralt¢stimony,bu~also documentary evidence that may 
:be. held .'.b)randdier::f:J'Ldividtial, J!nit9s!StateIJv. Schneiderman, 160F. Supp. 731
(n.«::'., 'Qal.., (:C'S2)., ,But: tpbTe':~re ;,eVeral, cases where this right may be denied. 
~e ~fdtlant ca. De denied a aOh:tiriu$c~Whe:n his:witness is unavailable, but 
:~rtl~\up~. the pros~autorl.~ admfssiou:,of ~hetruth of the facts about which the 
~1tnf:,s,.:~u:t<i ~8v.e"test:ified.;.t'he m&,igetttdefendant· 'can have the governmen: pay 
·for·theexpensesof witnesses, but only if the need 1$ not frivolous. The r~ght 
'~s' fUttb~r lim1ted.,'by pUblic poltcyor~by the imtnunity of certain offices (am
''bassa4orsY and othe:t,rs ottts'ide the juriSdiCtion of the United States, although 
,p.toeess;¢anbe setved on A~rican citizens abroad, and in state courts the de
fendants,ean secure witnesses absent from the state through the Unifor.m Act to 
SeS'J'e~ ,she A1itehdf,nre of Witnesses frondfithout the StEJte in Criminal Cases , 
.Pn,ite9aytes ;Vi CO¥)l?er, 4 u.s .. 341 (18.00). Informers, where they have not par

. ~tdi~~~:. intb.~.d:ri.tne:', andt'hEdr pr,esenee was not crucial to the defendant I e case~ 
lj,~~';a18rrb,en eil;cw,d, from compliancd' with t',he defendant's process without any 
vtOl,il~~6n.o:f hi~ ~i8hts, .Pegple v.Wiq,iams, 45 Ill. 2d 319, 260 NE 2d 1, ~. 
~.' 4001''0'. s. 1010 (19.70). Finally ,when the witness refuses to testify because 
of~1s,owprivi1e$eltiainst self-incrimination, the refusal has been held not 
to be,&;;Qenial. or the accused's eonstitutional rights, ,Murdock v. United States, 
383 ".2 :585;"ce-rt.

ll\ien. 366 U. S; 953 (1960) • 
. , , ~,~ 

Rul'e 17 of the Federal Rules of C,riminaJ Procedure codifies the interpreta
tion of the Court on some of these issues providLTl.g that a subpoena shall command 
~eperson to whom it 1s directed to appear. (17 (a»'and failure to do so without 
adequate <excuse may be deemed contempt of court (17(g». Rule 17 (b) provides 
t;.hatUpiOn an eo eart,e appu.cation and the showing of t~e inability to pay the fees 
0'£ a witness de,erned 'necessary for an adequate de.fense, the court phall issue a 
subpoiil;a:;. and costs and fees will be paid in the same manner as costs and fees 
fora gov.ernmettt witness. Books, papers, documents, and other obj,ects may also . 
be comp~11ed to beproduc.ed if the request is not oppressive, upon subpoena of the 
court,' (~7 (c». Finally, Rule 17 (e) provides for natiom'lise service and service 

.	 abroad i upon an 'Ai1\~rica.t1 national if the court finds the' particular testimony or 
40cutnent ,to be neeesJilary in the interests'o£ justice. 

'In' 1967, thiS right, although not the federal rule, was made applicable to 
,	 tb~, stites throu~h the, Fourt,eenth Amendmen.t in Washington v. Texas, 388 U. S. 14 
:(1967).1'he S~preme Court ruled that the defendant I s right to present his own 
witnesses to establ.ish'his defense was a fUlldamentalelement of due process and 
eB8ent~1 for a fair ttial.1he Court said that the right to offer the testimony 
of wtt~~$esand ~Q co~el this attend~nc~ was basically thr right of the defendant 
to pX'e~;~.t his -lier~$:bnof the £:ac~st().!ali6wa. jury to choose where the truth lies. 
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Right to Counsel 

The Sixth Amendment further provides for the right to counsel in criminal 
prosecutions, "to have the assistance of counsel for his defense." 

In the 1932 case of Powell v. Alabama, 287 U. S. 45, the Supreme Court ruled 
that the failure to appoint effective counsel for a capital offense violated due 
process of law. In doing so, they applied the Sixth Amendment right to counsel 
to the states through the Fourteenth Amendment saying that the right to be heard 
in many cases is of no avail or little use where the defendant is not represented 
by counsel. Ten years later, in a felony case, the Court refused to extend the 
rationale of the Powell case to noncapital cases, Betts v. Brady, 316 U.S. 455 
(1942). The court reasoned that the absence of an attorney was not necessarily a 
denial of fundamental fairness, therefore, the states were not bound to provide 
counsel in all criminal cases. Instead the Court placed the burden on the state 
courts by saying that they should appoint counsel where they determined fundamental 
fairness required it. This fairness doctrine continued for noncapital cases in 
state courts until Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963) 

In Gideon, the Supreme Court reconsidered the Butts doctrine and specifically 
overruled it. In doing this, the Court held that in felony cases due process re
quires the appointment of counsel for indigents, regardless of the lack of special 
circumstances, but Gideon did not delimit the scope of the right to counsel. Fol
lowing Gideon, came a large number of cases that substantially enlarged the accused"s 
right to counsel. 

As early as Powell, the Supreme Court had recognized that the defendant should 
have counsel at the critical stage of the proceedings because of the possibility of 
irretrievably losing certain rights. The Court recognized this critical stage to 
extend from the arraignment to the trial. Escobedo v. Illinois, 378 U.S. 479 (1964), 
furthered this idea by extending the right of counsel to custodial questioning, 
where the accused sought legal a~vice before answering questions. This was formalized 
in 1966 in Miranda v. Arizona 384 U.S. 436, which established guidelines about ad
Vising defendants of their rights before questioning. The Miranda Rule was designed 
to inform the defendant of his right against self-incrimination and his right to 
counsel in order to protect his rights at this critical period. The Rule also in
corporated the Gideon ruling by requiring that the individual be informed that if he 
could not pay for a lawyer one would be prOVided for him. Identification at line
ups was also later considered another crucial period that required that the defendant 
be able to have an attorney as were certain other periods where formerly the right 
to counsel has not existed, Gilbert v. California, 388 U. S. 263 (1967); United 
States v. Wade, U. S. 218 (1967). Mempa v. Rhay 389 U.S. 128 (1967) extended the 
convicted felon's right to an attorney to the 'probation revocation hearing where a 
deferred sentence could be imposed because the individual could lose his freedom in 
this proceeding. This potential loss makes this type of proceeding a critical stage 
where rights could be lost if not properly exercised. In Rhay, the defendant had 
pleaded guilty without a trial and without aid of counsel, and the Court felt that 
this situation provided a basis for certain considerations that would inure to the 
benefit of the defendant, but that these benefits could only be properly'utilized at 
sentencing or probation revocation (a form of. delayed sentencing) if the defendant 
were represented by counsel. If the defendant were not represented, the Court felt 
that these rights or benefits would be irretrievably lost. 

4&?3t< 
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In Re Gau\£ the right to an attorney was extended to
 
jU\7.enile proceedings through the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
 
1he'Coutt said that in proceedings to determine delinquency, because they could
 • 
result in institutionalization or curtailment of freedom, counsel should be ap

pointed (if one could not afford to hire counsel) •. In doing this, the Court
 
rejected the argument that the judge and juvenile officer protected the rights
 
of the juvenile and Worked for his own best interests--recognizing that juvenile
 
procced1ngswere more similar to adult cou~t actions than a paternalistic admin
ist:tative action. .' i .
 • 

\. the preliminary hearing stage was also deemed cr.1tical enough for the pro

'teed.on of a defendat1t' s rights to warrant that the Sixth Amendment right to
 
couJ;lselbe extended to that phase of the flroceedings, Coleman v. Alabama, 399
 
U., S·• .1(1970). In' the space of eight years the right to counsel had undergone
 

.~ ,.' •a: great.'deal of change, fi~st applied ,to the states then expanded to include all
 
~spi!cH:.so£ the' crim:taal process· from the first custodial interrogation to the
 
:app-eal.~ (right to counsel on apP'eal~-Dougla8v. California,372 U. S. 353 (1963».
 

Fpay.k v. United States., which held that .. petty offenses (offenses with
 
penalties of six mcinths and $500 fine or less) required no jury trial or counsel,
 
se~d to signal an end to this expansiori of the Sixth Amendment right to counsel.
 
o:J;he',adopt1on of this rule in 18 U.S.C~ 1(3)-, and in, the Rules of Procedure for
 
tb",. Trial; of Minor Offenders befox-e United States Magistra~ appeared to insti 

tutionalize it 4'60 t!. S. 1037-42 (1971). Then came State ex rel.Jlrgersinger v.
 
Hpmlin. 407 U. S.25, 1972, in which the Supreme Court reversed a Florida Supreme
 
Co,ul'tdecrlsion 'tvh1.(:h hadhe1d t:hat an indigent tnisderneanant was only entitled to
 
cdun.~tlf he could be, se~tenced to more ehsnsix months imprisorunent. In revers

i1ij.,,;the CourtS'a1d that absent a knowing and intelligent waiver, no person could
 

"\ ', b.eimp:l:'1soned fo;': ,tty offense unless rep1:'esertted by counsel. The Court rej('cted 
}

the' .rgument that :beca~se jury trials had be~n limited in Du~_~U the same principle 
$houid lie applied 'here. Instead, the Court· found that the right to counsel like 
the right to pub1ictrial, (:onfrontation~ and compulsory process had not been limited 
to fer~ni'es or lesser serious offenseS. Recognizing'that the legal or constitutional 
issuc8:90u1d be just as complex in misdemeanor cases as they could be for a more . 
sl?;rious crime, and tlle changes ,for injustice just as great, the Court ruled that 
,the denial of counsel pre~luded the tmposition of a .jail sentence. 

;rhe Ohio ;lConsti1=ution - Article I. Section 10 • 
The fj.rstsentence in Art. I, section 10 of the Ohio Constitution deals tdth
 

grand juries and the necessity of an indictment or presentment. The Ohio section
 
provides that, except in certain cases, all felonies must be prosecuted by indict

ment. The OhiC} Rulq,s of Criminal P"rocedure provide for prosecution on infonnation
 
in felony cases if the defendant agrees. The new Ohio Rules also set out the leg
 • 
islative ~ill concerning grand juries; 

Rule 7 (A) states that a felony punishable by death or life imprisonment
 
tmlst be prosecuted by indictment. All other felonies shall also be prosecuted
 
by indictment except that a defendant may make a knowing, voluntary waiver of
 
this right in open court. Where there is such a waiver, the defendant may be
 • 
prosecuted by information although a prosecutor can choose to prosecute by in

dictment. A m1sdeffleanor may be prosecuted by indictment or infolination in the
 
court ox common pleas or by complaint in inferior courts. In these cases an in


:,fonnati011 may be filed without leave of the court. 

• 
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Rule 7 also orders that the basic state and federal requirements for the 
indictment or information be met. Rule 7(B) requires that the indictment or 
information be signed by the prosecutor, and that it contain a statement, and 
that the defendant has committed some public offense. The statement may be made 
in ordinary and concise language or in the language of the statute as long as 
there is an offense charged and the charge gives the defendant notice of all of 
the elements of the offense with which he is charged. Briefly stated, Ohio follows 
the federal practice closely. Differences exist concerning grand juries but the states 
need not follow the federal pra.ctice in this area. In Ohio, the size and number to 
return an indictment are set out in Rule 6 of the new Criminal Rules. 

The next series of guarantees in Article I, section 10 follow those of the 
Sixth Amendment which has been made applicable to the states through the Four
teenth Amendment. '~i1e it is not necessary for Ohio courts to interpret the 
Ohio Constitution in the same manner as the Supreme Court of the United States 
has interpreted similar federal guarantees, generally where two similar sections 
from both the state and federal Bills of Rights have been raised together they 
have been interpreted to provide the same guarantee, State v. Herold, 30 Ohio Ope 
2d 135, 197 N.E. 2d 906 (Cuyahoga Co. ,Ct. A., 1964). In addition, state statutes 
and rules have given formal recognition of principles elucidated by the United States 
Supreme Court. Rule 7 (B), for example, satisfies the Sixth Amendment requirement 
that the defendant know the nature and cause of the accusation. Rule 44 sets out 
the requirements for providing counsel including those set down in the Argersinger 
case which said that in misdemeanor cases a defendant could not be sentenced to 
jail unless represented by counselor having made a knowing, voluntary waiver of 
that right. 

The Ohio section, though, contains two provisions not contained in the federal 
Bill of Rights; those added by the Convention of 1912. The first guarantees the 
right of both the state and a defendant to take depositions. It could be considered 
unnecessary since this right is provided in other jurisdictions without a specific 
guarantee, but its presence insures that it cannot be easily changed. G 'J_~'t 

its presence ensures greater protection to the individual and establishes 'a similar 
firm guarantee for the state. Rule 15 of the Ohio Rules of Criminal Procedure out
lines the parameters of this right ~n a manner similar to 18 U.S.C. section 3503, 
which establishes procedures to take depositions in federal courts. 

The second provision added by the 1912 Convention permits comment on the failure 
of a defendant to testify. The Supreme Court, in Griffin v. California, 380 U.S. 
605, 1965, overturned a conviction appealed from the California Supreme Court on 
the grounds that the judge and the prosecutor had violated the de£endant's rights 
by commenting on his failure to testify. Under the California Constitution, with a 
section closely resembling its Ohio counterpart, the judge and prosecutor had been allowed 
to comment on this failure. The Supreme Court said that the rule of evidence that 
allowed this gave the state the privilege of tendering to the jury for its considera
tion the failure of the accused to testify without any formal offer of proof having 
been made. The Court continued by saying that the prosecutor's comment and the 
court's acquiescense were the equivalent of an offer of evidence and its acceptance. 
This, the Court held, violated the defendant's Fifth Amendment rights specifically 
the spirit of the Self-Incrimination Clause. It said that comment on the refusal 
to testify was a remnant of the inquisitorial system of criminal justice which the 
Fifth Amendment outlaws because it was a penalty impos2d by courts for exercising 
a constitutional privilege. In light of ruling, it might be desirable to remove 
the clause from Article I, section 10. 

, I 
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p.2mparison with Other States 

In ccm~aring Art. I, section 10 of the Ohio Constitution with sunilar sections .. 
in other state constitutions several things become quickly apparent. Several phrases 
or clauses in the Ohio section are not found in the other stat bills of rights, and 
the rights, in the other constitutions, are usually contained in several sections 
rather than in one. Neither of the parts added by the Constitutional Convention 
of 1912'18 present in the more modern constitutions. Depositions are generally 
provided for by rule and s htute elsewhere and the failure to testify phrase is .' 
unconstitutional under the Federal Bill of Rights. While it may be of some i ..'n
portance that depositions are guaranteed in the Ohio Bill of Rights rather than 
only by statute or rule, and may even constitute an added protection of this right, 
the Ohio section does not really provide any greater protection. than could be 
established by statute since the actual guarantee is less than absolute. Article I 
section 10 only establishes that provisions for depositions may be made by law. • 
Retaining the "comment" phrase would allow the practice of court or prosecutional 
connnellt to begt~ again if the Supreme Court of the United States altered its 
r'lt ling. ' . 

Among those other rights guaranteed by Art. I, section 10 and similar rights 
guarantp-ed in other bills of rights there is little substantive difference. Alaska 4t 
(Art. I, section 8), Hawaii (Article I, section 8 ) Illinois (Article I, r:;ecti,on 7), 
and Montana (Article II, section 20) all in some manner establish the guarantee of 

. 3. presentment, indictment, or information for those accused of felonies or capital 
crimes although they vary the actual guarantee. Ha"io1aii' s guarantee copies the 
Fifth Amendment but with modernized language. Alaska's adds that the indictment 
may be waived and an information substituted, establishes the size of grand juries, • 
and further provides that the power of grant juries to investigate nnd make recom
mendations for the Public welfare and 58£e1:y shall not be fll.lspended. Illinois 
provides with the guarantee of indictment that the legislature can nbolish the 
grant jury or further limit its use, and Montana sets out the specifics of the 
gUarantee in modern language eschewing the antiquated phraseology of Art. I, section 
10...• 

The double jeopardy and self-incrimination guarantees of the Fifth Amendment 
are copies in all five bills of rights. Alaska (Art. I, section 9), Illinois (Art. 
1, section 10), and Montana (Art. IT, section 25) set out these rights in separate 
sections. The Model State Constitution has tlle self-incrimination clause as a 
separate section (Section 1.04) and the double jeopardy clause in Section 1.06 .. 
(c)--a section entitled IIRights of Accused Persons." Hawaii retains the format of 
the Fifth Amendment in its Art. I, section 8. 

The Sixth Amendment rights are also guaranteed in all of the bills of rights 
reviewed but with variations. One common factor though is that in each, all of the 
Sixth Amendment guarantees are together. AlaSka, in Article I, section 11 sets out 
the basic .rights of the accused adding a prOVision about the size of the juries and 
a bail provision, but it does not include the right to be tried in the district 
where the offense was comnlitted. The size of the state and the distribution of the 
population may be the reason for this. Hawaii's Article T, section 11 provides 
the same basic guarantees but it also has several variations. Hawaii formalizes 
the right to a change of veriue, but in the same manner that Ohio's Art. T, section .~ 
10 allows for depositions, and also establishes a specific provision guaranteeing 
counsel for indigent defendants. Ill~ois provides only the basic Sixth Amendment 
rights in Art. I, section 8. Montana has a similar basic guarantee but it pro

vides a v.enue clause similar to that contained in Hawaii's Bill of Rights, giving 

41 
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• 
both the state and the defendant the right to request a change of venue, Art. II, 
section 24. The Model State Constitution does not differ radically from any of 
these, Section l.06~' It provides a change of venue clause, but it has another 
clause not contained in any of the others. It provides a general statement of 
when an attorney will be available. Following the general right to counsel guar
'antee, the Model State Constitution continues, 

• 
• • • the accused shall enjoy the right to have the 
assistance of counsel for his defense, and to the assignment 
of counsel to represent him at every stage of the proceedings 
unless he elects to proceed without counselor is able to 
obtain counsel. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission Research Study No. 441 
"Bill of Rights Committee 
January 7, 1975 

Bill of Rights 
Part 9 •

Article I, Section 19a 

Article I, Section 198, is as follows: 

The amount of demages recoverable by civil action in • 
the courts for death caused by the wrongful act, ne
glect, or default of another, shall not be limited by 
law. 

Swmnary • 
Article I, Section 19a was adopted in 1913 and has not been amended. It pro

hibits the General Assembly from limiting the amount of recovery in suits based upon 
wrongful deaths. The basic tenet behind the adoption of the Section is that the 
survivors of one wrongfully killed should be allowed as full a recovery of their 
damages as possible. Most opposition to Artic~e I, Section 19a in the Convention 
of 1912 was founded upon the concern that the threat of unlimited liability would • 
discourage manufacturtng and make liability insurance prohibitively expensive. 

Eight other states than Ohio have constitutional bars to statutory limitation 
of the amount recoverable in wrongful death actions. Each such provision was 
adopted between 1874 and 1915. The Ohio section is relatively stmple in comparision 
to the similar provisions in other states. Several of the other sections extend ex • 
ceptions to workmen's compensation type acts, and some prohibit limitation of recovery 
in property damage actions or personal injury actions not involving death of the victim. 

No-fault tnsurance systems appear to be incompatible with Article I, Section 19a, 
only if a threshold amount of damages is imposed in the insurance below which no cause 
of action for damages would existi. If the insurance scheme were set up so that a • 
wrongful death would give rise to a cause of action regardless of the amount of damages, 
Article I, Section 19a would not render part of the system unconstitutional. 

History of Article I, Section 19a 

The prohibition of limitation on recovery for wrongful death was proposed by the • 
Convention of 1912 and adopted by the electorate in that year as Article I, Section 19a! 
Neither the text of the provision nor its place in the Bill of Rights has been in any 
way changed since the original ratification. 

As a point of background to state constitutional bars on limiting the amount of 
recovery for wrongful death, such as Article I, Section 19a, it should be noted that • 
in both the English and American coma. on law.nQ right existed at all for the recovery of 
damages founded upon the tortious death of a person. While, of course, one could re
cover actual, special, and exemplary damages for injuries to his person, it was con
sistently held that a victim's cause of action did not survive his death. The English 
law was first to recognize a cause of action for damages after the victim's death 
when, in the mid-nineteenth century, Lord Campbell's Act2 was adopted allowing surviv • 
ing relatives of a deceased whose death was wrongfully caused to recover for their 
losses. After 1850 wrongful death statutes became increasingly common and presently 
they exist in one form or another in every state. Two basic types of acts are found, 
survival acts and death acts. The survival acts provide for a decedent's personal 
representative to recover damages suffered by the victtm during his life. Death acts 
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recognize a new cause of action after death for loss ~o the decedent's estate or his 
surviving relatives. The Ohio wrongful death statute is a death act for the benefit of tr 
surviving spouse, the children, and other next of kin. 4 

By the time of the Convention of 1912, Ohio had adopted its death act, but the 
legislature had placed a limitation upon the amount of damages recoverable regard
less of damages shown. At the Convention, a rather vigorous debate occurred over 
whether or not a constitutional amendment prohibiting such limitations was advisable. 5 

Proponents of the provision which eventually became Article I, Section 19a as
serted several arguments in support of their position. A basic rationale put forward 
suggested that the primary purpose of a statute allowing persons who were dependent 
upon a victim killed by the wrongful acts or omissions of another was to keep such 
dependents from becoming public charges. 6 Adv~cates of prohibiting limitation upon 
recovery went on to argue that a limitation prevented any reasonable consideration 
of future increases in the living expenses of the victim's survivors. 7 It was even 
suggested that limiting recovery to actual pecuniary loss not to exceed a stated 
amount had a direct and highly undesirable result in shamefully and ridiculously 
small compensation for the loss of human life. 8 Proponents of the section went so 
far as to say that limiting compensation to pecun~ary loss only denied full compen
sation and offended the sense of natural justice. 

The delegates who opposed adoption of a prohibition upon limiting the amount 
of recovery in wrongful death actions based their arguments on two propositions. 
First, it was asserted that the potential of unlimited liability for contributing 10 
to the wrongful death of an employee would greatly discourage manufacturing businesses. 
However, this argument loses its force in the light of Section 35 of Article II which 
provides for workmen's compensation in which recovery for death is limited. Secondly, 
opponents argued that the possibility of unlimited loss would cause the necessary 
premiums on casualty insurance to be so exorbitant as to make coverage impractical. ll 

Debate of the suggested prohibition on limitation of the amount recoverable in 
wrongful death was sincere but not extended. The proposed constitutional amendment 
was finally passed by the Convention with approval of approximately 80 per cent of 
the delegates. 12 

Perhaps because of the very direct language of Article I,Section 19a, the pro
vision has not been tested by the General Assembly, nor been the subject of any 
substantial court interpretation. The brevity and clarity of the statement in 
Section 19a has obviated the need for extensive construction. 

Comparison with Similar PRovisions of Other State Constitutions 

Ohio is among nine states13 which have constitutional prohibitions upon statu
tory limiting of recovery in actions based upon a wrongfully caused death. Each of 
the nine provisions was acopted in original form within a period of approximatelj 
forty years, the Ohio section being among the most recent. Pennsylvania, in 1874, 
was the first state to make the bar on statutory limitation of recovery in wrongful 
death a constitutional provision. Although the Ohio section has never been amended, 
several states have seen fit to expand the similar sections of their constitutions. 

The nine constitutional provisions may be readily grouped for comparative 
purposes in several ways. Among the most obvious divisions is between constitutional 
sections which explicitly provide for an exception in the form of workmen's compensa
tion type acts, and those, like Ohio's14 which do not, but rather, leave workmen's 
and other special compensation as the subjects of separate constitutional provisions. 
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Article XXIII, Section 7 of the Oklahoma Constitution serves as an example of the 
p;ovisions which both prohibit a limitation on recovery for wrongful death and allow 
an exception in the form of workmen's compensation. It reads: 

The right of action to recover damages for injuries resulting 
in death shall never be abrogated, and the amount recoverable 
shall not be subject to any statutory limitation, provided 
however, that the Legislature may provide an amount of compen
sation under the Workmen's Compensation Law for death result 
ing from injuries suffered in employment covered by such law, 
in which case the compensation so provided shall be exclusive. 

A second distinction among the nine different state constitutional provisions 
may be drawn between those which expressly prohibit abrogation of the cause of action 
itself along with prohibiting a limitation on recovery, and those which only speak 
to limiting the amount of recovery. While the issue has not been confronted, it 
could easily and forcefully be argued that prohibiting limitation on amount of re
covery effectively prohibits abrogation of the right to recover itself. Ohio's 
Article I, Section 19a does not expressly exclude abrogation of the right of action. 
For an example of a state constitutional provision which also explicitly preserves 
the right to an action for wrongful death, Article I, Section 16 of the New York 
Constitution may be referred to. It reads: 

The right of action now existing to recover damages for 
injuries resulting in death, shall never be abrogated; and 
the amount recoverable shall not be subject to any statutory 
limitation. 

A third comparison of Article I, Section 19a of the Ohio Constitution with other 
state constitutional prohibitions upon limitation of recovery in wrongful death may 
b~ made by looking to whether or not the particular provision also prohibits limiting 
the amount of recovery for wrongful injuries which do not result in death or for in
juries to property. The Kentucky Constitution specifically prohibits the statutory 
limitation of recovery for personal injuries which do not result in death and for 
injuries to property. Section 54 of the Kentucky Constitution reads: 

The general assembly shall have no power to limit the amount 
to be recovered for injuries resulting in death, or for in
juries to person or property. 

The Arizona Constitution extends its prohibition on limiting recovery to personal 
injuries, but does not expressly affect damage to property. Arizona's Article II, 
Section 31 states: 

No law shall be enacted in this State limiting the amount 
of damages to be recovered for causing the death or injury 
of any person. 

This comparison of Ohio's Article I, Section 19a to the similar prOV1S10ns of 
other state constitutions may be summarized, as the examples above indicate~ by 
Bay tug that Ohio has a relatively simple constitutional prohibition upon statutory 
limitation of the amount of damages recoverable in wrongful death actions. Article 
I, Section 19a does not express an exception for workmen's compensation acts, or 
the .like. It does not explicitly say that the right of action itself may not be 
.brogated. It does not extend his prohibition upon limiting recovery either to 
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actions based upon personal injuries which do not result in death or to actions 
based upon tortious damage to property. In short, the Ohio provision is nothing 
more than the basic statement of the principle that survivors should be able to 
recover judgments for the full extent of their injury which is occasioned by 
wrongful death. Of the eight comparable provisions in other states, none is as s~ple 

as Article I, Section 19a. The Ohio Constitution does, it should be noted, provide 
most of the same protections and exceptions in other sections as do the single, 
more complex, provisions of other state constitutions, but the prohibition of 
limitation itself remains unadorned in Ohio. 

Potential Effects on "No-Fault" Insurance Programs 

Significant attention, in both the legal profession and the general public, 
has been devoted in recent years to proposed and enacted reformations of casualty 
and liability, particularly automobile, insurance laws from traditional systems 
to plans which have been popularly styled "no-fault" insurance. There are several 
fundamental approaches to no-fault insurance and many permutations upon each basic 
theme, but practically every approach rests upon the same proposition. This propo
sition is to have an injured party's own insurance compensate him for his damages 
up to a set dollar amount and to abrogate the right to seek redress in court for 
damages less than that set amount, of "threshold". The cause of action for damages about tht 
threshold amount survives in a no-fault system. 

When no-fault insurance with its threshold concept is placed in juxtaposition 
to the Article I, Section 19a prohibition upon statutory limitation of the amount 
recoverable in an action for wrongful death, the question arises as to whether or 
not the abrogation of the right to sue when damages do not exceed the thresthold 
amount is a violation of the constitutional bar on limiting recovery. The suggested 
dilemma occurs when a no-fault act has been passed and the damages arising from the 
wrongful death are less than the threshold amount imposed by the insurance statute. 
The no-fault bar to suing the tort-feasor appears clearly to run afoul of the Ar
ticle I, Section 19a admonition that "damages recoverable by civil actions in the 
courts • • • shall not be limited by law." 

This conflict is recognized by most serious commentators on no-fault insurance 
plans. lS Robert E. Keeton and Jeffrey O'Connell, authors. of the Basic Protection 
plan of no-fault insurance, grant that in a state with a prohibition on limiting 
the amount of recovery in wrongful death, a no-fault insurance scheme with a rigid 
threshold would, indeed, violate the constitutional guarantee when damages did not 
exceed the threshold amount. l6 The Keeton-O'Connell plan, a modification of which 
has been enacted in Massachusetts, therefore, includes in its prototype policy an 
alternative provision17 for use in Ohio and the eight other states with constitu
tional prohibitions similar to Article I, Section 19a. This alternative provision 
preserves the cause of action in every case involving a wrongful death, regardless 
of the amount of damages. 

If the action for wrongful death were always saved, the threshold concept of 
no-fault insurance systems would be compatible with Article I, Section 19a. Another, 
albeit more complex, solution to the conflict would be in adopting an amendment to 
the Constitution allowing no-fault insurance to be an exception to Article I, Sec
tion 19a. 
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Before the best manner of accommodating no-fault insurance with its threshold 
feature to constitutional prohibitions on limiting the amount of recovery in 
wrongful death aetions could be determined, it would be essential to decide a •
basic policy question. The policy issue is whether in cases of wrongful death 
the constitutional prohibition or a full no-fault insurance plan is more desirable. 
It has been suggested that the advantages of no-fault plans, including expedition 
of compensation, elimination of multiple recoveries caused by insurance payments 
overlapping with tort recoveries, and, limitation on recovery for controllable 
disbursements such as funeral expenses, would outweigh the value of prohibiting •
the limitation of recovery in wrongful death actions where damages were small, 
and that the public interesiswould ult~ately mandate preference for no-fault 
'tnsurance with a threshold. 

-Potential Constitutional Revisions Directly Affecttng ~ticle II Section 19a • 
Based upon the discussion contained herein and the options for constitutional
 

change presented, the following is a delineation of possible courses of action by
 
the Committee.
 

- leave the section unchanged • 
combine the section with the Workmen's Compensation prOVision of Article II, 
Section 35 

- expressly prohibit abrogation of the cause of action based upon wrongful death 

- extend the prohibition in Article I, Section 19a upon statutory limitation • 
of recovery to cases based upon personal injury not resulting in death and 
and property damage 

provide a specific exception for no-fault insurance acts 

- repeal the section. • 

• 

• 

• 
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•Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Bill of Rights Committee Research Study No. 44J 
,February 5, 1975 

Bill of RIghts-Part 10 
Article I, Section 15 

No person shall be imprisoned for debt in any civil 
action, on mesne or final process, unless in cases 
of fraud. 

The guarantee of section 15 occupies an ~portant place in the history of� 
the development of the original colonies. ]mprisonment for debt, a feature of� 
early English law, was hated by many people. In response to and because of this� 
law, many came to the colonies. When presented with the opportunity to alter� 
this practice after independence, they not only abolished it but guaranteed� 
that people would be forever freed from its application. Strangely enough,� 
neither the Federal Constitution nor its Bill of Rights contains this guarantee,� 

, perhaps reflecting the creditor position of many of the influential early leaders 
of the colonies, but its absence could also be an example of the early conception 
of the position of the states in protecting the individual. According to the 

"early compromises worked out in drafting the Constitution, one of the ways in 
which the federal nature of the government was to be guaranteed was by the state 
protecting individual rights rather than the federal government. In any event, 
a gua;autee that there will be no ~prisonment for debt is a c01llDOn feature of 
state bills of rights. 

The Ohio guarantee in Article I, section 15 of the Ohio Constitution of 1851� 
is a shortened vera ion of its predecessor in the 1802 Constitution, Article VIII,� 
section 15. The major difference between them lies in the fact that the earlier� 
version explains what the later version implies about the full extent of this� 
right--that one may not be imprisoned for debt unless the debtor refuses to de�
liver his property to the creditor as prescribed by law.� 

In the Convention of 1850-51, the Committee dealing with the Bill of Rights� 
originally struck this guarantee out, believing that the legislature should handle� 
this and retain some forms of ~prisonment for debt. Those favoring the removal of� 
the guarantee argued that in cases of malicious trespass by a judgment-proof in�
dividual there was no real remedy without imprisonment. They further contended� 
that the difficulties in obtaining a writ of replevin allowed property to be re�
moved from the jurisdiction of the court before action could be taken; imprison

·ment for debt would provide another remedy. The Convention, though, valued the 
guarantee and passed it in its present form. 

Section 15 has needed little interpretation by the courts to ensure that all 
benefit from its guarantee. Article I, section 15 means exactly what it Bays and 
early cases established its meaning. The only question that has arisen deals with the 
meaning of "debt." 

140. S. 213 (1863)� 
In Spice and Son v. Steinruck,/the plaintiff sued the defendant before a� 

justice of the peace for the balance of an account. The summons was issued and� 
served and the defendant counterclaimed. The plaintiff then applied to the� 
justice of the peace for an order for the arrest of the defendant. The order� 
was given and the defendant was detained unti11 he conferred a judgment in favor� 
of Spice and Son for the amount claimed. Steinruck brought suit for wrongful� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 
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arrest and imprisonment. The question in the case involved whether the order of 
arrest was void or voidable. The question turned on Article I, section 15 about which 
the Ohio Supreme Court said,

• This constitutional provision clearly contemplates 
legislation before any arrest could be made in civil 
actions, though fraud may have intervened. Courts, 
therefore, whether of general or limited jurisdiction, 
have now no common law power to authorize arrests in

• such cases, and the power, if it exists at all, must 
have been conferred by express legislation. 

The Court further said that the legislature had established specific criteria that 
had to be met in order for a justice of the peace to act. Here, Spice and Son had 
not supplied the necessary proof of fraud to justify seeking the order for arrest, 

• and the Court declared the order void. 

Presently, the statutes that allow an arrest of a debtor are contained in 
Chapter 2331. of the Ohio Revised Code. In order for an arrest to be made and the 
debtor to be imprisoned until he pays the judgment or is discharged according to 
law, the court must be satisfied by a creditor's affidavid, and such other evidence

• as is presented, that: the judgment debtor has removed or has begun to remove his 
property from the jurisdiction of the court with intent to prevent collection of 
the money due; the debtor has assigned or disposed of property or has converted it 
into money with intent to defraud creditors or to prevent execution against it; the 
debtor fraudulently contracted the debt or incurred the obligation upon which judg
ment was rendered; the judgment was rendered for money, or other valuable thing, lost

• by gambling, or the debtor was arrested on an order before judgment and has not been 
released, or the order not set aside. (Sections 2331.01 et seq.) 

While the statutes set out the basic situations where the otherwise broad 
Article I, section 15 would apply, it is not always a simple process to apply such 
rules. In White v. Gates, 42 Ohio St. 109 (1884) A had money which he claimed was

• a gift from B who was a judgment debtor to C. In proceedings in aid of execution, 

• 

prosecuted by C before the probate judge, the judge found that the money had been 
placed in the hands of A by B to defraud the creditors. The judge then ordered A to 
deliver the money to a received to be applied to the judgment, but A refused. The 
judge ordered A jailed for contempt. A then filed a habeas corpus petition claiming 
the protection of Article I, section 15. The Supreme Court held that a judge could 
order a third person to deliver property of a judgment debtor or face contempt charges. 
A, though, claimed a right to the money, therefore A was not a debtor falling under 
Article I, section 15, but since A had a claim to the money, A could not be jailed 
for contempt for failing to deliver the money. The Court said that the respective 
rights would have to be determined by a court in an action by C against A. 

• Contempt charges formed the basis for The Second National Bank of Sandusky v. 

• 

Becker, 62 Ohio St. 289 (1900). The plaintiff brought an action on two notes and 
at the same time sued out an attachment against the defendant's property. The 
plaintiff recovered judgment and obtained an order for the defendant to deliver 
his property to the sheriff for sale. The defendant failed to comply and the plaintiff 
instituted another proceeding in contempt. The judge found the defendant guilty and 
ordered him to payor go to jail. Before the contempt hearing began, the defendant' 
had made an assignment of the property to other creditors and was therefore unable 
to pay the bank. Consequently, the defendant appealed the order. 
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The principal question was whether the contempt order was incompatible 

'with Article I, section 15, where no bad faith or fraud was imputed. 

The proceedings in contempt on the order were entered as part of the
 
judgment of the Bank in the action to recover two notes. The purpose of the
 
order was to get delivery of the property to the sheriff for sale to satisfy
 
the notel or alternatively to get payment. In the contempt hearings, the court
 
was satisfied that the property could not be delivered and ordered payment or
 
jail. The court sought to coerce payment from the defendant and his sureties.
 

The Supreme Court, reversing the contempt order, said that "debt" within
 
the Constitutional inhibition, includes not only debts of record, judgments and
 
specialities, but generally all obligations arising from contract, express or
 
implied, and imprisonment for contempt cannot be given merely for failure to
 
pay, because it would violate Article I, section 15. The Court held that the
 
order was not to deliver property or a fund held by the defendant; it was
 
strictly an order to payor else, therefore, it was erroneous.
 

Alimony and contempt charges to enforce it comprise another area where the
 
meaning of Article I, section 15 has been raised. In a divorce action a lower
 
court found the wife entitled to alimony and ordered the husband to pay, Cook
 
v. Cook, 66 Ohio St. 566, 1902. The husband failed to pay. The Court then 
ordered his arrest and that he be brought to the court to show cause why he 
should not be punished for contempt of court. A hearing was held on the charges, 
and the Court ordered the husband's imprisonment until he complied with the court 
order. The husband appealed. One of his contentions was that the court did not 
have the power to punish for contempt one Who fails to pay a final judgment for 
a1~ny because alimony constituted a debt and Article I, section 15 forbade im
prisonment for failure to pay a debt. 

The Supreme Court did not accept this argument, holding that the husband's 
obligation is not a debt. The Court said the obligation arises from a duty the 
husband owes to the public and to the wife, but it is not based on a contract 
and the adjudication is not obtained in a civil action. Alimony is an allowance 
in the nature of a partition. The court does not decree alimony as a debt to 
the wife, or as damages to be paid to her iy her former husband, but as part of 
the estate standing in his name in which she has a right to share, in an amount 
established by the court to be paid to her, to which she becomes legally entitled. 
The failure of the husband to pay, when able to pay, is a refusal to obey the 
order of a court which can be punished by a contempt charge upon the same grounds 
that orders and decrees of courts of equity are enforced. Ohio courts have the 
power to do this now, under Section 2705.06 of the Revised Code. 

The Franklin County Court of Appeals used similar reasoning in a case of 
failure to provide child support, State v. Ducey, 25 Ohio App. 2d 50 (Franklin 
Co., Ct. A., 1970). In this case, the appellant was appealing his conviction 
for the failure to provide for the care, support, maintenance and education of 
his children under Section 2151.42 (since repealed). Failure to do so was an 
offense punishable by fines and imprisomnent. The appellant argued that the 

'money owed was a debt and a conviction and fmprisomnent for failure to pay this 
debt violated his rights under Article I, section 15. The Court held, however, 
that the duty of the parent to support his child is an obligation owed by the 

'parent to the body politic which is enforceable by the latter. This liability 
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arises out of an unfinished omnipresent responsibility of changeable weight as 
opposed to a debt which is the residuum of a past and finished transaction. A 
debt is dischargeable, but the duty to support is not; it continues and then 
falls of itself, while a debt continues. 

Another area where the meaning of "debt" and the applicability of Article I, 
section 15 has been raised is a tax obligation. In Cincinnati v. DeGolyer, 25 
Ohio St. 2d 101 (1971), the defendant was charged with a failure to pay city income 
tax for 1966. The defendant moved for an order to quash the affidavit on the 
ground that the tax ordinance makes a tax a debt and that the provision for crim
inal liability including fine and imprisonment violates Article I, section 15. The 
trial court sustained the motion, but the Court of Appeals reversed. 

The Supreme Court said that it has long been held that imprisonment for debt 
does not apply to taxes on the basis that debt, within the meaning of the consti
tutiona1 provision ordinarily arises out of a contractual or consensual obligation. 
A tax, it said, is not such an obligation, but is one imposed by the sovereign by 
virtue of its sovereign powers. The general rule though was founded primarily 
upon license cases with an excise tax involved. Imprisonment was not for a failure 
"to pay the tax but for engaging in business without paying'the tax which gives one 
the right to engage in business. The Court then declared that the general rule that 
a tax is not a debt within the meaning of the Constitutional prohibition is unreal
istic. The Court, continued by saying that a debt is an obligation to pay money. 
Whether this arises by contract, by judicial determination of tort liability or by 
imposition of a tax by a sovereign, it is an obligation to pay money, and nothing in 
section 15 indicates or would require that the word "debt" as being used should have 
anything but its ordinary meaning. Article I, section 15 provides that one cannot 
be imprisoned for a debt and the section makes no distinctions. Only debts arising 
out of fraud are exempted from the protection of the clause. A tax, like court costs 
in a criminal case, is a civil obligation, and if one cannot be imprisoned for failure 
to pay beyond the maximum, it does not stand to reason that an ordinary taxpayer 
whose only fault is his failure to pay taxes, in the absence of wilfu11 refusal 
or fraud, should be imprisoned for his failure. The Court held that one could not 
be imprisoned for the mere failure to pay taxes in the absence of willful refusal 
or fraud. The sovereign may impose sanctions to enforce the payment and may provide 
that a willful failure or refusal to pay constitutes a crime punishable by imprison
ment, but if the taxpayer is indigent or there is honest debate about the amount owed, 
and if there has been no arbitrary refusal to pay, the taxpayer may not be imprisoned. 

Article I, section 15 has also been at issue in criminal cases where the defendant 
has been unable to pay a fine or court costs. An early case was Kohler v. State 24 
Ohio App. 272 (Cuyahoga Co., Ct. A., 1927).The case involved the sentencing of a mis
demeanant unable to pay the fine: the defendant was confined to jail until he paid 
the fine or worked it out. He appealed the sentence arguing that the statutes that 
provided for this violated Article I, section 15, but his argument failed. The Court 
said that Article I, section 15 excepted those in jails or workhouses. Thirteen 
years later the Attorney General maintained this exception, Op. Att. Gen., 2424 (1940). 
He said that clearly a fine arising from a violation of the penal laws of the state 
was not a debt in the sense of an obligation incurred by express or implied contract. 
Therefore, they were not debts within the meaning of Article I, section 15 and impris
onment for failure to pay a fine was not an unconstitutional imprisonment for debt. 
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In Strattman v. Studt, The Court began to show a modification of this 
doctrine but only as it applied to court costs in a crtminal proceeding, 20 
Ohio St. 2d 95 (1969). The appellant was found guilty of making a false 
report to the police and given the maximum sentence--six months in jail and 
fined $500 plus costs. He was unable to pay and the judge applied the work
off provision. Six months later the defendant filed a petition of habeas corpus 
allegtng a denial of due process and equal protection in the application of the 
wor~off statutes. At the same time the petitioner filed his petition of habeas 
corpus, he filed a pauper's affidavit. 

The question to be resolved by the Supreme Court was whether there was an 
abuse of discretion where the trial court imposed a ftne which, in effect, con
fines a prisoner longer than the maximum sentence. 

The Court held that as applied to an indigent defendant, who has served the 
maximum sentence, the work-off statute was unconstitutional as violative of the 
Fourteenth Amendment. The Court said that the work-off provision has the dual 
purpose of either allowing a defendant to payor work off his fine by laboring 
for the state. The solvent crtminal has the choice; the indigent has none. 
Because of the inability to pay, a law which requires a defendant to pay must 
reasonably equate the amount of work required and the cash amount of the fine so 
a8 not to offend our legal tradition of fundamental fairness. On this basis, 
the Court held that the three dollars a day was so unreasonable that it unfAirly 
discrtminated against the indigent defendant and denied him equal protection 
punishing him more severely because he was unable to pay. 

The Court distinguished between fines and court costs. The Court said that 
in both criminal and civil cases costs are taxed against certain litigants to 
lighten the taxpayer's burden of supporting the court system. Statutory provisions 
for the payment of court costs were not enacted to serve a punitive, retributive, or 
rehabilitative purpose. Article I, section 15 prohibits imprisonment for civil 
debt so an indigent defendant required to pay court costs in a civil action is 
not jailed to work off this obligation. In criminal cases, court costs are also 
subject to the same prohibition. The purpose of assessing costs in both types of 
aetton 1s the same and there is no justification for imprisonment for a failure 
to' pay costs in criminal cases but not in civil cases. A judgment for costs in 
a c~~inal case is a civil obligation and may be collected only by methods provided 
for the collection of civil judgments. liTo hold otherwise would permit that which 
18 ecntst\11:Utionally prohibited." 

One year later, the United States Supreme Court extended the protection against 
imprisonment for debt to fines. In Williams v. Illinois, the defendant was given the 
maximum penalty for petty theft--one year and $500 fine plus $5 court costs, 399 
U.S. 235 (1970). At the end of his one-year sentence, if he did not pay the fine, 
he had to work it off at $5 a day. While in jail, the defendant petitioned for 
release alleging indigency, but his petition was rejected by the Illinois Supreme 
Court. ~e Supreme Court vacated and remanded. The defendant argued primarily 
that the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment prohibits imprisonment 
of an indigent beyond the maxiullm term authorized by statute where that inprisonment 
flows directly from his inability to pay a fine and court costs. The State asserted 
its interest in the collection of revenues produced by fines and contended that the 
wO'rk-off system was a rational means of implementing that policy. In response the 
€ourt said that the interest was substantial and legitimate but was not unlike the 
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State's interest in collecting fiJlf.'~;; 'Where there would be no imprisonment. The
 
Court concluded that, when the aggregate imprisonment exceeded the maximum
 
period set by statute and resulted directly from an involuntary nonpayment of
 
fines or court costs, there was impermissible discrimination. Once the State
 
has defined the outer limits of incarceration necessary to satisfy its penological
 
interests and policies it may not subject a class of defendants to confinement
 
beyond the statutory maximum solely because of indigency.
 

A statute permitting a sentence of both imprisonment and fine 
cannot be parlayed into a longer term of imprisonment than 
is fixed by the statute since to do so would be to accomplish 
indirectly as to an indigent that which cannot be done directly. 

One year later, the Court expanded this decision Tate v. Short, 401 U. S. 395
 
(1971). The defendant was unable to pay fines on convictions for traffic offenses
 
and was ordered to be held at the prison farm a sufficient time to satisfy the
 
fines at the rate of $5 for each day. The Court held that this denied equal pro

tection overruling the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals' holding that the defendant's
 
poverty did not make the imprisonment unconstitutional. The Court rules that this
 
situation constituted precisely the same unconstitutional discrimination as found
 
in the Williams case. The Court adopted the view stated in Morris v. Schoo~fie1d,
 

399 U. S. 508, 509 (1970), that
 

the same constitutional defect condemned in Williams also inheres 
in ~ai1ing an indigent for failing to make immediate payment of 
any fine, whether or not the fine is accompanied by a jail term 
and whether or not the jail term of the indigent extends beyond 
the maximum term that may be imposed on a person willing and able 
to pay a fine. In each case, the Constitution prohibits the State 
from imposing a fine as a sentence and then automatically converting 
it into a jail term solely because the defendant is indigent and 
cannot forthwith pay the fine in full. 

Following the Williams, Tate, and Morris decisions, the Ohio Supreme Court, in
 
In re Jackson, 26 Ohio St. 2d 51, 1971 voided a court rule providing for holding a'
 
defendant in jail for nonpayment of a fine (credited at $10 per day) so long as
 
failure to pay the fine was based on indigency and not refusal.
 

In neither case had the Supreme Court ruled on alternative sentencing (i.e. 
thirty days of $30 sentences), but in 1972 the Fifth Circuit dealt with the problem 
Frazier v. Jordan, 457 F. 2d;726, (5 Cir., 1972) Frazier appealed from an alter
native sentence on the basis that this was an unconstitutional violation of equal 
protection because appellee and those similarly situated were treated as a separate 
class different from those who could pay. The State of Georgia argued that the 
prison sentence was not merely a collection device as in Tate, but that the State's 
penal interests would only be served by immediate payment of the fine or by imprison
ment. The Circuit Court disagreed saying that the alternative fine cteated classes; 
those who could pay the fine immediately, and those who could only pay the fine over 
a period of time, with this latter going to jail. The Court said two state interests 
were served by default imprisonment. The first was collection of fines and impris

. onment serves to coerce a defendant with marginal or concealed assets to payor to go 
to jail, but the Court said that far less onerous means could be used to achieve this. 
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As a result, however, compelling the State's interest in collecting its fines, 
tmprisonment of those without the money to pay immediately is not necessarily 
achieving the State's goals. The other interest is the State's penal interest, 
but the Court said that imprisonment of those who cannot immediately pay a fine 
is not necessary to promote the State's punitive and deterrent penological in
terests. The alternative sentence implies that the State's punitive or deterrent 
interests can be served by requiring the defendant to pay a fine, and the judge 
refused to accept the contention that the immediate fine served interests not 
adequately protected through an extended payment plan. Alternative devices for 

the payment of fines could be structured, he felt, to require the defendant who 
pays over time to pay an amount which if discounted would be equal to the present 
value of the fine. 

Imprisonment of those who cannot pay their fines 
immediately is not necessary to promote the State's 

. compelling interest in effective punishment and 
deterence of crime. 

Between those sections dealing with imprisonment for debt the Bills of Rights 
~f those states reviewed, there is little substantive difference--indicating the 
basic nature of this guarantee. Alaska, Art I, section 17, guarantees the right 
then adds that it does not prohibit civil arrest of absconding debtors, an excep
tion explicit in Ohio's 1802 Constitution and implied in its 1851 Constitution, 
but Alaska does not mention fraud, although this may be implied. Article I, sec
tion 17 of Hawaii's Constitution merely states "There shall be no imprisomnent 
for debt. Exceptions for fraud and failure to deliver property to a creditor may 
be inherent and regulated by court decision." Montana's Bill of Rights specifically 
includes both of these exceptions in Article II, section 27 which is not otherwise 
different from similar sections. The Model State Constitution fails to include 
this section at all. 

The Illinois Constitution in Article I, section 14, alone of the five reviewed, 
provides more than the basic guarantee. In its first sentence, it guarantees the 
right in a manner similar to that of Montana, language which is also reminiscent of 
the 1802 Constitution of Ohio. The second sentence goes farther. It formalized 
explicitly the commands of the Supreme Court in Williams v. Illinois and rave v. 
Short by saying, 

No person shall by imprisoned for failure to pay a fine in a 
criminal case unless he has been afforded adequate time to 
make payment, in installments if necessary, and has wilfully 
failed to make payments. 

It should be recalled that the Supreme Court rulings are dependent upon the 
Federal Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses and not any state provisions. 
These are subject to change and hence their applicability to the states is also 
subject to change. While these rulings now apply to the states, if they are to 
be firmly guaranteed by the state, they will have to be included in the State 
Bill of Rights in a manner similar to the Illinois Bill of Rights. 

•
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• Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission Research Study No. 44K 
Bill of Rights Committee 
February 11, 1975 

• 
Bill of Rights, Part 11 
Article I, Section 2 

All political power is inherent in the people. 
Government is instituted for their equal protec
tion and benefit, and they have the right to 

• alter, reform, or abolish the same, whenever they 
deem it necessary; and no special privileges or 
immunities shall ever be granted, that may not 
be altered, revoked, or repealed by the General 
Assembly. 

• Article I, section 2 has remained unchanged since its adoption in 1851. It 
is derived from Article VIII, section 1 of the 1802 Constitution and the Declaration 

• 

of Independence. A large portion of the 1851 section is basically the same as its 
1802 counterpart, with slight language alterations. The last clause, though, was 
added in 1851 after considerable debate. It was seen as a move to return the power 
of the government in all its manifestations to the people and to curb the power of 
individuals and corporations who had achieved wealth, influence and position in 
part through privileges granted them by the state. 

• 

The theory of the sovereignty of the state lay behind this move, which was 
Vigorously resisted. The supporters of this clause, though, argued successfully 
that all power is inherent in the people and cannot be bartered away. Grants of 
privileges, they contended, diminished or partitioned that power; therefore, the 
grants violated the people's right to control their government and the government 
failed to provide equal protection and benefits. 

• 
This section contains the "equal protection" clause of the Ohio Constitution 

although its language is not identical to the parallel clause of the Bill of Rights 
of the United States Constitution, Amendment 14, section I. Because the fact that 
federal law and judicial interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendment, which applies 
to the states, has largely pre-empted the states in this area, this memorandum 
will only deal with those parts of Article I, section 2 of the Ohio Constitution 
which are unique. Equal protection will be discussed within the context of the 
federal right. Due to the complexity of the concept of equal protection, it will 

•
 only be handled in a very general manner.
 

•
 

The major portion of Article I, section 2, as noted above, is derived from the
 
Declaration of Independence and is basically a statement of principles, according
 
to the Ohio Supreme Court. In Ohio v. Covington, 29 Ohio St. 102, 1876 the Court
 
said that this declaration enunciates the foundation principle of government--that
 
the people are the source of all political power, but the Court said that this was
 
not intended as a denial of the power or right of delegation and representation.
 

•
 

The last clause was effectively explained in Railway Company v. Telegraph Association,
 
48 Ohio St. 390 (1891). The Telegraph Company obtained grants from the state and
 
the City of Cincinnati to operate a telephone service. The operation required that
 
the lines be grounded in the earth. Later the Railway Company also obtained grants
 
to operate an electric trolley line. The trolley system worked by sending electricity
 
through lines to the cars. The current then passed through the motor and on into
 
the tracks, returning to the generating plant. The case arose because the Railway 
Company current was interfering with the operation of the telephones. Current was 
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traveling through the soil from the tracks to the grounds of the telephone company 
producing static on the telephones. To correct this the Telegraph Company sought 
to hs.ve the Railway Company convert its system of powering its Vehicles to prevent 
interference with the operation of the telephones. The Telegraph Company contended 
that by virtue of its grants, acquired before the Railway Company had a right to 
use electricity as a motive power, it had obtained a vested interest in the tele
phone system as it operated and that not even the legislature of the state could 
limit, reduce, or injure this franchise on the faith of which it had expended 
capital and labor. The Court disagreed saying that special privileges and immuni
ties were under the control of the legislature and that according to Article I, 
section 2, if granted, they could be altered, revoked, or repealed by the General 
Assembly. The Court held that it was clearly within the power of the legis lature 
to authorize one class of corporation to use electricity, with grounded circuits 
in the streets, as a source of power, and another class to use the same or a sLmilar 
agency for the transmission of telephonic messages. And, if the proper exercise 
of rights granted one \.lder general law was irreconcilable, and plainly interfered 
With, a prior grant to a corporation of the other class, it could be construed as 
the intention of the legislature to deny an exclusive franchise, if not repeal the 
antecedent grant. HaVing received their corporate franchises from the state, the 
companies hold them in implied trust for the benefit of the community at large, and 
subjeet to the constitutional grant of legislative power to control the exercise of 
those franchises in the future as the public good might require. 

The Court further said that a franchise, if granted by the state with a reserved 
right of repeal, must be regarded as a mere privilege. The legislature can take it 
away at any time, and the holders of the franchise must rely solely upon the state's 
good will for its perpetuity and integrity. In the absence of such a reservation, the 
foree and effect of the grant may be altered through the constitutional power vested 
in the legislature to alter or repeal all general laws governing corporations and the 
pOlfer to alter, revoke, or repeal 'all special privileges or immunities that may have 
been ,granted. 

In the past twenty years, the equal protection clause has been used to decide 
an increasingly large number of cases in which diverse areas as race relations, 
state legislative reapportionment, and criminal process, and there have been a number 
of commentaries suggesting that the principle is applicable in an even larger number 
of areas. The Slaughter-House Cases, 83 U. S. 36, 1873, stated that the clause was 
clearly a provision for "(the Negro)race" and that it did not apply to economic 
affairs; by 1886, such restrictions had disappeared. The Court then not only applied 
the clause to different racial groups, but extended it to economic affairs and al 
lowed corporations to assert the right. 

The clause is directed to the states: "No State shall •.• deny any person 
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws," and the Court has inter
preted it to apply to a broad area of "state responsibility" which is difficult to 
delimit. In the Civil Rights Case, in 1883 (109 U.S. 3) the Court held that the 
State had violated the clause only when legislation had been passed that operated 
to deny equal protection. Since then, the Court has recognized a wide variety of 
state involvement, but the ~ost obvious is still the formal operation of a state 
ageney e.8., state legislation, city ordinances, officials acting under color of 
law. A second approaeh to state involvement identifies state action in the activi
ties ofa normally private party where the state directly or indirectly exercises 
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control, e.g., substantial state funding, significant state regulation, or appoint
ment of state agents as administrators. A third approach looks to the various

• indicia of state involvement. State action is found by "sifting facts and weighing 
circumstances," as in Burton v. Wilmington Parking Authority, 365 U.S. 715, 1961, 
where the Court, in dealing with a privately owned restaurant, noted that its premises 
were leased from and maintained by the state and that the premises were an integral 
part of a state parking facility. A final form of state action is manifested by 
apparently private parties that carryon a public function ordinarily performed by

• a governmental agency, e.g. party primaries. 

• 

Section five of the Fourteenth Amendment gives Congress the power to enforce 
the provisions of this amendment by appropriate legislation, but early after its 
passage, Congressional power was limited in this area so that it could only act 
when state activity denied equal protection. This changed, though, when Congress passed 
the Voting Rights Act of 1965. Then, in 1966, the Supreme Court in Katzenbach v. Morgan, 

• 

384 U. S. 641, 1966, upholding the legislation, construed Congress's power to adopt any 
"appropriate legislation" to enforce the Amendment as including the regulation of 
state activity not itself violative of equal protection, where the regulation could 
rationally be said to serve the purpose of enforcing equal protection in another con
text. The freedom to adopt "appropriate legislation" seems to also weaken the demand 
that congressional legislation be directed only at state action. Further, in Katzenbach, 
the Court ruled that Congress could independently determine a violation of equal pro
tection in order to activate its powers and that the Court would uphold such determin
ation if it could perceive the basis upon which Congress might predicate a judgment 
that an action violated the clause even if the Court might not have found a violation. 

• Equal protection decisions recognize that a state cannot function without 

• 

classifying its citizens for various purposes and treating some differently from 
others. According to a common formula, a classification is valid if it includes 
"all and only those persons who are similarly situated with respect to the purpose 
of the law." This test, though, is too simplistic to deal adequately with this area, 
so there have been many refinements. In statutory interpretation cases, where equal 
protection is an issue, a court's concern is to assess the constitutional validity 
of a statute whose coverage is not usually at issue. The court is expected to safe
guard constitutional values while maintaining proper respect for the legislature. 

• 
To resolve this, some courts have used a method similar to that used commonly in 
statutory interpretation. When the purpose of the classification is in doubt, they 
have attributed to the classification the purpose thought to be most probable. How
ever, other courts have attributed to the legislature any reasonably conceivable 
purpose which would support the constitutionality of the classification. 

• 
A classification which relates rationally to a discriminatory purpose will deny 

equal protection because this purpose is impermissible, not because the classifica
tion is arbitrary. Whenever a classification is made one of its purposes is to treat 
one class differently from another. However, the courts will ordinarily require the 
showing of a purpose which works in some way to promote the general welfare. When 
one industry is favored over another, there seems to be a presumption that promoting 
the favored one works to advance the general welfare, but a similar judgment made 
about the worth of individuals would require clear justification. 

• Once a purpose has been attributed to a statutory classification, equal protec
tion analysis still demands a decision on whether all and only those persons simil
iarly situated with respect to the purpose of the law are included in it--"the courts 
must reach and determine the question whether the classifications drawn in a statute 
are reasonable in light of its purpose," McLaughlin v. Florida, 379 U. S. 184 191 

• (1964). Only when the lack of correspondence between classification and purpose is 
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gtoas or when the classification is otherwise objectionable should courts intervene
 
on equal protection grounds.
 

Under-inclusion occurs when a state benefits or burdens persons in a manner 
that furthers a legitimate public purpose but does not confer this same benefit 
or place this same burden on others who are stmilarly situated. Sometimes courts 
will find the under-inclusion so arbitrary as to deny equal protection. Under-
inclusion does not always deny equal protection, however, abandoning the strict theory that 
the classification must include all those similarly situated with respect to purpose. 
Courts explain this by saying that the legislature is free to remedy parts of a 
mischief or to recognize degrees of evil and to deal with it where it is most acute. 
An Over-inclusive classification includes not only those Who are similarly situated 
with respect to the purpose of the act but others who are not so situated as well. 
Thus a military order whose purpose was to restrict the activities of those who 
posed a threat of sabotage or espoinage was over-inclusively applied to all persons 
of Japanese lineage, since only a small segment of that group posed such a threat, 
Kqrematsu v. Uni~ed States, 323 u.s. 214 (1944). 

In. regulatory matters, judicial deference to legislative determinations is 
considerable and has increased over the last thirty years. The Supreme Court has 
adopted a deferential position towards legislative determinations of economic matters 
8S well, although equal protection arguments are still powerful where suspect classi 
'f1cations or fundamental interests are present. In fiscal and regulatory matters, 
the Court has not only entertained a presumption of constitutionality and placed 
the burden on the challenging party to show that the law has no reasonable basis, 
but haa almost abandoned the task of reviewing questions of equal protection in 
these .r.... 

Certain classifications are said to be "suspect" (i.e., race, religion, country 
of origin) and a heavy burden of justification may be demanded of a state which 
draws such distinctions, LoVing v. Virginia, 388 U. S. 1 (1967). In reviewing 
these classifications, the COurts have required they bear more than a merely rational 
relationship with a legitimate public purpose. An aspect of this is the doctrine 
of the "eolor blind" Constitution and the Court holdings that any governmental 
action which draws distinctions between burdens or benefits conferred on individuals 
be~use of their raee is impermissible. Pr.ior to Brawn v. Board of Education, the 
Cqurt did not always maintain this (as in Korematsu); however, since then, although 
the Court has not ruled that classification according to race is invalid per ~, it 
has ruled that racial classification is valid only if necessary for some overriding 
purpose, 349 U.S. 294 (1965). If the sole purpose of a measure is to discriminate 
against individuals because of their race, it may be held unconstitutional because 
it has an impermissible, discriminatory purpose, and this may be true even when the enactment 
doe. not explicitly employ racial classifications. 

A suspect classification must bear a higher degree of relevance to purpose than 
other classifications. Thus, although not all racial and other suspect classifica
tions are absolutely forbidden, they are much less likely to be upheld than other 
classifications. For example, the ordinary presumption of validity is reversed 
when a suspect classification is made. The burden is placed in the state rather than 
the person challenging the law. A demonstration of possible rationality in the 
classification is deemed insufficient to support a racial distinction although it 
will support others. In order to be sustained the classification must be a necessary 
means of achieving a legitimate state purpose. This means that under- and over
inclusiveness are less acceptable in a suspect classification than they would other
wiSe be. Consequently, departures from strict reasonableness in relation to purpose 
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will not be readily tolerated when state action is guided by suspect distinctions. 
A state must demonstrate a much greater justification for imposing burdens or denying 

tt	 benefits on the basis of race than is required when distinctions are drawn on non
suspect lines. This higher burden requires that a state show not only that its ob
jective could not be obtained by a measure that did not draw distinctions, but also 
that the public interest involved outweighs the deteriment that will be incurred by 
the affected private parties. In calculating the magnitude of the public need for 
the measure, the courts must consider both the extent of the benefits accruing to 

..	 society and the degree of risk which will be incurred if a measure of that nature 
is not permitted. Similarly, the actual cost of the measure must be determined by 
examining both the importance of the individual or group rights infringed and the 
extent to which the measure will have long-term adverse effects on those interests. 

Interests which have been identified as fundamental and therefore deserving 
tt	 of special treatment under the equal protection clause include voting, procreation, 

rights with respect to criminal procedure, and to a lesser degree education, but 
it is difficult to articulate a general formula to distinguish interests regarded 
as "fundamental" from other interests for purposes of the equal protection clause. 
The Court seems to have treated the cases on an ad hoc basis, occasionally pointing 
out reasons for regarding particular interest as important, but not formulating a 

..	 comprehensive theory. Sometimes an individual suffers severe detriment when he is 
not treated as well as others are treated, just as in some contexts an individual 
may suffer severe detriment when the treatment he receives falls below a certain 
absolute standard. Thus, there is an obvious analogy to formulations of "due 
process" based on perceptions of "fundamental fairness" or "ordered liberty." 
However, although the process of identifying these interests may be similar, the 

• 

.. conclusions reached are not always identical. Probably every interest protected by 
due process will also be protected under equal protection, but the reverse is not 
true. For example, due process does not require states to grant appeals as of right, 
but equal protection requires that if the state provides an appeal to some it cannot 
deny it to others because of their inability to pay even where this could be rationally 
defended, Douglas v. California, 372 U.S. 353 (1963) • 

• 

The Supreme Court's conception of judicial competence to create and administer 
adequate remedies has played an important role in the development of equal protection 
doctrine. In 1946, the Court refused to hear a case involving an alleged denial of 
equal protection in legislative districting, in part because it felt it was unable 
to fashion a suitable remedy, Colegrove v. Green, 328 U.S. 549 (1946). When the 
Court heard a similar case sixteen years later it said that it had "no cause • . . 
to doubt the District Court will be able to fashion relief . • .", Baker v. Carr, 
369 U.S. 186, 198 (1962). 

• 
What may be called traditional remedies are those which a court might use 

whenever relieving a denial of constitutional rights, but the actual form of the 
remedy depends on the case. If a denial of equal protection infects the process of 
litigation in a lower court where a judgment has been entered against the person 
whose rights have been infringed, the remedy is generally reversed. For example, a 
Black's conviction will be reversed if other Blacks were barred from the jury by 
statute or practice. If procedurally fair litigation has resulted in the denial of 

• equal protection, reversal here is also the remedy. The person or class discriminated 
against is entitled to such relief as is necessary to make the remedy effective. 
A court has the "power . • . (and) duty to render a decree which will so far as 
possible eliminate the discriminatory effects of the past as well as bar like dis
crimination in the future, " Louisiana v. United States, 380 U.S. 145, 154 (1965). 
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In some situations a person denied equal protection must institute suit to obtain 

relief either by seeking damages or an injunction. Traditional forms of injunctions 
may prohibit enforcement of a discriminatory statute or administrative order, prevent 
discriminatory administrative practices, or give the plaintiff specific relief in 
the form of what has been discriminatorily denied him. Relief in the form of damages 
is appropriate when the discrimination has caused the plaintiff compensable monetary 
harm. However, the difficulty of finding a defendant who can be required and is able 
to pay substantial damages limits the usefulness of this remedy. Another difficulty 
with this is the doctrine of sovereign immunity, although recent Supreme Court deci
sions in this area have more narrowly restricted the scope of this doctrine. Where 
a statute denies equal protection by making an unconstitutional classification, the 
classification can be abolished by making the statute operate either on everyone or 
on no one. 

Until the school desegregation cases, judicially authorized delay had seemed to 
be inapplicable to cases involVing Constitutional rights. There, instead of inmediate 
relief, the Court ordered that relief be granted "with all deliberate speed," Brown, 
394 u.s. et 301. When ordering relief to proceed in this manner, the Court was hold
ing, at least in school desegregation cases, that continuing infringement of Consti 
tutional rights would be tolerated so that some other interests might be protected. 
The factors that can justify this delay are: the need for time to study the existing 
situation, determine various ways to correct the denial of equal protection, and 
choose the best comprehensive plan; the need for time to formulate remedial plans, 
and the need for time to solve administrative problems related to implementing the 
plans. 

Although the Supreme Court has suggested that schools present a unique case where 
delay is justified, lower courts have allowed delay where changes in public institu
tions would be so complex that ~ediate changes would cause disruption, but not all 
facilities have characteristics that make delay necessary as in public parks or re
creational areas. Delay has also been allowed in reapportionment. Because of the 
large amount of data and detail necessary to be taken into account in formulating 
complex apportionment plans that will meet constitutional standards, delays have been 
allowed in fmplementing orders. 

Comparison with Other States 

Among all of the sections of the Ohio Bill of Rights t nowhere are the differences 
between Ohio's sections and those of other newer bills of rights more apparent than i.n 
Article I, section 2. The main reason for the disparity here arises from radical 
changes over the last twenty years in the doctrine of equal protection. Newer state 
bills of rights consequently reflect changing attitudes and court decisions while 
Ohio retains a section adopted in 185l--a time when men seriously proposed to amend 
the fir8t sentence of Article 1, section 2 and substitute "white citizens of Ohio 
over twenty-one" for "people." 

Alaska's Bill of Rights contains four sections that set out rights similar to 
those provided in Article I, section 2 of the Ohio Constitution. Article I, section 
2 of the Alaska Constitution says basically that all power is inherent in the people 
and' that government originates in the people and is instituted for their good. Ar
ticle I, section 1 in a statement of inherent rights, states that all people are 
equal and entitled to equal rights, opportunities and protection. The language in 
these sections is reminiscent of Article I, sections I and 2 of the Ohio Constitution 
and they are similar because both are derived in part from the Declaration of Inde
pendence.A major difference, though, is that equal protection is guaranteed in a 
separate section reading, 
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No person is to be denied the enjoyment of any civil 
or political right because of race, creed, color, sex,

•	 or national origin. The legislature shall implement 
this section 

Alas. Const., Article I, section 3 

Alaska also prohibits making irrevocable grants of privileges in a section that 
combines several rights, Article I, section 16.

• Hawaii spreads the rights contained in Article I, section 2 of the Ohio Con
stitution through six different sections. Hawaii's Bill of Rights begins, as 
does Alaska's, with two sections setting out basic principles. Article I, section 
1 states that all power of the state is inherent in the people. Section 2 sets 
out basic rights among which is that all men are "free by nature and are equal

• in their inherent and inalienable rights." There are four sections dealing with 
equal protection. Article I, section 4 guarantees due process and equal protec
tion in traditional language with an added phrase that states, 

No person shall • . . be denied the equal protection of 
the laws, nor be denied the enjoyment of his civil

• rights or be discriminated against in the exercise 
thereof because of race, religion, sex or ancestry. 

Hawaii Const., Article I, section 4 

Article	 I, section 7 of the Hawaii Constitution adds a specific application of the 
•	 right of equal protection in the area of military service. The last section is 

the most recent; it provides a specific guarantee against discrimination on the 
basis of sex, 

Equality	 of rights under the law shall not be denied 

• 
or abridged by the State on account of sex. The 
legislature shall have the power to enforce, by appro
priate legislation, the provisions of this section. 

Hawaii Const., Article I, section 21 

•
 
Finally, Hawaii also limits special privileges in Article I, section 19.
 

•
 

Illinois has seven sections covering those guarantees of Article I, section 2.
 
Article I, section 1 of the Illinois Bill of Rights is another statement of basic
 
principles including that government derive their just powers from the consent of
 
the governed. Article I, section 2 states the basic guarantee of due process and
 
equal protection.
 

No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or 
property without due process of law nor be denied 
the equal protection of the laws. 

Ill. Const., Article I, section 2 

tt Article I, sections 17, 18, 19, and 20 further develop this basic guarantee. Section 
17 states that all persons have the right to be free from discrimination in the 
hiring and promotion practices of any employer or in the sale or rental of property 

•	 
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and makes these rights enforceable without action by the legislature although it may 
provide exceptions or additional remedies. Section 18 guarantees that equal protection 
shall not be denied on account of sex by the State, local governments, or school dis
tricts; and Section 19 specifically extends this protection to the handicapped in the tt 
.ale and rental of property and in hiring and promotion practices unrelated to ability. 
Section 20 could be considered auxiliary to these other sections. It is strictly 
hortatory and is not legally operative nor does it vest any rights; rather it seeks 
to encourage moderation in the use of language that impairs the dignity of individuals 
by disparaging groups to which they belong. 

•To promote individual dignity, communications that 
portray criminality, depravity or lack of virtue in, 
or that incite violence, hatred, abuse or hostility 
toward, a person or group of persons by reason of or 
by reference to religious, racial, ethnic, national 
or regional affiliation are condemned. • 

Ill. Const., Article I, section 20 

Article I, section 16 forbids irrevocable grants of special privileges. 

Montant also prOVides for the Article I, section 2 guarantees but in fewer sections. •Like the other Constitutions it begins with basic principles. In Article II, sections 
1 and 2' it states that all power in inherent in the people and that the people have 
the exclusive right of governing themselves with the power to alter or abolish the 
government whenever they deem it necessary. Article II, section 4 of the Montana 
Constitution provides for equal protection, •The dignity of the human being is inviolable. No 

person shall be denied the equal protection of the laws. 
Neither the state nor any person, firm, corporation, 
or institution shall discriminate against any person 
in the exercise of his civil or political rights on 
account of race, color, sex, culture, social origin or •condition or political or religious ideas. 

Mont. Const., Article II, section 4 

Article II, section 31 prohibits irrevocable grants of special privileges, franchises 
or immunities. • 

The Model State Constitution in keeping with its express purpose to promote the 
brevity of state bills of rights does not contain any introductory section nor does 
it have a section or clause that prohibits irrevocable grants. It merely contains an 
unelaborate due process/equal protection section, •No person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property 

without due process of law, nor be denied the equal pro
tection of the laws, nor be denied the enjoyment of his 
civil rights, or be discrtminated against in the exer
cise thereof because of race, national origin, religion 
or ancestry. •Model State Constitution, Article I, section 1.02 
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Bill of Rights Committee 
April 10, 1975 

Bill of Rights
 
Article I, Section 8
 

The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shaLl not be 
suspended, unless, in cases of rebellion or invasion, 
the public safety require it. 

Ohio Const., Art. I, Sec. 8 

This section was originally in the Constitution of 1802 in Art. VIII, Section 
12 where it was combined with a bail provision. The Constitutional Convention of 
1850-51 removed the bail provision and combined it with another to form what is 
now Art. I, Sec. 9. The remaining clause was untouched and included in its orig
inal form in the Bill of Rights of the Constitution of 1851. In 1874, another 
Constitutional Convention sought to provide increased protection for this right 
and those who would be affected by it by adding at the end of the section, 

••• and then only in such manner as may be provided by law. 

The proposals of the 1874 Convention, though, failed to receive voter approval. 
Since then there has been no change in this section. 

History of the Writ of Habeas Corpus; the Federal Constitution 

The precise origin of the writ of habeas corpus is not known but as early as 
as 1199 A.D. orders were issued to English sheriffs to produce parties before 
courts. Originally, the writ was a process by which courts compelled attendance 
of parties to facilitate the adjudication of litigation. The writ, though, was 
constantly changing and by the 1660's it had evolved into an independent writ, a 
device whereby a court could inquire into the legality of detention and order a re
lease if detention was illegal. The writ also assumed several new forms, the most 
important of which was habeas corpus ad subjuciendum, used where the petitioner was 
being held under criminal charges. 

The first major test of habeas corpus in this form came in Darnel's Case, 
3Cobbett 1s St. Tr. 1 (1627). There, four persons, imprisoned for refusing to 
make loans to Charles I, sought release on the grounds that the King lacked 
authority to hold them solely on his special command. The Court accepted the 
jailerls return and refused to look behind it although it acknowledged that, where 
the cause of commitment appeared in the return, the court had the power to review 
the legality of the detention. Parliament responded to the situation with the 
Petition of Right, and thirteen years later struck again at the power of the King 
by abolishing Star Chamber and the power of the King to arrest without probable 
cause. Upon restoration of the monarchy, following the conflict over habeas corpus 
and King1s powers erupted again, and Parliament responded with the Habeas Corpus Act 
of 1679. This did not correct all the problems, but it strengthened the powers of 
the common law courts to release prisoners arbitrarily detained by King and council. 
The Act specifically excluded persons confined as a result of criminal conviction. 
The old test of judicial detentions -- the jurisdictional competence of the commit
ting court -- was the sole point of inquiry in cases of this nature. 
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In the United States, in the years following ratification of the United States 
Constitution, practically all the states incorporated into their constitutions pro
visions patterned after the federal suspension clause, Article I, Section IX: "The 
privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be suspended, unless when in cases 
of rebellion or invasion the public safety may require." The mention of the writ 
in the federal Constitution serves only to limit the power of Congress, but more 
may not have been necessary since each state had the writ available, and any person, 
including federal prisoners, confined within the state was afforded its protection. 
In any event, nothing in the historical background of the writ in 1789 indicated 
that a prisoner convicted by a court of general criminal jurisdiction was even entitled 
to the writ. On the federal level, the framers were concerned about the misuse and 
abuse of executive power, although the first Congress did not view the clause as 
tmplicitly establishing an affirmative right to the writ. If they had, they would 
not have deemed it necessary to give the federal courts explicit power and juris
diction in the Judiciary Act of 1789 to issue the writ. 

Early cases recognized the statutory rather than the constitutional origins 
of the power, Turner v. Bank of North America, 4 U.S. (4 Dall.) 8 (1799). Eight 
years later, Chief Justice Marshall dealt with the power of the Court to issue the 
writ and he concluded that the power to issue the writ must be given by written 
law, Ex Parte Bollman, 8 U.S. (8 Cranch) 75, 1807. In 1830, in another case dealing 
with the writ, he said that the scope of the writ was delineated by the common law, 
and,he denied the writ on the ground that the prisoner was committed under a criminal 
conviction and "an imprisonment under a judgment cannot be unlawful, unless that 
judgment be an absolute nullity; and it is not a nullity if the court has general 
jurisdiction of the subject, although it could be erroneous." Ex Parte Watkins, 
28 U.S. (3 Fet.) 193, 203 (1830). This was essentially the status of the writ in 
1867 when the Habeas Corpus Act was passed, and it remained so for several years, 
both in federal and state courts. 

Ex Parte Lange, 85 U.S. 163 (1873), represented the first departure from these 
historical boundaries when the Court granted relief to a prisoner who had been con
victed of a federal offense, and paid the fine imposed only to be resentenced to a 
year's imprisonment. The Court, in granting its writ, used the argument that the 
satisfaction of the original sentence had terminated the lower court's jurisdiction. 
Later, using the same lack of jurisdiction concept, the Court ruled that the 
constitutionality of the statute under which a prisoner was conVicted could be 
examtned and that the total absence of any indictment would entitle a prisoner to 
relief. 

An expanding view of due process rights for state defendants coupled with a 
concern for deference to state judiciaries caused continual problems for the 
Supreme Court in deciding habeas corpus petitions. In Frank v. Mangum, 237 U.S. 
30~ (1915), the Court rejected a state petitioner's claim that he had been denied 
due process by an allegedly mob-dominated trial and affirmed the denial of the writ. 
This, though, introduced some new concepts. Mob domination of a trial could result 
in a denial of due process, in which event the conviction would have been entered by 
a court without "jurisdiction" and relief could be granted. This represented a 
change in what had earlier been meant by "jurisdiction". The result in Frank was 
dictated by the Court's view that the ultimate question under the 1867 A~s 
whether the prisoner was in custody "in violation of the Constitution" and the 
resolution of that test was determined by the fairness of the state "corrective 
process" to test federal constitutional claims. The essential inquiry focused on 
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the state's panoply of procedures for adjudicating such claims rather than the sub
stantive claim itself. 

Moore v. Demsey, 261 U.S. 86 (1923), raised the same issue of mob domination 
but, despite the fact that the Arkansas Supreme Court had considered the prisoner's 
federal claim, the Court reversed and ordered the district court to determine the 
merits of the allegation. The Court continued to discuss due process claims in 
terms of "jurisdiction" and it reiterated the caveat that habeas corpus could not 
be used as a substitute for a writ of error. Later, the Court abandoned the "juris
diction" fiction and expressly acknowledged that constitutional claims, as well as 
jurisdictional questions were cognizable on habeas corpus review, Waley v. Johnson, 
316 U.S. 101 (1942). 

Under Frank there could have been no federal habeas corpus review on the merits 
and the sole question would have been the adequacy of the state corrective process. 
Brown v. Allen, 344 U.S. 443 (1953), a later decision, treated that prior ultimate 
question as irrelevant and established that in federal habeas corpus filed by a 
state prisoner, the federal courts could review and decide the merits of the alleged 
federal claim without initial resort to the question of adequacy of state process. 
In addition, the federal district judge was not limited to the state record; he 
could hold an evidentiary hearing and make new findings of fact. 

Brown had no immediate impact despite the contemporaneous enlargement by the 
Supreme Court of due process and equal protection rights in part because of Daniels 
v. Allen, 344 U.S. 443 (1953). The defendant in Daniels raised the same issues 
raised in Brown, but the prisoner had not previously perfected an appeal of his 
conviction to the state Supreme Court. The Supreme Court denied relief solely on 
the grounds that the petitioner had waived the claims by failing to assert them in 
accordance with state law and his custody was therefore " not in violation of the 
Constitution." The Court's holding had the effect of giving innnunity to a state 
conviction in federal habeas corpus appeal if it was similarly immune from review 
in direct appeal because it rested on an adequate state ground. As long as Daniel 
stood, state criminal procedural rules could effectively bar federal collateral 
relief, and there was a high degree of finality to a conviction where no federal 
question was raised in the course of trial and appeal. Finally, the issue was 
resolved in Fay v. Noia, 372 U.S. 391 (1963), and its companion cases; Townsend v. 
Sain, 372 U.S. 293 (1963); Sanders v. United States, 373 U.S. 1 (1963); Jones v. 
Cunningham, 371 U.S. 263 (1963). 

In Fay and Townsend, the Court formulated a rule that said: habeas corpus may 
be invoked by a state prisoner, after the exhaustion of available state remedies, to 
review alleged violations of federal constitutional claims in state criminal proceed
ings, regardless of any prior state court determinations of those rights. The 
federal district court must hold an evidentiary hearing when: the merits of any 
factual dispute were not determined at a state hearing; the state adjudication of the 
merits of any such dispute is not fairly supported by the record; the fact finding 
procedure utilized in the state courts is not adequate for a full and fair hearing; 
there is a substantial allegation of newly discovered evidence; the material facts 
were not adequately developed at state hearings; or if, for any reason, the prisoner 
was not afforded a full and fair hearing in the state courts. Even under this rule, 
though, the prisoner may be deemed to have waived his federal claims if he under
standingly and knowingly forewent the privilege of seeking to vindicate his federal 
claims in state court whether for strategic, tactical, or other reasons. 

Sanders holds primarily that res judicata does not serve to bar successive 
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habeas corpus petitions, although the rejection of the same claim in an earlier 
proceeding may be considered by the later court. In Jones, the Court retreated 
from its earlier position that habeas corpus could be used only to test actual 
physical custody, and extended habeas corpus to allow relief to a prisoner released 
on parole. 

The Ohio Provision 

Soon after the passage of Art. I, ~8 the Ohio Supreme Court interpreted it. 
In Ex Parte Collier, 6 Ohio St. 55 (1856), a case dealing with the power of a 
judge to issue a writ of habeas corpus, the Supreme Court said that the privilege 
of the writ was secured by our national and state constitutions for every citizen. 
It could only be suspended or withheld in cases of rebellion or invasion, when the 
public safety requires it. Limited only by this reservation, each citizen is "vested 
with this ancient and sacred shield of Ubertyll, and the judiciary is delegated the 
duty of enforcing applications for its invaluable benefits when a citizen properly 
demands it. When the appropriate state statutes give a judge jurisdiction to act, the 
judge has the duty to issue the writ when a person who has been unlawfully deprived 
of his liberty applies. Every case of unlawful imprisonment may thus be reached and 
examined. It can make no difference whether the detention is by color or authority 
from a United States Court; or from any officer, commissioner, agent, or other func
tionary of the federal government; or by virtue of any writ issued, or claimed by 
any, state, or by a foreign government. The true test of jurisdiction is whether the 
relator is detained or imprisoned without legal authority. The authority behind the 
imprisonment or the authority which enforces it operates as no barrier to the allow
ance and validity of the writ. The power exists to make inquiry into the cause of 
the capture and detention, and it may be pursued without regard to the origin or 
condition of the imprisonment. 

No matter where or how the claims of captivity were forged, the 
power of the judiciary, in this state, is adequate to crumble 
them to the dust, if an individual is deprived of his liberty 
contrary to the law of the land. 

6 Ohio St. 55, 59 

Despite this claim of breadth, in actual practice, habeas corpus in Ohio was 
more limited than the Collier court contended. The Ohio Supreme Court narrowly 
construed the availability of habeas corpus as a post conviction remedy. By in
voking the doctrines of comity and waiver in judicial construction the Court narrow
ed the scope of the writ to a preconviction remedy -- with several important excep
tions. The basis of this action was that appeal from conviction was an adequate 
remedy which should not be replaced by habeas corpus, and that habeas should only 
be available to raise the issue of errors that go to the jurisdiction of a court. 
Although the Court was not always consistent in the application of the writ, the 
weight of the cases held that there could be no attack upon a criminal conviction 
by the use of a writ of habeas corpus if the sentencing court had personal and 
subject matter jurisdiction. This inconsistency stemmed in part from United States 
Supreme Court decisions. 

In 1949, the Supreme Court in Young v. Ragen, 337 U.S. 235 (1949), told the 
States that they must develop a clearly defined method by which convicted persons 
could raise claims of denial of federal rights. Subsequent cases established guide
lines for acceptable procedure. Prior to 1965, Ohio did not provide this requisite 
protection. The writ of error coram nobis had never been recognized in Ohio and the 
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Ohio Supreme Court, as mentioned above, had limited the scope of state habeas corpus. 
Constitutional error could only be redressed through direct appeal, although after appeal, 
federal habeas corpus was available. After Young, the Ohio Supreme Court began to 
allow collateral attack through habeas corpus on the grounds of an alleged denial 
of constitutional rights. Over-crowded dockets resulted. In response to this over
crowding and a likely decision from the United States Supreme Court that states must 
establish an orderly procedure to deal with constitutional rights, Ohio passed the 
Ohio Post-Conviction Remedy Act, Ohio Revised Code Sections 2953.21, .22, .23, .24. 

The Ohio legislation was similar to a law enacted in Nebraska. The stated 
purpose of the Act was to provide the best method of protecting the state and 
federal constitutional rights of an individual and at the same time set out a more 
orderly method of hearing such matters substituting it for the habeas corpus 
procedure, at least as a post-conviction remedy, Kott v. Maxwell, 3 Ohio App. 337 
(1965). In Freeman v. Maxwell, 4 Ohio St. 2d 4 (1965), cert. den. 382 U.S. 1017 
(1966), the Ohio Supreme Court restricted habeas corpus relief to persons challenging 
the legality of confinement before conviction, persons challenging their confinement 
ongrounds unrelated to the conviction, and persons challenging the jurisdiction of 
the Court. This finally halted the flood of habeas corpus petitions to the Court 
and made the Statute the exclusive method for asserting constitutional claims by 
collateral attack. Section 2953.21 of the Act provides that any person convicted 
of a criminal offense or adjudged delinquent claiming a denial or infringement of his 
rights that would render the judgment void or voidable under the Ohio Constitution 
or the United States Constitution, may file a verified petition with the sentencing 
court stating the grounds for relief and asking the court to vacate or set aside the 
judgment or sentence or grant other appropriate relief. The clerk must then promptly 
bring this to the attention of the court. Before granting a hearing, the court 
determines if there are substantive grounds for relief by considering the petition, 
other affidavits, the files and records, journal entries and transcripts. If the 
judge finds grounds to grant a hearing, the prosecutor has 10 days to respond unless 
the petitions and records show the petitioner is not entitled to relief. The court 
then promptly proceeds to hear the issues. If the court finds grounds for granting 
relief, it shall, by its own judgment, vacate and set aside the judgment, and shall, 
inthe case of a prisoner in custody, discharge or resentence him, or grant a new 
trial as may appear appropriate. Section 2953.22 provides for personal appearances 
at hearings. Section 2953.23 allows a second or successive petition for similar 
relief based on the same facts or on newly discovered evidence, and Section 2953.24 
provides for the appointment and compensation of counsel for indigent defendents. 

The Ohio Supreme Court delimited these sections in State v. Perry, 10 Ohio St. 
2d (1967). Here, the Court dealt with a number of appeals from judgments denying 
petitions and affirming convictions under sections 2953.21 et seg. of the Revised 
Code of prisoners in custody under sentence after conviction. The Common Pleas 
Courts, denying relief, stated that they had made the requisite "search" and "that 
there was no denial or infringement of the rights" of the prisoners "so as to render 
the judgment void or voidable" under the Ohio and United States Constitutions. Under 
the Act the trial court has the mandatory duty to make findings of fact and conclusions 
of law if the petition raises a properly cognizable issue requiring the determination 
of facts. If such facts cannot be determined from an examination of the court records, 
the court must conduct a hearing to obtain the necessary information, by deposition 
or otherwise to make the required findings of fact and conclusions of law, State v. 
Jones, 8 Ohio St. 2d 21 (1966). But the Common Pleas Courts in Perry did not notify 
the prosecutor or grant a hearing; this, though, is not necessary if the petition does 
not allege facts which, if provided, would entitle the prisoner to relief. Thus, 
the trial court can summarily dismiss. If the petition does allege such facts, but 
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the files and records of the case negate the existence of facts sufficient to entitle 
the prisoner to relief, the court may find so and dismiss the petition. In this case, 
the co~rt must specify those portions which negate the existence of alleged facts that 
could otherwise entitle the prisoner to relief. 

A prisoner is entitled to relief only if the court finds a denial or infringement 
of the prisoner's rights which renders the judgment void or voidable under the Ohio 
or United States Constitutions. A court renders a void conviction only if it has no 
personal or subject matter jurisdiction, but where such jurisdiction exists, the 
judgment is not void and the cause of action merged therein becomes res judicata 
between the state and the defendant. An erroneous judgment that is not IIvo id" can be 
considered "voidable" so long as it may be set aside on appeal. This should not be 
interpreted to mean that constitutional issues can be considered and litigated in post 
conviction proceedings even though they have been or could have been litigated either 
before conviction or on direct appeal and have been litigated either before conviction 
or on direct appeal and have been adjudicated against the defendant. This, the Perry 
court said, would be totally inconsistent with the doctrine of ~ judicata. Under this 
doctrine, a final judgment of conviction bars the convicted defendant from raising 
and litigating, in any proceeding except an appeal from that judgment, any defense or 
claimed lack of due process that was raised or could have been raised by the defendant 
at the trial in which he was convicted or on an appeal from that judgment. 

A Constitutional claim that could not have been raised by the prisoner before 
judgment of conviction and could not therefore have been waived by or adjudicated 
against the prisoner can make the conviction "voidable" and thus can be raised under 
the Act. The Act does not contemplate relitigation of those claims in post con
viction proceedings where there are no allegations to show that the claims could not 
have been fully adjudicated by the judgment of conviction or by an appeal from that 
judgment. This position was later affirmed in State v. Duling, 21 Ohio St. ld 13 (1970). 

The Act, though, is limited. The Act applies solely to convictions entered as 
the result of state prosecution. The Supreme Court said in Dayton v. Hill, 21 Ohio 
St. ld 125 (1970) that the Act clearly shows that no logical or reasonable procedure 
has been provided for the handling of post conviction petitions filed in a Municipal 
Court as the result of a conviction and sentence for violating a municipal ordinance. 
Another limitation is in the types of issues that can be raised under the Act. 

In Armstrong v. Haskins, 363 F. 2d 429 (6 Cir, Ct. A., 1966), the Court said 
that the post conviction remedies provided in the Ohio Statutes must be exhausted 
before resorting to the federal courts. One would assume that the federal doctrine 
of exhaustion would also require appeal from a trial court decision under sec. 
2953.21, but this is not always the case. In Coley v. Alvis, 381 F. 2d 870 (6 Cir., 
Ct. A., 1967), the defendant appeal1ed from a dismissal of his application for a 
federal writ of habeas corpus. The District Court had dismissed his application 
because of his failure to exhaust his state remedies, but under the Perry decision the 
de~endant would have been precluded from raising the issues on which his application 
was based because of ~ judicata, under the Ohio Post-Conviction Act. As a 
consequence, the Circuit Court overruled the District Court saying that because of the 
narrow limits placed on the Act, there was no longer any effective state remedy to 
exhaust. 

Allen v. Perini, 424 F. 2d 134 (6 Cir, Ct. A., 1970) also dealt with the failure 
to exhaust state remedies. Here, the Court said that the exhaustion requirement is 
not absolute. Where there are circumstances rendering the State's corrective procedure 
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inefficient to protect a prisoner's rights, habeas corpus may be granted without re
quiring a futile exhaustion of remedies. Allen's petition to the trial court under 
the Act was dismissed without an evidentiary hearing on the authority of the decision 

• in Perry. The District Court had dismissed the petition for federal habeas corpus on 
the grounds of a failure to exhaust all state remedies. On appeal to the Circuit Court, 

• 

the State raised that issue again, but the Circuit Court said that it was convinced that 
an appeal would be futile under the Ohio Supreme Court decision in Perry as construed in 
Coley. The State also contended that the relief available under the Act was broader 
than indicated in Perry, but the Circuit Court did not agree. The Court said that it 
would like to agree with the State's contention and that it would be highly desirable 
for Ohio prisoners to have all of the relief available in the state courts as contemplated 
by Townsend, but since the Ohio Supreme Court had given no indication that it did not 
mean what it said in Perry the Circuit Court felt compelled to adhere to Coley and hold 
that Allen was not required to appeal from the dismissal of his state post conviction 
action as a prerequisite to pursuing a federal remedy. 

• Comparison With Other States
 

•
 

This section is another basic right commonly found in state bills of rights. It
 
is so basic that even the words are the same in most of the parallel sections reviewed.
 
Of the five sections reviewed: Alaska, Art. I, Sec. 13; Hawaii, Art. 1, Sec. 13;
 
Illinois, Art. 1, Sec. 9; Montana, Art. II, Sec. 19; Model State Constitution, Art. I,
 
Sec. 2.05; only Hawaii's and Montana's differ from the format found in Ohio's section.
 
Hawaii's Bill of Rights first sets out the basic guarantee then provides that the power 
to suspend habeas corpus rests entirely with the legislature or those who derive their 
authority from the legislature and then only in such particular cases as the legislature 
shall expressly provide. Montana's section states 

• The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall never be suspended. 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission •
Bill of Rights Committee 
21 July 1975 

Remittitur: 

Inviolability of the Right of Trial by Jury • 
Article I~ Section 5 

In studying Article I, Section 5, the provision which guarantees the right to 
trial by jury, several questions have been raised concerning the meaning of the term 
"inviolate" and the limits of permissible control over the size of verdicts in civil 
actions for damages. Specifically, a development of the constitutional limits on • 
remittitur, in light of Article I, Section 5; an explanation of the differences, if 
any, between term "remittitur" and the phrase "reduction of a verdict"; and, an 
analysis of the anticipated constitutionality of a revision of Article I, Section 5, 
which would require that damages in a civil action be determined by the judge 
hearing the dispute. have been requested. This memorandum responds to each inquiry. • 

Artiole I, Section 5, states: 

The right of trial by jury shall be inviolate, except that, in
 
civil cases, laws may be passed to authorize the rendering of
 
a verdict by a concurrence of not less than three-fourths of
 
the jury.
 • 

SYE!ry 

There appears to be no substantive distinction between "remittitur" and "reduction 
of a verdict", although the former seems to be the preferred term. Remittitur is a 
consent procedure for reducing verdicts which are excessive and does not offend the • 
"inviolate" provision of Article I, Section 5. 

For the right to a jury's determination in civil damage actions to be withdrawn 
so that only a judge could assess damages, a revision of Article I, Section 5, would 
be required. Even if such an amendment were adopted, it might fail under the 
fed,eral Constitution. • 
Remittitur - or Reducing a Verdict 

Remittitur is a procedure by which the monetary amount of a jury's verdict, 
thought by the trial judge or a reviewing court to be excessive, may be reduced 
before judgment is entered or affirmed. As this very simple definition suggests, • 
"remittitur" is the process of "reducing a verdict". The cases draw no distinction 
between"remittitur" and "reducing a verdict". Although "remittitur" appears to be 
the preferred term, it is used interchangeably~ even in leading cases, with the 
phrase "reducing verdicts".l 

• 

• 
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The basic rule for the application of remittitur is that no 
court has the power in suits for unliquidated damages to reduce the 
verdict of a jury absent the express consent of2the party to the 
action in whose favor the verdict was returned. The rationale fer 
this rule is that reduction of a jury's verdict without the assent 
of the person benefited by the verdict would constitute a violation 
of the Article I, Section 5, right to have a jury decide the case. 
The element of the prevailing party's approval is so c~tral to 
reducing a verdict that the procedure is often referred to as "con
sent remittitur". 

That a court may not reduce a verdict without the assent of 
the party in whose favor the jury rendered its verdict by no means 
leaves the trial or reviewing court without authority to remedy an 
excessive verdict. The potential use of the remittitur principle 
is raised by the losing party making a motion for a new trial, or 
appealing the denial of such a motion, upon the grounds that the 
verdict rendered by the jury is excessive and against the weight 
of the evidence. If a trialor reviewing court finds the verdict 
of a jury acting within the scope of its charge to be excessive, 
the court may make the assent to a remittitur of a given amount 
by the party for whom the verdict was rendered the condition upon 
which it will deny a motion for a new trial or affirm a judgment. 
If the party enjoying the benefit of the verdict does not so agree, 
a new trial may be granted or the jUdgment reversed. However, if 
the court rUling on the motion for a new trial or reviewing on 
appeal the denial of such a motion finds that the jury's verdict 
is so palpably or outrageously excessive as to indicate that the 
jury rendered its decision under the influence of passion or pre
judice, the court may not employ 5emittitur and must set the ver
dict aside and grant a new trial. 

The requirement that a consent remittitur be agreed to in 
order to avoid the granting of a new trial or the reversal of the 
judgment in a case where a jury's excessive verdict is not the result 
of passion or prejudice is held no~ to violate Article I, Section 
5, or the mandates of due process. 

The courts have consistently ruled that the remittitur pro
cedure does not violate the Article I, Section 5, direction that 
"(t)he right to trial by jury shall be inviolate" for two reasons. 
First, the reduction of a verdict results in a judgment that is 
within the limits of what a jury, acting judiciously, has found to 
be an appropriate amount of damages. (Additur, or the increase of 
a verdict beyond the limit found by a jury, presents very different 
constitutional questions, ones which are beyond the scope of this 
memorandum.) Further, it may be argued that in as much as a party 
may waive his constitutional right to a jury trial altogether, he 
should not be prohibited in the remittitur situation from waiving, 
to avoid a new trial, some portion of the monetary benefit the jury 
has bestowed upon him. Secondly, the jury right has traditionally 
been interpreted to allow the finding of facts by the panel of lay
men and to leave the determination of matters of law in the discretion 
of the judge. It is a conceded aspect of this principle that a 
finding of fact outside certain liberal but reasonable limits will 
be against the manifest weight of the evidence as a matter of law. 
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A corollary rubric of the law" _ relating to 
juries is that the right to a jury's determination does not ex
tend to guarantee a decision by a panel which acts outside its 
role as an unprejudiced finder of fact and that a jury may be 
acting wi thin its proper role and still fail to prope rly calcu
late the damages. Thus, when a court asks for a consent re
mittitur as a condition to refusing a new trial, the Article I, 
Section 5, right to a trial by jury is not being violated by 
a sUbstitution of judge for jury, but, rather, the court is 
saying that the verdict is excessive and should be modified 
because the jury has, in the cou~t's opinion, erred in the 
calculation of damages to the extent of the reduction suggested.
When the court finds that the verdict is so blatantly in excess 
of the limits which are as a matter of law supported by the evi~ 
dance that the influence of passion or prejudice may be inferred, 
the verdict may be overruled and a new trial allowed without 
violating the right to a jury. No violation of the jury right is 
perpetrated because no jury as uninfluenced by passion and pre
judice as is required by the law has passed its judgment on the 
facts. 

This distinction between what is a miscalculation by the 
jury and does not invade its province, and, what is the result of 
a jury acting under undue influence and outside its charge is not 
really clear. Indeed, it has been suggested that if remittitur 
was not an historic and efficient practice but was before a court 
on first impression, a diffe5ent rule would very likely be set, 
one invalidating remittitur. 

JUdicial Determination of Civil Damages Absent a Right to Jury 
Trial 

The basic rationale for the right to trial by jury is founded 
in the desire to allow a litigant the determination of the facts in 
his case by a group of persons with everyday experiences and back
ground, and, thereby, to protect the party from any arbitrary deci~ 
sion by an individual representing the power of the sovereign. This 
principle extends beyond mere procedural guarantee and is a major
substantive right of our society. The right may, however, be waived 
by a party who desires no jury. 

A gerr.ral definition of "inviolate" as used in Article I, Sec
tion 5, would assist in determining the constitutional latitude 
available for any effort to remove the right to have a jury ascer
tain the extent of damages in a civil suit. Unfortunately, the Ohio 
courts have not reported a definition. Turning to judicial explan
ations of the term "inviolate" in other states having constitutional 
provisions nearly identical to Article I, Section 5, a serviceable 
definition can be synthesized. The use of "inviolate" in Article I, 
Section 5, denotes that the right of trial by jury shall be free 
from any substantial impairment, sacred, and shall continue as before 
the adoption of the provision. It further connotes that the proce
dural details of the administration of the jury right may be changed.
Clearly, the right to have factual questions decided by a jury is a 
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substantial right which goes beyond a procedural guarantee. 6 Further, the 
Article I, Section 5, guarantee protects jury trial in those causes of action 

• in existence at the date of the provision's adoption and does not extend inviolate 
to causes authorized since. 7 

The right to a jury trial may, as noted above, be waived and it may be excluded 
in any new civil cause of action recognized after the adoption of the original 
"inviolate" provision, Article VIII, Section 8, of the Constitution of 1802. 

• To withdraw the substantive right of having a jury determine damages in the 
prior existing civil causes of action and to place the determination solely within 
the province of the judge would offend the meaning of "inviolate" in Article I, 
Section 5, and could only be successfully accomplished by a revision of the provi
sion which would limit the existing right. 

• A revision of Article I, Section 5 could be drafted which would constitutionally 
allow the legislation which could require civil damages to be determined by the 
judge in a case without the assistance of the jury. But, while the Ohio Constitu
tion, if so revised would no longer bar the absence of a right to trial by jury, 
the federal Constitution might be interpreted to do so. 

• The guarantee in the United States Constitution of the right to trial by jury 
in civil cases is found in the Seventh Amendment, which states; 

In suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall 
exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be 
preserved, and no fact tried by a jury shall be otherwise 

• re-examined in any court of the United States, than according 
to the rules of the common law. 

• 

The Seventh Amendment applies, presently, only to cases ar~s~ng under the federal 
laws, and, unlike certain other provisions of the Bill of Rights, has not been 
extended to the several states. However, in light of the long and honored position 
of the right of jury trial in our legal system, it would seem possible that the 
Seventh Amendment will eventually be found to be binding upon the states. Such a 
ruling by the federal courts would, most likely, be based upon the doctrine of 
extending Bill of Rights protections to the states by virtue of selective incor
poration of the rights into the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment 
which expressly applies to the states. 

• 

• 

• 
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The United States Supreme Court has carefully guarded the 
right to trial by jury in civil cases. The following quotation 
from the Court is illustrative: • 

"{m)aintenance of the jury as a fact-finding
body is of such importance and occupies so 
firm a place in our history that any seeming 
curtailment of the right to a jury tr~al should 
be scrutinized with the utmost care." • 

Given such a view of the sanctity of the substantive right to 
trial by jury as the Supreme Court has expressed, it would seem 
possible that the Court might when confronted in a due process 
case with a state's removal of the existing right find that the 
trial by jury right is an essential element of the due process
requirements incumbent upon the states and not subject to removal. • 

• 

Footnotes • 
1.	 See, e.g. Chester Park Co. v. Schulte, 120 O.S. 237, 166 N.E. 

186 (1929). 

2.	 Ibid. • 
,3.	 Ibid. 

4.	 ~lter v. Shearwood, 114 O.S. 560, 151 N.E. 667 (1926). 

5.	 Dimick v. Schiedt, 293 u.S. 474, 55 S. Ct. 296 (1935). • 
6.	 Cleveland Ry. Co. v. Halliday, 127 O.S. 278, 188 N.E. 1 (1933). 

7.	 Belding v. State, 121 O.S. 393, 169 N.E. 301 (1930). 

8.	 Dimick v. Schiedt, supra. at 486 • 

• 
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• Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Education and Bill of Rights Committee
 
November 19, 1975
 

•
 
Report: Article I
 
THE BILL OF RIGHTS
 

The Education and	 Bill of Rights Committee hereby submits its recommendations 

to the Commission on all sections of Article I of the Ohio Constitution, the Bill 

• of Rights,	 and on section 5 of Article XIII, as follows: 

Article I 

Section	 Subject Recommendation 

• Section 1 Inalienable rights No change	 7
 

special privileges
 
Section 2 Where political power vested; No change 13
 

Section 3	 Right to assemble No change 16


• Section 4 Bearing arms; standing armies; Amend 19
 
military power
 

•
 
Section 5 Trial by jury Appointment of a special 24
 

committee to study civil
 
juries, especially the
 
question of verdict amounts 

Section 6	 Slavery and involuntary No change 26
 
servitude
 

• Section 7 Rights of conscience; the neces No change 29
 
sity of religion and knowledge
 

Section 8	 Writ of habeas corpus No change 32
 

•
 
Section 9 Bailable offenses; bail, fine Amend 33
 

and punishment
 

Section 10 Trial for crimes; witness	 Amend; appointment of a 40
 
special committee to study
 
the grand jury
 

• Section 11 Freedom of speech; of the Amend 47
 
press; of libels
 

Section 12	 Transportation for crime; Amend 53
 
corruption of blood
 

• Section 13 Quartering troops No change	 56
 

Section 14	 Search warrants No change 57
 

•	 
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Section Subject Reconunendation Page 

Section 15 

Section 16 

No imprisorunent for debt 

Redress in courts 

No change 

No change 

64 

66 • 
Section 17 Hereditary privileges No change 74 

Section 18 

Section 19 

Suspension of laws 

Private property inviolate, 
exception 

No change 

No change 

75 

76 • 
Section 19a Damages for wrongful death Appointment of a special 87 

committee to study the 
question of reduction of 
verdict amounts in civil 
cases • 

Section 20 Powers reserved to the people No change 92 

Article XUI • 
Section 5 Right of way Amend 98 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Introduction 

• 

• 
"It is no accident that a bill of rights constitutes the first 
article of most state constitutions. Man's struggle for constitutional 
government is centuries old and has been demanding in material and 
human sacrifice. Where he has been successful the symbol of his 
victory is civil liberty or right - the constitutional protection of 
the individual against arbitrary or tyrannical treatment by his 
government. Realizing the difficulty in securing and holding these 
rights we have stated them in the most prominent position among 
our constitutional principles."l·

• Most commentators who have written about bills of rights in American 

constitutions agree that the protection of individual freedoms against 

government encroachment is the general purpose of the provisions. Drafters of 

• 

• the Federal Constitution argued that it was unnecessary to write specific 

protections into the Constitution - that the Federal government was one of 

limited powers, and it was inherent in the form of the Federal ~vernment 

• 

that it could not encroach upon individuals in the absence of a specific pro

vision in the constitution granting power to the government. However, this 

argument did not convince the states nor the people in them, with the result 

that the first ten amendments, known as the Bill of Rights and providing 

specific individual rights against which the federal government could not 

•
 
encroach, were demanded as a condition to ratification.
 

The Federal Bill of Rights was intended to place limitations on the 

federal government, and each state constitution contains a bill of rights with 

similar - sometimes greater and sometimes fewer - restrictions on the state

• government in the form of similar guarantees for individuals in the state. 

A few provisions in the Federal Constitution itself prohibit state action of 

particular types - for example, no state shall pass any bill of attainder or

• ex post facto law - but the major provisions of the Bill of Rignts of the 

Federal Constitution did not begin to be applied directly to the states until 

the addition of the 14th Amendment following the Civil War. That Amendment 

• and the 13th and the 15th adopted at about the same time - were directly 
-3
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applicable to the states. The key provisions of the 14th Amendment - "nor 

shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or p~operty, without due 

pr-ocess of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal pro • 
tection of the laws" - have led to the gradual application of many, although 

not all, provisions of the Federal Bill of Rights as guarantees of individual 

rights against state governmental encroaohment. • 
In view of the fact that many of the federal provisions are applied to 

the states today, and most of the significant rights cases involve interpretation 

of the federal, and not the state,constitution, it may be questioned whether • 
state bills of rights continue to have vitality. The response seems to be that 

they do have. They offer individual protections not found in the Federal Con

stitution, or greater in degree than the present federal guarantees as interpreted, • 
by federal courts and ultimately by the Supreme Court. They offer protection 

in areas found in the federal Bill but not yet applied to the states through the 

14th Amendment. They offer protection to the individual in the event federal • 
courts alter their interpretations. Finally, and perhaps most importantly: 

For those who would halt, or at least slow down, the expansion of 
federal power and who would revitalize state governments, the careful 
drafting of a state bill of rights to include all liberties which • 
should be guaranteed against state action (even if they may also be 
protected by the. Fourteenth Amendment) offers a major challenge. If 
the states cannot protect their citizens' fundamental liberties, or 
are careless about such protection, then obviously the b~sic fundamental 
vitality of state governments is immeasureably weakened. • 

It is significant that none of the new or rewritten state constitutions 

have omitted a Bill of Rights. Some have shortened them by omitting expressions 

of political philosophy or "constitutional sermons" and some have modernized • 
language and removed ambiguous or obsolete expressions, but all state constitu

tions still contain the basic, fundamental guarantees of freedoms and rights 

believed essential to the protection of individuals against governmental power. • 
The Bill of Rights Committee reviewed each section of Article I, and a 

section in Article XIII related to section 19 of Article I, and considered the 
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points raised in research memoranda covering each section. The research included 

comparison with the Federal Constitution, history of the Ohio section, discussion 

•	 of pOAsihle problems and legal interpretations of each section, and a comparison 

with a few other state constitutions. The committee also heard testimony from any 

person interested in commenting on any section, or in proposing additions to the 

•	 Ohio Bill of Rights. 

The committee determined that changes should not be recommended in the 

Bill of Rights unless a demonstrated need existed for the change. Changes for the 

•	 sake of modernizing language, omitting obselete provisions, rearranging, and similar 

matters are not recommended. The only amendments proposed in the testimony that come 

under this category were that sex-specific words - for the most part, the use of the 

•	 masculine gender - be changed to neutral words or the sections otherwise rewritten 

so that references to a particular gender could be eliminated. The committee rejected 

this proposal. The only changes of a purely corrective nature that are recommended 

•	 are spelling corrections. 

The research studies and the testimony noted provisions in the Bill of 

Rights that have not yet been fully explored in court decisions, or about which 

•	 questions have been raised. The committee examined these problems and determined 

that most of them can be handled legislatively, and that others - such as balancing 

the rights of the property owner and the government in eminent domain proceedings 

•	 do not lend themselves to constitutional solution. Other potential problems, the 

committee believes, should wait for the problem to materialize, at which time, changes 

in the constitutional language will be easier to draft and explain, and more 

•	 acceptable to the voters. 

Several new provisions were proposed by persons appearing before the 

committee. These included an equal rights amendment and an amendment giving people 

•	 the right to know and the right to participate in governmental affairs. Committee 

members felt that too little was known about the meaning of some of the terms used, 

and about the potential effect and meaning of the proposals. 

• -5
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Each section of the Bill of Rights and Section 5 of Article XIII is 

discussed in this report, with the committee recommendation, a brief Ohio history, 

compllrison with the Federal Constitution, and a cormnent in which an attempt is made • 
to explain the meaning and interpretation of the section and its federal counterpart, 

if any, and the rationale of any changes proposed by the committee-.. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

1.	 Rankin, Robert S., "State Constitutions: The Bill of Rights," National Municipal 
League, 1960, p. 1. • 

2.	 Hart, James P., "The Bill of Rights: Safeguard of Individual Liberty," Texas 
Law Review, October, 1957, p. 924. 
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Article I 

Section I 

• Section 1. All men are, by nature, free and independent, and have certain 
inalienable rights, among which are those of enjoying and defending life and 
liberty, acquiring, possessing, and protecting property, and seeking and obtain
ing happiness and safety. 

• Committee Recommendation 

The committee recommends no change in this section. 

History; Comparison with Federal Constitution 

• This section is an original section of the 1851 Constitution, unchanged from 

the date it was adopted. It is derived from Article VIII, section 1 of the 1802 

Constitution and was adopted in 1851 with minor modifications of the language. 

• In both Constitutions, it is the first section; indicating, perhaps, that it is 

a statement of principle as well as a guarantee of rights. It resembles the be

ginning of the second paragraph of the Declaration of Independence which states: 

• We hold these truths to be self evident, that all men are created 
equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable 
Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. 

The section has no direct parallel in the United States Constitution, and 

• falls within the category of sections some scholars of state constitutional law 

classify as "political theory" and unenforceable. Indeed, no Ohio case was found 

in which this section alone was cited by a court as setting forth an enforceable 

• right of guarantee. However, the section is cited together with other sections 

in Article I as providing for due process in a manner somewhat similar to the 

14th Amendment and thus has an indirect parallel with the Federal Constitution. 

• To provide the full protection of the due process clause of the 14th Amendment, 

it is also necessary to consider sections 16 and 19 of Article I of the Ohio 

Constitution. See, for example, D. P. Supply Co. v. Dayton, 138 Ohio St. 542 

• (1941). The decision in that case also identifies the limits of due process 

as guaranteed by these sections by saying that all freedoms of the Bill of Rights 

are subject to the properly exercised police powe~ which limitation is expressly 

•
 



•
 
recognized in Article I, section 19. 

Comment • 
Article I, section 1 guarantees inalienable rights and freedoms, whether 

to live as one wishes or to run a business as one desires. These freedoms are 

absolutely given but they are not absolute in their scope and they are limited • 
in a manner that is in accord with due process and the police power. 

Among these freedoms, an individual has the right to treat his health as he 

deems best; as a parent, he has the right to rear and care for his children; • 
he has the right to be free from medical experimentation on his person, and 

the right to freedom of religion. In Kraus v. Cleveland, 55 Ohio Op. 6 

(Cuyahoga Co. C. P., 1953), dealing with the issue of water fluoridation, the • 
Court held that these freedoms must yield to a public health measure adopted pur

suant to an exercise of the police power. The exercise of this power includes 

everything which is reasonable and necessary to secure health, safety and wel • 
fare of the community, as long as it does not otherwise violate the United 

States Constitution or the Ohio Constitution, and is not exercised in an arbi

trary or oppressive manner. The power of governmental bodies to regulate pro • 
fesaions or businesses enables them to limit the freedom of individuals to hold 

certain positions or jobs (Bergman v. Cleveland, 39 Ohio St. 651, 1884). 

Personal freedom may be curtailed as punishment for crime. Guardians may • 
be appointed, thus giving, under certain circumstances, exclusive control over 

an individual's freedom or power to handle his own property to another. Certain 

freedoms may be voluntarily given up to guardians under specified conditions • 
(In Re Guardianship of H. B. Faulder, 1 Ohio Op. 63, Auglaize Co. C. P. 1934). 

Thus, although not securing absolute freedom, this part of Article I, section 1 

guarantees a freedom subject only to the police power and other constitutional • 
limitations and in so doing gives the Declaration of Independence, at least in 

part, force of law in Ohio (Fidelity and Casualty Co. v. Union Savings Bank Co., 
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29 Ohio App. 154, affd. 119 Ohio St. 124, 1928). 

Similarly, the individual has the right to enjoy and defend his liberty.

• In Palmer v. Tingle, 55 Ohio St. 423 (1886), the Court said that "liberty did not 

mean a mere freedom from physical restraint or state of slavery, but is deemed to 

• 
embrace the right of man to enjoy his naturally endowed faculties restrained only 

• 

as much as is necessary for the common welfare." Liberty is not license, but 1ib

erty regulated by law. The personal liberty of each person is subject to reason

able regulations determined by the legislature to be necessary to promote not only 

the peace of society, but also its well-being. Freedom of conduct may be restrained 

• 
only so far as is necessary to protect all others (State v. Powell, 58 Ohio St. 

325, 1898). This is not intended to imply, though, that all liberties can be cur

tailed by the exercise of the police power. The Supreme Court of Ohio has estab

lished guidelines to evaluate the exercise of the police power; in City of Cin

•
 
cinnati v. Cornell it said,
 

•
 

Laws or ordinances passed by virtue of the police power which limit
 
or abrogate constitutionally guaranteed rights must not be arbitrary,
 
discriminatory, capricious or unreasonable and must bear a real and
 
substantial relation to the object sought to be obtained, namely,
 
the health, safety, morals or general welfare of the public.
 

• 

141 Ohio St. 535 (1943) 

Section 1 also provides for the freedom to acquire, possess, and protect 

property. The freedoms attached to property, though, are also circumscribed, 

•
 

but the same standards must be met in order for a legislative body to effectively
 

limit the right to enjoy and use property as one wishes. The concept of property
 

is broad, and it is difficult to define one specific type of regulation limiting
 

•
 

absolute freedom in the use of property; regardless of the myriad forms of property,
 

however, the requirement that certain standards be maintained in its regulation
 

does not change, thus satisfying the requirements of due process.
 

In Frecher v. Dayton,88 Ohio App. 52, affd. 153 Ohio St. 14 (1950) the Court 

found that street vending was a legitimate business and the owner had a property 

• -9
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• 
right in the business, affording him the protection of Article I, section 1. 

Any attempt to interfere with that property interest must be supportable on the • 
basis of a reasonable exercise of the police powers. A set of Columbus ordinances 

that prohibited the use of pinball or similar machines, enforced by the threat of 

a misdemeanor penalty and confiscation of the machines, was upheld in Benjamin v. • 
Columbus, 167 Ohio St. 103 (1957). The appellant sought to overturn the ordinances, 

arguing that they were arbitrary and unreasonable and deprived him of his property 

•without due process--not only because they would authorize the police to seize 

his machines, but also because the ordinances would drive him out of business in 

Columbus. The Court held that this injury was unavoidable. Justice Taft, writ

ing for the Court, said that almost every exercise of the police power will either • 
interfere with the enjoyment of liberty or the acquisition, possession, or pro

duction of property within the meaning of section I, or would involve an injury 

within the meaning of the 14th Amendment. Nevertheless, if the act is not un • 
I 

reasonable or arbitrary and bears a' substantial relation to the protection of the 

health, safety or welfare of the public, it will not be overturned because of its 

•harmful effects on certain people. The courts would only interfere if the legis

lature had made a clearly erroneous decision about the act's reasonableness or 

relationship to the public welfare. 

•Benjamin also illustrates the principle that private property may be subject 

to confiscation or destruction if the property is in some way violative of certain 

acts passed pursuant- to the police power. Statutes providing drastic measures 

•'for the elimination of disease whether in humans, crops, or stock, are in 

general authorized under the police power as preservation of public health. In 

Kroplin v. Truax, 119 Ohio St. 610, 1929; the appellant, a cattle owner, attacked •a provision providing for the inspection of livestock which, if found diseased, 

.could be destroyed, and the owner indemnified. The statute provided for summary 

destruction upon a positive finding of disease and indemnification upon appraisal •-10
A~~n 
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• 
but not appraisal by a jury. The appellant contended the chapter violated all 

three due process clauses of the Ohio Constitution; his right to possess and 

protect property under section l,his right under section 19 to have compensation 

assessed by a jury, and, since the chapter provided for no appeal or determination 

• by a court and jury of the right to compensation, his right to due process under 

Article I, section 16. The Court held, however, that destruction or sunnnary 

abatement of public nuisances inimical to public health may be ordered in measures 

•
 providing for the public health. This destruction was not a taking for public use,
 

•
 

but merely the abatement of a public nuisance under the police power of the state.
 

The fact that the legislature provides only partial indemnification for the owner
 

of the destroyed cattle does not render the act unconstitutional either under the
 

14th Amendment or the State Constiution. The indemnification provided is merely 

a gratuity and the legislature might have directed the slaughter of the cattle 

•
 without compensation.
 

•
 

The enjoyment, possession and protection of real property is also subject
 

to regulation. Building codes and zoning ordinances which are not purely fanciful
 

or aesthetic but which are measurable and had a rational relationship to the preser

• 

vation of the health, safety and welfare of the public are not unconstitutional. 

(State ex reI. Jack v. Russell, 162, Ohio St. 281, 1954). 

Oberlin's open housing ordinance was also upheld against the argument that 

it interfered with property rights under Article I, sections 1 and 19 (Porter 

• 
v. Oberlin, 1 Ohio St. 2d 143, 1965). 

The police power can also be used to regulate the use of property in an

• 

other way, through licensing and regulation of licensed businesses, not only to 

prevent crime but to protect the public. In Auto Realty Service. Inc. v. Brown, 

27 Ohio App. 2d 77 (Franklin County Ct. A. 1971), the appellant was found to be 

engaging in the sale of automobiles without the necessary license and without 

following the required regulations for such sales. Finding against his claim 

• -11
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• 
that the requirements violated his freedom under Article I, section 1 to engage 

in business, the Court held that while the individual has the constitutional right • 
and freedom to engage in business, the State has the right to regulate this free

dom, subject to certain restraints, for the safety of the public, unless it is 

unreasonable or arbitrary or that it has no real relationship to the public • 
health, safety, or welfare. The sole restraint is that it must not destroy law-

fu! competition or create trade restraints tending to establish a monopoly. 

Finally, the individual has the right to seek and obtain happiness and • 
safety. The pursuit of happiness has been interpreted as the right to follow or 

pursue any occupation or profession without restriction and without having a bur

den imposed on one not imposed on others. This provision, though has been rarely • 
litigated and the possible ramifications of its guarantee are not known. 

•
 

•
 

•
 

• 

• 

•-12
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Article I
 

Section 2
 

• Section 2. All political power is inherent in the people. Government is in

stituted for their equal protection and benefit, and they have the right to alter,
 
reform, or abolish the same, whenever they may deem it necessary; and no special
 
privileges or immunities shall ever granted, that may not be altered, revoked, or
 
repealed by the General Assembly.
 

• Committee Recommendation
 

The committee recommends no change in this section.
 

History; Comparison with Federal Constitution.
 , Article I, section 2 has remained unchanged since its adoption in 1851. It 

is derived from Article VIII, section 1 of the 1802 Constitution and the Declaration 

of Independence. A large portion of the 1851 section is basically the same as its 

• 1802 counterpart, with slight language alterations. The last clause, though, was 

added in 1851 after considerable debate. It was seen as a move to return the power 

of the government in all its manifestations to the people and to curb the power of 

• individuals and corporations who had achieved wealth, influence and position in part 

through privileges granted them by the state. 

The theory of the sovereignty of the state lay behind this move, which was 

• vigorously resisted. The supporters of this clause argued successfully that all 

power is inherent in the people and cannot be bartered away. Grants of privileges, 

they contended, diminished or partitioned that power; therefore, the grants violated 

• the people's right to control their government and the government failed to provide 

equal protection and benefits. 

This section contains the "equal protection" clause of the Ohio Constitution, 

• although its language is not identical to the parallel clause of the Bill of Rights 

of the United States Constitution, Amendment 14, section I. The major portion of
 

Article I, section 2, however, is derived from the Declaration of Independence and
 

.. has no federal constitutional parallel.
 

Comment
 

The first sentence of section 2 is, like section 1, more of a statement of
 

•	 principles than an expression of an enforceable right or guarantee. In Ohio v.
 

-B.......,.... .....
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~ovington, 29 Ohio St. 102 (1876) the Ohio Supreme Court stated that this declaration 

enunciates the foundation principle of government--that the people are the source 

of all political power--but the Court said that this was not intended as a denial 

Qf the power or right of delegation and representation. 

The "equal protection ll clause of section 2--"Government is instituted for 

their equal protection and benefit"--differs from the federal parallel in the 14th 

Amendment which is as follows: ". • • nor shall any State • • • deny to any person 

within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws." 

The ramifications of the federal "equal protectionll clause are extensive, and 

will not be discussed here. Since the 14th Amendment applies directly to the states 

(many other provisions of the Federal Bill of Rights haVing been made applicable to 

the states through the 14th Amendment), the state cannot diminish those rights or 

guarantees found in the 14th Amendment. The only relevant inquiry would seem to 

be whether Ohio courts have interpreted the Ohio provision significantly differently 

from the federal provision, or found in the Ohio provision any rights not found in 

the federal provision. No cases have been found that would seem to give the Ohio 

provision any special significance. 

The "privileges or inununities ll clause was effectively explained ill Railway 

Company v. Telegraph Association, 48 Ohio St. 390 (1891). The Telegraph Company 

obtained grants from the state and the City of Cincinnati to operate a telephone 

service. The operation required that the lines be grounded in the earth. Later 

the Railway Company also obtained grants to operate an electric trolley line. The 

trolley system worked by sending electricity through lines to the cars. The current 

then passed through the motor and on into the tracks, returning to the generating 

plant. The Railway Company current was interfering with the operation of the tele

phones. Current was traveling through the soil from the tracks to the~lephone com

~ny lines prodUcing static on the telephones. The Telegraph Company 

sought to have the Railway Company convert its system of powering its vehicles 
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• to prevent interference with the operation of the telephones. It contended that it 

had obtained a vested interest in the telephone system as it operated and that not 

even the legislature could limit, reduce, or injure this franchise on the faith of 

• which it has expended capital and labor. The Court disagreed, saying that special 

privileges and immunities were ullder the control of the legislature and that accord

ing to Article I, section 2, if granted, they could be altered, revoked, or repealed by

• the General Assembly. The Court held that it was clearly within the power of the 

legislature to authorize one class of corporation to use electricity, with grounded 

circuits in the streets, as a source of power, and another class to use the same or 

• a similar agency for the transmission of telephonic messages. If the exercise of 

rights conflicted, it would be construed as the intention of the legislature to 

deny an exclusive franchise, if not repeal the antecedent grant. Having received

• their corporate franchises from the state, the companies hold them in implied trust 

for the benefit of the community at large, and to the constitutional grant of 

legislative power to control the exercise of those franchises in the future as the

• public good might require. 

The Court further said that a franchise, if granted by the state with a reserved 

right of appeal, must be regarded as a mere privilege. The legislature can take it

• away at any time, and the holders of the franchise must rely solely upon the state's 

good will for its perpetuity and integrity. In the absence of such a reservation, 

the force and effect of the grant may be altered through the constitutional power

• vested in the legislature to alter or repeal all general laws governing corporations 

and the power to alter, revoke, or repeal all special privileges or immunities that 

may have been granted.

• The people's rights to alter, reform, or abolish the government is another 

statement generally classified as "political theory." Article XVI of the Ohio 

Constitution sets forth the methods of amending the Constitution, including the calling

• of a Convention to revise, alter, or amend it, and this statement in section 2 does 

not appear to add anything of substance. 
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Article I 

Section 3 

Section 3. The people have the right to assemble together, in a peaceable • 
manner, to consult for their common good; and to instruct their Representatives; 
and to petition the General Assembly for the redress of grievances. 

Committee Recommendation 

The committee recommends no change in this section. • 
History; Comparison with Federal Constitution 

Originally adopted as Article VIII, section 19 of the Constitution of 1802, 

this section was included in the Constitution of 1851 almost word for word, and • 
has remained unchanged since 1851. 

Section 3 has had little effect in recent years because of the impact of its 

federal counterpart in the Bill of Rights, the First Amendment, clause 3, which has • 
been incorporated through the 14th Amendment to apply to the States, providing the 

full extent of the federal guarantee to all (Elfbrandt v. Russell, 384 U. S. 11 

(1966) ). The federal guarantee provides that: • 
Congress shall make no law ••• prohibiting••• or abridging
 
• • • the right of the people peacefully to assemble, and to
 
petition the government for a redress of grievances.
 

Comment • 
Freedom to associate for the advancement of beliefs and ideas or to petition 

for redress of grievances is so fundamental to the concept of ordered liberty that 

its protection is assumed by the due process clause of the 14th Amendment, even • 
though actions taken under the protection of this clause may be controversial 

political, social, or economic actions, N.A.A.C.P. v. Butler, 371 U. S. 415 (1963). 

Like other rights, though, this freedom is not absolute and is circumscribed • 
by the legitimate exercise of police powers by state and municipal authorities to 

protect the health and safety of the citizens. The police power, however, cannot 

be used merely to prevent or disperse annoying gatherings. Public officials may • 
act to curtail the exercise of the freedom of association only to enforce statutes 
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.. reasonably designed to protect life and order, and actions that exceed those requin~d 

by the situation cannot be lawfully enforced. What is required is a balancing between 

the individual's right to associate, and to protest if he chooses,and the state's 

.. duty to preserve order. This freedom cannot be restricted in any way because of 

possible dissatisfaction or hatred of the ideas expressed at assemblages, of the 

avowed intentions of an association, or of the membership of an association • 

• The people also have the ri~ht to petition for the redress of grievances. 

Interference with this right to ~etition, to express ideas, or to act in a concerted 

way by either a government, through its agents or officers, or an individual, with 

..	 the purpose of preventing such legal action, is forbidden by the First and 14th 

Amendments, Mcqueen v. Druker, 317 F. Supp. 1122, aff. 438 F. 2d 781 (D. C., Mass., 

1970). Further, unless there is some overriding state concern, an association or 

4t	 an individual's right to belong to the association cannot be interfered with by laws 

prohibiting people belonging to the association from holding certain jobs, or by 

rules against joining an organization for those holding certain jobs • 

• Certain types of government restriction are regularly placed on activities, 

though, largely through statutes requiring permits for gatherings and marches, dis

orderly conduct laws, and similar statutes. These latter statutes are often legally 

• used in situations that develop out of assemblies where there is a threat of violence. 

The presence of this threat or a clear danger to persons or property is normally a 

sufficient basis for the restriction of the rights to free speech or assembly, but 

• for governmental officials to selectively or discriminatorily enforce statutes that 

deal with disturbances, to use these laws to either allow or prohibit constitutionally 

protected activities at their discretion, violates the individual's right to equal

• protection, as well as his right to assemble, United States v. Crowthers, 456 F. 2d 1074 

(4 Cir. 1972). The interests of government in regulations that infringe upon con

stitutional rights must be balanced against those of the individual, and the state 

• must show a compelling interest in overriding individual interests to do so. Finally, 

the state must also have a statute, narrowly and fairly drawn, authorizing such inter

ference with the right to assemble if the state expects its actions to withstand a

•	 constitutional attack. 17._....



•
 
Ohio's section allows similar freedom and restriction. In Toledo v. Sims, 

(14 Ohio Ops. 2d 66, 1960), a municipal court said that the people of Ohio had 

affirmed, through Article I, section 3, the right of the inhabitants of the state • 
to assemble or congregate. Ohio courts have repeatedly interpreted the section 

in a manner consistent with the First Amendment of the U. S. Constitution. Where 

they have failed to provide the level of protection required by the 14th Amend • 
ment, they have been reversed, Coates v. Cincinnati, 402 U. S. 611 revg. 21 Ohio 

St. 2d 66 (1971). The freedom guaranteed by section 3 is not absolute, and it 

may be restricted by legislative bodies through laws passed on the basis of • 
the police power. This legislation, though, has to be narrowly defined so as not to 

arbitrarily or discrimatorily deny the right of assembly to the people. But 

if state courts failed to curtail the use of the police power in this area, 

actions would be circumscribed and limited by the overriding interest of the 

federal courts in protecting First Amendment rights. 
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• Article I 

Section 4 

• Present Constitution 

Section 4. The people have the right to bear arms for their defence and 
security; but standing armies, in time of peace, are dangerous to liberty and 
shall not be kept up; and the military shall be in strict subordination to the 
civil power. 

• Committee Recommendation 

The committee recommends the amendment of Section 4 as follows: 

• 
Section 4. The people have the right to bear arms for their ee~eftee DEFENSE 

and security; but standing armies, in time of peace are dangerous to liberty, and 
shall not be kept up; and the military shall be in strict subordination to the 

• 

civil power. 

The proposed amendment is for the purpose of correcting the spelling of the 

word "defense" and is not intended to make any substantive change in the meaning 

• 

of the section. 

History; Comparison with Federal Constitution 

Section 4 has not been altered since its 1851 adoption. It was taken with 

minor alterations from the Constitution of 1802, Article VIII, section 20. The 

second and third clauses of both are identical in content; the 1851 Constitution 

• merely modernized the language. The first clause was altered in 1851. In the 

1802 Constitution, clause 1 stated that the people had the right to bear arms for 

the protection of themselves and the State. The 1851 Constitution says that the 

• people have the right to bear arms for their defense and security. The earlier 

• 

Constitution ties the possession of arms by individuals more closely to the concept 

of the protection of the State in keeping with the concepts, then prevalent, of 

the vigilant citizenry or the citizen-soldier. This was followed, in a natural 

• 

transition, by the statement that standing armies were dangerous and that the 

military should be subordinated to the civilian powers. The 1851 section altered 

the language, stating that individuals could bear arms for their defense and se

curity. Whether any significant change in meaning was intended is not clear, be

cause of the lack of debate. 

The first clause guarantees the right to bear arms, as does Amendment II of• 
19



Federal •the mill of Rights. The second clause provides for civilian control over the military. 

While this has no specific parallel in the United States Constitution, the concept is 

implied in Article II, section 2 which names the President as Commander-in-Chief of the •armed forces. The Ohio Crnlstitution contains a similar implied subordination of the 

military to the civil auth,)rities, Article 111, section 10 and in Article IX, which 

provide that the Governor is the Commander-in-Chief and shall appoint the adjutant gen •eral and other such officers of the militia as provided by law. 

Connnent 

The "right to bear arms" of the Ohio Constitution is worded differently from the • 
Second Amendment and could be construed to have a different effect on an individual's 

rights, especially since the Second Amendment has not been held applicable to the 

States. The second amendment begins: "A well-regulated militia being necessary to the •
security of a free state ••• " and thus the right to bear arms is intimately connected 

with the concept of a citizen soldier and individual states' rights. Ohio's section 

appears to be an absolute affirmation of the right to bear arms without any governmental • 
interference or limitation of that right. The Supreme Court of Ohio, though, has held 

that to fully understand Article I, section 4, it must be read in conjunction with the 

Second Amendment; a form of reverse incorporation. When both are read together,it 1~ • 
seen that the primary purpose in permitting people to bear arms is to dispense with the 

need for a standing army and to enable the people to prepare for their own defense by 

retaining their arms, State v. Nieto, 101 Ohio St. 409 (1920). Further, the existence • 
of this right does not restrict the legislature's power and responsibility under its 

police powers to pass laws and establish regulations that may be necessary to protect 

the safety and welfare of the citizens of Ohio. Consequently, the protection of the • 
general public by the regulation of the use and transportation of dangerous weapons, 

through the exercise of the legislative power, is a legitimate use of that authority; 

Akron v. White, 28 Ohio Op. 2d 41 (Mun. Ct. 1963). Under these same powers, the 1egis • 
lature can enact laws that totally regulate the sale of arms and that govern the poss

ession of concealed weapons,~. Although an ordinance prohibiting the bare possession 

of arms by the people will generally be unconstitutional, the extent of the police powers • 
- 20 



• of the State allows a large number of restrictions to be placed on this right. 

• 
In view of the position of Ohio courts on Article I, section 4, a fuller under

standing of this section can be obtained by analyzing the Second Amendment." The 

definition of 'bearing qTIDS', as the phrase was used in legal instruments prior to the 

Revolutionary War, was serving in an organized armed force," Levin, The Right to Bear 

•
 Arms: The Development of the American Experience, 48 Chi.-Kent L. Rev. 148 (1971).
 

• 

It did not imply any personal right to possess weapons, but rather the right to bear arms in 

defense of the community. During this period, the need to keep arms for defense was so 

great that some colonies passed statutes reQuiring people to carry arms or keep guns. 

• 

These statutes were intended to fill the void created by the colonies' inability to pay 

for the costs of arming and maintaining regular troops, (Vir.) Acts of the Grand Assembly, 

1623-24 Nos. 24, 25; 1658-59 No. 25. Later statutes 

• 

regulated arms by controlling the sale or disposition of weapons 

to prevent them from falling into the wrong hands, and others were passed to prevent 

fires and injuries by prohibiting the discharge of firearms within the boundaries of 

• 

towns or near inhabited dwellings. 

During and after the Revolutionary Period the concept of bearing arms was redefined 

to meet the changing needs and perceptions of the people. Having fought to gain their 

•
 

liberties, the people sought a balance between themselves and their newly formed gov


ernment. Fearing possible abuses of power by the central government through the in


strument of a national army, the people felt that only by insuring the right to bear
 

• 

arms could the liberties of the people and the individual states be maintained. The 

opposition to standing armies as seen in state constitutions written in the late 

eighteenth century also illustrates this fear. The correct balance, it was thought, 

• 

would only be insured by an armed populace and a state militia; but the bearing of arms 

was intended to be within the context of an organized armed force. The fear of a national 

army and the belief that the rights of individuals and states could only be protected by 

force of arms came into direct conflict with the growing belief among many leaders that 

national sovereignty could only be protected by a standing army. Since Congress would 
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control the army through appropriations, a compromise was reached which permitted 

the federal government to have a standing army and the power to call out the state 

miHtl.a while the states would control the militia except when federalized, U. s. • 
COORt. Article 1, section 8. Many felt this gave too much military power to the 

federal government, so the Second Amendment was passed to restore the balance and 

was designed to ensure that the federal government would not be able to destroy the • 
militias of the various states through the use of the federalization process. 

Since its passage, the federal courts have narrowly interpreted the Second 

Amendment. No longer recognizing the need for a military balance between the indi • 
viduals, the states and the federal government, courts have held that the interests 

of order and stability must be balanced against the need for revolution and such 

interests may outweigh it. Therefore, there could be restrictions upon rights sub • 
sfdiary to the right to revolution--the right to bear arms. 

Circuit
 
In ~dy v. United States, 460 F. 2d 34 ~8th Cir. 1972), the/court said that
 

the Second Amendment guarantee extends only to the use or possession of arms which • 
has some reasonable relationship to tIle preservation or effectiveness of a well-

regulated militia. The purpose of the: Second Amendment is not to confer a right 

but instead to preclude infringement of the right of the people to keep and bear • 
arms by the federal government alone. Whatever :eights the people may have in this 

respect are conferred by state constitutions and local legislatures, although the 

limitation in the federal government is not absolute. The federal government can • 
limit the keeping and bearing of arms by single individuals, but it cannot prohibit 

the possession or use of any weapon which has a reasonable relationship to the 

preservation or effectiveness of a well-regulated militia, United States v. Miller, • 
307 u. S. 174 (1939). This though, is only a general rule and does not apply to 

state or local legislation nor does it assume the privilege of any individual to 

bear arms. Photos v. City of Toledo, 19 O. Misc. 147 (Ct. C.P. 2969). • 
The right guaranteed is not to b(~ar arms on all occasions and in all places, 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

•
 

• 

• 

but rather to bear them in a usual way or to keep them for ordinary purposes, as for 

the defense of personal property or of the state, State v. Dawson, 272 N.C. 535, 159 SE 

2d 1 (1968). The arms referred to in the Second Amendment mean those adapted to the 

effectiveness of the citizen as a soldier and which are carried openly. The Supreme 

Court, in Miller, ruled that in the case of certain arms and in the absence of a 

showing of any reasonable relationship between the weapon and a well-regulated mil

itia, legislation or regulations restricting the use of the arms does not violate 

the Second Amendment. The federal government, then can regulate but not destroy the 

right. Similarly in Ohio, although the Second Anlendment is not applicable, it has 

been held that the right can be regulated but not destroyed (City of Akron v. Williams, 

113 Ohio App. 293, app. dism., 172 Ohio St. 287, 1961). In the reasonable exercise 

of its police power and with the purpose of preventing crime and preserving the health 

and welfqre of the public, a government, acting under a constitution or legislative 

grant of police power, may pass certain statutes. As long as the governmental body 

is not acting in a manner inconsistent with the general law, it may pass criminal 

or regulatory statutes to control the use or possession of arms regardless of the 

lack of an express constitutional provision authorizing the legislature to regulate 

the exercise of the right. Consequently, regardless of constitutional protections, 

statutes forbidding possession of concealed weapons or weapons of certain types or 

possession by certain people have all been upheld. Nor has a constitutional guar

antee been held to operate to prevent the enactment of legislation regulating the 

manufacture, sale, gift, loan, or use of weapons, Miller, United States v. Fleish, 

90 F. Supp. 273 (D. C. Mich. 1949). 

The second clause of Ohio Constitution Article I, section 4 provides for civilian 

control of the military. The fundamental nature of this principle of subordination 

of military power is demonstrated by the fact that every state except New York has 

a comparable provision. The United States Constitution not only implies this concept 

through making the President the Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces but also 

through the prohibition of making military appropriations of more than two years, as

suring regular Congressional reviews of military spending (Article I, section 8, cl. 12). 
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Article r 

Section 5 

Section 5. The right of trial by jury shall be inviolate, except that, 
in civil cases, laws may be passed to authorize the rendering of a verdict by the 
concurrence of not less than three-f':lurths of the jury. 

• 

Committee Recommendation • 
The committee recommends the appointment of a special committee to study 

civil juries, especially the qu~stion of reduction of verdict amounts. 

History; Comparison witt Federal Constitution • 
"The right of trial by jury shall be inviolate" was section 8 of Article 

V!Ir of the 1802 Constitution and sec:ion 5 of Article I of the 1851 Constitution. 

The exception - that, in civil cases, verdicts could be rendered by 3/4 of the jury - • 
was proposed by the 1912 Constitutional Convention and subsequently adopted by the 

people. No changes have since been made in the section. 

'The Federal Constitution gU.'lrantees the right to a trial by jury in • 
criminal cases in Article III, section 2: "The trial of all crimes, except in cases 

of impeachment, shall be by jury •.• " 

prosecutions the accused shall enjoy 

and in the Sixth Amendment: "In all criminal 

the right to a speedy and publi(: trie.1, by an • 
impartial jury ••• " The Seventh Amendment provides for jury trials in civil cases 

as follows: 

"In suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall exceed 
twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be preserved, and no 
fact tried by a jury shall be otherwise re-examined in any court of the 
United States, than accordi.ng to the rules of the connnon law." 

Connnent 

• 

• 
Section 10 of Article I of the Ohio Constitution contains a guarantee of 

8 jury trial in criminal cases similar to that found in the Sixth Amendment to the 

Federal Constitution (and in the Constitution itself). Discussion of the various • 
aspects of jury trials as found in those provisions will be found following Section 10. 
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The committee concluded that no changes in the Constitution were desirable with 

respect to the requirements for juries in criminal cases. 

• A number of issues have been raised in recent years by lawyers, judges, ad 

others expert in the administration of justice concerning civil trial juries. The 

questions include such problems as: under what circumstances is there a right to a 

•	 jury trial? what are the permissible jury sizes? is a unanimous verdict a constitu

tional requirement? can jury verdicts be reduced in size without violating the 

constitution? 

•	 After discussion of these issues and the research papers presented to it on 

these topics, the committee concluded that it did not have sufficient information 

on which to base any recommendations for change in the Ohio Constitution, but that 

•	 the questions were important and should be studied further by a special committee, 

with particular emphasis on the problem of size of verdicts. No testimony was 

presented to the committee on this subject, and the members of the committee believe 

•	 that no conclusions on this subject should be reached until a number of well-informed 

persons	 are consulted and asked to discuss the issues with the committee 

Therefore, the committee recommends that a special committee of the 

•	 Commission consider the problems relating to civil trial juries. 

• 

• 
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Article I 

Section 6 

•Section 6. There shall be no slavery in this state; nor involuntary servitude, 
un1ess for the punishment of crime. 

Committee Recommendation 

The committee reconmlends no change in this section. • 
History. Comparison with Federal Constitution 

This section had its basis in Article VI of the Ordinance of 1787, the first 

clause of which said, "There shall be neither slavery nor involuntary servitude in • 
the said territory (Northwest Territory), otherwise than in punishment of crimes 

Article VI contained a further provision, though, that allowed for the re" 

capture of slaves and indentured servants notwithstanding the previous guarantee. • 
Article VIII, section 2 of the Constitution of 1802 retained the opening clause 

and limited indenture to children until the age of 21 years for males and 18 years 

for females unless an individual entered into indenture in perfect freedom for good • 
consideration received or to be received. Indenture of negroes or mulattoes resid

ing in the state, regardless of the origin of the contract, was limited to one year 

except in cases of apprenticeships. The Constitutional Convention of 1850-51 re • 
tained only the opening clause after modernizing the language, and the section has 

not been altered since 1851. 

The Thirteenth Amendment to the Federal Constitution provides in section 1: • 
Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a
 
punishment for crime whereof the party shall have been
 
duly convicted, shall exist within the Unit'ed States
 
or any place subject to their jurisdiction.
 •The 13th Amendment is one of the post-Civil War amendments to the Federal Con

stitution and, therefore, postdates the Ohio provision. 

Comment •There are no Ohio cases construing section 6, and the history and origins of 

Ohio might help account for this. Ohio was admitted to the United States as a free 

state, just as previously it had been part of a free territory, and it became a • 
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hotbed of abolitionist sentiment. Harriet Beecher Stowe lived in Cincinnati, Joshua 

R. Giddings taunted Southern adversaries with stinging invective in Washington, and 

• Oberlin College became an important center for the abolitionist movement. So, slavery 

was never an issue except in cases of slaves who were escaping through Ohio. Other 

forms of servitude, as indenture, were dying out by the end of the 18th Century and 

• never became widespread in Ohio. The substitute for indentured whites was enslaved 

blacks but this, of course, was prohibited throughout the Northwest Territory. 

The Thirteenth Amendment forbids all shades and conditions of slavery, including 

• apprenticeships for long periods or any forms of serfdom. The general purpose of the 

Amendment, when read with the Fourteenth and Fifteenth, was found to be the freedom 

of the slave race, the security and firm establishment of that freedom, and the protec

• tion of the newly-made citizens from the oppressions of those who formerly exercised 

dominion over them (83 U. S. 36, 1872). The Court asserted, though, that this protec

tion was not limited to the Negro, saying that while Congress only had Negro slavery 

• in mind when it passed the Amendment, it prohibited other forms of slavery as well, 

including any type of peonage or coolie system. This opinion was supported by the 

"Civil Rights" Cases, 109 U. S. 3 (1883). There, the Court said that the Thirteenth 

• Amendment has respect, not to distinctions of race, or class or color, but to slavery; 

not merely prohibiting state laws establishing or upholding slavery, but absolutely 

declaring that slavery or involuntary servitude should not exist in any part of the 

• United States. Further, the Enabling Clause, which has no parallel in Ohio's Article 

I, section 6, gave Congress the power to pass all laws necessary and proper for abolishing 

all badges and incidents or burden and disabilities of slavery in the United States 

• which includes all restraints on fundamental liberties which are the essence of civil 

freedom. 

The Thirteenth Amendment prohibits any type of forced labor contracts when the 

• employer may use debt or criminal fraud statutes to enforce the contract or punish the 

employee. This was the issue dealt with in Pollock v. Williams, 322 U. S. 4 (1944). 
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Cotmlenting on the Thirteenth Amendment, th(~ Court said that the Thirteenth, as 

implemented by the Antipeonage Act, was not merely to end slavery, but to maintain 

•a system of completely free and voluntary labor in the United States. While certain 

forced labor, as a sentence of hard labor for the punishment of crime, may be con

sistent with the Thirteenth Amendment i.n special circumstances, generally, it violates •the Amendment. The defense against oppressive hours, pay, and working conditi~ns ~r treatment 

is t~ change employers, but when the employer can compel and the employee cannot 

escape his obligation to work, there is no power below to redress, and no incentive •ab~e to relieve harsh or oppressive labor conditions. Whatever social value there 

is in enforcing contracts and obligations of debt, Congress has established that no 

indebtedness warrants a suspension of the right to be free from compulsory service. •This meant, the Court held, that no stnte could make the quitting of work a component 

ofa crime or make criminal sanctions available for holding unwilling persons to 

labor. The Court in ~ed Statp.s v. Shackney, summarized these principles, 333 •F. 2d 475 (2 Cir. 1964). After 17eviewing the history of the Amendment, the Court 

said that the purpose of those who outlawed involuntary servitude in the Thirteenth 

Amendment and in statutes to enforce it was to abolish all practices whereby subjection •haVing some of the incidents of slavery was legally enforced. This applied to direct 

subjection, by a state using its power to return the servant to the master, as had been 

the case in the peonage system, and to indirect subjection, by the state using criminal •penalties to punish those who left the employer's service. The Court contended, though, 

that the term went further. Various combinations of physical violence, of indications 

that more would be used against an attempt to leave, and of threats of immediate •physical confinement, it said, were suffi.cient to violate the Thirteenth Amendment, al

though where the employee has a clear choice about leaving even when the alternative 

is unappealing there can be no violation. • 
- 28
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Article I 

Section 7 

• Section 7. All men have a natural and indefeasible right to worship Almighty 
God according to the dictates of their own conscience. No person shall be com
pelled to attend, erect, or support any place of worship, or maintain any form of 
worship against his consent; and no preference shall be given, by law, to any 
religious society; nor shall any interference with the rights of conscience be 
permitted. No religious test shall be required, as a qualification for office, 

•� nor shall any person be incompetent to be a witness on account of his religious� 
beliefs; but nothing herein shall be construed to dispense with oaths and affirma
tions. Religion, morality, and knowledge, however, being essential to good gov
ernment, it shall be the duty of the General Assembly to pass suitable laws to 
protect every religious denomination in the peaceable enjoyment of its own mode 
of public worship, and to encourage schools and the means of instruction. 

• Committee Recommendation 

The committee recommends no change in this section.� 

History; Comparison with Federal Constitution� 

• Article I, section 7 has remained unchanged since it was included in the 

Constitution of 1851. Largely copied from its predecessor, Article VIII, section 3 

of the Constitution of 1802, it was re-written and enlarged in 1851. The Constitu

• tiona1 Convention added three new clauses to the old section to expand the guarantee 

of rights. The one provision that is truly different from the Federal, establishing 

an affirmative obligation in the legislature to promote education, existed in the 

• 1802 Constitution. Of those clauses added in 1850-51, the first provides that no 

person shall be incompetent as a witness because of his religious beliefs. The second 

states that nothing within the section shall be construed to dispense with oaths or 

• affirmations, and the final one extends the duty of the legislature to pass suitable 

laws� to protect every religious denomination in the peaceful mode of public worship. 

The First Amendment to the Federal Constitution provides several guarantees

• of fundamental liberties: freedom of religion, freedom of speech and press, and 

freedom of assembly. Section 7 of Article I of the Ohio Constitution deals with 

freedom of religion. The relevant portion of the First Amendment is "Congress shall 

• make no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise 

thereof " 

•� 
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Connnent 

The Fir~t Amendment's constitutional religious freedom guarantee and inhibition 

haA B broad and double aspect. It forestalls compulsion by law of any creed or form • 
of worship. Freedom of conscience and freedom to adhere to the religious organization 

or form of worship of one's choice cannot be restricted by law. Not only does the 

Amendment protect freedom of conscience, but it also safeguards the free exercise of • 
the chosen form of religion, embracing freedom to believe and freedom to act. 

Freedom to believe is absolute but freedom to act is not, because conduct, even 

religious actions, can be regulated for the protection of society. This power to • 
regulate, though, to help attain the permissible goals of society, cannot be exercised 

in a manner that infringes upon a protected freedom. 

The First Amendment's religious freedom provision has been applied to the states • 
through the due process clause of the 14th Amendment (Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 

u. S. 296, 1940). Federal cases expounding on various aspects of religious freedom 

cover such matters as military conscientious objectors, tax status of property aSBO- •• 
ciated with a religious institution, solicitation of funds for religious purposes, 

public support for schools associated with a religious group, prayer in public schools, 

and other topics,and are too numerous to discuss. Since Supreme Court decisions in • 
terpreting the First Amendment apply to the states, it is possible to affect the con

atitutional wall separating church and state in Ohio only if the Ohio Constitution, 

and its interpretation by the legislature or the courts, goes beyond the federal by • 
making the wall higher, not by lowering it. 

Early Ohio cases contained no surprises in interpreting the Ohio provisions. 

The Ohio Constitution adopts a hand-off policy towards religion and requires that • 
each religious denomination maintain that same policy towards the others. It also 

recognizes that men have the constitutional privilege to worship God according to 

the dictates of their consciences, and the right to teach these beliefs to their • 
children; the commitment to this right ~s been formalized by Article 1, section 7 of 

the Constitution of 1851. There can be no interference with the exercise of this right, 
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• and Ohio courts have permitted no prior restraint on its use, whether by legislative, 

judicial or executive action (Bloom v. Richards, 2 Ohio St. 387, 1853). This right 

to freedom of religious belief is not limited to Christian belief, but extends to 

• any type of belief and neither Christianity nor any other religious belief can be 

part of the laws of Ohio. The legislature cannot promote Christianity or any other 

belief beyond passing laws to protect them from outside interference, Board of Educa

• tion v. Minor, 23 Ohio St. 211 (1872). 

Section 7 also sets out the fundamental guarantee, recognized as a fundamental 

principle in both state and federal constitutional law, that no religious test can 

• be required by law for qualification for holding office, Clinton v. State, 33 Ohio 

St. 27 (1878). Ohio, further, specifically states that an individual's religious 

beliefs will not disqualify him as a witness; Article I, section 7 goes on to state 

• that this will not dispense with any oath or affirmation. In Clinton, this was held 

to mean that, although a religious belief would not affect a witness's competency, to 

be held competent to take an oath as a witness, the individual's beliefs would have 

• to be such that he believed a Supreme Being would inflict punishment for false 

swearing. Generally, though, any form of oath or affirmation, which appeals to the 

conscience of the person to whom it is administered and binds him to speak the truth, 

• is sufficient. 

Ohio courts had held that the Constitution does not enjoin or require religious 

instruction or the reading of religious books in the schools because the legislature

• placed control of these matters in the hands of those who managed schools. Accord

ingly, the courts felt that they were not allowed to interfere with decisions of 

local school administrators about their policies of either allowing or prohibiting 

• some religiously oriented activities, as Bible reading. Recent decisions, however, 

starting with Engel v. Vitale, 370 U.S. 421, 1962, in the federal courts, have re

moved this freedom of choice from the hands of Ohio public school administrations. 

• Since the application of the First Amendment's religious freedom guarantee 

to the states, no Ohio cases have been decided that would alter the federal rules 

by interpreting the Ohio constitutional provision more strictly than the federal. 
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•Article I 

Section 8 

Section 8. The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be suspended) 
unless, in cases of rebellion or invasion, the public safety require it. • 
Committee Recommendation 

The committee recommends no change in this section. 

History; Comparison with Federal Con$titutio.n • 
Section 12 of Article VIII of the 1802 Constitution combined the provisions 

relating to the writ of habeas corpus with those relating to bail; in 1851 the bail 

prOVisions were separated and made part of section 9. The habeas corpus language • 
was not changed in 1851. In 1874, the Constitutional Convention proposed adding at 

the end of the section: ". . • and then only in such manner as may be provided by 

law." The proposals of that Convention, however, were not adopted by the people. • 
Section 8 has, therefore, not been changed since 1851. 

The second paragraph of section IX of Article I of the Federal Constitution 

provides: "The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be suspended, • 
unless when in cases of rebellion or invasion the public safety require it." Thus, 
i 

only minor language and punctuation differences distinguish the federal from the 

Ohlo verdon. • 
Comment 

Both the Ohio and the Federal Constitutions deal only with the instances in 

which the writ of habeas corpus can be suspended, and neither Constitution attempts • 
to set forth those instances when the writ is, or must be made, available, nor what 

~an, or should, be accomplished by its issuance. The writ is an ancient common law 

•one, and its development, through cases and statutes, is a lengthy one. Examination 

of both federal and state cases dealing with the writ did not discl~e any problems 

requiring alteration of the constitutional language. 

• 
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• Article I 

Section 9 

• Present Constitution 

Section 9. All persons shall be bailable by sufficient sureties, except for 
capital offences where the proof is eVident, or the presumption great. Excessive 
bail shall not be required; nor excessive fines imposed; nor cruel and unusual 
punishments inflicted. 

• Committee Recommendation 

The committee recommends the amendment of section 9 as follows: 

• 
Section 9. All persons shall be bailable by sufficient sureties, except AS 

PROVIDED IN THIS SECTION AND EXCEPT for capital eiie~ee8 OFFENSES where the proof 
is evident or the presumption great. Excessive bail shall not be required; nor 
excessive fines imposed; nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted. 

PERSONS MAY BE DENIED BAIL PRIOR TO TRIAL IF THE OFFENSE CHARGED IS A FELONY 
TH\.TWAS COMMITTED WHILE THE PERSON WAS RELEASED ON BAIL. 

• NOTWITHSTANDING ANY OTHER PROVIS ION OF THIS CONSTITUTION OR SUPREME COURT 
RULE ADOPTED PURSUANT THERETO, THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY MAY PASS LAWS IMPLEMENTING 
THIS SECTION. 

History; Comparison with Federal Constitution

• Article I, section 9 was adopted in 1851 and has remained unchanged. It was 

a combination of two sections from the Constitution of 1802. Article VIII, section 

12 guaranteed the right of bail in all but capital offenses and also guaranteed 

• the writ of habeas corpus. The first clause of that section guaranteeing the right 

of bail was combined with Article VIII, section 13, which prohibited excessive bail ~nd 

fines, and cruel and unusual punishments, to form what is now Article I, section 9. 

• Aside from this reorganization, the sections were preserved intact with only minor 

changes in the language. In 1912, there was an attempt to add to this section to 

abolish capital punishment, until such time as the legislature decided to reinstate 

• it, and replace it with life imprisonment. The proposal, though, failed to attract 

voter support and was not ratified. 

The Eighth Amendment to the Federal Constitution reads as follows:

• "Excessive bail shall not J2e required, nor excessive fines imposed, 
nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted." 
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•� 
Comment - Bail 

A significant difference exists between the Ohio and the Federal constitutional 

bail provisions, and it is this difference that led to the committee's recommendation • 

to amend the section. The Eighth Amendment prohibits "excessive" bail but does not 

grant a right to bail. Ohio is one of about 23 ~;tates whose constitution guarantees 

a right to bail, except, in Ohio, in capital cases "where the proof is evident, or • 

the presumption great." 

The traditional right to bail perlnits the unhampered preparation of a defense, 

and serves to prevent the infliction of punishment prior to conviction (Stack v. Boyle, • 

342 U. S. 1, 1951). Its purpose is to ensure that one accused of a crime would re

turn to stand trial and submit to sentence if found guilty. The Supreme Court of 

the United States has held that an excessive bail is that greater than is necessary .. 

to assure this, stating that it would be unconstitutional to fix bail to ensure 

that the individual would not obtain his freedom (Bandy v. United States, 364 U. s. 

440, 1960). • 

The Court haf) not yet ruled on the question whether the Eighth Amendment's 

"excessive bail" prohibition incorporates, from the common law, an absolute or 

limited right to bail before trial or before conviction. Nor is there a United States • 

Supreme Court case clearly applying the excessive bail provision of the 8th Amendment, 

whatever its interpretation, to the states, probably because every state has such a 

provision in its own eonstitution or has, as is the case in Ohio, and even greater .. 

right expressed in the Constitution in terms of a right to bail. A number of deci

sions, however, in both lower Federal Courts and in state courts at all levels, 

assume that the excessive bail provision of the Eighth Amendment applies to the • 
states through the 14th Amendment, particularly since the "cruel and unusual punish

ment" provision of the Eighth Amendment has clearly been so applied. 

In the federal courts, the contemporary bail system evolved from four sources: • 
the Judiciary Act of 1789,4 the Eighth Amendment, the Fifth Amendment and the Bail 
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•� Reform Act of 1966. The Judiciary Act laid the groundwork for the federal system by 

providing that bail will be admitted in all criminal arrests, except where the pun

ishment is death, making bail in capital cases discretionary. In applying this dis

•� cretion, the judge was to base his decision upon his evaluation of the nature and 

circumstances of the offense, the evidence, and the usages of law, Jud. Act 1789; ch. 20, 

section 33, 1 Stat. 73, 91. Discretion of federal judges to deny bail in noncapital 

•� cases was regarded as nonexistent leading _ to the belief that bail in non

capital� cases was an absolute right, which it is not (Stack v. Boyle). 

The Judiciary Act was followed two years later by the Eighth Amendment which 

•� reads in part, "Excessive bail shall not be required." This clause, while prohibiting 

excessive bail, does not establish the right to bail, nor does it distinguish between 

capital and noncapital crime. The absence of express language guaranteeing the right 

•� to bail appears to imply that no absolute constitutional right was intended, and 

indeed, the historical development of the bail system so indicates. This concept was 

upheld in ~wstrian v. Hedman where the Court ruled that neither the Eighth nor the 

•� Fourteenth Amendments require that everyone charged with an offense must be given 

his liberty or the right to bail pending tXial (326 F. 2d 708, cert. den. 376 u. S. 

965, 1964). The Hedman court further held that while the right to bail was inherent 

•� in the American system of law, this did not mean that a legislature was required to 

make all crimes subject to that right or to administer it in such a way as to provide 

everyone with that right. As noted above, however, the Supreme Court has not ruled 

• on this point. 

Federal Statutes and Rules of Criminal Procedure applicable to persons charged 

with the commission of federal crimes grant a right to bail in all noncapital cases 

• (18 U.S.C. 3146-3149 and Rule 46 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure). 

Congress, however, has exercised its apparent authority to permit the denial of bail 

to certain persons charged with crimes in the District of Columbia. The D. C. statute 

• has as its goal preventing the pretrial release of persons whose appearance at trial 

cannot be assured by any conditions of release or whose release might endanger the 

safety of any other person or the community. Specifically, persons charged with 
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•� 
crimes of v:folence may be denied bail if they have been convicted of a crime of violence 

within a ten-year period immediately preceding the alleged crime or if the crime was 
was 

•allegedly committed while the person/on bail pending trial for the alleged commission 

of another crime of violence or on probation or other release pending completion of a 

sentence imposed upon conviction of another crime of violence. The statute permits 

detention in other limited areas, also. However, it is the permissible detention • 
of the alleged "repeat offender" that is the goal of the committee's proposed amen.d

ment to section 9. 

Section 9 clearly states that "All persons shall be bailable • . ." except for • 
capital offenses (the proposed amendment would correct the spelling of "offenses") 

and such case law as exists on the subject in Ohio states that the right to bail 

except in capital cases is absolute (Locke v. Jenkins, 20 Ohio St. 2d 45, 1969). • 
Rule 46 (B) of the Ohio Rules of Criminal Procedure provides for pre-trial release on 

recognizance or unsecured appearance bond and for further conditions of release in 

felony cases and other cases in ~he discretion of the judge. The judgment of whether • 
a person accused of a capital crime should be released prior to trial is within the 

sound discretion of the trial court (State ex reI. Reams v. Stuart, 127 Ohio St. 314, 

1933). The absolute right to bail has been held, in Ohio, not to apply to juveniles • 
pending a delinquency proceeding, since the bail provision applies only to offenses 

(State ex rei. Peaks v. Allaman, 51 Ohio Ope 321, 1954). 

After considerable discussion about the right to bail, the committee concluded • 
that, a ltmitation to Ohio's absolute right to bail is advisable in order that a person 

accused of committing a felony while released on bail prior to trial for commission 

of another offense can be denied bail for the second offense, if the General Assembly • 
deems this advisable. One committee member cited statistics to the effect that ap

proximately 19% of all felonies are committed by "repeat" offenders. 

The final portion of the committee's proposal would make it clear that the Gen • 
eral Assembly may pass laws to implement this section, which cannot be superceded by 

Supreme Court Rule. 
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•� 
Comment - Cruel and Unusual Punishments 

The "cruel and unusual punishments" clause of section 9 is identical to that of 

• the Eighth Amendment. Moreover, the Eighth Amendment, with respect to prohibiting 

cruel and unusual punishments, has been applied to the states by the Supreme Court 

through the 14th Amendment (Robinson v. California, 370 U. S. 660, 1962). In the 

• Robinson case, the Court held that a state statute making it a crime for a person 

to "be addicted to the use of narcotics" inflicted cruel and unusual punishment. 

"Cruel and unusual punishments inflicted" comes from the British 1688 Declara

• tion of Rights, and was originally thought to proscribe tortures employed duriug 

the reign of the Stuarts. Its meaning has, of course, been considerably broadened 

as society has evolved more humane standards for the treatment of persons convicted 

• of crimes. Most recently, the imposition of the death penalty, under certain condi

tions has been held by the Supreme Court to be "cruel and unusual punishment." 

(Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 1962) ). Because of the split nature of the 

• decision and the fact that each judge filed a separate opinion, the ramifications of 

the decision are still being tested in courts and in legislatures across the country. 

Matters other than the penalty imposed are being brought to the courts' atten

• tion today as violations of the prohibition against "cruel and unusual punishments." 

Prior to 1969, the Supreme Court had refused to consider prison conditions because 

• 
it was felt that prison discipline and administration in the states was within the 

393 U.S. 483, 1969, 
jurisdiction and competence of the states. In Johnson v. AverY,/the Court changed 

its policy saying that where federal rights were affected, they could be raised in 

federal courts. Soon thereafter, the District Court of Arkansas found that condi

• tions at the Arkansas prison farms violated the Eighth Amendment rights of the 

prisoners (Holt v. Sarver, 309 F. Supp. 362, aff'd 442 F. 2d 304, 8 Cir., 1970). 

In condemning the deplorable living conditions and the trustee-guard system with its 

• concomitant abuses and failings, the Court said that confinement itself may result 

in cruel and unusual punishment where the prison is characterized by conditions and 

practices shocking to the conscience of reasonably civilized people even though a 

• 



•� 
particular inmate may never be disciplined. To correct the abuses, the judge 

ordered reforms of the prison farm system. Another federal judge took stronger 

action in Hamilton v. Schiro, 338 F. Supp. 1016 (E. D. La. 1970). He enjoined the • 
use of a parish (county) prison rather than try to fashion relief because he felt that 

the prison conditions shocked the conscience as a matter of elementary decency. In 

Ohio, in James v. Wittenburg (323 F. Supp. 93, N. D. Ohio, 1971), a district court, • 
following the earlier decisions, found that jails were properly within the control of 

the state authorities bllt that federal courts could intervene when paramount federal 

constitutional and statutory rights were involved. Here, the judge found conditions • 
that violated the Eighth Amendment, and foreseeing no relief because of fragmented 

administrative control, the judge retained jurisdiction in the matter to guarantee 

that ordered improvements were carried out. In Gates v. Collier ( 349 F. Supp. 881, N. • 

E. Miss., 1972), another judge established and oversaw a timetable of ordered admin

istrative and physical improvements. In so doing, he gave recognition to the prin

eiple that prisoners have a constitutional right to adequate provisions for their 

physical health and well being. 

Courts have expanded these new concepts even further in dealing with juveniles. 

Not only have courts extended to them the rights available to adults, but the courts • 

have recOb~ized the rights to a higher standard that must be met in the confinement 

of juveniles. The most important of these is the right to receive rehabilitation 

from an on-going effectively run program, Inmates of Boy's Training School v. • 
Affleck, 346 F. Supp. 1354 (D. R. I. 1972), Baker v. Hamilton, 345 F. Supp. 435 

(\~. D. Ky. 1972). 

• 
Courts have also intervened to stop specific prison practices. Corporal pun

ishment of prisoners has been held to be cruel and unusual punishmen~ in part be

cause the standards of the people have changed and they have rejected i~ Johnson v. • 
Bishop, 404 F. 2d 571 (8 Cir. 1968), Wyatt v. Stickney, 325 F. Supp. 781 (M. D. Ala. 1971).

( 
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•� 
While solitary confinement has not been found objectionable, strip cells have been 

determined to be inhuman and to have the tendency to debase and degrade the indi

• vidual in violation of his humanity and dignity according to contemporary standards 

(LaReau v. MacDougal, 473 F. 2d 974, 2nd Cir., 1972). 

Even prior to the incorporation of the clause through Amendment XIV, the Ohio 

• Supreme Court followed the United States Supreme Court's interpretation of "cruel 

and unusual punishments"(Holt v. State (107 Ohio St. 307, 1923» With the exception 

of Zeny v. Alvis, (66 Ohio Law Abs. 606 Franklin Co. Ct. A.) which held that con

• secutive life sentences were not violative of the Ohio Constitution, there is 

little other litigation on this clause and, since Robinson, there has been none. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Article I • 
Section 10 

Present Constitution 

Section 10. Except in cases of impeachment, cases arising in the army and navy 
or in the militia when in actual service in time of war or public danger, and in 
cases involving offenses for which the penalty provided is less than imprisonment 
in the penitentiary, no person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise 
infamous, crime, unless on presentment or indictment of a grand jury; and the number 
of persons necessary to constitute such grand jury and the number thereof necessary 
to concur in finding such indictment shall be determined by law. In any trial, in 
any court, the party accused shall be allowed to appear and defend in person and 
with counsel; to deman4 the nature and cause of the accusation against him, and to 
hav~ a copy thereof; to meet the witnesses face to face, and to have compulsory 
process to procure the attendance of witnesses in his behalf, and a speedy public 
trial by an impartial jury in the county in which the offense is alleged to have 
been co~itted; but provision may be made by law for the taking of the deposition 
by the accused or by the state, to be used for or against the accused, of any wit
ness whose attendance can not be had at the trial, always securing to the accused 
means and the opportunity to be present in person and with counsel at the taking 
of such deposition, and to examine the witness face to face as fully and in the 
same manner as if in court. No person shall be compelled, in any criminal case, to 
be a witness against himself; but his failure to testify can be considered by the 
court and jury and may be the subject of comment by counsel. No person shall be 
twice put in jeopardy for the same offense. 

Committee Recommendation 

The committee recommends the amendment of Section 10 as follows: 

Section 10. Except in cases of impeachment, cases arising in the army and navy. 
or in the militia when in actual service in time of war or public danger, and in 
cases involVing offenses for which the penalty provided is less than imprisonment 
in the penitentiary, no person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise 
infamous, crime, unless on present~ent or indictment of a grand jury; and the number 
of persons necessary to constitute such grand jury and the number thereof necessary 
to concur in finding such indictment shall be determined by law. In any trial, in 
any court, the party accused shall be allowed to appear and defend in person and with 
counsel; to demand the nature and cause of the accusation against him, and to have a 
copy thereof; 1:0 meet the witnesses face to face, and to have compulsory process to 
procure the attendance of witnesses in his behalf, and a speedy public trial by an 
impartial jury in the county in which the offense is alleged to have been committed; 
but provision may be made by law for the taking of the deposition by the accused or by 
the state, to be used for or against the accused, of any witness whose attendance can 
not be had at the trial, always securing to the accused means and the opportunity to 
be present in person and with counsel at the taking of such deposition, and to examine 
the witness face to face as fully and in the same manner as if in court. No person 
shall be compelled, in any criminal case, to be a witness against himself; but his 
failure to testify may be considered by the court and jury afte-maY-8e-efte-8~8jeee-e£ 

ee..eB'.-8,-ee~fteel. No person shall be twice put in jeopardy for the same offense. 

In addition, the committee recommends that a special committee be appointed 
to study the subject of the grand jury. 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 
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•� 
History; Comparison with Federal Constitution 

Article I, section 10 is one of the few sections of the Ohio Bill of Rights 

•� that has been altered and enlarged from 1802 to the present. The guarantees of 

this section, which noW largely copy both the Fifth and the Sixth Amendments of 

the Federal Constitution, J, originally appeared in Article VIII, section 11 

•� of the Constitution of 1802. That section provided for the right to counsel, the 

right to know the nature and cause of the charge, the right to confrontation, and 

the right to compulsory service of process in approximately thE same manner in 

•� which they were guaranteed in the Sixth Amendment. In prosecutions by indictment 

or presentment, it guaranteed the right to a speedy public trial by an impartial 

jury in the county where the offense was committed. It also provided two Fifth 

•� Amendment guarantees; the right against self-incrimination and the right against 

double jeopardy. 

The Convention of 1850-51 added the first sentence and altered the language 

•� of the remainder of Article VIII, section 11 to follow more closely that of the 

Sixth Amendment. The first sentence, though, does not follow the Fifth Amendment 

exactly; several explanatory phrases were included. The Convention added "Except 

•� • • . cases involving offenses for which the penalty provided is less than impris

onment in the penitentiary ." the opposite of "infamous crimes". The Fifth 

Amendment does not mention misdemeanors. Instead, it states that a grand jury 

•� presentment or indictment is necessary only for "capital and infamous crimes". Article I 

section 10 also adds material dealing with grand juries only implied by the Fifth 

Amendment--that its size and the number necessary to return an indictment will be 

.,� determined by law. With these additions but without the parts dealing with deposi

tions or a failure to testify, Article I, section 10 was passed by the Convention. 

The Convention of 1912 added those portions dealing ~ith depositions and the 

•� failure to testify. Alarmed by the high crime rate and the small number of convic

tions, some members of the Convention of 1912 decided to counter what they believed 

was an overemphasis on the rights of criminals. The proponents of change cited 

•� several areas where changes could be made to neutralize at least some of the 



•� 
advantages the criminals enjoyed in any prosecution. Previously, depositions could 

be used only by the defendant. The reformers contended that this gave an unfair 

advantage to the defendant and often resulted in a guilty man being freed. Therefore, • 
they proposed that the state also be given the opportunity to use depositions. Another 

source of irritation to those who desired changes was the rule about testifying. If 

the defendant did not testify, the prosecutor could not comment on the defendant's • 
failure to do so. 

The Convention accepted these arguments and adopted additions to Article 1 

section 10 allowing depositions to be taken by the state and permitting prosecutors • 
in criminal cases to ,comme~tabout the failure of defendants to testify. There have 

been no further changes since 1912. 

As noted above, Article I, section 10 of the Ohio Constitution largely copies • 
s imUar Amendments of the United States Bill of Rights. 

The Fifth Amendment reads: 

No person shall be held to answer for a capital or otherwise •infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a� 
grand jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval� 
forces, or in the militia, when in actual service in time of� 
war or public danger; nor small any person be subject for the� 
same offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb;� 
nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness� •against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property,� 
without due process of law; nor shall private property be taken for� 
public use without just compensation.� 

The Sixth Amendment reads: •In all criminal prosecutions the accused shall enjoy the right to� 
a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the state and� 
district wherein the crime shall have been committed, which dis�
trict shall have been previously ascertained by law, and to be� 
informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; to be con�
fronted with the witnesses against him; to have compulsory process� •for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the assistance 
of counsel for his defense. 

Not all provisions of the Fifth Amendment are incorporated in section 10; some are 

found elsewhere in the Ohio Bill of Rights. • 
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•� 
Comment - The Grand Jury 

The grand jury requirement of the Fifth Amendment is the only provision of 

It� the Fifth or Sixth Amendment that has not been applied to state criminal proceedings 

through the due process clause of the 14th Amendment. The states are, therefore, 

free to use or reject the use of a grand jury. 

.. A considerable amount of controversy has surrounded the grand jury in recent 

years. Its use is viewed by some as one of the most important protections in the 

Bill of Rights against false accusations of crime being made public; others, how

•� ever, tend to view the grand jury as a "witch-hunting" arm of government or the 

prosecutor. Research Study No. 42 explores the history of the grand jury, comments 

about it, and provisions in other states. The Judiciary Committee heard witnesses 

•� argue both that it should be abolished and that it should be retained, but made no 

recommendation,� preferring to defer the topic to the Bill of Rights Committee. 

The Bill of Rights Committee, after considerable discussion about the grand 

•� jury, concluded that it should be studied further by a special committee. Members 

of the Bill of Rights Committee felt that they did not have sufficient information 

or testimony upon which to base a recommendation for change, and were divided in 

..� their opinions about what kind of change should be proposed. They noted, however, 

that no person came before them to suggest any change. However, the committee felt 

that the opinions of interested persons and groups should be sought by a special com

•� mittee and the matter studied in more depth, in order that a determination could be 

made about recommending any changes in the Ohio provisions. 

Comment - the Sixth Amendment Rights 

..� Following the provision for a grand jury, section 10 sets forth a series of 

rights of persons accused of crimes that are essentially the same as those found 

in the Sixth Amendment. In the Ohio order, they are: 

•� l.b Right to appear and defend in person and with counsel; 
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•� 
2.� Be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation and demand a copy; 

3.� Confront witnesses; 

4.� Compulsory process to secure witnesses on the accused's behalf; • 
5.� Speedy and public trial in the county where the crime was committed; 

6. Jury trial.� 

The Sixth Amendment places the speedy and public trial first and the right to� • 
counsel last; the right to "appear and defend in person" does not appear in the 

Sixth Amendment but is certainly implicit in all the other rights. There are other 

ianguage differences, but they do not appear to be differences of substance. • 
All the Sixth Amendment rights have been applied to state criminal proceedings 

through the due process clause of the 14th Amendment. The leading cases are: 

1.� Right to counsel - Gideon v, Wainwright, 372 U. S. 335, 1963 • 
2.� Be informed of the nature of accusation - Cole v. Arkansas, 333 U.S. 

196, 1948 

3.� Confront witnesses - Pointer v. Texas, 380 U. S. 400, 1965 • 
4.� Compulsory process - Washington v. Texas, 388 U. s. 14, 1967 

5.� Speedy and public trial - Klopfer v. North Carolina, 386 U.S. 213, 1967 

6.� Trial by jury (felonies) - Duncan v. Louisiana 88 S. Ct. Rep. 1444, 1968 • 
Of course, the recitation of these rights and the citation of cases making them 

applicable to the states does not say much about them. Volumes can, and have been, 

and will be written about each one. The limits and extensions of each are not yet • 
fully known and perhaps never will be. For the purposes of studying whether the Ohio 

Constitution should be revised with respect to any of these provisions of section 10, 

however, it seems sufficient to inquire whether any Ohio cases or statutes or rules • 
go beyond present federal interpretations of the S~th Amendment in any way that 

would seem to call for constitutional amendment in Ohio. No such cases, statutes, 

or rules have been found, and no person has appeared before the committee recommend • 
ing� any change in any of these provisions. 
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•� 
Comment - Right to Take Depositions 

Section 10 next provides for depositions of witnesses who cannot attend the

• trial to be taken either by the prosecution or the defendant, by authorizing the 

General Assembly to so provide by law. This provision has no parallel in the 

Federal Constitution nor is it generally found in the constitutions of other states.

• As noted above, it was one of the proposals of the 1912 Convention, and was added 

because delegates to that Convention believed that defendants had an unfair advan

tage over prosecutors because the statutes apparently only authorized defendants to

• secure testimony of absent witnesses by deposition. Although the provision does not 

guarantee either the defendant or the state the right to take depositions, it does 

•� 
guarantee the accused, if such depositions are authorized and taken, the right to� 

• 

be present and examine the witness face to face. 

Comment - Self-Incrimination; Failure to Testify 

The next provision in Section 10 repeats one of the provisions of the Fifth 

Amendment--that no person shall be compelled, in any criminal case, to be a witness 

against himself. The privilege against self-incrimination was applied to the states 

as part of due process in Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U. S. 1, 1964. 

• 

• The right not to incriminate oneself has been much litigated. It is available 

to witnesses as well as to defendants and is available in civil litigation, before 

grand juries, before legislative committees and before administrative agencies. As 

• 

with the Sixth Amendment rights, it has been, and undoubtedly will continue to be, 

explored for limits and uses, and much written about. 

One aspect of self-incrimination deserves comment, because the Ohio provision 

contains language not found in the Fifth Amendment--" •.• but his failure to testify 

may be considered by the court and jury and may be the subject of comment by counsel." 

• 
This clause was added in 1912. The United States Supreme Court, in Griffin v. Cali

fornia, 380 U. S. 605, 1965, overturned a conviction appealed from the California 
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•Supreme Court on the grounds that the judge and the prosecutor had violated the 

defendant's rights by commenting on his failure to testify. Under the California 

Constitution, with a section closely resembling its Ohio counterpart, the judge and 

prosecutor had been allowed to comment on this failure. The Supreme Court said that • 
the rule of evidence that allowed this gave the state the privilege of tendering to 

the jury for its consideration the failure of the accused to testify without any 

formal offer of proof having been made. The Court continued by saying that the • 
prosecutor's comment and the court's acquiescense were the equivalent of an offer 

of evidence and its acceptance. This, the Court held, violated the defendant's 

•Fifth Amendment rights, specifically the spirit of the Self-Incrimination Clause. 

It said that comment on the refusal to testify was a remnant of the inquisitorial 

system of criminal justice which the Fifth Amendment outlaws because it was a penalty 

•imposed by courts for exercising a constitutional privilege. 

The committee concluded that, in light of the Griffin case, the permission 

for counsel to comment on the failure of a defendant to testify is unconstitutional, 

and proposes that this language be removed from section 10. 

Comment - Double Jeopardy 

Finally, section 10 says that "No person shall be twice put in jeopardy for the •same offense." The Fifth Amendment provides that: " ••• nor shall any person be 

subject for the same offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb." 

In 1969, in Benton v. Maryland (395 U. S. 284), the Supreme Court applied this •provision, also, to the states as part of the due process clause of the 14th Amend

ment. Its meaning, also, has been the subject of considerable litigation. However, 

neither research nor testimony disclosed any reason or recommendations to change the •Ohio provision. 
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• Article I 

•
 

•
 

• 

• 

•
 

.. 

• 

., 

• 

• 

Section 11 

Present Constitution 

Section 11. Every citizen may freely speak, write, and publish his sentiments 
on all subjects, being responsible for the abuse of the right; and no law shall be 
passed to restrain or abridge the liberty of speech, or of the press. In all crim
inal prosecutions for libel, the truth may be given in evidence to the jury, and if 
it shall appear to the jury, that the matter charged as libellous is true, and was 
published with good motives, and for justifiable ends, the party shall be acquited. 

Committee Recommendation 

Section 11. Every citizen may freely speak, write, and publish his sentiments 
on all subjects, being responsible for the abuse of the right; and no law shall be 
passed to restrain or abridge the liberty of speech, or of the press. In all crim
inal prosecutions for libel, the truth may be given in evidence to the jury, and if 
it shall appear to the jury, that the matter charged as ~i~elre~B LIBELOUS is true, 
and was published with good motives, and for justifiable ends, the party shall be 
fte~~iee8 ACQUITTED. 

The changes recommended are for the purpose of correcting spelling and are 

not intended to have any substantive effect. 

History; Comparison with Federal Constitution 

T.he predecessor of this section was Article VIII, section 6 of the 1802 Consti 

tution. Article I, section 11 of the Constitution of 1851 altered the rights pro

tected under the original section and subtly changed its focus. The original section 

seems to have been largely concerned with protecting freedom of the press and the 

right to publish information about the government and public officials, a 

burning issue in the colonies in the Eighteenth Cent~ry and in England well into 

the Nineteenth Century. It provided a general guarantee of freedom of speech and 

press and it is this guarantee which forms the opening clause of Article I, section 

11 of the 1851 Constitution. One could surmise that the press' right to comment on 

government and political figures by 1850-51 was a recognized right and no longer a 

controversial issue and that emphasis was dropped in 1851. The second portion of 

the opening sentence of section 11 was added to further protect the basic right of 

freedom of speech and press. 

Another major change in 1851 was to make truth a complete defense for crim

inal libel. Under the common law, the truth of a statement was not a defense to 
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criminal libel. The 1802 Constitution allowed the truth to be admitted into evidence. 

The 1851 Constitution provides that the truth, when published with good motives and 

for justifiable ends, is sufficient for acquittal. The final clause of Article VIII, • 
section 6 of the 1802 Constitution, which provided that the jury would determine the 

law and the facts in all indictments for libel, was dropped in its successor and the 

section was then adopted in its present form. • 
Freedom of speech and of the press is guaranteed by the First Amendment to the 

Federal Constitution, as follows: 

Congress shall make no law • • • abridging the freedom of speech, 
or of the press • • • 

There is no federal constitutional provision regarding libel. The First Amendment 
rights of freedom of speech and press are applicable to the states through the 
14th Amendment (Gitlaw v. New York, 268 U. S. 562, 1925). 

Once again, as was the case in the rights relating to persons accused of crimes, • 
the rights of freedom of speech and of the press are vast, complex, and in a con

tinual state of flux. Lmportant social issues such as censorship and obscenity 

come under First Amendment scrutiny, as well as political utterances, civil rights • 
behavior, expressions regarding governmental policies on matters such as war, labor 

disputes, publication of material relating to criminal trials, and many more. It 

does not seem relevant to the committee's tnquiry into whether changes should be 

made in the Ohio Constitution to review the history and effect of First Amendment 

decisions as such. However, because it is an important topic, a portion of Chapter 

13 of the Third Edition of Tresolini and Shapiro's "American Constitutional Law" is • 
reproduced as Appendix A to this report. 

The rights guaranteed by Article I, section 11 of the Ohio Constitution are very 

similar to the freedom of speech and press guaranteed by the First Amendment and • 
many recent cases de~nstrate a high degree of interchangeability between the two. 

This interchangeability, though~ obscures some basic differences as does the con

temporary reliance upon the federal guarantees in lieu of the state rights. The • 
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• incorporation of the First Amendment through the Fourteenth to apply to the states 

has made it more attractive to those wishing to exercise their rights of speech or 

press, because generally it is read more expansively than comparable state guarantees. 

• In Cincinnati Gazette Co. v. Timberlake, 10 Ohio St. 549 (1860) the Court sa~d 

that the guarantee of the right to freely speak, write, and publish sentiments on 

every subject was tied to responsibility for the abuse of the right, and every person

• for any injury done him on his land, goods, person or reputation would have a remedy 

by due course of law (Article I, section 16). Libertyof the press is not, therefore, 

inconsistent with the protection due to private character. The decision defined free

• dom of the press as the right to publish with impunity the truth, with good motives 

and for justifiable ends, concerning government, the judiciary or individuals. In 

State v. Kassay, 126 Ohio St. 177 (1932), the Court noted the Federal Amendment was 

• much more sweeping in its provisions than its Ohio counterpart. The Ohio provision 

did not guarantee the rights freely and without restraint, but recognized the respon

sibility for the abuse of that right and established a limit beyond which one could 

• not go. Exceeding that limit made the individual responsible for the abuse. Given 

this difference, the Court concluded by saying that the Federal Bill of Rights was 

nevertheless the proper basis for interpretation of the Ohio Bill of Rights because 

• the former was stated without exception, while the Ohio section had a reservation. 

In State v. Davis, 21 Ohio App. 2d 261, Franklin Co. Ct. A., 1969, the Court 

averred that the maintenance of the opportunity for free political discussion was 

• a fundamental principle of our constitutional system, and that the opportunity for 

free political speech could encompass the freedom of "pure speech" as well as free

dom of other activities constituting expression. Such freedom could well envision

• 

• 
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the hanging of a red flag, and could encompass the wearing of a sign or a badge or • 
involve gestures, including making the "V" sign. Absolute prohibitions of 

these gestures or symbols, the Court reasoned, would be unconstitutional, but not 

if they were used in such a manner that the rights of others were violated. While • 
the right of freedom of expression may have neared the realm of the absolute, the 

exercise of the right was necessarily limited by the circumstances, and the right 

of freedom of expression and of communication, as enjoyed by others. • 
A Federal District Court, commenting on both the Ohio and federal guarantees, 

said that censorship in any form was an assault on freedom of the press, New American 

L~br!ry of World Literature. Inc. v. Allen, 114 F. Supp. 823 (D. Ct., N. D. Ohio, • 
(1953) A censorship that suppresses books in circulation was an infringement of that 

freedom. The power to censor, a drastic power, could only be vested by a valid 

Q~press legislative grant. Otherwise, law enforcement officers only had the authority • 
to examine suspected publications or violations of the obscenity laws to determine if 

there were probable cause to prosecute. 

Licensing has also been attacked by the Ohio courts when it acts to restrain • 
section 11 rights. Bowling Green v. Lodico, 71 Ohio St. 2d 135, 1967, involved a 

conviction for failing to obtain a license to sell a purely political magazine. The 

Court overturned the conViction saying that initially the right to publish is uncon • 
ditionaL To the extent that the police are permitted to limit publication or 

circulation, the right to publish is diminished. Censorship, when done in the guise 

of determining moral character, is no less censorship and may not be employed as a • 
basis for inhibiting freedom of expression. An ordinance requiring a license to 

sell a political magazine in the streets is a prior restraint on speech and publica

tion. •
 

•
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• Door to door canvassing involves a balancing of convenience between some house

holder's desire for privacy and the publisher'r right to distribute publications in 

the precise way that is thought to bring the best results. Street soliciting does 

not involve the same balancing. Peripatetic solicitors on public streets do not 

invade privacy, and the right to be free from even the slightest interruption on a 

•
 public street does not weigh as heavily in the balance as does the right to privacy
 

• 

in the home. In public the citizen must accept the inconvenience of political pros

elytizing as essential to the preservation of a republican form of government. 

The constitutional guaranty of freedom of speech and press, though, does not 

•
 

deprive the state of its police power to enact laws for the protection of the public
 

health, safety, and welfare. If a statute regulating its exercise is not an unreason

able, arbitrary, or oppressive exercise of the police power, and if it is designed to
 

•
 

accomplish a purpose within the scope of the police power, every reasonable presump


tion is given in favor of its constitutionality, and if it bears a reasonable relation
 

to the public welfare, the courts will not declare it unconstitutional, Davis v.
 

•
 

State, 118 Ohio St. 25 (1928). In addition to constitutional limitations of these
 

freedoms, through the use of the police powers, there are other limitations that arise
 

out of the nature of the right. A Dayton newspaper claimed that the freedom of the
 

•
 

press conferred upon it an absolute freedom of access to any meeting, regardless of
 

its character, of public officials or employees, and that its representatives could
 

not be refused admittance or access if any incident of public operation was discussed,
 

•
 

Dayton Newspapers, In~. v. Dayton, 23 Ohio Misc. 49 (Montgomery Co., C.P., 1970 aff'd
 

28 Ohio App. 2d 95 (Mont. Co., Ct. A., 1971). The courts disagreed, saying that the
 

Ohio Constitution provides for freedom of speech and press, but that the Ohio docu

ment is more explicit, recognizing responsibility for an abuse of the constitutional 

freedom while restraining the legislature from passing laws that restrict 

• 
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•either freedom of speech or press. The right, though, it continued, includes no 

right to freely collect, acquire, or appropriate information with or without com

pensation. It includes no right to represent anyone else and no duty of any kind. •It also does not include the right to enter uninvited on to property or into gather

ings of people. The Constitution grants the press a freedom, shared by all, but 

no special or other right to insure its success. The press has no special rights •over and above those of other citizens, and the "right of the public to know" is a 

rationalization developed by the Fourth Estate to gain rights not shared by others. 

This "right", the Court asserted, was an attempt by the press to usurp an ultra •legal and self-appointed position on behalf of the people from which to assert 

incidents of sovereign power in order to improve its private ability to acquire 

information which is the asset of its business. Freedom of the press is subordinated •to public and private rights as well as to any abuse of the freedom, the Court con

cluded. The press may not print all it considers news. When privacy or restricted 

information is violated, the press is responsible to those injured. Writings, cor •
respondence, and photographs are private property and may not be appropriated by the 

press without consent, and surveillance by phone or wire, without lawful justification, 

and other forms of spying are as reprehensible when done by the press or by the gov • 
ernment or by other people. 

•
 

•
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Article I
 

Section 12
 

• Present Constitution 

Section 12. No person shall be transported out of the State, for any offence 
committed within the same; and no conviction shall work corruption of blood, or 
forfeiture of estate. 

•	 Committee recommendation 

The committee recommends that section 12 be amended as follows: 

•
 
Section 12. No person shall be transported out of the State, for any ei~e~ee
 

OFFENSE committed within the same; and no conviction shall work corruption of blood,
 
or forfeiture of estate.
 

The	 recommendation is for the purpose of correcting the spelling of "offens~," and 

is not intended to have any substantive effect.
 

• History; Comparison with Federal Constitution
 

The first clause of section 12 originally was Article VIII, section 17 of the 

1802 Constitution. The Constitutional Convention added the second clause of Article 

• VIII, section 16 to that section to form the present section 12. The section was 

then	 adopted as a part of the Constitution of 1851 and has remained unchanged. 

There is no federal constitutional parallel to the prohibition against trans

• portation as punishment for crime. Article III, Section 3 of the Federal Constitution 

provides a limited parallel to the second clause of section 12: 

"The Congress	 shall have power to declare the punishment 

•
 of treason, but no attainder of treason shall work corrup

tion of blood	 or forfeiture except during the life of the 
person attainted."
 

Comment: Banishment
 

•	 Limited types of exportation from the United States are imposed by the federal 

government on aliens and citizens who have lost their citizenship or been de

naturalized. However, a citizen cannot be stripped of his citizenship as punish

•
 ment for a crime, and a naturalized citizen can be de-naturalized only for fraud
 

or concealment of facts upon attaining citizenship, not as punishment for a crime. 

At least one state court has held that it is against public policy for a state to 
251 

• banish a person from the state as punishment for a crime (People v. Bau~ Mich. 187 
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1930). There is no csse law on the subject in Ohio, since the legislature has never • 
attempted to authorize the tmposition of such a penalty. 

The only question that has been raised under the "transportation" prohibition 

portion of section 12 concerns the possibility that Ohio might wish to participate in .' 
federal programs providing for a regional or interstate penal institution.
 

cmmnittee, however, concluded that it was only speculative whether or not
 

of the section would, in fact, prohibit such participation and, therefore,
 

need to amend the section had been demonstrated.
 

COnlment: Corruption of Blood and Forfeiture of Estate
 

The 

the language 

no clear • 

•Corruption of blood and forfeiture of estate is generally defined as loss of all 

civil rights, a forfeiture of all estates and the loss of the ability to transfer 

them during the life of the person convicted. The Federal provision limits this •punishment for treason to the life of the guilty person. The Ohio provision prohibits 

the imposition of the punishment of corruption of blood and forfeiture of estate 

for any crime. 

•The Supreme Court held that there was no constitutional violation in Miller v. 

State, 3 Ohio St. 475 (1854) for a seizure to abate an existing nuisance. The property 

involved was seized and closed for a violation of the state liquor laws, and the 

•actions of the trial judge in ordering the rooms be kept closed until bond and security 

were given pursuant to the act were upheld by the Court since the property was being used 

illegally at the time of the seizure. During Prohibition, a stmilar case arose under •the "Padlock" law which authorized the closing of premises maintained for the keeping 

and selling of liquor. Following Miller, interpreting section 12, the Court held that 

there was no violation of the constitutional prohibition where the use of property, •declared a public nuisance, was lost for one year (State ex rel. v. Richardson, 24 

N.P.	 (n.s.) 540, Butler Co. C. P., 1923). 

Murder provides a type of exception to this clause of the same nature as that •seen	 in Miller. A beneficiary under a life insurance policy who murders the insured 
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• 

thereby forfeits all rights under the policy (Filmore v. The Metropolitan Life 

Insurance Co. 82 Ohio St. 208, 1910). The Probate Court of Franklin County held that 

a statute which prohibits a person convicted of first or second degree murder from 

• 

inheriting from his victim, does not act to divest an heir of property in violation 

of Article I, section 12. The Court noted that the statute does not provide that 

one shall be divested of property, but rather that he shall not be allowed to inherit. 

Therefore, he would have lost no property rights by operation of the statute. (Egelhoff 

• 
v. Presler, 32 Ohio Ope 252, 1945). In Thotna3 v.·Mil1s, 117 Ohio St. 114 (1927) the 

Ohio Supreme Court held that, absent any statutory provision, one sentenced to life 

imprisonment was not civilly dead although under the common law conviction of a felony 

did result in a corruption of blood (civil death). 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
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Article I 

Section 13 

Pr~scnt Constitution • 
Section 13. No soldier shall in time of peace, be quartered in any house, 

without the consent of the owner; nor, in time of war, except in the manner 
prescribed by law. 

Committee Recommendation • 
The committee recommends no change in this section. 

HistorYi Comparison with Federal Constitution 

Article I, section 13 was adopted as it now stands as part of the Constitution • 
ofl8Sl. It repeats Article VIII, section 22 of the 1802 Constitution with only 

minor word changes. 

Except for punctuation, the section is identical to the Third Amendment. • 
Cammegt 

Litigation dealing with the Third Amendment is rarepnd there are no Ohio cases. 

In United States v. Valenzuela, 95 F. Supp. 363 (D. C. Cal. 1951), involv • 
tng reparations for rents for violations of the Housing and Rent Act of 1947, the 

defendant charged that the Act was an incubator and hatchery of swarms of bureaucrats 

to be quartered as storm troopers on the people. The Court held the charge was not • 
supported and that the Act, which gave certain preferences to soldiers and others in 

housing and established certain types of rent controls, was not violative of the Third 

Amendment. In one of the few other cases in which this Amendment is mentioned, the • 
Supreme Court said that the Third Amendment protects one aspect of privacy from gov

ernmental intrusion, Katz v. United States (389 U. S. 347, 1967). 

•
 

•
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Article I 

• Section 14 

Present Constitution 

• 
Section 14. The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, 

papers and possessions, against unreasonable searches and seizures shall not be 
violated; and no warrant shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by oath 
or affirmation, particularly describing the place to be searched, and the person 

• 

and things to be seized.
 

Committee Recommendation
 

The committee recommends no change in this section.
 

History; Comparison with Federal Constitution 

• 
This section is the successor to an earlier, similar guarantee. Article VIII, 

section 5 of the Constitution of 1802, in language reminiscent of earlier times 
with slightly altered problems, guaranteed that people would be free from unwar
rantable searches and seizures, and proscribed the use of the general warrant. The 
Constitutional Convention of 1850-51 replaced it with the present guarantee which 
has since remained unchanged. 

Section 14 is nearly identical to the Fourth Amendment to the Federal Consti 

• tution. The differences are not significant. 

Comment 

The Fourth Amendment serves as a restraint on government officials invading 

• the privacy of the individual and his home to look for evidence of crime. It does 

not prohibit all searches and seizures, only unreasonable ones; it does not outlaw 
"general" 

warrants, only / warrants by requiring that warrants may be issued only upon

• probable cause and only after the officer seeking the warrant is able to identify 

the object of the search. The Fourth Amendment, and its parallel in nearly all 

state constitutions, is a direct result of colonial experience with British law 

• enforcement practices of that day. 

In Weeks v. United States, 232 U. S. 383 (1914) the Supreme Court first set 

out the federal exclusionary rule. The Court in Weeks said that it had the power

• to inquire into the source of any evidence it received as a prerequisite to its power 

to exclude evidence. Further, it said that evidence in violation of the Constitu

tion was illegally obtained and was therefore inadmissible. The purpose was both 
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to show disapproval of illegal acts by the government removing any benefit obtained 

by these acts, and to maintain the dignity of the federal judiciary. 

In 1949, in Wolf v. California, 338 U. S. 25, the Supreme Court held that the • 
prO$cziptions of the Fourth Amendment were implicit in the concept of liberty, and 

therefore applicable to the states through the due process clause of the Fourteenth 

Amendment. Interestingly, though, the e~clusionary rule was not held to be implied • 
in this concept of liberty, and until recently the relatively explicit Fourth Amendment 

guarantees were not broadly interpreted in the states. A series of cases brought the 

impact of the exclusionary rule to state procedures. • 
In Rochin v. California, 342 U. S. 165, (1952) the Court refused to allow a 

conviction to stand based 011 evidence seized by police methods that would shock the 

conscience. Later, in Rea v. United States and Elkins v. United States, 364 U. S. • 
206 (1960) the Court ruled that state and federal officers could not exchange il 

legally obtained evidence for use by either in criminal prosecutions. The difficulty •was to set standards for e~clusion based on what was shocking to the conscience. 

Finally in Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U. S. 643 (1961) the Court ruled that all evidence 

o9tained by searches and seizures in violation of the Constitution was iIBdmissible. •S'ince the Fourth Amendment was applicable to the states, it was enforceable against 

them the same way as enforced against the federal government; if it were not then 

the freedoms would be unprotected against abuses by state officials. The Court con •tinued by saying that the lack of exclusion tended to destroy the whole system of 

constitutional restraints and that the Fourth Amendment should not be subject to 

the whim of any public official and revocable at his will. 

•It is from this perspective that all cases dealing with the Fourth Amendment 

should now be viewed, for any decision that helps determine the meaning or applica

tion of the Fourth Amendment, has application to state as well as federal officers, 

•and its effects are so pervasive that similar state protections are seldom invoked. 
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• 

A basic Fourth Amendment question developed through Supreme Court decisions is 

under what circumstances a search without a warrant is not unreasonable. The Su

preme Court has consistently manifested a strong preference for the use of warrants 

• 

in order that the justification of a search be evaluated by a magistrate prior to 

its occurrence but the Fourth Ame:ndment only conde~those searches which are un

reasonable. The most common exce:ption to the warrant requirement is a search in

cident to an arrest with or without an arrest warrant. The concept of a search 

incident to an arrest implies a physical and temporal relationship between an arrest 

• and the search. Chimal v. California 395 U. S. 752 t (1969) made that implication 

• 

clear t a position arrived at through gradual development. 

In Agnello v. United States t 269 U. S. 20, (1925) the Supreme Court ruled that 

an arrest would not support a warrantless search several blocks away. The right to 

• 

search incident to an arrest was further limited by Vale v. Louisiana, 394 U.S. 30, 

(1970) which held that an arrest in front of a residence would not justify entering 

and searching the premises. Coolidge v. New Hampshire, 403 U.s. 443 (1971) stated 

Vale's inverse by holding that an arrest in a residence would not support a search 

outside of the home. These phycisical limitations to a warrantless search incident 

•
 to an arrest might be avoided by delaying an arrest until the suspect is where the
 

officer wants to search, but there is some question as to the validity of this type of 

procedure. 

•
 

•
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Similarly, the search must be close in time to the arrest to be considered
 

incident to the arrest. (Preston v. United States, 376 U. S. 364, 1964). An
 

incident search cannot precede an arrest considered as part of the justification
 • 
pf the search, Sibron V. New York, 392 U.S. 40 (1968). A prior search will more 

often than not be found unreasonable because of the question of whether probable 

cause existed prior to the search, and courts are quick to hold a search illegal • 
where it appears that an arrest was a pretext for a warrantless search. In Warden 

v, Hayden, 387 U. S. 294 (1967), the Supreme Court held that searches that were 

prior to or contemporaneous with the arrest were legal, but only within a narrowly • 
defined area. In Warden, the police entered the house in pursuit of a felon, the 

scope of the search was as broad as was reasonably necessary to prevent the dangers 

of resistance or escape, and the search was prior or contemporaneous with the effect • 
to find the suspected felon. 

A search incident to an arrest cannot be unreasonably extensive, Kremen v. 

United States, 353U.S. 346 (1957). In Harris v. United States, the Court upheld a • 
fi.ve hour search of a four room apartment, but it justified this search on the bas is 

that the apartment was in the defendant's exclusive control, noting that the nature of 

the items (two cancelled checks) made an intensive search necessary. In later cases • 
that arose over this issue, the Court required a search warrant where an intensive search 

was contemplated. All three of these limitations on warrantless searches incident 

to an arrest existed and developed independently until Chimdl established that, • 
incident to an arrest, the officer could first search the arrestee to remove any 

;weapons that might be used to resist or escape, and any evidence that might be 

subject to concealment or destruction and that the officer could search an area • 
within arm's or lunging reach to check for any weapons or evidence that could be 

seized by the arrestee. The search 

• 
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of the individual could be conducted on the spot or at the jail, but this is because 

the police have the power to inventory any prisoner's property and because of the 

•	 police's general power to act to control prisoners. 

In United States v. Robinson, 414 U. S. 218 (1973), custodial arrest of a suspect 

based on probable cause is a reasonable intrusion under the Fourth Amendment; that 

•	 intrusion being lawful, a search incident to the arrest requires no additional justifi 

cation. The lawful arrest establishes the authority to search, and a full search of 

the person is not only an exception to the warrant requirement of the Fourth Amendment, 

•	 but is also a "reasonable" search under that Amendment. 

Automobile searches comprise another important exception to the Fourth Amendment 

requirement	 of a warrant. (Carroll v. United States, 267 U. S. (1925). 
of a warrant 

•	 Another exception to the Fourth Amendment's requirement/is selective 

wire-tapping and electronic surveillance. The first time the Supreme Court heard this 

issue, in Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438, (1927) the Court ruled that since 

•	 the wiretap was not made by trespass onto the property of the defendant, there was no 

Constitutional violation. The Court felt that since the information was secured by 

the use of ears alone, there was no entry or search and seizure, and it concluded that 

•	 if this was an objectionable practice it should be regulated by statute. 

Both telephone taps and other forms of electronic surveillance have been regulated, 

with respect to federal law enforcement, by statute. Many states, including Ohio, also 

•	 have statutes limiting the use of such evidence-g athering devices or specifying the 

conditions under which warrants can be obtained for such searches. Several states 

have also written controls on wiretapping and electronic surveillance in their con

•	 stitutions. 

Stop-and-frisk is another exception to the warrant requirement of the Fourth 

Amendment. In Terry v. Ohio, 391 U. S. 1 (1968) this exception allows evidence in a 

•	 warrantless frisk of a suspect to be used against the suspect. In a decision that 
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•seemed to contradict the exclusionary rule, the Court en~hatically rejected the con

tention that a stop-and-frisk was outside of the Fourth Amendment, but the Court did 

place certsin specific limitations on the police officer's right to search. The of •
ficer must observe conduct that reasonably brings him to conclude, in light of his 

experience,that persons are engaged in criminal activities and that they are armed 

and dangerous. While investigating this behavior, if the officer identifies himself •and makes reasonable inquiries into the person's behavior, and there is nothing to 

dispel his fear for his safety, he is entitled to conduct a careful search of the 

outer clothing to discover weapons that could be used against him. The officer need • 
not be absolutely certain that the suspect is armed; the issue is whether a reasonable,
 

prudent man in these circumstances would have believed that his safety and that of
 

others was in danger.
 • 
Consent is another exception to the requirement of a warrant, although the Court
 

has placed restrictions on whose consent will waive the requirement, and required
 

that the consent be voluntary, both physically and psychologically.
 • 
Administrative searches, (for example, of a housing project to detect violations
 

of housing code or health laws) also constitute a limited exception in that the Court
 

has ruled (Camara v. Municieal Court, 387 U. S. 523, 1967 and See v. Seattle,387 U. s.
 • 
541,1967) that warrants must be obtained for such searches but that the governmental 

unit attempting to make the inspection need not have probable cause in the sense of 

noting probable specific violations at particular locations. Information about the • 
. nature of the buildings to be inspected, the conditions of the area, and the length 

of time since the last inspection would be sufficient for obtaining a warrant. Other 

warrantless searches, where inspections are necessary to a regulatory scheme, are also • 
permitted. QY. S. v. Biswell, 406 U. S. 311, 1972).
 

Other cases have developed the requirements of probable cause and of the descrip

tions necessary before a warrant can legally be issued.
 • 
As noted above, the Fourth Amendment standards were made applicable to the states
 

through Weeks and ~, and these cases established minimal standards for the states in
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the area of search and seizure. This principle was recognized, at least in part, in 

State v. Haynes, 25 Ohio St. 2d 264 (1971). There, in a case dealing specifically 

• with the sufficiency of a search warrant, the Court said, "It is now well established 

• 

that the validity of a state search must be determined by federal standards." Rule 

41 of the Ohio Code of Criminal Procedure requires that all the presently mandated 

technical Fourth Amendment requirements be satisfied, and in the area of reasonable

• 

ness of the search, at least one Ohio Court has ruled that the Fourth Amendment test 

of reasonableness for a search or seizure must meet federal Constitutional standards. 

The Court said, "To hold otherwise would permit a situation where acts would violate 

• 

the Fourth Amendment in Ohio w'l! ·;ch would not violate the Fourth Amendment in another 

state," State v. Denning, 32 Ohio Misc. 1 (Piqua, M. Ct. 1972). Of course it is 

not necessary to provide protection of rights only at the minimal Fourth Amendment 

• 

level, and recent attacks on the exclusionary rule have led some states to write it 

in their own constitutions specifically, so that any retreat by the Supreme Court 

would not render admissible in state courts evidence now deemed inadmissible under 

• 

the rule. 

Ohio courts have interpreted Article I, section 14, if used it all 

recently, in exact accordance with the Fourth Amendment. 

•
 

•
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Article I 

Section 15 

Present Constitution • 
Section 15. No person shall be imprisoned for debt in any civil action, on 

mesne or final process, unless in cases of fraud. 

Committee Recommendation 

•The committee recommends no change in this section. 

Histo~Yi Comparison with Federal Constitution 

The provisions of Section 15 are a shortened version of section 15 of Article 

•VIII of the 1802 Ohio Constitution. The major difference is that the earlier version 

permitted imprisonment when the debtor refused to deliver his property to the creditor, 

after judgment, as prescribed by law. •There is no federal constitutional parallel to section 15. 

Comment 

An early Ohio case (Spice and Son v. Steinruck, 14 Ohio St. 213, 1863) held that •the provision regarding fraud was not self-executing but required legislation in order 

that a debtor could be imprisoned under those circumstances. Current Ohio statutes 

do provide for debtor ~prisonment after judgment under limited circumstances, inc lud •ing fraud in incurring the obligation or contracting the debt, removing property from 

the jurisdiction, or assigning or otherwise disposing of property with an intent to 

defraud creditors. •A number of cases have dealt with the distinction between debt and other obligation.s~ 

for which imprisonment may be obtained for failure to pay. Among the latter are alimony 

and child support. (Cook v. Cook, 66 Ohio St. 566, 1902,and State v. Ducey, 25 Ohio 

App. 2d 50, Franklin County Ct. of AJ., 1970). '. 
In a recent case, Cincinnati v. DeGolyer, 25 Ohio St. 2d 101, 1971, the Ohio 

Supreme Court has ruled that a taxpayer maybe imprisoned for a willful failuve to •pay a tax obligation, or for refusal, but not otherwise. 
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Although Ohio courts have upheld the practice of imprisoning one convicted of a 

criminal offense who is unable to pay a fine and court costs, the Supreme Court has 

• outlawed this practice on the basis of the equal protection clause of the 14th 
399 U.S. 235, 1970) 

Amendment (Williams v. Illinois,/the Court held that this practice, of imprisoning 

one beyond the maximum term for the offense or in lieu of a fine if imprisonment is 

•	 not imposed for the offense, was unlawful discrimination because it imposed jail terms 

on the indigent whereas those who could afford the fine were not jailed or were not 

jailed for as long a term. 

• Following the Williams and subsequent Supreme Court decisions, the Ohio Supreme 

Court, in In re Jackson, 26 Ohio St. 2d 51, 1971, voided a court rule providing for 

holding a defendant in jail for nonpayment of a fine (credited at $10 per day) as 

• long as failure to pay the fine was based on indigency and not refusal. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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•Article I 

Section 16 

Present Constitution 

All courts shall be open, and every person, for an injury done him in his • 
land, goods, person, or reputation, shall have remedy by due course of law, and 
shall have justice administered without denial or delay. Suits may be brought 
against the state, in such courts and in such manner, as may be provided by law. 

Committee Recommendation • 
The committee recommends no change in this section. 

History; Comparison with Federal Constitution 

The first sentence of section 16 is an almost verbatim copy of its predecessor, • 
Article VIII, section 7 of the Constitution of 1802. The original section, though, 

was not automatically included in the original draft of the Bill of Rights for the 

Constitution of 1851. It is not clear whether this section was intentionally omitted • 
from consideration by the committee delegated to study the Bill of Rights, whether 

it was considered but deemed not necessary, or whether its exclusion was an oversight. 

In any event, its omission was noticed by a delegate, and he introduced a motion to • 
include the original section in the new Bill of Rights. The motion carried amongst 

general laughter at the thought of being able to receive a speedy trial, and Article 

VIII, section 7 of the 1802 Constitution after some minor changes became what is now • 
the first ,sentence of.Article I, section 16. 

The second sentence was added in 1912. A proposal to abrogate governmental 

immunity was made to the 1850-51 convention, but was not adopted. • 
There is no federal constitutional parallel to this section as a whole, although 

both the Fifth and the Fourteenth Amendments provide for due process of law. The 

relevant portions of these two amendments are as follows: .. 

Fifth - " ••• nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a
 
witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty,
 
or property, without due process of law •••"
 

Fourteenth - " •••nor shall any State deprive any person of life, •Uberty, or property, without due process of law • • • If 
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Comment: First Sentence 

"Due process of law", as used in the Fourteenth Amendment, expresses evolving 
concepts of justice and judicial processes, and applies them to the states on a

• one-by-one basis. These concepts are variously described as requiring "fair play" in 
or 

judicial processes, restraining arbitrary or uncontrolled governmental action,/pro

hibiting governmental activity that shocks the conscience or is oppressive, arbitrary

• or unreasonable in relationship to the individual's life, liberty, or property. 

Due process is a set of principles that are "the very essence of a scheme of 

ordered liberty" Palko v. Connecticut, 302 U. S. 319, 1937. It is not limited to 

• 

• criminal cases, but is a requirement also of civil proceedings and in administrative 

law. Concepts of due process are found in several Bill of Rights Amendments to the 

Federal Constitution and applied to the states through the 14th. 

Article I, section 16 of the Ohio Constitution provides for an "open" court 

as well as for "due course of law." According to court interpretations, these are 

• 
distinct and severable rights, although in certain cases, "open"courts has been 

interpreted as an aspect of due process. An "open 'court;' though, has come to mean 

• 
more than an aspect of due process in the sense of "public" trial as used in the Sixth 

Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article I, section 10 of the Ohio Con

stitution. It is interpreted as providing for a specific right for which there is no 

• 
direct federal parallel, although certain aspects are contained within the concepts of 

freedom of press and freedom of information, while others are contained within the 

concept of public trial for which there is already a specific guarantee. 

• 
State, Ex ReI. Christian v. BarrY~123 Ohio St. 458 (1931),raised the issue of an 

"open" court. The plaintiff, a policeman., brought suit against several superiors who 

had dismissed him because of his violation of a departmental rule stating that no 

police officer could submit to the prosecutor or an attorney any case without per

• 
mission. In violation of the rule, the plaintiff secured an attorney in a personal 

injury suit and consequently was fired. The Supreme Court ordered the man reinstated, 
rule 

holding thatthel violated the guarantee that all courts be open, and every person 

have a remedy by due course of law for an injury done him. In Armstrong v. Duffy,
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90 Ohio App. 233 (Columbiana Co., Ct. A. 1951), the National Brotherhood of Operative • 
Potters sought to discipline several of its members who had gone to court to prevent 

certain national officers from continuing alleged illegal acts. The suits violated 

union rules. The court ruled against the union discipline saying that, under our • 
system of jurisprudence, the courts are open to all citizens t and no person shall 

be deprived of life, liberty or property without due process of law, and that any provision 

of auy organization restricting its members from pursuing their rights lmIst be strictly • 
construed. 

In Scripps Co. v. Fulton, 100 Ohio App. 157 (Cuyahoga Co., Ct. A., 1955), the 

company brought suit against a Common Pleas judge to prohibit him from excluding re • 
porters from a felony case or at any other time the court was in session. The order 

had be.en given solely upon the request of an alleged felon that part of a trial be 

conducted in secret. Basing its reasoning on Article I, sections 10, 16, the Court • 
of Appeals held that, where there was no question 'of public morals, safety or health 

adva~ced or considered in making the order of exclusion, the court must be open. To 

permit trials of persons charged with a felony to be held in secret entirely upon the • 
defendant's request would take from th8 court its most potent force in support of the 

impartial administration of justice according to law. The Court continued by stating 

•that the open court is as necessary and important in the interest of supporting the 

administration of justice as in the protection of the right of a person on trial for 

a criminal offense. 

"Due course of law," was designed to provide the same protections as the Fifth • 
or Fourteenth Amendment "due process" clauses. This is more than mere parallelism, 

because Ohio courts have repeatedly held that "due course" of law is equivalent to 

"due process of law." In Re Appropr iation for Highway Purposes, 104 Ohio App. 243 • 
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(Lorain Co., Ct. A., 1957). 

In State Ex. ReI. Smilack v. Bushing, 159 Ohio St. 259 (1953), the Court held 

that an individual cannot be committed, even temporarily, for mental disabilities 

without due process. In this case, there was no semblance of a formal hearing as 

to the accused's mental condition, and no evidence tending to prove insanity was 

•	 presented. The court acted summarily without following the required statutory pro

cedures, and in sentencing the accused, the court fully and effectively deprived 

him of his personal liberty. 

•
 Due process also acts to limit legislative acts or the use of the police power.
 

Laws must have a reasonable relation to proper legislative purpose, and cannot be 

arbitrary or discriminatory. In Akron v. Chapman, 160 Ohio St. 382 (1953), the 

..	 issue was whether the city could use zoning laws to terminate a lawful nonconforming 

use in existence prior to the passage of the zoning laws involved. The Supreme Court 

held that the right to continue to use one's property in a lawful business in a 

•	 manner not constituting a nuisance, which was lawful at the time it was acquired, is 

within the protection of Article I, section 16, which provides that no man shall be 

deprived of life, liberty, or property without due course of law. In a similar case, 

•	 the City of Columbus attempted to force improvements to be made in a dwelling that 

had preViously been conforming, by the use of new housing regulations, Gates Co. v. 

Housing Appeals Board of Columbus, 10 Ohio St. 2d 48 (1967). The cost of the im

•	 provements would be equal to half the value of the building, as would the possible fines 

for a failure to make the improvements. Further, there was no evidence to support 

an inference that the failure of the building to conform would constitute an imminent 

..	 threat to the health, safety, morals, or welfare of the public. The Court ruled against 

the city, holding that Article I, section 16 protected the lawful nonnuisance use of 

property. Selling would not improve the owner's position either, because until the 

•	 unwilling seller of nonnuisance property found a buyer willing to pay one-half of 

the value of the property extra to make a nonnuisance improvement, the seller would 

be subject to 

.. 
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a mlnlnu'lln finl~ of $25 a day, and to th is \:xtent, the Code is confiscatory. The Court 

concluded that to hold otherwise would permit 'requiring improvement of any real 

property merely upon a legislative finding that the improvements are required to pro • 
mote the public health, safety, or welfare, rather than upon a factual determination 

that continued use of the property without improvements immediately and directly im

perilled the public health, safety, or welfare. .. 

The Ohio Supreme Court overthrew a Toledo statute which limited the hours of 

grocery stores while expressly excluding other stores from the operation of the law, 

on the basis of due process, aIds v. Klotz, 131 Ohio St. 447 (1936). The Court said • 

that regulation is not withi,n the police power unless the relation to the public in

terest and the common good is substantiul and the terms of the law or ordinance are 

reasonable and not arbitrary in character. Here, the Court held that the ordinance • 

had no substantial relation to the public health, safety, or welfare. 

This section, like sections 1 and 19, with whi.ch this section must be read, is 

limited by the police powers of the state. The police power of the state extends to the • 

protection of the lives, limbs, health, comfort, and quiet of all persons, and the pro

tection of all property within the state. It is within the range of legislative action 

to define the mode and manner in which everyone may use his own life or property so as • 

not to injure others. By this general police power, persons and property are subject 

to all kinds of restraints and burdens in order to secure the general comfort, health, 

and prosperity of the state. (Tl=te Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company • 

v. Sullivan, 32 Ohio St. 152 (1877)~ Where an act is not unreasonable or arbitrary, 

and bears a substantial relation to the protection of the health, safety, or welfare 

of the public, it will not be overturned because of its harmful effect on certain • 

people, Benjamin v. Columbus, 167 Ohio St. 103 (1957). Whether it is arbitrary or un

reasonable is a question for the legislative body and unless its decision is clearly 

erroneous the courts will not interfere, and where the legislative body has made de- • 

terminations that are concerned with health, safety and welfare, the power of the courts 
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..	 is sever1y limited. A court cannot usurp the legislative function by substituting 

its judgment for that of the legislative body, particularly since governing bodies 

are better qualified in light of their knowledge of the situation. The courts will 

..	 not interfere unless such power is exercised in such an arbitrary, confiscatory or 

unreasonable manner as to be in violation of constitutional guarantees, Willott v. 

Village of Beachwood, 175 Ohio St. 557 (1964) • .. A legislative enactment may be inoperative and void for failure to comply with 

the common law requirement that laws, to be valid, must be sufficiently certain and 

definite to permit courts to be able to enforce them and individuals to know their .. rights and obligations. If a court decides that a statute fails to comply, it must 

overturn the law, because a statute, which either forbids or requires the performance 

of an act in terms so vague that men of common intelligence must guess at the meaning .. and differ as to its interpretation, violates the first essential for due process, 

Chicone v. Liquor Control Commission, 20 Ohio App. 2d 43 (1969). 

"Persons" has a broad scope as defined by the courts in Ohio. It includes an .. enemy alien, who has the right to prosecute a civil action unless restrained by statute 

or executive order (Liebert v. Vitangeli, 90 Ohio App. 470 Stark Co. Ct. A.,(1942). 

In Williams v. Marion Rapid Transit, 152 Ohio St. 114, 1949), the Supreme Court held that .. it was natural justice to allow a child, if born alive and viable, to maintain an action 

in the courts for injuries wrongfully committed upon its person while in the womb of 

his mother. Being born and living, after having been injured as a viable fetus .. qualifies the individual as a "person" within the scope of Article I, section 16 • 

.. 

..
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Co\runent: Second Sentence 

The doctrine of sovereign irrnmlUity--Le. that a state Calmot be sued "dthout 

it~ consent--is one that legal historians have traced to outgrowths of the maxim, • 
liThe King can do no wrong." Squaring such a maxim '''ith American notions of sub

ordinating men to laws has required frequent repetition of the historical explanation 

of how such a doctrine became imbedded in American jurisprudence. "The real basis • 
of the king's immunity from suit, " 'v"rites an Ohio commentator l "was the impossibility 

of enforcing a judgment against him." Thus Blackstone, the venerable English authority 

of the 18th centu~l, is cited in footnote: • 
"For all jurisdiction implies superiority of power: authority to
 
try would be vain and idle, without an authority to redress; and
 
the sentence of a court would be contemptible, unless that court
 
had poyer to command the execution of it; but who shall command the
 
king?" Blackstone, Connnentaries on the Laws of England 235.
 • 

The sovereign immunity that was inherited by American states has thus come to 
be viewed as immunity from unconsented-to suits. The explanation for adoption of the 

doctrine following the American Revolution is said to be one of practica1ity--the 

•necessity of protecting economies of the early states, which were at that time faced 

with huge debts and slim revenues. Reference to recognition of the rule may be found 

in the Federalist Papers. Hamilton argued "tt is inherent in the nature of sov

ereignty not to be amenable to the suit of an individual without its consent." The • 
Ohio Constitutions of 1802 and 1851 were llilent on the question of governmental im

munity, but case law shows that it was recognized from an early date. 

•After lengthy debate, the Constitutional Convention of 1912 proposed the addi

tion to section 16 of the second sentence, reading "Suits may be brought against the 

state, in such courts and in such manner, a8 may be provided by law." It was sub

sequcntly adopted by the people. Although the 1912 debate on the question of sov • 
ereign immunity indicates that the delegates thought the section gave the people the 

right to bring suit against the state, the method by which such suits could be brought •had to be established by the legislature. Th~ section was apparently intended to end 

the practice of petitioning the legislature for a settlement of claims against the 

state. 
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The Ohio Supreme Court has consistently held that the provision for suits against 

the state is not self-executing. (See, for example, Krause v. State, 31 Ohio St. 2d 

•	 132 (1972)).And, until recently, the General Assembly failed to provide for the bring

ing of suits against the state except in specific instances, and the method of settling 

claims against the state remained subject to legislative action, either by award in 

•	 small claims by the Sundry Claims Board (if money was appropriated to cover the awards) 

or by direct legislative action, subject to gubernatorial veto. 

In 1974, the General Assembly created a court of Claims, waived its sovereign 

• immunity and gave consent to be sued in the Court of Claims in both contract and 

tort	 claims, subject to the limitations set forth in the act. 

To some degree, the state's immunity from suit has extended to political sub

•	 divisions in Ohio, and the new Court of Claims act does not waive immunity with 

respect to political subdivisions. The General Assembly has permitted suits against 

various political subdivisions for various types of actions. 

•	 1. Comment, "Ohio Sovereign Immunity: Long Lives the King." 
28 Ohio St. L. J. 75 (1967). 

2. The	 Federalist No. 81 at 567 (Dawson ed. 1873). 

•
 

•
 

•
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Art ic1r~ 

Section 17 

Prcsent Constitution • 
No hereditary emoluments, honor.f;, or privU egl's, .s:ha11 ever be granted 

or conferred by this State~ 

Committee Reconmendation •The committee recommends no change in this section. 

History; Comparison with Federal Constitution 

Article I, section 17 is another original section of the Constitutions of •1802 and 1851. First adopted as part of the Constitution of 1802, after the 

deletion of one word and the alphabetizing of "emoluments, privileges, or honors," 

it was made a part of thc Constitution of 1851 and has not been changed or other •wise modHied. 

This section is similar to Article I, section la, C1. 8 of the United States 

Constitution. The United States Constitution prohibits the grant of dny title of •nohility by the United States. This is self-explanatory, and courts have further 

held that this clause prohibits American-born citizens from adding words to their 

names which have noble connotations, as "von." Application of .lama, 273 NYS 2d •677 (Civil Ct. 1966). This section in t te Ohio Bill of Rights was designed to 

serve the same purpose "so that there shall be no Lord Stanbury, no Earl thsh, 

no Baron Von Groesbuck, no Count Von Mason," nor any person holding hereditary •privileges conferred by the State, 2 Ohio Conventi~ Debates 335 (1851), 

No cases construing section 17 have been found. 

• 
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Article I� 

Section 1~
 

• P~8sent Constitution 

Section 18. No power of suspending laws shall ?ver be exercised, except 
by the General Assembly. 

• 
Committee recommendation 

The committee recommends no change in this section. 

History; Comparison with Federal Constitution 

With minor changes, section 18 as adopted in 1851 is section 9 of Article

• VIII of the 1802 Constitution. No changes have been made since 1851. 

There is no federal parallel. 

Comment

• Few instances in which this section is cited have been located. In an early 

case, Fox v. Fox, 24 Ohio St. 335, 1871, it was determined that the power given 

to certain officials to issue permits providing an exception to a law (in this

• case, a law prohibiting certain animals from running loose) did not violate this 

section. Giving the Civil Service Commission the power to make and enforce 

rules was not an unlawful delegation of legislative power and did not violate section 

• 

• 18 (Green v. State Civil Service Commission, 90 Ohio St. 252, 1914). The power of 

a city to enact ordinances falling within its home rule powers, which ordinances 

are contrary to a state law, does not violate this section (Hi1e v. Cleveland, 107 

Ohio St. 144, 1925). 

• 

• 
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Article I 

Section 19 

Present Constitution • 
Section 19. Private property shall ever be held inviolate but subservient 

to the public welfare. When taken in time of war or other public exigency, im
peratively requiring its immediate seizure or for the purpose of making or re
pairing roads, which shall be open to the public, without charge, a compensation 
shall be made to the owner, in money; and in all other cases, where private •property shall be taken for public use, a compensation therefor shall first be 
made in money, or first secured by a deposit of money; and such compensation shall 
be assessed by a jury, without deduction for benefits to any property of the owner. 

Committee RecOll1l1endaUon •The committee recommends no change i.n this section. 

History; Comparison with Federal Constitution 

The predecessor of this section was Article VIII, section 4 of the Constitu
tion of 1802, which provided that private property would be inviolate but subserv •ient to the public welfare and that compensation would be paid to the owner of any 
property condemned. The present section of the Constitution of 1851 retains those 
basic principles from the earlier Bill of Rights, but goes to greater lengths to 
establish procedure. The earlier section was felt to be inadequate to protect the 
property rights of the people and many people with influence used eminent domain 
for personal enrichment. The abuse arose because of the absence of guidelines •specifying when property could be taken, who was to determine the amount of com
pensation, when such compensation wa$ to be paid and how possible benefits accruing 
to the property owner due to public improvements should affect his compensation. 
The framers of the 1851 Constitution directed their efforts to resolving these 
issues and added new language to the old section to form what is noVi section 19. 
The section has remained unchanged since 1851. • 

The last clause of the Fifth Amendment to the Federal Constitution provides: 

•• nor shall private property be taken for public use without just compensation."" 
Comment • 

The last clause of the Fifth Amendment, requiring just compensation to be paid 

for private property taken for public use, has been made binding on the states 

through the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. (Briggs v. Allegheny • 
££., 369 U. s. 84, 1962). 

It is to be noted, of course, that the Federal Constitution does not confer 

on the Federal government (nor, of course, on the states) the right of eminent • 
domain--that is, the right to take property, or to authorize others to take prop

erty, without the owner's consent, for public use. However, the right to take is 
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•� 
an inherent ri~ht of sovereignty and is an attribute of both the federal and the 

state governments without express constitutional language. The United States can 

•� exercise its right of eminent domain without the consent of the state in which the 

land is located. (Monongahela Nav. Co. v. United States, 148 U.S. 312, 1892). It 

may not only take land for governmental purposes but may also authorize the taking of 

•� land by a private corporation for public uses within the sphere of federal control, 

such� as interstate commerce. 

The theory behind this power is that it is necessary for the independent exist

•� ence and perpetuation of government, Kohl v. United States (91 U.S. 367, 1875). The 

power is also very extensive. American governmental bodies have the power to condemn 

any property rights to aid in accomplishing any permissible governmental enterprise, 

•� Berman v. Parker (348 U. S. 26,1954). 

In early cases, the property, land, or constructions, has to be touched for 

there to be a taking. More recently, the trend has been away from the physical 

•� touching or taking requirement, although blocking access or interfering with certain 

riparian rights might not result in compensation. However, an owner has a right to 

be free from certain kinds of annoying activity from occupants of other land, and if 

•� the occupant is the government and if the harm is serious and peculiar to the plaintiff, 

the owner can receive compensation even though there has been no touching of his land, 

Richards v. Washington Terminal Company, 233 U. S. 546 (1914). 

•� Attendant to this concept is another concept reflected in the Fifth Amendment: 

that the state should be no better off after acquiring the property than it would 

have been had it been a private individual. This provides the rationale for compen

•� sation. 

Compensation has come to be regarded as a fundamental principle of law by the 

courts, even in the absence of any express constitutional requirement. The Fifth 

•� Amendment, though, provides this express requirement for the federal government and 

this� principle has been applied to all the states through the due process clause of 
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•the Fourteenth Amend.ment. The extent of compensation is determined by trle highest and 

b~:;t use rule; the market value of the land determined by an appraisal of its vallie 

for the best use to which the land could be used. In Goodwin v. Cincinnati and 

Whitewater Canal Co. (18 Ohio St. 169, 1868), the court ruled that the value for pos • 
slble usc had to he considered rather than merely present value for present use. In 

this transaction, a 

canal company could 

railroad was prohibited from benefiting from the fact that the 

no longer operate profitably and from paying the value of canal • 
property as then used rather than its potential value converted for railroad use. 

Later, following this same reasoning, the Supreme Court of the United States ruled 

that the inquiry into the value of the land should go beyond its present value for • 
the uses to which it was being put and consider its worth from its availability for 

valuable uses, Mississippi and Rum River Boom Co. v. Patterson, 98 U.S. 403 (1878). 

The Ohio provisions restrict the freedom of local and state governmental bodies • 
in their actions by placing limitations on their ability to condemn beyond those re

quired by the Fifth Amendment and the requirements of due process. 

In Pontiac Co. v. Commissioners (104 Ohio St. 447, 1922) the plaintiff sought to • 
enjoin park commissioners from prosecuting an appropriation suit instituted to appro

priate certain lands 

commissioners sought 

for public use. There were two parcels of land involved and the 

to obtain outright possession of one-half of the first and controls over • 
the remainder and easements over the second. The court held that, under an appropriate 

statute, 

fee or a 

a park board had the power to acquire land by appropriation and that either a 

lesser interest could be acquired. However, the rights and privileges to be • 
secured in the second parcel were not certain and their exercise would be entirely 

too indefinite. 

ri~lt9, nor did 

There were no provisions made for the methods of exercising these 

it appear how they would be enforced, nor how often they could be • 
altered nor if notice would be given upon an alteration and a chance to be heard pro

vided. When an interest less than a fee is sought to be acquired, the owner, whose •property is to be taken against his will, should be appraised of the exact extent of 
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the� interest involved and this lesser inte:cest to be taken must be described with

• sufficient accuracy to enable a jury to assess the compensation to be paid. Section 

19 contemplates physical possession and use~ not the regulatory power exercised under 

the police power. Public use implies the possession, occupancy, and enjoyment of the

• land owned by the public or public agencies. The exercise of the police power is 

different from the right of eminent domain. v.ihen the acquisition of an interest in 

• 
private property is necessary for the. p:comotion of the public welfare, the owner must 

• 

yield in his interest., but Article .(~ 3ecLion 19 contains the guarantee that private 

property can only be taken for public J.se after compensation has been paid. 

While the Court in Pontiac establi,shed the broad scope of protection provided by 

Article I, section 19, seemingly at tb.:~ expense� of the police power, all interference 

• 
with an individual's use of his land -lGes not constitute a seizure requiring compen

sation and may be a legitimate exercise of the police powers. Sections 5516.01, 05, 99 

• 

of the Revised Code prohibit and regulate the use of billboards irrespective of ownership 

or location. In 1964, Chaster,. Ins;..!.......'\L!._ P~~ton, the plaintiff contended that these 

statutes took private property without compensation. He argued that property within 

the meaning of various constitutional provisions included the right to use land and 

that� deprivation of its use by the prohibition of the statute was a taking. The Court 

•� upheld the constitutionality of the statute..� 

•� 

There are other types of interferenceillith the use and enjoyment of property� 

that are not of a regulatory or proh:Lb:Ltory nature which are not violative of Article� 

I, section 19. In McKee v. Akron (176 Ohi.o St. 282, 1964), the plaintiff brought suit� 

against the city for damages to he:r property from odors arising from a sewage treatment 

plant which she alleged constituted .3. compensable taking. The Court held that the section 

•� limited the right to compensation to cases where private property is taken for public use, 

and that if the framers of the Ohio Constitution had i.ntended to provide for compensation 

whenever property is damaged, they Y7Quld have provided so in unmistakable language. The 

•� determination of whether compensation is ;:equired in Ohio depends on whether the property 

has actually been taken. "Taken. H de.no;:es something di.fferent from "damaged" and to con

strue it as meaning damaged would b~ stra.:i.ned and unnatural. Therefore, to recover, a 

•� taking must be shown; it is not: enough to ShOH damage 0� 
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•Ordinarily, to constitute a taking t the government activity must physically 

displace a person from space in which he is entitled to exercise dominion consistent 

wit~ the rights of ownership, but physical displacement, though, is not always neces • 
sary. A person may be deprived of his property by an invasion of the airspace above 

his property because a property owner has the right to so much of the airspace above 

hiB property as he might reasonably use. If flights over private land are so low and •frequent that they constitute a direct and Lmmediate interference with the enjoyment 

and use of the land t there is a Iltaking" in the constitutional sense of an air ease

ment for which compensation must be made (State Ex. Rel. Royal v. Columbus, 3 Ohio •
St. 2d 154, 1965). 

A later case succinctly summarized the problem of damage (State. Ex. ReI. Frejes 

v. Akron, S Ohio St. 2d 47, 1966). The case involved damage caused by vibrations from •
nearby road construction. The damage, it was alleged, constituted a pro tanto taking. 

However, the Court held that construction of public improvements often results in the 

lessening of the value of nearby property; this was not a taking but rather damnum • 
absque injuria. Citing ~ and its e,mphasis on the Ilunmistakable language" of 

Article I, section 19, the Court noted that the constitutional phrase "taken or 

damaged" found in many constitutions is much broader and more comprehens ive in the • 
scope of its protection than "taking" where it is used as in the Ohio Constitution. 

The Ohio Constitution did not provide the fuller protection that would be afforded by 

the words lltaken or damaged". • 
In Ohio, in the absence of a statute, there is no liability in a condemnation 

proceeding for consequential damages to adjoining property. However, any direct en

croachment upon land which subjects it to public use that restricts or excludes the • 
dominion of the owner is a compensable taking. More specifically for adjoining prop· 

erty owners, any use of land for a public purpose which inflicts an injury upon ad

jacent land, if it would be actionable if caused by a private owner, is a taking • 
within the meaning of the Constitution. To deprive an owner of any valuable use of 

his land is to deprive him of his land, pro ~, and the recovery extends to all 

lands affected. If there is an allegation of a lessening of the value of the land, • 
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•� 
there is onl,ya damnum absegue injuria t as in Frejes. Although where there is evidence 

of substantial interference with elemental rights incident to the ownership of property 

•� due to the performance of a public function, Article It section 19 requires that the 

owners be paid compensation (Lucas v.Carney, 167 Ohio St. 416, 1958). Section 19 is 

an available protectibn in a court against any actual confiscation of property made 

•� under a power of assessment, Rogers v. Johnson, 21 Ohio App. 292 (Athens Co. Court 

of Appeals, 1926). In Domita v. Maumee (140 Ohio St. 229, 1940) the assessment was 

substantially equal or greater than the value of the property. No advantage accrued 

..� and there was no justification for the assessment. A special assessment against prop

erty in excess of its value after the improvement is made is not an assessment at all, 

but constitutes a taking of property for public use without compensation. 

41� Section 19 operates as a limitation of the sovereign power of eminent domain 

in the same manner as the Fifth Amendment by requiring compensation. It further acts 

to restrict this power by requiring payment or deposit before land may be taken for 

•� public use ~cept in certain specified exceptions. In Biery v. Lima (21 Ohio App. 

154, Allen Co., Ct., A., 1969) the plaintiff sought an injunction to prohibit the 

city from entering into possession of an easement across his land. The city tried to 

• use "quick take" without the compensation first being assessed and paid or secured. 

The Court said that only for highways or in time of war or public exigency, impera

tively requiring seizure, could property be taken without compensation first being 

• paid. (Also see Worthington v. Carskadon, 18 Ohio St. 2d 222, 1969). The City of 

Columbus attempted to use a similar procedure but with a variation. Cassady v. Col

umbus, 31 Ohio App. 2d 100 (Franklin Co., Ct. A., 1972). The city deposited money 

• as security before acting, and the owner withdrew the money; on this basis t the city 

claimed to have the authority to proceed under Article I, section 19. The court said 

that only under the specific circumstances outlined in the section would a quick take 

•� be valid and that any procedure that allowed a taking without following the prescribed 

procedure would be unconstitutional. The court continued by saying that it was not 

enough to merely deposit money assessed by the city council. The money mayor may not 
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•� 
have adequately compensated the property owner, but this would not be known until 

a jury returned its appraisal. The deposit of the money and its \vithdrawal, though, 

acted to remove the owner's power to maintain full property rights. 

The Ohio rule for valuation in land appropriation proceedings is not what the 

property 1s worth for any particular use, but what it is worth generally for any 

and all uses for which it might be suitable including the most valuable use to which 

it could reasonably and practically be adopted (Sowers v. Schaeffer, 155 Ohio St. 454, 

Personal property, without more, is not taken i.n a proceeding in an appropria

tion case, but where chattel property is united to the land by use so that the two 

are rendered, in effect, a single pr.operty, it can make no sense to deal with the 

taking of chattels, except as falling within the land appropriation case. If the 

nexus existing between the chattel and the land is severed by the appropriation of 

the land, and the chattel is retained by the condemnee, there can be no recovery 

for its removal and such costs are damnum absque injuria. (Masheter v. Boehm, 34 

Ohio App. 2d 43, Cuyahoga County Ct. A., 1973). 

One method that has been used to circumvent the lack of a provision for damages 

has been utilized in the area of urban renewal, or other large public works projects 

(Bekos v. Masheter, 15 Ohio St. 2d 15, 1968). Where the value of a pjece of prop

erty taken by appropriation has depreciated because of the actions of the authority 

in appropriating surrounding property and destr.oying the buildings with an attendant 

loss of income to and the deterioration of the property remaining, the owner is 

entitled to compensation which reflects the value of the property before its depre

ciation. This rule facilitates the valuation of property taken by adjusting the 

date of valuation in order to exclude depreciation due to delays in public projects 

and promotes the Constitutional requir~nent of just compensation. In somewhat 

similar situations, a court held that where depreciation had resulted from changing 

government purposes and appropriations t the value would be established at the time 

•� 

• 

1951). 

• 

• 

• 

.. 

• 

• 

•� 
prior to the commencement of appropriation proceedings, In Re Appropriation for 

Highway Purposes, 18 Ohio App. 2d 116 (Montgomery Co., Ct. A., 1969). 
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•� 
Where the law permits possession to be taken before its value has been appraised 

and paid or tendered to the owner (quick take) or where possession has been taken 

• without the institution of such proceeding with the owner's acquiesence, the just 

compensation to which the owner is entitled included interest on the value of the 

land from the time possession was taken by the condemnor, State Ex. Re1. The 

• Steubenville Ice Co. v. Merrell, 127 Ohio St. 453 (1934). 

Compensation and damages must be assessed by a jury which is entitled to make 

the determination from all the evidence (In Re Appropriation of Easements for High

• way Purposes, 172 Ohio St. 524,1961). While this right to a jury determination is 

absolute, it may be waived by agreement by counsel and the question of compensation 

submitted to the trial court. Further, although the legislature may not limit the 

• right to a jury trial, it can establish procedures by which a jury appraisal is ob

tained. In Cincinnati v. Bossert Machine Co., the court held that the operation of 

section 163.08, which limits the length of time available to answer an appraisal by

• the state for appropriation purposes, to refuse their offer and to seek a jury deter

mination, was valid (16 Ohio St. 2d 76, 1968). 

Section 163.09, which allows a judge to determine the value of property as set 

• forth in any document properly filed with the clerk of courts by the public agency 

following the expiration of the time period, was also upheld in the same proceeding. 

The courts, though, have strictly construed this provision. Even if the owner-fails 

• to answer, the agency is prohibited from amending its petition subsequent to the 

expiration of the time period to state an appraisal. Consequently, section 163.09 

does not apply and the value has to then be determined by a jury (Board of Education 

• v. Dudra, 19 Ohio St. 2d 116, 1969). 

Zoning regulations often raise due process and equal protection questions in

volving the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution and 

• Article I, sections 1, 2, 16, 19 of the Ohio Constitution. The problems in Ohio, 

though, are more specifically related to Article I, section 19, so these issues will 

be considered here but within the framework of due process. Do zoning regulations

• constitute a "taking?" 



•� 
Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co.(272 U. S. 359, 1926) was the first major zoning 

case decided by the Supreme Court of the United States. By 1919 the Supreme Court 

had upheld govenunental power to set height limits and to eliminate near nuisance • 
uses for particular zones or areas. It had also indicated that the imposition of 

restrictions could not be delegated to neighbors and had held that zoning could 

not be used, at least openly, to discriminate on the basis of race. Euclid involved • 
a number of large contiguous parcels of land suited for industrial development, 

but zoning had restricted this growth to a small area while the remainder had been 

zoned for less profitable uses. Ambler attacked the zoning as a violation of their • 
p~operty ri~lts. The question involved was the same for both the Ohio and the United 

States Constitutions--whether the city's comprehensive zoning regulations, operating 

under the police power, were unreasonable and confiscatory in regulating the use of • 
the plaintiff's land. In upholding the zoning ordinance, the Supreme Court said that 

Euclid was a separate municipality and as such had the right to exercise its police 

power to relegate industries to locations separated from residential districts. • 
Segregation of the land into residential, business, and industri.al areas had many 

more benefits for the connnunity. These reasons, it continued, were sufficiently cogent 

to preclude it from aaying that the zoning laws were clearly arbitrary and unreasonable, ~ 

having no substantial relation to the public health, safety, morals, general welfare 

and, in the absence of such a showing, the court could not find against Euclid. 

Succeeding cases more clearly defined the extent of the new decision. Then, for • 

about 30 years, the Supreme Court added nothing new to its position on zoni.ng until, 

in dictum in Berman v. Parker (348 U. S. 26, 1954), Justice Douglas suggested that 

the government had a legitimate concern in the beauty of cities and that aesthetics might tt 

be one criterion used to establish the legitimacy of governmental use of the police 

power. More recently, in Village of Belle Terre v. Borass, the Supreme Court upheld 

a New York village ordinance that restricted land use to fane-family dwellings with .. 

certain exceptions, 416 U. S. 1 39 L. Ed. 2d 797 (1974). The ordinance, 
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•� 
in defining a family, prohibited occupancy by more than two unrelated individuals 

and on this basis ordered Borass to comply and to remove extra people from the house 

4t� he had leased to students. He refused claiming that he was being deprived of liberty 

and property without due process. The Court did not agree, saying that the defini

tion of a family and this ordinance were within the realm of economic and social 

•� legislation, where the legislature had drawn lines in the exercise of its discretion, 

and that these discretionary dee is ions would be upheld if they were not unreasonable 

or arbitrary and bore a rational relationship to a permissible governmental objective. 

• In Ohio, as previously mentioned, the courts have followed the lead of the 

United States Supreme Court. In 1942, the Village of Upper Arlington sought to 

prevent the building of a church in the village by the denial of a permit to build 

•� in a residential district (The State, Ex. Rel. The Synod of Ohio v. Joseph, 139 Ohio 

St. 229, 1942). The Ohio Supreme Court, though, ruled in favor of the church. Noting 

that Euclid decided nothing with regard to the exclusion of public or semi-public 

•� humanitarian uses like churches, schools, and libraries, the Court ruled that the 

power to interfere with the general rights of the landowner by use of zoning restric

tions was not unlimited, and that the act enabling municipalities to adopt compre

•� hensive zoning plans clearly indicated a legislative recognition that the restric

tions upon uses which could be imposed were limited to those designed to achieve 

some objective properly within the scope of the police power. Therefore, restrictions 

•� could not be imposed if they did not bear a substantial relationship to the health, 

safety, morals or welfare of the public. The village's reasons for the attempted 

exclusion of the church could not be justified on the basis of the protection of 

..� health, safety, or welfare and that the refusal to grant the permit was therefore� 

arbitrary and unreasonable and violated the owner's property rights protected by� 

Article I, section 19 and the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.� 

• Even though Joseph held that there are limits to the police powers, these powers 

are extensive. The regulation by a municipality of the use of property within its 

borders is within the powers of local self-government as provided in the home rule 

.. amendment, Article XVIII, section 3, and is specifically within its police powers • 
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•� 
The exercise of this power does not ereate any obligation to provide for any particular 

use nor can a court question the laws on the grounds of inexpediency and the question 

of reasonableness is, in the first instance, for the determination of the council • 
which enacted it, Valley View Village v. Proffett, 221 F. 2d 412 (6th Cir. 1955). 

In Willott v. Village of Beachwood, 175 Ohio St. 557 (1964), the Court in finding 

for the Village, said that, where a municipal council makes a determination of land- • 

use policy which involves considering the control, burden and volume of traffic, the 

effect of the policy upon land value8, the revenues produced, and the use consistent with� 

the first interests of the general welfare, prosperity and development of the whole 4t� 

community, the courts are without authority to interfere. The powers of the courts� 

in such matters are severely limited and the court cannot usurp the legislative� 

function by substituting its judgment for that of the council, particularly since •� 

governing bodies are better qualified to act in light of their knowledge of the� 

situation. The power of the municipality to establi~h zones, to classify property,� 

to control traffic, and to determine land use policy is a legislative function not ..� 

to be interfered with by the courts unless such power is exercised in such an arbitrary,� 

confiscatory or unreasonable manner as to be in violation of constitutional guarantees.� 

•� 

•� 

• 
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• 
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•� Article I 

Section 19a 

Present Constitution 

• Section 19a. The amount of damages recoverable by civil action in the courts 
for death caused by the wrongful act, neglect, or default of another, shall not be 
limited by law. 

Committee Recommendation 

•� The committee recommends that this section be referred to a special committee, 
together with section 5 relating to juries, for further study of the question of 
reduction of the amount of verdicts in civil cases. 

History; Comparison with Federal Constitution 

• Section 19a was added by the 1912 Convention and adopted by the people. 1 No 

changes have been made since then. There is no federal counterpart. 

Comment 

• As a point of background to state constitutional bars on limiting the amount of 

recovery for wrongful death, such as Article I, section 19a, it should be noted that 

in both the English and American common law no right existed at all for the recovery 

• of damages founded upon the tortious death of a person. While, of course, one could 

recover actual, special, and exemplary damages for injuries to his person, it was 

consistently held that a victim's cause of action did not survive his death. The 

• English law was first to recognize a cause of action for damages~ after the victim's 

death when, in the mid-nineteenth century, Lord Campbell's Act2 was adopted allowing 

surviving relatives of a deceased whose death was wrongfully caused to recover for 

• their losses. After 1850 wrongful death statutes became increasingly common and 

presently they exist in one form or another in every state. Two basic types of acts 

are found, survival acts and death acts. The survival acts provide for a decedent's 

• personal representative to recover damages suffered by the victim during his life. 

Death acts recognize a new cause of action after death for loss to the decedent's 

estate or his surviving relatives. The Ohio wrongful death statute3 is a death 

•� act for the benefit of the surviving spouse, the children, and other next of kin. 4 

By the time of the Convention of 1912, Ohio had adopted its death act, but the 

legislature had placed a limitation upon the amount of damages recoverable regardless
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•of damages shown. At the Convention, a rather vigorous debate occurred over 

whether or not a constitutional amendment prohibiting such limitations was 

advisable. 5 

•
Proponents of the provision which eventually became Article I, section 19a 

asserted several arguments in support of their position. A basic rationale put 

forward suggested that the primary purpose of a statute allowing persons who were •
dependent upon a victim killed by the wrongful acts or omissions of another was 

to keep such dependents from becoming public charges. Advocates of prohibiting 

limitation upon recovery went on to argue that a limitation prevented any reasonable •
consideration of future increases in the living expenses of the victim's survivors. 

It was even suggested that limiting recovery to actual pecuniary loss not to exceed 

a stated amount had a direct and highly undesirable result in shamefully and • 
ridiculously small compensation for the loss of human life. Proponents of the 

section went so far as to say that limiting compensation to pecuniary loss only 

denied full compensation and offended the sense of natural justice. • 
The delegates who opposed adoption of a prohibition upon limiting the amount 

of recovery in wrongful death actions based their arguments on two propositions. 

First, it was asserted that the potential of unlimited liability for contributing • 
to the wrongful death of an employee would greatly discourage manufacturing 

businesses. However, this argument loses its force in the light of section 35 of 

Article II which provides for workmen's compensation in which recovery for death is • 
limited. Secondly, opponents argued that the possibility of unlimited loss would 

cause the necessary premiums on casualty insurance to be so exorbitant as to make 

coverage hpractical. • 
Debate of the suggested prohibition on limitation of the amount recoverable 

in wrongful death was sincere but not extended. The proposed constitutional amend

ment was finally passed by the Convention with approval of approximately 80 per • 
cent of the delegates. 
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•� 
Perhaps because of the very direct language of Article I, section 19a, the 

provision has not been tested by the General Assembly, nor been the subject of any 

• substantial court interpretation. The brevity and clarity of the statement in sec

tion 19a has obviated the need for extensive construction. 

Potential Effects on "No-Fault" Insurance Programs 

• Significant attention, in both the legal profession and the general public, 

has been devoted in recent years to proposed and enacted reformations of casualty 

and liability, particularly automobile, insurance laws from traditional systems 

• to plans which have been popularly styled "no-fault" insurance. There are several 

fundamental approaches to no-fault insurance and many permutations upon each basic 

theme, but practically every approach rests upon the same proposition. This propo

• sition is to have an injured party's own insurance compensate him for his damages 

up to a set dollar amount and to abrogate the right to seek redress in court for 

damages less than that set amount, or "threshold". The cause of action for damages 

• about the threshold amount survives in a no-fault system. 

When no-fault insurance with its threshold concept is placed in juxtaposition 

to the Article I, section 19a prohibition upon statutory limitation of the amount 

• recoverable in an action for wrongful death, the question arises as to whether or 

not the abrogation of the right to sue when damages do not exceed the threshold 

amount is a violation of the constitutional bar on limiting recovery. The suggested 

• dilemma occurs when a no-fault act has been passed and the damages arising from the 

wrongful death are less than the threshold amount imposed by the insurance statute. 

The no-fault bar to suing the tort-feasor appears clearly to run afoul of the Ar

• ticle I, section 19a admonition that "damages recoverable by civil actions in the 

courts • • • shall not be limited by law" 

This conflict is recognized by most serious commentators on no-fault insurance 

• 6plans. Robert E. Keeton and Jeffrey O'Connell, authors of the Basic Protection 

plan of no-fault insurance, grant that in a state with a prohibition on limiting 

the amount of recovery in wrongful death, a no-fault insurance scheme with a rigid 

• threshold would, indeed, violate the constitutional guarantee when damages did not 
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• 
exceed the threshold amount.? The Keeton-O'Connell plan, a modification of which 

has been enacted in Massachusetts, therefore, includes in its prototype policy an 

alternative provision8 for use in Ohio and the eight other states with constitu • 
tional prohibitions similar to Article I, section 19a. This alternative provision 

preserves the cause of action in every case involving a wrongful death, regardless 

of the amount of damages. • 
If the action for wrongful death were always saved, the threshold concept of 

no-fault insurance systems would be compatible with Article I, section 19a. Another, 

albeit more complex, solution to the conflict would be in adopting an amendment to • 
the Constitution allowing no-fault insurance to be an exception to Article I, section 

19a. The committee, however, concluded to recommend no change in this section. The 

question is a policy question, and it is difficult to determine exactly where the greater • 
public interest lies. 9 

• 

• 

•� 

•� 
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•� 1. Yes - 355, 605; No-195, 216.� 

2.� 9 & 10 Vict.;c93. 

3.� Revised Code, Section 2123.01. 

•� 4. Revised Code, Section 2125.02.� 

5.� State of Ohio, Proceedings and Debates, Constitutional Convention, 1912, p. 1411 
(April 25, 1912), and pp. 1707-1714 (May 8, 1912). 

• 
6. E. G. Ruben and Williams, The Constitutionality of Basic Protection 1 Conn. L.R. 44 

(1968); and, Comment, The Constitutionality of Automobile Compensation Plans in 
Wyoming, 5 Land & Water L. Rev. 191 (1970). 

7.� Robert E. Keeton and Jeffrey O'Connell, Basic Protection for the Traffic Victim, 
(Boston: Little Brown and Company, 1965) pp. 506-507. 
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•Article I 

Section 20 

Section 20. This enumeration of rights shall not be construed to impair or� 
deny others retained by the people; and all powers, not herein delegated, remain� 
with the people.� • 
Committee Recommendation� 

The committee recommends no change in this section.� 

•H!story; Comparison with Federal Constitution� 

Section 20 had its origins in Article VIII, section 28 of the 1802 Consti

tution, which it closely resembles. The last part of the original section was 

•copied from the last clause of Article I, section 20, but the first clause was 

radically revised. The result is that Article I, section 20 prOVides two guarantees, 

similar to the Ninth and Tenth Amendments of the United States Constitution, while 

•Article VIII, section 28 prOVided only one. The 1802 section said, in part: "To 

guard against the transgression of the high powers which we have delegated we de

clare, that all powers •••" While the Tenth Amendment reserves undelegated powers 

•to the states and to the people, Article VIII section 28 in 1802 guaranteed that all 

unenumerated powers would reside in the people. The second clause of Article T, 

section 20 still preserves this right. The first clause sets out a right not present 

•in the 1802 Constitution, by assuring that the listing of rights will not injure,� 

in any way, rights held by the people, btit not so listed. This is the same guarantee� 

provided in the Ninth Amendment. 

•The Ninth Amendment to the Federal Constitution reads:� 

The enumeration in the Constitution of certain rights shall not� 
be construed to deny or disparage others maintained by the people.� 

The Tenth Amendment is as follows:� • 
The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor 
prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively 
or to the people. 

• 
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ci,;-e• Comment - The Ninth Amendment has few cases exploring the meaning of the first part 
1\ 

of section 20, perhaps because cases involving the Ninth Amendment are more recent 

than those interpreting other sections of the Federal Bill of Rights, and are 

• 

• applied to the states through the Fourteenth Amendment. 

Early cases dealing with the Ninth Amendment were concerned with the Tennessee 

Valley Authority. In Ashwander v. T. V. A., 297 U.S. 288 (1936), the plaintiff 

contended that the government had no authority to build a dam, and lacked the right to 

sell power from the dams where its sale would compete with the local power company's. 

•� 
The plaintiff, among other things, contended that this was an invasion of Ninth and� 

•� 

Tenth Amendment rights, depriving the power company of the right to sell electricity;� 

and interfering with the State's control in the area. The Supreme Court, though,� 

found that the federal government's powers of defense and regulation of commerce� 

gave it authority to supersede the state. The Court said that in insuring rights 

retained by the people, the Ninth Amendment did not withdraw the rights which are 

•� expressly granted to the federal government, which were necessary and superior to� 

those of the company. The sale of electricity was incidental, and there was no 

• 
prohibition against a project that would help pay for itself. In essence the court 

held that the plaintiff had no Ninth Amendment right where the exercise of such a 

right would interfere with the legal exercise of the powers of the federal government. 

In Tennessee Power Co. v. T.V.A., 306 U.S. 118 (1939), the plaintiff contended 

• that federal involvement in this area constituted illegal regulation under the Ninth 

and Tenth Amendments and interference with his right to own property and to employ 

• 
it in his business. The court held that in contracting with its vendees and setting 

the rate at 
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which they could sell power, the government was not engaged in regulation of the • 
plaintiff. The Ninth Amendment guarantees rights, but only to the extent that 

their exercise does not in any way interfere with the government's rights or the 

government's attempts to effectuate those rights in a legal manner. • 
In United Public Workers of America v. Mitchell, 330 U.S. 75, (1946) certain 

civil service employees of the executive branch of the federal government sought an 

injunction to prohibit the enforcement of the Hatch Act in order that they could • 
take part in political campaigns. TIle Supreme Court accepted the contention that 

the nature of political rights reserved to the people by the Ninth and Tenth Amend

ments was involved, but it did not hold these rights to be absolute. Congress could • 
regulate political activities of government employees, on the premise that this type 

of regulatory legislation was designed to promote efficiency, integrity, and dis

cipline in the discharge of public duties by the public servants, and that this was • 
clearly within the scope of the legislative power. Ninth Amendment rights were not 

protected when their exercise interfered with the authorized or recognized exercise 

of government power. • 
The "right of privacy" found in the Ninth Amendment was enunciated in Griswold 

v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1964), in which Connecticut's law against disseminating 

information about birth control methods was held unconstitutional. The Supreme Court • 
held that certain guarantees of the Bill of Rights have shadows emanating from these 

guarantees helping to give them life and substance, creating zones of privacy. The 

Ninth Amendment was held to be one of those guarantees, and together with other guar • 
antees, it forms a zone of privacy around the marriage relationship, which could not 

be invaded by a broad state statute that sought to regulate in this area. Privacy in 

marriage, the Court held, is an "ancient, sacred" right fundamental to our society." • 

• 
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• Secondly, the exercise of the right does not interfere with the exercise of the power 

of the government to conduct its own affairs. 

Justice Goldberg, in his concurring opinion, developed the concept of a broad 

• Ninth Amendment. He argued that the concept of liberty protects those rights which 

are fundamental and that those rights were not confined to the specific terms of the 

Bill of Rights. History, -according to Justice Goldberg, reveals that the first 

• eight amendments were not meant to be exhaustive nor were they meant to imply a 

negation of all rights not expressly affirmed. These unenumerated rights are pro

tected by the Ninth Amendment. He continued that to apply the Ninth Amendment to the 

• States would not change history. The Ninth Amendment, in indicating that not all 

liberties are specifically mentioned, is relevant in showing that other unenumerated 

fundamental rights are protected from the states, as from the federal government.

• The decision in Roe v. Wade, 410 u.S. 113 (1973) further developed the concept 

of Ninth Amendment rights. The right of privacy was extended to the right to an 

abortion where it did not interfere with legitimate interests of the state. The state 

• has an important interest in safeguarding health, in maintaining medical standards, 

and in protecting potential life. At some point, these interests become sufficiently 

compelling to sustain regulation of the factors that govern the abortion decision.

• The right to privacy is not absolute. 

Justice Douglas, in his concurring opinion, divided Ninth Amendment rights into 

three categories.

• First, the autonomous control over the development and 
expression of one's intellect, interests, tastes, and 
personality. 

•
 

•
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•These	 rights, to him, arc absolute and permitting of no exception. The other 
two categories, while fundamental, permit state regulation where a compelling state 
interest can be shown. 

Second, freedom of choice in the basic decisions of 
one's life respecting marriage, divorce, procreation, •contraception, and the upbringing and education of
 
children.
 

Third, the freedom to care for one's health and person, 
freedom from bodily restraint or compulsion, freedom 
m walk, stroll, and loaf. • 

Future cases will have to determine the full depth and breadth of the unenumerated 

rights. Some states have written a "right to privacy" provision in the state constitu

t~n. • 

. The development of absolute Ninth Amendment rights, though, is limited by the 

concept of "compelling state interest," as was seen in Roe. In N.A.A.C.P. v. Alabama 

357 U.S. 449 (1958), the court said that in the domain of indispensable liberties, • 
abridgement of such rights, even though unintended, may invariably follow from various 

forms of government action. The courts must weigh the interests of the state in a law 

against the interests of the individual and the concept of liberty in the right sought • 
to be abTidged or regulated. 

Comment - The Tenth Amendment 

The Tenth Amendment of the United States Constitution reserves those powers not • 
delegated to the federal government to the states and to the people. A full explana

tion of its working is unnecessary since it exists entirely to protect state rights 

against their infringement by the federal governn~nt. Where the Tenth Amendment is • 
concerned with the balance between state and federal rights, Article I, section 20 

cl.	 2 is concerned with the balance between private and state rights. 

In dealing with the question of delegation of power, the Ohio Supreme Court, in • 
C., W. e and Z Railroad Co. v. Commissioners of Clinton Co. 1 Ohio St. 77 (1852) 
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said that	 all power resides with the people, which may be delegated. The manner and 

extent of	 this delegation is contained in the Constitution and all government officers 

• and agencies must look to this document as the source of any authority to exercise 

governmental powers. To prevent the enlargement of this power, Article VIII, section 

28 in 1802 declared that nondelegated powers remained with the people (now Article 

• I, section 20). Fifty years later, in State ex reI. the Robertson Realty Co. v. 

Guilbert, 75 Ohio St. 1, (1906) the Supreme Court of Ohio repeated the limitations 

of delegated governmental power. The Court held that under the Ohio Constitution, 

•	 which is explicit in excluding from the legislative department the exercise of 

powers not delegated, the authority to act must be found in express terms or by 

implication in the Constitution. 

• In State ex reI. Attorney General v. Covington, 29 Ohio St. 102, (1876) a law 

passed by the legislature was attacked. The law provided that in all cities with 

a population over 200,000 police powers and duties would be vested in and exercised 

• by a five-member board appointed by the governor for five-year terms. According to 

the 1870 census this legislation only applied to Cincinnati and would continue to 

do so for the foreseeable future. Objection to the bill was based, in part, upon 

• Article I, section 20 "and all powers not here delegated remain with the people." 

The Court, though, said that this had the reverse implication that all powers dele

gated in and by the Constitution do not remain with the people, but are vested in 

• agents and officers of the government to be exercised by them alone. Further the 

Court held that whatever limitations upon delegated powers may be found elsewhere 

in the Constitution, it is clear that Article I section 20 does not impose a limita

• tion on those powers. 

That section only declares that powers not delegated 
remain with the people. It does not purport to limit 
or modify	 delegated powers. 

• 
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Arti.cle XIn 

Soction 5 

Present Constitution • 
Section 5. No right of way shall be appropriated to the use of any cor


poration, until full compensation therefor be first made in money, or first se

cured by a deposit of money, to the owner, irrespective of any benefit from any
 
improvement proposed by such corporation: which compensation shall be ascertained
 
by a jury of twelve men, in a court of record, as shall be prescribed by law.
 • 
Committee Recommendation 

The committee recommends that Section 5 of Article XIII be amended as
 
follows:
 

•Section 5. No right of way shall be appropriated to-the use of any cor
poration, until full compensation therefor be first made in money, or first se
cured by a deposit of money, to the owner, irrespective of any benefit from any 
improvement proposed by such corporation: which compensation shall be ascertained 
by a jury e~-"e~Ye-Me. in scourt of record, as shall 5~ prescribed by law. •This section, which places limits on the power of a corporation to ap

propriate property, was included in the study of Article XIII, Corporations, by 

the What's Left Committee and referred to the Bill of Rights Committee because of 

•its relationship to Section 19 of Article I, eminent domain, and Section 5 of 

Article I, the right to a trial by jury. 

HistorYi Comparison with Federal Constitution •Section 5 of Article XIII was adopted in its present form by the 1851 

convention, to curb the abuses of the commission system of assessing the value of 

condemned land then in use. Under this prior system the value of land to be con •demned was fixed by three commissioners appointed by the court and there was no 

means of appeal available. Many landowners felt that they had been cheated by 

pro-railroad commissioners appointed by pro-railroad courts and that they were 

left completely without recourse. .' 
Section 5 was designed to alleviate these problems by providing for the 

determination of property values by a twelve man jury in a court of record and •payment of the value prior to the taking. The convention debates indicate that 

the delegates intended the phrase "in a court of record" to provide for a hearing 
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in accordance with due process and accompanied by the right of appeal. Some dis

cussion was heard in the floor debates that section 5 might be too pro-property 

• 

• owner and would thus impede capital improvements. 

Some of the delegates greatly feared the abuses of private corporations 

and their ability to influence the legislature. 

•
 

Mr. Stanton: I want simply to protect the rights and interests of private indi


viduals from the over-shadowing power of corporations. (1 Debates p. 446)
 

Mr. Gregg: The companies always manage to get such men as suit them, into the
 

• 

commission, and go over and value the ground all their own way, and the land ow

ners have to give up to them. (Ibid.) 

Mr. Hitchcock was quoted as saying that he wished the legislative power 

over corporations	 to be recognized. (Debates p. 849) 

It was argued that there is no difference in a taking by a public body 

• and a taking by a private corporation, and that they could be governed by the same 

provision (i.e., Section 19). Mr. Stanberry urged that there was no distinction. 

In the course of this debate, Mr. Ranney stated that what Mr. Stanberry said was 

• "all in a fudge." Mr. Norris then rose to criticize the abuse of the "silver 

mouthed" Mr. Mason, whom Mr. Norris said "never speaks but in the malice of his 

heart"; Mr. Norris was brought down after some discourse by mounting cries for 

• "order" and a note by the recorder of "great confusion." Mr. Mason was allowed 

to state that Mr. Norris' "fiery arrows" had fallen harmless at his feet. In 

the vote which followed, the resolution to strike out Section 5 was defeated by 

•	 a vote of 49 to 37. (2 Debates p. 850).
 

There is no comparable federal provision.
 

Comment 

• The state could grant to private corporations the power of eminent do

main as part of its inherent governmental power, and this section is intended 
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only to place limits on the corporate use of such power. The basic elements of 

eminent domain are discussed in the comments to Section 19, and it is unnecessary 

to repeat then! here. Since the state can take property only for the public use • 
or benefit, it cannot confer a greater right on private persons, so whatever re

strictions are placed on the state are also applicable to corporations whi.ch de

rive their power from the state. • 
The Section 5 requirement that a jury consist of twelve men uses the 

word "men" in the generic sense and does not exclude women from sitting on con

demnation juries. Thatcher v. Pennsylvania, Ohio and Detroit Road Co., 121 Ohio • 
'St. 205 (1929). 

Because a delegation of the eminent domain power is a delegation of 

sovereign power and contravenes the rights of property owner, such delegations • 
are strictly limited to their stated purposes and terms. Currier v. ~~rietta 

~nd Cincinnati Railroad Co., 11 Ohio St. 228 (1860). For example, in Iron Rail 

road Co. v. Ironton, 19 Ohio St. 299 (1869), the Ohio Supreme Court held that the • 
wharf owned by the railroad was not within the specific purpose of its grant of 

eminent domain and not entitled to the special exemptions which it granted. In 

Currier, supra, the court held that a grant of eminent domain to build a railroad • 
did not, without special provisions to that effect, permit the company to condemn 

land for temporary tracks. In Little Miami Railroad v. Naylor, 2 Ohio St. 235 

(1853) the court, again narrowly construing a delegation of eminent domain, held • 
that a grant to build a railroad between two named points did not give the rail 

road the right to relocate the tracks once they had been initially located. 

The language of Section 5 can be seen to be elaborate compared to that • 
of Section 19 of Article I. Following are points of difference: 

Taking. Section 19 states that compensation must be paid when private property 

is "taken" for public use. Section 5 requires compensation when a right of way • 
is "appropriated to the use" of a corporation. One of the abuses noted in the 
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• 
debate was the informality with which property was taken and damages paid. The 

Section 5 language may preclude an interpretation that property is not "taken" 

•
 

until title passes, and thus compensation need not be paid at the time a company
 

comes in to cut trees or lay a roadbed. In light of the many subsequent cases
 

interpreting the legal status of a "taking" requiring compensation under both
 

the federal and state provisions, however, the language of Section 5 appears to
 

have no legal significance broader than that of Section 19, and thus may be con

• sidered redundant.
 

•
 

Compensation. Section 19 requires that "a compensation" be made.
 

Section 5 requires that "full compensation" be made. An Ohio case, however,
 

holds that "compensation" as used in Section 19 means "full compensation".
 

• 

Athens v. Warthman, 25 O. App. 2d 91,54 00 2d 123, 1970. Thus the language of 

Section 5 does not appear to add anything to the language of Section 19. 

Section 5 adds that compensation must be paid "to the owner", an in

struction that Section 19 does not contain. The convention delegates told of 

cases where owners had no notice of the proceedings. (1 Debates p. 446) 

• Although these words evidently are not discussed in the Debates, one can infer 

that it reflects an insistence that the owner himself receive the payment, 

rather than that it be held for him or deposited on his behalf. It would require, 

• for instance, that the owner be ascertained. In current practice, it seems un

likely that these words add anything to the requirements of Section 19. 

Benefit from Improvements. Section 19 states: 

• " ••• compensation shall be assessed by a jury, without deduction for 
benefits to any property of the owner." 

Section 5 states that compensation shall be made: 

"irrespective of any benefit from any improvement proposed by such

• corporation." 

Despite the language of Section 19, the courts have differentiated 

"special" and "general" benefits. This was first done in Little Miami R.R. Co. 
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v. Collett~ 6 o. St. l82~ 1856. The Court of Appeals for Auglaize County repeated 

the distinction in Richley v. Bowling, cited earlier, in 1972, observing that •some lower court cases (not identifying them) had allowed deduction of "special" 

bene£1ts~ not "general" benefits, the latter being those that accrue to the com

munity at large and consequent enhancement of the value of lands and town lots. •The court held that increase in value of land resulting from creation of exits 

from a limited access llighway were general benefits, and thus not deductible. 

To be "special", the benefit would have to benefit the property directly and •solely. The court did not rule as to whether a special benefit could be deducted-

it merely held that this was not special, and thus could not be deducted in any 

case. A dissenting judge described the benefit as a "windfall" that the jury •
shoald have been instructed upon so that it could take it into consideration in 

determining compensation. 

The point of including the foregoing discussion is to indicate that • 
there is judicial opinion that, although Section 19 states that compensation shall 

be assessed without deduction for benefits, some benefits may be deducted. The 

question is whether this judicial opinion would be the same under the stronger •
language of Section 5: "irrespective of any benefit from any improvement pro

posed by such corporation"? 

The practice of the railroads and turnpike companies was evidently as • 
often as possible to pay ~ compensation, on the theory that the road so bene

fited neighborhood properties that benefits equalled or exceeded the loss to the 

landowner. • 
Jury. Section 19 requires that compensation be assessed by a jury. 

Section 5 requires that compensation be ascertained by a jury of twelve men, in 

a court of record. The delegates discussed this point. They felt that the sec • 
tion must specify twelve men and a court of record, because, under existing 

practice, appointment of three commissioners was called a "jury," and the 
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..	 appraisal and compensation could be made without notice to the landowner or a court 

trial (1 Debates p. 444). Subsequent case law appears to assure a twelve-man jury 

under Section 19, also, without this specification. (Lamb v. Lane, 4 Ohio St. 167, 

•	 1854). There the court held that "jury" means a jury of twelve men. 

If section 5 were repealed, however, it is open to question whether a "jury" 

under Section 19 would have to consist of 12 persons in light of recent Supreme 

.. Court decisions holding that 12 persons were not required at common law for a 

criminal jury. 

The committee that drafted the Section 19 provision saw no necessity to define 

..	 "jury" for they apprehended no disregard of the ordinary, legal meaning of the term; 

the committee that prepared the Article on corporations apparently were less confi

dent, or were of a more cautious temper, and they did define it. 

• Quick-Take. No "quick take" is allowed a private corporation under Section 5. 

There must be a judgment confirming the verdict of the jury, before the corporation 

is entitled, by a deposit of the amount of the verdict, to possession of the property. 

•	 Wagner v. Railway Co., 38 Ohio St. 32 (1882). Section 19, on the other hand, allows 

"quick take" in war or other public exigency, imperatively requiring its immediate 

seizure, and for roads if they are open to the public without charge. Conceivably, 

•	 this could allow a private corporation under some circumstances to use "quick take", 

if it were not prohibited by Section 5, but it seem s highly unlikely that this 

would occur. 

•	 The committee concluded that, although Section 5 of Article XIII gives more 

explicit protections to the property owner than does Section 19 of Article I, these 

differences have been almost entirely eliminated by court decisions. The committee 

..	 could see no reason to recommend either a repeal of the section nor any changes in 

its provisions, except to recommend the removal of the words "of twelve men" as a 

requirement for a jury under Section 5. The committee believes that the mumber of 

•	 persons to serve on a jury should not be fixed at 12, but should be more flexible 

as is the case for other civil juries. 

•
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•· ~hio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Eractions and Suffrage Committee: Miscellaneous 
January 23, 1975 

Summary 

•
 

•
 

•
 

• 

• 

•
 

• 

• 

• 

The Elections and Suffrage Committee met on January 23 at 10 a.m. in the Commission 
offices in the Neil House. Present were committee members Craig Aalyson, Chairman, Richard 
Carter and Jack Wilson. Ann Eriksson, Director, and Brend~ Avey attended from the staff. 
Liz Brownell attended for the Ohio Le8gue of Women Voters. 

The meeting opened ,~ith a continuation of the discussion of the language on corpor
ations, presently Article XIII. Ann Eriksson commented thRt Katie Sowle had no further 
comments or changes to recommend regarding the language put forth by Mr. Carter. She 
had two questions. One, whether it was really necessary to include the language exclud
ing the coverage of municipal corporations. 

In view of the history of Article XVIII, all agreed that it probably should be inclu
ded, so that the words "classified" and "regulated" don't apply to municipal corporations. 
Since th~y were included in there originally in Article XIII, it is well worth trying to 
exc lude them. 

Mr. Carter: You remember when we had this problem of trying to define what a corporation 
was in context with our constitution. I think we ought to leave it in. 

MI. Wilson: I think it' San improvement. 

Mr. Carter: I would flip a coin as between "A" and "B" of my proposals. "B" is a couple 
of words shorter and I think it re'ads better. I like "formed in this state nnd ebewhere" 
better than "domes tic and f(])reign". Foreign is a wor~. that I think requires definition. 

Mrs. Eriksson: It keeps \\'ith the basic format that the committee had originally designed. 

Hr. Carter: I think it's a good sentence. It is a little different than what Nolan had. 
Do you see any substantive difference? 

XI'. A.• lyson: I doalt know that I have ever understood precisely,what Nolan's problem was? 

Mr. Carter: He was very concerned of the possibility that the committee's proposal might 
be construed 83 not applicable to foreign corporations. Our argument was that the legis
lature has the plenary power and there is no reason to spell it out. Nolan waS concerned 
about dropping the clause. He wanted to make sure that the state had the authority for 
the governing 6f foreign corporations - who sold gecurities in the state, et cetera. The 
second thing he felt is that the legislature could clearly have the power to classify 
foreign corporations, as well as domestic corporations. For \;xample, as non-profit or 
profit. I think he has probably got a good point there. I think what we had was per
fectly alright, but since Nolan WaS concern'd that i.: might have some limitations, it's 
easy enough tp change. 

Mr. Wilson: The first paragraph suggested would cover all corporations otar. than munici
pal corporations, whether formed in Ohio, Timbucktoo, or Saudi Arabia. 

Mr. Carter agreed. 

Mr. Carter: I move to adopt the language. in the last paragraph "B" language in the 
January 13 memorandum. 

Mr~ Wilson seconded the motion. 

All voted yes. 
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Mr. Carter: I do think it is a tremendous improvement over what we have in the cons ti·,
 
tution from an English, editorial, 3-:·d 8implifi~ation point of view, even though it
 
doesn't represent any substantive change. Now we need somebody to present the report to
 
the Conmission because Katie is not going to be there.
 

Mr. Wilson: Now that I have just reread there is one point on a word that is in here.
 
"Supervise" • Does "regulated" encompass "supervise"?
 

All ~greed that it did. 

Mr. Aa1yson volunteered to present the revised recommendation to the Commission at this
 
afternoon's meeting.
 

M~. Eriksson: The total recommendation of the committee involves the substitution of
 
this Innguage for everything in Article XIII, ~xcept that we would refer some of the pro

vi'lons in there to another committee-the eminent domain provision. You remember we had
 
discussion about that.
 

Mr. Aalycon: That's already been presented to the eommission though - the fact tl'at we were 
going to refer that. 

Mrs.; Eriksson: The whole report was presented to the Commission, but we took no Clction on
 
it.
 

Mr. A8lyson: It would seem to be appropriate for us, if no one has any objection, to cori

sider these various reseurch stl,ldies that we have in the order that they are numbered.
 
The first one would be Research Study No. 39 which has to do with public: office1:"s, their
 
qualifi<:ations and the matter of oaths and salaries. It's an August 1, 1974 publication.
 

Mr. Wilson noted that the Auditor' of State did not subscribe to the oath because it was
 
1ncotrectly administered.
 

Mr. Carter: Do we want to take up this question of the elibility to public offlce? 

Mr. Aalyson: I think so. Are'1tl!EI'~:t.fUatioXls;foran elector spelled out in a stng1e
 
constitutional provision?
 

Mrs. Eriks8on: Section 1 of Article V is the section which says the qualifications for
 
6n elector which now will, if the Commission's recommendation is adopted, simply specify
 
18 years old and a resident such time as provided by law.
 

Mr .A8lyson: I've made my post tion known in this re~pec t before, but it appears to
 
me that it is beneficial to one who has to interpret or look to the constituti.on if a sec

tion which even indirectly refers to another section such as this does, notes that"other
 
section. Fot' example, as specified in the section which defines the elector, I think
 
:night well be added to this without hurting anything or cluttering up the constitution.
 
Or, )'no person shall be elected or appointed to any office of this state unless possessed
 

. of the qualifications of an elector as defined in Article V, Section 1 of this constitu-. 
tion. That makes it so much easier for people who deal with statutes and constitutional 
provisions. 1 sugges t it as food for thought. I have no other sugges tions myse 1£ with 
regsrdl,;o this particul~r item. 

Mr. Cartpr: I real·ly.h.v.n~~given a lot of thought to this so I cIon' t have much of
 
an opinion, but I raise this question - if you cross-reference in the language of the
 
constitution itself, first of all, you start getting all of the problems \vhen you change
 
Qne section, you've got to make changes elsewhere. The second thing is, I wonder is
 
this really appropriate to be put into the consti~ution or really if it shouldn't be in
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a "handy-dandyll reading guide for the constitution or index or something of that sort. 

Mr. Aalyson: I ,encounter the difficulty that every time I try to use an index, primarily 
statutory, people who have done the indexing would not index in the same fashion I would 
and you can searc~ and search and sometimes you simply don't come up with it. Th~t's 

why I suggest that I like the idea that if a statute or a constitutional provision al 
most inevitably has to be referred to that the provision is right there. Ordinarily, in 
the indices, if the statute or the other constitutional provision is mentioned, then the 
indices will pick it up in the cross references, so it's very easy_ to change one and have 
to change the other. 

Mr. Wilson: I see a ch£lnge in Dick's philosophy since you just approved a motion to say 
IIno t governed under Article XVIII II in Article XIII. 

Mr, ~arter: We have always used references to other constitutional articles when it was 
necessary for the interpretation of an article. For example, the business of initiative 
and referendum, you had to make references to make the thing tie toge thcr. But to do it 
as an opti.onal kind of thing, to m•.ke it easy for the lawyers and anyone else to try to 
find his way through the constitution, I don't know. 

Mr. Wilson: Perhaps it would be better to have a new section of the cc~stit~ti.on consis
ting of definitions ane then indicate where each one of those is referred to in the var
ious sections. It would help the layman trying to find ont various things. It wouldn't 
ne(~ssarily have to be part of the constitution although in theory it would be since it 
would be defi.ning the terms of it, but it is something that would be of assistance to all 
of the people. He's right. This really is tedious to try to pick out everything you 
want to know, and I know of no other way to do it than by a complete section on definitions. 
That's a whole ne\>J ball of wax, though, as far as this commission is concerned. 

Mr. Carter: Ann, do you have any thoughts on how other constitutions treat this question 
or any thoughts on how it might be best handled in Ohio? 

Hrs. Eriksson: The bill drafting rule that we try to follow in drafting bills is to do 
pretty much exactly as Craig suggests, to make intersectional references wherever we taink 
there could possibly be a question as to the meaning of a term like "elector". I completely 
concur that once you really get into something an index is really next to useless, I think. 
But as a constitutional principle, I don't know. Some constitutions do that very exten
sively, but those are mostly the rather lengthy constitutions which contain, in effect, a 
lot of statutory material. For instance, I think you will find a lot of things like that 
in the California constitution and others that really have a lot of statutory material. 

Mr. Wilson: Definitions are generally based upon current common English usage and under
standing of the meanings of words but those things change. 

Mrs. Eriksson: But that's not true of a word like lIe l ec tors". 

Mr. Aalyson: IIElector" is defined in the constitution, the qualifications are designated. 

Mr. Wilson: A while back we were talking about some language in the corporations article 
that we didn't know what it meant - "dues from pr:'-vatp. corporations". Now, when this 
was written, maybe that meant something. A book of definitions of what dues from private 
corporations are might help us to see what they were trying to do. I'm not pushing the 
point. All I'm saying is that we have no assurance that 100 years from now the wordage 
that we're using won't be changed as far 25 common understanding is concerned. I don't 
think you can overcome it, but for purposes of clarification you may be able to do it 
a little bit at the moment. 
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Mr. Carter: Are you thinking of making this a formal part of the constitution, Jack?" .i I

I, 
Mr. Wilso~: Not necessarily. I 

Mri Carter: It would not be voted on by the people what definitions n~an? • 
Mr. Wilson: This would hdP people. It might not help the people who are working with 
it all of the time such as the le;;is lature or the courts where they re ve their own defi 
nitions and understanding but Joe Doe out in the hinterlands doesn't understand a lot of 
these words as to what they actually mean. 

•Mr. Carter: You would certainly open up a raft of new court cases. 

Mr. Aalyson: That's a very difficult proposition too, to try to define. 

Mr. Wilson: That's true. Thatls what makes it difficult for the average voter to under
stand what he is reading or what he is talking about. sometimes. I don't know of any open- • 
sesame way of clnrifying this, but other than you have done in this language here, to 
try and get things down into language that is normally readily understood but again yOll 
hinge upon definitions. 

Mr•• Eriksson: An elector is definitely defined in Section 1 of Article V. •Mr. Aalyson: My position which I'm sure everyone already understands is not that I'm 
wanting to restrict the legislature. I just want to make it simple for thes e who are 
refp.rrillg to the constitution. Anyone who looked at this article would immediately have 
to go to another article to find out what an elector is. 

fIr. Carter ~ I think if \JC are goinii to amend the sec tion a t. all, it migh t be \.Jor th s tick •ing tha t in there. I don't see thtl tit dOf~l'J .my harm for tlll~ fC'ol \vrn:cs. V: t me as k you 
a qu.estion on the subs tance of th~ thing. Should there be nny differentia tion between 

"an.clector and the qualifications to hold office? 

Mr. Aalyson: I don't know. l'm not so sure that one need have to be an elector to be 
an office holder. • 
Mr. Carter: Or, the other way around: should you have additional qualifications? In 
other words) what should be the appropriate qualifications for holding office. You're 
on office holder of long-standing, Jack. 

Mrs. Eriksson: There are two questions: the one is the age and the other is the residency • 
becpuse by lowering the age to 18 you are lowering it unless some other provision is made 
for office holders. That question was specifically discussed by John Skipton's committee 
who felt that if you were old enough to vote you ought to be old enough to hold office. 
But the other ques tion is the residency ques tion because unless some different provision 
is tmde the towering of the residency requirement also means that you can hold public 
office even though you have not been a resident of the state for more than 30 days. • 
Hr. Wilson: We're encouraging carpetbaggers. 

Mr. Carter: Permitting it. I'm not sure we are encouraging it. 

Mrs. Eriksson: There are two ways of looking at it. One is that often a governor "li11 go • 
outside of the state for a cabinet appointment and sometimes he finds the best qualified
 
person by doing that. This has been the case in mental health and health fields, partf.c

uhrly, 1 think. On the other hand, if you are going to be elected to office, then there
 
might be more of an argument for a residency requirement.
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Mr. Carter: "Shall be elected or appoi~ted to any office". 
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Mrs. Eriksson: For legislators, for example, there is a residency requirement, which is 
moce than the requirement of being an elector. They actually have to reside in their 
districts for one year prior to an election. As perhaps you read in the paper, there 
was a provision in one of the southern states, Georgia or Carolina, that in order to be 
elected governor you h~d to be a resident of the state for some very long period of time 
like 5 years. And the Supreme Court, much to the surprise of a lot of people, permitted 
that to stand. The CO'lct did not actually hear arguments on it. . 

Mr. Carter: That was the one where they threw the fe110~off the ballot who was obviously 
going to win. That was in South Carolina. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Thatls a philosophical decision too,now that the requirement for voting 
has! definitely been lowered as far as residence is concerned, because even 6 months has 
been held unconstitutional. And the other question is should a person be able to be 
elected governor who has only been a resident of Ohio for 30 days. 

Mr. Carter: I would favor that. I think the parliamentary system in Britain is not all 
bad where you can run from any district that you can get the votes from. Whether you 
live there or not it doesn't make that much difference. I think it's very difficult for 
a person ~o be elected if he doesnlt live and have identification with the electorate. 

Mr. t~ilson: Bob Kennedy moved to New York State. 

Mr. Carter: And 1 1 m not sure thatls against the inter.ests of New York State at all. If 
an outstanding figure wanted to come to Ohio and get elected in Ohio and could convince the 
people of Ohio to vote for him, 1 1 m not sure we should~prohibit that. Why not put our 
faith in the electorate to make the judgment on all factors of a person running for office? 
J would not be in faJor of making it any more difficul t. I have the same kind of approach 
to tn(.~ age question, and lhat is I think if someone 18 years of age wanted to run for 
~overnor, he'd have a heck of a time getting elected. Hels got to convince the electorate 
that someone of 18 years of age is capable. and h;ls enough experie~ce and so fo~th to be 
governor. I think il would be an impossible thing to do. But to say that he wouldn't 
have the right to try and convince the electorate, 8r;:in, 1 1 m \-lilli.ng to put my feith 
in the electorate so I wouldn't be in favor of putting any additional restrictions in. 

Mr. Wilson noted that he would be afraid to be tried by a jury of 18 year-olds because he 
did not feel they had reached the level of maturity to make the sort of judgments required. 

Nr. Wilson: I agree with you Dick that it would be next to impossible for. any 18 year-old 
to convince the majority of the electorate of Ohio to elect ~im as governor. I donlt 
think we have anything to be concerned about that we should insert an age requirement for 
anything other than what we've ~ot as electors. Regarding this matter of appointment, 
suppose an incoming governor wanted to appoint good men from out of the state ••• 

Mr. Carter: I agree. You take Illinois. They got Hal Hovey away from tlle state of Ohio 
which ~~as a grea t loss to the s ta te of Ohio and if we were prohibited from doing some
thing of that sort in return,.. I think thatls a good point. If you were to ~rop these 
worlls "no person shall be elected to any office in the state unless possessed of the 
qualifications of an elector"~ I suppose you get this hue and cry that you do in local 
communities when th~y ;lppoint a police chief or service director that doesn't live in 
the city, he lives out in the country, that thatls a terrible thing. 

Mr. Aa1yson: Locally welve had some consternation in the past week because there was a 
school board member who resided outside of the district of the school board, 50 you are 
down to fairly low levels. 
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·:Mrs. Eriksson: This refers to being an elector of the state. Host city charters con
tain a similar provision. And there are now many questions being raised as to residency
 
requirements for police and firemen which I think are brought out in the memo on employees.
 

Mr. Carter: I didn't mean that it would have any effect on municipalitits. I think this • 
is 6 reaction of the voter. "If somebody is going to be director of the budget for the 
state of Ohio he should at least live in the state of Ohio. 1I I donlt think that's neces
sarily true. I think I would be in favor of and it would be a blow for good government.~. 

I think the governor or whoever is making the appointment is going to take all of these 
factors into account and is certainly going to favor SOilleone from the state of Ohio. But 
to deny him the opportunity of getting an extraordinarily gifted man because he is not a • 
resident of the state I think is a mistake. 

Mr. Aalyson: How about "no person shall be entitled to hold any office in this state un

less it resi.dent at the time he takes office". Then you can make him a resident and re


move· any other res tric tions •
 

•Mr. Co/rter: Th.at's l\ good thought. In other words, the, argument being advanced is he
 
ought to live in the s ta te after he takes the job.
 

Mr. Aalyson: He's got to live here at the time he takes the job and become a resident. 

Mr. £arter: I like that approach. • 
Mrs. Eriksson: So that you would not tie it to being an elector, then. 

Mr. Aalyson: No. 1 ' m kind of leaning away from the elector on the basi.s of Dick's sug

gestions here. Why even make him an elector?
 •
Mrs~ Eriksson: What would yOll do about age, anything? Or just not suy nnyt'.li.rg about age. 

Mr. Carter: To hold the governor accountdble for his appointments, using that as an ex

ample.
 

1'1r8. Eriksson: It seems even more unlikely thnt an 18 year old would be appointed to a • 
cabinet position than that he would be elected. 

Mr. Carter: He would be an extlnordinary one • 

. Mr. A'llyson: And if he were an extra-Jrdinllry one maybe he should be entitled. •
Mr. Carter expressed doubt that anyone would be th.t bright by 18 since the kind of knOlo1ledge
 
r~quired was learned through interaction with people and not just academics.
 

Mr. Carter: \-lell let's try. I think that's a good idea. As far as this i.s r:oncerned,
 
we could jus t drop out "or appointed". Then the ques tion is of add ing some thing to t;:lke
 
the sting out of it from the standpoint of making sure that the appoj.ntee at least lived
 • 
in ~he state. I think that's very valid. 

Mr. Aalys~,n: "No person shall be entitled to hold any office in this state unless a
 
resident of the state at the tinle he take,; office. 1I
 

Mr. Carter: That ducks the whole elector question, and gets back to the convicted felons • 
ques tion. 

Mr. Wilson: Would it be any better to say "no person shall be elected to any office in 
the state unless possessed of the qualifications of an elector. No person Sh'll! be ap
pointed to any office in the state of Ohio unless a resident ••• " This would break it i.nto • 
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two sections to allow the retention of the qualifications of an elector to be elected and 
yet allow appointments to anyone who will move into the state. 

•
 
Mr. Aalyson: Appointments currently can include a felon?
 

Mrs. Eriksson: That would not be true because the section that we had all of the deh~te 

on BaJs that the General Assembly may deny the privilege of voting or of holding office 
to any person convicted of a felony. All you would be saying here is that he had to be 
a resident but you wouldn't be changing that section. 

•	 Mr. Aalyson: You still have the same restrictions on the appointing body or person. They 
are going to be very careful about what they ••• 

•
 
Mr. Carter:· Sure, and the legislature has the right under this situation you are describ

ing to prohibit it, but we are not doing it in the constitution and I think that's en~
 

tirelyappropriat l '. I like t~at. h:ll, Oil that basis, I think I would buy the language
 
that Craig came up with.
 

Mr. Aalyson: If they become a resident before they take office, that ought to be good 
enough, in a lot of situations at least. 

• Mrs. Eriksson: As a practical matter what happens if a governor does appoint an out of 
state person to his cabinet, the person simply doesn't get sworn in as the director of 
the department until he's lived in Ohio for, at the present time, six months. 

Mr. Carter: Sure, and why not recognize it. I think in the appointive question 1 buy 
this completely both philosophically and practically. On the elected question I have 

• no objection to it. But I think that you will find some rather strong feelings that an 
elected officinl should also have the qualifications of an elector. That would go back 
toChe	 double standard Jack suggested. 

~r. Wilson: We had an unusual situation in Piqua recently. Our municipal judge was 
elected comnlon pleas judge and the comrr.on pleas judge was appointed to a nlunicipal judge

• ship before he left office, but he lived in Covington) Ohio, about six miles west of us 
so he	 announced he was going to live with his mother to neet the residency requirements. 

Mr. Aalyson: That tend~ to support the notion that the appointing agency is going to have 
to exercise a little bit of discretion. 

•	 Mr. Carter: Let's see if we could come up with at least a tentative draft. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Splitting it as Jack suggested? 

Mr. Carter: ·"No person shall be elected" and then it reads alright the way it is. 

•	 Mrs. Eriksson: And then "a person appointed to any office shall be a resident of the 
state at the time he takes office" or words to that effect. 

Mr. Carter: "persons holding appointive office •••shall be a resident at the time ••• II~ 

Mr. Wilson: I think w~'r~ simply stating what you have said as more or less of an accom
•	 plished fact byt it might as well be in there. 

Mr. Car.ter; While we're thinking about it I just want to raise the question as to whether 
you want to put any res tric tions at all on an ~appointive j,-ffice in the Consti.tut::i"gn. 
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., ,Mr. Wilson: From a practical standpoint, I don't think it would have any great effect. 
~els not going to appoint a director who is going to commute between here and Philadelphia 
or 80lnething like that. But to guarantee the people that their state officer is going 
to be a resident of the state it might be good language. 

Mr. Carter: I think it would be awfully hard to sell, as a political matter, if he didn't • 
even have to live in Ohio, even though it wasn't a practicality•. So I think I would buy it. 
In which case I would be happy to go along with Craig's thought of identifying "an elector". 

Mre. Eriksson: I think if you are going to make a reference you might as well make it 
to the section because that is the definition of "electDr" and phrase it the same - "the 
qualifications of an elector". • 
Mr. Aalyson: Yes, any change that woul.d have to be made you'd have to take the definition 
of an elector out of its present article or section in the c0:1ftilution and that would 
be such a drastic thing and would happen so infrequently, I 'Nould think, that it ~o1ould 

create no impediment. • 

Mr. Carter: It says that Art~cle XV, Section 4, was suggested for repeal in 1957, that 
they were going to repeal the wholl:! section. That surprise~ mc. That 3110';/5 that there 
is tome interest. 

Mr. \Hlson: It also shows that the public doesn't want it out of the cansLitution. At 
least they didn't seven years ago. • 
Mr.. Aalj-r;o:l: It does seem to mc that if you have a highly qualiHed individual :<,ho can 
come i.nto the st~te and convince the populous thnt they ~·,nnt hin: mayhe the:ce s;lOuld be 
no time re:'i trictiol'l. 

•Mt·. \::.:Irtcr: 'fhe time rcsU'iction io only 30 days. 
! 

Mr. Aa1y80n: Okay. This is because of court decisions. 

Mrs. gri1<sson: As a matter of fact the court decision had to do f,lith vot:in~ ;md there has 
been no case testing tllSt 6 months in th~ Ohio Conctitution as far as office holdinz is •concerned, 'so you rCillly can't Ray for sure ~"hat the result if.. The constitution still 
says six months for an elector. 

Mr. Carter: AClltally thnt's not too tough to do because someon~ who's been a Bobby Ken
nedy is going to have to be in here a \>1h:Lle to campaign and so .Eorth, •Hrs. Eriksson: Our proposal ~~as to take the 6 Months out and leave it up to the Gen~ral 

~ssembly, which is going to be 30 days. 

Mr. ~alyson: That is our present proposal? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Right, to take the 6 months out and S<:lY "a resident of the st.1te 5J:.h •
tim~ as may be determined by the Gl.!n~rLll Assembly" which will be 30 days. Hh.:lt you're 
saying is thi.1t the only requirement £01' an office holder other than an elected one would 
be to be a resident .~t the time they take office. So he wouldn't even hClve to meet the 
30 days if the General Assembly determines. 

Mr~ Corter: Okay, that takes care of Section 4. We had an interesting discussion. Sec •tion 7 is the next one. (requiring an oath or affirmation to uphold the constitution). 

Mr.l~i1son: I don't think you'd get very far changing that. I don't see any need for i.t, 
truthfully ~ 
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Mrs. Eriksson: Our research on this doesn't indicate any change or any problems. 

Mr. Carter: It says you've got to take an oath and it's generally a very impressive 
thing� to do. 

•� Mr. Wil~on referred to the difficulty which developed regarding the loyalty oath of the 
California state employees. 

• 
Mrs. Eriksson: Loy~lty oath~ are different and we don't require any in our constitution. 
The oaths th~t people objected to had to do with swearing not to join a subversive party 
which advocates the overthrow of the gove~~~ent, which is different from swearing to 
uphold the constitution, because it deals with membership in an organization. 

Mr. Aalyson: I think the Supreme Court might reacha different decision on the question 
of if you are going to be an elected official or an officer of a governmental body that 
it would be proper to require that you have to affirm your ~oyalty. 

• Mrs. Eriksson: I don't know of anybody who has challenged an oath of this type except� 
for people who don't swear, and even this says "oath or affirmation".� 

Mr. Wilson named some of the people who are required to s~ear in such as board of embal�
mers and funera~ directors and cosmetologists.�

• Mr. Carter: 1 think it's a pretty good idea, though. Those thnt have a public trust, 
that little ceremony of .taking the oath I think is worth keeping. 

The next section discussed was section 20 of Article II. 

•� Mrs. Eriksson: This is the provision that the county commissioners have tried to get 
changed. 

Mr. Aalyson: As the prese.lt section stands, the salary cannot even be lowered during 
term. It says no change shall af~~ct the salary. 

•� Mr. Carter: That's an interesting COllUT'S:1t. 

Mr. Wilson: I wonder if the legal definition of compensation is strictly salary or ex
pense allowances. That's the way they get around it. 

Mr. Carter: I think the courts would take the view that as a factual matter compensation 
•� is those thtngs received in compensation f""r services rendered. 

Mr. Aalyson: I'm not so sure that I would have any objection to the legislature changing 
a salary other than a legislator's salary. But there is obviously some reason why they ••• 

Mr. Carter: One reason that occurs to me: Let's suppose that you've got a director of..� penal institutions appointed for a four year term and the legis~ure changes from Repub
lican to Democrat.or vice versa and the party says "We can't get rid of this guy. He's 
in for a 4 year term, so maybe the only thing we can do is to cut h~s salary in half and 
tha t wi 11 make him res ign and then we can exetc ise our will. 11 Nay:le tha t' s good. I don't 
know. But I think it would raise those kinds of questions. 

..� Mr. Aalyson: I was thinking of raising salaries. 

Mrs. Eriksson: The Commission did make a recommendation on the legislators' section which 
would still not have permitted the increase in salary during term. It would have permit
ted them to be paid expenses. Perhaps there can be a good reason for distinguishing 
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between legislators and others if the legislature is fixing its own salary and other 
people have no control over their own. 

Mr. C... rter: The pr6'blcm I see is the question whether terms of office transcend the 
authority of a single legislative body. • 
Mr. Adyson: You may get the sa.ne situ.'ltion 'He have now where the legislature is one 
color and the governor another lind you could get a little hanky-panky going there I think 
on the question of salaries. 

Mrs. Eriksson: The cabine t officers' terms alwnys expire tolith the governor anyway and if • 
the legislature passes a bill increasing salaries it simply doesn't apply to those people 
until the beginning of the next term. 

Mr. Aalyson: \Vhat would have happened, for example, if under the present set-up the Demo
cratic legislature wuld have rushed through a bill lowering the governor's salary by 
507. or hrd it been v~ce versa in raieing the s::1ary? • 

Mrs,. Eriksson: As a practical matter they could not have done it occnuse in order for it 
to "t(lke effect when the governor took office it would. have hed to be passed as an emer
(;ency and they didn't have the votes for .m emergency. 

Mr. Carter: But if we were to remove this, is the q~estion. • 
Nr .• Aalyson: Yes. HlH1t would hnppen if t-Je,wcre to modify this signific<ll1tly? ])oes it 
lcnve open loop-holes that should not be there? 

Hrs. Er:lksson: It probably does and that's probably why it was put in here. And to 
Pl:(}t(~ct the public, because the theory is that a person to1lto runs for offi.ce, particularly • 
lin elected official, knows what thC:lt salm"y is "'lhen he runs foot" the office and therefore 
shouldn't expect an increase duri.ng that term. 

Mr. Carter: Le t's suppos£>., for example, that the 8Qvernor and the legis 18 ti.;e learlersh ip 
get into a bi:ter fight and the legislature says that the gcvernor ~-1onlt do what we friant 
hint to do and therefore we'll just eliminnte his salary. They would have the po~¥er to • 
do tha t I ~Iould think if ~-1e changed this effec t. 

Mr. Aalyson: Maybe we ought to invite some county officials in to discuss it. 

Mr. Carter; Why do they want to change it? • 
Mrs. Eriksson: County commissioners are not all elected at the same time. If you in
cr~ase the salaries you have one county commissioner perhaps who doesn't get that increase 
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at the same time the other two do because they are not all elected at the same time. 

Mr. Carter: There is a certain amount of rationale to that. 

Mrs. Eriksson: And they extend it to apply to all county officers because they say that 
one time you ~111 be electing two commissioners and then another time one commissioner and 
the Budi tor. 

Mr. Aalyson: A solution misht be to require that they all be elected at the same time. Is 
there some reason why there is not such a requirement? Is that to preserve continuity of 
some sort in the office? 

Nr. Wilson: It eliminates the possibility of throwing all of the "rascals" out at the same 
time. ~le have the same thing in our city commission. They are elected 3 and 2 for stag
gered terms. 

Mrs. Eriksson: If you would like to hear the arguments, they are the ones who have pressed 
most hard for changes in this section. 

Hr. Carter: I do think that if :t0u listen to the arguments of ope group of that nature 
you really would want to examine them and get testimony from other department~ who would 
be affected. 

H!". Aalyson: I would be loathe not to let them speak if they would like to speak. The 
more I read this the lll(iJre I think that someone has given very considerable consideration 
to it already. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Liz, did the League oppose, \vhen it \.;ras on the ballot the last time, the 
amendments \.;rhich would have permitted in- term increases? 

Mrs. Brm,'nel1: I donlt remember but I suspect that we probably didnlt say anything either 
W3Y· 

Mr. Anlyson: Hy personal feeling is that it is a good thing to keep this restriction. 

~ll agreed thelt they were open to hearing further arguments from intere~ted organizations. 

Mr. Aalyson: Is there any group that wants to preserve the status quo aE ojposed to one 
who is trying to change it? 

Mr. Curter: ''''hat I would suggest maybe we might do is to simply let our minutes and the 
discussion that Ann has in the monthly newsletter and so forth saying this matter has been 
looked at and no one has come forward to espouse a change, or something of that sort, and 
se0 what that brings out. 

The other members agreed to this approach. 

Mr. Aalyson: I wouldnlt want it to appear that we passed over anybody without giving them 
the op~ort~n~ty :0 le teard. 

Mr. Carter: That covers tp~ matter of qualifications, oaths, and salaries. 

Mr. Aalyson: In Columbus, periodically we see a newspaper article about somebody who is 
sitting in a. office with his job having been abolished, ," dra\o1ing a salary, ahd he's just 
got a raise. Apparently there was a political effort to get rid of him and they reorganized 
and abolished the office but the city attorney has said this is improper, so he sits there 
doing nothing. 
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rocnd no change and thnt leaves us with just section 4 to be concerned about. I'd be� 
curious to ask a bright gal like Liz whether she thinks an eppointive officer must be a� 
resident of the state prior to the time he is appointed in a state appointive officer.� 

MrlJ. Brownell: A lot of them are not. (She mentioned some she knew persnnally ~~ho she •� 
didn't believe were residents.) I don't know whether they are civil service or appointed� 
to the job.� 

Mr. Aalyson: An appointed ••• is clenrly prohibited. We decided th~t un cppointed person� 
should only be required to be :l res1C.:!l1t at the time he llSSlUlles office. He didn't have� 
to have the qUl11ifiCll tious of .:in e lee tor. •� 

Mrs. Browne11 : Tha t's only 30 days.� 

Mr. Carter: But even so •••� 

Mrs. Bro~mell: Even so, that is a hardship: in terms of SPotting the best man for the •
best job. It seems logical. 

Mr. Aalyson: And retaining the provision as it applies to elected officials they must 
possess the qualifications of an elector. 

Mr. ~Carter: That raises the question in my mind as to what "np;>ointed" means. • 
Mr. Wilson: Appointed means any official who isn't elected. 

Mrs. Brownell: You're l'ayin;j then that they must come ~nd mO'lC here. 

l./j'r. CIl'rtcr: Yes, if they nrc goin3 to t"ort, in the state they ou:;ht to li'Te in the ctate. • 
Nt'S. Brownell: YOIl can't live in Kentucky and work in [l state office in Cincinnati. T:\~lt'., 

'Wl~ re it wou Id be a prob lem. The requiremen t. used to be a y~~ar. 

Mr. Carter: This goes back to the time before people were so mobile. It seems to me 
that that covers that section now. • 
Mr. Aalyson: The next topic is research study no. 41, having to do with public employees
civil service. From nl/ r-<"dding of both the section and the research article, afr'.:ually as 
a matter of fact before I read the research article I interlined in Section 10 an addi
tional or substitute prOVision. The article now reads "appoi.ntments and promotions in • 
thc.civil service of the state, counties, and cities, shall be ronde according to ~erit 

and fitness, etcetera". I had.put in a question as to whether that should encompass all 
political subdivisions. On consideration, though, I thought that when you get into the 
lower 8schelons such as townships and whatnot that it might be imposing an undue burden~ 

That was really the only change that I thought might be made. 

•Mr. Carter: Jack, would you have any thoughts on that? This comes in an area that you 
might be familiar with. 

Mr. Wilson: To be quite frank, I would like to eliminate civil service in the city. You 
can't get rid of some undesirable employees. 

•Mr. Aalyson: I'm sure that this is trt:e cven with regard to tilr: ~tate that you canlt get 
rid of somc undesirable employees and maybe wc ought to give some thought as to whether we 
can modify this so as to permit th~ft. But I think that we w01Jld be getting into a lcgis
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lative-type problem. 

Mr. Wilson: It's a question of the lesser of two evils: the civil service where you 
retain some improper employees or where you go back to the spoils system.

• Mr. Carter: Can I read you a sentence. from the staff memo on this? David T. Stanley of 
the Brookings Institution is swnming ur the findings of the symposium. "l""e have painted 
a messy picture, but thC1t's the way it is." 

Mrs. Brownell: It's like a pendulum swinring back and forth. It's swun~ so far to civil 
•	 service and there is a need to get a balance there. 

Mr. Wilson: It's hard to be in a fair position with respect to either the civil service 
or the	 spoils system, but how you strike a good balance is a judgment matter whether you 
have a	 good employee or a bad one, at times. 

• Mr. Aa1yson: And it would be next to impossible to do this constitutionally, I suppose. 
Itls got to be a statutory thing to permit the exclusion of undesirable personnel. 

Mr. Wilson expressed concern about all governmental workers forming a giant labor union, 
and the danger to the governmental processes in this country. 

•	 Mr. Carter: It doesn't sound to me from the memorandum or any of the information that 
we received that there is any thouzht to chan2e for this section. 

I:r. Aa 1yson: Has everyone reached the idea that I did tha tit might be a bad idea to 
extend civil service tc lower subdivisions? 

•	 Mr. Carter: I ...7ould say that based upon what I've heard it would make sense to leave it 
about where it is. 

Mr. Wilson: 11y personal conviction is that it has been extended too far already so I con
cur in your comments. I am afraid of this eventual organi.zed governmental employee union. 
If the extension of civil service would inhibit that, I would be in favor of it, but I 

•	 don't think it has anything to do with it. I'm in favor of leaving it alone. 

Mr. Carter: If there was any reason to make a change, I'd like to clean up some of t! e 
english, but I certainly dor.lt think it's worth monkeying with it just for that purpose. 
"ThL. several counties" is an archaic phrase. 

•	 2'1r. Hilson: This is one of the things that the definition of cities as 5,000 population 
that a lot of the villages that grovl into cities donI t realize. You are pumped automati
cal·ly into Qi'lri:i-'Service. 

PI. Aalyson: I don't suppos~ we ought to consider modifying it so as to make the merit 

• and fitness to be ascertained by the General Assembly. My personal feeling is to shy 
away from this thing and leave it as it stands. 

Mr. Wilson: I don't suppose there is anybody advocating strong chunges in either direction. 

Mr. Carter: It's kind of the unhappy medium. 

• Mr. Aalyson: We need a motion on Section 20 of Article II that there be no change. 

The motion was made by Mr. Carter and seconded by ~tr. Wilson. 
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Mr. Aalyson: The chair \",i11 entertain II motion 35 to l-1Ection 10 of Article x'" also. 

Mr. \\ilson: I will move that we recorr.rnend n,) change. 

•
 
Mr. Aalyson ~cconded the motion. • 
Mr. Carter cmnmented th.tl: the 1an3uage could be cleaned up but it wasn't important enough 
not to take nction on the section. 

Mr. Corter: For example, in the second sentence "Laws may he passed providin8 for the en
forcement of this prov:l.sion. '0" • 

Mr. Aa1yson: I think maybe thnt was intentional. 

Mr. C rter: I'm sure it WQS, but it doesn't mean anything. 

Mr. Aalyson: Unless it makes it mundatory that the legisluture :Jtcp in ,:nd do something. ., 
It doesn't mean anything now, of course. 

Mr. Hilson: We can pass our proposnl to the COIl1Illiss i.on and if there is .rmy n,cotllffi2nda tion 
for change it \'1i1l come back to us for further consirleratLon. Front a pdt"liar'le1l:ar.y stand
point I m3kc a motion that we make no chnnge in Sec tion 7 of llrl:ic le XV, r.e;.:;a:cding the 
oath of office. • 

t'!r. Curter scc'luded the motion. 

'fhe chairman adjourncrl th(~ 100~eting. The c()mrnitte~ will disctls~,; I~r~::;(~arr:h ~;ludy rio. l~3, 

Employee Welfare, .It the next meetin~ which wlll be at the call of tIle c!t<llrnan. • 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 



• Ohi) ConstH.utional nevision ComIIIlssion 
glec tions Bnd Suffrage Committee: Hisce llanea 
February 26, 1975 

•	 Summary 

'l'he Elections and' Suffrag~~ Committee met on February 26 at 10 a.m. in the Commission 
offices in the Nell House. Present were committee members Ct"aig Aalyson, Chairman, Katie 
Sowle, Dick Carter, and Robert Euston. John Skipton, a Commission member, participated 

•
 i.n the discussi.on. Brenda Av(~y was present from the staff.
 

• 

Mr. Aalyson: At the last n~eting we considered section 7 of Artic1e XV, the section that 
deals \o,'ith the oath of office; section 10 of Article XV "1hich deals with -::ivil service, 
and essentially decided that there ~o1Ould be no change recomn,ended by us for those sections. 
We also conRidered section 20 of Article II which deals ,~ith the terms of office and 
salaries and decided that we would recommend no change and that we would make our formal 
reccmmend;::tion at a futu,,=,e time, in order to give interested parties, if there were [ny, 
time to appear. In addition we couzidereC1 s2ction 4 of Article XV which deals with the 
requireri:ents for elected or appointed officials. Although we arrived at a consensus of 
what we should do, which would be to require the elected officials to conform to certain 
requirements and appointed officials conform to the requirement just that they be resi 

• dents of the state, I don't think we reached any agreement on language. I have prepared 
nome thing \Jhich I would like to submit at this point. It is in essence the SClme as we 

• 

di.scussed in the sununary but it would be this: "No person shall De elected to any office 
in this state unless possessed of the qualifications of an elector as defined in Section 
I of Article V of this Constitution", which 1 think i8 what we agreed upon. A very mtnor 
modification in the second ser.tenee "No person appoin ted to any office in this s ta te 
shall. asslime su(;h offiCE unless a resident of th~ state." I thought perhaps it should 
allow for appointment while not a resident, but not the taking of office until he has 
actually become a resident. 

Mr. Carter: That's precisely the thrust of what we were talking about. The question that 
comes to n:y mind is what i.s an appointed office? 

•	 HrG. Sowle: What is an appointed to. an office in this state? 

• 

Mr. Aalyson: This came to my mind also. I m8de this little change that I have suggested 
because I thi.nk we were talking in terms of no person shall be appointed to any office 
in·this state unJ.l~ss a resident. That is not the way it reads now, but you still have 
the question of what is an appointive office. 

Mr. Carter: lVhat does the present constitution say? 

Mr. Aalyson: Itls a single sentence. "No person shall be elected or appointed to any 
office of this state unless possessed of the qualifications of an elector." 

•	 Mr.. Carter: So really what the substantive change would be is to simply say that an 
appointed person has to be a resident before he assumes office. 

¥~. Aalyson: But he need not possess the qualifications of an elector in order to be 
eppointed. 

•	 Mrs. Sowle: So he would not have to meet the statutory 30-day reGuirement. 
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Mr. Aalyson: I don't think that we eliminate the 30-day statutory rerruiremcnt. I think 
the statut~ could still require that. We did want to be careful to require that any ap
pointed official should be a resident of the state while he was serving. But not to 
eliminate the possibility of selecting some well-qualified individual who might not be .. 
a resident at the time the appointment was set to be made. 

Mrs. Sowle: Do I understsnd correctly that the reason for not asking him to be an elec

tor but asking him to be a resident et the time he assumes office is that if he we~p. re

quired to be an elector, he would have to be a resident for the required period of time?
 .. 
Mr. Aalyson: Yes. 

Mrs. Sowle: So as far as he goes, that would be eliminated but at the same time, residency
 
would be required.
 

Mr. A8ly90n: Yes. If he's going to assume office, he has to be a resident while hels per- .. 
forming the duties. 

Mr. Carter cited Hal Hovey as an example. 

Mrs. Sowle: I think the purpose is a good one. •Mr. Carter: I am comforted by the fact that we haven't introduced .?ny ne\~ Il/clterial or 
'c'hallges in what is meant by an appointive office. We are simply going along wU:h·· whatever 
interpretation is given the present constitutional provi.sion. I like the ch~nge. I 
move that. the committee make this recommendation. 

Mr.' Aalyson seconded the motion. •
I 

The motion was adopted. Mr. A<fjlY$Oh welcomed Hr. Skipton. 

Mr. Adyson: The next topic to be taken up concerns the time for taking offic<l by legh
lntive and executive off1.ccrs. It appears, as sometimes happens. thQ t the lE.>gisla ture 
is considering the same problem which we were considering and thflt is the interval between .. 
the seating of the legislature and the seating of the executive branch. H.J.R. 6, which 
we have on the table before us, addresses itself to that question. I've had the oppor
tunity to scan it briefly. It appears to me that perhaps a reading of that and a dis
cU3sion of that might lead to some ideas that we want to take up and perhaps it ~-1ill 

lead to us suggesting some changes in H.J.R. 6, maybe even coming up with an entirely new 
proposal of our own. Perhapa we should take some time for you to look at H.,J .R. 6. • 

Mrs. Sowle noted that the bill recolmnended the removal of the declerntio~ of election
 
results to the General Assembly, and that the committee recommended its deletion but the
 
Commisaion wanted to retain the ceremonial function.
 

~us. Sowle: I was interested to note in the minutes that Ann suggested at the Commission •
 
meeting thctt this provision had something to do with the gap, in other words the time of
 
the reporting of the results to the General Assembly has something to do with the cause
 
of the gap. I held been thinking purely of the ceremonia 1 func tion and no t as to the
 
titne clement.
 

Mr. Carter, Where is it stated that the secretary of state determines who had the highest .. 
J 

number of votes? 

. Mrs. Ave)': 1hat's a statutory provision. 
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• 'l1rs·. Sowle: And the present arrangement is that the governor and the lieutenant governor 
and so on take office on the second Monday while the others take offi.ce on the first 
Monday. 

• 
Mrs. Avey: This recolnmcndation would change it ~o that everybody starts on the sanw day 
and the W,ly tLcy can do that is by eliminat::ing the requirement that the general assembly 
receives the declaration of the election results. 

Mrs. Sowle: But it doesn't change anything else. In other words, it doesn't change the 
other things that we were talking about in the Corrani.ssion - the concern of the Commission 
about how ties are broken.

• Mrs. Avey: It does make one change from our recommendation. On the last page of H.J.R. 6 
it says that tie breaking decisions shall be made by the General Assembly on the dsy they 
convene in "first regular session", and in our recoITUnE:ndaticn y;e propose that ties be 
broken in the "next regular session". R.J.R. 6 \vould cn:i.y permit ties to be broken in 
the odd-numbe'red year (which conforms to the present times for elec Uon of executive of

• ficers) and our proposal would permit ties to be broken in any year. If, for some reason, 
the time for the election of executive officers was changed, our proposal would permit 
the ties to be brok-en in any year, and this bill would limit: it to the odd-numbered year, 
because that's what the "first regular session ll denotes. 

Hrs. Sowle: This refers only to the executive officers, and they would only be in the 
4t first regular session. 

Mrs. Avey: But if for some reason that were changed ••• 

•
Mrs. Sowle: But that would take a constitutional change, wouldn't it? 

~	 ~tt. Carter: Yes, so you could cha~ge it dt that time. 

Hl:'s. Sowle: They would have to remember to change that, too. 

Mr. Carter: I wonder why they added in Article II, Section 2 the terms of office? Isn't 
that covered already?

• lir. Huston: They eU.minated it by deleting it from the first: t,,'o sentences, and then it 
is restated in the final paragraph. 

Mr. Aalyson: In the new language in the last paragraph they designate when the terms 
shall begin.

• Mr. Carter: I see. Isn't that moot at this point? 

Mr. Huston: Technically, legislative terms begin on the fi:-st day of January. 

Mr. Aalyson: But they are changing that to the first Monday in January.

• Mr. Huston: I can't see any reason to not have the terms start January 1, as opposed to 
the first Monday. Apparently they were trying to conform it to the executive branch. 

Mrs. Sowle: ~lY didn't they conform the executive branch to the other? 

•	 Mrs. Avey: t.;hen the Governor 'vas the only executive officer there was no fixed time for 
hi.m taking office. When, iil thE:". 1851 Constitution, the other executive officers becalT.c 
constitutional officers, they fixed the dates for taking office. I don't know why t.hey 

,i' .: ' 
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ehose Monday as opposed to another day. 

Mr.: Skipton: I know why we chose the days that are i.n the constitution at the present 
time. I imagine the authors of' this bill did this because there is always the possibility • 
that if the terms started January 1 they could call a special session and accomplish the 
same thing that occurred in January, before the first regular session begins • 

.Mrs. Sowle: Whycouldnlt the regular session begin January 1st? 

Mr. Skipton: Previously it did, and the on~y reason for the change was to avoid having • 
to meet on the holiday. 

Mr. Carter: Yes, that wAs.achange that your committee recommended. 

Mr. Skipton: I came down here to Columbus many a New Yearls Day. So it was only changed
 
to avoid the ho liday. •
 

Mrs. Sowle: So they would rather miss the salary between the first and the f1.rst Honday
 
then co~£ down New Years Day.
 

Mr. Skipton: They are probably figuring a month isa month no matter when you start.
 
I donlt know how the pay statute reads. I really don't feel any necessity for these ..
 

, proposals myself. I be~ieve the reactions occurred to what happened in January, 1975
 
1s enough to prevent it from happening very often again. And you just can't write into
 
the constitution something to prevent every little hijinks that somebody may try to
 
dream up. Being concerned about something that's going to happen in this little space
 
in time ignores everything thnt can happen thereafter, too. And if we are going to write
 
'thin~s in the constitution to protect against' that, why don I t we write a lot of additional •
 
things in the constitution to prevent hijinks that are goin3 on risht now. So, where do
 
you stop when you start trying to write these kind of preventive provisions? I can
 
think of dozens of things that the legislature is capable of doing right at this very
 
n~ment that maybe we should put in the constitution. I'm not in favor of putting it in.
 

Mr. Ruston: Would you think that the start of the office of the members of the legisla
 • 
ture should be consistent with the start of the new executiv~ officers? 

Mr. Skipton: Actually, you know, our report covered that topic explicitly on page 32. 
It says "The committee considered and rejected an alternative calling for session conunen

; cement on the second Monday in January to avoid the holiday m~eting because the consti 
tution otherwise provides for the Governor and other state officers taking office on the •
second Monday in January. In deference to the di.gnity of the separate branches. the 
committee felt that the gubernatorial inauguration and convening of the legislature should 
not fall on the' same day,.i The legis lature meets. a week earlier. It is orgnnized and 
ready to transact business on the day that the Governoz: takes office. From a practical 
8 tandpoint, joint conventi,on anti inaugura tion would'ciN,wte pr'ob lems of conges tion and de
tract from public exposure and recognition of the legislature." I beli~ve that is a • 
fair statement of the rationale of the co~ittee. One thing that ran all through the 
legislative article, we were trying to strengthen the status and prestige of the General 
Assembly and the feeling was that this was another device thClt allowed them to take of
fice at a different time 'than the Governor, this meant that there would be more pu~li~ 

focus on the convenine of the General! Assembl.y than there could be otherwise. And it 
was felt that this inter.val of time would be absorbed in the organization work of the •

,General Assembly. The me;re fact that somebody wants to play games with this sort of 
;thing. my feeling then as it is now, is that I III .let public opinion take care of that. 

• 
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1ir. Carter: That's a point ot view I h2d not heard expressed. There has been a great 
deal of stuff I've read in the paper in the editorial pages that says that this should 
be fixed up. We shouldn't have to go through this again. I haven't heard that point 
of view expressed. It's a viable view. 

Mr. Huston: Do you think that the questions that have been raised by this so-called 
II g henanigans tl and the posture of the legislation that was passed at that time - due to 
the fact that it's in the courts today, do you think that there is any reason that there 
should be a change to avoid that? 

Mr. Skipton: The matters that are being debated in the co~rts could be debated at any 
time. That same sort of defect and alleged defect could be alleged of al~ost any passage 
of legislation. It wouldn't have to be limited to this. In other words, I don't believe 
the constitutional situation contributed to the problem that exists in the courts today. 
The problem that exists in the court is strictly one that whether they did comply ~ith 

all of the mandatory requirements. If they did, they are alright. If they didn't, they 
aren't. 

Mrs. Sowle: I'm like Dick. I hadn't heard these considerations before. They are pretty 
cogent. 

Hr. Skipton: Basically, my feeling is that if you are going to write some safeguards 
in, there are some others that you'd better think about, too. 

Mr. Aalyson: The problem, if there is one, might be solved, and I hcwen't had time to 
think about this, but i.t occurs to me that if you let the Governor take office first 
and the general assembly later, you preserve the independence situation with regard to 
recognition by the public of two different entities. On the other hand, you eliminate 
the possibi.lity of the legislature tryin~ to ramrod something through. 

l-lr. Huston: Doni t you run into the same situation, because if the ne~<1 Governor has a 
majority of the old legislature, he's going to try to run it through before the new legis
la ture convenes. 

Mr.. Carter: One thought that occurs to me is a compromise and maybe it's a bad one, is 
to cut down the interval to a }1oaday and Tuesday type thing so that you make it very dif
ficlut to conduct any legislation on a 24-hour basis, but at least you've got two dif
ferent days. I think John has a valid point. 

Mr. Skipton: I think this could have worked to just the reverse. When Lausche who was 
Governor with a Republican legislature - suppose there had been a Republican Lt. Governor 
,...ell, there was a Republican Lt. Governor. Suppose there had been a_Democrat Lt. Governor 
under Lausche and he resigned to go into the Senate. You could have had the same situation 
occur. You did have it occur. You had a Republican Governor and a Republican legisla
ture and if they wanted to engage in some hijinks, particularly if it was going to change 
from Republican to Democrat in a few days, it can be done by a special session. This 
won't prevent that. And that could happen. You go back into very recent history in the 
state and see how this thing' could have done just the reverse, this wouldn't prevent it. 

Mr. Carter: It would prevent this particular situation, and that's all it would prevent. 
The point is there ure many other situations. 

l, 
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Mr. Skipton: In other words, if you had Lausche sitting there and he could ~t! to something 
:,tha.t the Republican 'legislature puts forth, he resigns because he wants to take a seat 
,in the Senate, so Brown came in and they couid have done this same thing at that time. 
It didn't occur, but this wouldn't prevent that happening. And this ~s a lot like what 
1s going on in Washington right now. In today'spaper it talks about Senator Pastore 
saying he wants to rewrite the 25th Amendment because he doesn't like having both the 
President and Vice-Pr~sident not elected. He wants to force an election when this kind 
'i >., " . 
of a situation occurs. that's trying to lock the barn after the horse is gone, so to
 
speak. And they are talking about events that are probably unlikely to occur again.
 

Mr. 'Carter: Well, we did agree that we would report back to the Commission on this
 
,~tter. It would seem to me that,the chairman should make a report.
 

Mr. Aalyson: Does anyone have a view contrary to Skip's? Do they think that there has
 
,,"been enough public ,reaction to this recent situation to justify a change?
 

'~. Carter; ,Skip makes a very valid point from a logic standpoint, but I think that the 
pUbliC outcry on this thing is such that if we don't at least recognize the-problem••• 

,~. Huston: You can't always eliminate these problems but you can minimize them. Maybe 
,Dick'e suggest:f.on on having the legislature take office on the first Monday and the 
executive branch take office on the first Tuesday is good. Give the legislature and the 
conveni.ng of the session the proper publicity, then the proper publicity to the executive 
branch the next day. 

Mr. Aaly8on: You might separate that eve~ more by the first Monday and the first Friday • 

~Mr. Carter: That'. essentially what we have now. 

Mr. Aalyson: aut y~u are in the same week. To try to get something through-in a week
~nd you can accomplish a lot. I don't know that you can do the same thing in three days • 

Mrs. Sowle: What is the minimal time to pass a piece of legislation? 
I', • 

Mr. Skipton: It takes about 6 legislative days. Remember one time when the inauguration 
of the president of the United States was on March 4 or something like that? Congress 
was in session over two months before. 

Mr. Carter: Yes, and that turned out to be bad. That was back in the horse and buggy 
,<lays. 

Mr. Skipton: But still the reason for changing it wasn't just to shorten that interval
 
of ~ime. It was the change in the presidency. It had nothing to do~ith these kinds ,of
 
problems. I 40ubt if this would have even been much of an issue if the lapse in time
 

'badn'tbeen so short. That's what highlighted.this particular problem. 

:Mr. Carter agreed. 

Hr. Skipton: As a matter of fact, it could have worked out very well and maybe the GCJv

~rnor would have been s~orn in a day later than he was. You wouldn't have even had the
 
legal problem then.
 

Mr •. Carter: I do think there is a certain amount of logic, Skip. lvhen the electorate 
,votes for new officers to make their choice known, there is a certain amount of logic 
to saying all those people should take off~ce at the same time so that you donlt have 
this blend of the rejected and ne.w people. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

•
 

•
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Hr. Skipton: The thing that really should be considered here would be why the wait from 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 

.. 

.. 

• 

• 

• 

..
 

the first week of November ui.1.til Janu<:ll~y at all? Ilhy donit we swear i.n the new office 
holden; immediately - eliminate lame duck scssior.s entirely? In other words, following 
the election there would be no lame duck and the new body would take office as Goon as 
the certifications of the elections are m3de. And inste~d of waiting for the Governor to 
be inlllJgure. ted> indugura te him on the 20th cof November. That I 5 been proposed, you know. 
This is not an idle proposal. 

Mrs. SOI'1le: YE:S, because everybody s tarts doing things that are occa:; ione.d by the fae t 
that the.y are going out of office in the executive branch as well as the legislative 
branch. 

Mr. Huston: What if you h<:ve a recount s i tua tion tha t is provided for today with the 
minimum margin in an election? It takes time to get that recount handled so that you 
really wouldn't ha.r e any person elected to take office. 

~ .• Skipton: Most of the dehate you get on this stuff, really, theoretically, is on 
the basis of the people have sroken and let':> put the people's representatives into of·· 
fiee now. This 1.s mickey-mouse to me. If you really want to do something about it, 
just forbid lame duck sessions. 

Mr. Carter: Let's examine that a little bit. Clearly, i~ the administrative branch, 
in the executive branch there is a certain time that is required to effect an orderly 
transition. After Rhodes knew he was elected, which \qas in doubt for 24 hours, then he's 
got to put together an executive team. You've got to give those people time to get or
ganized. All of the departing people have to wind up their affairs. 

Mr. Skipton: In other countries in the world they just do it like that. 

Mr. Aalyson: If we had the parliamentary sy~tem, we'd be faced with that each time. 
<fon I;t suppo'S~·· An.yb'ocly s·uggMfj:ed· th~~~ 

Mrs. Sowle: That change is in~odllate, is it not? 

Mr. Skipton; Yes • 

M~. Huston: I wouldn't say that they have been so successful. 

Mr. Skipton: What I'm getting at is that. you can see thct there is a lot more basic, and 
I believe, much more profound questions than this particular problem. Because this 
problem is behind us. It isn't going to happen for 4 years anyway. And if we went to 
look into these kinds of problems, then let's look at the whole gamut of them, nct:: just 
at this one little one. You go to the public and have an election and make people believe 
they've solved a problem and you don't even treat the nest basic questions involved in 
~he transition from one group ·of represe:':'lt<ltives to another. 

Mr. Carter: You could also solve these problems doing \~hat you're saying. Of course 
these are little thin3s, but that's what you see, of all these state employees being ad
ded to the payroll ;.n this period. 

Mrs. Sowle: That's what I was referring to. 

Mr. Carter: I think it would be a good thcught. Craig, t.hat it would be well for this 
committee to take a look, as John says, ~t the whole ~uesti~n of succession rather than 
dealing with this one little question. One of the things ~hat would be helpful to us ••. 
there are practical problems involved, the!'c are practical jl.ldgl!lents t.hat. have to be 
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'made, 1s what other states have done on this. It opens u? a more basic question that
 
we ought to oe looking at. I think that's a very valid observation.
 

Mr. Huston: Then our recommendation on Article III, Section 3 is already obsolete. • 
Mr. Aa1'80n: I suppose that the time interval be~~een election and the taking of office
 
has been based pri~rUy on the need for this transitional process, or at least the
 
feeling that there was a need. What we are looking at, I think, right now is whether
 
there i8 in fact such s need. If there were no period of time available, or at least
 
such a lengthy peripd of time available, maybe we would encounter such proble~s, as Bob
 •has sugges.ted,· with a rec;ount, although recounts seem tc;> affect so few of the elected
 
people in the state. One would have to guess that if there were a much shorter period
 
between the election of officials and the taking of office that there would be a change
 
in the planning procedures of people who are running for office so that they would be
 
making their plans before their elzctions and they would probably be able to take office
 
much more quickly. They would know they had only a certain amount of time and would con •

,fot"m to that, as they do in the parliamentary 51steIDS - they pretty much knoT,,} what they 
are going to do. 

'Mr. Ca~tel': Is it not true that, let's take the Governor for example, in the event of 
a very close election where it's uncertain, doesn't the present Governor ser.ve until his 
8Uc:.c~~8or is duly elected and qualified7 In other words, if there were any doubt, wOl!ltinIt. 
the present Governor serve? 

Mr. Aatyson: We wouldn't be without a governor. 

Mr. Carter: Let's suppose we were to say t~e governor takes office the ne~t day after
 
the p.l p.e tion •
 • 
Mr. Skipton: We have the succession thi,.ngs that are designed to 'eliminate that. I don't 

·believe the governor serveD until the successor is qualified. 

Mr. Carter: We wouldn't want to be in a position where we didn't h3ve a governor. • 
Mrs. Sowle: That's right. 

Mr. Aal,son: It might not be at1 bad. It would eliminate this business of a newly
. elected legis1atute trying to herd something through. 

Mr. Carter: You do need a chief executive though, it seems to me. Not to heve a gov • 
ernor 1~ case of an emergency. Let's suppose y~u have a riot. You have to callout
 
the Na tiona1 GU8-rd.
 

Mr. Sk~pton: Well, you have all of these suc·~essi.on provisions to prevent that. Let's 
·suppose: for pl,lrposes of discusston that ,~e were taking the parliamentary apPl~ach where 

. the election is on November 3 and the new· gove:rnor BY;\d. his adr'linis tri.ltion ttlkes office • 
on thefcurth, the next day. Then there is a question ~"hen the election come~ up as 
to '"ho is el('cted, so that you can't Ilicterm:'..ne who is governor in the interregnum while 

. the results are being certified, etcet<.?ra, etc. the secretClry of st2.te presumably has 
to certify the results. No~~, the query, is tht:; old gover.nor going to serve until his 
suecessor is qualified? • 
Mr. Skipton: t don't believe so. 

Mr. Carter: Then who would be the governor? 
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Mr. Skipton: The new lieutenant governor. Under the r.ecomrr;endations that the executive 
cormnittee made, he would be. 

Mrs. Sowle: But the lieutenant governor would be taking office along with the governor,

• so we'd have to 'essume if he were going to succeed ••• 

Mr. Carter: Then it would be the next guy down. 

M.s. Scwle: But everything was alright in that election and he could take office. 

• Mr. Carter: ~Je11, let's assume they run in tandem, and it's in doubt, then there is 8. 

succession, that's \~hat Skip is saying, so we wouldn't be without a gove1.uor. 

Mr. As 1yson: Is the success ion provided in the event th1lt.- in any event - tha t the 
governor cannot serve? 

• Mr. Skipton: Yes. 

Y~s. Sowle: The lieutenant governor would serve temporarily. 

Mr. Skipton: Under the existing constitution you have the line of succession and all we 
attempted to do in the recommendations of the executive committee was to spell it out 

• to make it absolutely certain. 

~lr. Huston: The present constitution provides only for s 4-year term for governor. So 
I think that once his four year term is up he's out. He can't hold over until his suc
cessor comes in. 

.. Mr. Skipton: That's my feeling, too, Bob. 

Mr. Carter: But you've answered ffte qua; don. The conce:t'U U that there \ViQUJ14 k. a:: 
chief executive function that was being filled by some~ody until the election was decided. 

• 
Mrs. Sowle: I have a question. How long does it take now to be certain of the outcome 
of an election? 

~tr. Carter: It depends on how close it is. 

Itrs. Sowle: Before the secretary of state ••• isn't that a matter of days? 

4t Mr. Carter: Oh, yes, there has to be a canvass. I'm not recommending the next day. 

Mrs. Sowle: Well, I realize that. But what I'm wondering is, let's say, arbitrarily, 
itis going to take an average of 5 days for the returns to be sent to the secretary of 
state by the vari.ous boards of elections, and counted and certified, and whatever. Is 
it possible for the same scramble to occur in that five day period that we saw in January?

• l1r. Carter: I don't think so because you don't have the problem. The big problem th~t 

came up this January is two different elections overlapping. 

Mrs. Sowle: Okay, but this (H.J.R. 6) would solve that. 

• ~lr. Carter: This \~ould solve that. that's right. But as Ski~ points out, you can draw 
many other circumstances where you end up with a similar situation. 

Mr. Skipton: We could have had it this time. Suppose Gilligan got an offer for a job 
that he couldn't resist and so he resigned. Suppose he resigns in November. You'd have 
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the same situation. but it would have been reversed as far as politics is concerned. 

Mt Huston; In 1947 the Attorney General ruled.that if the Governor-elect died prior to 
~~ing inducted into office. the duties and powers would not devolve upon the Lt. Governor. 
a~d a180 held that 1f a person elected to the office of governor dies subse~uent to his 
election thereto and prior to the second Monday in January, the person holding said of
fice is entitled to hold same beyond the term for which he was elected and continue 
therein until a succeasor is elected and qualified. 

Mr. Aalyson: Attorney Generals' opinions don't have the force of law. 

Mr. Huston: I realize that, but there is an opinion on it. 

Mr.. Skipton: 1 don't believe it wOltld hold because the ~overnorls term is se t by the 
cons titution. 

Mr. Huston: That's what 1 would say. 

M~. Aalyson: Skip. does your succession provide that the succession shall operate no 
matter what the impediment is to the person taking pffice? For example, let's assume a 
s.1tuation where the incumbent governor does not run but two other people do run, and there 
is a question about the winner. Then if there was a tie or there was a close vote as to 
t\.em the L~. Govel.-nor would step in and assume the r~sponsibilities.of Governor? 

-. . . 
Mr~'Skipton: It spells it out and makes it very clear. 

Mr. Aalyson: I think t~e can very easily consider moving the date of aS5um?tion of office 
!JP to an earlier peJ:'1odfollowing an e lec tion. 

Mrs. ,Sowle: . Let .'t:ry to.pura\.le my prob~em a little further. If the idea of going 
more closely to the parliamentary kind of: turn-over of office, if the purpose of th;-t 
is to elimhlste the arils of the lame ··duck legislature and "lame··duck" administrati.on, 
if that'$the purpose, do you really meet that purpose if you have a short per~od of 
time. even a matter of Qays. Because we saw what could happen in a matter of duys in 
January., 
M.r. Carter: Well. we've made it more difficult, basi.cally. 

Mrs. Sowle: .It seems to me one of the problems we had in January, you were talking about 
in what you were reading from the report, the kind of dignity of the s~?arate branches 
of government, and I think that's a very legitimate concern. If you have this scremble 
every time you have n change in administration, .and not jm::t every now and then, don't 
you have a problem of reflection upon tha dignity of gov~rnment? A legitimate criHcism 
of what happened in January., I think, was it .just made state government very undignified. 
I think government as a whole and the two parties both lost a lot of respect in the kind 
of think that happened, and I wouldn't want to have that happen every time we change 
office. 

Mr. Carter: If you had a short enough period, like a weck, then you could simply have 
a constitutional provision that you have the legislature di.ssolved on election day. 

~tr. Aalyson: What would you do in an emergency? 

~. Carter: I can't conceive of an emergency of such a nature that ~"ould require legis
lative enactment'here. I would be much more concerned about t~eexecutive, because the 
executive has pretty broad powers in case of a·ri emergency. So tha t wouldn it bother me. 
So the trade-offs, and I'm just thinking out loud here, that once an election is over 
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you have a tendency for the lame ducks to try and get the things done ~'lhile they are 
still there. To make their political appoint~ents, pass laws, etcetera, and of course 
they are tempered by the public, you are very,very correct on that, but there is still 
that tendency. The other thing that is not done is tlHlt government corr.es to oS halt 
~uring that period. The Gdvantage is that the incumbent administration has that period 
to get organized and to think about what they are going to do without being faced with 
the day to day responsibilities of running the shO\~. So it gives them an opportunity to 
prepare programs, strategies, bond issues, etc., before they are faced with the day to 
day responsibilities. So it's a series of trade-offs, as I see it. The question on my 
mind is: do we have a reasonable trade-off at this point rOlfghly of two months from the 
date of the election and the date of succession to power? 

Hrs. Sowle: It looks to me like a problem ,~ith a great many ramifi.cations, but I think 
that I agree that it would be w6rtlwhile to take a look at it in detail and maybe see if 
other states have considered it and see if we can get any government experts and political 
scientists, too. 

Mr. Carter: I thi-nk Skip has done a beautiful thing in that the role or this commi~sion. 

and that's one of the a.dvantages of the commi.ssion, is that it doesn't have to respond 
on a day to day or week to week basis to the exigencies of the moment. One of the ideal 
things about the commi.ssion approacR is that it theoretically has the time to think and 
view and look at basic questions which transcend the matters of the moment. The legis
lature doesn't have that luxury. So I'm very much in favor of this idea of going back 
and taking a look at this whole quest ion of succession of power and maybe ,~e will conclude 
that what we've got now is as reasonable a compromise as you can get. Bat it might also 
lead to some significant observations. I would like to see a reasonab le survey done of 
\Jhat the time interval is in other states to give us some feeling as to where we stand 
and can benefit vicariously, I think. from what is going on in other states. 

Hr. Aalyson: I can't imagine that this is a novel question. 

Mr. Carter: ~lat has happened over the period of time is that communications have in
creased, transportati.on has improved. Back in the days when people walked and rode horses, 
you had to have long times. Things didn't move at such 3 rapid pace as they do today. 
But with the situation we've got today from a technical standpoint the succession could 
be the next day. 

Mrs. SO~11e: We have inheri.ted these time gaps from our ancestors. 

}tt. Carter: Sure the technological change has changed the scene. So I think it deserves 
a new look. 

Mr. Skipton: In all of the great effort to shorten the campaign time .•• In fact, we've 
xnoved our campaign time from May to June and there were proposals to make it September. 
If you had a primary in September, do you realize that the cat.lpaign period ~1ould be 
shorter than we have now for the transition? 

Mr. Carter: Yes, that's a good point. 

lIrs. Sowle: And you have raised a very basic issue. 

Mr. Carter: Well, the, Mr. Chairman, what I think is that in view of the discussion, 
I would li.ke to recommend that we report to the Commissi.on that the committee would like 
to take - this has triBgered a b~oad ~iew of the succession to power and the factors 
that are invoived, the abuse of the time limits, and that •...'e would like to conduct a rather 
in depth r.eview of relevant materiaL 

• t" .. ~... c 
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Mr. Skipton: Actually, the press might just like that sort of thing because frequently 
t.he.y o.ditPrializ,e on those long gaps. They might like such a s tud'y to be made'. I don't 
believe i,t would look like 8 stall to them if you broaden the scope of the examination 
o,f the prob lel11. 

M;. Cartet": If the legislature feels any pressure to pass this, this is the kind of 
thing that legislatures can do. Our job is to take a more in-depth approach. I think 
thiS is just an excellent point. 

Mr,. Aalyson: I think it has been a fruitful discussion. I think we should report to 
tae Commission that we are going to take an olympic lo~k at this. 

Mr. HU$ton: I agree, I think it deserves a lot more study because there are a lot of 
other ,actions not only of the constitution but of the laws that are also applicable. 

Mr. Aalyson: I think we have reached the conclusion with regard to this matter, and 
perhips,we shoUld pass on then to the other discussion if .no one has any objection, of 
~Iearcb Study tiC. 43. 

"·Mt,~Hu.tOri: Ie there any need to follow 11.J .R. 61 

Mr. Carter: We have always taken the position that we are an advisory creature of the 
legislature to serve their purposes, and we do not see our role to inte~fere with legis
lative matters or to take 'a position on the matters before the legislature unless we 
feel itconfli~ts,with so~thing that' we feel very strongly on. So I would say H.J.R. 6 
is the typical legislative band-aid for a .cut. There is nothing to prevp.nt you as a 
citizen if you feel so inclined to go down and attend a committee hearing and testify. 
The Commission as a whole tends to shy away from getting involved in legislative matters. 
lethat a tair' statement. t:ikip" ' 

Mt.Skigton: That's been o~r policy up 'til now. We have sometimes expressed Ol1:mJ8tlir.t 
in Commission n~eting8. We have only attempted to act as a body on issues that we have 
o~1gil)at.d ourselves. In other words, if we we're the drafters, we would be over there 
plu8sirigfor it. 

Mr. Carter: On occasion, we have been asked to give the endorsement of the Commission 
to some matter pending, by the legislature, and as a matter of policy we have said that 
we were going to follow the commission procedure and not act on an ad hoc basis. 

Mr. Huston: I was thinking pur~ly from the standpoint that if they passed this, it 
makes it difficult for them to do much with a commission recomm~ndation. 

Mr~ Career: That's 8 risk. 
. , 

Mrs. Sowle: I would doubt that they would be in a huge hurry on this. So if they know 
that the Commission is thinking about it they might very well take their own time. 

Mr. Aalyson: Well, then, passing on to Research Study No. 43 and section 34 of Article II 
which concerns its~lf with fixing and regulating the hours of labor. The research study 
s~ems to indicate that there would be no significant benefit to modify or repeal this 
particular provision and that perhaps some detriment in an attempt to repeal it. I saw 
one change that might be made, and it probablydoesll't merit corisideration. but in the 
final clause "No otherprov:i..sion of the cortstitution shall impair or limit this power ll 

a better word would have been "No other provisidn'of this constitution ..• l1 That's ' 
, ' --:----, 
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nitpicking and I admit it. r don't think it would justify an attempt to modify the 
section. 

The other committee members concurred. 

•	 Mr. Carter: I was persuad~d by the concept of looking at the ~wo, one in context \oJith 
the other. I think on Section 34, even ff there were good reason to take it out, the 
political realities would not favor repeal. 

Mr. Aalyson agreed. 

• Mr. Carter: Section 37 I am persuaded, however, that that is statutory material. That 
it is no longer required in the constitution, and the reason is that it would have no 
practical effect, particularly if you leave section 34 in there. 

• 
Mr. Aalyson: And i.n light of the decisions that there have been on this section, it 
does seem to be superfluous. 

Mr. Skipton: Are all of the workmen's compensation provisions still in the constitution? 

Mr. Aalyson: There is only a single constitutional provision on workmen's compensation 
and it is still there and will be reconn:nended for no change. 

• Mr. Skipton: My contention is why worry about taking out 4 or 5 lines when you h8VC all 
of that in there? 

Mr. Carter: Skip, I would say we spent 2, maybe 3 meetings on workmen's compensation, 
and you are right, it is statutory material, but there is such opposition to removal. 

• Mr. Aalyson: There was a time when it was felt that maybe it was necessary in order to 
g~ the legislature the necessarv power, and maybe the philosoohy has changed but i.t 
might meet some opposition to removing something that's already there that you wouldn't 
now tmcountcr. 

• Mr. Carter: Business sees certain protec~ions in the constitutional provls10n, which if 
were removed, would open Pandora's box. We finally decided that we were going over against 
the objection of our chairman, that we had better leave it alone. 

•
 
Hrs. Sowle: I was persuaded by the memorandum that section 37 probably ought to gc, par

ticularly in light of the lack of legislative support for it - the repeal of the imple

menting legislation.
 

1'11'. Aalyson: The necessity, if there ever was any, for prot:ection, I think has now dis
appeared. The organization, not only of labor in general, but m'micipal governmental 
employees, which seems to be sort of snovlballing, with administration and collective 
bargaining. The questicn, it seems to me, is whether we would encounter any objection 

•
 on the part of a significant group if we try to repeal it.
 

Mrs. Sowle: It would have to be explained, as we've run into with other matters. But it 
really has no purpose or effect. I move to recommend the retention of section 34 oi 
Article II and the repeal of section 37. 

• l1r Huston seconded the motion. 

Mr. Aalyson: I have no further discussion, personally. I think I have stated my piece. 

•
 
, ; 
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Mr. Carter: I agree with the argument. He a!'e in essence saying that it's \~orth'Nhile. 

As Skip 8ays about removing 5 lines from the constitution, I think part of our job is to 
remove these things. We have to make some attempt, else they just keep aggregating over 
a'period of years. 

Mrs. Sowle: If it were just sitting there not doing anybody any harm at all, 1 1m not 
8~re I would care at all. But I personally don't like the idea of a provision being in 
the constitution and having no effect. In other words, itls being violated in the sense. 
The supportive legislation has been repealed. 

Mr~ Aalyson: the judicial decisions ha~e lessened its effect. 

Mrs. Sowle: Yes, and I think it is poor pou.cy to have things on the book that arc not 
onlY1\ot'being used, even more it's not being observed, it's being violated. 

~. Carter: At least the intent has been violated. 

Mrs. Sowle: I was thinking not only about the interpretation but the repeal of the 
enabling:legis1ation. There is nothing at all to effect it any more, is my understanding. 
Isn't that correct? 

Mr. Aalysou: There has been that repeal. I'm not so certain that there need be enabling· 
11tg:f.a 18 tion. 

Mr. Carter: It doesn't require legislation to become effective. 

l'irs. Sowle: That wasn't roy interpretation of the memorandum. There was a comment that 
section 17 was not self-executing. 

Mr. Aalyaon: Section 37 isse'lf-executing. It says "it shall not exceed 8 hollS a day 
or 48 hours a week". 

Mrs. Aver: On page 7 of the memorandum. it says the court said that "Section 37 of 
Article 11 was not self-executing within the definition that a self-executing provision 
is one which supplies the rule or means by which the right given may be enforced or pru
tected •••but nevertheless, after the adoption of that provision, the legislal:ure was 
without I>0wer to affirm or make lawful a working day of more than 8 hourat." They held it 
not self-executing in one serise. It 'even contravenp.s the intention of the framers. 
They obViously wanted it to apply to a broader range of things. So it is faulty in two 
senses: one, the legislature doesn't waut it, and two, it doesn't do what it was inten
ded to do in the first place. 

Kr. Aalyson: Further discussion? It has been moved and seconded that Article II. Sec
tion 34 be retained in its present fonn 'and Article II, Section 37 be repealed. 

All present voted aye, no nays. 

Mrs. Avey: We have completed all of the matters before us. We're almost running out 
of things to do. 

Mr. Aalyson: We may have er.larged our scope greatly. 

,Mr. Carter:·· Do yeu have auy problem, Skip, with this commi ttee to take a look at this' 
succession problem? I'm speaking in view of your previous con~ittee recow~endation. 

Mr. Skipton; No. 
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Mr. Carter: Would you be willing to s1.t with us on this? 

Mr. Skipton: Yes. I'll be happy to sit wheneVE:r you wish me to. I really haven't 
given any study to t he problem at all. 1 1 m just aware that ther-e are these other issle S 

here. 

Mr. Aalyson: Your committee's earlier discussion on the executive branch have generated 
son~ ideas that we hadn't thought ever and maybe would never have thoubht of. The view 
we were taking of the situation W&S pretty well confined to that one problem. It's 
nice to have a larger view. 

Mr. Skipton: I'll try to review what the rationale of our previous studies were. 

Hr. Carter: As Bob pointed out» we would be in the position» if we recommended some 
changes» of modifying an existing recommendation. I don't see any redson why we can't 
do that. Our feet aren't cast in concrete. He haven't done it befol"e but I would cer
tainly say that if we think there is something better» we should 'fess up. 

Mr. Skipton: I can't reo&ll what we say in our reports. It may be that we donlt say 
anyt1i.ng in our lej?orts on the subject. 

Mr. Carter: I was thinking in terms of the elections and suffrage committee report. 

Mrs. Avey: The final report hasn't been made yet. Only the summary has been printed. 
I don't know that a summary has ever been changed before. 

Mr. Carter: To my knowledge this is the first time we have had a surmnary. I'm not sure 
I know what the difference is between the su,mnary and the report. 

Mrs. Avey: One difference is that the summary leaves Out the language as presented in 
both forms: as it would look aftar amended; and with the 4~ndmel1" aDd d!etet:fons:.. It 
also leaves out much of the historical stuff. It merely focuses on the effect of change. 

Mr. Skipton: I believe they have written a summary on the executive report and it's less 
than 1/5 as long as the full report. 

~1r. Carter: If we could get this perspective on what other states are doing that would 
be helpful. 

Mr. Aalyson: I would think that there is some general discussion of the advantages and 
disadvantages of the parliamentary system as opposed to our own which would incorporate 
some survey of the states. 

Mr. Carter: Looking to the other responsibilities of this committee» do we have any other 
responsibilities before us? Mr. Carter said he thought of a name for the committee: the 
"What's Left" conunittee» since we're doing things that haven't been covered by other com
mittees, but without the connotation that they aren't of any substance. 

The meeting was adjourned. The date of the next meeting will be set after receipt of 
information dealing with the succession question. 
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~OhioConstitutimwl Revision Commission ,\ •"What' s Left" Cono.nittee 
~ May 13, 1.975 
~ 
1Summary 

I
I

•A meeting of the "What's Left" Committee was held on May 13 at 10 a.I:1. in the
 
Commission offices in the Neil Heuse. Committee members present were the chairman, I
 
Craig Aalyson, Robert Huston, and Katie Sowle. Ann Eriksson and Brenda Avey attendee i
 
from "the staff.
 

t 
Several County Commissioners were present to testify before the ~ommittee on I "

Artie1e II, Section 20. Mr. Adolph Maslar, Executive Director of the Ohio County Com

missioners Associal:ion, introduced them to the cOnll:li.ttee: Wilbur RaSe, Scj.oto County
 I• 
Commissioner; John Utsu, Columbiana County Commi~sionet; Russell Hesske, Jefferson ,,

County Commissioner; Don Workman, Ashland County Commissioner.
 I 

i 
Mr. Aalyson: The committee has considered Section 20 of Article 11 of the Constitution 
which, as you are all well aware, concerns itself with in term pay raises for officials 

! •of the state. It was the general consensus of the coulIllittee at that time that we would 
not change that provision but we felt that we should offer the opportunity for those ,,;ho 
were interested in that provision to come in and make their feelings knmvn with regard 
to the subject. We welcome you and extend our. invitation to you to speak your minds on 
the matter and assure you thlat the committee will give every consideration to \"hat you 
have to say and will pass the information along to the full comrnission. So, \-Je're open., • 

Mr. Maslar: Mr. Chairman, there are 264 county commissioners. Eighty-eight of the 264 
normally are at the short end of the 5aJ81'Y schedl;le due to the constitution.:;,l pl'ovision 
and thE~ way the le~islature operateD which means the normal pay raises that are passed, 
if they are, nornt.:llly will affec t two of the three and usually le~ves the third oIle 
hanging. This createa a very serious peob lem within the group hccouse a:; [::; t~ !"'ould ha<,'c • 
it, usualiythe low?et pai-a COIt1llti.Hs;_oner tend,; to have tne nloHt :>enlorttj. It dedt.ef; 
a sor.e spot and to explain it to the ~cople.or to the commissioners or to the puSlic 
is difficult>bcc8uf;e '-le don't net th~ snlari.es. As yOll know they ~re set by the legts
l.~ tur(l. We think 'our e8se is unique e \Ten though I know it "leiS up on the bu 1lot for 

. the voters' selectiOn. twice last year. Of course, I didn l t help to "lritc the wordage 
aD it was presented to the voters. I offered to heIr Ted Brown, but he didn't accept • 
my offer. The ballot language said "in term pay inc!'ease" ane' 1. think tbat right away 
turned a lot of the voters off when they saw that. Maybe there is a b~tter way to 
write it. 1 don't know. They do ha've a ballot board now that's gOing to help "lrite 
the ballot wording. And maybe this is really what started n,e thinking about the possi
bility of presentir.g it again. I did ask several commissioners t~ come in because every
one of the commissioners in this room is a senior cOIIlIllifJsicner, usually in the count)'. • 

·theyh;1Ve been on the short end of it and I thought it ,,'olJld be appropriate th"t this 
committee hear their version of it. Sometimes it is embarassing and they get r.eedled 
and so forth. Now, I can't speak for the auditors because there is only one auditor 
in each county and the only other office holder I could thin\< of where there could 
be a similar problem \J1ould b2 in the setlate. But the senate then sets their mYll 

salaries •. So if )TOU leave ther.l out and the auditor beillg only one in each county. • 
you've only got one office the. t really is being discrimina ted agains t and tha t is the 
lone .commissioner in Ohio. The single commissioner just got ceu~ht up this past Jan

·uary, if re-electcd. He is always two years behind. 

Mr. Aalyson: You're spea.king of the amendment that would have pi:"ovided that had a pay
 
raise gone to an individual officer in the county, then the other officers wo~ld have •
 
been entitled to that pay raise also. And it was defeated.
 

Mr. Maslar: Yes. I think it was issues one and tt,~O last y(~",r. 
I.' 
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1rs. Eriksson: He reproduced the langL\il8e, and you have it in front of you, that was on 
the ballot laBt year. It included the proposal to nmend Section 31 which would have 

• taken care at th~> senators. 

Mr. Masl~r; To m~, it seemeJ to be unclear on the hallot. ~hen you went to the voting 

• 

!:l:lcldnes, which \·,e lIsed in F'cilnklin COI'nty, I'm surp a lot of the voters were hesitant 
IH'C~lll:;e they dHn't unc!erstnnd it. I'vf! been inv()lvl~d in a little bit of this and 
u:;11~111y \vhcn t:10Y donlt understand, t!t ..~y tend to vot,~ no. Thcl'C is also the possibility 
of repealing S~ction ~, unles~ that would create othcr major problems. 

• 

l:r. R.ase: The O,le tha t we hild on las t yenr was defea ted for some reason. I agree wi th 
Dolph that \·..hcn people donlt uI1(lcrst;,:ld any issue that1s on they vote no. Also y;e know 
thaI th,~re is tin <I<.vful distr"st of purylLc officials in our countr.y today and they look 
Dt th::'s 2nd ~;\y, "Uere he is, he's 'lpi.:i.uL; himself an incre,-sc in iwy." I ha?pen to be 
one of =he oddballs and here are marc oddballs 2nd there are 88 of us as tlr. Maslar 
said. ile're llsually the senior COr.h"1!Li;;j.oners. January 1 is the first time that I have 
h:,d cquill pCly ,d. th the 0 t~ler comrniss :i_Qc\'~rs. flecause I \.Jas rc-e lee ted to <:lno ther term. 
'.1.\"0 y,c2ars ;..130 i ~lau two nc'., C01;':,liss ionvTs COllIe in the office ~~ho \.1ere as 3ceen as 
2,rilss, they cH(Ll't helVe .:iny "~:':perienc2 2nd th'cy ~,]ere receivin~~ '180 dolLlrs a month 
Tl'orc than I '''cIS receiviT1g. Y..:t: I loWS U12 dl<1irmall end took all the fl:.:.c~{. 11aybe I 

• .:1M ,1 little urtiquc. Si',1ce I hd'; € beel' cor:,mis"ionel' I h:'l'ie r,:,l,Lc the cOEl!T:issioner's job 
,11';.111 dmc jo;), '..,hie:l Lt L; in (l CO"'l~j of 0'.:( size. \·il:en~"'l.~r you c,'oss an. 80,000 
Popu.l..tion, [rC:1 l:here on U l), in relY '''::'/ of t\;in'cillL:, if you ill:,", 20ing j',o be a c0i:cuis
S;J)\l('r you k1d hetter uc a -Cd.1 tirie e,w,·,issj'·!H:r i\;d not .iu,!: 92rt-t1.:Pf'. Because \vc 
11;,'.,((' bel·aln ev'->rythir,g, se\']"l'S, '..J<1t'::t", to try to llr·":.rad,~ the ccunty to 2",ive the 
l"~f~t ;~Cl:'viC8'; U1!lt you erLl. lIra wOl"~db" out 0f the nrfJ,cl~ :;,v"ry ddy 3;~'J ahollt 3 nights 

• ,/ u:,('k you've ;.',')l to (;() to r·"",i:in~~:; ,-,:"!oJ you'v:' :::;01: to turn f 
1 

::) ..:,) ",-:"t>1(;::;. It's total 
u~~:~c~~ii:~i.T~~~:~:~~~ le' ~::Lt en th'':: 1.Jor:rd t·::L:_~:l :'~0~{.::('n·:' ~,;" t·ting ?lo!~~~~il~';~ rtf y011 \<]1 th S()n~eOT1e 

I,ho j:,\ not r:>rrr,rm(nz, as ffillClt '1'-; you .:ire an(i n,... l:d.n:: \pore 0-1),. lias l.~ lJdU • .i KllUW 

Ul:1t you r,ti::.ll r: ecn'c buck :.mJ ;,,,'1, "\·:(~ll, yOll 1';211. f'Jr t:18 otfice." l,nd they also r<1n 
for the offiCe! ,;·'ekin'~ tl,:~ ";,~r·.:' pay L>:lL I ,,;as n2c(':iving b:~t Ln the r.-!~-3ntiille they 

•
 
rC>~l:ivc,J mOT •.~ P<lf, bet'.!'3hl the: time th'cY \vcrc :.:l.ccl:cd <:E~ci t:Le tir.12 they took officE'.
 
l',':'c'..)I~en elect~:Yl in Novemo:,i. '~i,l. Janu.tr-y 1, ~,:d.rh ~1"t()lmt."d to :;;180 a r;;onth for the:-'].
 
ihis is discrim:f,l,,-ltion if ;'b:re eVel" ,,"C;S any. 1 dc·alt re:::11y know how to solve this
 

•
 

problem b2(~~',Jse \>e U',ou{~ltt 'nybc it \.;()uld hClV0. hUll sol\,,:d 1.:Jst fall, but ~ve sml tb-=
 
resuLts of the V,)tl.1l3 nne! I '·;1.11 giVl' you the 1'o;:::;ons O:lY I 02lieve tb"J voted tJtClt
 
\.lilj'. Un any :;,:":511'2 th<:t is bef0re th<o vot~rs, if th'~y u,-...L~rst.;jnd it they lls'.l::lly back
 
it. If they flon't, Uwy'U. vute against it. ,Ii:! \,}(:,re trying to pu.t a bond issue across
 
for a new h,-;ospi.t:11 in OUT county. It ";;S defeated two tiITles b8dly. And then we sat
 
down <llld \icat Oll~r ui,th tIl('. people that we'ce trying to put it across, it ,,]ac; a county
 
honpitnl, we got the hosrit~l conmission togcther ~nd talked to them vod had meetings, 
nnd the third time it went 2C~OSS just as good as ~t had been defeated the other two 
times. Because they felt: tlLlt He were trying to hide something from them. But to 
try to explain the languube that thL3 has hen~ to the common people, th<:!re is no way. 

• t~. Anlyson: Will the bellot board t2nd to alleviate that problem of not understanding? 

Mrs. Eriksson: I don't know. 

Mrs. Sowle: Is there a ~ill pending b0fore the General Asseruhly to propose B new 

• constitutional <1tnendment <Ilon:; these liaes? 

Hr. Haslar: liot on the repeal of Article II, Section 20. I believe there is a senator 
who is willing to sponsor 0ne.
 

Mrs. Sowle: I wonder how much resistance you might be meeting from the point of view
 

• that since it V.'as just voted on, is it- il good time to send it back. 
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Mr~ l\ase: It would be suicide unless the language was there ,filEd it's got to be very ~ plato', this is my way of thinking. t 

f 

I 

Mr. }1sslar: Mr Chairman, I believe th(~ reason that they created this ballot writing i
commission WBS to assist the Secretary of State. This is what they had in mind. Because • 

~ 

a lot of times when you get involved in a technical !type matter of constitutional change , • 
you vote yes and you mean no and so forth. ,•

IMrs. Eriksson: They drafted the ballot Innguage that was on the ballot last November ; 
Ott throe issues. But they weren I t in c~is tence (l.t the time las t May \vhen this language t 

~a8 on the ballot. 

1
i• • 

Mrs. Sowle: Of course the ballot board doesn't draft the language of the proposal. It 
drafts the summary that appears on the ballot and an explanation that goes out for publi

~ 

t 
cation. It doesn't draft the proposal itself. 

Mr. Rase: Take 208 here. It starts out "Notwithstnnding section 20 of i\rticle IIII. • 
How many people in the United States know whAt Section 20 of Article n i.s, outside of 
the county commissioners and a few othC"rs in the legislature? I.E i.t' \,)ould come out and 
say, ,"All elected people •••• <.:ounty cor.unissioners •• , .legislators ••• ,stull receive equal 
pay •• '•• yes or no?" It would have been overwbelmingly passed, I beli.l~ve. \Jnen \ve etart 
saying all of this we've just lost our purpOSE:. 1 took numili;;;tillg rC!f:;:;r.ks from people, 
"Boy, you mus t be awfully dumb t.o have two creenhorns come in tha t can make more money • 
than y.ou can." And you get it every day and it is very discouragi.ug, 1 1 m not cOHlplain
111g on the amount of pay that I was U1~ld.ng. 1 1m just saying it's a matter of discrim
ination. 

Mr. Hesske: ! 'm complai.ning about the <i\no~nt of pay that I am making. I lwve bee~l there 
five terms. r was a young rn.-ill and I dl,dn' t h.:lvC grey hair. I've bot it no'.;. Sil:cC!} 959 -. 

up until this presrnt date, even as far back.as ]0 or 12 years AgO, there is no co~?nri
liOD"1&a_~,t;y,ou.,..4G,.1ltoff'!04.~tlOW. t\ls .oppifAd to what:"you'dia tfual.1". - And' :r don f t care 
how small acolluty is or how larget!.le countt i.s, if the county \Vants to prC'grcss, [he 
commisRioners must be out lI:orking. \ole have f{~deral help, and t"e have so many progl.·ams 
t~at the county commissioners CUll. Lake:i:1v&ntage: of and W~ hnve taken advant:lge of. 
We can move and we have been moving. • 

Now, in my ccse, I have been through seve-,Tal sets of cO!J.,nissiont:rs. And I must 
act as the father, confessor and guidance cOllnselol' to keep the county mo\'ing in the 
directi.on of progress. Sometimes it is very very discouraging to know that I'm do:i.ng 
this and he's getting more. This is only natural tor all Americans because we 811 want 
to be equaL \vhcn you get this fancy jargon on. the ballot, even the fellow who is voting • 
for his interest doean ' t )(110'\01 what it means, so how do you expr:ct the puhlic to knov:? 
You certainly can't buttonhole ell of the people of the state of Ohio. Eighty-eight 
comnl1ssioners can't buttonhole all of them to start to explain individually to each and 
every voter, that it provides for equal pay. 

Mrs. Sowle: !low long are the terms of office? • 
~t' • Hesske: Four years. 

I • 

Mrs. Sowle: So it's poten tially a four year del.ay. 

Mr~ Hesske: It's a two year delay actually. • 
Mr. Rase: Our constitution is s~t up so that one is elected for four years and then 
two years later two are elected. So that you won't have all three completely green 
commissiOners - the same as the senate. I made the statement, I wasn't complaining on 

•
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the pay, but if I was running for county commissioner for the pay, I wouldn't be here 
because I could take a long handled shovel and go out here and make more mon~y. The 
problem is you are being discriminated in this pay, and I'll also have to say that in 
my three terms as county commissioner, our 'lorkload ip the commissioners' office has 
more than tripled. 

Mr. Huston: Is this true ,.,lith the la-t'ge metropolitan areas? Is the work of the county 
commissionprs increasing or is it decreasing? 

Mr. Hesske: It's increasing from the smallest to the largest county. But the only dif
ference is in the larger counties they have the financing money to hire, in some cases, 
admi.nistrators \Vho are paid twice as much as the commissioner himself. 

~·lr. Huston: Where you hav~ a metropnlitan area that encompasses practically the \vhole 
county doe~ the county c0mmissioncrs'job require substantial activity now? 

Mr.. Hoslar: I'm fareiliar \·:ith most counties and in the 1~"(g2 counties the work has more 
than trebled. I've been here 11 ye::lrs and we're in all kinds of federal programs that 
didn't exist Ii years ago. Seed programs, federal revenue Gharing programs, we hC:lve 
workshipa nov on federal programs alone, which didn't even exist. Plus we have state 
prosr.ams nO"1 and more comins. In the larger c<:,u!1ties the corn~issLoners mce t one morning 
and one afternoon in regulcr sessien - this is their official session, but it's mis
lea<:ing. It;'s like a Joc.tor's office. The doctor is there from 10 u:1til 2 on Tuesday 
and Thursuay, but he's in the bospital from 10 o'clock at nisht until 5 j.n the morning 
l:-.i...lld.ng rC)ll1;!s :md dotn:~ <Ie t he hLls to. Lar2,c counti.es ht:ve :i1ore s taft, but tht::n they 
h:lv:,~ horrendcL~s prob lems h"::->n W'~ lfore on dm,m •. 

Mr. "alyson~ The.. question ,_)h"rh r""fr-(')"i-~; ,,~ ;<s a cnmll,;t:te~ is noi.. hovl Itluch \'iOi."k is 
JOT"O Hnd ;.hethcr. the pay is adequate for the work, but whether this cnnst.itutional pro
vis ion should be mer] i.tied C'J P;_~':L~ i.f t:'!,~ryone v'ho is servin; to recp.ive the same pay. 
I thi.nk we ~;l:ould s tick to U·~r.1t [.n:0l'0[;ition because we have 1'0 pO\Jcr to set the pay 
scales that m;gybe shou.ld be ,:f:t for county cor,;missiol1crs. 

Hr. Ursu: I am John L'rsll, ColumbLln". Com·,ty Cn:T~wissionec, <l'''d I have the feeling that 
if ever/body really knew wbat we w~re tRlki~S abou.t, the discrimination against one 
comllti.ssioner, that there ~h)uld be no one that could d·:deud the other side. I don't 
thi\1K the people that dreH up the C)fu,cit:Jtion meant this to happen. I think the consti 
tution is supposed to be a thing which makes everybody equal, and certainly as it has 
worked out in this particular cas~, it is not equal. We're the ones that are complaining 
because we're the only ones that haven't been takc!1 care of, really. You take every 
other office in the courthouse and c~cy have h~~n tvken care of. You can start off 
with cmr.nlon pleas judges. A few yeflrs ago they bot a constitutional ajll~ndm2nt which al 
lOI'led them to have in term pay incJ:28ses, l\nd 1 thinl: they deserve it. Particularly 
tod,ly with the inflation going 10% a year, they 1'Fi'Je a si.x year term, if they had to 
work for the same salEry for 6 years, they'd really be behind in this day and age. So 
they were taken care of. County court judges and municipdl court j'dges thought they 
were covered uy the same constitutional amendnent, and they weren't. Another constitu
tlOlhl1 amenJI:lent took C,lre of them. But in addition to thet, the legislature last year 
passed a bill that said \>le couldn't collect any of that money that we !,aid these 
county court judges that they receiv~d illegally. The other office holders, the recorder, 
the treasurer, and engilicer, and the sheriff, what happens to them? It happened in '64, 
\.hich 1 1 m famili<ir with, and '68 and 172, and I \·lOuldn' t be surprised if it happens in 
'76. We h~d an election in '64, the election was in November, about 3 or 4 weeks after 
the election the legislature met in special session and passed a raise for everybody, 
including the two ccmmissioners. Us poor guys in :.ciddle term, we donlt get it. Every 
time it shortchanges us. And what it has meant to me is that my fellow commissioners 

have been making $12,100 a year. I've been making $9,900 a year. For two years that's 
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$4400 it's cost me. this last timE', In the future, I think there will be a pay incref:se 
for eVerybody and I t.hink it's going to amount to about $3500. YIDU multiply that by 2 
years. which. if 1 1 m lucky enough to get re-elected in 4 years, that's going to mean ;}bout 
~7000 I'm going to he shorted again. So I don't think there is anybody that: can defend, 
if they know what is going on. this position. And I would think that the constitutional 
amendment should be short and to the point. Let's not talk about 811 of the other office 
holders. Let's make it just li.ke the judges,"All county commissioners sh<l11 have the 
samesalary". And that's all that we're after. 

Mr. Aalyson: Thank you, sir. 

Mr. Workman: l;m Don Workman from Ashland County, I served r.:y first term in 1962 and I 
agree "11th everything that the gentlemen havt~ said here. They touchE:d on mas t of the 
points quite well. I have been through the same things over the years ~nd it 5s dis
couraging. some times. ParticulLlrly one of the things that happens in the corru"iss ioners I 
office t the fir::; t thing when thu mm men corne in, you' have an appropria tions on JcUluary 1. 
And as these gentlemen said, you've got t\-JO new men sitting down here. TLey 1:.nm., nothing 
of the departments. they know not their needs, or whet their expenditures ere. As Nr. 
Hesske said. you've got to be the father confessor and everything else and attempt to 
put it on the line. And 1f Ll:lything goes wrong. yOli usually are the one, you're presi
dent of the board, you've got to front for the board. And if the press has any di5COU~
a,ging remarks, they direct them to the chair, usually. And so you have to take the flr:ck ... 
with it. And I, too, think its discriminatory. In the remarks [",bout the way the issue 
WBS presented to the voters. 1 think I have a very good ins tallce. \'le paef,t.:"~ a piggy~b:~d~ 

Bah~tt ttclZ. ~JI.'!·hC\d a referendum agai.nst it. t\'e had t\vo commissioners, and I was one. that 
passed it on the emergency measure. Two conunissioners were up at the same election as 
the referendum. The bill passed by an almos t 9% majority and both commiss ioners ,lent 
down .because of the bill, beclwse of the wording of the ballot. It said, "No, the: action 
shall not he accepted" and t.hey vott2d "·res ". Consequently the b11l Ivent in b;j3.ut:ifiJlly 
and ctw people defei:1tcd the two COlll.'T:issio~1ers, all because of the ';varding on the ballot. 
t~ .~, Q.~~ 11Iiipe&--taat ~ tM.....-uit.iaa:;,_,·dba-.~a..a-.,l!Bng.uage .... I, too, in my years..,. 
felt dhcrim:l.nat<:d agaLlst. over the long haul because you do have smaQ vcry tough 
SitU.H.iol'\S, I <1150 believe that the C011stitution was S(~t to the peoplE: to prc)tect the 
in t~rrl1 tl',ise :md we have nothing to <.10 I.;ttll that. and that's 'vb~re :c Si:y it's unjust. 
If :t c~)uld r~1.GC 1.IY mm salary, I 'Aould s".y, "Tld.s is great." But \ole dna't bve that 
pr1v:jl.f~ge nnd H('\ 1. think thC.'T·C is 'Nhere the constitution maybe' doesn't do wklt i.t. 'da~-; 

intendl·,j to do. 

~fr. A<llyson: Th<mk you, Mr. l~orkman. Othel" ren~<.lrks? Either fror: thc~ guests 0:: members 
of tll(~ cou-anittc('? (There were none). He thank yOll fur appearinz, gentlemen. \.:e ,.,ill 
cert~l1nly take your comments into very careful and fcrious CO,)S id.;lra tion in OLE flIT thel
deliberations tn this matter. 

the commissioners thanked the committee and cht<irmnn •. 

~r. A,lyson: To proceed with further discussion of this particular problem, then, I 
think I stated ,,'hen 'tJe originally consiclered this tl1atter that l.1y feeling in:c thzt since no 
:me in the state sets his mm salary except the GenerDl .t\ssembly, I had no difficulty 
in amending the present provision to provide for in t.cn!l pay raises to persons v'110 do 
not raise their Qwn salaries, I do feel that probably there is a discriminating conse
quenc.e of what does happen here and that it should be remedied if it can be. Certainly, 
1 don't think it would be a major probler:l to reconstruct a provision that ,,,ould permit 
on in term pay raise to those \<'ho don t t set their mm salaries. Of course, t·).? discllssed 
the fact that there might be nn in term decrease that was designed to evict somebody from 
O)ffic·f.·, I think that j,t could be handled if the other members of rhe committee feel that 
the situation is serious and that it deserves our further consideration. lInt i!~clined 
to think that it docs. I agree with what theoe gentlemen said th,,:t the COtl5titution i.s 
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not designed to cause a discriminntion to exist in any area. And perhaps it does here. 

Mrs. Eriksson: If you wanted to consider a change, it would be appropriate to consider 

• the same change lIl<:iue for judges. The constitution now prohibits n decrease in term for 
judges. The constitutional language for dudges originally prohibited both increase and 
decrease, and now prohibits only decrease. 

Mr. Aalyson: Does it permit an in term increase? 

• Mrs. Eriksson: Yes. It took two constitutional amendments to do it, but the judges now 
nre in a position to be able to receive in term increases. If yOll do recommend a change 

• 

in Section 20 of Article II, ~hich is the section they're concern~d with. you probably 
also ought to take into consideration Section 19 of Article III because that prohibits 
both increases and decreases for the state executive elective officials. That applies 
to the governor, It. governor, auditor of state, treasurer of state, secretary of state 
and attorney general. 

Hr. Aalyson: Hhat you are snying is tlwt if I,'e're going to make <:! change make the change 
npplicab le to everyone except those ·..;ho S2 t their own s21aries, which ge ts dmm to the 
quescion ... ~lr. Skipton's cotl"nittee did consider that section ur.d recommended no change 
L, it. No one has been pressillo for a chdng'~ in thnt sec tion as has been the case with 

• fJection 20. If your lheory is simply no discrimination flt<'ong equal persons then Section 
19 of Article III docs not discriminate, ~ecau~e those persons all take office at the 
same time. 

• 
~1c. Huston: Actually the purpo';e of these W~lS, was it not, to p·tevent Clbuses of politic<ll 
pr.ocess that the legislature cOllid pay of a governor, yeu might say, and incre2se his sc1lary 
ia orJer tlwt they toiould go aL:r.lg .... ith th<2m en their bills and the S3IIlC Hit!l the other 
elected officials 1 .. , 

Nr-s. Eriksfon: Right. 

• 
Mr. Huston: I think that your big problem as these people expressed it is the discrim
inatOry impact of a provision of this type. I wo~ld be reluctant to remove or amend 
Section 19 of Article III. 

Hr. Aalyson: I fp.el the same IvCly, Bob. If you tried to "mend Section 20 sirr.ply by sayi.ng 
that every officer IvJlding the SDTne rosition would drap the Selrne salary you might get 
the fellows with the raise eetting a decrease as opposed to the fellow who's lower down

• getting the increase. So it would have to embody langu33c that would call for every 
officet' ser..,ing in the same position to draw the same salary as the ,one receiving the 
highest salary. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Or, if you simply went the route of the judges and prohibitcd a decrease 
during term, and said nothin0 about prohibit nn increase, just prohibit a decrease, you

• would accomplish that. The other aspect to the discrimination is, of course, the senators 
who serve overlapping terms have this same problem. NOIv there you are talking about some
one who fixes their own salary. 

Mr. Huston: That's a different situation. 

•
 Mrs. Sowle: Yes.
 

Nrs. Eriksson: So if you didn't Ivant to recommend that, then you could do it on tha t 
basis. But then, if you wanted to permit senators equal salary then you ~"'ould have to 
amend Section 31 of Article II. It's a more complic~ted problem than it appears to be 
at first glance.

• 
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Mrs. Sowle: Is anyone complldnin.g of thcs,~ provisic">Ils f'xcept for the county com'llisd.oner,s
 
right now?
 

v;· 

Mrs. ErlkRson: SOlne Sena tors. When the lcg~ s la ture. put this thing through th~' inc luded ~,
 

Section 31.
 '.' .f, • 
~;Mrs. Sowle: Yes, and thllt went down too. And probahly took everything else dmvn with it. 

Mrs. F.riksson: The auditors have compl.:d.n(~d from ti.111e to time and 1 beli(~ve that the 
situation t~i.th the auditors 1s that th(~y'rc: all elected .:it the f,cHne tiTre, but. I think t.hey 
a:eelected with this odd county commi.ssion~r. Hhen there is a general p'ly raise it 
usu~lly applies across the board to all county officials, and pErhaps the uuditors are •often in midterm when that happens. 

Mrs. S~,'lc: Is there any reason why the timing has to be that t~ay? Couldn I t they pcss 
anotlH~r bill two years later? 

Nrs. Erikss6n: The county officials are paic1 by a system which p;oes C'J:\ county population,
and T think th;:t there would be a lot of complaint if' thl'y tried to \>'rite [l s·:'parate pay 
bill for that one commissioner. They would get into all kincb of questions :n. to \-lhcther 
the population of the county had increased or decreased in that ti.;Q yeal· p(:riod. I ".'QuId 
not: think that they would want to do that. 

Mr. Al1JYlilon: Wt~ l'8ven' t thou~ht mayb~ of :l philosophy that ";(.'Ve" ndoptc::d in ot11er si.tu- • 
ations nnd I'm not proposi.ng it nc;;<';o?ssari.ly but \ole are taJldng ai),-,ut 88 peo;Jlco h(;l~e and a 
const1tuttol'l.al u:r.cndluent. And people who ron for office with Ul'] knowled;~l~ tt.wL they 
ar~ going to encounter this bituation. 

Mrs. Sowle: Yes. •
·Mr.Aa1yeQJ:l,~ Th~y sllould be,.running. witlf their eyes open,.. and they knew this coul.d... 
IHlppen~ I'm not:. snyim.::;·· it doesn't but.docn it jtl~;itify a const:i.tuU.onal a,'1~ndr,:ent to t'J.ke 
care of 88 people in B state with a pop~lation of our state? 

Nr. Huston: But should your constitution have anyth:lns in it t.hat W,lS discri.r;li.natory?
 
Thut'~, the other half of the quostion. •
 

11l:s. Eriksson: It is also true, that. the other 2 cor;rn'!.sf.ioners nay also be rU:1oing for 
offi.cf' on the basis. of a salclry th~t tiley have no as.;;urs.nce ir; boing to be re.:Ls0.d. It's 
jl.wt happened that for f>ome years the ler;i61atur~ has raised tllnt salary bet,~epn November 
and J,mll'u·y 1. 

this 
Mrs. Sow le: So this group (If 88/ is going to happen to every fOllr years it they stay in. 
'l'herc i.s that possibility. 

Mr. Huston: lt l 
.; much more apparent today with the i.nCl"eaSeS it: r.sy and the increef'es 

in the cost.of living. 
~. 

Mrs. Sowle: Yes. If salaries start going down they may feel a little differently. 

M..... Huston: That's right. The pay of your govcrnm~ntal pEople has incrc<Js<:d sllbstantinJ.1y 
because of the inflation whereas for years it was rather static. 

Mrs. Sowle: Why did the judg"s' amendm~nt pass and th0.sl'! fail? Hew you !T1~nt:i.oncJ. thBt •
it look 2 times. Did the Genercrl A!.isembJy provision take the rCl"t of it dO·Nn? 

Mrs. Erikss.on: I don't know. Actually, every time the thi.ng he', been all the ballot where 

•
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it has been easily identified as an in term pay increase it's gone down to defeat) and 
this happened once to the municipal judges too. It went through this last time be
cause it was a part of a bigger package, Issue 3, which was other revisions in the 
judicial article. And that's the way the connnon pleas judges got theirs too, from the 
modern courts amcnd;~ent, which had many n~ore things in it. That was an extensive revision 
of the judicial article. Then when the Funicipal judges, they put that on the ballot 
separately, and that was defeated. And then it was included last year, in 1973, as part 
of another revision of the judicial article and that's how that was adopted. 

Mrs. Sowle: I tend to agree with the potential for abuse with an in term pay increase. 
But I notice from the memo that only 10 states prohibit it. The Hodel State Constitution 
does not prohibit in term pay increases. I suppo~e the alternative to controlling abuse 
through a constit:ltional provision, and I'm not selling this, I'm jusL trying it out, the 
alternative to controlling it by the constitution is simply to rely upon political con
trols. \;hcth~r th~y are gO:Jd or not T don't know. But even if yell decided that you 
want to c'ely en political controls, everybody else has gotten their bill through, so that 
really by now only the auditors and the county cocmissioners, the executive officers .•. 
well, thd[:'S still a sizeabl<:: bloc and trw r,lembers of the Gc"cral Asser.,bly are controlled 
by this. If the history of tid.; is that t:w electorate ~~ill not vote to penLit in term 
pay increases tlwn ::.f I-ie Ilant,ld to do anythb.g pr:ob3bly the mos t "ie S110uld be able to 
think of .:1$ Cl practical m3tl,~1' ~,!Ould bE: to dbolish the discrimin<::tory situal~i()n. If 'He 

wimt to take an inl.Cl'est :Ln thL.: pliciilt of 83 [.l2oplc, as a to!enis~ion. 

}lr. Huston: Even today there's room for ab'.lsc th~re between the daLe of the election 
and the daLe of th.:; ;:akin[~ of off5_ce bec2u~;e t.hey C:.ln incrcD.sc the pny. :\~ld no',,; ~'l.lth your 
ann'.1'11 legislalurl'3 that's very '2ilsily done. They C<ln increase the govcrnoc's payor 
unybody's ray after tl.,~ elc('t~on. They see ii!10 is ~l.ested rmd increase th<o pay. 

;::1::>. SOi'il,,": ',.;ll.:.it Li'<i couldn't.: do thoLi~~i1 viould be t.o bargain on something .:1[tcr the 
person is in office. 

~lr. Huston: No, h'Jt they could bargain ~vith hi;n kno~'o}ing t~lat he is going to take office. 

Mrs. Sowle: But if he doesn't come throush they can't do any thins about that. 

Hr. Hus lon: No, tha tIs correc t. 

Hr. AalY50n: Now, the pay increases thnt these gc.T,tlerr.,,,:n have been rc,fel'ring to for cost 
of living and whatnot they say comes bctl!cen the Nuvember election and the taking of 
offi-ce in January. Is tha.t correct'? Thiro gc:nth~'~;;';l from Colu:~lbiana County indicated 
that this has be~n for the past l2 years or so ~nd there ha~ been an almostautcmatic 
pay increase fullowing the Novcn~cr election and before the taking of office in January. 

Hrs. Erlkssorl: There has been that pattern. I h<:ven't chec1ced that out, but I think he 
is correct that this has happened the lAst few times. 

hr. Aalyson: There doesn't seem to be any ~Ji),y in vie\.! of this present prov~s~on that 
the General Assembly during that period could provide for the fellow who is holding over. 

Mrs. Eriksson: No. 

Nr. Aalyson: That is really \·"h::lt the crux of the D1C1tter is. 

Nrs. Sowle: Is it appropriate for the co~ission to do this? That's another question 
in my mind. It doesn't seem fair. I would agree ~ith that. 

Mr. Aalyson: I tend to think it is, even though I'm the one who brought up the business 
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of 88 people being affected by a constitutional amel1dment. It seems to me that if you
 
are talking about fairness then is when you talk about the constitution •
 

.. Mr•• Sowle:. 1 know. I meant the discrimination against them doesn't seem fair. 

Mr. \alyson: Yes. And 1 think it's appropriate that we consider it even though it
 
might affect only 88 people.
 

l-Irs. Eriksson: There are more officials covered by this section than t.hat. Because 
there are state officers, persons \.;ho are desi.gnated as offi.cers, other than the six 
elected officials, who are prohibited in term pay increases by this section. For ex
ample, all of the heads of state departments are officers, a cabinet officer. /,nd these I•pe~sons are covered by this section as well. Now, there are not very many who are in 
the posiUon of there being more than one of the same type but there are a few. For 
example. the members of the P.U.C.O. are considered to be officers. So that there ,,~ould 

be penonswhere there is more than one of the same kind who might be affected. ~ 
it

. ( 

Mr. Aalyson: That's right. ..·.•
MrS. Erikeson: And there is always some confusion about who i.s or \o;ho is not (;Clered 
by. the section. 

'r 

·Mr. Ir,us ton: In fact, in $ome situatiofls» they l·,ill resign and be r'eappointed to a ne~y .~, 

tel.,n in order to get the incree.sc. Then they will appoint someone to fl11 the v2cancy. • 

Hr. Aalyson: Is there enyone who feels that i.t iii! inappr.opriate that if there ie a
 
pay increase which a ffee ts one offic~ holder. all office holders having the S3;i1(' job
 
should not have the sam(: pay?
 · . 

·Mrs. Sowle: I agree. ~ .. 

Mr~ HustotL: 1 think that is the basic philosophy. , . , 
I·: 

l-tnt. Sm"'le: Is there any reason why the auditor shouldn I t he cons iden~t.l or C.:ln the 
General Assembly in pasr:tng a pay bEl think, "Hell. these officers tal.;~~ cffi.ce at 2 

cet't.'lin till).e." He'll consider thDt i.n fiXing the salaries. Is there a ,'Jay ti1e legis •lature can keep them from being punished? 

Hr.J;. Erf.ksson: The 1e[;islature could always pass a special pay bill [or the audi tor
 
~n that period between the election and the first of January if they ,·/,mt t.o.
 

Mr. Aalyson: \\Jhat is the term for audio tor? 1\-'0 years? Four years?
 • 
Mr. Huston: Four years.
 

Mrs. Sowle: Who fixes their terms?
 

Hr. f'Hlys~n: The Gcn<=ral A~sembly does.
 

Mrs. Sowle: t-lhy don't the auditm:-s lobby the General Assembly to·.chanse their tern~$?
 

1'lr.· Aalyson: If they shortened the term they would have to run again.
 

•
i 
I

l-xs. Eriksson: Yes, they wouldn I t ",ant to shorten their terms. And, of course. if you 
1talk about making all of the county officials elected at the SiHTl9 time~ you're talking I 

ebout 11 people on the ballot at the same time. And that's why the terms are stacgered. I 
I 
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Nrs. Sowle: But they are not complaining to us and asking for us to help. 

Hrs. Eriksson: I haven I t heard anything from them.· 

• Mrs. Sowle: Xf youapproac~ it from the standpoint of discrimination, then that wouldn't 
help the auditors, would it? 

Mr. Huston and Nrs. Eriksson: No. 

• Mr. Aalyson: Everyone else is in the same boat, isn't he, as theawHt~r8, in that once 
the salary is fixed for the term, it remains tna t. 

Mrs. F.riksnon: That's correct. 

Nr. A.:lyson: The auditor knm-Is \oJhcn te's running or can anti.cipate \'Ihen hE! s running \'Ihat

• his salai.'y night be, Of COllrsc t:1,~t crmld be said for the commissioner, too, but the com
mi:>,s inncrs, so;~e of th,~m l!Li.~;h t be l: t\n increase &nd the othe::;; vlOuld not because of this 
provisIon. But, oith rcg<::::-d to th(~ ;1u(litor, l:hey all get the same salary. They knoh1 

i~hcn they .••• hone of them is bein_3 d~scrimin<:1t:ed ag<l ins t. 

Mrs. SO\oJle: That's right.

• Hr. Aalyson: So I don't k1~m-l t'_1Ut He :1<lVe the S9:T,8 con,:1uLion in th~;.r situation. I 
undl~rstand '.I!1at you are t.J.1' :n:s .J~out but I think that: Liwy i-,re in a little cii£ferent 
situation and donlt need n('cc,,:jL~ri1_y to be c,'1l"'-i"J cllol1 1;. It's up to them I vlould guess 
to lobby thL 1.e3is In ture for ':1'1 incre.n"e bc [0:"", ti:e.y t.:l:<;e office. 

• ~lrs. SOlcllc: Yes. tha t':;; wh.:l t I '..'2.;; LLinking. 

Hr. 1\31Y50n: Hhich these folks (;annot do. 

~trs. Sowle: Well, I would be for trying to ex?lore what kinds of language might be 
appropriare for this. 

• Mr ••\alyson: ActuF.llly, \oJe just nee·l .1 rr.ov5.30, don't vie? Ptovided that every officer
 
sCl:ving in dll' Game capacity shall dl-dlo) the :;alary of t:he officer dr21.;ing the hi~hest
 

salary.
 

Xr. Hus ton: The only problenl you vlOllld have is in C'~'0nec tion 'Nith smne of your cOTI'Jl1issions.


• You have chairmen of the con~is~i0ns. And the chairrn3n could be in that same boat. He
 

•
 

could be (he one that's getting t~e least salary becausa there have been increases for
 
the members of the cO.-T'.miss ion s ln~e tn<l t time. r;o'~, he ','Jouldn I t be receiving the same.
 
If his p<\y had b(~2n increa::;ed and j'OU had a lame dude cO:llL~.g in, you ·,.;aulcin' t want hi.m
 
to receive (:he same as the ch::ti":m<1.n. He is a !i,ember of the cocrmlission and he is desig-

natcd chairlllan and they pay hil:! dif':':erently.
 

~rr. Aalyson: The chai~~an does get a different salary? 

Mr. Huston: Yes. Nvrmally they get a couple of thousand dollars more. 

Nrs. Eriksson: In some. Certainly tl~e P.U.C.O., the chairman gets a higher salary.

• Mr. Hus ton: So you might h:'ve to have some language tha t •••. 

Mr. Aalyson: fiNo regular member shall. •• fI 

• Mr. Huston: Yes, something like that to cover the situation. 
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Mrd~ Sowle: Well, there is a provided clause in Section 20 that was defeated. If we , 

cattle up with a reculIlCleJ.1dation on this, I wonder what the reaction of the COrr.J'li"sion tvould
 
be.
 

Mrs. Eriksson: Those members of the Commission who know that it's been recently defeated
 
are apt to react negatively. I don't know.
 

~~. Lalyson: Unless the explanation is offered that has been offered here tod~y in the
 
di$cussion. I can't see any member opposing the thing with th(~ idea tbat hE' is supporting
 
diScrimination.
 

j 

1 

Mr" Uuston:There is really no realistic reason \.Jhy this ccnditJ0n should exi.st. There • 
really isn't any rational reason why it should exist. 

Mrs. SOI~le: I certainly agree. I'm just ,"ondering if the Comlni~;''3ion isn't going to per

haps say, I'Well, why prop08E~ something that ,,188 just defeeted?'1
 

Mr. J,alyson: Actually, the rC8!'lOn that i.t does exi.st is fortuity, :::. think. It just
 
happe~ed to be something that \oiaS not forseen \oJhell this constitutional ;~()\.>:.!,~..: ;,,,,~:,
 

enacted, I expec t. You knoH, tlla t there might be staggered terms tolhlch ;')01.1.1(1 res u1 t in
 
a highet pay raise for som(~body them the other would nut get.
 

Mr. Huston: Are the risks to~ i;l·cal to elimin3te the section entirely'!' •Mrs. SmoJle: 1 don't think you can elimi.nate: the whole sC'ction. 

Hr. Aa1.yson: There wcu':: one,] thotlZht to h.:1vC been, and we contLI'l2 ",1,:".)'5 to Sf)" th;.':::
 
rep~al of a provision probably can't be sold unless thc'r.. i3 f'Uiii'2 good L;P~;U" ti 0:', ftl!'
 

it~ And if they wouldn't past. the prc;.pos(;d change, it would be dcubtfd tel"':: th(;y
 
,.,ouldrepeal what is h~re.
 

Mrs. Sm-,le: 'fou need p:'l.rt of the sectiOflt do you not, bec.auSf! it has tile ;:r.(j\'J5~Oll
 

that the General Assembly fi:>~~s til(:' te1:m of office ':Xtd <~O:·I~PC:;W.:1ti.t.'··I, so J'):1 LC)!t}(b,1 t
 

cbOlish tlla t p",rt.
 

1'11:13. ErikfHon: I think th.:1t t:lf,' conclusion \-:ould be that that :!(ilJ~,d 1x Vi', of t!~" ,;en- •
 
eraL l(:~:.JG"'rttivc pO;Jf::r, an)".;ny. 0,., the olher hand, i.t might h" Jiff:'Cl,]t to cyp].cdn
 
trying to repeal that p::rt of it. I snppose therr! <:r(~ severnl po,;:;ibiliU.er. C~lC is
 
jrlf>t simply to llwl,c it., "but no dc:creRse thE::cein l1 thu~; nr..l::Ln[; j:. likc; t1w j\1(l~~cs.
 

}~r, lIalyson: But that doesn It t'(:complish "Jhr:it they are after \;hich is to ;;l ~ tl',~ :i.l'Icrea';c • •Nrs. Eriksson: If y'ou say "no dccreM::e tberein shall D.ffcct the sal::u,),11 then the i.mpU .. 
cation is th,lt they could get the increase. That Hould 8.ffect ull P::·1::'0HS, 1\T'd the 

. other il> to try and draft something that WJuld take ca:r:e of the persons \1110 ,:n; holding 
the samc office. 

Mr. Aa:lysol1: tVhtch is c:.ls·cntially the hope of Section 20 that ~';2A proposed 011 H~y 7. .' 
Mrs. Sowle and Mrs. Eriksson: Right. . 

Hrs. Eriksson: The thing about 20 the '-'!2·Y this \I1BS drafted is th;'lt it talks ~bOllt from
 
the sante district. One problem \vith that is.. that "district" is not really D3&:1ingful.
 
YOu have to assume that that means county. It applie;; cr~ly to elected persons, GO that
 
that would not apply to P.U.C.O. or anybody"like that. On th~. other h~nd, Section 20a
 
wo;uld,. :
 

Mrs. Sowle: It doesn't specify elective. 

• 
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Mr. Huston: It's just any public offi,=er. 

Mrs. Eriksson: And so 20 and 20a would appear to overlap in certain instances and not 
in others. This was part of the confusion, I think. 

Mrs. Sowle: Hhat is the pur.pose of the second paragraph of proposed 20? Is that to 
prevent someone from resigning and then being 6ppointed and getting-L~~.? Is 
that wh.tt that was designed to do? 

Hrs. Eriksson: No. If a county comrJissioner during his term resigns or dies or somP.
thing and th8n at some other poi.nt you fill that v'1cancy, and in the meantime there has 
been a salar;,' incrcI)sc which he didn't get, but maybe ,·~hich the other CO:11'11issioners got ••• 

Mr. Aalyson: I think it would be prOVided to prevent a pay increase to the fellow who 
was taking the appointment. 

Nrs. Eriksson.: Yes, because;.:; salary incc-ca,,(' t1ight ha\'c be~r. voted bet,~een the time 
the elcc t:2d official took of[ict~ and the ti,,'c this guy di.d. This i.s to prevent him 
from receiving that increase. 

Mrs. Smde: ',r", 1 1 , the situation that you '../('rc just ta.:,;·.in~ :lllOllt, would this paragraph 
apply to it? l'Inere one ".'ould !:'csign <Inc! t;1cll be :cea?f)(l1.nrC(;? 

Hr. Huston: This really talks alxJut distri.ct. 

I:,;r. Aalyson: .t'.nd l!i'~ (~l'.::ct('(l :)~:f5.cer. This i~; c:l CCITJ!1on pr-:lctice in (1 corr.missinn type 
thing t!I"'~L'~ a P.U.C.G. r~:(~mber RLght resi~~n ar,d he appointed U!C chairman because the 
--a.tr1Ian, you t1ee.. that's what Bob was saying. 

~h:$. Sowle: But this Bays ele~L.:ed, unci in the s.:!me district. 

Mrs. Edk~;" on: Uu t I think thi.i t 20a ",au J.d cover.. It prOVides tha t if there is more 
th.1n 2 YC3CS left in the terQ, :1e can ;;et the incre<.se. 

Mrs. Sowle: We do have a le~tcr [tom an auditor. 

He. A<'Ilyson: AshtLlbu1a County. 

N1.'s. Eri,ksf.:on: This \,,'as act:l.',11y som~thin!:j dircct:",d to the Gcrl!:ral Assembly ,·)he:1- they 
';.Jere consL'l.:;'L'ing the issue th~t did eventu311y 80 to the ballot and they sent us a 
copy of it. 

Hr. Aalyson: I still feel, per::cnally, I think that there is not a whole lot to be said 
against p~rmitting an in tcrD change in salary. And ~hen I say change, I say that think
ing of both increaue and d~creas~. So 10n3 as the per~on affected cannot make that 
change h~n3~lf. And 1 believe so long as the change affects 'all persons in a similar 
position. I have difficulty conceiving of n situation, for eX2~ple, where the legislature 
in orde~ to pay a political debt would change the salary of all, say, auditors. Because 
1 think the budget problems ~'lculd influence them greatly and it just seems to me th<:lt 
we arc beyond a situBtion, pel'haps I '1':1 bein~; naive, y.'hp.re political pay-offs are sig
nificant in our society in this kind of em nrea, T,.Jhere the legi1'llature is fixi.ng the 
salaries of all el{~cted offid,d~, or all officials. Yet the public must feel otherwise 
unless the argfJment is valid tbat the reason they failed to pilSS the amendrr.ent in May 
of J.'.174 t'las beca!~se the public d;,dn't under::;tand ~·}hat the amendment was trying to do. 

Hr8. Eriksson: I'm afraid tl.at I would have to disagree with that. Because I think 

•
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the public understands only too well. 

Mrs. Sowle: Th~y know it was a pay r~isc. 

Mrs. triksson: ~\lthough I do think that the langu;lge is con[us ing. .,.·t
. Mr. Aalyson: 1)0 you really feel honestly Ann that ('he publi~ is opposed to in term p;;y" 

lncreasefJ on the ba£is that there might be a pay-off involved? 

Mrs. Eriksson: No, not on that basts. :. 
f 

Mr. J\<l.lysol'l: \-11);]t do you f(:'el is the basis. then? 

~~s. Eriksson: I think the public juSt doesn't thl~~ that public officers ~lould get 
bigger salaries, period. 

r. ' 
Hrs. Sowle: They are not going to vote for [my pC1y increases. or penll:Lt ::ny pny i.ncrcases. ;. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Right. Or clUythin.g thut looks liJ(c it. I dorl'!: Lh::'nk pe'ple susp(;>~t 

pay-o£fs.
 

Mr'~ Aalyson: But: ther~ arc pay iT\crcas~s.
 

Mrs. Eriks~on: But the public doesn't get to vote on them.
 • 
Mr. AalY90n: Okay, I see. They thil1.k that by ndorting sometLing Uke this t.hnt they'rp.
 
vo·ting for an inc.:re':lsc, YO<.1 iccl, as opposed. tq just permitting the ler;:is11turc' to do it
 
which the legislature already can do.
 

!~8. Eriksson: Right. • 
Nrs. Sowl~: Or even J.f they lJndt~staIl;d it, they arc not go::'ng Lo permit th:. legislature
 
to' do something. I think maytJe. \o,'C ollgh~ to m~ke a proposal, but. 1 arc, \.('1':- pcssirr.iS1'.ic
 
about anything getting past.
 

Hr~ I.\aly~on: 1-1y feeling is that the only thing \,'(' sho'... lcl do i.f. tc ID.:.k", c. ;-.'~()posal t,hat. '.
\>JQ:uld elbli.nllLe di.scri.mination. If ..:c cen do th."~: by simple ncdifi.caticfi, even \>'iL1i our
 
pessimistic ontlookabout the commission Mid/or the public adopting it, fine.
 

l-1r'.' HusLOn: Can't you) just by taking the present language and the V:1Sf p:lrase) say
 
"Bllt no change thel:ein ff18.U reduce the s~lary of any offic.Cl c1.uring hir; existing term
 
un:lcsf; the off lee he abolished"? I mean to me tllClt's a very simple ch.snge and it rc:d.ly
 • 
accomplishes the same thing. It has the sar.1C effect. 

~1r.• Aalyson: It doesn't accompl:Lt:h the r"ip-e that the 88 are looking [or. 1(: .prohi.bits
 
a decrease but the present one prnhibi ts a decrf~asc.
 

Mr. Huston: But now, they could include these people in ther€:. becGus'~ there is nothing.
 • 
in the pay raise •••
 

Mr. Aalyson: I se(~. You mean eliminate "change" and just put in "decr~:,"Ge".
 

Mr. Huston: Just put in IIdecrease". It says "a.ffect" now. SQ if you just use the,. 
word "detrcase" th~y can't decrease it. but thp.y can increase ft. And it rce.lly isn't 
a significant change in the language of the constitution. I think the people \~culd buy 
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a change tlw. t says tha t the le3is la ture cannot decrease ••• 

Mr. Aalyson: But if you say "decrease" and leave out "affect" then you leave it open 
for them to increase their own salaries. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Not unless you also amend Section 31. 

Mr. Aalysott: Alright. 

Mrs. So~le: Now, this would not affect executive salaries either. 

Mrs. Eriksson: No, but this ~ould affect, if you just make that change, which is like. 
the change that \>.'a5 made in ju,!ges, then i.t is going to "ffect all officials who come 
under Section 30. Itls not just going to eliminare discriminaticn. 

Mrs. Sowl~: These are nIl non-constitutional public officers, right? Covered by section 20. 

Mrs. EriksGon: Right. 

Mr. Ruston: Any office creat~d by the legislature. 

Mrs. Eriksson: All officers. 

Ers. Sowle: I C::1O see very geod reasons for doin~~ tlwt and removing the prohibition 
"bout .it'. term pay inCl·r~asc:;. I can see I'J:)(~re thi1 t ~vould maI<.e a lot of sense. I don! t 
think the ddnijer ill terms of political pny-offs is iJ real danger. Not lind C 1." Section 20. 
And :i.t [;e(~ms to n::o v(~ry bad t.J lH've each little gr0up trying to !.::;~t its constitution,,:l 
rh.1n:;.e. OF COllc,:r?> the j'.ld.:..:/'c; ',.)ouldn.'t h·' (,0v~rer1. by t~lis) but this I~oulct cover auditor, 
WOU1011'C leI Anu to leave oaco one to 1CS own ueVLces tv LOUOy LO~ a pa~tlcularLZ~u 

pcovision seems to me not a very good staLe of thin;;s for the constitution. I am pessi
mistic about it rclSsinr;, if ~·je cO.ne thrOI!:3h \vit11 that proposal. 

Nr. Huston: I thi.n1-: it would have more cheJllce of p.:lssing than if we made a substantial 
change in the lan3u~ge. 

Hr. Aalyson: By substantial, you Inca::l in terms of numbers of wores, I think. 

Hr. Ruston: Yes, thatls what I mean, because it confuses the public. 

Xrs. SO\~le: But I don't thil1:<. thot you're going to fool anybody that it co:r,pletely 
alters the restriction. It's going to be discussed as an abolition of the prohibition 
agains t in tern pay increases. I den I t thin~<. anybody is going to miss that. 

t>1r. Adlyson: Everyhody will underst<2ncl tIlat ~)ho h.Js any sa'rJy ilt alL 

Mr. Hus ton: Everybody ~vho j'j knowledscn!J le about it. 3ut hOio1 P12ny of the people really 
underst~md most of t:le issue~ on the bnllot? 

Mrs. SOI-Ile: J,lc 11 , I.-Ihat's the ballot boar': ~OL:1hCO do with this? They're going to put 
on the top of th~ ballot, "TId.::: i)roviGio;l cll<lngE'G Lh~ rule dbo'.lt in term pCly increases l1 • 

At least, if I ~ere on the ballot board, that's ~hat I would put on it because that's 
whi:1t it does. I think itls a good way La chaag~ the languacic. But I don't think it's 
going to conceal the purpose of it. 

Mr. Huston: I dlJn't think it's going to conceal it. I ~wuldnlt ~.Jc:mt to conceal it, 
but I think that \-:iten you get langua~e such as whu,- l,JdS propcsed before it's very dif
ficult for anyon~ to really com?rehend w~at you're trying to do. People, when they 
don't understand, IIil1 vote 'Jgainst ctI:i,.ngs. It wO'.lld ffi<.1ke it I:'ore e'!.uitable, there's 
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.tlO question about it. And it ,",Quld prevent some of the shennnigans thot take place in 
connection. lI'ith appointtr1€"llts also - r.esigning and being re?ppointed to a vBcency - I-Jhich 
1 thi.nk 1.8 legal and all that, but I don't think thnt you should have your constHution 
require those shenanigans. 

Mrs. Sowle: Of course, if that were the language of 20, the commissioners would all 
change at the same time. 

Mr. Huston: Yes, And there wouldn't be any prohibition'~8Rinst a chan~e. 

Hrs. Sowle!: I'm wondering. if we go to the Commission '-lith ,1 proposal, ,·,'heth<,r "Ie alight 
to go\,'ith alternative proposals. and if the Commission rejects the chc:rtf',e that you I.;'t!re 

talking about. then wheth0r we would want to ask them to consider lanr;u;:"J;€ prohibiting 
discrimination? 

Mr. Hus.ton: You knot"', if there m:~re some 'Vwy we could get ti:e Nord lIdiscr.imination" into 
the language, it Ylould ha"e a substantial possibility of passing, I think. 

Mrs. Sbwle: I agree ",ah that • 

. .	 Mr. Huston: So maybe we could put it in the affinnD.tive, "There shall be no discrimin
stion". 

Mrs. Sowle: Yes, X think if that's rC<:il.1y bnsicCtlly what it said, it \JOuld In vo ~: 

much better chance of passing. 

Nr~ Aalyson: But then you've got to detet'1lline, again, \olhetLer the eUI'dn<::d.on of. the 
<tis:crilllin8tion Hill b~ mad(~ by an uph'ard or c: dO',I'nI';,1"cd jun:p. If you rl,duu~ everyanc to 
the same levc:l 0'.' raitle them to Lh0 S:.lniB level, it seems cs thrwgh we. an~ soilnC to get 

. something that's goin(; to £et a yard long in the cOhstitut:.on if we t.r; .::nu ta.ke -::are
 
ot ~it O~tneee tblngs.
 

Mrs. Sowle: 1 twuld be in f.R';Ol' of the one chan~e, proposing that chccge in Section 20 
and then maybe asking Ann to sec 1Ilhat she can come up with in the ,,'ay cf <llte)~nattv~: 

, language about discrimination. 

Mrs'. Eriksson: If you want to consider some lang;uage elimina ting discr ir~l:ina tion. di<.~ 

you want to consider it only for the elected officials or a::e you cOI1cet"'lec;' ~·.d.til th-:.: 
others? If you were going to eliminGte discrimination, would you wallt to do it for pub
Et utility corr.nd.ssioners as well ef; cO'.mty conmil';sionerR? 

Mr. Huston: I think the basic philosophy would requir.e you to do it in co,mcction with 
,your appo:l.nted officials .9.1so. 

Mr. Aalyson: I 8&ree with that. 

Mr.' Huston: It just seems inconceivable to me too t bl0 people doin?, the same job are
 
rc.ceiving different pay just because of the time that they received the appointment.
 
Because they have no control over their pai', vJha tsoever.
 

Mrs. Sowle: I would certd.r,ly agree wi th that. The current prOV1S lon doe 8n I t have tha t 
lalt paragraph in Section 20. Do we ,"ant to consider ~uch a paragraph about vacancies? 
T1~;t would only be appropriate in the provision about discrimination. That. wouldn I t be 

necesElliryl take it if the basic change is made. 

Nr~ Huston: I think if you are making a minor change, it W) uld be appropriate. 

Mr,.~ Aalylon: If we added to Section 20 a similar prOVision, I don't know that elec tive 

-.ft"
 

'.~ Ji, ..
 

•
 

•
 

,
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office is necessarily a proper criterion. "All officers holding the same relative 
position", this is not the language lId try to use, "shall be entitled to the same 
salary". That let's you have a chairman who would get a larger salary and yet provides 

•
 that they will be equal otherwise.
 

Mr. Huston: Why do you really need that in Section 20 if you change 20 by making the 
mi.nor change of \lsing "decrease". You really wouldn't have to have it. 

•
 
Mr. Aalyson: I don't know that you do. I suppose there is an opportunity for an ap

pointment to take place ••• no I guess there isn't really. It would be very very rare.
 
if ever, that an appointment would take place that would carry with it a salary in

cren~e th<lt h<1d not been enacted as to the others since 20 amended woule! provide for 
salary increases during term. 

Hr. Huston: That's right.

• Hrs. ErH:sson: ~~e' 11 come lip with basically t~"o proposals, one ~"hich will simply permit 
increases but not decreases and then another one to try to eliminate the discrimin<ltion 
for both elected and appointed public officers. 

• 
Mrs. So\"le: Then is it the position of the c()r:~TJ.itt(;e that we feel it 'would be proper 
to permit midterm increases for public officers? But we donlt want to consider the 
executive officers or the le;.;islatllre. 

I 

Hrs. Eriksson: The lc;;isl2.ture becau;:;e they fix tr.c;ir OIm sal.aries. 

Mrs. Sowle: Yes, and the judicial, that's already been done. And the ~xecutive we're 
• nut proposing L;ny chan;;e ia. Of COU ....Sl:, thut's not r;.;ally Jur CClIir;;itt:::c. ;~nY'.V::J.y. 

Nrs. Sriksson: 1. think you W01.lld '",ant to put it in the report, though, that you had 
cons i.dered i. t. 

• 
~'.r. l\alyson: Th2.t it ~v!lS u factor ~'Jhich \~C felt ~"3S not proper for our mm considera
tion but might be a proper one for the execulive ccmmittee. I don't really see any 
reason, again, [or discrimindtins against elected executive officers. Their costs go 
up at horne just <1" much <:IS Llll app0intcd officer. But perhnps there is a little moo-e 
danger there especially "Jh!~n yOI1 sturt tnlking about the governor, for example. 

• 
Mrs. Sowle: It seems to me that if there is any danger of ahuse, that that's where it 
lics, not so much ,"ith this •.The potentJ.al for abuse doesn't seem to u~e to be very 
much here. 

• 

-i'tr. Aalyson: It's rJ~·a~'r1.n2 to'.·Jard noon and we haven't been able to consider the question 
of when elected officials should take office. i guess we '~ill have to defer that again. 
I confess that th0 more I thinl<. about it the less I'm inclined to change. I think you 
create more problems perhaps than you solve. I think we should perhaps defer that until 
the next meeting. 

Nrs. Eriksson: tlay I run down the other things that I thi.nk this committee might ~lant 

to consider. I have p;one over the cons~itution to see whOlt is really left and til£' main 

• 
issue would seem to be apportionment. If you are willing to undertake that one. that's 
the main thing thdt we haven't talked about yet. That's dealt Hith in Article XI. There 
f.lre scattered Gections in Article II that we haven't covered yet. One is the one per
mitting the General Assembly to pass mechanics lien laws, that's Section 33. There's 
also a section which has to do with the recording of titles to land that we've not 
prepared any mat~rials on it as y€t, that's Section 40 of Article II, R~gistration of 

•
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Land Titles. Section 41 of Article II, which hdS to do with Rbolishing prison contract 
. labor is also a section that I think should be considered. How do you feel about 
apportionment? 

.Mr. Aalyson: 21y instantaneous raction is that it's a bomb. J don't know that it might 
be all the more interesting for that rellson, and therefore .one that we might like to 
consider. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Senator Van Me ter' s reso1.ut5.on I-'Quid not only change the Bpportiom.lert 
bOflrd with respect to memhers of the General Assembly, bl1t he' has included congr€:ssion<11 

. redistrict'ing which \l7ould t.hen be done by iJ bbarci outside the control of the lcgis12ture. , 

Mr: A.:llyson: My feeling is thZlt we ought to hold th,:t one on thp. back b~Jrner and look 
t..

at some of these other less explosive matceu; fir<;t, But maybe when there arc n:Ol"<:.' S .
 

menlbcr~ of the committee or even before the full; comm.l9siotl ,,'C can br:l.nL, thi.s u.p i).r:d
 
see Hhethcr they feel that we ought to do it or ,,'hether it had better be done hy SOir,~
 

special committee.
 

~1rs. Sowle.· and Mr. Hus ton agreed. .i 

Mrs. Eriksson: Sha 11 we proceed to mechanics Hen? 

Mr. Aalyson: Hasn't there been some recent letiglation in that ",rea? 

Mrs. Erilts$on: Y(;8, there's presently a bill pending. In fact, almost every sessicn
 
s~ee: some 'bills to modify the m.'-!chanics lica l.:l\': and really the consti ~utional t;ect:i.on
 
only se.ys tha tthc General Assemb 1)1 may pass la~,s. Probably i.:1 reSp(I~H' to co court
 
de'ci.sioll holding such a law uncotlstitt~tiollal and thnt's what H,,~ have tc find O!lt .=\5
 

to why that was the situaU.on, whether. the. ('onstitutioIlal provi.siun i.E' ,;till necessary.
 

J'lr~ 1\~J.y:!l'Qn: J t.!1illK W~ t'hOllJ.O 11)OI.f!l. XI l'~nln1J.:> LU seE: .... i,,~th\7:t· i\. f!t,;.;H.if., ao)' updetrng.
 
Arc you suggesting that the reason (or th~ CClllsti.tution<ll pn;,·dGi.on .....8'· tb;~~: some court
 
held thatthi.s \.J8S such an 111v:1s10n of pr,opcrty d.ghtc that it ·.:a~ r(~r!uin~c. ~)y a CG\I


st~tutionll1 amendnlCnt:. rather than iii lceJ.sluti:ve action?
 

t-lra. Eriksson: Yes. I don't think th;;t there ;;r~~ that nisny C,'scs illvol,.red with the
 
constituHon~tlity of the issue. ThPlt \-/ciuld not be a difficult one to t"j({, up.
 

/
.; 

Mr.• l,Cllyson: And you're proposbl~ dH;t we look <.:t it just to detcnnir.c: \lhe-ther it 
. should prc'sently s till be there. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes) or, as in the case of I,'orkm::::n's compensation, is tL:-re a:lY ncces,' •
s;l.ty to re\..rtte it etther to ,,'rite into it any of the pr0visions \o1hi.ch eHher r:.~otc;;t 

the property O\vner or to prote(':.t the labore... Ju~t to consider \·:heLl'll'l' or not there ,:,1 

is any trend which vlould necess~.tate Giny atiditional constitutional provls1.c;'l. OJ', 
alternately:f; whether it i.s necessary to have it at all. And also this a:H: on .:lbolisbing 
prison contract labor, which I think way have some problems, in the lizllt of E'orr.e modern 
situations hBving to do with corrections and rehabiHtation, th(;re cOL~.ld ~:e 90.112 re~son 

to want to look a~ that. 

i,
Mrs. Sowle: Yes, I think that's a very good point. 

It was agreed to do those two at the next meeting, and rOf:tpone Section i;O until later, ~. 
nnd ~h~napportionment. 

The date of the next meeting was set for lUllcheon on the date of the COilmlission meethig,
 
Pt'.obably Wednesday, June ll. .,
 

• 
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The What's Left Committee held a luncheon meeting on June 11 at 12 p.m. in the 
Comm~sion offices in the Neil House. Committee members who attended were the Chair
man, Craig Aalyson, Dick Carter, and RQbert Huston. Ann Eriksson and Brenda Avey 
a t tended it'om. the s taff • 

• (The meeting opened with discussion of the proposed alternatives to Article II, Sec
tion 20, concerning in-term pay raises.) 

• 
Mr. Aalyson: Alternative B comes closest to what we may be trying to do, which is to 
permit a person" in the position of the county commissioner to get an increase if the 
other fellows get them. 

Mr. Huston: You might have "same office" construed to mean that it'isn't the same 
office if it has .s different term. 

Mr. Aalyson: There would not be a case where one group of counxy commissioners might 
• get a raise and not the rest of the state? 

Mrs. Eriksson: No. 

Mr. Aal}'son: The "same office" just means the county commissioner. 

• Mrs. Eriksson: Yes. County commissioners all get the same salary, by statute, but it 
1ust isn't effective unti.lthe beginning of the term anrl their terms are staggered. I 
think ,ttMt·whue j:h&.re~ be some" confusioii- i~-in ,GAe-·aase _ tiJ'e cha~ ef-t•••• ·,_H...v....: 
P.U.C.O. whose salary is designated by law as being higher. 

Mr. Arlyson: The same thing is true in the Industrial Commission. Should we make 

•
 the increase in salary applicable only to an elective office?
 

Mr. Huston: Do you want it to apply to any chairman of a commission that has a dif 
ference in salary? 

•
 
Mr. Aalyson: I dcn't think we want the members to have the same 'salary as the "chairman.
 
If he has more responsibility and more duties than he ought to be entitled to have a
 
higher salary.
 

Mr. Huston: The way the law now sets the salary, they set a specific salary for the 
chairman and then also for the commission. 

•
 Nr. Aalyson: tithe same office". How about "all pe:-soP.s hnlding the same position"?
 
Would that let the chairman be treated separately from the members? 

Mr. Huston: I don't think so. He would be entitled to the increased salary applicable 
to the commissioner but he wouldn't be entitled to the increased salary applicable to 

·8 chairman. 

• Mr. Aalyson: Would this alternate B as drafted prevent the chairman of a body from 
haVing a higher salary than the members? 

~~. Carter: It refers to an increase in salary, not the Salary. 

•
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H~.AAly.on: "And exe~pt that an increase in salary applicable to an office shall 
.app,lYto all per8oa.s holding the same office", so if you increase the salary of the • 
,,,,et-a, the chai~nwouldn't nece.sall'11y get it. If you increase the salary of the 
lCb.'1"'~' the ftlerrbers 'woutdn'tnece,a$arily set it • 

. ' , , .~.:~ ',' , ': .' 

1 th1ntt ttl'S d~pendent on the way the law was drawn. 
. . ;,. . .~' 

,Mr.,Aaltlon: They usually give a salary with an excess to the chairman. I think that 
'would.,';~.alri&h~. 

'. ,.... . .' 
Mr•• Eriksson: I think you are right. 

Mr., Ca,ter: In other words , . they might very well say that the commissioners get $10,000 
a year'snd the chaitma1l gets an additional $1000 for his additional duties. And then • 
,ifyo~.41'lcreUe the eonmiesioners a thousand dollars then all the commissioners get i~. 

Well. :t"11 ma~a silbtion that we make thU rec~ndation for 'this change in Section~20 
"of A~t~lelI~ , 

:Mr:~ ~",ton seconded tha InO tlon. 

Mr. '~.(u(l~.on: Futtber discussion? If there are no fiegative sentiments, then the motion • 
'~s cart:t.ed. I think it's equitable. 

,'Hr,. Eriksson: , When we started drafting, I looked in the pocket parts and both Pages
 
. 'and Baldwin's haveprlnted the changeit'l this section as though it had been adopted by
 
,~e,pe$ple when j.twas,onthe ballot, an~it w,as defeated. Both publishers have had
 

;;'tlH~ ~.ll~ t,o!.,;the:1r.:tt:ct\t!Qn .wand I'~e1tpec;tlli1tbat they' 11 get some errata •itl••*~'.t',;;w,·tliIiiSa':,'; ;.\~Pi "" " ". .;! i',·' , ,

.:..,'-:,:, ·t,•.nIt~~1' ."'~):1'0~~;.·"'''',~~'t~oI~ll_~.L.I' :.~. _{41' ~,!; "1" .' .
 , ~', ,..... ~'!!~-' , ·(f~'-'\ _.,.I ... ~':-lt~',-~, ~-"'~";It;'!"" o"l> ' '. ',; . I .• ~~·:~;(.::·'·.:i.~, .... < :~ .,. _.,.'~ .. :.~.~~~" • .,. J "~"'('~:','i.., • 

Mr •.A.!.~,~On,:~e~ad at one po1.Qt liven'.eriQus consideration to the problem we had in
 
J1r"'ll,l~'I;"I.er~~~~er' ther8,.1s, ~ LaIlM!~d~ck governor and a new legislature. We .
 
'Jc:f..~kecr:t~at srbund ~d tn~n' i~"h'asl' just8:01:'~ of gone into limbo and been absorbed here
 
:Wit~out any further clts~uhton." Is the Sen.e'of the cOtnmittee that we want to pursue
 • 
,th.~(it,th8t wedec~Qed 'tp,bac:koff and leave things as they stand? 1 think I made 
'the d'c'..ar.tiOn\iD:J:e'kWhen,you were not het"elaat time, that the more 1 looked at th~'
 

:fthlng, : the leSl,lnclln~d 1 personally felt to change the situation, in view of the .
 
,fact tba~ ,we've, tia4 it occur only onCe recently. And by trying to make changes per

+ha~."~~~:6~lI!at~)m<n:edifficulties th.1n you~e8oh~e.
 

;Mr.C4<tter: A friend of mine in the electronics industry calls whenever they make a 
'circuit change, the "sneak .pass". that has $ome other unintended effec t. tha t louses up 

J the' performance, aM that's what youtreita:l~ing about, the sheak pass. 

:. Mr;.~aly~on :lXactty .. 

,J <'Mr,,; Carter: TbeSuprame'CQurthasn'tru1eq.:'ln that matter yet, have they? 

"Mr. Aalyson: Judge wtil1ams in the Court of Common Pleas held that the attempt to 
. ~:enact lea1s'lati,On'withotl,tth~ 11.eutenant governor's signature was uncons titutional. 
,I haven'~ t heard an1 discus8ion or seen any .comments in the newspapers as to whether • 
or not~he, dect.sJon~illbe appealed. . 1 wquId Assume that it's like 1y tlla t it will be. 

,. ' Thts' dectsfon c~ 'out: eatHer tbb we~k~Y 

Mr., Hus.ton: 1f t tl\,t.t:ely, the' cour,t calls this particular type of action that they 
'. attentpted unconst1cution.l, thE!1,~·tsti·t a~y:tleed,re.lly, to change it, from that 
.' 8 tandpolnt • ' . • 
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Mr. Aalyson: I th1nk not. 

• 
Mrs. Eriksson: The thing the court ruled on was whether or not they could by-pass the 
lieutenant governor and the court ruled that they could not. If you are going to say 
six days is not a permissible length of time in which to enact legislation then what 
1s a permissible length of time? It might be inappropriate to make. any proposals with 
respect to the It. governor's role until the matter has gone to the"Supreme Court. 

The others agreed. 

• Mr. Aalyson.: I think the more basic question is whether we want to prohibit any 

• 

activity in this area, that 1s, let a lame duck governor who gets the majority legis
lature try to push something through. Since he still is the elected representative 
or the elected executive of the people it's conceivable although highly unlikely, 
that the electorate was looking for a situation like this to occur when they elected 
the majority to the legislature. You might be thwarting the people's wish. I don't 
know. There are so many ways of looking at this thing. 

Mr. Carter: It's almost mind-boggling. 

Mr. Aalyson: I feel very confident that any chang~ that would be made would be likely 
4t to lead to maybe not more but at least an equivalent number of problems. 

Mr. Carter: You have to have a government in existence and operating from a change in 
one elected group to another, and you don't want to deprive them of the ability to do 
those things that are necessary and then to try andaay during this transition stage 
you put in restraints as to what can be done. That strikes me as being a very diffi 

.. cult thing to do. Now'we did bring up the question as to whether we should shorten 
the period from the time of the election until the transfer of powers is effectively

;..i.._........ae;.. !K&-...JJ1M.e I-"iHa:iha ••• :0B<."t1jj#: dF1ft!-::leMvhfi". I ...-abeut~ .. -_ ... 0. - ._-_••- • -" ... ....,. 

Mr. Aalyson: Didn't we get the argument that we need this time for organization? 

• Mr. Carter: To prepare. In the parliamentary system, they· have no time at all. It 
just happens. I'm not saying its right. 

Mr. Aa1yson: If one is hoping to be elected, you would think one would have" to be 
foresighted enough to get his system set up to accommodate the situation if he is 
elected. I don't know which is the better plan.

• }~. Carter: I don't see how you can realistically deal, without para1izing the govern
ment, with the myriad of problems that lame ducks create unless you just eliminate that 
period. 

• 
Mr. Huston: Isn't the real problem the governor and the new legislature taking office 
different times? 

Mr. Carter: That's the problem that came up this last tUne. 

Mr. Aalyson: I believe you suggested that, at least from the standpoint of recognition 
·of the importance of the two branches, that there should be a division. 

• Mr. Carter: John Skipton said that. 

Mr. Aalyson: They shouldn't take office on the same day, else, perhaps, the instal
lation of one of the bodies will tend to detract from the installation of the other. 

•
 
~---------- '...!:·"'~..·;,L~; 4:863 
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Ofcourae you could maybe do that by separating them by two days, but ••• Provide that
 
tJ\e legJ",l(lture,should go into se8s'1on on a given day aud that the governor would take
 
o~f1~e "~ days i\tx*'follow1na.
 

, ;, 

Mr. Car..:' I think 'discretion is the better pClrt of valor. We've looked.at it and 
it's a hornet's nest n0t\Ultter what you do, or could be a hornet's nest, and we haven',t 
had that many abuses. ' , l' 'th11lk it was Skipton who pointed out that there are much greater 
abuse. that had taken place in the other situation where the lame ducks railroad a lot 
of s tuff before they 'get thrown out after the election. So the only real answer to 
it WQuld be to pro~ide for almost a~ immediate transferral of power. 

Mrs. Eriksson: If you wanted to make both impossible, the only thing to do would be
 
to_tee' lin impossibly, short per104 of,U:me between the time of the election and the
 
tiBle' ,of : taking office.
 

Mr.c.rter: They h6ve the same problem in the federal system, of course, too. The 
same id..ntical sltu$tion. I: guess what you really set down to is tha t you have to 
rely on the senesof fitness and fairness by the people that are involved and that works 
'most;9'~' ,ttjetime... then~ of course, if w~ have the referendum and the initiative we IV~". 
aLways 8'ot I'orne p1:"otectionin th'at arH, ~bo. ,for real abuses that take place. 

Mt. Huaton: If ther~ wos anyehange, do 10uthing we could get it by the legislature? 

Mrs.; ·El'tksson: There is ~J1;t-eady'a leg1s1at:l.vely initiated resolution to make the terms
 
begi'ri ,at the same time. ' I believe that's the thrust of that one.
 

Mr.•, ".lyson: It seems to me that not only Ollr"Qwn "discussion has been submerged in 
'other things, butth.;rleSislabu't,E; dOe.su!'t;seem;' to conS.icier itA. real prob 1em. They 
talked abc>ut it for a little while, but ~haven't heard anything recently, have you? 
Not ,..tb.c.~ 'J'anunoy ot'!, FebrtJary.,· : 

lirs., E1Tt1tsson:NQ, there were irdtiaHysCIIlle hearings on the resolution and it passed
 
out of committee.
 

Mr. Gi~ter: Well, I guess none of us are wise enough to come up with any cure-all. 

Mr. Aalyson: Shall we proceed with mechanics' liens and take a quick look at that? .
 
Th:ls has become a very poignant issue with me just very recently.
 

Mr. Aalyson told the story about the leak in his: swimming pool, where a repair
 
1I1jIl'dl! matters worse, 'and bec:ause-AalysGIl ;refl!sed 1:0 pay: the bill, the repair company
 
may file a lien aga1nst him.
 

Mr~ 'Aidy.ajon:Why' did you feel that thb sec:tion should be considered by us, Ann?
 
I,thtnkyou were the one who consldered that it should be.
 

Mt's. Eriksson: I know that the law has gone back and forth, that one keeps looking 
. fOr ways' to protec t ,the laborer and the~ oh" the other hand, one keeps looking for wayg' 
tbpl'iot.ct the owner. And because I knowtbat there is now legislation pending ioJhich 
t, thiak,:~~es farther f~rprotect1n8 tb. ~e~!'of the. property than any other legisla
tion, tehought that we shQuld s'~e wha.t the 'iMPact of the constitutional provision was. 
And when t got star~ed, I didn't even knoW what it said. I really reached the conclu¥ 
sion that thele3islatllreean do just about anything it wants to and the only reason 
fer clumS:f..ns it w~u~dbeif;YQuhadstrong£.eU&:J3s,about writing something into the 
c~1l8tltiltidn one,w_l\,or the'odaet'. . ;" , . 

Mr. ~~~?ft: Mylp,Oblem ~s ~to.p~blymbl:e 1.~,8:tslaeive than constitutional. I'm all 

'~S;)~;f,'4~ 
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in favor of enabling an individual who has done something for you to be paid t but 
som2one who has done some thing t in effect, against you, should not be entitled to 
attach your property, I don't think, for having worsened your condition rather than 
bettered it, but that's a legislative matter. 

Mr. Carter: That's a statutory matter. 

Mr. Aalyson: Right. I agree with the constitutional provision and it's a legislative 
matter as to when you are entitled to have relief and when you can't. 

Mr. Carter: This is one of those things that f see from the comrnent t which is true t 
that if it weren't in the constitution t it might not have to be there. But once it is 
in there now t there is no way of getting it out even though it shouldn't be there. 
It's engraved in stone. 

All agreed. 

Mrs. Eriksson: This one was in direct response to a court case holding mechanics' 
liens unconstitutional. 

Mr. Aalyson: Does anyone then object to our just leaving the thing as it is? 

Mr. Carter: I have no other suggestion. 

Mr. Aalyson~ That language that laws may be passed to secure to these various classi 
fications "their just dues" ••• 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes t that is rather old-fashioned language. 

Mrs. Eriksson: It does not seem to have bothered anybody for many years in the consti 
tutional provision. There is another provision that I do-want to present to you. That's 
the provision of the constitution having to do with convict labor. The provision 
prohibits the sale of convict labor and it was put in the constitution to prevent the 
penitentiary officials from making convict labor available at a very cheap price. It 
was put in there at the behest of both labor and management who did not want this 
cheap labor a~ailable. In recent years t one aspect of rehabilitation has been permitting 
persons who are incarcerated to go into the community_and take a job ••• 

Hr. Aalyson: As an apprentice? 

Mrs. Eriksson~ Yes, and to return often to the prison at night. There has been, over 
the years t some question raised as to wheths¥ that is constitutional because of the 
constitutional provision. It's a question/whether anybody in the corrections field 
is currently of the opinion that anything Ohio laws presently provide or might want to 
provide might be unconstitutional. The former commissioner of corrections had asked 
us to look at that question because he thought th~t there might be some hindrance there. 
However, Ohio does have a law which permits this kind of labor arrangement and appar
ently it has not been challenged. I dorrt know whether the current commissioner of 
corrections has any opinion on it or not. If you are willing to look into the question t 

we could invite him to come to the meeting and discuss it. I would suggest that if he 
doesn't think there is any problem with anything they might want to do in rehabilita
tion then probably the section should not be tampered with. But there have beent 

proposals intr0duced in the General Assembly over the past few years to make some 
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alteration in that section to accommodate this particular kind of situation. 

Mt. Carter: I think ~e ought to take a look at that~. 

M~. Aalyson: One quesLion, Ann, if we are not jumping the gun on your memorandum. Are 
you saying that the idea of the original section was to prohibit, not inmates, but the 
state employees from selling convict labor? . 

Mrs. Eriksson: What they did was contract for the services of the inmates and the work 
was done in the institutions, 1 think. I don't think that they farmed these persons out. 

I 

Mr. Aalyson: So that the person heading the institution could get a contract to manu
facture something and use convict labor and thereby profit from it. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Well, there probably was some individual profit, although I don't 
imagine that in recent years that's been substantial. 

Mr. Carter: The thrust of it is undoubtedly unfair competition. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Right. 

Mr. Aulyson: More than illegitimate profit. 

Mrs. Rr1ksson: Yes. It was. unfair competition that was greatly objected to. 

Mr. Carter: What we might do is to make sure that it just d08S1~' t prohibit rehabili
tation acti.vities • work done outside the premises or something of that sort. 

Mrs. Eriksson: We·can.simply go ahead and seFup a meeting and invite one or two cor
rectilons .persons here to talk about it with you, or would you like to:see the memo 
fitst? 

~r. Carter: Rather than have a full meeting, why don't we get the memo, and send the 
m(;mo to the ~erson that's involved and see if he wishes to either respond, maybe just 
in writing, and then it might save the necessity of having a meeting for that. See 
what develops, and then if enough comes out of it we can schedule a meeting. 

~rs. Eriksson: Alright. The other thinB is apportionment. N~~, I kno~ that you in
dIcated last time that you weren't sure whether you really wanted to t~ke that up. 
But I think we will go ahead and have a memo prepared and then however we decide to 
dispose of it as far as this cOJ:tll\ittee or some other committee ••• 

Mr. Aalyson: I think that any of these things that are of interest, not necessarily to 
us, as a conunittee,but not necessarily to anyone else, should be simply the subject 
of a memo, and if anybody wants to call a meeting, we ~an consider that. 

Mr. Ccrter: What is the thrust of the apportionment thing? There's nothing in the 
constitution now, is there, on this? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Oh, yes. There is a whole article which determines the method of 

•� 

• 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 
apportioning for the legislature. •
~~. Carter: In the constitution? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes. Not for congressional districts, but for the legislative districts. 
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And it's done by a board which is politically,oriented and it's a'problem deciding how 
this can be done without involving the political process. But nevertheless there are 
those who are urging some change in the composition of th e apportionment board. 
Senator Van Meter has a resolution to do this and it also includes congressionat' 
districting which is not covered in the constitution in Ohio~ Congressional districting 

• 

in Ohio is strictly done by the legislature, and in most states. But as you know, 
congressional districting was one of the bills passed in the six day war and it's also 
been passed where there has been a special session called after election when the 
situation was reversed, and it's therefore a very sensitive issue. The question is 
whether or not congressional districting should be taken out of the hands of the legis
lature and put in the hands of some kind of a board. Beyond that, then, there are 

• 

certainly sections that we haven't covered but they are things that I don't know there 
are any problems. There are a couple of other clean up things that really ought to 
be recommended. For example, there is an article on institutions, on the penitentiary, 
that has some language in it that is completely obsolete. And I think this committee 
could dispose of that, too. 

Mr. Carter: The dueling thing has already been taken care of, hasn't it? 

• 
Mrs. Eril~sson: The dueling thing is 

The meeting adjourned. 

• 

•� 

•� 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
What's Left Committee •
January 27, 1976 

Summary 

The What's Left Committee met on January 27, 1976 at 9:30 a.m. in the Commission 
offices in the Neil House. Members present were the chairman, Craig Aalyson, Robert 
HUston and Dick Carter. Ann Eriksson and Brenda Buchbinder were present from the 
staff. 

Mr. Aaly!on - The first item to come before the committee this morning is section 
.200£ Article II, which has been preViously considered with a recommendation made� 
to theComm1ssion, which apparently did not meet with favor at the Commission and� 
it bas been returned to us to see whether we may not amend the recommendation to� 
me.t wtth the approval of the Commission. As I recall, the principal objection� 
-to the language reco~nded by our committee is that it is not sufficiently in�
clusive. It d1dnot take into account the problems which confront the county� 
~uditor and possibly problems which confront some members of the Senate. My per�
sonal feeling was then and remains that it is still a good idea to restrict the� 
members of the legislature with respect to in-term increases in salary. I don't� 
have the same compulsion about the auditor's office inasmuch as their salaries are� 
not· fixed by themselves. We might be able to modify the language to include them,� 
but I would personally oppose any modification which would permit a change of in�
come to the legislators if it were voted by themselves. Bob, any comments?� 

Mr. Huston - I concur in your thoughts with regard to the General Assembly. I 
think they have an interest in the legislation, which is a conflict. 

Mr. Aalyson - Yes, I agree with that. 

Mrs. Eriksson - It is a difficult problem of how you would include the auditor.� 
All auditors are elected at the same time, it's just that they are not elected� 

.at the same time as the majority of the county elected officials. 

~. Aalyson - Without sitting down and trying to draft any particular language,� 
it occurred to me that perhaps we might modify this language to provide that any� 
change in income or salary that did not affect the legislators themselves could� 
be made during term. You wouldn't want to even limit it to legislators--any� 
increase in salary which was--and I suppose that leaves it to the legislature-�
is enac~ed by the legislature, e~ept as it pertains to themselves, would be� 
effective during term.� 

Mrs. Eriksson - If you wanted to do that, ! don't think you would need to specify� 
anything about the legislature because they are covered by another section any way.� 
Then I think all you need to do is change the word "affect" in the second sentence� 

'.where it says "no change therein Shall affect" and simply say "no change therein 
shall decrease", which would make it essentially the same as the judges' section. 
If you want to make it applicable to anyone other than legislators. 

. Mr. Aalyson • Then the secti'DJIl' might read, "The General Assembl)t" in cases not 
provided for in this constitution shall fix the term of office and the compensation 
of all officers, but no change therein shall decrease the salary of any officer 
during his existing term unless the office be abolished." 

Mrs. griksson - The word used in the section pertaining to judges is "diminished"� 
rather than "decreased." The section reads that "judges shall receive such com�
pensation as may be provided by law ~hich shall not be diminished during their� 
tent of office." '� 

,•�

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 
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Mr. Aa1yson - In order to have uniformity, maybe we ought to have "diminished."� 

•� Mr. Huston - Was "diminished" used with judges because they uS'ed to have a fornu1a?� 

Mr. Aa1yson - They still have a formula based on population. 

Mrs. Eriksson - I don't know. That was part of the Modern Courts Amendment. 

•� Mr. Aa1yson - Probably because judges drafted that and liked the word "diminished"� 
rather than "decrease". If there ever is any interpretation, I think it might be 
wise to use the same language so that it might carryover. What is the constitutional 
provision, Ann, which does limit the legislators? 

• 
Mrs. Eriksson - That's section 31 of Article II. That section would remain unchanged 
as well as section 19 of Article III which has the same provision for the six elected 
state officers. 

Mr. Aalyson - That seems satisfactory to me. If no one has any further recommendations 
or further discussion? 

•� Ms. Buchbinder - Does the recommendation cover the c~unty auditor now?� 

Mr. Aa1yson - I believe it does. It covers every officer except those that are other

• 

wise provided for by constitutional provision. Do you understand what change we 
are making? We are substituting for the word "affect" in the third line "diminished" 
and then eliminating the except clause at the end, so that there would be a period fol
lowing "abolished". So it would cover any officer in the state except those that are 
specifically provided for by other constitutional provision. We leave it up to the 
General Assembly to take care of the cases where it is not provided for in the con
stitution. We will pass on to the subject of the militia. 

• 
Mr. Abraham - I am James M. Abraham. I am the assistant adjutant general. Unfortunately, 
General Clem had to be in Washington. Hopefully I might take his place. I would like 
to discuss briefly the philosophy. Bill Shimp will discuss the legal ramifications 
that might be involved. 

• 
Mr. Shimp - I am Lt. Colonel Bill Shimp in the militia, in the National Guard, and 
I was asked to come down here today by General Clem, the adjutant general, to dis
cuss or answer any questions that this committee might have in regard to the way 
Article IX is designed. And, although I haven't talked to General Clem directly 
about his letter of 16, January, 1976, I think you have it before you. 

Mr. Aa1yson - Yes, we each have a copy of that letter. 

• Col. Shimp - Which seems to clearly and rather strongly indicate General Clem's 
feeling in regard to the particular provision that is Article IX, section 1, who 
shall perform military duty. I notice in the material that you have generated that 
a number of other states have shortened and truncated their provisions in regard to 
the militia. I'm sure that those provisions are adequate according to their feeling. 
But we don't see any particular reason 'why Art. IX, section 1 should be substantially 

• changed unless the legislature is given that function--and I'm talking for myself now-
and the legislature would do the same thing. Whether or not it is in the constitution 
or whether or not it is legislatively enacted I suppose doesn't make a whole lot of 
difference, although the Constitution, being the basic document, clearly delineates 
what thepeop1e feel. And if the people indicate that all citizens between 17 and 
67 years are subject to be in the militia, then that's it. And the legislature can't 
change it. We don't see any particular reason to take it out.• 
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Mr. Aalyson - Do you have any recommendation for modification or amendment to the 
sections as they exist? It being our understanding that you want to retain them 
essentially as they are. 

Col. Shimp - I really haven't given these provisions personally that much thought 
to 'make any recommendations. Perhaps some of the other officers here have. The 
one section that caught my eye is section 5, in regard to public arms. "The Gen
eral Assembly shall provide by law for the protection and safety of the public arms," 
L'm not too sure that that's essential to be a constitutional provision, since it 
would appear that the General Assembly would do that anyway, as would the adjutant 
general. Whether we need a constitutional fiat to provide for that I don't know. 
I have nothing further unless something else might come up in the discussion where 
I might be of s~ assistance. 

Mr. Abraham - I do have some concerns, personally, about the existence of some of 
these items in the Constitution. And they relate back to the first and second 
amendments in the bill of rights of the Constitution of the United States. My 
concern is if we treat states' rights lightly, by removing some of these provisions 
from our state constitution, then, in effect, it may appear that we are not zealously 
protecting those provisions which do provide rights to the states. I for one feel 
that we shouldn't give them up because the migration of power to the federal level 
is ominous as I am concerned. OVer the years we have seen too much erosion in 
what might be construed as states' rights. I believe, and General Clem feels the 
same way, that there should be no erosion in the provisions in the Constitution that 
might indicate to the federal government that we are not zealously protecting the 
rights that are given to us by the Constitution now. 

Mr. Aalyson - We understand that General Clem's position, as set forth in his letter, 
of January 16, is that the constitutional provision should be preserved. Do you have 
any suggestions in regard to amendment or modification to accomplish whatever purpose 
you feel 'might need to be accomplished, or does the article as it now exists serve 
your pu~,ose well? 

~. Abraham - The article as it now exists historically has shown that it serves our 
purpose adequately. To add more verbiage might detract from its intent and clarity, 
and to reduee it would remove those elements in existence now that say that we under
stand and want to keep the state's rights given to us by the Constitution of the 
United States. 

Mr. Aalyson - Are there any questions of Jim? If you have no further conunents, thank 
you very much. We appreciate your contribution. Are there other persons here who 
would care to speak with regard to the article on the militia? There were none. We 
thank you and your comments will be considered carefully and taken into consideration 
when we reach our final conclusion with respect to this Article. Bob, have you had 
apy thoughts with reference to Article IX, its retention or modification? 

Mr, Huston - The Ohio Civil Defense organization, Is that under the Constitution-
the state militia? What is the philosophy for the establishment of the Ohio Civil 
Defe1lBe? 

Col. Shimp - Are you making reference to the Ohio Defense Corps? 

Mr. Huston - I think it's called the Ohio Civil Defense Corps. 

Col. Shyap - I don't believe that that is necessarily part of the militia. 
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Mr. Abraham - It's reflected in the Ohio Revised Code, I believe, as part of the 
organized militia. The unorganized being that which is not specifically spelled 
out in the Code. 

Col. Shimp - The Ohio Defense Corps is defined as being part of the organized 
militia in the Code. It is not addressed in the Constitution as such. This card 
makes reference to the Ohio Civil Defense Corps, I notice this card is signed by 
General Del Corso, and it may be also treated in statutes. I'm not familiar with 
that particular name for it. 

Mr. Huston - With regard to General Clem's letter referring to the SOO-man Ohio 
defense force, I was wondering what he was referring to. 

Col. Shimp - The Ohio Defense Corps is a creature of statute which is designed as 
a cadre or a skeleton-type organization as a back-up for the National Guard. If 
the National Guard were to be activated, either federalized or totally committed 
in some state mission, the defense corps is available to create a second force, a 
reserve so to speak, for the Ohio National Guard. The Ohio National Guard as it 
was activated in Korea was removed from the state. Then the only organized militia 
left is the Ohio Defense Corps which acts as a small cadre which can be expanded 
according to the needs of the Governor. 

Mr. Huston The card that I showed you, is that part of that 500? 

Col. Shimp - I don't believe it is. 

Mr. Huston - What is this organization? 

Col. Shimp - The Ohio Civil Defense Corps must have some relationship to a civil 
defense organization which may be an adjunct of the adjutant general's department. 

Mr. Abraham - Civil defense, per se, started back in World War II when the national 
guard was activated and the home guard was in the process of being expanded. And 
it was created by federal mandate and each state developed its own defense corps. 
What we have today is an off-shoot of what started in World War II and the provi
sions that created civil defense are still under federal guidelines, although there 
is a provision for each state to organize its own. Recently there has been a change 
in name, and official title now is the Ohio Disaster Services. However, the organ
ization is still intact and the intent and purpose of it is to have it available in 
the event of total mobilization and a threat to this country. 

Mr. Huston - I'm wondering whether or not that organization would do what General 
Clem suggests or refers to in his letter. 

Mr. Abraham - That organization, under the present Ohio Revised Code, comes under 
the unorganized militia as part of the total population of the state. Unless there 
was a mobilization of the unorganized militia, the Governor really would have no 
control over that while at the same time, he does have complete control, within the 
limits of the law, of the Ohio Defense Corps. So there is a difference there and I 
think the main difference is the ability to put one into a frame where they would 
be responsive, whereas the other one is there and immediately available and trained 
to do a specific job, one of them being to replace the national guard in the event 
of its mobilization. If, for example, let's say a nuclear exchange occurred tomorrow, 
they would general mobilize the entire country. The Ohio National Guard would be 
immediately called out, if there is anything left of it, and then the Ohio Defense 
Corps, which has been trained to replace it, would be able to take its place. 
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Whereas the civil defense organization is not trained along specific lines and it� 
would take not only probably some legislation but also some special training which� 
we wouldn't have time to do.� 

Mr. Aalyson - Might it be said that the defense corps has a military connotation 
where the civil defense corps really does not? 

Mr. Simmons - 1 ' m John Simmons, chief of staff of the adjutant general's. That's� 
right. The Ohio Defense Corps definitely is a military organization. They have� 
military uniforms, they have military equipment whereas the civil defense organiza�
tion has not.� 

~s. Eriksson - General Clem's letter appears to point out the necessity of being� 
ab~e to callout all citizens, the unorganized militia. The question would be� 
whether or not it would be necessary to retain the language in the Constitution or� 
whether it would not be appropriate to leave it to statute?� 

Mr. Abraham - Let me respond to that. One of our concerns is the fact that if we� 
allow some of this to be removed or if we do remove it, then there is the problem of� 
an indication that we are not really protecting our state's rights, particularly� 
under the first and second amendments to the Constitution of the United States. This� 
could be construed as an indication to Congress that we really don't care that much� 
about our state's rights and it would allow for further erosion than what has already� 
taken place. I think that concern has already been expressed although there are� 
others that I mentioned earlier •� 

. Mrs. Eriksson· Has this had this effect in states which do not have such a provision? 

Mr, Abrah!!!!. - There has been no manifest effect that I know of. I think that the 
impact of ·doing this will eventually show up as a feeling on the part of the states 

.. that we really are not concerned about those rights given to us by the first and� 
second amendments. I'd be very much concerned if this could eventually cause a� 
psychological effect that we don't want.� 

Col. Siemer - I'm Colonel John Siemer, the Chief of the Division of Soldiers Claims 
and Veterans Affairs. I'd like to speak at a lower level, from experience. In 1969 
I was in charge of troops in Norwalk, Ohio after a flood. The help given to the 
National Guard by the people of that community, specifically citizens band radio per
sonnel, enabled us to keep looters, spectators, and people Who were unnecessary, out 
of an area. Their comments, and they meantthern,were, ''Well, we're part of the militia." 

They· were "never ordered up or called up by the Governor. But these men showed up. They 
were organized as a club. My troops did not have weapons because they were under five 
feet of water in the Norwalk, Ohio armory. By the use of the citizens band personnel 
working closely with the Guard, we were able to do a quicker, much better job in 
Norwalk than we were in some neighboring cOmrmlnities. The pride in being part of the 
militia that the people have when there is an emergency, they do show up, and these 
things are important to them. They used the phrase. I didn't even think of it. I 
was in charge of the troops. But it worked well and I can say that the reaction of the 
people was one of pride in helping their own community rather than my troops. 

Mr. Aalyson - Are you saying, sir that you feel that the presence of the article in 
the Constitution would promote that feeling better than a mere statutory provision? 

Col. S1.emer - I feel that, yes, definitely. And they used the word "militia." Most 
peQPle don't know that they belong to one, quite frankly. 
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Mr. Aa1yson - We've been discussing the militia and have heard from certain witness~s 

this morning. The testimony has been, I believe, that there is a feeling at least 

• 
among those who have been here and testified today, that the present constitutional 
provision should be preserved. That it should not be eliminated and left to purely 
a statutory type of provision and that this promotes a morale perhaps among the 
citizenry and also tends to tell the federal government that if we r~tain this, we 
do not want the federal people to encroach upon our rights in this area. Are there 
further comments from anybody present? 

• Col. Shimp - May I make one further comment? I think the people that work in the 
militia and have had experiences in it feel that the power that is given to them 
should flow from the Constitution which is the basic document that the people provide. 
It is so important that we have a feeling of strength and a feeling of morale in the 
militia, that I think to leave the basic power to the whim of the legislature would 
not be as good as to have it founded in the solid rock of the Constitution. I think

• it is that feeling that we are trying to express. 

Mr. Aa1yson - I think the general consensus has been leave it alone. There has been 
a suggestion that possibly section 5, having to do with the safekeeping of the arms, 
could be eliminated, but there has been no ardor, I believe, in expressing that view. 
Gentlemen, thank you very much for coming in. We appreciate your contribution.

• The next order of business appears to be Article VII, which concerns itself 
with public institutions. We have before us certain persons who would like to 
testify with respect to that particular article. 

Mr. Hopperton - My name is Professor Robert Hopperton. I'm an adjunct professor 
•� of law at the Ohio State University and administrator of the law reform project in 

the area of developmental disabilities at the law school at Ohio State. 

Mr. Aalyson - We do have your letter of January 21, 1976 before us. 

Mr. Hopperton - Thank you. As the research memo prepared by the commission's staff 
•� points out, there are several options with regard to Article VII, Section 1. One 

would be to leave the language as it is right now. However, I think it is obvious that 
some of the language in that section, which was enacted in 1851, is obsolete, out of 
date. Words such as "idiot" "insane", I believe, are not current terminology. So 
one additional option would be to update that language but leave the substance of that 
section the same. I would like to suggest a third possibility for your consideration 

•� and that is to achieve something further in a substantive way through Article VII, section 1
'And I feel it in a very timely way and appropriate to be speaking before you this 
morning inasmuch as Channel 6 here in Columbus last night had a very interesting program 
about Columbus State Institute that expressed very well some of the limitations and 
problems with regard to institutional care for the mentally handicapped and mentally 
retarded. It is those limitations and problems related to institutional care that 

•� have brought about over the last two or three decades a movement toward deinstitu�
tiona1ization and normalization. That, I think, is the clear direction of treatment� 
and care and education for mentally handicapped and mentally retarded persons at� 
this time. It is the way treatment will be handled now and in the future. It is� 
with that in mind that I suggested a draft which is in preliminary form for your con�
sideration with regard to providing in the constitution in Article VII for the alter

•� native to institutions. And those are normalized housing - residential housing-oppor�
tunities for the mentally retarded and mentally handicapped. Something that would� 
indicate in the basic document of the state that the state is interested in fostering� 
the care of these mentally handicapped and retarded persons through the proper and� 
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appropriate sound ways that have been developed over the last couple of decades 
for treating this type of person. I submit my draft as a preliminary one for 
your consideration to suggest a possible positive approach dealing with the langu
age in Article VII, Section 1. I should make one other notation. In the draft 
that I supplied to you, I used again the word "dumb" 8el the last adjective in a 
series of adjectives describing the types of persons being considered. I think 
a more appropriate and more modern, accurate term is "mute" rather than "dumb" 
and I would like to suggest that term for your consideration instead of "dumb". 
I believe those are the only remarks I would like to make. I would be happy to 
answer any questions you might have. 

Mr •. AalYBon - I gather from your letter that Ohio is already fairly extensively 
,engaged in this residential housing type of treatment for persons for whom they 
find that appropriate. Is that correct? 

Mr. Hopperton - It is partially correct. I think the policy of the Department· 
of Mental Health and Mental Retardation is clearly moving in the direction of de
institutionalization. There are problems with regard to budget, for instance, and 
changing old attitudes in terms of implementing that policy. But deinstitutionali
zation is only half of the question. The affirmative provision of housing oppor
tunities in the community is the other half. I think it would be useful for the 
basic document of the state as well as the General Assembly to consider ways that 
those kinds of housing opportunities could be fostered in the state. 

Mr. Aalyson • Do you think that a constitutional rather than a statutory provision 
would be beneficial to change the attitude that you aention? 

Mr. Hopperton - Yes, I do, very difinite1y. 

Mr. Aalyson - In your suggested provision, you mentioned other developmentally 
disabled persons. Does this imply someone who has a disability by reason of 
birth defect as opposed to injury? Do you intend that? 

Mr. Hopperton - Yes, I should indicate what the relationship between mentally re
tarded and mentallyjdisabled is. There is a discrepancy between federal and state 
law at this time. The federal term in legislation is now "developmentally disabled". 
That large category includes mentally retarded, epileptic, cerebral palsy and 
autistic persons, as well as other stmilar neurological handicaps, that develop 
early in life and up to the time of 18 years of age. So in terms of the usage of 
the language that I have provided in this draft, "mentally retarded" could prob
ably be considered a subcategory of "developmentally disabled" and perhaps a 
cleaner way of stating that although it wouldn't be consistent with Ohio statutory 
law would be to say just "developmentally disabled" instead of "mentally retarded, 
other developmental1:y disabled." 

Mr. Aalxson - Would you limit this type of care to developmentally disabled, and 
when I use that term I tend to think in terms of congenital defect as opposed to 
a defect created by injury of some sort. 

Mr. Hopperton - Do you mean deinstitutionalization? 

Mr. Aalyson - Yes. You use the term "developmental" and "developmental" means to 
me congenital or something that comes from near birth. I'm wondering whether you 
intend tlf) inclule disalHlitti~s···o£ytM.se'·characterswhich might come from injury 
as opposed to birth defects. . 

• 
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Mr. Hopperton - I think the highest priority right now in terms of present state 
programs is iu"the area of developmentally disabled and mentally retarded. And 
since I work on a developmental disability law reform project, that was my emphasis. 

• I didttnot intend to exclude any other group but I did not include them either. 

Mr. Aalyson - Thank you. I have no further questions. Other questions? Dick? 

• 
Mr. Carter - You use the term "in surrounding circumstances as closely normal as 
possible". What do you mean by that? 

Mr. Hopperton - The concept of deinstitutionalization and normalization which I 
discussed very briefly in the letter to Ann Eriksson are concepts of the philosophy 
that the best treatment and care for developmentally disabled persons is to put 

• 
them in a mainstream or normal type setting. This is a setting that will maximize 
their possibilities in terms of developing themselves towards independent living, 
toward the ability to hold a job, the ability to perform in as normal a way as 
possible. 

Mr. Carter - If we were to add the words "normal living patterns as possible", is 
that what you mean by that? 

• Mr. Hopperton - Yes •.� 

Mr. Carter - Okay. It is interesting for me to listen to you today. I just heard� 
yesterday a rather impassioned plea for the same treatment for juveniles, family 
group centers or something they call them in contrast to institutionalization in 

• places like Lancaster and that sort of thing. Have you given any thought to that 
question at all? 

Mr. Hopperton - I have not, for the same reason as I indicated to Mr. Aalyson. And 
I would suggest that this draft be circulated to consumer groups or interest groups 

• 
related to the area of juveniles for their comment. I limited my emphasis here 
to mental retardation and developmental disabilities simply because that is my area 
of concern. But I think you are correct in suggesting that normalization is a 
concept that is relevant to the area of treatment of juveniles as well as mentally 
retarded and developmentally disabled. 

•� 
Mr. Carter - Why do you feel that this is something that should be in the Consti�
tution rather than handled by the legislature? This is a very important question� 
to us at all times.� 

Mr. Hopperton - I think in terms of changing attitudes, it is very important. I 
might point to some negative things that have happened in some other states in terms 
of deinstitutionalization. In both California and New York, wholesale deinstitution

• alization has taken place without the carry through towards the normalization. What 
has happened is that mentally retarded persons have been released en masse to the 
community without any provision for housing in the locality. This has caused 
tremendous problems and has caused mixed results in terms of deinstitutionalization. 
I would view it as very sound and desirable to have consideration both of institu
tionalization, and the alternative to institutionalization, which is not just dein

• stitutionalization, but the normalization, the provision of normalized living pat
terns in mainstream kinds of circumstances, and I think that is important and de
sirable to state in the basic document of the state as well as to state it in stat
utory law which can be changed very easily or can perhaps be subject to budgetary 
limitations or concerns of that sort. 
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Mr. Huston - Do you feel that the word "institutions" includes treatment also, or 
is that just a manner of keeping these people? 

Mr. Hopperton - Theoretically, institutions are supposed to provide treatment for 
the individuals. In fact, in very few state institutions caring for the mentally • 
retarded and developmentally disabled across the country, has any real treatment 
been provided. At best it's been custodial care, at worst it's been warehousing of 
human beings. 

Mr. Huston .. Do you think there should be anything in here with regard to the require
ment of treatment? • 
Mr. Hopperton .. That is a point which I think the research memo points out and 1 
think it would be worth considering. That consideration is backed up by several 
federal cases that establish what is called a federal constitutional right to treat
ment. So there is significant coverage to that regard. I think the research memo 
does make a very legitimate point and that would be something worthy of consideration. • 
Mr. Huston - Isn't the provision of residential housing such as you are providing for 
in your suggestion, isnlt that more in the nature of treatment than institutionaliza
t1.on? 

•Mr. Hopperton - Itt-certainly includes treatment. It includes a different type of 
treatment'~in a different type of setting that is closer to the normal type of en
vironment that most of us enjoy on a daily basis. 

Mr. Huston - Could you eliminate that language and use "treatment" in lieu of the 
broad language you refer to here in regards to residential housing opportunity? 

Mr. Hopperton .. I would suggest that if treatment were included in Article VII, 
Section 1 then some provision, some mention, some consideration, should also be 
given to residential housing opportunities to indicate that not only treatment but 
some legitimate place for housing and maintaining a reasonable living environment 
should be provided for developmentally 4isabled and mentally retarded. • 
Mr. Huston - Is there any other means other than in the institutions themselves to 
provide for the care of these people other than residential housing opportunities and 

, ,the language that you used here? Is that a very narrow provision? Should it be 
broadened? Why pick out just one little area? •Mr. HoppertoD'· I think it suggests the concept of normalization in residential 
neighborhoods. Now whether or not that is the appropriate term, I think that it 
includes the alternatives that exist through the individual institutions. Residential 
bpusing opportunities could include family care homes or larger group homes as they 
have been defined, or smaller-type insitutions that are smaller than the large state 
~nstitutions that are .symbolizedperhaps by Columbus State or Orient. .. 

Mit. Huston .. I was wondering whether you could just say "institutions and care in 
surroundings and circumstances as close to normal as possible" •. Why do you need 
residential housing opportunities? 

Mr. Hopper ton - There are community programs that provide care. The problems that 
have existed for states such as California and New York have been that no housing has • 
been provided. And that tends to be one of the most important aspects of the prob
lem of what happens after persons are deinstitutionalized. I would feel that 
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Mr. Lobosco - I think the legislature can be affected in two ways and I think one 
of them is more direct than the other. One, and I think Mr. Hopperton mentioned 
this a few minutes ago, is that having this expression in the state constitution 
would go some way towards encouraging the adopting or acceptance of this attitude 
by members of the general public, thereby reducing hostile resistance to setting 
up residential-types of homes. And more directly, if the legislature is aware of 
the fact that the Constitution now has language which indicates that the population 
of Ohio is interested in or willing to accept normalization or a normalized treat
ment for these persons, they would be more willing to act. So, yes, in those ew. 
ways, I think it would be helpful. 

Mr. Aalyson - Thank you. Questions from the committee? 

Mr. Carter - Again, referring to the presentation that I heard yesterday, a rather 
interesting and I think correct argument was made that purely from the standpoint 
of economics, it is much less expensive to treat juveniles in the group home approach 
than in the formal institutions. Do you concur with that with respect to this area? 

Mr. Lobosco - Yes I do and I would like to point out not only really with regard to 
the cost of upkeep of these houses as opposed to the large institutions but also with 
regard to the eventual result of normalized living which is •••• 

Mr. Carter - Rehabilitation. 

Mr. Lobosco - Rehabilitation, education, and vocational training. 

Mr. Carter - So you think economically it makes sense then. 

Mr. Lobosco- Yes, in more ways than one. 

Mr. Aalyson - Other questions? 

Mr. Huston - I still wonder why you have no thought to putting something in with 
regard to treatment and training. To me, institutions, in and of themselves, imply 
custodial care and your principal concerns, I think, are the treatment and training, 
are they not? Custodial care means "you're here, you're going to be here the rest 
of your life." 

Mr. Lobosco - I would say that that is certainly true. And perhaps the word "insti
tution" just standing by itself might imply something less than treatment, rehabil
itation, and training. But the language here is "institutions for the benefit of". 
It seems to me that within that context and taking into consideration current devel
opments in federal law, in case law and statutory law, it would be clear that in 
either an institution or residential housing, some sort of treatment other than cus
todial care, must be provided. I don't feel that it is essential that that be made 
explicit in the Constitution. As long as the Constitution expresses the basic phil
osophy of state which is to provide either an institution or, where appropriate, 
residential housing facilities for more normal treatment of disabled persons. 

Mr. Carter - You know, Bob, we can talk later, but I think you have raised a very 
significant point. Maybe we ought to think in terms of changing the name of Article 
VII from Public Institutions to another category that recognizes this Viewpoint. 

Mr. Huston - To me it's a custodial type of provision because it talks about the 
penitentiary and institutions. Personally, I think you are missing the boat in deal
ing with just one small segment. I'm not quarreling with you, but I think you could 
use broader language and still do a lot more than what you are suggesting. That was 
my thought. 
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Mr. Hopperton - That's a very valid point. Will the committee be considering 
Article VII, Section 1 again? Would there be any opportunity to perhaps do a 
seca&d draft of what we may like to suggest in terms of Article VII, Section 1? 

Mr. Aalyson .. We would appreciate any consideration you would give to it and any 
recommendations you may want to make. 

~. Carter .. I agree with Bob. I think you've missed the boat. You haven't taken 
a big enough view of the problem and what the potential solutions are. I'm not 
being critical. I hope I'm being constructive. 

Mr. Hopperton .. Sometimes, when you are dealing with a problem, you tend to see some 
specific abuses and I think you are right. Perhaps it could be expended to be even 
more positive than we have already suggested. 

Mr. Carter .. Would it be possible to include in that this question of the penal 
institutions as well, particularly for juveniles? It is even a worse situation than 
the mentally retarded, you know, the way we treat young people. There are capabil
ities within your group with dealing with recommendations in that area. 

Mr, Hopperton .. I don't believe we would suggest we have the expertise to deal with 
the penal and corrections and youth commission areas. 

Mr. Carter .. Doesn't Ohio State have some people in this area? 

Mr. Hopperton .. Not specifically dealing as intensively with the problems that we 
are dealing With, the developmentally disabled. I would think that state departments 
s~ch as Corrections and Rehabilitation and the Youth Commission would be familiar 
with and expert in those areas and might be invited to participate in any further 
discussion. . 

Mr. Carter .. I might say that the Commission is a volunteer group. None of us get.. 
paid for the time we spend on this. One of the things we try to do is to encourage 
people to help us on a volunteer basis. It seems to me that if we are going to 
tackle Article VII at all, we ought to take a much larger view. I would be very 
pessimistic, as a practical matter, of making this small change. We have to make a 
reconlllenclation which then goes to the legislature, who is concerned with many, many 
problems. And a small change like this is likely to get lost in the shuffle. You 
know, priorities. But I think if we take a larger view of what we are really trying 
eo accomplish, as you pointed out, Mr. Lobosco, that there is a very major change 
which has taken place between the 19th century and today, a century later. You can 
take a larger view and come up with something that is a real blockbuster that recog
nizes what we are trying to do today and make it a massive change, then I think 
your chances are much better of it seeing the light of day. And eventually it has 
to be approved by the voters. So it has got t» be a large enough public issue to 
aChieve constttutional recognition. 

Me. Hopperton .. In terms of the technical drafting of an amendment such as that, it 
would be I think a fairly simple task to draft it in such a way as to cover Corrections 
and the Youth Cmmnission. I think it would be something that the cormnittee should 
consider in terms of haVing experts in that area come in and give their views on an 
amendment like that. If you would like, I could draft a second amendment to Article 
VII, Section 1 that would include those areas, but, again, I would not feel competent 
to speak with regard to the advisability of that type of amendment covering those 
a;reas. 
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Mr. Carter - Would you be willing as a citizen of the State of Ohio to perhaps con
tact the Youth Commission and others and see if you couldn't get their interest and 
support on thisZ We have a very limited staff and we really need citizen support 

• to get things done. 

Mr. Hopperton - Let me ask you how soon your next meeting will be. 

Mr. Aalyson - Thirty days or more following this meeting. 

• Mr. Hopperton - Well, I would be most happy to take the responsibility of one,� 
drafting a second draft of Article VII, Section 1, providing it for those two state� 
departments, that is Corrections and Youth Commission as well as having further dis�
cussion with Mental Health and Mental Retardation.� 

•� Mrs. Eriksson - Have you discussed this with Mental Health and Mental Retardation?� 

Mr. Hopperton - Only in a very limited way. There has been a crush of legislative 
activity these days and I was very happy to get your-invitation and did a quick 
draft on this first one, it was not discussed widely. The concept was discussed 
briefly at the most recent meeting of the Ohio Association for Retarded Citizens. 

• Mrs. Eriksson - We did send Dr. Moritz a copy of the memorandum with a notice of 
today's meeting. 

Mr. Hopperton - I will take the responsibility for doing a redraft and contacting 
these other departments. 

• Ms. Buchbinder - As I was sitting and listening to this discussion I realized the 
similarity between this discussion and the discussion we had on the education pro
vision in the Education and Bill of Rights Committee when it concerned mentally re
tarded and mentally ill people. We are all aware that there are things that are ", 
wrong, and this provision like that one was written at a time when people didn't 

• know or didn't care enough~to rehabilitate people. One of the things that occurred 
to me when you were listing institutions, residential housing opportunities, and 

• 

then Mr. Huston suggested "treatment" you are sort of afraid you might leave some
thing out that might prove useful. Eventually there might be other things, for ex
ample, a drug, discovered for the mentally ill. Why isn't that included in this pro
vision? An alternative approach that you might consider, as opposed to listing the 
things that we know will be of benefit to these groups, just make a statement that 
things that will be of benefit to these groups will be done, without listing the 
specific things that we know now are of help to them. 

• 
Mr. Aalyson - As soon as you get into listing, of course, you get into' the idea that 
someone might say that by listing them you exclude what is not listed. We are all 
familiar with that problem. 

Mrs. Rosenfield - For a title, you might want to consider calling it "Public Re
sponsibilities". And another thing is I thought of ,20.:.. people that might be worth 
consulting on the problem of corrections. There is a justice study group at the 
Ohio Academy for Contemporary Problems and the League of Women Voters of Ohio has 

• a study that has been going on for about three or four years on both adult and 
juvenile corrections. 

Mr. Aalyson - Are there other questions of the witnesses? If not, are there other 
witnesses who wish to be heard? 

• 
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Mrs. Workman - Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am the mother of four children all of 
whom are in high school. My name is Glenn Workman, and I am really here as a parent. 
I'm not here at this point representing an organization per se. I spent about 10 
years working with the Ohio Association for Children with Learning Disabilities, 
which is where my interest has come from. I have three boys that have identified 
learning disabilities which fall into the category that Mr. Hopperton was discussing. 
Their learning disability puts them with an I.Q. that is average and above, so they 
arenlt related I.~. wise with mentally retarded. But the reason my interest is with 
public institutions is that many times our children that have learning disabilities 
end up in our public institutions. My children are not. This has been a concern 
to many of us who have been working with the area of special education for a number 
of years. And we have documentation that our children occasionally end up in in
stitutions. The kind of psychological evaluations that we have to use at this time 
put us in positions where we have children that are on such a fine line. It's just 
a D1atter of timing of that evaluation whether it is going to turn out that they are going 
to end up'with our statutory I.Q. that says that they are mentally retarded or educably 
mentally retarded or the fine line that is going to say in law that they are of average 
in.telligence and above. That is a very hard situation to deal with. And I'm bringing 
that out ~o say that the way that we express our attitudes and our language within the 
Constitution are relevant to this situation. the idea of providing alternative 
kind of care that has been brought up to Mr. Ropperton's amendment to assure that the 
best care is provided in the least restrictive manner. That is why I wanted to speak 
to you this morning. To share with you a parent's view, one of those people that 
are out there in the community in the state, and explain to you how the Constitution 
is definitely affecting our children in the state of Ohio. It was over a year ago 
that I addressed the Education Committee and had touched on a particular article, 
not knowing at that time that your conunittees were in subject areas, and I hit two 
subjects that really weren't in that committee. And the one area that I did address was 
outdated language in this particular ar.ticle of the Constitution. Listening to the 
discussion this morning and your response to Mr. Hopperton's comments and Mr. Lobosco's 
comments, indicates that you are most willing to take a long look at how this article 
of tbe Constitution is going to affect the quality of care and if it is really going 
to do the job for those people that are in our institutions. You were asking earlier 
if Mr. Hopperton and Mr. Lobosco really felt that it was significant to add this 
language to the Constitution. Having worked with the General Assembly for the last 
y'ear and a half, specifically in the area of special education, I wanted to add yes: 
Yes, we need language in the Constitution that is going to outline some base attitudes 
and groundwork to help us get the work done in the state of Ohio that we need to do. 
Many of us that are working with the legislature are being bounced around. "It isn't 
in the Constitution. We have all of these other priorities and we don't have time." 
I'm not saying that all are that narrow-visioned, but some of them are. It will cer
tainly establish a constitutional right for those parents that need to use the Con
stitution. 

Mr. Cart6f - I might add that I think those youngsters are very fortunate to have a 
mother like you. This committee has also been dealing with the question of initiative 
and referendum and, although it is a very difficult road, I'm not suggesting that it 
is &.;p&Ueu.. There are ways other than appealing to the legislature to accomplish 
some of these goa1~. They are difficult ways but they are possibilities. 

Mrs. Wox-kman - I would say that the legislature is beginning to become much more open 
minded, and their vision is broadened, but because of so many other priorities in the 
s~ate of Ohio, finances, for instance, it is a long hard pull for people in institu
tions or under any type of special education situation. I might suggest that while 
you .repu11ing in people from the Youth Commission and the Department of Corrections, 
that a number of peo~le in these institutions would have needs that would come under 
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the Department of Education and possibly you might want to calIon the division of 
special education for some input. 

Mr. Aalyson - Other questions? Thank you very much. We appreciate your coming and 
your contribution. The next section before us for discussion is prison labor which 
is Article II, Section 41 and I understand we have one witness present. 

Mr. Yost - That is correct. My name is Stephen T. Yost. I'm administrative assistant 
to the Director of the Department of Rehabilitation and Corrections. I would simply 
suggest on behalf of the Department of Rehabilitation and Corrections that Article II, 
Section 41 be repealed. We feel that it highly restricts our abilities to such a 
great extent to supply a variety of employments, both to near-releases, such as has 
been discussed in your memorandum, that is persons who are subject to a work release 
program. But also, more importantly, I think, it incapacitates us considerably with 
our ability to provide valuable work experience for those inmates who are incarcerated 
and have no immediate expectation of release. I would suggest that possibly were it felt 
necessary to have an article such as this governing prison labor that the first two 
lines of Section 41 would be adequate with a minor amendment. That would be to read, 
"Laws shall be passed provi~ing for and regulating the occupation and employment of 
prisoners sentenced to the several penal institutions and reformatories in the state." 
I think that that would be sufficient. I think this is a serious economic question. 
I recognize-this. There have to be clear delineations drawn as to whether or not 
the labor of prisoners, the work of prisoners would be in competition with private 
industry. And certainly this could better be handled through a more flexible system 
which is the statutes, and perhaps even a reg~lato~y: commission. I would also note 
that the language appears in the statutes to prevent our entering into contracts with 
the federal government, to provide such articles as the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 
for example, provides boots for the U. S. Army. I think they charge $25 or $30 per 
pair. We would be very interested in competing with the federal government in this 
area. For example, we have the capability of doing a great deal of printing, and 
that is a very highly restricted area right now. We're only presently allowed to use 
approximately one-third of our capacity. I'd be happy to entertain any questions 
regarding our suggestions. 

Mr. Aalyson - Are the services, for example, such as printing and bootmaking which 
you have just suggested, services which cannot be provided by the private sector? 
You talk about competing with the federal government. Would you, in competing 
with them also be competing with the private sector? 

Mr. Yost - Well, to some extent I suppose we would. However, I think that that is a 
matter that could be more closely regulated. In a sense we already compete with the 
private sector in supplying furniture for the various state departments. 

Mr. Aalyson - Are you suggesting only that we should be able to furnish materials or 
manufactured products as the Constitution now provides to state agencies or • • • 

Mr. Yost - I am suggesting that we be given broader discretion to sell our product, 
whatever that may be, and that any regulation, economic regulation, would more 
properly lie with the General Assembly rather than in the Constitution. And that 
only a broad granting of power to the General Assembly to regulate this sort of ac
tivity is really necessary. The federal government regulates prison labor in con
tracts with the federal government, for example, by executive order and by statute. 

Mr. Carter - As I understand the thrust of your argument, what you would like to see is 
the elimination of constitutional limitations on what can be done and leave it up to 
the legislature. 
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Mr. Yost - That's very succinct and accurately stated. That would allow greater 
flexibility. Certainly prisons are undergoing a considerable amount of reform in 
the law and this would allow the General Assembly to react to changes by court 
decision and so forth and the will of the people, esseutially, with regard to what 
can and cannot be done by a prison. 

Mr. Aalyson - Do you advocate the right to be able to sell your goods in the private 
economy as opposed to other state agencies or charitable agencies, for example? 

Mr. Yost· Well there are certainly federal law and federal constitutional restric
tions against such a procedure. I'm simply saying that we do not need to further 
regulate it by such a constitutional proVision certainly as this. I don't think 
the state constitution requires that. No, I'm not necessarily advocating that. 

Mrs, Eriksson - What are the federal constitutional restrictions that you are speaking 
of? 

Mr. Yost - Primarily the commerce clause, which gives the federal government the 
power to r~gulate commerce by the state in competition with private industry. 

Mrs. Eriksson - In interstate commerce, however, what would keep the state prison 
industry from selling its tables to other persons in the state, from selling prison 
industry generally within the state? 

Mr. Yost· I think statutes could be enacted to prohibit that. I think this could be 
taken care of by statute if the need were seen by the legislature. I just don't see 
that it is necessary under the Constitution. It may at some time be desirable. The 
legislature might feel that it would be desirable for the prisoners to provide some 
particular product in competition with private industry, feel that the private in
dustry Is not capable of providing it. 

Mr. Aalyson - r'd like to hear some for instance, a specific example where you feel 
you have been restricted by this? 

Mr. Yost ~ The printing example is probably the greatest. We are not only restricted 
within as to providing no competition with state industry whatsoever, but we are also 
restricted in this to any number of departments within the State of Ohio. There are 
about three departments, I believe, that we are able to print for. 

Mr. Carter - That's by statute though, is it not? 

Mr. Yost - Yes. 

Mr~Aalyson - Not by a constitutional prohibition. 

Mr. Yost - No, however, the constitutional provision of course, is open, prohibits 
the distribution of any printed materials outside the state and also to the federal 
government, as I would read it. 

Mrs, Eriksson - The constitutional provision prohibits you from competing with private· 
printing industry on the market 

Mr, Yost - It also prohibits us from providing any printing services to the federal 
gover_ent. 

Mrs. Er:Lks!!on - That may be. But as far as printing for state agencies or any political 
subdivision, the constitutional provision does not prevent that. 
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Mr. Yost - I would note that with the growing prison population which has been well 
publicized and I'm sure you are all aware of, the ability for us to provide useful 
activity and beneficial, we hope, for inmates, is becoming more and more difficult. 
It is a tremendous burden to the taxpayers when we have to operate Ohio penal in
dustries at a loss. The statutes of Ohio prevent us from operating at a deficit 
and so forth and therefore we simply have to restrict our activity to the market 
area that we have. 

Mr. Aalyson - I'm wondering how you are going to accomplish what you might hope to 
accomplish by changing the Constitution. Not that I necessarily am in favor of the 
present provision. But h~ are you going to affect what you want to do by changing 
the Constitution? It seems to me that you have more statutory regulation right n~. 

Mr. Yost - Well, that is certainly more easily subject to change and when the General 
Assembly has the Constitution to rely upon they do not really need to react. It's 
very difficult to change this particular • • • 

Mr. Aalyson - What is there in the constitutional provision which restricts you 
which you feel would not be restricted by if we changed it? I don't see anything 
really in here that points to your problem. 

Mrs. Eriksson - You see, this is an absolute prohibition against persons in penal 
institutions working at a trade wherein the product or profit of his work shall be 
sold, farmed out, contracted, or given away. I think this is a prohibition against any 
kind of competition on the market with any private industry • 

Mr. Carter - Excepting those disposed to the state or political subdivision. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Yes, which is contained in this last section. But I think what he
 
is saying is that in fact if you repealed this there would be nothing prohibiting the
 
penal printing industry from competing with National Graphics unless the legislature
 
chose to prohibit that.
 

Mr. Carter - Leave it up to the legislature.
 

Mrs. Eriksson - Yes.
 

Mr. Aalyson - Well, I think that gets back to my question. You're advocating the
 
right if the legislature grants it, to be able to compete in the private sector.
 

Mr. Yost - I think so, but what I am principally advocating is the ability for us to
 
increase our capacity so that we can provide employment for the number of prisoners
 
that we presently have in Ohio and are likely to have in the future.
 

Mr. Aalyson - By getting into competition with the private sector?
 

Mr. Yost - Under circumstances as regulated by the General Assembly, yes,I guess you
 
could say that.
 

Mr. Carter - It seems to me that the question involved here is an age-old one as to
 
what limitations should be placed on government to compete with private enterprise.
 
We've been fighting that battle for a long, long time, federally and statewide.
 
There are very valid reasons for what you are saying. I'm not denying that, but there
 
are valid reasons on the other side as well. It's a tough question.
 

Mr. Yost - What I'm saying is the manner of any such competition could be more
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flexibly regulated at a level that is unconstitutional. 11m not saying that we 
should have an absolute carte blanche to compete with private industry, but there 
certainly are areas where private induBtry may not be capable of handling feasibly 
or economically that we could compete in for example. I'm not saying that we set up a new • 
.General Motors within the prison system. 

Mrs. Eriksson -We had viewed the restriction mostly in the context of prohibiting a
 
work-release type program, and I wonder if you would address yourself to that?
 

Mr. Yost - I would say that certainly a change in my judgment would be required.
 
We have several court decisions which indicate that 'a work release program, where
 • 
you release a prisoner to go out and work, and he's paid like a normal person,
 
but his product is being used by a private person for profit, is prohibited.
 
There lsno statute, I think, that could be enacted that would allow work-release
 
with the Constitution as it is presently stated. The impact of such a program is
 
probably relatively marginal since there are not really that many prison inmates
 
vhich would be amenable to release on such a program. It is a relatively small
 • 
itnpact. However, we would certainly desire the capability of doing that. 

Mr. Carter - Let me ask you this question. This is an economics question rather
 
than a legal question. Suppose for the sake of argument that it was necessary to
 
allocate to the cost of the work produced at a penal institution at a minimum wage,
 
for example. And that it would be required that the price charged for the product
 • 
had to fully reflect those costs and other costs. In other words if there was cost
 
accounting on a reasonable basis. My question is do you think penal institutions
 
could compete with private enterprise?
 

Mr. Yost - It's difficult to say. I think that we possibly could in some areas. • 
Mr. Carter - It depends really, I think, on the work ethic, the amount that is in

volved. Is it possible to do that?
 

Mr. Yost - I think it is, given the proper equipment. I feel that we would be
 
capable in some areas. Certainly not in many. I think production of office
 
furniture, for example, I think we have been rather successful with that.
 • 
Mf. Carter - The next question is how efficient can they be? 

,Mr. Huston - I have a couple of questions. I didn't hear you saying this directly, 
but are you saying that you feel the General Assembly should place the restriction • 
on competing with private industry in view of the fact that they have the responsi
bility for allocating funds for the penal institutions and that they may want to 
weigh the advantages of having competition with private industry to supplement the cost of 
operating those institutions, in lieu of havim.,g to operate them out of the public 
coffers? 

•Mr. Yost - Yes, I certainly think that is correct. They're in a better position, I 
think, to weigh the flux and changes in the economy which would certainly influence any
 
decisions as to what level any governmental entity, not only the prisons, with
 
private industry, if at all.
 

Mr. Huston - I have another question. You recognize that any attempt to amend the • 
Constitution to eliminate the competitive element would probably have strong resist 

ance from the business and labor conmnmity? Do you feel that there would he any 
possibility of amending this section to eliminate that? 

Mr. Yost - Certainly if you expand it to the extent that we should provide services
 
to the federal government, if nothing else, and leave the language as it is and
 • 
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simply add some language, or to the federal government and its political subdivisions 
as well as it is treated here in the last sentence with respect to the state of Ohio. 

•
 Mr. Huston - Recognizing that it would be difficult to amend this to eliminate the
 
competitive element, are there any other amendments that you would suggest that
 
would assist you with your work-release program? Although you indicated that those were 
of a minor nature. 

• 
Mr. Yost -I chose my words badly there. The impact of those does not affect a large 
segment of our prison population, just a few percentage points of our total popula
tion. Yes, I think we could make some suggestions along that line. Frankly I think 
any expansion or change in this section would meet with some opposition for the 
reason of competition. I think that 

• 
Mr. Carter - I wouldn't mind if the state of Ohio competed with the federal printing 
office for example. 

Mr. Huston - No, but as he says at the present time they can't and they are limited 
even in the state of Ohio by legislation, so whether or not, even if your Constitu
tion permitted it, whether or not the legislature would permit it would be open. 

• Mr. Yost - I guess what I'm saying is that these judgments are more appropriately 
left with the legislature because they can be made in a more timely fashLon with 
more timely data and information available. 

• 
Mr. Carter - I think we probably want to leave some time for the other, but I want 
to make just one closing comment. We've learned on many many occasions that things 
that are in the Constitution are very difficult to get rid of for one reason or 
another and that we have to be concerned with the practical aspects of this thing. 

Mr. Aalyson - Further questions? Thank you very much. 

Mr. Yost - Thank you.

• Mr. Aalyson - I appreciate your time and we will certainly take your suggestions 
into consideration. 

• 
Mr. Yost - We would be happy to make specific suggestions, by the way, regarding 
work release. 

Mr. Aalyson - We would appreciate that if you could send something of that character 
to Mrs. Eriksson. 

Mr. Yost - I'd be glad to. 

• Mr. Aalyson - Always looking for help. That enlarges our staff. We will now skip 
dawn on our agenda to apportionment. We will now move on to Article XI which con

cerns itself with apportionment and districting. We do have some persons here who 
would like to testify with respect to that provision. 

Mrs. Rosenfield - I'm Peg Rosenfield, League of Women Voters of Ohio. You are all

• aware of the sort of byzantine structure of the League to understand why I have 
some strange constraints on me. We don't have steady positions that affect us very 
much except that we have a long standing one supporting one-man one-vote and a sort of 
principle of protecting the right to vote of every citizen. So I can't say a lot 
officially for the League, but if I can talk sort of for myself as an informed amateur. 
I can't even guarantee that the League would support an article on this, but if we 
come up with a really good one, I think we can because I think there are enough of• 4887 
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us who are really unhappy with what we have now, that we would like very much to 
get it changed. I have the feeling that I haven't looked at this well enough 
because I think that there is a fairly simple straight-forward solution and that 
always makes me suspicious. • 
Mr. Carter - I can't help but interrupt to make a comment, if I may. I think you 
have all heard the saying that for every complicated problem there is a simple 
solution and it is invariably wrong. 

~s, Rosenfield - Right~ And this is just how I feel that this has got to be. • 
must not understand the prbblem. But reading the different compositions, it seems 

that the real crux of the problem is the composition of the board that does the ap
portionment. And the ones from different states, and I was looking through these 
and trying to identify in each one who really makes the decision, and it was always 
the person who picks the tie breaker. And it seems to me that Hawaii has the 
solution, which is that the members pick the ninth. There are various good ways, • 
in Hawaii, Illinois and Michigan of selecting the even number. I like the idea 
of the leadership of both parties of both houses selecting the people and maybe 
letting the party leaders select people., And I think maybe the part in Michigan 
about a candidate for governor of a third party who received at least 25% should 
be given some voice on it and then you just enlarge the commission to allow for it, 
and then that even number has to get together and by ways best know to them, pick • 
the tie-breaker. And that seems to me the best way of picking a tie-breaker. I 
know we do it in the elections commission. I think my objection to the elections 
commission is that it is too small. Five is maybe not quite enough to give enough 
representation of different views. But I think that is a terrific way of picking 
a tie-breaker. Maybe it's passing the buck but it is not vested in anyone official. 
And of course they are going to do a lot of political giving and taking within it, • 
but that's what the whole thing is about. There was one other thing, not in those 
three, that I liked, but it may not be necessary, and that is assuring representa
tion from the small and large counties. I think it would happen, I just think the 
appointing people on any of those would be politically astute enough to see they 
got representation from all over the state. But that seems to me the best kind of thing to 
l!!tart from, maybe 8 or 10 people picking their own tie-breaker. That's why it seems so '. 
simple that I thought there has got to be more to it. 

Mr. Aalyson - Thank you - questions? 

Mr. Graetz - My name is Bob Graetz and I am with the Ohio Council of Churches. We 
are in the process, along with the League and Common Cause of working through this 
Whole matte)" so you are ahead of us. Ann, I don't know whether you sent me these • 
materials, but I haven't been able to locate them so maybe I can pick up another set 
of them. This will be a matter for discussion at a meeting of the connnission on 
government reform of the Ohio Council of Churches on February 4, but we will not at 
that time reach any definite position on the issue. But there is one piece of this 
that I would like to share with you that some of us have been talking about indivi •dually. That is the concept of changing the number of the members of the legislature 
so that legislative districts are multiples of congressional districts. And the 
~pproach that some of us were talking about was simply making the number of senate 
seats twice that of the number of congressional seats and doubling that number for 
the number of house seats. It would mean raising the number of senators from 33 
to 46 and lowering the number of representatives from 99 to 92. So it would be 
a small increase. • 
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Mr. Aalyson - What is the rationale for doing that? 

Mr. Graetz - The rationale for doing that is to make it much easier for citizens to 
relate to their districts. They would know that if they are in a particular house 
district they are also in a particular senate district and a particular congressional 
district. So that when people corne together and try to work in small groups in a 
local area • • • 

Mr. Carter - Then you would have only one districting situation for both congressional 
and state. 

Mr. Graetz - That's correct. And I realize that that could present some problems 
in terms of the federal constitutional provisions. As I say, we have not worked 
these things out. Three of our organizations and probably some others are going 
to be working together trying to figure out what some of these simple answers may 
be. All I'm presenting to you now is a concept that some of us have been talking 
about for several years and have not really worked through yet. Our concern is to 
make it as easy as possible for common ordinary citizens to relate to the structure 
of government. And as it is now, when we have our church groups back home who are 
setting up networks to deal with particular members of the legislature, they find 
that they have to split up, and Bome work together to deal with one member of Congress 
and some relate to another. It creates difficulties. It's hard enough to get them 
activated and our concern is that we make it as easy as possible. A second thing, 
obviously, that you are all concerned about and we are too, is finding some kind of 
language for the Constitution that would guarantee more compactness in the drawing 
of district lines. I can just share with you that we have that concern, we share 
that concern with you. And we have not discovered any language that could do that 
yet. My impression is that the language of the Constitution is reasonably good on 
that score. I'm not sure how to guarantee that the intent of that language is 
carried out. It obviously has not been in the past. So that really is all that I 
have to share with you this morning. 

Mr. Aalyson - Thank you. Any questions from the committee? 

Mr. Hetzler - My name is David Hetzler. I'm the executive director of Common Cause 
for the state of Ohio. I'd like to review just for a moment what our relationship 
with this issue is. As you probably know. Common Cause is a citizens' lobby group 
and we are interested in government reform as it relates to the process and structure 
of government. Mostly in the areas of what we call money and secrecy. How big 
money or any kind of money influences the political process and secrecy in the process. 
The gerrymandering issue is not a national issue for Common Cause as yet. But it was 
generated actually out of the Ohio organization. Our interest comes from the one
man one-vote concept, and also in terms of the ability of citizens to, as easily as 
possible, participate in the political process. The current gerrymandering system, 
the current apportioning process in the state, is not a good one. So approximately 
a year ago, our legislative issues committee began to study the issue and we have 
produced a position paper based on a whole host of information from Ohio and around 
the country. We have also produced a model apportionment bill which didn't just 
come out of Ohio but came out of our national office as well. So that it is now a 
priority, one of the four issues that we are now working on here in Ohio. And at 
the moment I'll just indicate perhaps the kind of support that would perhaps be 
available in the future. The national office is exploring the possibility of the 
Ohio Common Cause organization's position on gerrymandering being a seed project for 
the possibility of instituting it on a national level. So that's in the words. 

'------ ---'4889 
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Just a few brief comments with regard to some of the basic things that we are 

c~ncerned about in terms of gerrymandering. First of all, I think the make-up of 
the board and how it gets chosen is probably only one way to begin to minimize par
tisan abuse and to maximize citizen access. And incidentally, the model bill we 
have here is only a draft and it is not cast in bronze. The problem of how the 
board is created and who sits on it is something we are still trying to grasp. How
ever, the suggestion we have in our draft bill is a seven member board. The seventh 
member, or tie breaker, chosen by the remaining six. Although, as I say, if there 
i~ any other suggestion better than that one, we are open to it. That has some 
problems _ith it, one of which Peg mentioned. That is, that there may be some 
political goings on, as she said, giving and taking within the group, which we would 
probably view as negative. That is what you may end up getting is a sort of cuttings 
of the deals. From the negative aspect if you want to look at it that way. "You 
give us this district and we'll give you that district", sort of approach. So that 
we would suggest that the make-up of the board no matter how you do it probably is 
only one way, or one aspect of trying to reform the system. The others we think re
main in the Constitution. And that is we think that the board, the apportionment 
board, however it is made up, has to be guarded very closely by constitutional 
language, prOViding for the process, providing for the make-up of districts, the 
compactae8s ~f it, the issue that Bob mentioned, the issue of contiguous districts 
we are very interested in. For the same reasons that the Ohio Council of Churches 
mentioned. That is, we need a political map which makes some sense, congressional 
districts relate to state districts, et cetera. For a~one who has done any polit 
ical organizing for citizens groups, the problem is practically insurmountable if 
you take a look at the political map as it is today. It makes it very, very diffi 
cult for persons to really impact their legislature. 

Mr. Carter - May I interrupt just to ask you one question on that point? Of course, 
the number of congressmen is determined by national conditions. We lose congress
men in Ohio because we are not growing as rapidly as other states. Do you think 
there is any realistic possibility of convincing the legislature that they ought to 
be subject to reduction of the number of legislators? 

Mrs. Eriksson - No. 

Mrs. Rosenfield - It has been done. In Massachusetts, the legislature finally re
duced itself in size from something like 240 to 160. 

Mrs. Eriksson ... The Ohio General Assembly reduced itself in size, too, when reappor
tionment took plae~ but to have it subject to the number of congressmen strikes me 
as being frankly an impossibility. 

Mr. Graetz ...Ano,ther feature;of this is that it makes it nn.lch easier for a member of 
the legislature to aspire to Congress. 

Mr. Carter - No doubt about that. I agree with that. 

Mr. Hetzler - That is the other point that we were going to make and that is that it 
does foster competition? Because if a given congressman knows that he or she has 
two or three state legislators wholly within his or her district, young turks, if 
you will, who having done well in Ohio legislature, might be after his district. It 
does provide for a certain amount of competition which now does not exist or tends 
to be limited compared to what it could be if we were able to make the districts, 
the three levels, contiguous with each other. And as I said earlier, it fosters 
citizen participation. If you were able to look at our organizational structure and 
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• 
look at our organizational map, it is incredibly complex and it is very difficult 
for the citizens to affect the legislative process, because of the districts and 
the way they are set up. And as Bob mentioned, we are also in the process of try
ing to set up some working groups with the League and the Ohio Council of Churches 

• 

and I have spoken with the AFL-CIO, Mr. Smith, and we are going to speak with some 
of the other statewide groups of various sorts. The Ohio Chamber of Commerce is 
being approached, among others, to see if we can't get together on some language 
that really makes sense. And incidentally, in terms of the initiative petition, 
as difficult as the process is at the moment, our organization has had considerable 
experience with the initiative petitions in other states and it is a part of our 
planning at the moment. 

Mr. Carter - My guess is that it is the only practical way. 

• Mr. Hetzler - Yes, judging by the sort of reaction that we have gotten from the 
legislature on our gerrymandering proposal, you are probably right. Incidentally, 
we are attempting to introduce our gerrymandering proposal now. 

Mr. Carter - I have some hope that the Commission might take a stand on what you 
are talking about. 

• Mrs. Eriksson - Do you have copies of either your position paper or your proposed 
legislation? 

• 
Mr. Hetzler - Yes, I would be glad to forward all the information that we have to 
you. Unfortunately, the gentleman who was supposed to speak to you this morning 
was the gentleman who developed this whole position, was held up in an ice storm 
in southern Ohio and he was unable to make it. 

Mr. Carter - I think it's a very important subject and certainly a very difficult 
one to tackle. I certainly don't think that the Commission ought to sweep it under 
the rug.

• Mr. Aalyson - Quest ions? Thank you very tmlch. 

A date for the next meeting was discussed. It was agreed to have the meeting 
the evening before the Commission meeting , the evening of February 24, and the 
next morning, the 25th. The meeting was adjourned.

• 

• 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
What's Left Committee • 
February 24, 1976 

Sunnnary 

The What's Left committee met on February 24, 1976, at 1:30 in the Commission • 
offices in the Neil House.Committee members attending were the Chairman, Craig Aalyson, 
Dick Carter, Robert Huston and Katie SOWle. Ann Eriksson and Brenda Buchbinder were 
present from the staff. 

Mr. Aaly,pn • Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. The What's Left Committee is 
dbf'uss:Lng a number of topics this afternoon, primarily in continuation of a meeting • 
which was held during January, at which some of the topics were also considered and 
during whieh some of the witnesses who are now present were also present as witnesses 
then and 80me of the witnesses agreed to assist this committee by proposing drafts 
of constitutional proVisions which we might like to consider in our deliberations. 
In view of the fact that there are a number of persons here who testified at the 
former meeting with respect to the conSideration of the public institutions or pub- • 
lie w.lfare area, I think we will proceed with that. At the earlier meeting, Mr. 
HQPperton, Who appeat'ed as a witness, agreed to give us the benefit of his ideas in 
regard to a draft. 

Mr. Hopperton - Thank you, Mr. Aalyson, and members of the committee. As a follow-up 
to. the meeting we held last month and the suggestions made during that meeting, Glenn • 

. Wdrkman aad Jerry Lobosco and I attempted to get together numerous people who would 
be interested in Article VII, Section 1. We also developed a working draft to be 
d~8QUs.ed at that meeting. The meeting was held yesterday afternoon. Invitations 
to that meeting went to Steven Yost, of the Department of Rehabilitations and Cor
t'ections; William W. Weisenberg who is in the audience from the Ohio Youth Commission; 
Mr. Joseph Gentlecore of the Ohio Developmental Disabilities Incorporated; Mr. Joseph • 
White from the Academy for Contemporary Problem.; Mr. Robert Miller of the Ohio Asso
ciation of Retarded Citizens; Mr. Greg Ensign, who is staff legal counsel at the De
partment of Mental Health and Mental Retardation; Mr. Ron Koslowski, who is with the 
State Developments! Disability Planning Council; Mr. Alvin Hadley from Children's 
Service. in Franklin County; MS. Jean Szabo from the Department of Mental Health and 
Mental Retardation and Columbus State Hospital; and Mr. Carl Reiser of the Ohio Society • 
for Crippled Children and Adults. Attending yesterday's meeting were the following 
people: Glenn Workman, Jerry Lobosco, of the Franklin County Council for Retarded 
Citizens; Bill Weisenberg; Joe Gentlecore, Joe White, Ron Koslowski, and Jean Szabo. 
The other invitees could not attend. The people who assembled informally yesterday 
afternoon considered at length Article VII, Section I and what the purposes of such 
a constitutional provision might be. And very surprisingly, and very happily, by the • 
en~ of that meeting we were able to come up with a draft that we all felt comfortable 
arid s.tiSfied with. . 

And I would like to present that draft to you as members of the committee and to 
Mrs. Eriksson now. This would be suggested draft amendment to Article VII, Section 1, 
~hich would replace the public institutions section that is presently in the Constitu- • 
tion. Let me read the suggested draft amendment. "Services to persons who, by reason 
of age, disability, handicap, or behavior, require specialized care, treatment or 
habilitation, shall always be fostered and supported by the State; and shall be pro
vided in the least restrictive manner appropriate to the circumstances of each such 
person subject to such legislation as may be prescribed by the General Assembly." 
This draft, I think, is responsive to some of the suggestions made in the last What's • 
Le~t C~ittee, in terms of providing general principles dealing with the area of 
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treatment and care for certain persons in need. We attempted in our deliberations 
yeaterday to stay away from legislative type language, and not provide anything in 
Article VII, Section 1 that would be too specific, too detailed or that would take 
flexibility away from the legislature. We tried to stay away from specific treat
ment modalities. And we also decided to suggest as we have here an amendment to 
Article VII, Section 1 rather than deletion of Article VII, Section 1. Deletion, 
of course, would mean that the state and the citizens of the state would have to rely, 
I think, upon the general police powers of the state for coverage in this area. We 
felt that it was important to have an article such as the one we suggest to describe 
state responsibilities in this area. So I would like to submit this draft amendment 
for your consideration at this time. 

Mr. Aalyson - Thank you, Mr. Hopperton. Does any member of the committee have any 
questions of Mr. Hopperton about the suggested amendment? 

Mr. Carter - I like the general approach that you have here, Mr. Hopperton. I want 
to comment you and your group for helping us in this regard. I think we discussed 
at the last meeting that this is kind of a citizens' movement and this is certainly 
in the best spirit of that, so we appreciate it. The question that comes to my mind 
in reading this is whether or not we want to mandate in the constitution such services 
or make them permissive to be handled in detail by the legislature. I'm a little 
concerned about a mandate. I wonder if you have any comment on the importance of a 
mandate versus making it clear that the legislature has the power to do so. 

Mr. Hopperton - I think it was the consensus of the people who met yesterday afternoon 
that we would support a constitutional mandate for provision of services to the types 
of persons indicated in the amendment. It is important, we felt, I believe to do this 
in terms of spelling out public responsibilities in this area. I think this was done, 
even though there was a recognition that theoretically state constitutions are viewed 
as limitations on power rather than grants of power. I think we also felt that in 
practice, many times the state Constitution is viewed more as a grant of power, in 
practice, if the legislature doesn't find specific language saying it should do some
thing, then the tendency is that it may not do those things. We felt very concerned 
and very committed to stating certain public responsibilities that 
would be a clear signal to the legislature of responsibilities the state should 
undertake in this area. So we felt that the mandate was appropriate. It is a very 
general mandate. It's only speaking to basic principles. And it clearly allows for 
legislative judgment in the last clause as the former Article VII, Section 1, did. 

Mr. Carter - In the development of constitutional amendments that we are talking about 
here in this room, this is the very first early stage. It has to go through, as far 
as we are concerned, of course, the Commission itself. And then after that it has to 
receive the approval of the legislature and then finally it has to, of course, be 
voted on by the people. It seems elementary but I'm sure you are aware of this. 
What I'm going to suggest is that it strikes me that in the interest of what you are 
trying to do, it might be difficult to get all of these approvals by saying IIservices 
to persons, etc••• shall always be fostered and supported by the state. 1I That's 
kind of like writing a blank check in some respects. It concerns me as to whether 
it is politically possible to do this. 

Mr. Hopperton - I'm not sure whether I could provide insights as to whether it is 
politically possible to do that. I would say that generally, this amendment follows 
the general form of the present provision that deals with public institutions. It 
would appear that public institutions are mandated under present Article VII, Section 
1. Our intent and this doesn't speak to the political question that you raised, was 
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that a new Article VII, Section 1 take into account new concepts and new principles 
in the area of treatment and care and habilitation of these types of persons. And 
not be limited just to institutional care. We felt that institutional care which 
is mandated now would be included within services. 

Mr. Carter .. Understand, Mr. Hopperton, I like the approach very much. But let me 
suggest that if you were to make a change, changing the word "require" to "requiring" 
and then deleting "always," would that interfere with what you are trying to accom
pl~sh? It would read "services to persons who by reason of age, disability, handi
cap, or behavior, requiring specialized care, treatment or habilitation, shall be 
fostered and supported by the state." I would be very concerned, I think, if I were 
a voter or someone else reading this "shall always" that someone could go to the court 
and say the state owes me this kind of support because of the Constitution without 
the benefit of the legislative contribution and thinking on this. 

Mr. Hopperton .. In terms of your specific suggestions, I personally would have no 
problem with either one of those changes, but I can only speak for myself. 

Mr. Carter" I understand. 

Mr. Hopperton .. Again, this was meant as a draft for your consideration, your amendment, 
your massaging, as you might see fit. I personally would not have a problem with 
"requiring" and deletion of the word "always." 

Mr. Carter - I like what you have come up with. 

Mr. Huston .. What is your concept of the definition of "behavior"? Do you include 
within that the criminal element? 

Mr. Hopperton .. I think I might defer to Bill Weisenberg of the Youth Commission on 
that question. 

Mr. Weisenberg - I would say unequivocably "behavior" would include anti-social be
havior as determined by the legislature, when it enacts criminal and penal statutes, 
which is a moral and a legal decision. I think it was the intent of the committee 
that both the juvenile and adult correctional system which is included as a part of 
the criminal justice system be made a part of this draft amendment. 

Mr. Huston - Do you think there is any conflict between the purposes that we establish 
he~e, principally for the people that can't help themselves due to disabilities that 
were foisted upon them by something that they didn't do, should we treat in the 3ame 
way the people who are voluntarily, you might say, involved in problems? 

Mr. Weisenberg .. This is a personal opinion, and from a personal standpoint, my 
answer would be 1Iye8 ." I would have to say, you use· the term "voluntary" and I think 
the studies that are ongoing now shaw that many acts committed by so-called criminal 
offenders may not be voluntary, but in fact involuntary acts or acts caused by some 
medical condition that an offender is under. At the same time, the trend in correc
tional thinking, both on the juvenile and on the adult level, is that those who may 
be able to help themselves under certain types of supervision and care within a com
munity don't need reform or total incarceration. And that there are some people who 
can help themselves even though they voluntarily commit acts that we determine to be 
anti-social. So I think people who need treatment, care or habilitation because of 
behavior, would fall under that. I think voluntary VB. involuntary should not be the 
standard which is used in prOViding services to. human beings. 
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Mr. Carter - Another way of putting that is who is wise enough to say for decades to 
come, as human knowledge increases in these areas, let's leave flexibility so that the 
legislature can respond. 

Mr. Weisenberg - I would agree with that. I think as Mr. Hopperton stated earlier, 
we should try to create language that is both broad and flexible, that is in the 
best interest yet creating a document that has a lasting, enduring effect. That has 
been the traditional basis upon which constitutional language has been so framed. 

Mr. Carter - Should be framed. 

Mr. Aalyson - Other questions from the committee? Are there other persons present who 
wish to speak to this amendment? Mr. Graetz? 

Mr. Graetz - I don't have anything specific to offer except that it's just serendi
pitous that I happen to be here when this is going on and I feel certain that the 
Ohio Council of Churches would support l~nguage similar to what Mr. Hopperton has 
introduced here. We are deeply concerned about making certain that the state provides 
for a wide variety of persons who need special attention. And we are concerned about 
that being offered in the least restrictive manner and as much as possible in locally
based institutions or agencies. 

Mr. Aalyson - Are you in agreement, Mr. Graetz, and I will direct my question also 
to Mr. Weisenberg, that we would better accomplish this by having a constitutional 
provision rather than by eliminating a constitutional provision and leaving this to 
the legislature under the powers it has inherently? 

Mr. Graetz - Frankly, I believe it ought to be in the Constitution. I am not saying 
that I do not trust members of the legislature, but I think that there are times when 
they act in a capricious manner and I think it is far better to make certain that the 
constitutional protection is there, so that if need be, we can use the judicial system 
to require actions that may be required at some later date. 

Mr. Weisenberg - I would definitely opt for including some language in the Constitution 
on the basis that I believe the legislature does need the guidelines under which it 
is to set the parameters for society to function. At the same time, I think it is 
critically important today that we do have language which spells out the essential 
services that people need. Because what has happened over the past years is that we 
as citizens have relied upon the intervention of the federal courts to dictate the 
way our lives are run and have made legislatures subordinate to the judicial branch 
of government. And I think setting out the parameters under which human services 
will be provided and spell out a mandate on how the general assembly will look at this, 
will place the General Assembly where it does belong, on an equal plane with the ju
diciary. I think this is of critical importance in today's society. We have relied 
far too often on intervention by federal courts, if I may repeal myself, to accomplish 
social goals and social purposes, and the legislature has then become reactionary to 
what the courts are saying. I think this gives the General Assembly an opportunity 
to move ahead in this area. 

Mr. Aalyson - Don't you feel that the courts might be more proscribed if there were 
not a constitutional provision upon which they could operate? In other words, if we 
eliminate a constitutional provision in this area, would not the legislature retain 
its prerogative to enact legislation in this area by inherent power whereas the 
courts, without having a constitutional prOVision to act upon, would be elimin~ted 

from involving themselves almost at all unless they were talking specifically about 
a statute? 
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Mr. Weisenberg - It's a difficult question to answer but I think it is important to 
realize that with or without a provision in the Ohio Constitution, the U. S. Consti 
tution would give some basis to the federal courts to act based upon the Bill of 
Rights as it is applicable to the states through the 14th Amendment. So even absent 
the Ohio constitutional language, I believe the mandates of the federal constitution 
would dictate some of the services that people will and could get. 

Mr. Aalyson - Do you feel that the retention of an article in the Ohio Constitution 
would tend toward a situation where the federal courts would be less likely to intrude 
in this area, at least in Ohio? 

Mr. Weisenberg - Yes, so long as the General Assembly acted upon the mandate of the 
Ohio Constitution. I think inaction would produce judicial acbion. 

Mr. Aalyson - Thank you very much. Mrs. Workman? 

Mrs, Workman - 1 am pleased with the statements that are being made and the concern 
for Article VII. Certainly, being a part of working out this draft, I do feel that 
it has included the needs of the aged, and the needs of those whom I have expressed 
are in between as far as education. 

Mr. Aalyson - Mr. Lobosco? 

Mr. Lobosco - Thank you, Mr. Aalyson, members of the committee. On this occasion and 
on the occasion of the last meeting, I will confine my remarks simply to supporting 
Mr, Hopperton's statement. Naturally, I am in agreement with this draft provision. 
I'd like to point out that as representative of the Local Council for Retarded Citizens 
we are concerned with the inclusion of an appropriate constitutional provision not 
only because it will provide a baaic mandate for legislative action but also because 
it will symbolize the state and the people of the state, it will symbolize their com
mitment to progressive and humane treatment and care for disabled and otherwise handi
capped citizens of the state. The suggestion, of course, of merely deleting any 
provision of this type was considered, and in consultation with my agency, it became 
obvious that many of the members felt, may of whom were parents of disabled children, 
that it was important to have a basic statement of support for these services. 

Mr, Aalyson - Thank you. Are there any other questions? Bob? 

Mr. Huston - I would like to dissect this just a little bit. In your language where 
you talk about "in the least restrictive manner" what do you mean by that? 

Mr. Hopperton - I can speak with respect to developmentally disabled and mentally 
retarded persons. Perhaps other members of the committee who met yesterday would 
want to speak to other areas. "Least restrictive manner" would mean, for instance, 
if a mildly retarded person is capable of independent living, that he be given the 
oppottunity to live independently. That that person be given every opportunity to 
maximize his or her own opportunities. If the least restrictive alternative happens 
to be a group home in a community, then that opportunity could be provided. However, 
if the person is profoundly retarded, severely retarded, and can only be cared for 
because he or she is totally dependent, in a public institution, then that would be 
the least restrictive alternative. So it is a concept that means maximizing the 
opportunities for the person to live in as normal or as close to normal circumstances 
a8 po.s1ble appropriate to his or her awn ci~~umBtance&. 
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Mr. Huston - Do you think that is clear? I can understand where you people that deal 
with it all of the time, that it is probably very clear. But to the uninitiated into 
this area, to me it doesn't really make as much sense in there as you have indicated 
it should. " ••• shall always be supported by the state and provided in the least 
restrictive manner". To me "least restrictive manner" could mean in connection with 
the behavior problems, that you are not going to incarcerate because you say "the 
least restrictive." I'm wondering whether or not that is proper for a constitutional 
provision. Attempting to, you might say, dictate to the General Assembly, or limit the 
General Assembly as to what they could do. I have problems with that language "pro
vide in the least restrictive manner." And when you go on "appropriate to the cir 
cumstances of ~ach suen person" it appears to me that what you are talking about here 
is that you have to treat each individual. You can't have a program, but you have to 
look at each individual and you have to treat them, or the legislature has to treat 
them in a particular way, individually, not as a program. 

Mr. Hopperton - In terms of mental retardation and developmental disabilities, again, 
I would feel that "least restrictive alternative" "least restrictive manner" is a 
totally appropriate concept and is basic general concept that is appropriate for 
constitutional language. I think that your question with regard to persons with 
behavioral problems really should perhaps be answered by Bill or someone in the 
corrections area. 

Mr. Weisenberg - I would think that what we mean in the corrections area, and having 
spent four years in the adult correctional system, not as an inmate, I might add, and 
also the past year in the juvenile system, what we are talking about is a break with 
past tradition. An alternative to traditional means of incarceration. Because the 
traditional notions of confinement and incarceration spoke to the great bastions in 
this country. The old Ohio Penitentiary on Spring Street. What we are talking about 
is dealing with people. And what we mean by least restrictive environment, we talk 
about in terms of control and supervision, rather than in terms of a place or a lo
cation. That was the mode of the early 19th and 20th century, but is not the mode of 
the 1970's and what is hopefully the future. I think when we talk about least re
strictive manner we talk about a condition, a state of control, a state of supervision. 
I believe that that is what the legislature of today is taking a very close look at. 

Mr. Aalyson - Mr. Weisenberg, do you think it is appropriate, and you may have been 
asked this question before, to attempt to treat in the same constitutional provision 
problems that afflict the criminal element as opposed to problems that afflict such 
persons as mental retardants? 

Mr. Weisenberg - I have no personal problems with dealing with it in the same con
stitutional amendment. 

Mr. Aalyson - Can you tell me why not? 

Mr. Weisenberg - My feeling is we're dealing with people, we are dealing with human 
beings. The tradition has been to treat the criminal as though he had leprosy. Many 
of the people who commit crimes have tendencies to demonstrate anti-social behavior. 
There may be nothing wrong with them. At the same time there may be problems. We 
are talking today about increasing the number of professionals in the social and 
behavioral sciences in our correctional system both in the juvenile and the adult 
level, for people who do need some type of assistance, who can't care for themselves. 
And their anti-social behavior is a way of acting out, to tell us either their frus
trations or some need that they do have. So I think when we talk about providing 
human services, we should be as inclusive as possible, instead of creating a class 
structure with people. 
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Mr. Aalyson - Do you recognize the concept that perhaps crime, and maybe even a 
large portion of itt could be purely voluntary7 

Mr.Weisenbera .. I would respond by saying that a lot of it is probably very voluntary. 

Mr. Aalyson - You wouldn't classify the person who is incarcerated for committing a 
voluntary crime as one who is laboring under a disability as that term is used in this 
proposed draft? 

Mr t Weisenbers - Maybe not the term "disability". It dep-ends how we classify the 
term "unemployment" or "poverty" or "economic deprivation". And we read more and more 
that that is very related to the issue of the incident in crime especially in large 
metropolitan areas and in our ghettos. And that many times the acting out of criminal 
tendencies or criminal acts is a response to these conditions. That may fall better 
under a handicap. I think we are dealing with a much bigger problem in talking about 
crime than crime itself. And I think that the persons who we are going to be speaking 
to should be dealt with in a similar fashion as those who are suffering under a disa
bility or suffering because of either youth or old age. I think when we speak to age 
we must remember we're talking about young people as well as old people. 

Mr. Aalyson .. Thank you. Bob? 

Mr. Huston .. I have problems with, you might say, the appropriateness of relat ing this 
to the circumstances of each such person. The problem that I have with it is that it 
looks a8 though this is a mandate to the legislature not to deal with people as groups, 
to pass laws for particular problems t but to deal with people as individuals. Is that 
not what ~is indicates? 

Mr,. AalXson .. Mr. Lobosco? 

Mr, Lobqsco .. My understanding of the concept that is signified by that phrase "least
 
restrictive manner" or sometimes phrased "alternative" 1s that concept is founded in
 
a philosophy that government is justified in intervening in an individual's life only
 
to that extent necessary for protection of the public good. And that the phrase
 
originated, historically, at least regarding the mentally handicapped persons in our
 
society, because there were only two alternatives. One was to allow them to live at
 
large in the community. The other was to lock them up in isolated t segregated facil 
ities under conditions where practically all of their civil rights were suspended.
 

, That, is, they were locked up, they were not allowed ready access to communications 
outside of the institution. They were not allowed to exercise even very basic control 
over their own lifestyles. ThE!", phrase, to me, signals the recognition that a person 
can be, for example, mentally retarded, but not really a fit subject for institutional
ization. Because we are recognizing that mental retardation as a class is overly broad. 
There are many different types and degrees of mental retardation. I don't think that 
the phrase, as it is used in this draft, would mandate an individualized plan of care 
for each individual covered in the language. I do think that it indicates to the leg" 
islature that before you do group people together, you must make sure that you are 
grouping them appropriately. Let's not incarcerate t whether in a benevolent or a 
penal institution everyone simply because they fit under a rubric which is very broad 
and perhaps very vague. 

Mr. Carter" I would wonder if t perhaps, the two points of view t and I share Bob's 
viewt couldn't be corrected by using "circumstances of such persons" rather than "each 
such person". Do you have any difficulties with that? 

Mr. Lobosio - For myself t I have no difficulties with that. 

Mr. Ca;ter- I agr~e with you, you don't want to get in the business of having 
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legislation where every person has to be handled as individuals. 

• Mr. Huston - Yes, this is the problem that I have with the present draft. I'm not 
criticizing this, I'm just trying to dissect it and point out areas that could be 
misinterpreted and could make it very difficult to sell either to the legislature or 
to the people at large. 

Mr. Carter - Or to the commission. 

• Mr. Huston - Yes. 

Mr. Aalyson - Mr. Graetz? 

• 
Mr. Graetz - Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I would like to point out to 
you that the basic public policy statement of the Ohio Council of Churches regarding 
the criminal justice system is entitled "Toward a Humane, Person-Qriented System of 

• 

Criminal Justice" so that we are deeply concerned about the necessity for the state to 
develop a program that does indeed meet the needs of each individual person. We 
would not object to minor changes in the language such as were suggested here. But I 
think that though we would not argue for eliminating all programs and substituting 
them with individual program for each person, at the same time we would want to try 
to structure the language in such a way that the legislature would realize that there 
is a concern to fit the treatment to the needs of all such persons. 

•
 
Mr Huston - Shouldn't that be a matter that is brought to the legislature's attention
 
at the time they are considering the legislation rather than attempting to do it by
 
constitutional prOVision that is very difficult to enunciate?
 

•
 

Mr. Graetz - A philosophical statement can be made in the constitution so that they
 
have a guideline to go by, then I think we are much farther ahead, because then when
 
they come to the point of supporting or opposing certain pieces of legislation, we can
 
point to that language and say this is what was intended by the people when they adopted
 
this provision.
 

•
 

Mr. Aalyson -Of Course the treatment in the least restrictive manner and of each such
 
person by the draft is conditioned upon the fact that the legislature shall prescribe
 
the method. So the statement of policy is there and may be appropriated in view of
 
the fact that it shall be restricted to what may be prescribed by the General Assembly.
 
Any other comments? Mrs. Workman?
 

•
 

Mrs. Workman - Yes. I would like to indicate to the committee that within the care
 
and treatment of aged people, that terminology is the concept that is being used. Par

ticularly, it is being used in protective services areas that we are working on now.
 
And also in educational philosophy, that very same terminology "of the least restrictive
 
manner" is a part of the educational concept.
 

•
 

Mr. Carter - I am really very much supportive of the concept "of the least restrictive
 
manner". It seems to me, I am no great historian, but I have seen studies about the
 
changes in understanding over the centures of the treatment of people that show aber

rations of one kind or another. We could go back to the debtors' prison days where if
 
you just owed money you were thrown into prison. The witchhunts back in the days of
 
the puritans. If you showed certain aberrations, they would string you up and put you
 
in a gaol of some sort. I think that the human thrust has been to develop our under
standing of these aberrations, and we've come a long way. We have a long way to go to 
understand the nature of these things and to be wise enough to create the circumstances 
where they can be best handled. I like this, myself~ That's a random statement, but 
I do.• 4899 
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Mr!. Eriksson - Could I ask Mr. Hopperton or one of the other persons to focus on the 
word "habilitate"? That word bothers me a little bit. We're accustomed to the word 
"rehabilitate", of course, and I assume that you used the word llhabilitate" deliber
ately. I find little help in the dictionary, however. 

Mr, Hopperton - "Habilitate" is a word we decided to use because it is a very, very 
broad ccmc.pt, broader than education, broader even than, we felt, "rehabilitation". 
It inclucles education and it also includes, for instance, in the area of mental re
bardation, giving very basic life skills, such as toilet-training, to an individual. 
For that reason, it is a term appropriate to mental retardation, developmental dis
abilities. I think it is a term for many of the same reasons appropriate to mental 
illness. I think I might defer again to Mr. Weisenberg for comment on the appropriate
ness of that term in the area of corrections. 

Mr. W.i8enbers - In corrections, we have relied on using terms like "reintegration 
into the community", or "rehabilitation". And we have never assumed at all that the 
persons we were dealing with were integrated into the community to begin with or were 
habilitated to begin with with the basic skills necessary to make it in the community. 
Andtraditlonally have started to try and rehabilitate people without first ever look
:-. to see if they have the basic skills and basic know-how and were ever a viable 
part of the c01Ill1Unity to begin with. I am speaking personally, because I can't speak 
fo;<, the Department of Rehabilitation and Corrections. 

Mr. Carter - Is it. a~0od word? Is it a word that has meaning and substance? 

Mr, Hoppe£ton - It is a word that has already been defined in the Revised Code and in 
recently epacted S.B. 336, dealing with the mentally retarded. 

Mr. Carte!' - I like the word much better than "rehabilitate". 

~, Aalysop - Does it include the concept of rehabilitation in your judgment? 

Mr. Hopperton - Yes. I think the intention in S.B. 336 was not to deal with rehab
ilitation, but I think the definition is so broad that it includes rehabilitation. 

Mr, Aalysop - Do you by the use of the word "habilitation" here in this draft amend
ment intend it to include rehabilitation? 

Mr. Hopperton - I think the answer to that would be clearly yes. It was the largest 
possible category or term that we could come up with. We intended that to include 
education, rehabilitation and similar skills, training. 

Ms, Buchbinder - I wanted to ask either Professor Hopperton or Mr. Weisenberg about 
the word "behavior". It's a new word. I haven't seen it in any of the other consti
tutional provisions of other states, and it refers to corrections. Is it in here to 
refer to any other kind of group? It's an unusual word and very generaL 

Mr. We1senberg - Speaking for myself, and I'm not a behavioral scientist, and maybe 
someone who deals with mental health and mental retardation or developmentally disabled 
fii-ld might be able to best answer that, I think the word "behavior" was intentionally 
designed to look to the correctional or cr~l justice area and not so much possibly 
to ,the other areas that this amendment seeks to include. 

Ms, Buchb&nder - I could think of some other things that someone might want to include 
under f'behav1or" that we may not aaticipate. 

~, Huston - Yes. 
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Mrs. Eriksson - It is a very broad term, and the behavioral scientist includes 
political scientists and social scientists. A very broad group of people who are not 
dealtng with deviant behavior, necessarily. I, too, would question its use. 

Mrs. Workman - The term "behavior" comes up again in education. There is a section 
of special education that deals with emotional behavior where there are problems 
within the regular classroom study, where often these students may simply be excluded 
from the school because of their behavior. And those are often the children who end 
up in the institutions, either correctional or benevolent. 

Mr. Carter - I wouldn't be concerned about it being too broad, because it is qualified 
by "requiring special care, treatment, or habilitation." The legislature would decide. 

Mr. Hopperton - And there are other limitations on the legislature in terms of other 
state and federal constitutional provisions in terms of what would be reasonable and 
in conformity with due process and equal protection. 

Mr. Carter - What I have out of this discussion, if I may read what I think has been 
said, "Services to persons who, by reason of age, disability, handicap, or behavior, 
requiring specialized care, treatment, or habilitation, shall be fostered and supported 
by the State in the 'least restrictive manner appropriate to the circumstances of such 
persons, as may be prescribed by law. II Would that still fulfill the thrust of what 
you're talking about, Bob? 

Mr. Huston - I think I could support this. 

Mr. Carter - I think that's what we are trying to say. 

Mr. Aalyson - Yes. 

Mr. Carter - Well, I, for one, would like to congratulate this group for g~v~ng a lot 
of thought to this, and I would think that if we had this in here, we could elUninate 
not only section 1, but sections 2 and 3 along with it. And that would be this 
whole statement. I think that's good constitutional revision. 

Mr. Huston - Sections 2 and 3 deal with the selection of penitentiary directors. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Sections 2 and 3 are obsolete, really. There are no directors of the 
penitentiary. 

Mr. Aalyson - It would appear then that we have concluded our discussion with respect 
to Article VII, section 1. Is there anyone present who would want to be heard or be 
heard further that we have not heard from? Thank you very much, then. We certainly 
do appreciate and understand the considerable time and effort that has taken place in 
reaching this draft amendment. We go through this each meeting, I think, and so you'll 
never get a more sympathetic audience than you have today. 

Mr. Hopperton - Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the ad hoc committee for Article VII, section 
1 weld like to thank you very much for giving us a full and complete hearing. 

• Mr. Aalyson - Since we do have witnesses present who are interested in apportionment, 
we will procedd to agenda item number 4. There was discussion at the last meeting 
with regard to the subject. Mr. Graetz, do you wish to be heard in this area by way 
of preparatory remarks or do you want to contribute to the discussion as it goes along? 

• 
Mr. Graetz - I have nothing more to add at this point beyond what I stated last time. 
We indicated last time that we have a group of people that will be coming together to 
work on this issue, but it is probably going to be a matter of months before we come 
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to,any kind of consensus to present to you as such. 

Mr" Aalyson - Fine. Mr. Hetzler, from Connnon Cause, do you have any remarks? 

Mr, ijetzler - You have a copy of Mr. Pease's legislation which both myself, and Bob • 
and the Council and others aided in the drafting. It contains ••• l noticed you handed 
me a copy of only the resolution - S.J.R. 41. 

Mrs, Eriksson - Yes. I couldn't get a copy of the bill. I looked at the bill. 

Mr. Hetzler - I have a copy of the bill, S.B. 477. We are pleased that it has been • 
introduced. We support these on the same three premises that we laid out at that time, 
that is, it leads to reform of three areas: the make-up of the apportionment board 
itself, reform of language in the constitution in the form of guidelines and it 
contains the concepts of openness and accountability in the process of creating appor
tionment plans. This bill, we believe, with some small exception, follows those three 
points ~at we think are important. • 
Mr. Carter - I would like to ask, first of all, am I correct that there is nothing in 
the constitution about congressional districting? 

Mr, Hetzler - That is correct. • 
Mr, Carter - That means that that has simply become a function of the legislature, then. 

Mrs. Erik!son - Correct. 

Mr. Hetzler - The resolution would change that. • 
Mr, Cuter - Okay. I haven't had a chance to understand what this is. Is this the 
idea that was talked about of having the same districts for congress and the legisla
ture? 

Mr. Hetzler - No, not completely as we had envisioned it, at least as it was discussed 
here. It does talk about compactness and so on. • 
Mr. Carter - But there is no correspondenceaut01D8.tically••• 

Mr. Hetzler - No. 

•Mrs. Eriksson - Although there is a statement that as nearly as possible they should 
correspond. 

Mr. Carter - As one of the many things that the Commission is to take into account. 

Mr. Hetzler - Right. • 
Mr. Carter - I would like to bring up, Mr. Chairman, if I may, this question that I 
think Mr. Hetzler brought up at the last meeting of the desirability of having common 
districts for congressional purposes and so forth. The more I think about that the 
more I think there is a great deal to be said for it from the standpoint of good gov
ernment. I am concerned and am aware of the problem. that was identified at the last 
meeting of having the number of state legislators dependent upon influences outside of • 
the state. With the national apportionment of the number of congressmen. However I 
think that it is sufficiently important, that I would like to give it a good go around 
before we pass it by.Of course w~ have the immediate question with 23 congressional 
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districts now and following the numbers that were suggested of having 4 representa
tives and 2 senators, we would end up with 138 legislators instead of 132, so that 
had some possibilities for the legislators. Of course, if we were to lose another 
congressional seat, we would drop down to 132 which is just where we are now, but it 
would mean that we would have more in the senate and less in the house, which I happen 
to think is a pretty good idea anyhow, because there are too few senators, I think, 
to cover all of the bases. I came up with the conclusion myself that if it were 
practicable, I kind of like the idea of having a number of political districts, if 
you will, that is equal to six times the congressional districts. And the purpose 
of the districting body, then, would be to establish the districts and then each one 
has a representative, each two has a senator, and each four has a congressman. That 
is tremendously appealing to me, from a theoretical standpoint. I am much less 
optimistic about it from a political standpoint, but I think we ought to give that a 
go. 

Mr. Graetz - Another thing that we may have talked about last time, but I can't recall 
for sure that argues for that approach is that it can be presented to the public as a 
way of enabling much greater participation. We talked about it in terms of our organ
izing people for action. It would help to sell it at the time it becomes a ballot 
issue. 

Mr. Carter - Mr. Graetz, I am much more optimistic about selling the public than the 
legislature. 

Mr. Graetz - We have mapped out a timetable that starts out with an attempt to get 
this through the legislature, followed by possible failure, and then going the 
initiative route. 

Mr. Carter - It seems to me that there are two basic questions, and both of them very 
difficult. First is the number of districts that are set up. Second is how you draw 
the lines - that's this connnission problem. I personally would like to think in terms 
of a standardized political district - that's the wrong word, but a political district 
that can be identified by a state senator, state representative, congressman. I think 
that makes sense. 

Mrs. Rosenfield - I have a whole different problem. Can the Ohio Constitution be 
involved in drawing congressional districts? The U.S. Constitution says something 
like "The legislature shall have the power to draw districts." If you set up a 
connnission that is not all appointed by the legislature, can the legislature delegate 
its authority to do congressional redistricting to a body some of whose members are 
appointed by the governor or someone other than the legislature? 

Mr. Carter - Let me ask Ann that question. If the federal government says the legis
lature has the power, wouldn't that necessarily infer that the state constitution 
necessarily has the power? 

Mrs. Eriksson - The federal statute says essentially that the districts shall be drawn 
as provided by law and normally the interpretation would be that the law includes the 
constitution, but that isn't the question - the question is, and even though the Con
stitution creates the Connnission and that may be perfectly okay, the actual districting 
is not being done by law, it is being done by a constitutional body, but not by the 
legislature, by law. It is being done pursuant to law, but not by law. The question 
has been researched but there is no clear answer to it. 

Mr. Hetzler - We are not particularly locked in to the makeup that we had proposed in 
which 2 members would not be appointed by the legislature. One would be appointed by 
the Governor and one by the party that came in second at the last gubernatorial election.• 
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The question has been raised to us - whether or not there is any need for a repre
sentative from the governor's office to be on there at all? It is a legislative 
matter and has little or no relationship to the governor's office. There are states 
that do not have repre.entatives of the executive branch on the apportioning body. 
Offhand, other than the governor's personal political interest in the makeup of the 
legislature, I can think of no rationale that says that the governor ought to be 
iuvolvad in the apportioning process. Other than his partisan and political interests. 

Mr" Eri~8on - There are, of course, some states where the governor does the whole 
thing. 

Mrs. Rosenfield - If I can bring up another matter. Do we really want to take dis
trictlngout of the hands of the obvious partisan people who are out front, you know 
who they are, how they got there, and why. 'They are very public figures. When the 
board is one step removed from that, all you are really doing is taking them one step 
away from public vision, but the same kind of political things will still be going on. 
They will be behind the scenes, but will not be right out there in front where every
one can See them. 

Mr. Hetzler - We have also heard that argument. First of all, under the old process, 
there may be some merit to it. That is, the smoke filled room process, behind closed 
4oors, without public notice. You might not even know who is on that board, if he is 
not an elected public official. But under this new process, the sunshine law will 
change the game somewhat. Secondly, the things that are suggested in Pease's bill 
for the publication of plans prior to passage and for the public meetings that are to 
b. set up, to view the plans prior to their voting on them. That helps to a certain 
atent. The other point that has been raised is, don't we want to have political types 
of people on this board? Aren't they the only ones who really know about apportionment? 
Who else knows about it? Joe Blow citizen? As opposed to Joe Blow politician who 
knows the game? Our responSe is that we do want Joe Blow citizen to be involved and 
that there are citizens who are not elect;(i officials who know about politics and 
apportionment and d1stricting; who know the process and know the system and who eould 
be appointed to an apportionment board. 

Mr. Carte; - What do you think of using the elections commission as proposed in 
Senator Van Meter's bill? 

Mr. Hetzler - I'mllOt sure whether that is the best procedure. I've not thought that 
through. 

Mr. Carter - One advantage is that it would avoid a proliferation of boards and com
mi.ssions. I don't know too much about it. Each party submits 5 names and the secre
tary of state chooses two ~om each party and those 4 get together and choose a fifth 
who is the chairman. 

Mr, Hetzler - One problem with the current Ohio Elections Commission is that it is 
not independent. It relies on the secretary of state for staff and for funds. 

Mr. Carter - It bothers me to create another government organization to do this because 
it's job is concentrated every 10 years. How can you have a staff that is knowledge
able that can turn on and off every 10 years. There's a lot to be said for using the 
elections commission and the resources of the secretary of state. 

Mr, Hetzler - An independent body could still use the resources of the secretary of 
.state in terms of research and information, without necessarily being dependent on him. 
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Mr. Carter - Why would we want to have another body other than the elections commission? 

Mr. Hetzler - I certainly share your concern with the proliferation of govermnent 
agencies. I think we would be willing to consider putting apportiomnent in the hands 
of an existing committee - we'd have to take a look at what that committee is and what 
kinds of ties it has. 

Mr. Carter - I don't know much about it, but I assume it's the one that decides on 
election contests or ••• 

Mrs. Rosenfield - It's the one that decides on violations of the elections law. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Nolan is chairman of it. 

Mr. Carter - Then I w:luld feel very comfortable with it. 

Mrs. Rosenfield - The statute would have to be rewritten to broaden its functions. 

Mr. Graetz - There are two questions that are more critical than the composition of 
the group that does it. One is to make sure that the constitutional language protects 
as much as possible against gerrymandering. I don't think this does too much to change 
the language. Two, that the whole process is out in the open to expose whatever at 
tempts at gerrymandering might be going on. I think that whatever group comes together 
to do the job, that whoever is going to do it will be the back-up supporting staff. 
That's where the basic work is going to be done and not so much by those people who are 
selected in whatever manner. 

Mr. Carter - This whole business of gerrymandering - one man's gerrymander is another 
man's ideal solution. We find it easy to talk about it in the abstract, but as the 
staff memo points out, and I thought it was well done, there are many fonus of dis
tortion that can take place. Even if you had it perfectly one man one vote, or if 
you try to make a geographical square, it still comes out to be judgment, when we get 
right down to it. 

Mr. Hetzler - Sure. There is no question about that because you are never going to get 
a perfect system number wise. There have been attempts to do that using computers, 
taking it completely out of any judgment and putting all of the numbers in a computer 
and having it print out something. Apparently, that hasn't met with too much success. 
But it seems to me, as Bob pointed out, necessary to examine closely the language in 
connection with whatever we will decide out to be there with regard to gerrYmandering 
and how districts can be set up. One approach to that, that I don't believe is in the 
existing bill, is to set up priorities. 

Mr. Carter - That's just a way of trying to establish, a priori, as to how the judgment 
shall be applied. 

Mr. Hetzler - That's true. 

Mr. Carter - It seems to me that you have got a good example of that right now with 
the Governor challenging the judgment that was made some time ago. I'm not trying to 
say that he is right or wrong, I don't know, but what he, in essence, is saying is 
that the judgment of those people does not follow the constitution. Now, who is to say? 
How do you define good judgment? I don't know of any way to do that. 

Mrs. Rosenfield - What do you mean by priorities? Whether it's more important that it 
be compact or whether it's more important that it fit the one man one vote•••• 
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Mr. Hetzler - No, not the one man one vote, but the compactness. For example, in
 
saying that where possible they shall contain whole counties •••
 

Mrs. Rosenfield - We have that. 

ME. Hetzler - Yes, but we haven't prioritized that. 

Mrs. Rosenfield - Yes it is. 

Mr, Carter - It's part of the constitution. 

Mrs, Rosenfield - Yes, it says it very specifically. But I donlt see how you can im
prove on districts being compact and composed of contiguous territory in a non-inter
secting contiguous line. I think the definitions are there, but as you say, it is how 
you interpret them. 

Mr'l Carter - Well, I s~ppose, Mr. Chairman, that we've got a number of issues to dis

cuss. How do you want to organize the discussion?
 

Mr. Aalyson - I'm wonde.ring whether we want to proceed on this particular item on the 
agenda at this time. Certainly, we have benefitted from the viewpoints of those per
sons who are present as witnesses, but I'm not sure that I feel competent myself at 
this point to proceed »ecause I don't know that I've digested everything I heard or read 

. tllf the point where it would be apprOpriate for me to discuss it. If others feel that 
we are in a position to discuss it, I would be happy to go forward. But I think that 
I would rather have time to study this particular section further before we discuss it. 

Mr. C8fter - I think that's appropriate. Could I ask a couple of questions of our 
three witnesses? Does the League have any position or do you think any position could 
be developed on the c~nality between congressional districts and state legislative 
districts? . 

Mrs. Rosenfield - We don't have a position. Our state board is meeting in March and 
weare going to discuss it at the state board. We really don't mow internally whether 
we bave the authority for the state board to make this decision, or whether we have 
to BO b&ckto our members and take a':ji:Btaensus process. 

Mr. Carter - How do you feel about it? 

Mrs. Rosenfield - I think it's a marvelous idea.. Now, my whole problem is whether
 
pol~tiC41ly it could work. And I think if we go for it, we'll end up having to go
 
through an initiatiye petition. .
 

. Mr. Carter - (to Mr. Hetzler) I know you support it. You brought· it up. 

Mr. Hetzler - Well, ironically enough the official position of Common Cause, Ohio,
 
doe. not support the contiguous congressional and state districts. It doesn't reject
 
the idea. It just simply did not include that idea. In discussing it in the initial
 
committee process, we couldn't get a consensus on the idea.
 

Mr, Carter - Mr. Graetz, you are representing the Ohio Council of Churches. Do you
 
hav, any feelings on this subject?
 

Mr. Graetz - Very definite feelings. Our position has not been finalized yet, but 
I'm quite certain that we will come out strongly supporting the concept that we have 
been talkina about, of cOllllOOnality. And we have these long processes that we go through 
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also within our structures. On the basis of past experience, I can predict that 
that's where we will end up when it is finally said and done. 

Mr. Carter - That's my first question. I have two more. My second question is 
this one of trying to make it specifically possible for the criteria that is used in 
this judgment question. I read the current stuff, as you did Craig, and I thought 
it was pretty darned good. I'm not sure there is a heck of a lot that I can add to 
it. I would wonder if there are any thoughts from any of the people here on that. 

Mr. Graetz- For several years I have been trying to figure out a way to improve the 
language in the Constitution and I have not come up with anything. 

Mr. Hetzler - I don't think we have any specific improvements, no. 

Mr. Carter - Then my third question concerns the make-up of the board that determines 
the decision making of the board. Do any of you have any thoughts as to how this 
would be handled other than what you have already said? 

Mr. Hetzler - No, not other than what was already said. 

Mrs. Rosenfield - I think that is the critical variable. That if we are generally in 
agreement that the wording is pretty good, then the critical thing that determines 
how that wording is interpreted is how that board is made up. So if there is any 
way of making it informed and political but not so partisan. • • 

Mr. Aalyson - Dick, I want to ask a question of you, if I may. Do I understand you 
to say, and the other persons essentially agree with what you are saying, that the 
ideal situation with regard to dividing up the state into districts would call for 
certain geographical and political divisions of the state each according to federal 
congressional districts each of which would contain multiple units that would prOVide 
for state representation? 

Mr. Carter - The idea is this. You have a basic political, geographical division 
which elects a representative. to the legislature. Then a multiple of two of those 
would elect the state senator. And a multiple of four of those would then be used 
to elect the congressman. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Are you talking about multi-member districts? 

Mr. Carter - No. 

Mr. Aalyson - Have you taken a map of the state of Ohio perhaps to outline this in 
your mind and drawn divisions and attempted to delineate them in regard to your theory? 

Mr. Carter - No, the rationale for the theory is, 'and perhaps we are all a product 
of our local environment. I see the utter confusion in our own situation and knowing 
who our congressman, representatives and state senators are. We are particularly 
vulnerable because at one time we had 3 state representatives, we had 3 state senators 
and two congressman, from a town of 16,000 people. 

Mr. Aalyson - This is because there is a juncture of three counties at that point, 
isn't it? 

Mr. Certer - That's right and that's why I'm particularly sensitive. I was very per
suaded by this concept which I had never heard until our last meeting. It has a lot 
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of advantages to the people. First of all, they can identify their district, and 
once they identify their district it is easier to find out who are their repre
sentatives. Secondly, it strikes me that from the political standpoint, it pro
vides a ready-made channel for the representatives and senators to move up to con
gressmen by being identified with a continuum, subject to the whole question, that 
they can identify with. It just seems to me it makes a better relationship between 
the repreliJentor and the representee. 

Mrs. Rosenfield - You wouldn't end up split in so many different ways, but your 
town might be represented by even 3 representatives. 

Mr. Carter - It would be in 3 different districts, though. 

Mr•• Rosenfield - State representatives. But you wouldn't have more than two senators, 
and with luck you would only have one senator, so that the two house people and the 
s.nator would naturally be working together because they are all representing the 
same people. More. so than they do. I think, under the present system. 

Mrs. !rikseon - I think you could end up with exactly what you have now. 

Mr. Carter - Yes, it is possible. 

Mr. Hetzler - Just in terms of population and if you have boundary peculiarities, 
absolutely. 

Mr. Carter - But you would not have, I do not think, this constant disruption every 
biennium. We are now represented by Del Latta who comes out of Bowling Green. The 
next time it is the fella out of Findlay and the next time it is somebody out of 
Sandusky, as our congressman. We are in such a state of flux that it is almost im
possible to keep track of who are your state representatives. 

Mr. Hetzler - Even more importantly, it's not represented at all. It's not necessarily 
you can't keep track of them, the net effect of it is you don't get represented at all. 

Mr. Carter - I'm not sure I buy that. But there certainly is no good relationship 
between our elected representatives and the people in our area. They're not even 
sure who they are representing. 

Mr. Hetzler - It has some negative points which I think we ought to discuss. One of 
which; o~ course, is the bother of having to use the congressional boundaries every 
ten years to reapportion the state. The second of which is the political negative 
factor which has previously been discussed~ that this sort of thing, at least on the 
surface, would not be advantageous to at least a certain group of politicians. So 
from that angle it has some negative appeal to it. At least in terms of the political 
realizites of it passing in the legislature. 

Hr. Carter - One of the positive things is that there is only one reapportionment. 

Mrs. Rosenfield - One every 10 years. If we get nothing else changed, I would like 
to do that. In all honesty, that is I think my main objection. It's not whether 
it is good or bad, but it's terribly confusing to people to find reapportionment can 
happen every 4 years, I guess. 
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Mrs. Eriksson - Are you speaking of congressional or legislative? 

•
 Mrs. Rosenfield - Legislative.
 

Mrs. Eriksson - Of course, we don't know whether legislative ~ happen every four years. 
As far as congressional is concerned, you could accomplish that without necessarily 
having common boundaries. There are some other very negative factors. One is the 
evenness of the house and senate. I think that that is a very negative factor.No, 
I mean that we would have even numbers in both the house and senate. That's a very 

•	 negative factor. It's bad enough when it happens accidentally, but to be faced with 
that problem every day of your life, that you've got 46 people and 92, rather than 
33 and 99. 

Mr. Carter - That's a very good point. It never occurred to me. 

..	 Mr. Aalyson - You could provide for an election at large. 

Mrs. Eriksson - This has happened in the senate from time to time, and resulted in 
an equal number from each party. 

•
 Mrs. Rosenfield - You have a built-in tie breaker in the Senate.
 

Mrs. Eriksson - You won't have once you've adopted tandem election. And that has been 
a very negative factor in the Senate when that has oocured and it has occured. 

Mr. Carter - What other negatives do you envision? 

•	 Mrs. Eriksson - Well, I don't buy this business about competition for the congressi~nal 
seat. I think that it's important to separate the Ohio General Assembly from the 
congressional delegation to keep a separate identity. And to hope that some of the 
best people will identify with the General Assembly and will not be encouraged to try 
for the congressional seats. 

4t	 Mr. Hetzler - I think that is a different slant on our position, which may have some 
merit. 

• 
Mrs. Eriksson - It might have that effect of making the congressional representative 
more alert, but I think the opposite effect is that it might encourage good people 
to move and I would like to see some of those good people stay here. 

Mr. Hetzler - Well, sure. I don't have any problems with that. 

Mr. Carter - There are a lot of people who don't want to go to Washington as a per
sonal choice. 

• Mr. Hetzler - Yes, that's the other problem. I think individuals who are good make 
decisions in terms of I want to go to Congress because my style or whatever it is is 
appropriate as opposed to the legislature. I don't know. I still think that the 
overall net advantage of weakening incumbency, number one, and the overall advantage 
of keeping the incumbent, first term incumbent for that matter, on his or her toes, 

• is worth it. And secondly, I think that we presume, of course, that young turks are even 
in existence at all in certain districts. They may be but they may not be. But 
certainly this kind of contiguous arrangements helps to take away the clouds that now 
exist, that hide legislators in hodge-podges of pockets so that one hardly know even 
where they are, let alone the ability to feel a candidate that can build a base of 
constituency that can oppose that candidate. We run into that problem all the time. 

• We run into that problem in business where good people go up so fast that theyre gone. 
We have the same problem in volunteer organizations. Volunteers get so good they want 
to be paid and so you lose good volunteers and you get paid employees who go off and 
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and get jobs elsewhere. But I think that's a risk that you run which I think is 
worth it. 

Mr. Aalyson - Is it then your idea, Dick, that every 10 years with perhaps the re
drawing of the lines with regard to the congressional distr~cts to see legislative • 
districts would have to be drawn to conform to those and they'd fit within the 
geographical outline of the congressional districts? 

M;. Carter - That's a suggestion. 

Mr. Graetz - We realize that the argument about the even number in the senate and • 
the house was one of the strong arguments against this plan. 

Mr. CaEter - That's a very valid one. I hadn't thought of that one at all. 

~. Hetzler· Do you know, from your own research, has there ever been any language • 
or alternative to that and still get the same result? If there a way to have our 
cake and eat it too, here? 

Mrs. Eriksson - I don't think there is. If you multiply it by 3 you're going to 
have a huge house. It always is going to depend upon the number of congressional 
districts. Which I think is also a disadvantage. Because what you are doing is • 
saying to the general assembly that the number of representatives in the legislature 
depends upon what happens nationally. And there, again, you're making a tie of two 
bodieS that I think ought to be separated as much as possible. So I think that's a 
disadvaatage, too. 

Mr. Aalxson - That could be eliminated by congressman at large or legislators at-large. • 

Mr. Carter - We used to have a congressman ~t-1arge. 

!If, ,ylxson - He might be some sort of political ombudsman because he represents the 
whole state radler than one district. 

Mr. Graetz - I know there are some states that have an even number of senators and • 
an even number of representatives. Have you done any research? 

Mrs. Eriksson - No, I haven't. In one of the Common Cause documents there are two 
states Where, apparently, there is this relationship. And then several other states, 
where there is a relationship, as there is in Ohio, between the house and senate and some 
of those ,are even numbers. I don't know how it works there. I only know from my own • 
experience here of the problems created when the Ohio senate has an even number of 
people, and was evenly diVided. 

Mr. Aal%8on - Do you find as a practical matter that there is a tendency to divide 
evenly? • 
Mrs. Eriksson - If the possibility is there, it happens. As I say, it occurs even 
when it is not built into the system. 

Mrs. Rosenfield - Yes, I think it is more likely to happen when you have an even 
nUmber, because' individual votes become much more critical. • 
Mrs. Eriksson - Right. And you can always keep your problem by just having two 
people oithe opposite parties absent. 

Mr. Gr!etz - Except that that does not help any in terms of passing legislation, with 
the constitutional majority that is required. 
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Mrs. Eriksson - Yes, that's right. Of course, you always have that. 

Mr. Carter - That's another interesting question. If the constitutional majority is 
required, then an even split would not enable you to pass the legislation? 

Mr. Graetz - You would never be able to pass a totally partisan bill, which in many 
ways might be a good idea. 

Mrs. Eriksson You might have problems just passing any legislation. 

Mr. Carter - That might be good. 

Mr. Hetzler - It might be good. It might also have the effect of stalemating 
legislation. Public pressure and media pressure could be used • 

Mrs. Rosenfield - It could bring legislation grinding to a total halt on everything. 
You'd never have a budget passed. 

Mr. Graetz - Think of the number of bills that might not have passed in the last year. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Of course, if you have an even split, and you need your constitutional 
majority to pass a bill, but other business is simply conducted by a majority of 
those present and all these kinds of things can be very difficult to get through. 

Mr. Carter - In other words, you like the idea of assuring a majority of one party 
or the other. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Yes. Even in organ~z~ng. How do you organize if you have an even 
split? Which is why the lieutenant governor was put in there as the president of 
the senate in the first place. 

Mr. Carter - That's a very good point. 

Mr. Hetzler, Rev. Graetz, and Mrs. Rosenfield left, after the chairman thanked them 
for their help. 

Mr. Aalyson - Let us start with the militia. We had our discussion of course, and 
I don't know that there was any significant change suggested by any of the witnesses 
nor by the members of the committee. Perhaps the consensus was that we just leave 
it alone. Does anybody have any suggestions on the militia article? 

Mr. Carter - The other alternative would be to delete all of it under the theory 
that the legislature has the plenary powers anyway. But I think I would be in 
favor of leaving it alone. 

Mr. Aalyson - I think so too, in view of the fact that the only persons who ap
peared or who were interested enough to appear were those persons who are probably 
most affected by it, and they felt that it ought to be retained. So we can mark 
that as retained in its present form. 

Mr. Huston - I have no problem with it. In fact, the present provisions were put in 
there in 1961, so I feel that it is current. 

Mrs. Sowle - I did read the minutes and summary of the remarks and saw no reason to 
interfere with it in light of the values that the witnesses felt it had. 
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Mr. Aalyson .. We will proceed to prison labor, section 41 of Article II. We had
 
one witness at our last meeting who was to have presented us with a draft which he
 
felt would take care of some of the problems which they seem to feel it had for
 
the correctional system. He called yesterday and said there had been a death in
 
the family and he is unable to make it today. Ann has prepared for our considera

tion two alternative su,gestions with respect to amending the prison labor article.
 
Mr. Yost said that the Corrections Department felt that they should be able to
 
compete in certain areas by the use af prison labor, especially in instances, for
 
example, where they would be competing against a federal government agency in pro

ducing something, such as printing. Ann has drafted a section which would permit
 
tbe prison people to make their goods available to the federal government or to
 
any agency of it. W,e thought also of repealing the entire article as being an
 
article which was no.t necessary under the present status of society, but I believe
 
tna~.ha"e decided that perhaps that wasn't a good idea in view of the fact that we'd
 
probably generate substantial opposition from labor if not from other persons. I
 
would ltke to pass now to consideration of the alternatives. Alternative #1 deletes
 
much of 'the language which is always salutary as far as I'm concerned in constitu

tional drafting and limits the provision to the following: "Laws shall be passed
 
proViding for and re8~lating the occupation and employment of prisoners sentenced
 
to the several penal institutions and reformatories in the state." This seems to
 
leave the thing, and maybe properly so, purely in the hands of the general assembly.
 

'§r. Car;er .. Are there such laws? 

Mrs. Eriksson" Yes. 

Mr. Carter .. This change would not affect any of those laws as far as I can see. 
All it does is remove some of the restrictions. It would give more latitude to the 
legislature for ~ture laws. 

Mr. Aalyson .. This specific suggested prOVision does not seem to specify at least 
cODstitutionally the idea that there will be no competition between prison labor 
and the. private sector, for example. 

Mrs, Eriksson .. No. That's contained in other provisions in this section. Mr. Yost's 
first suggestion was to repeal the section and his second suggestion was if you want 
to keep something in the constitution, just keep this first sentence. 

Mr. Aalyson - Do you feel that we would meet any resistance from, for example, or
ganized labor or other sources if we were to eliminate the statement of policy from 
theconstitution7 

Mrs. Eriksson .. I think you probably would, yes. 

Mr. Carter .. From a practical standpoint. 

Mr. h!lX8on - Do you think we could ever get this past the legislature, let alone 
the people? 

Mrs, Eriksson .. I don't know. It would depend upon how they viewed it. If labor 
realized that they still would have the forum of the general assembly to fight this 
particular battle, they might say they don't care what the constitution says, but on 
the otber h~nd they might say that this is still a very real threat and we need this 
restriction in the constitution. I don't kriow about that. 

Mr •. Aalison - I don't recall that there was anything in the research memorandum about 
it, but how many people are employed ,at prison labor and what effect could they possi
1;>ly have other than a minis.cule effect on commerce and competition? 
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Mr. Carter - It might be an impacting situation, in a local area. 

• Mrs. Eriksson - I think that's more likely. I doubt that they would have that much 
of an effect on an industry other than possibly printing. There might be an effect 
there. 

Mr. Carter - Let's review for a moment to see what the real issues are. On the one 

• 
hand, we have the desirability of providing employment for prisoners as part of 
their habilitation process and that's a good thing to do. The problem of course is 
that there are certain pre-costs, if you will, that are associated with that kind 

• 

of labor and could be used to compete unfairly with private enterprise. So that's 
what you are trying to weigh, as I see it, in this thing. My view is that I would 
think that this would be an appropriate kind of question for the legislature to 
handle. As times change, as opportunities change. So I like the idea of laws being 
made tightening this. I'm stuck a little bit with the word "shall" but I'll pass 
that, "providing for and regulating" leaving it up to the legislature. I think it 
is a pretty good way of handling it constitutionally. Of course you could argue 
that simply deleting it would do the same thing. 

Mr. Aalyson - I agree that the habilitation or rehabilitation of prisoners is prob

• ably going to be accomplished by this sort of thing. But I'm concerned with whether 
or not there is a practical chance of having this thing go through. If it were to 
be presented, for example, on the ballot with an explanation that we were removing 
from the constitution the language which prevents the competition between prison 
labor and private enterprise, I would think that the public would be likely to say 
why would we want to do that? 

• Mrs. Sowle - There is another element in the provision that people might want to be 
kept in the constitution and that is the provision concerning forced labor, that 
the prisoners shall not be required to work at any trade and somrth. Was that part 
of the original theory? 

• Mrs. Eriksson - Yes, to prevent the use of prison labor in such a fashion that it 
was going to be of financial benefit to private persons, either persons to whom the 
labor was contracted or the prison officials themselves. I would think the danger 
of forced labor to benefit others would be very much less these days. 

•
 
Mr. Carter - As a matter of fact, if you drop that, it might help politically. Katie,
 
if you read the minutes of the last meeting, you may recall that this alternative #2,
 
the chap who was here made quite a presentation on the idea that they couldn't even
 
compete with the federal printing. 

Mrs. Sowle - Yes, I did notice that. 

• Mr. Carter - And I assume that's back of alternate #2 which is simply to leave it 
the way it is but broaden it so that they are at least allowed to compete with the 
federal government. 

Mrs. Sowle - Now the other thing that I recall mentioned that, in the habilitation 
area, I gather, and that would be accomplished by alternate #1 but would not be 

• accomplished by alternate #2, and that is permitting work release programs. It 
seems to me that even if we don't go to the extreme of alternate #1 we might want 
to attempt to open up alternate #2 to that extent. It doesn't seem to me that would 
pose a threat to private industry or a threat to labor. 

Mr. Carter - It might to labor. 

• 
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Mrs. Eriksson - You could write a provision in here that such a person released to 
engage in some normal occupation or trade would have to be paid what other persons 
engaging in the same trade are paid.
 

~. Aalyson - They wouldn't like that, I don't think. He would get the same pay
 • 
and he might not be a union member, you guarantee the same pay in the constitution.
 

Mrs. Eriksson - But it wouldn't pose a threat of cheap labor. Of course, if it were
 
a union shop, you couldn't hire a person like that anyway.
 

Mrs. Sowle - I wonder if the unions have cooperated in this type of effort at all.
 

~!. Eriksson - These are the kinds of questions we could have posed to Mr. Yost
 
had he been able to come today.
 

Mrs. Sowle - Have we requested any opinions by the Chamber of Commerce on it, or by
 
any of the union labor leaders? Would it help to do that?
 • 
~. Carter - Well, maybe putting this together what we might do is come up with a 
tentative recommendation using alternative #1 which I think is the best compromise, 
and forward it to the AFL-CIO alld the Chamber of Commerce for comment. 

Mr. Aalyson - Is Mr. Yost planning to submit to us 

Mrs, Eriksson - I do not know. 
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Hr. Aalyson: I think that since labor would be the one that would be most likely to be con
cerned with any change or modification of the present constitution that we should submit 
these alternatives to them and see if they have any suggestions or recommendations. 

Mr. Carter: Wouldn't it be better to have a tentative recommendation for them? 

Mrs. Sowle: Let us tryout alternate #1 on them. We would know whether we were going to 
get an extensive response pretty quickly with that one. 

Mr. Carter: With a brief rationale as to why. We could ask for a reaction with reason. 

Mr. Aalyson: If they do react unfavorably to that, we could try alternate #2. 

Mrs. Eriksson: You want just to send it to labor organizations or would you like to try 
it out on the Ohio Manufacturers Association as well? 

Mr. Aalyson: I see no reason not to. I think labor is probably more interested. We should 
indicate to them that we would welcome any suggestions they might have for other language. 
The next item on the agenda is the in-term compensation increases for certain public of
ficers. 

Mr. Huston: We presented the second committee proposal to the Commission with the change 
in the word "affect" to "diminish" and indicated that the reason we were suggesting that 
was that there are situations where there are individual offices such as county auditors 
that could be trapped by being in office when a pay raise went in and not being able to 
obtain the benefit of it. But it seemed to me that the people were saying principally that 
the fact that the legislators couldn't increase theirs. I couldn't really get any real 
rationale why they didn't agree, other than the fact that they said that they ran for 
office knowing that the salary was at a certain level and they should be satisfied with 
t hat salary during their term of office. 

Mr. Carter: Bob, I carried away the thought after listening to the discussion that there 
was considerable reluctance to change the word "affect" to "diminish" from the standpoint 
that everyone who was an officer would be constantly after the legislature for an in
crease in pay. I think that the legislative thing was more a question in the previous 
committee meeting, as I recall. 

Mrs. Eriksson: The questions came up again about who does this effect? It is difficult 
to keep clearly in mind, I think, all of these other provisions. Mr. Skipton and Mr. Fry 
both raised the point that if we did change this, it would certainly result in constant 
pressure on the legislature to increase salari~s that they are not now subject to because 
of this constitutional provision. The vote as I have indicated here now is 10 yesses 
and 9 nos, and I don't think we are going to get enough votes. So I thought you might want 
to discuss it again. 

Mr. Carter: We never had a vote on the first committee proposal. At that meeting, the 
legislators were present and complaining about why the county commissioners should get 
preferential treatment over a state senator, for example, who is in a comparable situation. 
And as a result of that, we said we'd come back and see if we couldn't think of something 
that was any better. I think we came up with something now, the second proposal, that 
was less acceptable than the first one. My recommendation as of the moment, subject to 
the judgement of other people here, is that we come back to the first committee proposal. 
If we could modify it a little bit, that would be helpful. 

Mr. Aalysan: I seem to recall that when we submitted the first proposal, there were two 
bones of contention. One senator did not see any reason why the members of the legisla
ture could not change their salary during term. Another was concerned about the fact that 
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the auditors who were much in the same position as the county conmissioners in that they 
did not set their own salaries, would not be relieved of their problem by the amendment 
as originally drafted. So I think wha t we. l4ere trying to do was to bring in the aud itors 
but still exclude the legislators. I can't understand, th~ position of tile l"gislators, 
since it would require not only an amendment here, but an amendment elsewhere to change 
their sitwlt10n, that they wouldn't want to correct the inequities that might exist under 
the present section. But: I don't know how we can change the wording beyond what we have 
to include everybody and exclude them. I haven't looked at it in that Hght. T thou ,ht 
we had accomplished that with our second proposal. 

1'r. Carter: No, what they were concerned about is the constant pressur.," on the legis
lators to raise salariea. I think tha t the firs t thing we came up wi th is tI'e rLght thing 
to do. In other words, what we we.re really concerned about is the obviolJs inecuity when 
two people with the same job get paid differently. 

Mr. Aalyson: The same argument obtains with respect to the auditor that obtains t.dth 
respect to the legislators. They go into that office knowing what t}1e salary is going 
to be. 

Mr. Carter: And th(~re is no discrimination between them. 

Mr. Aalyson: Right, everybody is treated the same and that's not the case in the county 
commissioners' situation. 

Mr. Huston: There are some other stale offices that this would be AppHca;lle to. 

Mr. C,rtet: P.U.C.O. I think, Bob, you pointed out at the meeting the ridiculous situ
ation where the guy resigns and he's reappointed the next day just so he can receive 
the 1drease in salary. 

1St. HilltoP: Tre t's right. That's the way they get around H. 

Mr. Clr te\:: Well I'd like to go back to the first committee proposal and submit j t aft.er 
this c11.soUIJS ion. 

Mr. Aal)'lou: Inasmuch as we seem to have encountered considerable resistance at the 
earlier meeting, do you think it's worthwhile? 

Mr. Carter: 1 think we ought to do what we think is right. If we're turned down, werre 
turned down. 

~. Hus ton: To me 1t' s an equitab Ie s i tua tion. The reason the legi.s La tors aren't in
eluded 1s that they set their own salary. I can't see that there is going to be any 
greater increase in pressure on the legislature under that one • 

.. .MrS, Sowle: It seems to me thllt we could go back to them with the first proposal, and 
just point out to them the problems that we ran into with regard to the other ones that 
we Bee no way around those problems, but still. regard the purpose of the first proposal 
as having considerable merit, and not placing pressure on the General Assembly the way tbe 
aecond one would. And hope that they will reconsider it. 

Mr. HustQD: Particularly in light of the times today where your federal mandate is enua1 
pay for equal work. And these people today are doing that and theyare not getting paid 
equally. It Just seems lncon.istent • 

.Mt. Carter: Very good. I think we should do that. 

AlL agreed. 
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Mr. Aalyson: Proceeding then, chronologically, apportionment and districting is next on
 
the agenda.
 

Mr. Carter: Why don't we leave that until later where we can have a philosophical open

ended discussion on it?
 

Mr. Aalyson: Public institutions. Essentially the same witnesses appeared as appea~ed 

at the last meeting, with perhaps the exception of one individual, and in effect reitera
ted their statements. But they did provide us with a draft which, with some revision 
after discussion with the committee has been more or less accepted at least as a working 
draft. The essence of the discussion was that those people who are involved in the field 
of care or rehabilitation of developmental disability or other forms of disability, or 
even criminal deviance, are of the opinion, number one, that the constitutional provision 
should be retained as an expression of policy by the people which may tell the legisla
ture to act where it might not under plenary powers. Two, there is a modern trend to
ward less restriction on the civil rights and lifestyles of those persons, consonant 
with the threat that they present to society, and these less restrictive means of treatment 
or aid or housing should be utilized wherever possible and in the ~ast restrictive cir 
cumstances. And that these expressions of policy would be put into effect by the legis
lature and be subject to legislative review of the actual effectuating of the programs 
through the General Assembly. They did present us with a draft amendment. It was felt 
by members of the committee that it was an amendment which was perhaps too restrictive 
on the General Assembly in that it seems not only to mandate the care but individual treat
ment for everyone without an opportunity for group programs, which might be just as ade
quite, and it was in line with those suggestions that we have amended the draft amend
ment to read as follows: "Services to persons who, by reason of age, disability, handicap 
or behavior, requiring specialized care treatment or habilitation, shall be fostered 
and supported by the State in the least restrictive manner appropriate to the circum
stances of such persons, subject to such legislation as may be prescribed by law. Now 
I think "subject to such legislation as may be prescribed by law" needs a little bit of 
change. 

Mr. Carter: I was just going to say "of such persons as may be provided by law." "Provided" 
is generally the term that is used. 

Mr. A!lyson: Okay. I think it was the concensus of the committee that this was a worthy 
objective. On the other hand, we wanted to give the legislature as much room to maneuver 
as possible, especially in view of the fact that there are ongoing developments in this 
field that ' may have to be ~aken care of in the future and which is easier done than 
by constitutional amendment. One individual was present today who was not present last 
meeting, who is with the Ohio Youth Commission, Bill Weisenberg, and he was concerned 
that we not overlook including, or at least providing for somehow, treatment of people 
who have behavioral problems. And I define that to mean tendencies toward criminal con

duct. So he felt that they could be treated under the same article. I'm not so sure 
about that in my own mind. But he wanted to be sure that there was provision in the con
stitution for treatment of those people who are more or less compelled by circumstances 
or compelled by environment, or whatnot, to exhibit criminal behavior. 

Mrs. Sowle: Might he have been talking about something else as well, and that is that
 
the jurisdiction of the juvenile court and juveniles committed to the Youth Commission
 
one of the big categories of youths committed to the commission by the courts are status
 
offenders. These are children who are not adjudicated delinquent on the basis of any
 
conduct that would be criminal if engaged in by adults. But children who are there be

cause parents teachers, or others, made complaints about them.
 

Mr. Carter: Truancy, running away from home, etcetera. 
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!:!r. Aalyson: He was concerned with that specifically because of his fee lings, and perhaps 
as substantiated by his experience, of course, that once they are in the system, they might 
tend to become hard core criminals because of the present method of handling their problems. 

J1t's. Sowle: Yes, absolutely. One reason I think this language is very intere!"ting is 
that there is a series of cases in New York in which on the basis of language such as "in 
the least restrictive manner appropriate" not in any piece of legislation or the consti 
tution, but in a series of opinions by one of the appellate divisions in New York, they 
have been sending back cases to the juvenile courts saying the standards you are to follow 
with.spect to status offenders, particularly, is treatment in the least restrictive man
ner possible. And they have been mandating that the juvenile court very specifically in
quire into alternative methods of treatment and have not permitted them simply to say, 
"This is what is going to happen." 

:W. AslY'on: That's very interesting. Mr. Weisenberg felt th~t there was too much court 
intervention•• And yet it seems to be the courts who are moving the system towards this 
more humene and... 

Mr. Carter: What he said was that because of the void in the c~nstitutional and statutory 
areas the federal courts were being forced under the federal statutes.to act. That's the 
way 1 read it. Am I wrong? 

Mr. /lalYlon: I don't know. I had the impression that he felt the courts were I1surping 
legislative functions. 

~. Carter: I think what he was trying to point Ollt is that the legislative function 
should be spelled out in state law. 

Mrs. Eriksson: The language "in the least restrictive manner" is in the mC:l.tally ill bill, 
that has paased the Bouse. And it is in the retarded bill. So it is in both of those 
pieces of leg1slation. 

Mr. Aa1y.on: The wi.tnesses were uniform and strong in their opinion that the section 
.hould not be repealed, that there should be a statement of policy ~.,hich would tend to 
persuade the legislature that they should continue to act and not just stay away from th~s 

area. 

Mrs, Sowle: That sounds marvelous to roe, but 1 also see this language just es applicable 
to the court system. Itl. other words, in making dispositions of juveniles, for example, 
it seems to me this language is highly applicable. It would be a constituti(mal provision 
similar to the rule adopted by some of the courts as to the ns lure of juve(d.l~ treatment. 

Mr. Carter: Even with the qualification "as may be provided by law"? 

Mr. Adygon: I think so. I think tha t the courts t'1ould tend to vie,·} this dS a liberali 
zing type of amendment which t'1ould be taken into consi.derat Lon by them of thE" ul timat<>. 
purpose constitutionally of what should be done for people in this situt1tion. 

~s. Sowle: I see what you mean "as may be provided by law" but I'm not sure ii 'Nould be 
re$tricted to legislati.on. 

Mr. Aalxson: I don't think so. I think that the courts would certainly view this ::l.S a 
liberalizing trend as set forth by the people. They would tend to view any law as a re
sult of the consequence of liberality. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
Mr. C,rt&t;: If the leghlatute did nothing pursuant to this change in th(~ constitution, 
would that have any effect at all on the courts? 
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Mrs. Sowle: Let's see. "Services to persons who by reason of age .... or behavior shall be 
fostered and supported by the state in the least restrictive manner appropriate ••. " 

There was discussion about the wording. 

11r. Carter: Incidentally, this is where the word "habilitation" came in. 

Mrs. Sowle: It's a good word. 

~r. Carter: We questioned whether it was a real word. 

Mr. Aalyson: I was specific in asking, because I felt that it might come up in the inter
pretation sometime, whether they intended to include the concept "rehabLlitation" under 
the broader term "habilitation" and they said they did. I don't know whether the notes 
that are kept of our considerations or our discussions will ever be before a court, but I 
asked that question specifically for that purpose. "Services to persons who, by reason of 
age, disability, handicap, or behavior, require specialized care, tre~tment, or habilita
tion, shall be fostered and supported by the State; in the least restrictive manner appro
priate to the circumstances of such persons, as may be provided by law." 

Mr. Huston: I have problems with that broad language, because I can construe as meaning 
that the state can pass laws that would say thHt I can't get treatment nor my son get 
treatment nor my daughter get treatment if I can pay for it. Because it says "in the 
least restrictive manner appropriate to the circumstances of such persons." What are the 
circumstances of such persons? I think that it is just too broad. I don't see how any 
court could interpret this langua~ at all. 

Mr. Aalyson: Would "needs" be any better there? 

;Mrs. Eriksson: "Circums tances" could mean financial circums tances. 

Mr. Carter; How about saying "in the least restrictive manner appropriate as may be pro
vided by law"? 

~. Buchbinder: The statute says "in the least restrictive alternative available and 
consistent with treatment goals." 

Mrs. Eriksson: That's quite a bit different from financial circumstances of persons. 

Mr. Aelysonj Why not "in the least restrictive manner consistent with treatment goals"? 

Mr. Huston: You also have your behavior problems here. You're going to take a person 
who's got a wealthy father and they are going to say under this that you can just put him 
in the care of his father, because his father has influence. And they are treating that 
person individually under the circumstances appropriate to his case. Which I think might 
not be appropriate. 

Mrs. Sowle: I think that is often done in juvenile dispositions. If a £amily can handle 
the problem••• 

Mr. Huston: But it is not necessarily the handling. It's the influence the person has 
in getting their child out of trouble. That's the problem. And it may not be for the 
benefit of the child. I can see going back to the behavioral problem. I can see having 
individual care for all of the other areas here where, maybe not individual care, you 
might say least restrictive care. But I could argue that the least ~estrictive might be 
to give my child back to me. 
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Mrs. Sowle: Well that's favored under the juvenile syst~m•. 
Mr, Huston: It Rlay be: but it may not be the appropriate remedy for that child, 

Mr. Aalyson: Wouldn't that be for the legislature to decide? • 
Mr~ Huston: This is the problem. But they are going to ha.v~to pas/> legislation to per. 

mit that.
 

Ms. Buchbinder: You could say "in the least restrictive manner available and consistent 
;ith such requirements" referring back to the required specialized care, treatment and 
habUitation • • 
•MI- Hustop: 1 think that you have to have treatment in there somewhl're. 

tfs. Buchbinder: By saying "such requirements", would it refer back to specialized care, 
treaObent and habilitation? • 

~. Huston: It might have to. The way it is now the legislature really does not have 
much of a guideline because it's too broad • 

.Mr. Carter: You could use lIcons istent with such requirements •• ," 

J1r•• Eriksson: Could "consistent wi.th such requin'ments l mean anything else? • 
Mr. C,rtex:.: It's a 1i t tle sloppy. 

Nr, Aalyson: "Requirements" doesn't necessarily mean specialized care, treftment and 
hah ili taHon, • 
Ms. BlSchbinder: How about "such needs"?
 

Erlks.on: Well, then again "needs" can also mean financial circum~tances. Somethi'1.g like
 
"consistent with the prescribed care. treatment or habilitation r'. Well, 1 don't know a')out
 
pre8cribed habilitation. I'm still not sure 1 know what that means. •
 

Mr, Huston: Doesn't "care and treatment" include habilitation?
 

Mr. Carter: Not necessarily. It depends upon the way you define "habilitation".
 

Mr. Huston: To me, treatment should include habilitation.
 • 
Mr. Aalyson: And maybe even care.
 

Mr'. Sowl~: Is this supposed to cover prisons, too?
 

Mr. Hust01!.:· Yea, and that's the problem.
 • 
Mr. A,J1Y8on: I don't think it should.
 

Ht') 'Huston: And you are classifying the mentally ill and the ,.,
 

Mr. Carter: "habilitate ll 
, in the dictionary, means "to supply with the-me[!nS". • 

Mr', Sowle: "Means" to do what?
 

Mr, A,lys<m: Apparently, "habilitate" has been defined statutorily in other areas.
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•Mrs. Eriksson: He said it was defined in S.B. 336, the bill dealing with the retarded. 

Mr. Carter: I'd like to have a word that we didn't have to refer to the dictionary. 

• Mr. Huston: To me. you've got to·make these as clear as possible to be understood by the 
legislature and the people themselves. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Webster's Seventh says that "habilitate" means capacitate; number two 
meaning 1s cbthe, dress; or to qualify oneself. 

•	 Mr. Aalyson: "Treatment" I think is broad enough to encompass the idea of care and habil 
itation or rehabilitation. And it can include medical treatment .or any kind of treatment. 

•
 
Mrs. Eriksson: Do you think that it does in fact include care if that is all that is re

quired? There are some categories of persons for whom the only thing to do is care for
 
them.
 

Mr. Carter: Yes, I think that's a good point. "Care and treatment" and we could stay 
away from habilitation. 

~rs. Eriksson: If we drop the concept of habilitation, I have a feeling we will make the 
corrections and youth people unhappy.

• ~r. Carter: To say the least. Yes, I agree. 

Mrs. Eriksson: And I can appreciate their concern. If you are going to keep in the 
corrections and offender type people ••• 

•	 Mr. Aalyson: How about "training" instead of "habilitation"? I got the impression from 
listening to these fOl.ks that they are looking at ,the opportunity to train these people if 
they never had any ~raining or to retrain them if the training which they had is inadeq~ate 

to serve the purpose of their going out and contributing to society. 

:t1rs, Eriksson: I think they might say that "training" is too narrow a word. That it 
•	 accomplishes only some kind of vocational or educational purpose. 

Mr. Huston: To me it makes it difficult to put in the constitution when you have such a 
broad concept that is almost incapable of definition. 

Mrs. Sowle: Why were the words "fostered and supported" used instead of "provided"?

• Mrs, Eriksson: Those are the present constitutional words and they were trying to keep 
the framework of the present constitution. 

~r. Carter: I don't like "fostered and supported" either. What was your suggestion? 

•	 Mrs. Sowle: Just going back to "provided". "Shall be provided in the least restrictive 
manner ••• "? 

• 
Mr. Aalyson: If you say "shall be prOVided" it almost carries the connotation that you 
have to do it. "Fostered and supported" on the other hand, gives the idea that you lend 
your support to the idea without haVing to spend any money, necessarily. 

Mr. Carter: That's a good point. 

Mrs. Sowle: Except if you say, "in the least restrictive manner". 

• 
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Mr, Huston: 1'0 me, that word "manner'l also is .pretty broad. Actually what they'r p in


terested in, I think, is the way it was used in H.B. 244, and that is "least restr:r.::ive
 
treatment setting" •.
 

Mr. Aalyson: They want it to be provided, to be an absolute, but in the form most suitable 
to the goal they're trying to aehf.eve in the individual case. 

Mr. Huston: That's right, but provided "in the least restrictive manner" really is too. 
broad, in my opinion. 11le word "manner" is just such a broad word. Perso'OO 11y, I think
 
that should be a legislative area and not a constitutional area as to how it is provided.
 

!'fr.Aalyson: I'm rather incUned to agree with you, Bob. I don't see hO'.\1 in the consti 
.tut;ion we're going to come up with language which is at once broad enough to serve the 
purpose and at the same time restrictive enough that we don't provide a mandated pot of 
gold. And I also have 80me difftculty with treating criminal behavior in the same fashion 
as you treat other behavior. I'm not saying th~t one who is involved in cnminal behavior. 
should not have the same care or attention to his problem. But I think they may be dif
ferent problems. Some criminal behavior is purely voluntary. There are no environmental 
or educational or other restraints. There are some fairly well-educated and well-to-do 
criminal. who do it for kicks of just because they want to better their financial position, 
nothing elee. 

~rs, Sowle: To combine them in here is difficult because there is no one purpose for 
penal treatment. The purposes behind the penal system are partly rehabilitative, partly 
to protect society, and partly to punish. And one of the problems in the juvenile system 
historically was simply that everyone said that all they were doing wa~ treating. But 
really what we were doing was llle were doing all three of these things. The failure to 
recognize it led to the failure to recognize a lot of the constitutional rights that are 
now being recognized. But to say this about the penal system is to be blind to what we 
really do. We do at least three things in it, and not just care, treatment, and habili 
tation. We also protect society from dangerous people and punish them. I take it that 
there has been no interest in changing the other sections of Article VII, just: the pur
pose section. The Directors of Penitentiaries. 

Mr. Huston: We can just eliminate them. 

Mr. Carter: With the idea that they are either obsolete or statutory. 

Mrs. Sowle: Yes, and the purpose in attempting to redraft section one are the purposes
 
that have been testified to by the various persons?
 

.Mr. Aalyson: There are two I think. Retention of a statement of public policy in the 
constitution and two, recognition that there have been modern trends in the treatment of 
individuals who are handicapped in some fashion or another and who require some sort of 
treatment or care or habilitation. 

=s. Eriksson: "habilitation" is defined in S.B. 336 in the Ohio Revised Code, 8S "the 
process by which the staff of the institution (this is the mentally retarded bill) assists 
the resident to acquire and maintain those life-skills which enable him to cope more ef
fectively with the demands of his own person and of his environment, and to raise the 
lev~l of his physical, mental, social, and vocational efficiency. Habilitation includes 
but· is not limited to programs of formal structured education and training." 

Mr.· Carter: That's helpful. 

Mr'. Eriksson: But that means that whoever wishes to interpret the conStitutional pro
vision ie going to have to look to something that the General Assembly has-already enacted. 

•
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That's a reverse process. 

Mr. Aalyson: On the other hand, that might not be too bad if we have a definition of it
 
already and have indicated in our comments that that is the defimition that we are using
 
when we use that word here in this. It could eliminate a lot of difficulty.
 

~. Huston: I agree. I think that word "behavior" should come out. I think we're getting 
in over our heads. 

Mr. Aalyson: On the other hand, "behavior" can mean something different from criminal 
behavior, and so if the person is behaving in a fashion that is not criminal and yet is a 
deviant type of behavior, you might want to do that. YQU could. of course, say "non-crim
inal behavior". 

Mrs. Sowle: Laudable as all of the purposes are that have been testified to, and I am 
particularly of the belief that this policy is particularly appropriate in the juvenile 
area as you were mentioning in the meeting, Dick, but as much as I believe in these goals 
personally, I do question whether they should be in the constitution. There are trends 
in treatment, like everything else. And it seems to me those are legislative matters. 
And let me point out one thing that I can't be very specific about because I don't know 
very much about it, but there are some people at the law school who are involved in pro~ 

grams concerning mentally disabled, that is funded by a federal grant that a lot of people 
in the law 8chbol are involved in. 

~r. Aalyson: Professor Hopperton, I assume, is one of those and he testified ~ere. 

Mrs. Sowle: Yes. Now through some discussions connected with that, it was brought to the 
attention of the. faculty at one point that there is a huge debate raging in the under
graduate and graduate departments, not in the law school, but elsewhere in the university 
about this normalization of treatment for mentally disabled. 

Mr. Carter: As to what's most effective you mean, and how it should be handled? 

Mr,. Sowl~: Right. And I was particularly interested in the committee's minutes that 
reported the meeting and the testimony that that term uas used. Not everybody believes 
in that. One of the things that caused a lot of tension between these two factions h<ls 
to do with the ones who believe in normalizing treatment as standing in the way of legis
lative grants and legislative provision of money for current institutions in need of 
money. And I just wondered when I saw some of this language whether one of these groups 
might rise up and say that the language of this is going to hurt us in getting needed 
money for institutions. I donlt mean to be taking a position one way or another because 
1 1m not equipped to, but that is a legislative problem it seems to me. 

~. Aalyson: I agree. I think we should be a8 cautious as possible and should leave to 
the legislature the mechanics of this thing as nearly as possible without restri.cting 
them. And in particular without restricting them to providing treatment of any kind which 
may presently be the vogue but which, 5 years from now, may not be. 

Mrs. Sowle: Yes. I'm reminded in this thing of a lot of the early talk about juvenile 
courts. The turn of the century programs, many of them, were built into the constitution. 
The theories were very laudable at the time and brought about a lot of good things. But 
what really is being talked about now as the big idea in the juvenile area is not to have 
them in any state service programs at all. That these things ought to be left to the 
schools, they ought to be left to social and private things. And these ideas do change 
with time. 

Mr. Carter: Let me read to you the Hawaii provision. "The state shall have power to 
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provide for the treatment and rehabilttation, as well as domiciliary care oi IDf'ntali..y 
Or physi.cally handicapped persons." What I'm getting at is that maybe, Brst of all, 
the word "shall" should not be used. I think I would be in favor of having some st<lte
ment as to the inLent of the state that this is a proper public purpose. And then to 
leave it up to the legislature to impliment it in view of what the science and knowledge 
of mankind has. 

Mr. Aalyson: If we stop at the end of the first semicolon in the original draft if comes 
close to ~h8t. "Services to persons who, by reason of age, disability, handicap or be
havior (and we will come back to that) require specialized cat"e, treatment or habilita·· 
tion ahall always be fostered and supported by the StElte. 11 You might want to 1(;18ve out 
"always" and you might want to talk about "behaviorfl 

• 

Mrs, §owle: That's a little broader than the Hawaiian provision which talks about men
tally and physically handicapped. 

Mr. Aaly.on: I doni t think if we Bay "shall foster and support" that we are rel"uiring 
theD to do anything. 

Mr. Huston: If you want to include behavioral problems, all IIle h~ve to dc, after the word 
"age" 18 insert "mental or physical di-sability or handicap" awl to me "m<wtal disabilityll 
can include behavioral problems. And take out "behavior". 

Ms. Buchbinder: But that might not cover the criminals. 

I'r, Aalyson:. "or other handicap"? 

Mr. Huston: We say "mental handicap". 

Mr, A hlyson: "Services to persons who by reason of age, tne.otal disability, physical dis
ability or !'ther handicap ••• " 

~g. Buchbinder: You said that some people steal because of a desire to possess something, 
and that doesn't seem to be a handicap. 

~. AalyBop: That's not 8 mental disability or handicap. 

Ma. Buchbinder: So the provis ion doesn't cover crimina 15 anymor.' tIt tLi s new lai1g'.,sge.\0.1: 

:ire Huston: Hell, we don't want to cover the volt;r.tary cri.mlnal. I don't t"'L,k we want
 
to cover them.
 

Mr. Aalyson: I don't either.
 

Mrs. Sowle: Hhy not?
 

Mr, /,alyson: The guy who has a good job, fairly good e:d:1C8UOil, and just says TId like
 
to have $5,000 more. 

Mrs. Sowle: You don't want t,) fosu~r and SUPl'0l:t any services ~"('\r him.
 

Mr. Aalyson: No. He's making a choice. He has no enviromnC':1tal, ~tuc<,'_~O;jil1 or ot;'cr
 
impediment which has compelled hill1 to the crime. jus'.: greed. 

•
 

• 

• 

• 

• 

.. 

•
 

•
 

•
 
Mrs. Sowle: I have no trouble 'with thE' prcl3e"t lsngu8;;e. T hw(e co tCH,L10 '..d.h i:1·· 

eluding behavior or criminal behavior. The state has a practic;d rl·o~'l";lI. Do yO\; '"ant 
to prOVide some services for that person or do you JURt want to warehouse hin for fi.ve 
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years and turn him out again and let him do it again.
 

Mr. Huston: I think that is a legislative matter not constitutional.
 

• Mrs. Sowle: I do too. I think it's all a legislative matter. But as long as we are 
stating purposes, it doesn't seem to me that it hurts to state very broad purposes about 
behavior. 

Mr. Carter: Why don't we start this out as we so often do and say "Laws may be passed" 

•
 to accomplish the following, and then we would be doing exactly what you are saying, Bob.
 

~r. Aalyson: Laws may be passed to provide services to persons who, byreason of age .•• 

1Jr. Huston: Not it is too much of a mandate. BecalSe we say "services shall be provided" 
the way this is set up now. 

• ~. Carter: Leave it to the legislature as to what they want to do. This is a statement, 
a general provision, that the state has a responsibility in these areas'and it is up to 
the legislature to provide the details. 

• 
Mr. Aalyson: I don't disagree. I want to call to the committee's attention that these 
persons who are apparently involved in the situation seem to feel that there should be 
a stronger statement of public policy. 

• 

Mr. Huston: Oh, I realize that. But the problem is you say you're going to go out and 
take this criminal and put him in somebody's home for care, and people aren't going to 
look kindly to that. And this is the extreme. And if people are very unhappy that's 
what they're going to say. I think that leaving it up to the legislature and just put
ting a purpose in there. I do think that we should bring the mental disability in there. 
We just say "disability and handicap". 

Mr. Carter: The present constitution says "Institutions shall slways be fostered and 
supported ••• " They want to get away from the concept of narrowing it to institutions. 

• Mr. Aalyson: And are we, by restricting it to services eliminating the provision of in
stitutions? 

Mr. Carter: I don't think so. 

•
 Mr. Ruston: We say "specialized care".
 

Mr. Carter: You could add "services to and facilities for". 

t1B. Bucbbindet;: The word "facilities" was used in Sub. H.B. 244. 

• ;Mr. ABlysQDi It would read something like this: "Laws may be passed providing services 
to and facilities for persons who require specialized care treatment, and habilitation 
by reason of age, disability, handicap .•• " whatever you want to add to it could be done • 

.Mr. Carter: I would personally vote for leaVing "behavior" in if it were qualified in the 
way we are talking about. I think you might support that if it's qualified.

• Mr. Huston: If it were qualified. Everybody is engaged in behavior, and to me it's so 
broad, I'm afraid they might put me away. My wife might have me put away because I am 
behaving inconsistent with her norms. 

Mr. Aalyson: If we say laws may be passed we're leaving it to the legislature to define 

• 
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behavior, I think. 

Mrs. Sowle: I rather like that business of just going back to the portion up to the semi
colon. True, that doesn't say laws may be passed. It is stronger, it does use the word 
IIshall ll 

• 

.Mr. Aalyson: "Shall foster and support". That doesn't necessarily mean monetary support. 

»r. Carter: No, it doesn't. 

Mr. Huston: But I think if a court were interpreting it, I think there is a good chance 
they would interpret it to mean monetary support. 

Mr. Carter: Particularly because of the present constitution havinci the same phrase. 

Mr. Huston: What does "support ll mean if it doesn't mean that? 

Mr. Adlyson: Let me ask a question of you, Dick. Is there provision being made for preser
~ation of minutes, discussion, or what\have you, of this commission and this subcommittee 
so that if the court has a question as to what \l1as intended by the use of a particular 
phrase or a word they can go to the discussion and say, "Aha, this is what they meant"? 

~r. Carter; We have talked about thal before. The first thing the courts would like to 
go to is legislative intent. Unfortunately, in the state of Ohio we don't keep legislative 
minutes, so as a result, there is a big void there. It isn't like congressional hearings 
with records kept. And in the absence of that, probably the only thing they could latch 
on to would be to go back to the commission who made the recommend~tion. 

Mr. Aalyson: The courts can go back to our discussion which shows what the commission 
intended by the use of a particular word or phrase. 

Mr. Carter: And back to the committee, too. 

Mr. Aalyson: What if we say, "Services to persons shall be fostered by the state ... "? 

.ML.-Carter:.: I would be concerned then as to whether the argument might be raised that 
state moneys could be used for that? If we change it entirely, we don't have to stick 
with the word "fosterll 

• 

Mrs. Sowle: Why did they use "fostered"? Thi~ was not addressed to juveniles. The state. 
in man~ of these areas, often does no more than foster privately offered services for the 
blind. It's a lways been done in the j uven ile area \·1here the cour ts have been ab Ie always 
to, in disposition, calIon available private, social service, and religious agencies 
and say this child will be taken care of in that private agency. So "fostered" and "sup
ported" may have been chosen for purposes not covered by "provided" • 

.Mr. Carter: Do you want me to read you the definition, the one we are talking ab)ut? 
"To promote the development or growth of, encourage, cultivate." 

Mrs. Sowle: The state, then, can encourage institutions for the benefit of the blind, 
for example, under this provision, and that's a different concept than is covered by "pro
vided. " 

Mr. Aalyson: If we take out the word "support" it may have the effect of creating an 
interpretation that you are not entitled to financial support. I ~rsonally don't feel 
that we need a constitutional statement that the state wishes to provide for~those ~ho 

cannot otherwise provide for themselves. I don't think that needs be stated. In other 
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• 
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words, I don't agree with the position of some of the witnesses who say we need this 
constitutional amendment because it is going to persuade the legislature to do something 
which it otherwise might not. I think the legislature is going to take care of the lame 
and halt without a constitutional provision. 

Mrs, Sowle: I agree with their purposes, basically, but I'm not sure I see it as a con
stitutional matter. 

tIr. Huston,: We can just make it very brief and say "The General Assembly may pass laws 
to provide for specialized care, treatment or habilitation of mentally or physically han
dicapped persons." That leaves out age, but it does take into account the criminal ele
ment or anybody who is mentally handicapped. 

Mr. Aalyson: Why not just 8ay "handicapped" instead of qualifying it by llmen tally" or 
"physically"? 

~r. Huston: To me, you bring in the least restrictive manner by vritue of your special
ized care. "Specialized care" could be handling what they speak to as the least restric
tive manner if that is the treatment or the best care that's available. 

Mr. Aalyson: I got the impression that when they referred to the 1e ast restrictive manner 
they are saying in the manner which will be least likely to impinge the least on their 
civil rights and lifestyle. 

Mr. Huston: Well, but this is going to lead to nothing but litigattoD9-, time after time, 
in my opinion. Every time they want to put a person in an institution, they're going to 
have 11Uga tion • 

Mr. Aa bson.: I will agree wi th tha t • 

Mr. Huston: And, to me, I don't think we should be fostering litigation in that area. 
There is plenty of it now. 

Mrs. Sowle: Yes, and there is plenty of basis for the theory of right to treatment without 
putting this in. 

Mr. Aalyson: I think the reason maybe they put it in is because it is consistent with the 
idea that the constitution more often is thought of as a vehicle for imposing restraint 
than granting. 

Mr. Huston: Right. Establishing restrictions. And they do use it in this H.B. 244. It 
deals with mentally ill persons "to assure adequate treatment of mentally ill persons, to 
provide for the maximum use of the least restrictive treatment settings and voluntary hos
pitalization, to provide orderly and reliable procedures for the commitment of the men
tally ill consistent with due process of law." 

Mr. Carter: Let me suggest this. "Laws may be passed to provide services to and facil 
ities for ••• "to make sure there is no question about that. "persons who by reason of age, 
disability, handicap or behavior ••. 11 leave that in for a moment, "require specialized care, 
treatment or habilitation." Now, anothLr thing we could do with that, if we don't like 
to lump together the behavior and habilitation of the handicapped people, is that we could 
split it into two parts. " ••. for persons who by reason of age, disability or handicap re
quire specialized care and treatment, 01" by reason of behavior require habilitation. 1I 

Mrs. Eriksson: I think habilitation go£s with disability also. 

Mr. Carter: You think "treatment" is not enough? 
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Mrs. Eriksson: If you separate them like that. it sounds as if you are only providing 
habilitation for persons with behavior problems. It might not be constr\ ed to be included 
in your other problems. 

Mr. Carter: I would personally have no problem with leaving behavior and habilitation in 
the way we have it. Provided it starts out with "Laws may be passed ... ". In essence, all 
this is is a statement of just kind of "god and motherhood" which really doesn't add any
thing to the constitution except a statement of intent by the citizenry. 

Mr. Aalyso~: And a withdrawal of a former statement of an intent to foster. We are 
doing that. 

Mr. Carter: We are saying that laws may be passed to provide services to and facilities 
for. It seems to me tha t would cover it pre tty we 11. 

Mrs. Eriksson: But you are substituting a "may" for a "shall". 

Mr. Aalyson: You are substituting a choice for a mandate, I think. I'm not arguing 
against it, but I'm just saying that that is the present constitution. And that was once 
thought to be desirable. 

nr. Carter: That Was tied in with the institutions, of course. 

Mr. Aalyson: Yes, 1 agree. I don't know whether it was limited to institutions. 

Mr. Carter: Yes. It says "institutions shall always be fostered ... " I'm inclined to 
think we ought to drop out this "in the least restrictive manner". At first I was in favor, 
but I agree that that is argumentative. As insights and knowledge changes, it might be 
inappropriate to have that kind of statement in there. Leave it up to the legislature. 

MI. Hus ton: Is this your language here? "Laws may be passed to provide services to and 
institutions for ••• ? 

MI. Carter: "Facilities for". We're trying to get away from the word "institutions". 

.Mr. Huston: " ... and f;lcilities for persons who by reason of age. disability, or handicap 
or behavior require specialized treatment, care, or habilitation." 

Mr. Carter: Yes. 

Mr. Huston: I think as long as you put in there "facilities" I think behavior can go in 
there because you are going to provide facilities for •.• 

Mr. Aalyson: I think it leave it to the legislature which is maybe where it ought to be. 

Mr. Huston: You are going to provide facilities for those behavioral problems. They may 
be incarcerated in facilities. 

Mr. Aalyson: But they could be treated, too. 

Mr. Huston: That's right. I think that's a good thought. If we get the facilities in 
there I think that could apply to the behavioral problems. And if the recuire treatment 
they can get treatment. But it is up to the legislature to determine it. I think that's 
a good way of handling it. 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 

• 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 
Mrs. Sowle: I'm sure we won't make happy those various interests that are represented 
before the committee. 

• 
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Mr. Huston: To me, I just don't think we should be breeding litigation by language in 
the constitution. If you put "maximum" or "least" in any law or any constitution, what 
is ''2ast" and what is the "maximum"? These words are matters of judgment. And you are 

•
 
going to require a court to make those determinations in each case.
 

Mrs. Sowle: It seems to me this does the job •• 

Mr. Carter: Would it invalidate anything that's on the books now? Do you want me to read 
what I understand we have just to make sure we say what we want? "Laws may be passed 
to provide services to and facilities for persons who, by reason of age, disability, handi

•	 cap or behavior, require specialized care, treatment, or habilitation." Maybe we could 
do it this way, " ••• to provide facilities for and services to ••• " and get the j'to"s 
further apart. 

Mrs. Sowle: I think that's a very good solution. 

•	 Mr. Carter: I think I could defend that to the people that were here. 

• 

Mr. Aalyson: The place to go is to the legislature to persuade them that there is a more 
humane concept of treatment and they should provide for it. My personal feeling is that 
you ought always to keep government from intruding on a person's lifestyle and a person's 
rights, and I think the rest of you feel that way, too. But I think you do that with 
the legislature, not with the constitution. I think both functions would be served by 
this language. 

Mr. Carter: I guess we have got a comrn.ttee recommendation on that, then. 

• Ms. Buchbinder: I think earlier everyone had a negative attitude about their ability to 
come up with some language that would cover all of these purposes, that it's good that 
we were able to find something satisfactory. 

• 
~[s. Eriksson: The next items are very brief and I believe they are just a question of 
discussion. The only thing that I think is not raised in this memo on amending the con
stitution is something like the Florida provision, which has sort of an automatic consti 
tutional revision commission in their constitution every ten years. This memo is just a 
discussion of what we have in the constitution at the present time. So if you want to 
discuss any other possibilities that I think would be appropriate to discuss in this 
context. 

Mr. Carter: That's the only state that does that, as far as I recall.• :Ws. Eriksson: As far as I know that's the only state that does that. I don't really 
know of any experts or groups interested or anybody to consult with. I think it's just 
a question of the committee discussing that problem. 

• (There were recording difficulties for items 6 and 7 on the agenda but the discussion 
is described below) 

Mr. Carter mentioned that in Florida, there is constitutional status for the constitutional 
revision commission, and that was a consideration when discusslng the methods of amending 
the constitution in Article XVI, Sections 2 and 3. 

..	 Mr. Aalyson read the two provisions und~r consideration in the Miscellaneous Article. 
"Section 1. Columbus shall be the seat of government, until otherwise directed by lew. 
Section 3. An accurate and detailed statement of the receipts and expenditures of the 
public money, the several amounts paid, to whom, and on what account, shall, from time 
to time, be published, as shall be prescribed by law." He noted that the memo said that 

•
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these sections were causing no problems, and he did not see any reason for changing them. 
The other committee members agreed. 

Article XVI. Sections 2 and 3 were discussed in a separate memo. Mr. Aalyson said he 
only had one thing underlined, a question concerning whether a limited cons:itutional con • 
vention was possible under the Ohio constitution. Ms. Buchbinder said the memo expressed 
the view that it was not known whether a limited constitutional convention could be called. 
The secretary of state's office had been contacted and said they didn't know whether one 
could be. One never had been, and section 3 specifically states the question which must 
be asked every 20 years, in which a limited study cannot be stipulated. Section 2, on 
the other hand, does not specifically prescribe the question, and it is possible that .. 
the legislature could phrase the question in such a way 8S to the limit the convention 
voted on by the people, or limit it when it is being organized. Mr. Carter said he didn't 
think it was of any great importance whether a limited convention was possible under the 
constitutional provision. The committee voted to make no changes 

The meeting was adjourned. 

in the sections. 

• 

• 

• 

•
 

•
 

• 
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• Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
What's Left Committee 
May 11, 1976 

• 
Summary 

• 

The What's Left Committee met on May 11 at 2:30 p.m. in the Commission offices 
in the Neil House. Committee members present were the chairman, Craig Aa1yson, Katie 
Sowle, Robert Huston, and Douglas Applegate. Present from the staff were the Director 
Ann Eriksson, and Brenda Buchbinder. 

Mr. Aalyson - Welcome, ladies and gentlemen, to another meeting of the What's Left 
Committee. I assume, by reason of those of you who are present, that the committee 
did not lay to rest Article VII of the Constitution, which concerns itself with pub
lic institutions, and most of you who are present would like to be heard again and 
we wish to hear from you. I'm going to speculate further that perhaps the chief 

• 

• difficulty with the suggested amendment which the committee itself has come up with 
is the failure to contain any language which has to do with the provision of benefits 
or aid to certain classifications of individuals in the least restrictive manner 
according to the circumstances in which they find themselves. Mr. Hopperton, you 
seem to have led the discussion earlier, and I would like to call upon you at this 
time. 

Mr. Hopperton - Thank you, Mr. Aalyson. Let me, if I might, pass out another draft 
amendment. 

•
 
Mr. Aalyson - You all did receive, did you not, copies of the summary of the discus

sion last time?
 

Mr. Hopperton - Yes, we did. Our ad hoc group of informal representatives met again 
yesterday afternoon to discuss ~e March 5th draft language that the committee had 
suggested. And also to consider what we might wish to propose back to the committee 

• 
this afternoon. So on behalf of the ad hoc group, we would like to thank you for 
the opportunity to again come back and speak before the committee. Persons who were 
invited to yesterday's meeting were Glenn Workman of Ohio State Legal Services; Steven 
Yost of the Department of Rehabilitation and Corrections; Bill Weisenberg, of the 
Ohio Youth Commission; Joseph Gentlecore of Ohio Developmental Disabilities; Joseph 
White of the Academy for Contemporary Problems - the Administration of Justice Project; 
Robert Miller of the Ohio Association for Retarded Citizens; Walt Lawson of the 

•
 general counsel's office of the Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation;
 
Ron Kowslowski of the Office of Developmental Disabilities and DMHMR; Alvin Hadlee 
of the Franklin County Childrens Services Board; Gerry Szabo of Columbus State Hospi
tal; Carl Reeser of the Ohio Society for Crippled Children and Adults; Doug Rodgers 
of the Ohio Legal Rights Service; Dean Michael Kindred of the Law School and project 

•
 
director of the Law Reform Project which I work on; and Jim Kaufmann of the Academy
 
for Contemporary Problems; and Gerard Lobosco of the Franklin County Council for Re

tarded Citizens. Messrs. Lobosco, Kaufmann, Kowslewski, Hadlee, Kindred, and a rep

resentative of the Ohio Society for Crippled Children and Adults attended. And in 
addition, Steve Yost of the Department of Rehabilitation and Corrections who is here 
this afternoon, attended, as is Walt Lawson and Gerry Lobosco (and Kindred). 

• That ad hoc committee again considered Article VII, Section 1. It was the con
sensus of those in attendance yesterday afternoon with regard to the March 5th 
draft, that there were problems. First, we felt that there was no mandate included 
in that language. It was more of an equivocal statement, more a suggestion to the 
General Assembly that they might have to pass laws with regard to the categories of 

•
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persons and with regard to services for them. In addition, it was felt that the 
language added nothing to what has been achieved in terms of legislation or litiga
tion in the area of right to treatment for certain categories of people. In fact, 
the draft language might even weaken the right to treatment concept. In addition, 
it was felt that since the language did not provide a mandate, that perhaps it did 
not add anything to the Constitution itself, and that it would be excess baggage in 
the Constitution. It did not assist in providing a clear statement of public re
sponsibilities or a clear right to the persons covered. For those reasons, it was 
the consensus of the group that it would be better to totally abolish Article VII, 
Sections 1, 2, and 3, rather than having any of the sections and in particular the 
Section 1 which was incorporated in the March 5th draft. So our reconnnendation with 
regard to the March 5th draft, from our standpoint is it would be preferable to not 
have that language in the Constitution. However, we did go further in terms of pro
posing an alternative and that is what I passed out a moment ago. The ad hoc group 
attempted to draft an amendment that spoke to most of the concerns that we found in 
the transcript of the February 24th meeting. And, in doing so, we took a significantly 
different approach than we did in the other amendment that we proposed to your 
committee. You'll note that this amendment is significantly narrower in its scope 
and coverage than our earlier draft. It deletes the categories of "behavior" and 
"aged" from the classifications covered. It deletes language with regard to indi
vidualized treatment. It does offer a very direct statement of a mandate or right 
with regard to right to treatment and habilitation. And it is limited in its cov
erage to persons who may be civilly confined by the state not criminally confined, 
or cGnfined under criminal statutes. In effect, we feel what it does is set up 
treatment or habilitation as the quid pro quo for civil confinement by the state 
under statutes such as Senate Bill 336 or the recently passed House Bill 244. It 
does suggest again the least restrictive alternative language. However we feel that 
it provides a more concise statement of that principle than was provided in the first 
draft that we presented to you on February 24th. It covers only civil commitments 
not criminal commitments. We feel that it is most appropriate to include in a con
stitutional provision principles such as least restrictive alternative that tells 
the legislature and the executive branch that it cannot curtail basic rights and 
liberties anymore than is absolutely necessary. In addition, it establishes a guide
line for accommodating certain constitutionally protected rights and constitutionally 
protected groups, on the one hand, and legislatively protected or advanced interests 
in the areas of public health, safety~ and welfare. In addition, I think it en
courages the broader use of alternatives to hospitalization in the most restrictive 
setting and would encourage the seeking of a full range of somewhat less confining 
residential settings. Basically, the least restrictive alternative requires that 
they use less drastic means rather than more drastic means in terms of settings for 
those persons civilly connnitted. I think it was the concensus of the group yesterday 
that the concepts that we've suggested in this draft are constitutional in nature. 
They deserve consideration for inclusion in the Constitution. We feel that they 
state a basic principle of enduring nature and something that is above and beyond 
the scope of mere legislative language. So we would suggest that the provision that 
we are offering back to you would fix in the Constitution a very widely accepted 
social value that has been incorporated in the right to treatment and the least re
strictive alternative. 

Mr. Aa1yson - Thank you, Mr. Hopperton. Questions of Mr. Hopperton from members of 
the connnittee? 

Mr. Huston - How would your draft be implemented? 
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Mr. Hopperton - The draft, I think, implicitly leaves it to the General Assembly. 

•
 Mr. Huston - Supposing they don't act?
 

•
 

Mr. Hopperton - Fortunately in Ohio, I think, the General Assembly has already acted
 
and largely what this provision would do would be to fix or lock in the provisions
 
that have already been legislatively adopted in 244 and 336. So that is not a fear
 
that I personally have that there would be a failure of the General Assembly to im

plement.
 

Mr. Huston - Could you give me some examples of least restrictive alternative settings? 

• 
Mr. Hopperton - I think one example, and perhaps other persons who are here might 
like to contribute as well, would be, perhaps, at Columbus State Hospital, instead 
of institutionalizing involuntarily committed persons in the large barrack-like 
buildings of institutions, cottages on the grounds or perhaps even in the surrounding 
community could be developed. 

Mr. Huston - How large should the cottages be? 

• Mr. Hopperton - That I think is a decision left to the administrators. Hopefully 
they would be smaller and more in line with the normal residential kinds of settings. 
I don't think that that specificity could be spelled out in the constitutional provi
sion nor should it be. 

• 
Mr. Huston - This is one of the problems that I have with using adjectives or adverbs 
in connection with a constitutional provision, whether "least", "most" or "average" 
or things of that type because it is not definitive in any way as to rights. It's 
a very vague language that breeds litigation, as you probably know, being a lawyer. 
Vague or indefinite language in any law or the Constitution, all it does, is breed 
litigation all the time. Somebody is asserting a right that they have. How do you 
think we can avoid that? 

• Mr. Hopperton - I'm not sure that this provision would necessarily invite litigation. 

• 

But I'm not sure that that causes me personally a problem. I think that the equal 
protection clause and the due process clause of the federal constitution rightfully 
have resulted in some litigation. I think also that constitutional provisions are 
essentially general principles. They are and cannot be, in a basic document, stated 
with that much specificity. I think it is a useful principle. It does not establish 
a basic right in and of itself. The basic right that we are talking about in this 
provision is the right to treatment. And the least restrictive alternative principle 
by inclusion along with it, does provide a guideline for interpreting the right to 
treatment by legislators, by administrators, and perhaps also by courts. 

• Mr. Huston - Do you think there is any conflict between the fact that these people 
are confined and that you provide that they are to receive treatment in the least 
restrictive alternative setting? Do you think it could be argued that they shouldn't 
even be confined? 

• 
Mr. Hopperton - Certain persons can be, and I think should be confined under the 
civil confinement statutes. I have no problem with that. I think what this is 
saying is that if they are confined then the state is under some obligation to look 
at the range of alternatives in which to confine those persons. Some persons may 
well merit confinement in the most restrictive settings. Others, while meriting 
confinement, may do best in terms of their treatment, their rehabilitation, their 
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recovery, their development, by being placed in a less restrictive type of setting. 

Mr. Huston - How far do you go as far as confinement is concerned? When is a person 
confined? Suppose that you had a person that you wanted to put in a residential at 
mosphere and put him out in a normal home, such as a foster home or that type of 
home. Would they still be confined? 

Mr. Hopperton - They type of confinement that I think of is confinement under court 
order. So that is the confinement. I'm not sure that that is responsive to your 
question. It would be certainly a confinement where the person was not free to leave 
willy-nilly or on a voluntary basis. 

Mr. Lawson - My nam~ is Walt Lawson. I'm with the Department of Mental Health and 
Mental Retardation and was present at the meeting yesterday and the discussion of 
this proposal.· I'd like to make some statements on behalf of the Department. I was 
going through a thesaurus today looking up synonyms for the word "confined" and three 
I found that were most closely associated therewith were "detained", "committed" and 
"in custody". Probably 45 minutes of our conversation yesterday was related to that 
word "confined" and how limited it should be defined or how broadly. I think I 
would have to agree with Bob that probably somebody under an involuntary court com
mitment would be considered confined, whereas somebody that was voluntarily placed 
would not be confined. And as to the qUbstions about the least restrictive alterna
tive setting, the point there is that each individual, based upon his own attributes 
and problems should be placed in the setting in which he can be treated and habilitated 
the easiest and the best. The thing I spoke to Bob about late this morning and he 
had had some discussion with Michael Kindred about is that our department feels with 
this particular amendment that the word "appropriate" needs to be placed somewhere 
in relationship to the "least restrictive alternative". And that is, as the phrase 
reads now, after reading it again this morning, we feel that it is probably too ab
solute. In other words it says that persons, period, have a right to be in the least 
restrictive alternative setting. And I think with no qualifier or modifier beside 
that such as "appropriate", I think that is where you are coming from when you ask 
the question about the least restrictive alternative. And I think it gives me prob
lems as well. Possibly, adding the phrase on at the end of the proposal such as 
"that is appropriate" might suffice for our purposes. So it would read "provided in 
the least restrictive alternative setting that is appropriate". 

Mr. Kindred - Can I just add one comment on that? I'm Mike Kindred and I teach at 
the Law School. The kind of language that is presented here is language that the 
General Assembly is already well familiar with, including Mr. Lawson's suggestion 
that the word "appropriate" should go into the phrase "least restrictive setting". 
In Senate Bill 336 and House Bill 244 they have dealt with the concept of the right 
to treatment and the concept of the least restrictive alternative. If I am not mis
taken, at least in H.B. 244, the language used was "least restrictive alternative 
appropriate setting", or setting that is appropriate. That reference is there to 
indicate that what one is trying to do is to guard against unnecessarily restrictive 
confinement, that is confinement that is restrictive for purposes of convenience 
rather than for purposes of treatment. I think the best illustration of that is the 
dichotomy of a state institution where a person is removed totally from the community 
and dealt with in a closed structure, and community mental health centers where the 
individual can continue, if it's desirable, to reside with his family, to go to work, 
to receive medication on an out-patient basis. And with the improvement in chemical 
therapy of mental illness, there are many, many cases in which a person can be effect
ively treated in a community setting if a person will cooperate with the treatment 
by coming in to the out-patient treatment as they can be in the institution. It is 
sometimes administratively more convenient to lock the person up in the wards where 
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you have got him there every day to give him the shots and so on. But it is much 
more disruptive and much more restrictive of the person's liberties. And the legis
lature has responded to those kinds of policy concerns, understanding that in fact 
they are concerns that are expressed in federal constitutional decisions, both the 
right to treatment and the least restrictive alternative concept and they have 
adopted those concepts legislatively and haven't seen that they are in conflict. And 
I think that they are not in conflict. I'm talking about a person who is subject 
to confinement because of his behavior in the community. But once the courts have 
exercised their authority, it may be that from a treatment point of view, the person 
does not have to be locked up with locked doors and bars on the windows. An unlocked 
ward, a residential setting in the community, a community mental health center with 
out-patient serviees are all along the continuum in terms of more or less restrictive 
treatment settings. I hope you give very serious consideration to this kind of 
prOVision. 

Mr. Aalyson - It is intended by your suggested amendment that the confinement or the 
treatment or both be in the least restrictive alternative setting, and do you intend, 
by the use of the word "setting" to connote a geographical position or something 
more than that? 

Mr. Kindred - We talked about that yesterday and considered a different kind of lang
uage which would have said "setting or manner" because I think the word "setting" 
does refer to the environment in which the treatment is provided. And decided that 
it would be unwise to suggest to you that one include "least restrictive manner" 
language. The reason for that is that While a certain form of treatment m8Y be able 
to be prOVided in a number of settings, to suggest that less drastic forms of treat
ment are necessarily better than other forms of treatment is really getting into 
the medical area. And in the process of legislative hearings on this matter, there 
was a good deal of medical testimony to the effect that it is often important to be 
able to use very substantial treatment measures in whatever settings are going to 
be used; to use, for instance, heavy doses of medication, rather than lighter doses 
of medication, for a shorter period of time. That if one tries to scale down the 
treatment, you run the risk of making the treatment ineffective. And a very sub
stantial medical intervention may be by far the most efficient and effective means 
of dealing with the mental illness. 

Mr. Aalyson The term "setting" you are saying means environment or location. 

Mr. Kindred - And one might well use "environment" rather than "setting", but it 
certainly is intended to have that connotation. 

Mr. Huston - Do you, by this section, create a right by which state employees or 
the state government itself could be subject to civil liability? 

Mr. Kindred - The State has already done that through legislation and through the 
waiver of sovereign immunity. And federal courts have indeed also held that there 
is a federal civil liability with respect to these same concepts. 

Mr. Huston - When you define them in the Constitution, don't you just carve them in 
stone so that there is possible litigation and liability on the part of the State in 
a judgmental manner? 

Mr. Kindred - I think that the clear effect of this is not to innovate at the moment 
because legislation essentially speaks in the same language. The effect of this is 
to do exactly as you say, and that is to carve it in stone. That is to recognize 
that in the implementation of these, it is going to be very tempting to abandon these 
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when one begins to face the difficulties of implementation and paying for these 
kinds of things. Obviously, the effect of putting it in the Constitution is to say 
that it is an important enough idea that the legislature has taken that position 
for the moment, and that's the right position to take and the federal courts are • 
going in that direction in terms of saying that there is a federal constitutional 
right. And indeed there is federal statutory language as well that is very similar 
to this in terms of the right to treatment now. But as to say that it is a matter 
of state constitutional law, yes, these are two critical concepts. And I think 
that's a decision that has got to be made. Is it a critical concept that when a 
person is involuntarily confined because of handicap or disability that he should • 
be treated for a handicap or disability? And is it a fundamental concept that that 
should be done with as little restriction of his other rights as possible? 

Mr. Aalyson - Do you intend that the state shall be obligated to provide the habili
tation or treatment in facilities that are existent or would the state be required 
to construct facilities that provide a range? • 

Mr. Kindred - Many of the facilities are in existence. That is, there are community 
mental health programs and there are state institutions. In part, it is a question 
of how the state institutions are administered. For instance, an open ward is less 
restrictive than a locked ward. So many of the programs and facilities needed do 
exist. But there is as well, the capital improvement budget for the Department of • 
Mental Health and Mental Retardation, I believe for this biennium in the neighborhood 
of $200,000,000. So the State has recognized that it is carrying out its programmatic 
goals, its statutory goals, both of which are consistent with this, that indeed 
there is construction involved. There is a great deal of it going on and it is for 
the most part going on to develop the medium kinds of services that provide the 
spectrum that you need to deal with these prograamatic and legal concepts. • 

Mr. Aalyson - Do you think the amendment would require the state to provide a broad 
spectrum of settings, if you please, if none now exist? And who is to determine 
what the range of the settings would be? 

Mr. Kindred - I think the State is already obligated to do that, if it wishes to • 
continue to involuntarily confine someone. I think the State is rapidly getting out 
of the involuntary confinement, to a very large extent. It is looking at is popu
lation that it has involuntarily confined for years and years and saying, l~y are 
we doing this? We don't need to do this." And they are looking at those populations 
because all of a sudden they are saying that there are costs in involuntary confine
ment. To the extent that the State wishes to continue to involuntarily confine • 
people, I think the federal constitution imposes this requirement on them already. 
When it gets to the question of who decides, I think to a very great extent the 
legislature will make decisions and administrators will make decisions. If the de
cisions that they make are unreasonable or grossly inconsistent with this kind of a 
concept, there certainly is always the possibility that a federal judge in the case 
of the federal constitution, or the state's judge in the case of the state constitu • 
tion, will step in and say that the State is out of compliance with the constitutional 
provision. And there is litigation in various places in the country where people 
are asserting this constitutional right. In Washington D.C., the courts have re
sponded by ordering the District to come up with a long range program to develop 
suitable facilities. The bottom line always is the court. I think a great deal of 
it is already being done by the administration and by the legislature. • 

Mr. Lawson - I wish to emphasize to the committee and to point out that as opposed 
to, in some cases, Mr. Hopperton and Mr. Kindred's group, which is concerned primarily 
about the civil rights programmatic aspect of treating mentally ill and mentally 
retarded individuals, the Department is not only concerned about that in the program
matic sense but also the director, of course, has to consider the fiscal and practical • 
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aspects of anything of this nature. The director has reviewed all of the prospective 
proposals for the Constitution and had some major problems with the original proposal 
as submitted by Bob's group. However, since the proposal is before the committee 
today, we feel that it meets what is already provided in the federal constitution and 
has been interpreted by federal courts and we feel it is good material, therefore, 
for a state constitution. And that is that basically what has been held is that 
those individuals who are involuntarily confined by the state must be released if 
they are not treated, is a basic summation of 20 pages or so. What we have before 
us now, I think, is, simply statee, what several court cases have held. That is 
that persons who are confined by the State for these reasons must receive habilita
tion in the least restrictive alternative setting that is appropriate. The Department 
is looking at it, both from the programmatic standpoint, plus adding the fiscal and 
practical impact upon the system, and we feel that it is a good proposal for your 
consideration. 

Mr. Aalyson - I still have same problem with whether the adoption of this amendment 
would require the State to embark upon a major program of physical facility con
struction. 

Mr. Kindred - I think it would require it to continue the program it has begun. I 
think if it were to stop at this point and do no more in terms of developing community 
facilities, one would have a very good state court claim under this constitutional 
provision. I think one would already have a good federal court claim. But this would 
certainly add a state court claim. The facilities that are now in existence in the 
State are really at two ends of the spectrum. There are community outpatient services 
and there are highly restrictive institutional services. There is a great deal that 
needs to be done simply in terms of modifying the existing institutional services so 
that they themselves are not more restrictive than they need to be. But there is a 
need for the development and there is an ongoing program for development of community 
residential programs and additional community coutpatient programs. 

Mr, Lawson - The director of the Department has indicated in many news releases and 
legislative testimony over the past year and a half that this is exactly the direction 
in which he is heading. As a matter af fact he is projecting that three years from 
now he expects the institutions' population to be cut in half of what it is now. 
The Department is presently gearing a lot of its capital money as well as money to 
the communities for the building of facilities that will solve the least restrictive 
alternative setting problem. Plus the fact that there is a great deal of money 
spent in purchase of services whereby people are placed in residential homes of 8 
people or less. I think this is a viable alternative to the least restrictive alter
native setting question presented. 

Mr. Huston - Who makes the determination now as to whether or not the person may go 
into a residential home? 

Mr. Lawson - We have caseworkers who are responsible for the residents in the in
stitutions and the people at the institutions who make a determination. If a fellow 
is placed in an institution and over a couple of years has been habilitated or 
treated there enough to move on, then they move him out into another ward or even 
another home or a community setting. I was up at Apple Creek two weeks ago, and up 
there of course they have maybe 4 or 5 least restrictive alternative settings even 
within the institution, going from a very closed tightly restricted ward down to 
where they have individual living quarters where a person takes care of his own 
clothing and his own bed and his own living area. And then once they feel they have 
progressed enough in that setting, then they are out to the community and they are 
placed in a home and they find a job for them. 
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Mr. Huston - In other words, you really have this to a certain extent now. 

Mr. Kindred - S. B. 336 and H. B. 244 provide for periodic court hearings and the 
probate judge or referee is required in each of those hearings to review not only 
whether the person is subject to confinement but also to review the setting in which 
he is placed and to place him in the least restrictive possible setting consistent 
with his treatment, so that while there are provisions for staff determination along 
that line, there also are provisions for periodic probate judge or referee determi
nations and they are required to look at that same question and make that determina
tion. 

Mr. Huston - What is the posture of the bills today? 

Mr. Kindred - Senate Bill 336 is now enacted and is in Chapter 5123. House Bill 244 
passed the senate with one dissenting vote and the house with four dissenting votes 
at the end of the legislative session and in on the governor's desk and has the 
support of the director of the Department. 

Mr. Huston - At that time, was there any budgetary implementation of this? 

Mr. Kindred - There was a companion bill this year, House Bill 1215, which was sought 
by the Department and has come to be known as the Jaskulski bill. It is essentially 
a short-term fiscal bill designed to release funds for improvement of services and 
development of services. There was not a new general fund appropriation. It was the 
feeling of the Department that with the land sale fiscal mechanisms that were built 
into H.B. 1215 that they did not need a renewed appropriation this year. It also 
involves bringing existing facilities up to a certain standard and then getting fed
eral Medicaid funds to pay for the care in those facilities, thereby. being able to 
use the state resources that were used in those facilities over to improvement of 
another facility or to develop a community facility. So it is a complex budgetary 
process. 

Mr. Huston - In this budgetary process, you indicate that there is a bill that is 
substantially similar to this amendment. Has there been any determination made as 
to what the cost of implementing your proposed amendment would be in the way of cap
ital expenditures? With the present confined population, in connection with the 
least restrictive method, has anyone made a study to determine what this would cost 
the state? 

Mr. Kindred - The Legislative Budget Office has issued a fiscal analysis of H.B. 244 
both when it came out of the house and when it came out of the senate. It recognized 
that there are many questions in there that are almost impossible to determine. 
They did, I believe, report that with H.B. 1215 and the funding mechanisms provided 
there, there would not be a need for an additional appropriation this year. I don't 
think that that was addressed to the capital needs that would be implied there, be
cause there are substantial capital funds in the present biennium budget and I don't 
know what the Department's plans are in terms of the next biennium. 

Mrs. Sowle - I would like to make an attempt to see if I understand the purpose of 
the provision in light of the objections that the committee voiced last time we talked 
about a proposal. I think that I have only one remaining question. It seems to me 
that this proposal meets virtually all of the objections that various committee mem
bers had last time. There was considerable discussion at the last committee meeting 
of the effect on criminally incarcerated. This noL longer applies to the 
criminally incarcerated and that involves different problems than are presented by 
the disabled and handicapped. So that's out of there. The least restrictive al 
ternative setting language as opposed to least restrictive alternative manner is a 
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very different thing, it seems to me. We had all kinds of trouble, as I recall, 
with "manner". Did it mean finances, did it mean treatment? I think that was the 

•
 thing that I objected to the most. I recall that Chairman Carter and I both were
 
a little worried about freezing into the Constitution by a provision like this the 

• 

thought of a period about an appropriate social approach such as was done in the 
area of juvenile law at the turn of the century. And that concept that was dictated 
in the area of juvenile law at the turn of the century is no longer thought to be 
appropriate. So I was worried about freezing into the Constitution the current 
thinking about some type of treatment that 25 years from now might no longer be ap
propriate. The change of the word "manner" to "setting" seems to me not-to freeze 
treatment methods into this. I have a son who is a science fiction freak, and I 
went home to him after our cliscussion at the last meeting and I said, "Tell me about 
what happens on futuristic programs on treating these things" and he has read all 

•
 
of the fine print in all of the Star Trek stuff, so he came up with some very inter

esting treatment theories that I didn't know about that are possible in the future.
 
But in effect, I think "setting" doesn't confine anybody to a treatment approach. 
"Manner" is different. The inmn.mity problem doesn't give me any problem. Liability 
doesn't give me any problem because it is my understanding that the area of both 
liability of the state and liability of state employees largely turns on the immunity 
question. You run into that every time you pass a law, but I don't think this 

• 
creates any special problems about liability or immunity. In terms of requiring 
the construction of facilities, I really don't think this requires a budget or a 
range of facilities. What this says to me is if you confine somebody who is disabled 
or handicapped, you can only do that under certain conditions. It seems to me to 
create a right on the part of the disabled or handicapped not to be confined more 
than is necessary. Now, the state doesn't have to build anything to conform to this 

• type of prOVision. The state simply has to avoid confining a person to a greater 
extent than is necessary. The state doesnlt have to confine him at all. But once 
it intervenes in the liberty of an individual, the physical liberty of an individual, 
it can only do so in certain respects. So I don't see any problems with requirements 
that the state do anything. It is a restriction on what the state can do with regard 
to the disabled and handicapped, as I read it. We have also gotten rid of in this 

• draft the problem of requiring individualized treatment. It has been suggested that 
language concerning appropriateness be added. It would be my feeling that the minute 
you add "appropriateness" you get into problems of requiring individualized treatment. 
Now, I am not against individualized treatment, I'm for it. But 1 1 m not sure we 
want to write that into a constitutional provision. It seems to me if you do you 
run into another set of problems that might make it a lot harder to get it passed. 

• Mr. Lawson - If I might comment, when you began your conversation, you said that by 
changing the word "manner" to "setting" you thereby got away from the treatment 
problem, and then you pointed out that by adding "appropriate" to "setting", you 
are getting back to the treatment aspect. I don't agree with that myself. 

Mrs. Sowle - That may be.•
" 

• 

Mr. Lawson - I think the word "appropriate" only applies to the physical facility 
requirement. And I think what we have to be:very careful of there is the fact that 
you can't make it absolute. In other words, if you treated everybody in the least 
restrictive alternative then you are going to be treating everybody in their home. 
You arenlt going to have anybody in an institution. Whereas if you say treatment in 
the least restrictive setting that is appropriate, then you are going to have some 
individuals who are going to be in locked wards, some in individual living quarters, 
some in group homes, some in community facilities, that type of thing. That's my 
impression. 
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Mrs. Sowlc - Ycs, that does meet part of my problem. If it is tied to setting then 
it docs not require individualized treatment. I basically think this is a very very 
good proposal. I read an article given to me about least restrictive alternatives 
and wonder if it would be interesting to distribute that to the committee. It deals 
with the legal background of right to treatment and least restrictive alternative 
setting as a constitutional idea and as a legislative idea. It seems to me that 
this might have one effect that present equal protection rights do not have. It 
seems to me that disabled and handicapped are not treated as a protected class as 
such, not treated as a suspect class. 

Mr. Kindred· There has been some suggestion in the literature that they should be 
but they are not treated as a suspect class. 

Mrs. Sowle - Yes. Now would this have the effect of getting over that problem in 
the area? 

Mr. Kindred - One does not get to the constitutional notion of the least restrictive 
alternative unless you're dealing either with a suspect class or a fundamental right. 
We are not saying that we are dealing with a suspect class here, but you are dealing 
with a fundamental right. And the cases have held consistently that confinement is 
restrictive on fundamental rights, and that triggers the notion of the least restric·· 
tive alternative. Almost all of the cases in the right to treatment area and in the 
due process area utilize the concept of the least restrictive alternative. 

Mrs. Sowle - Confinement would concern a fundamental right. So this does not, in 
effect, create a suspect class for equal protection. 

Mr. Aalyson - Along that vein, our suggested amendment would permit the legislature 
to provide facilities and services to all persons who by reason of age, disability, 
handicap or behavior, require it. This suggested amendment that has been handed to 
us today would limit the legislature at least so far as constitutional provision is 
concerned, to providing those facilities to only those who are confined. So it 
would immediately eliminate those people who are not confined as having the consti 
tutional right ••• 

Mr. Kindred - But the prov~s~on doesn't create a right. That's the problem. That 
is the legislature can create those services and facilities without that provision 
of the Constitution. 

Mr. Aalyson - Which might be true even in the case of the confined people. 

Mr. Kindred - But what this does is to create a right on the part of the person being 
confined. 

Mr. Aalyson - What I'm asking is shouldn't we create that right in favor of those 
persons who are not confined, who are in need. 

Mr. Kindred - Yes, I think you should, but I think you would run into a storm of 
fiscal and practical objections if one were to say that all persons who by reason of 
disability or handicap, need services, would have a constitutional right to them. 
I'm afraid we can't go that far. 

Mr. Aalyson - In the case of the confined person, all you are providing is some court 
says that this person needs to be confined. Therefore, he is entitled to treatment. 
Why should he be entitled to treatment any more than the person who is not confined 
who needs it? 
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Mr. Kindred - Because the state is intervening in his life. It is restricting his 
choices. It is taking away the choice that he had before of being in the community, 
but mentally ill or kandicapped. It is saying that if you are going to be mentally 
ill or handicapped, we are going to lock you up. And he's saying, 1f you are going 
to lock me up, then at least begin treating my handicap. That's certainly the theory. 

Mr. Aalyson - What is the requirement in the proposed draft of the word "alternative"? 

•
 
Why is that there? Why doesn't it just read "the least restrictive appropriate set

ting"?
 

Mr. Kindred - I think that would be fine. I think it is in there for reasons of 
tradition. 

Mr. Aalyson - Jingoism? 

•	 Mr. Kindred - In a sense that is a part of the language that has developed. I think 
if you said "in the least restrictive appropriate setting" •••• 

Mr. Aalyson - How about "in the least restrictive appropriate setting available"'? 
Does that bother you? 

• Mr. Kindred - It bothers me a little bit because I'm not sure what the implications
 
of that are. But it could certainly be used to restrict the prOVision very substan

tially.
 

•
 
Mr. Aalyson - I'm getting back to my former thought. Would this mandate the legis

latture to construct a broad range of facilities that would have varying degrees of
 
restrictiveness?
 

•
 

Mr. Kindred - As Mrs. Sowle mentioned, I think only to the extent that it wishes to
 
continue to confine people who do not need to be confined in highly restrictive set

tings. It wants to confine people who don't require a highly restrictive setting,
 
then it certainly must provide a setting that is less restrictive and appropriate.
 

Mr. Aalyson - If we added the word "available", then there would be no requirement 
for constructing new facilities, I think. 

• 
Mrs. Sowle - Let's say a person requires little confinement, but some, without try
ing to define that. If you say "the least restrictive alternative or appropriate 
setting available" you give the state the right to confine him in the least restrictive 
setting it has. Whereas under this it seems to me you can't confine him at all. 

• 
Mr. Aalyson - I think we are confusing the situation here. This draft amendment 
presumes confinement, whatever that means. Then it goes on to entitle the confinee 
to habilitation or treatment in the least restrictive setting. So if we say the 
"least restrictive setting available" then the legislature has no obligation to pro
vide more than now exists, although they could. 

Mrs. Sowle - Let's say you have a barrack-type facility for mentally ill and that's 
all the state has. If you have someone who is mentally ill and requires some con

• finement but not that type, it seems to me that if you add "available" to it, you're 
going to let the state keep him in that even though we have added the right to 
treatment.
 

Mr. Aalyson - Except that we have defined "confinement" I think to mean any legal
 
restriction, not necessarily incarceration in a building of some sort. 

• 
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Mr. Lawson - If you take that to the extreme and on the day the constitutional 
amendment becomes effective there is some terrorist group out there that blows up 
every facility for mental health and mental retardation in the state, then there is 
nothing available in which to confine people. 

Mr. Aalyson - We're not talking about confinement, that's what's bothering me. The 
confinement is distinct from the right to habilitation and treatment. Confinement 
means that there has been some sort of legal restriction placed on his liberty, as 
I understand it. Once that legal restriction has been imposed, then he or she has 
the right to habilitation or treatment in the least restrictive setting. The setting 
does not concern itself with the confinement but with the environment within which 
the treatment or habilitation is taking place. Is that not correct? So that con
ceivably, the confinement could be in the worst sort of prison facility so long as 
he is taken out and afforded the right to habilitation or treatment in a less re
strictive or the least restrictive setting. 

Mr. Kindred - I think that in the context. of mental health treatment and mental re
tardation habilitation, it's not a question of putting someone in a jail at night 
and taking them to a park for treatment for two hours a day. That is a treatment is 
provided in a setting, the setting is almost a part of the treatment, if I am under
standing what you are saying. So I think that is the risk you run. That is, I would 
expect that as written, if this were simply to say in the least restrictive appro
priate setting, that that does not impose upon the state an obligation to create 
every imaginable kind of setting. That is, that the word "available" is almost im
plied to a certain extent. But if you put the word "available" in what it does is 
to suggest that the state can discharge its obligation by having only one institution 
of one kind that has bars on the windows and locked doors, and that it can constitu
tionally confine and treat people there because there is nothing else available. 
Even though the people that it is confining and treating there, while appropriate 
for confinement, have no need to be confined that much. They could continue to live 
with their families and hold jobs, if the state would just provide a community mental 
health center where somebody could give the man a shot. I would hope that you don't 
want to go that far. The word "available" really is a substantial risk of watering 
the provision down beyond the flexibility that's needed. I think there is a reason
able amount of flexibility implied in the notion of "appropriate". 

Mrs. Sowle - This probably wouldn't work, but let me ask it anyway. Would it meet 
any of your thoughts about the range of services discussed in what we came up with 
at the last meeting by using both of them? Is there a way that both of them can be 
used? 

Mr. Aalyson - I don't know that I need to use the terms that were in our last suggested 
draft. That is not what my problem is. It seems to me that if we were to adopt 
language, for example, that said habilitation or treatment shall be provided in the 
least restrictive appropriate setting available, that there are a lot of things that 
are available, which, taken in conjunction with the term "appropriate" now exist 
and yet you would not be prescribing to the legislature the idea that they must con
struct new facilities which would provide a range of settings. There are already a 
range of appropriate settings, it seems to me. I'm concerned with the idea that 
you are making the legislature think that they have got to go out and make great 
capital expenditures on a range of settings. 

Mrs. Sowle - I guess I just read it from a different angle than you do. Because I 
don't see that in it. I see in it, you don't require the state to do anything. All 
you are saying is that if the state intervenes, with regard to the liberty of a per
son, they can only do it under certain conditions. 
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Mr. Aalyson - That is, by providing the right to habilitation or treatment in the 
least restrictive appropriate setting. 

Mrs. Sowle - Yes, but it does not have to intervene. It does not have to confine 
the person. 

Mr. Aalyson - No, but it is going to. We know that there are going to be a certain 
number of confinements. Now, what are the state's obligations once it does that? 
The state must, with this draft proposal, provide the right to habilitation or treat
ment in the least restrictive (leave out alternative) appropriate setting. Now, if 
we say the least restrictive appropriate setting, must the state provide a certain 
range of settings or is it entitled to provide the least restrictive appropriate 
setting now available, and it would have to provide the least restrictive appropriate 
setting now available. And I think there is a wide range right now • 

Mr. Kindred - Let me put it to you slightly differently. One way of looking at this 
provision now, as it is written, is putting in the word "appropriate" but not the 
word "available" is what we are saying is that the state can continue to civilly 
confine people which is a drastic intervention. There is no criminal offense in
volved. It can continue to civilly confine people, but it can only civilly confine 
people for whom it has appropriate settings. That is to say that if you have a person 
who under legal notions can be civilly confined if you had an appropriate setting, 
you are talking about an individual who, all he needs, is the community intervention. 
The community mental health center would do the trick. But all they have available 
is Lima State Hospital. You can't civilly confine that person. If he commits a 
criminal act you can confine him through the criminal process, and if he is appropri
ately confinable in Lima State Hospital, you can confine him there. But if the only 
apprQpriate treatment for him would be in a community health center and all you have 
got available is Lima State Hospital, then you can't civilly confine that person. 
And that doesn't frighten me. 

Mr. Aalyson - Would this amendment do that, do you think? 

Mr. Kindred - I think it would. 

Mr. Huston - That's part of my problem. It restricts the confinement process so 
you can't confine a person if you don't have the least restrictive setting. 

Mr. Aalyson - This presumes confinement to be followed by something. Persons who are 
confined ••••You've already got them confined. Now you are going to provide them 
something else. 

Mr. Huston - The courts are going to turn them loose, if you don't have the least 
restrictive setting ••• 

Mrs. Sowle - That's right. 

Mr. Huston - And who makes that determination, that's the question. 

Mrs. Sowle - As Professor Kindred was saying, if there is criminal conduct, there is 
a way to intervene. If a person is endangering himself or somebody else then the 
state always has the ability to intervene in those situations. 

Mr. Aalyson - Even if there is only a potential danger? 

Mrs. Sowle - Well, I don't know. 
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Mr. Kindred - Those are the cases we are talking about. We're talking about the 
cases where there is no criminal activity involved, but a judgment is made that in 
spite of that the state should intervene because of danger to self or danger to 
others, on some kind of predictive basis. And we I re saying that in that situation, 
if they are going to confine then they must provide appropriate setting for treatment. 
And if they don't provide the appropriate settings for treatment then essentially 
the individual has the right not to be confined or the right to be released if con
fined and not placed in an appropriate setting. I think they are hard choices to make. 
And I think you are correctly seeing what the choices are. I must say I would rather 
have the provision with the word "available" in than not have the provision. But I 
think it would be a better provision without the word "available". 

Mrs. Sowle - You said one thing that the ad hoc group didn't like about our language 
was that it seemed it backed away from a right to treatment. 

Mr. Hopperton - I think it can be read that way. 

Mr. Aalyson - You're thinking of the term "may" in "laws may be passed"? 

Mr. Hoeperton - Yes. 

Mrs. Sowle - Because it implies that laws may not be passed, providing for treatment 
and so on? 

Mr. Hopperton - Yes. 

Mrs. Sowle - That makes sense. Although, if you put them together, and I'm not 
recommending that it be done, I'm just kind of wondering whether it can, would it be 
backing away from the right to treatment? 

Mr. Kindred - If you put them together, I think you would have a few drafting prob
lems but I think that the provision you suggest clearly would establish the right to 
treatment and that permissive language in addition to that would not diminish the 
right to treatment. 

Mr. Lobosco - I'm Gerard Lobosco, with the Franklin County Council for Retarded Cit 
izens. If I might speak to that issue. It seems to me that the word "alternative" 
should be included here because as Mr. Kindred suggested before, that implies avail 
ability without actually freezing the right to treatment settings to those facilities 
that are available now. One of the concerns expressed at the last meeting is that 
we not draft a constitutional provision which is in a short-sighted manner based on 
the current situation. Just as treatment may change, and we would need to provide 
a constitutional amendment to meet future changes in treatment. I think it's impor
tant not to rely on the current situation in terms of what facilities are available 
and say let's freeze it there by using the very specific word "available". A court, 
looking at the phrase "least restrictive alternative", could very well say it need 
consider those things that are available in the community, because only those things 
really are the alternatives. When the court is considering an ordered placement, 
and this is especially true I think in juvenile cases, the court is often faced with 
the choice of sending a youthful offender to a very high security facility or perhaps 
to a foster home or perhaps back to his own home. And the court makes that decision 
based on looking at those alternatives because those are the alternatives. The 
court might occasionally say that none of those is really appropriate but those are 
the only alternatives on that basis. I think that eliminating the word "alternative" 
might lead to an interpretation that the state needs to provide an infinite range of 
facilities available. But that including the word "alternative" implies that courts 
need only consider those things that are available in making their decision. So it 
seems to me that it meets the concern that you don't want to have to force the state 
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to have to provide an infinite range of things. And yet, on the other hand, we 
don't want to freeze a constitutional provision into a system as it exists now, 

• 
because it may not be appropriate at some time in the future. 

Mrs. Sowle - I think that is a good point about the meaning of the word "alterna
tive" • It does have a connotation of availability. 

• 
Mr. Lobosco - It seems to me that the court could very well say that if something 
doesn't exist, then it is not an alternative. 

Mr. Aalyson - All of you seem to be suggesting in your reasoning and suggestions that 
somewhere down the line there may be a reversal of the present trend toward accom
plishing legislatively what you are saying we should do constitutionally. Each of 

• 
you seems to be saying the federal courts are going this way, the institutions them
selves are going this way, the people in the field are going this way, we don't want 
them ever to go back. And I agree with that principle, but do you have any real 
notion that they are going to go back? 

Mr. Kindred - It is based on fears of the uncertain future. We have a 200 year 
history in this country in which the concept of the right to treatment as a legal 

• concept has only been occuring for 10 years. There was a period of 140 years in 
which institutions were used not for treatment but only for confinement without 
treatment, and I don't think it's silly to fear that. The Supreme Court has not 
spoken clearly on the subject and I can imagine that the present Court might well 
back away from the concept as a federal constitutional right and that if it did, 
state legislators, administrators and lots of other people would be very tempted to 

• do only what the Supreme Court said it was required to do. And I think now may be 
a good time because the legislature has already endorsed the concept, to give it 
somewhat greater stability than is provided by legislative act. 

• 
Mr. Lobosco - I would like to say that the draft that we have proposed, however, 
doesn't speak to, and therefore isn't tied to anything that could be a fad in the 
context of medical treatment. Because really what it does is to enunciate a civil 
liberty that is independent of modes of treatment. It is not tied, even as indirectly 
as our former draft might have been tied, to something like normalization, which, as 
was pointed out, may ~ery well turn out to be a fad. This provision does not depend 
on a mode of treatment, method of treatment, chemical goal oriented treatment or 

•
 
anything else. It simply states a civil liberty and in that sense it is more appro

priate for a constitution.
 

Mr. Aalyson - Anybody else? 

• 
Mr. Lawson - From the Department's vi~~point, we had some major objections to the 
February 24th proposal. The committee has discussed combining the two. I think it 
would be good to have what I,term the enabling aspect to say, after the whole thing, 
semicolon, "and the General Assembly shall pass laws" ••• But from the Department I s 
viewpoint I would also like to request the committee to be careful, if it so decides 
to do that, in the language it uses, if it is going to be any broader than that, say 
in the context of either the February 24th proposal or the March 5th draft. 

•
 Mr. Aa1yson - Thank you.
 

Ms. Cave - I'm Sue Cave of the Ohio Municipal League. We had objections to the 
first draft presented by the ad hoc group, but when the committee came out with its 
version, the Municipal League withdrew its request to be heard on the subject be
cause we were satisfied with the second draft. While I have not seen the'draft that 

• was presented today, I have listened to the comments that were made, and I guess we 
are going to object to this one, too. We objected to the first draft on the basis 
that it was a statement of goals in the ConStitution. I don't know how appropriate 
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that is. We had another comment on it, and our one big problem is with "least 
restrictive alternative setting". That to us represents a political concept and 
presents a zoning problem for our membership. 

Mr. Aalyson - We would be happy to hear from the League, by way of letter or other 
form giving a more complete outline of your objections if you have any and your 
reasons for them. Thank you very much. 

Mrs. Sowle - May I say one thing? I missed the meeting at which the ad hoc group 
first appeared and wasn't aware at that time of the kind of invitation apparently 
that the What's Left Committee extended to the ad hoc c~ittee to think about this 
and perhaps present us with something that a far-sighted constitutional revision 
commission ought to be thinking about, and r do think that the ad hoc committee has 
done that and I know put in a great deal of thought and a great deal of effort, if 
not many words. But we all know how long it takes to work on drafting language. 
And I think that you have given us something to really consider. We don't know 
what or where we'll end up, but we all are trying to brainstorm what ideas ought to 
be coming before a constitutional revision commission today, and I think you have 
assisted us in that very ably, and we thank you. 

Mr. Hopperton - We were very aware that the Municipal League had concerns about our 
February 24th draft. We were not aware that they had made any presentation to the 
committee. 

Mrs. Eriksson - No, they had not. 

Mr. Hopperton - The League, of course, today had the benefit of hearing what we had 
to say. In terms of being able to point out the strengths of our proposals today, 
we would very much like to be involved or hear whatever the League has to say, so 
that we might rebut anything that they might say that we might not agree with. Again, 
I think this proposal is a significant change from the February 24th draft, and I 
think it is important to keep in mind that we are talking about persons confined by 
the state and that may have an important effect on the view of the Municipal League. 
My principal point is that we would like to hear what the Municipal League or other 
opponents, if there are any, of this draft, might have to say to the committee. 

Mr. Aalyson - We will take that into consideration and perhaps the League would 
forward you a copy of whatever they submit to us. Thank you. 

Mrs. Sowle - I will send what Bob gave me, an article about least restrictive alter
native, about the legal posture of it. Maybe it can be circulated. 

Mr. Aalyson - I would like to hear from Bob Huston and get his ideas before we go on. 
And I would like to hear from Katie and Doug also. I know this prob lem has bothered 
Bob, and he has probably been thinking about it, a good bit, and I would like to 
start with him, if I may. 

Mr. Huston - My principal problem is the creation of a right that is defined in a 
general or in a very unspecific manner, that is, using the word "least". I have 
always had problems in any legislative enactment using "least, most, maxitmlm" or 
"minitmlm" or anything of that type because it really doesn't specifically define 
anything. It means what the individual looking at it at that particular point in 
time believes it to be. I haven't read any of this material that you have Katie. 
r think that one of the problems with this is that exactly what we have gone through 
today. This delineates or limits the right of the state to confine people. This 
actually is a limitation on the right of confinement if you don't have the least 
restrictive available setting. I have problems with that by virtue of the fact that 
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the settings are not constructed overnight. And if you have people that should be 
confined there is no way that you can build these things within a year or two be

• 
cause of the legislative process of appropriations. So you are going to limit the 
state in its ability to confine people, and people that necessarily should be con
fined, not only for the state's protection or the protection of the people in the 
state but also for the protection of the individual himself. Many people who are 
handicapped or disabled need the confinement for their own protection. The other 
problem that I have is that concepts change as to the rights of individuals and 
the methods of dealing with those rights, such as the womens protective laws.

• There was a time when the hue and cry of the women in the country, where today it 

• 

is just the opposite. The juvenile laws are exactly the same thing. And I hate to 
see formulated in the Constitution rights such as this that can change. Because 
this whole field is a very volatile field as probably everyone knows. The aspects 
of the disabled and handicapped is a growing field. I have I think the same prob
lem that Craig does with regard to whether or not the courts would construe this as 
a limitation on confinement or whether they would say once you have confined you 

• 

have to construct facilities to deal with that confinement. It's the old question 
of which comes first, the chicken or the egg. Those basically are my thoughts on 
this. 1 ' m not saying that I don't agree with the purpose of it. 

Mrs. Sowle - First of all, I would like to make a remark on confinement. Personally, 
I have no trouble with the idea of creating a right not to be confined except in 
this type of setting simply because it is my feeling that what is happening and what 
has happened through the years in the area of the disabled and handicapped, of 
course we are not talking about criminal behavior, is over-confinement. Traditionally, 
people who are disabled and handicapped have been confined for at least two very bad 
reasons. One is to get them out of sight because they make people uncomfortable.

• Which is a terrible reason to lock somebody up who doesn't need to be locked up. 
Secondly, that we have overconfined because we have thought people presented threats 
who didn't present threats. Just because they behaved differently from other people. 
And in today's society we have much more understanding of differences in behavior 
and what causes it. So I really can't find anything to be frightened of in creating 

• 
a right such as this would, because I don't think the dangers are in underconfining. 
I think they are in over-confining. And because behavior isn't criminal except to 
the extent that you have a severe danger of somebody being dangerous to himself or 
others. That's not criminal if it is because of mental disability, but I really 
don't think this is going to restrict confinement of people who are dangerous. The 
person who you don't know what they are going to do next. That's not the central 

•
 
problem at least to me. I do very much agree, at least in part, with your dislike
 
of the use of words such as "least" or "most" or "maximum" or "minimum" except that 
we always have to use rather general terms in constitutional language. Does it tie 
down the term least any more in your opinion to add something about appropriateness? 
That is, "least restrictive alternative setting that is appropriate" because you key 
the degree term to something that you're measuring. Do you have any less objection 
to "least restrictive that is appropriate"?

• Mr. Huston - The word "appropriate" in and of itself is a rather vague term. Maybe 
I'm too much of an exacting person that likes things spelled out, particularly in 
the legislative types of situations because it always ends up in litigation. You 
have to bring it to the court. The people themselves can't make that determination. 
Everyone has a different concept of what that term means and you don't resolve it

• without committing it to a third party. In the Constitution, you wouldn't want to 
use anything of the medical terminology or anything of that type. I was just trying 
to think of some other means of defining the term "least". I haven't been able to 
come up with anything. We have to work on that. 
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Mr. Applegate - I haven't had the chance to hear much of anything, especially coming 
in in the middle of this. But I have always found it very difficult to try to es
tablish proper language because nobody can ever really get down to agreeing what it 
is. And then even after it is adopted and gets on the ballot and passed, you still 
don't know what it is because as it is always said that the law is what any sitting 
justice says it is at the time that he interprets it. Our work is to try to provide 
the people with something that they don't have to think too hard about doing. I 
was looking at this trying to establish disability and handicapped. For one thing, 
in what classification do we place the aged? 

Mr. Aalyson - That was Katie's thought, I think, in perhaps suggesting a combination. 
Our original draft provided facilities to persons who by reason of age, disability, 
handicap or behavior require specialized care or treatment. I think this might benefit 
by being a little more specific or enlarging the categories. Disability or handicap 
could include age, I suppose, but it wouldn't hurt to say "age". 

Mr. Applegate - Yes, to some people it is and to some people it isn't, but I guess 
ultimately it would be whatever would be considered a disability. What areas of 
institutionalization is there of the aged now? 

Mr. Aalyson - And do we consider those folks confined? 

Mrs. Sowle - You know, often they end up in mental institutions because that's the 
only place for them and relatives end up confining them. Now once they are confined, 
then they would come under this language. 

Mr. Aalyson - How about the county homes? 

Mrs. Sowle - I don't think that's confinement, is it? I wouldn't consider that con
finement. 

Mrs. Eriksson - No, not in the terms that these people are talking about because 
they're talking about involuntarily being committed. I have very serious problems 
with the expression "disability or handicap" because, although by removing the word 
"behavior", they are saying that in no way would it apply to any criminal behavior. 
But the question in my mind is •••• persons are confined to Lima both because of pre
sumably a mental disability, because it has not been determined that they have com
mitted a criminal act or it may not have been determined that they committed a crim
inal act at that time. And I just wonder whether or not this could not be read as 
applying to persons who fall in that category. 

Mrs. Sowle - That's an interesting point. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Because in that case you would have very serious problems. And I 
would think that, because you are creating a right here, I would question persons 
who are confined to Lima before it has been determined whether they committed a 
criminal act. They really are being confined because of a mental disability. 

Mrs. Sowle - That's a very interesting point. And the other thing is, how do they 
confine them? 

Mr. Huston - Normally, they are sent to Lima, and they may be arrested, but they 
aren't convicted and they are sent to Lima to determine whether they can stand trial 
so there really is no commitment on the basis of a criminal act. 

Mr. Aalyson - Unless they determine that the plea is not a valid plea. They send 
them up there to see whether they had the mental capacity to enter a plea. 
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Mrs. Eriksson - I think that that's something that should be thought about is to 
make sure that persons who are in fact suspected of having commited a crime, al 
though	 we don't know whether they have commited a crime.

• Mrs. Sowle - I can think of two ways to get into Lima where you would be confined. 
Correct me if I'm wrong because I'm not at all sure about this. First, if somebody 
is found not guilty by reason of insanity, technically they have been found not 
guilty of a crime, but they are subject to involuntary confinement by virtue of that. 

•	 Mrs. Eriksson - Right, until they have been restored to competency. 

Mrs. Sowle - And is that how the legislation reads? 

Mrs. Eriksson - I'm n~t sure how the statute reads. 

~	 Mrs. Sowle - And then the other is where they are found not able to stand trial, and 
they too are confined. It seems to me that what we would have to do if we went with 
such language as this is to write in an explicit exception for that type of confine
ment. At least that would be one way to approach it. Because I think you might 
very well be right. All of a sudden this right would apply to the people that are 
in that border line somewhere between treatment as mentally disabled and treatment 

4t	 as people convicted of criminal acts ••• 

Mr. Aalyson - Or people suspected of criminal acts. 

Mrs. Eriksson - And who are, in fact, confined because they are determined to be 
mentally ill. That's one category that bothers me. And the other is the question 

..	 of the aged persons who in fact are confined, but who do not really fall into the 
category of being dangerous to themselves or others. This would clearly apply to 
them and probably is intended to apply to them. But I wonder whether in fact with 
respect to those persons what kind of habilitation or treatment is appropriate. Be
cause for some of those persons there may not be any habilitation or treatment ap
propriate. All you can do is provide care for them and that was the intention when 

•	 the word "care" was inserted in the other draft. 

Mr. Aalyson - That may be true of persons who are not aged but just incapable of 
being habilitated or treated in the sense that there may not be treatment available 
that can improve their condition. 

• Mrs. Eriksson - I don't know_whether there are or not. Persons who are dangerous 
to themselves or others, and therefore can be involuntarily confined but for whom 
there is no habilitation or treatment in any setting. Are there such categories 
of persons? 

• Mrs. Sowle - That would make it even more persuasive that some such language as 
"that is appropriate" should be added. Do you think the addition of the appropri
ateness requirement would meet it? 

Mrs. Eriksson - I think the addition (If "appropriate" is very important. But even 
so you are giving persons a right to habilitation and treatment. 

•	 Mrs. Sowle - That is appropriate. 

Mrs. Eriksson - I suppose you can argue that way, that there isn't any appropriate 
setting but they still have a right to habilitation or treatment. 

Mrs. Sowle - To the extent that one would be appropriate.•	 4949 
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Mr. Aalyson - We might be able to say something if we want to pursue this line to 
say that they shall have a right to care, habilitation, or treatment, as appropriate. 

Mrs. Sowle - In the least restrictive alternative setting. 

Mr. Aalyson - I don't know about alternative. I don't have anything against it. 
just wonder why it is there. 

Mrs. Eriksson - I think that is, as you say, "jingoism" which is not, to me, appro
priate for a constitution. I'd like much better to put the word "appropriate" in 
there and take out the word "alternative" which I think does the same thing and is 
more meaningful. I think there is something to be said for putting "care" in there , 
on the basis that there are persons confined and possibly would not need to be con
fined in the sense that in fact they are not dangerous to themselves or others. But 
it is a question of caring for them and in that case the least restrictive setting 
would apply. 

Mr. Huston - One of the problems of putting something of this type in the Constitu
tion is that you have no means of defining the terms. By legislation, you can define 
the terms as to what you mean by "confinement" and what you mean by "treatment" and 
this way, you're putting it in and it is up for grabs what is meant. That's one of 
the problems that I find with putting in something of this type into the Constitution. 
You could even define "least restrictive setting", and I think they said they have 
in that one bill, didn't they? So that by legislation you can define these things 
but once they are in the Constitution, you really have no way of defining them. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Except that the statutes supplement the Constitution, and I think 
that they have defined "habilitation" in the statutes. 

Mrs. Sowle - Did the Bill of Rights Committee ever consider anything of this nature? 

Mrs. Eriksson - No. Glenn Workman came to the Bill of Rights Committee but I do not 
believe that she spoke to this point at that time. Since the present section is 
simply talking about institutions, I had no idea where this was going to lead. 

Mrs. Sowle - No, this has gone from one type of provision into a very different type 
of consideration. And I gather the Municipal League is very sensitive about any 
possible effects on zoning of group homes. 

Mrs. Eriksson - That's right. 

Mrs. Sowle - I didn't get that until late in the discussion. 

Mrs. Eriksson - The League did not express it before. Sue came to the last meeting 
but it was not until after the meeting that she said they were much concerned about 
this if the implication would be that city zoning ordinances would be affected. 

Mrs. Sowle - I don't know much about zoning laws so I don't know quite how it would 
enter in here. 

Mrs. Eriksson - There are some ordinances which prohibit this kind of group home. 

Mrs. Sowle - That I ,know, but how might a constitutional provision like this affect 
them? 

Mrs. Eriksson - It might make them unconstitutional. 

Mrs. Sowle - Interfering with a basic right? 
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Mr. Huston - Right. There was a case in Lakewood just within the past year or two 
where they wanted to establish a home for incorrigible children and giv~, them a 
family atmosphere and foster parents. And there was quite a hassle about it. The 

..	 neighbor. were upset and said it was a violation of zoning laws. 

Mr. Applegate - We get the same thing all the time. On local radio and television 
shows people call in and say "I feel so sorry for those people, but stick them 
someplace else". 

•	 Mrs. Sowle - It can create some real problems. There is no question it's a very 
difficult thing. 

•
 
Mr. Aalyson - It seems to me from what I have heard from all of you that none of us
 
really objects to the idea that persons who are confined by reason of disability or
 
handicap or age or whatever categories, should have the right to care, habilitation
 
or treatment. Our problem comes when we get down to "in the least restrictive al 


•
 

ternative setting". And I could live with "they shall have the right to care, habil 

itation or treatment as provided by law". Leave it up to the legislature to give$.
 
them the facilities that are the least restrictive. If we are going in that direction,
 
it seems to me that if we are going ever to regress, if that is the proper choice of
 
words, that it's going to be for a fairly good reason and that most people will have
 
come to the conclusion that we should regress.
 

Mrs. Sowle - If the committee should go in that direction, I would rather not put 

• 
anything in. I am, at least at this point, fairly persuaded by the argument' of 
the ad hoc committee members that if you put in "as provided by the legislaure" in 
the first place you don't need it because the legislature has the power to do it. 

Mr. Aalyson - Except you give them the right to the treatment. 

Mrs. Sowle - No, not if you leave it up to the legislature to provide it. 

• Mr. Aalyson - "persons who by reason of disability or handicap" and you might want 
to add "age" but I consider a handicap or disability arising by reason of age to be 
a disability or handicap " ••• are confined by the state shall have a right to care, 
habilitation or treatment as provided by law". Now this seems to me to mandate the 
legislature to provide something. 

•
 Mrs. Sowle - They shall have whatever right the law provides is what it says to me.
 

Mr. Aalyson - Well what is the least restrictive setting? 

Mrs. Sowle - What that says to me is if the state intervenes and confines somebody, 

•
 
restricts their liberty is what "confines" means to me, they shall do no more re

stricting of that liberty than is necessary.
 

Mr. Aalyson - Who determines that? 

Mrs. Sowle - Who determines what due process of law is or equa 1 protection? We live 
with that type of thing in the Constitution. 

tt	 Mr. Aalyson - If they have it under the due process, then who do we even need this 
thing? And they seem to think we need it. 

Mrs. Sowle - They think it would help. But I kind of agree. If we don't go beyond 
this, Bob Hopperton was saying that may even imply a backing away from a right to 
treatment. 

tt 
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Mr. Aalyson - I agree with that. I think that's true.
 

Mrs. Sowle - But what you said is of the same kind of provision where laws may be
 
passed as provided by law.
 

Mr. Aalyson - Alright, shall have a right to care, habilitation or treatment, and
 
the same shall be provided by law? I don't like the language ••••
 

Mr. Applegate - Why do you have to say anything? If you have a right to habilitation
 
or treatment it is still up to the General Assembly to do it.
 

Mrs. Sowle - Yes, that's true. I thought maybe you were going to say something like,
 
"persons who by reason of disability or handicap are confined by the state, shall
 
have a right to care, habilitation, or treatment that is appropriate". That gives
 
a right without using "least restrictive alternative". The same thing is provided.
 

Mr. Aalyson - How about "appropriate care"?
 

Mrs. Sowle - Right. " ••• shall have a right to appropriate care, habilitation, or
 
treatment".
 

Mrs. Eriksson - Aren't you right back to individualized treatment, then?
 

Mrs. Sowle - Yes, I think so.
 

Mrs. Eriksson - That, I think, creates an unlimited kind of right.
 

Mrs. Sowle - Yes, I think you are probably right. I wasn't really advocating it.
 
I was trying to see how it would compare with this. Do you think we ought to think
 
on this a little more and let the Municipal League pound the table?
 

Mr. Applegate - Maybe they will came in with some language that is suitable to them.
 
If you are looking for some ways out, we should listen to everybody.
 

Mrs. Sowle - And I could also circulate this memorandum that Bob Hopperton gave me.
 

Mr. Aalyson - Does anyone here have the same problem with using the word "available"?
 

Mrs. Sowle - I don't like "available".
 

Mr. Aalyson - The only thing that bothers me about this whole thing is that it may
 
be construed by some court that the state has now got to go out, whether they have
 
the money or other means and build these facilities.
 

Mrs. Sowle - Craig, there are a lot of cases in juvenile law, that's the only area
 
I have really read at all about this end, but there are cases involving the right to
 
treatment there because statutes give juveniles a right to treatment. That supposedly
 
is why they are confined. Now, what the courts have done where they think the
 
facilities violate the statutory provision is they say "You close that facility".
 
There are lots of cases in the last five years in which courts have ordered facilities
 
to be closed. First they order them to be improved. And there are some cases in
 
the South, is it Alabama, where virtually all of the criminal penal institutions
 
were ordered closed, and that is what they have done •••
 

Mr. Aalyson - That is different from ordering them opened. The idea of having to
 
construct physical facilities when there may be no money to do it is what is bother

ing me.
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Mrs. Sowle - That's what is happening in Alabama. They are saying either you re

lease those people who are incarcerated or build, one or the other. And r do think
 
that is what this means. You either don't confine them, or if you are going to re

strict their liberty you have to do it in this manner.
 

Mr. Aalyson - So you think whether or not there were adequate facilities would be
come a problem for the courts, as it has in the penal institutions in Alabama. You 
wouldn't construe this as mandate for the state to start building.

• Mrs. Sowle - No, r see it arising the same W8Y it does under the juvenile statutes. 
Somebody brings a habeas corpus action, and says rIm being confined in violation of 
Article VII, Section 1. And then the court would look at the cause of action, and 
proceed from there and see whether the person was being confined inappropriately, and 
see whether the section was being violated, the response would be the petition for 

•
 release on habeas corpus would be granted. Thatls the way I see it.
 

•
 

Mr. Aalyson - I still have some problems with that. It seems to me that what you
 
have got to provide is care, habilitation or treatment. Let me back up. It seems
 
to me that first you should have the right to confine under appropriate circumstances.
 
But concommitant with that right of the state is the right of the individual to
 
receive care, habilitation or treatment and I go along, in the least restrictive
 
setting that the state has available. If inappropriate even though available, and
 
you can let the guy out, then you deprive the state of the right to confine under 
appropriate circumstances. Especially in view of the fact that there is a tendency 
toward this situation already, that we should let them confine them in the least 
restrictive setting that is available. Now one setting that is available is a pri 

•
 vate home.
 

Mr. Huston - Supposing you get someone to testify that people out there should all 
have individual cottages. 

• 
Mr. Aalyson - Thatls why I want that word "available" in there. I don't think the 
state should have to construct a lot of facilities to in effect coddle people. If 
the state has the facility available then it has to give them the least restrictive 
facility. But a private home is one of those. The state should not have to go out 
and construct buildings to make services available that are not presently unless 
they want to. 

• Mr. Huston - One of the problems that I find with this type of provision is that 
there is no opportunity to ration the assets of the state. The legislature can do 
that. They can say welve got so much money, we need so much money to build facilities 
for the handicapped and disabled, we have so much money that we can use for police 
protection. But if you put it into the Constitution, no one is going to make that 
judgment, because it is there and it is absolute. 

• Mr. Aalyson - Unless you say "available". 

Mr. Huston - Yes, that's what I say. There is no way of ever getting a proper eval
uation as to how the assets shall be distributed. 

• Mr. Aalyson - Is there anyone who does not think that it ought to be made a right to 
have habilitation or treatment? 

Mr. Huston - The courts have said that. You can't confine them if you are not going 
to give them treatment. 

•
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Mr. Applegate - We deal with patients rights in the various statutes. That seems to 
be the direction. I think everyone who is living has rights. Although it didn't 
used to be that way. As you say, we used to stick them away, once you get past 65. 

Mr. Aalyson - How can they do that? Who confines them? Some friendly judge signs 
the order of confinement? They're not confined unless the court orders it, I suppose. 

Mr. Huston - In the asylum in Massilon, there are lots of elderly confined there. 
I went there once, I was never so grieved. I was sick to see the conditions those 
people were living in. 

Mrs. Sowle - You don't really know how many old people are there. 

Mr. Aalyson - Who commits them? Probate courts? 

Mr. Huston - Probably. Th~y're senile. 

Mrs. Sowle - There was a church group in Athens that once a year would come to the 
president's home with the women from the mental institution in Athens. There were 
former professors from Ohio University in the group. there were all kinds of inter
esting people in the group. Many of them were just very, very old and had been there 
for years. Talk about not being a danger to themselves or others, there is just no 
way. I don't know how they got there. There were very old people and maybe they 
weren't in terribly good mental shape but they were perfectly harmless. 

Mr. Applegate - I think they are slowly but surely getting the less dangerous mentally 
retarded in the local projects, and in your nursing homes and this type of thing for 
the elderly. But there are still many others, and this is really broad enough langu
age that just covers everybody, the disabled and handicapped. 

Mrs. Eriksson - The people you are talking about probably have been involuntarily 
confined and probably many of them are being moved out. 

Mrs. Sowle - If they can find a place to move them. 

Mr. Applegate - This says that the people who are disabled and handicapped and are 
confined by the state shall have a right to habilitation or treatment, but it doesn't 
say who is to give it to them. I assume that it is supposed to be that the state is 
supposed to provide that since they give that right. You can read these things and 
you just keep looking at them and looking at them and you can see .•• how can you get 
so much into three little lines? 

Mrs. Sowle - I hadn't seen the points that you were raising, either, Craig, that once 
they are confined, then they have the right to care. You can look at it emphasizing 
different clauses and phrases and then it changes meaning entirely. 

Ms. Buchbinder - I was wondering whether confinement is included under our "special
ized care" clause of our original proposal. 

Mr. Huston - It probably would be. 

Mr. Aalyson - I think the word "specialized" might be unnecessary. But I think we 
used it for a specific purpose. Any medical care is specialized care. 

•
 

•
 

•
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•
 

•
 
Mrs. Sowle - I think we 
by just housing them. 

were trying to get away by the use of the word "specialized" 

Mr. Huston - Custodial care. 
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• Mr. Aalyson - That amendment wasn't really imposing any obligation on anybody. 

Mrs. Sowle - We might toy with the idea of combining them if anybody wants to stay 
with this at all. 

•
 Mr. Huston - If you attempt to get the present proposal passed by the electors, you
 
may have some real problems. Because when you talk about confine and they have the
 
right to treatment, the people, I'm afraid, might not react as charitably as we 
would like for them to. 

• 
Mrs. Sowle - I agree. I think that there might be great problems getting it past the 
voters. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Would you like to see what we get from the Municipal League and dis
tribute the article that Katio has? 

Mr. Applegate - Maybe the Leaguelwill come up with some less restrictive and appro
•	 priate language. 

Mr. Aalyson - I think we are at an appropriate hour for adjournment. Perhaps we 
can look at this thing and come up with something before the next meeting. I'm 
actually rather pleased that we didn't reach apportionment because Mr. Carter who is 
very interested in this, is not present.

• Mrs. Eriksson - Maybe you would like to dispose of prison labor. Did Mr. Yost have 
anything to say? 

Ms. Buchbinder - Mr. Yost said that he preferred alternative #1, as we did, that it 
met with his requirements, and he also mentioned the up and coming trend of prisoners 

•	 making restitution to their victims, and this way they could make some money to pay 
back those persons who they offended. He said he was satisfied with alternative #1. 

Mr. Aalyson - What is alternative #1? 

•
 
The provision was distributed.
 

Mrs. Sowle - I always think that's a positive move in the right direction. 

Mr. Huston - I do too. (It was so agreed~) Just for my own information, have any 
amendments been put on the ballot that create rights with regard to selected groups? 

•	 Mrs. Sowle - In elections and suffrage, the only thing that I can think of is the 
right to vote, the mentally disabled right to vote. And that, I don't think has 
been before the voters, has it? 

• 
Mrs. Eriksson - No. It has been introduced in the General Assembly but it has not 
had any hearings. 

Mrs. Sowle - It increased the voting rights of the mentally disabled. 

Mrs. Rosenfield - Anyone could vote unless mentally incapable for v~ting. 

•
 Mr. Aalyson - Yes, otherwise people who were mentally incapacitated who were never

theless able to vote, could be prevented from voting.
 

Mrs. Sowle - But didn't we put it in the context of leaving it to the Geueral Assembly 
to define and got it out of the Constitution? 

Mrs. Eriksson - The person would have to be adjudicated mentally incompetent.• Dates for the next meeting were discussed, and the meeting was adjourned. 
)lOt:'~ 
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Ohio ConstirutiGnal Revision Commission 
Judiciary Committee Research Study No. 33 
February 5, 1974 

Judicial Removal in Ohio 

The focus of this study is on the ways by which an Ohio judge may be removed 
from office when, through his acts or omissions, he has failed to measure up to the 
high personal and professional standards expected of all judges. The provisions of 
law and the attendant problems surrounding mandatory retirement of a judge at a 
certain age, disqualification to hear particular cases, and suspension for reasons 
of physical or mental disability are beyond the scope of this study. 

Summary 

Each of the approaches to judicial removal available in Ohio has a clearly 
identifiable basis in the Constitution. Generally, removal methods fall into 
three categories: (1) those which are traditionally set forth in state constitutions 
with some detail; (2) those which are set forth in statutory law; and (3) those which 
are the product of judicial rules. Although such a classification does not create 
mutually exclusive categories, it does facilitate the general overview of the sub
ject. 

Within the Ohio Constitution itself, two fundamental methods of judicial removal 
are set forth, not only in principle but with the major procedural elements necessary 
for their effective use: first, as do the federal and most state constitutions, the 
Ohio Constitution provides for the impeachment and legislative trial of judges. 
Conviction upon impeachment results in a judge being removed from office; second, 
the Constitution establishes a method of removal in the nature of legislative address 
to which judges are subject. 

The General Assembly, pursuant to a mandate in the Constitution, has also 
enacted statutes providing two additional methods by which judicial officers may be 
removed: first, the General Provisions of the Revised Code allow judges and other 
officials to be removed for neglect or misconduct after a judicial proceeding which 
is initiated at the petition of a part of the electorate. Second, the statutes 
include the outline of a method by which judges may be removed by another type of 
judicial proceeding and set out the circumstances in which cause for such removal 
exists. 

Judges may also be removed in accordance with rules of the Supreme Court, which 
have been adopted in fulfillment of statutory directions and constitutional grants 
of judicial power. The Supreme Court Rules for the Government of the Bar of Ohio 
give supplemental procedural and substantive details to the statutory methods of 
judicial removal. The Rules also establish disciplinary procedures whereby judges 
may be removed from office for violating the Code of Professional Responsibility, 
the Canons of Judicial Ethics, or the Code of Judicial Conduct which the Rules make 
binding upon judges. 

~Q.nstitutionally Prescribed Hethods of Removal· 

Impeachment 

Impeachment is the method for removing unfit judges which is most common to 
state constitutions. The constitutions of approximately 40 states provide for im
peachment brought by the lower legislative hOllse and tried by the upper hOllse. Uhile 
it involves the bringing of formal charges and the holding of a trial, impeachment is 
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generally considered to be a legislative device and is fo~nd in Article II, the 
legislative article,of the Ohio Constitution. Article II, Section 23 establishes 
impeachment in Ohio. It reads: 

The House of Representatives shall have the sale power 
of impeachment, but a majority of the members elected 
must concur therein. Impeachments shall be tried by the 
Senate; and the Senators, when sitting for that purpose, 
shall be up6n oath or affirmation to do justice according 
to law and evidence. No person shall be convicted, with
out the concurrence of two-thirds of the Senators. 

This section is an original part of the Constitution of 1851 and is only changed in 
minor respects from Article I, Section 23 of the Constitution of 1802. 

The language of Section 23 is clear in what power it vests and in the procedure 
to be followed by the General Assembly in exercising that pm~er. Only the House of 
Representatives may impeach a judge or other official, and it may do so only on the 
concurrence of more than half the elected membership. Under the common law, as in 
Ohio, an impeachment proceeding is based on "articles of impeachment'l which allege 
the complained-of misconduct of the subject official. Articles of impeachment serve 
a purpose similar to an indictment for criminal activity, and it is these articles 
which the House of Representatives must pass upon. Once the articles of impeachment 
are passed, the judge or other official who is their subject has been impeached, and 
what remains is the presentation of the articles to the Senate and the trial on the 
charges. 

The Ohio Constitution places no affirmative duty of impeachment on the House 
~F Representatives, regardless of how base or improper an official's acts may be. 
However, Section 23 does mandate action by the Senate after the House of Representa
tives passes articles of impeachment. The section states that the Senate lIshall" 
try the impeachment. 

The impeachment is presented to and prosecuted before the Senate by the House 
of Representatives. The I-louse acts through Hanagers it appoints, and the Senate 
sits as a high court with each member under oath or affirmation. When the case has 
been heard ~y the Senate, the question is called as to whether the person who has 
been impeached is guilty as the House has charged. If two-thirds or more of all the 
Senators vote for conviction, the party impeached is found guilty of the charges 
contained in the articles of impeachment and is, thereby, removed from his office. 

Two of the earliest impeachments of judges in Ohio occurred when the state was 
not yet a decade old. In the culmination of a power struggle between the judicial 
and legislative branches of the state government, Judges Tod and Pease, both members 
of the Supreme Court, were impeached as the result of their decisions, in separate 
cases, that aspects of a statute defininG the powers and jurisdiction of justices of 
the peace were unconstitutional. Early in 1809, Tod and Pease were tried separately 
before the Senate. t~hen the votes for conviction were taken, the two-thirds majority 
necessary for conviction was missed by a single vote in each case, and the judges 
were acquitted. 

The Tod and Pease impeachments were considerations, at least in part, when the 
Convention of 1850 r.eviewed the then-existing impeachment provisions and modified 
them to their present forms. The original provisions in the Constitution of 1002 
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omitted any specific mention of judges as among those persons liable to impeachment. l 

Delegates to the 1850 Convention took notice of the Tod and Pease cases as they de
bated whether judges and justices of the peace should be given specific mention in 
a revision of the phrase "the Governor and all civil officers" which then described 
~ho might be impeached. 2 Finally, after recurrent debate and numerous suggested 
amendments (including ones which would have added provisions similar in intent to 
the present Article II, Section 38, which was not adopted until 1912), the present 
impea~hment sections were presented to the Convention and adopted by it. 

l-lhat is potentially the most difficult legal question with respect to impeach-' 
ment and subsequent conviction under the Ohio Constitution is that of just what 
conduct on the part of a judge or other official constitutes grounds for impeachment. 
The issue is raised by Article II, Section 24, which outlines who is liable to im
peachment, the allowable sanctions upon conviction, and the applicability of normal 
criminal proceedings to those who are impeached. The section reads: 

The Governor, Judges, and all State officers, may be 
impeached for any misdemeanor in office; but judgment 
shall not extend further than removal from office, and 
disqualification to hold any office, under the authority 
of this State. The party impeached, whether convicted 
or not, shall be liable to indictment, trial, and judg
ment, according to law. 

Toe grounds are set forth in the first sentence of Section 24: impeachment 
may be for ;lany misdemeanor in office. il The difficulty lies in the definition of 
the meaning of nmisdemeanor." 

The logic of the impeachment procedure described in Section 23 indicates that 
the House alleges the commission of a misdemeanor, and that the Senate is left to 
decide whether the allegation is well founded. Thus, the Senate must know what a 
"misdemeanor" is before it can ;Ido justice according to law,i14 in voting on convic
tion. However, "misdemeanor;1 is not historically given the same meaning within the 
context of impeachment as it is in the criminal law, and it has not been defined for 
constitutional purposes by the Ohio courts or statutes. 

The Ohio criminal law regards a misdemeanor as an offense defined as such by 5 
statute and carrying a punishment of incarceration for up to and including one year. 
For the purposes of impeachment, t1misdemeanor" is extremely difficult to define 
succinctly, but it has as its base the conceEt of an offense against the people and 
the state--a subversion of the constitution. Throughout Anglo-American legal his
tory, when the issue has been confronted, the definition has been given in vague 
and elusive terms. 

Terms such as "misconduc til , "malfeasance l!, ;'maladministrationil 
, l'misfeasance", 

"ill behavior ll , and "abuse of office" are conunon to most definitions which have been 
proffered) and any of these words or phrases may be used tb at least capsulize the 
meaning of ilmisdemeanor". As a term of art with reference to impeachment, "misde
meanor" certainly limits the grounds for impeachment but is not so narrow as to re
quire indictable criminal action. Indeed, the concept of the impeachment of judges 
"las developed in, England "lell before the term I:misdemeanor;l was used in the criminal 
law to describe a category of lesser offenses and at a time when members of the bench 
were not subject to criminal indictment. However, as understood today, a judge or 
other official may be impeached and convicted for conduct which is also indictable. 
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Article II, Section 24 not only uses the term l1misdemeanor", butit-also- says 
that the impeachable conduct must occur lIin office.: 1 HOt'lever, the scope of what 
impeachable misdemeanors are committed ;lin office" has not been defined in Ohio. 
Traditionally, such language has not altvays meant only those misdemeanors committed 
through the power of the office, but has often included action relating to the of
fice which, while arising outside the sphere of official functions, is such as to 
shake the public confidence in the office because it was committed by the office 
holder. l1hile cases to the contrary do exist, the English precedents, the federal 
impeachments, and many cases in other states suggest that to limit the scope of im
peachment to official conduct would be to allow a serious defect in the theory of 
impeachment. For example, if a judge were only impeachable for his actions on the 
bench and in the cases before him, he could freely engage in a full array of un
savory behavior while off the bench--including such things as bribery, tax evasion, 
and debauchery--and regardless of how destructive to the integrity of the courts 
his actions were, he would be immune to leGislative removal through impeachment. 

A brief comparison of the Ohio impeachment provisions to the sections of the 
United States Constitution dealing with the removal of federal judges is helptul in 
emphasizinG the manifold problems of impeachment and in presenting alternatives. 
The parts of the federal Constitution which deal directly with the removal of judges 
are as follows: 

The House of Representatives • • • shall have the sole 
power of Impeachment. (Article I, Section 2) 

The Senate shall have the sole Power to try all Im
peachments. When sitting for that Purpose they shall 
be on oath or affirmation • • • and no person shall be 
convicted without the concurrence of two thirds of all 
members present. (Article I, Section 3) 

Judgments in cases of impeachment shall not extend 
further than to removal from office, and disqualification 
to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust or profit 
under the United States: but the party convicted shall 
neverthe!eaSB be liable and subject to in~ictment; trial, 
judgment and punishment, according to law. (Article I, 
Section 3) 

The President, Vice President and all civil officers 
of the United States, shall be removed from office on 
impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, 
or other high crimes and misdemeanors. (Article II, 
Section 4) 

The judges, both of the Supreme and inferior courts, 
shall hold their offices during good behavior, ••• 
(Article III, Section 1) 

The trial of all crimes, e::cept in cases of impeach
ment, shall be by jury; ••• (Article III, Section 2) 

The text of the federal Constitution and the records of the Convention of 1787 
raise a leGitimate question as to whether it was the intention of the Framers to 
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include judges ~"ithin the category of "all civil officers" and to make them subject 
to impeachmcnt. 7 This issue may, however, be considered moot in that eight federal 
judges8 have, in fact, been impeached, the first impeachment of a judge having taken 
place in 1803. 

The removal of federal judges is complicated by the statement in Article II of 
the federal Constitution that they lI sha11 hold their offices during good behavior," ~. 

and the absence of any constitutional provision indicating the consequences of, or 
the removal procedure ~"hich might follow, a breach of "good behavior. II Hhile the 
question of lA1ether a federal judge is subject to impeachment may be regarded as 
settled for the present, at least two practical questions persist as to judicial 
removal: first, is impeachment the only way to formally force a federal judge from 
his office, and second, does Olgood behavior" affect the range of grounds for the 
impeachment of a judge? These issues have been vigorously debated, but the more 
cogent arguments suggest that a judge's office held during "good behavior" is a 
public grant on a condition subsequent, that the grounds for impeaching a judge are 
no different than those for impeaching other ::civil officers of the United States", 
and that the Congress has the power to provide by legislation for a method other 
than impeachment for removing judges whose "good behavior ll has lapsed. 9 

The grounds for impeachment under the United States Constitution are somewhat 
clearer than those under the Ohio Constitution. Article II, Section 4 of the fed
eral document lists :Jtreason, bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors" as 
cause for impeachment. Treason against the United States is exclusively defined in 
Article III, Section 3, and bribery is well defined in the criminal law. Despite 
recurring assertions by legislators and others that "high crimes and misdemeanors" 
require a violation of criminal statutes or, alternatively, are whatever the Congress 
considers them to be, 10 there is substantial evidence that the Framers intended the 
,~ords as a limitation on congressional power, that they chose the phrase with great 
care, and that they were fully aware of its historical meaning within the context 
of impeach.11lent. 

Another area of the law of impeachment t1hich has not been clarified under the 
Ohio Constitution, or for that matter under the United States Constitution, is whether 
or not there is a right to judicial revi~~ of a conviction upon impeachment. The 
question is difficult to resolve, and the constitutions neither specifically allow 
nor exclude such an appeal. Nevertheless, the concepts of due process, the vesting 
of judicial power in the courts, the separation of powers doctrine, and the con
stitutional grants of jurisdiction to the Supreme Courts provide strong support for 
the assertion of the right to such an appeal. 

In allo~1inG for the impeachment of judges, the Ohio Constitution provides a 
powerful and historic tool for maintaining the public confidence in the judiciary 
and for removing from office judges unfit to preside over the courts of justice. 
But, by its very nature, impeachment is a"lIcumbrous, unmanageable, impracticable 
process."ll The fact that no bill of impeachment against a judge has been submitted, 
let alone passed, in the Ohio House of Representatives during this century is evidence 
that impeachment is not a method of judicial removal preferred by Ohioans. 

The Concurrent Resolution 

Article IV, Section 17 is the second provision of the Ohio Constitution which 
sets out a method of judicial removal. It first appea~ed as an original part of the 
Constitution of 1051 and is not paralleled by any section of the Constitution of 1802. 
Section 17 reads: 
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Judges may be removed from office ,by concurrent 
resolution of both Houses of the General Assembly, 
if o10-thirds of the members, elected to each House, 
concur therein; but, no such removal shall be made, 
except upon complaint. the substance of which, shall 
be entered on the journal, nor. until the party charged 
shall have had notice thereof. and an opportunity to be 
heard. 

Judicial removal under Section 17 may be classified for comparison with other 
state constitutions as a form of address. Technically and traditionally, an address 
is a nonobligatory request made by the legislative branch to the executive branch 
that an officer of the government be removed from his position. It usually applies 
to the removal of judges only, as with Section 17, but some constitutions make 
nonjudicial officers subject to address as well. Address procedures or proceedings 
in the nature of address are available in approximately one-half of the states. 

The Ohio provision differs from the classical concept of address in that the 
executive takes no part in the removal process. Section 17 requires only the concur= 
rent decision by both houses of the General Assembly that a judge be removed from 
office. IIom~ver, the section does provide that no judge may be so removed without 
the posting of the legislative complaint. notice to the judge, and the opportunity 
for the judge to be heard. 

&:noteworthy facet of the concept of address as a m~thod of judicial removal 
is that it is available for taking an unworthy judge from the bench when his actions 
are not sufficiently culpable to warrant an impeachment proceeding. This is evi
denced by the fact that there is no requirement that a trial be held, but only that 
the responding judge be allowed to present his position. However, in one signifi
cant sense Section 17 establishes a pro~edure which is more difficult to apply 
successfully than impeachment: whether the judicial removal be by impeachment or 
under Section 17, a two-thirds vote of the entire Senate is required; but while 
articles of impeachment may be founded upon a simple majority in the House, a Sec
tion 17 removal demands the approval of a ~~o-thirds majority of both the Iwuse and 
the Senate. 

Section 17 is like the prov1s10ns in most state constitutions which allow pro
ceedings in the nature of address in that a two-thirds vote is set as the standard, 
and in that no specification of cause for the removal. such as the commission of 
"misdemeanors:: in the case of impeachment, is made. 12 tfuile no delineation of suf
ficient cause for removing a judge exists in Section 17, the requirement that the 
substance of the complaint against the judge be included in the legislative journal 
implies that some despicable act must have been committed or an otherwise unaccept
able situation must have been created by the judge in question. Still, no judicial 
appeal normally exists for one removed from office by address or proceedings in the 
nature of address, and one can infer from this that the legislature may have the 
power to remove a judge arbitrarily, so lonG as the procedure of enrolling the com
plaint, ~roviding notice, and allowing the judge a hearing is followed. 13 

The inclusion of Section 17 in the Constitution of 1051 received only passing 
debate on the floor of the Convention. The first report of the Convention's Standing 
Committee on the Judicial Department included a suggestion that removal of judges 
be allowed upon a mere concurrent vote of two-thirds of both houses of the General 
Assembly.14 Subsequently, the proposal l~as amended to provide for journalizing the 
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complaint and g~v~ng notice and an opportunity to be heard. lS There was recognition 
that a constitutional method of removal other than impeachment did not exist as to 
nonjudicial officers and the ar!~ent was made that judges should not be exposed to 
a greater liability of removal. The delecstes who presented this argument reasoned 
that the judiciary ,~as chartered as a separate branch of government and should not 
be subject to a threat of legislative control. 17 

The history of Ohio shows that whether the address-type proceeding provided� 
for in Section 17 is or is not more expeditious than impeachment as a method of� 
judicial removal, and whether or not it presents a threat of potential legislative� 
control over the judicial branch, it, like impeachment, has not been favored as an� 
approach to dealing with unfit judges. As with impeachment, the address-like 

method of removal has not been used during the twentieth century. 

Statutory AEproaches to Judicial Removal 

The people of Ohio adopted Article II, Section 38 as a part of the 1912 re
vision of the Constitution. Section 33 is in the nature of a mandatory direction 
to the General Assembly that it provide statutory methods for the removal of officers. 
The provision reads: 

Laws shall be passed providing for the prompt removal 
from office, upon complaint and hearing, of all officers, 
including state officers, judges and members of the gen
eral assembly, for any misconduct involving moral turpi
tude or for other cause provided by law; and this method 
of removal shall be in addition to impeachment or other 
method of ranoval authorized by the constitution. 

The thrust of Section 38 is that judges and other officers should be subject 
to removal from office for moral turpitude and other statutorily stated causes, and "::i.i.:;" ., 
that such removal need not be accomplished by impeachment or, in the case of judges, 
by the address-like proceeding of Article II, Section 17. 

lmch of the debate on the several proposals which resulted in Section 38 was 
directed to judicial removal, but, as can be seen from the provision as adopted, the 
Convention also sought to establish more expeditious procedures for the removal of 
all holders of public office. The Convention's final proposal came only after ex
tended and vigorous debate as to the need for more effective methods of judicial 
removal and the utility of impeachment with respect to judges. lG In debate, the im
];)eachment of unfit judges was referred to as :;an utter failure so impracticable as 
to be no remedy at a11."19 

Article II, Section 3G, as adopted by the electorate, places upon the General 
Assembly the affirmative duty of establishing statutory methods for removing any of
ficer for misconduct. The provision singles out "misconduct involving moral turpi
tude l' as cause for statutory removal, but does not limit the General Assembly in de
nominating other types of misconduct as causes for removal. Section 3G, while in 
part the result of dissatisfaction with the removal procedure under Article IV, Sec
tion 17, includes the procedural safeguard of that earlier provision by requiring 
that any removal made possible by statute shall be "upon complaint and hearing." The 
last clause of Section 38 states that removal methods created pursuant to the amend
ment are supplemental to impeachment and any other constitutionally created removal 
procedures, thus answering in the negative the assertions in actual cases that 
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impeachment and address are the only appropriate methods for removing a judge from 
office in this state. 20 

The General Assembly has responded to the direction of Section 30 by provid�
ing two statutory methods of removal to l~1ich judges are liable. Sections of the� 
General Provisions of the Revised Code create a removal process affecting all offi�
cers, and sections of the titles on courts provide exclusively for the removal of� 
judges.� 

The Complaint Filed by the Electorate 

Revised Code Sections 3.07 to 3.10 specifically refer to Article II, Section 
38 in establishing a procedure for removal of public officers llhich is initiated 
directly by the public and to which judges are subject. These statutes require the 
removal of an officer upon a judicial finding that he is guilty of "misconduct in 
office. ;1 

The first sentence of Revised Code Section 3.07 not only sets the fram~~ork 

for removal under this method and refers directly to Article II, Section 38, but 
also defines the IImisconduct in office" l1hich, when found, creates a vacancy in the 
office. The sentence reads: 

Any person holding office in this state, or in any 
municipal corporation, county, or subdivision thereof, 
coming within the official classification in Section 
38 of Article II, Ohio Constitution, who willfully 
and flagrantly exercises authority or power not au
thorized by law, refuses or l'1i11£ully neglects to 
enforce the 1all or to perform any official duty im
posed upon him by law, or is Guilty of gross neglect 
of duty, gross immorality, drunkenness, misfeasance, 
malfeasance, or nonfeasance is guilty of misconduct 
in office. 

The procedure for removal based upon a finding of llmisconduct in officel1 is 
codified in Uevised Code Section 3.08. The proceedings are instituted by the filing 
of a complaint which delineates the charge and l~hich is signed by a designated num
ber of electors of the state or of the political subdivision whose officer it is 
sought to remove. The number of voters who must sign the complaint has to be at 
least equal to fifteen per cent of the total vote case at the last 3ubernatorial 
election in the state or the political subdivision whose officer it is sought to re
move. 

I1ith respect to the removal of judicial officers, the statute specifies that 
the complaint is to be filed in the court of cornmon pleas unless the complained-of 
judge is a member of that court, in lRlich case the action is filed in the court of 
appeals. The statute also states that complaints against state officers shall be 
filed in the court of appeals for the district wherein the officer resides. There
fore, a complaint accusing a member of the Su~reme Court or the courts of appeals 
of "misconduct in office': would be appropriately filed in the courts of appeals, as 
would one accusing a judge of the couf t of comnon pleas. Provisions of the statutes 
require n~fiice to the officer who is!sflEject of the complaint, a prompt hearing, 
and that/ne~rin3 be a matter of public record. It is further provided that the trial 
court may suspend the officer pending the hearing. The Supreme Court has ruled that :. 
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a judge may not be found guilty of misconduct in office and removed except upon 
clear and convincing evidence. 2l 

The decision of a court of common pleas in a renoval case under these stat
utes has been held, as presumably would the decision of a court of appeals should 
it be the court of first instance to be a judicial rather than political decision 
and subject to appellate review.2~ Revised Code Section 3.09 allows a single appeal, 
whether the first hearing be in the common pleas court or the court of appeals. 
Statistics on the frequency with which judicial removal under Revised Code Sections 
3.07 to 3.10 has occurred are unavailable, although reported decisions show at least� 
three instances which have arisen under these sections and analogous provisions of� 
the predecessor General Code.� 

The Commission of Judges 

The second statutory method the General Assembly has authorized for the re
moval of unfit judges is found in Revised Code Sections 2701.11 and 2701.12. This 
method applies exclusively to judges, and these statutes are expressly subject to 
the rules of the Supreme Court and outline the procedure more fully implemented by 
Rule VI of the Supreme Court Rules for the Government of the Bar of Ohio. The pro
cedure under these statutes is discussed in detail in the section of this study 
dealing with judicial removal under court rules. Briefly stated, Revised Code Sec
tion 2701. 11, u11ich also concerns the retirement and suspension of judges 1'1ho are 
physically or mentally disabled, provides for a proceeding before a commission of 
five judges, appointed by the Supreme Court,who may cause the removal of a complained
of judge when cause, as defined in Revised Code Section 2701.12, exists. As required 
by Article II, Section 30 and prescribed in Rule VI, these sections provide for a 
complaint and a hearing. 

The specifications of cause in Revised Code Section 2701.12 are, perhaps, 
the most noteworthy aspects of these statutes. The section states in pertinent part: 

(A) Cause for removal or suspension of a judge 
from office ••• exists when he has, since first 
elected or appointed to judicial office: 

(1) Engaged in any misconduct involving moral 
turpitude, or a violation of such of the canons 
of judicial ethics adopted by the supreme court 
as would result in a substantial loss of public 
respect for the office; 

(2) Been convicted of a crime involving moral 
turpitude; or 

(3) Been disbarred or suspended for an indefinite 
period from the practice of law for misconduct occurring 
before such election or appointment. 

The statute clearly indicates that the cause for removal must arise after 
the judge assumes his office. But, in applying this rule care should be taken to 
note just what event constitutes the cause. For example, under subsection (A) (2) 
the conviction is the pivotal event which must occur while the judge is in office, 
although the commission of the crime involving moral turpitude might be before taking 
office, 

Subsection (A) (3) recognizes disbarment or suspension while in office for 
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misconduct prior to taking office as cause for removal. In so doing, the statute 
creates a theoretical gap in its coverage. It is possible that a judge could be 
disbarred or suspended for misconduct occurring llhile in office uhich uould not 
involve moral tyrpitude or a violation of the applicable canons of judicial behavior, 
the latter situations being cited as cause under subsection (A) (1). Should this 
occur, it would appear that the judge would not be subject to removal under a strict 
construction of rrevised Code Sections 2701.11 and 2701.12, and could only be removed 
under an alternative procedure. 

By using the phrase Ilinvolving moral turpitude ll as a central concept of� 
cause for removal of judges, the statute has assumed one of the continuing difficul�
ties of discipline for the legal profession. That problem is the definition of� 
Ilmora l turpitude;l and the task of deciding just uhat conduct does in fact involve� 
;;moral tyrpitude;;.� 

Courts, including those in Ohio, have attempted on numerous occasions to 
define "moral tyrpitude::, but there still is no single definition t'lhich is commonly 
accepted. ~fust often the courts offer only general definitions before going on to 
decide by undisclosed processes whether moral turpitude is present in the particular 
situation uith tnlich they are confronted. 23 But even from this case-by-case approach 
it may be concluded that :rmoral turpitude" involves base or vile acts t~hich are done 
knot-1ingly and uhich are contrary to justice and cood morals. 24 

From an examination of specific cases of judicial removal in Ohio for misconduct 
involving moral turpitude, it is clear that the misconduct need not be in official 
conduct, but may arise in the judge's private life as well. 25 It is the character 
of the judge himself which is at issue, and not necessarily the nature of his conduct 
on the bench. For example, influencing a prosecutor to coerce and intimidate a per
son who will not respond to a judge's Eersonal wishes has been held to be a judicial 
misconduct involving moral turpitude,2 as has presenting false information, designed 
to nllslead, about one's legal education and experience. 27 ~~ral turpitude is also 
involved when a judge publishes a falacious opinion with the intent that it will be 
taken seriously and as precedent. 23 

Judicial Removal under Rules of Court 

The Supreme Court of Ohio most recently exercised its power in respect to the 
removal of judges when in February, 1972 it adopted the Supreme Court Rules for the 
Government of the Bar of Ohio. P~ong other things, the Rules bind all attorneys and 
judges to certain ethical standards, provide for the discipline of attorneys who 
transgress the standards, and supplement the statutory methods of judicial removal. 

Rule VI, entitled llRemoval of Judgesn , is the rule most directly related to 
the subject under discussion. (This Rule uas orir;inally enacted as Supreme Court 
Rule XXI in 1969.) Hot only does Rule VI deal "'ith judges 't17ho are accused of some 
act or omission 't~hich makes them unfit to hold the office, but it also provides for 
removal of those judges who are physically or mentally disabled. It is explicit 
that this rule was adopted pursuant to the authority granted by the General Assembly 
in Revised Code Sections 2701.11 and 2701.12. The rule reiterates many of the aspects 
of judicial removal set forth in these statutes, but is primarily directed to supply
inB needed details of procedure and definitions. 

Hhile Revised Code Section 2701.11 indicates only that the complaint against a 
judge must set forth the cause, Rule VI prescribes the form the complaint must take, 
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that only certain committees of the state or a local bar association may file the 
complaint, and the procedure for proper filing. 29 Els~~here in the Rules an affirma~ " 
tive duty is placed upon the bar associations to investigate any complaint of miscon
duct which comes to their attention. 30 

The full range of procedural details prescribed in n.ule VI can best.be seen in 
a direct comparison of Revised Code Section 2701.11 and 2701.12 to the Rule, but only 
the major steps of the procedure, which are contained in both the statutes and the 
rules, are outlined here. First, the grievance committee of a regularly organized 
bar association investigates a suspicion or charge of judicial misconduct. If it is 
believed that a full hearing should be held, a complaint is filed with the Board of 
Commissioners on Grievances and Discipline of the Supreme Court. The seventeen mem
ber Board then investigates the complaint, and if twelve or more members find sub
stantial credible evidence in support of the complaint, the investigation is certified 
to the Supreme Court. The Court then appoints a Commission of five judges to deter
mine by a majority the question of removal. This Commission is composed of judges of 
courts of record located in any five appellate districts other than that in which the 
complained-of judge resides. If the Commission orders removal, the judge so removed 
may appeal directly to the Supreme Court. 

Rule VI adds several noteworthy elements to the statutes. For example, the Rule 
affirmatively states that a judge is disqualified from performing his duties while 
awaiting the disposition of any indictment or infor~tion charging him with the com
mission of a felony.3l The current practice under this part of the Rule is for the 
Supreme Court to issue an order suspending the subject judge as soon as the indictment 
or information becomes a matter of public record. The theory behind this aspect of 
the rules is to remove from the bench judges who might be unable to rule impartially, 
given concerns over their personal futures, or whose very presence on the bench might 
incite public distrust in the judiciary, regardless of the presumption of innocence. 
But beyond its theoretical foundation, this rule deserves attention because it is the 
only provision in Ohio law which ipso facto requires removal of a judge--albeit tem
porarily--upon the occurrence of the pivotal incident, namely the filing of the in· 
dictment or information, and without a hearing on the matter. Although it might be 
assumed, from the procedural guarantees in the Constitution, the statutes, and the 
balance of Rule VI, that the series of hearings and opportunities for the judge to 
be heard must be observed at every step, Rule VI does not so state, and simply indi
cates that the judr;e tlis disqualifiedtl pending the indictment or information. The 
question of due process, while perhaps problematical, has not been commented on by 
the courts. 

Rule VI also e~~pands on the delineation of causes for which a judge may be re
moved as set forth in Revised Code Section 2701.12 by adding "if he engaged in will
ful and persistent failure to perform his judicial duties, is habitually intemperate, 
engages in conduct prejudicial to the administration of justice or which would bring 
the judicial office into disrepute • • ."32 

Rule IV binds all attorneys to the Code of Professional Responsibility and all 
judnes to the Canons of Judicial Ethics. New standards of judicial behavior became 
effective in December, 1973, when the Code of Judicial Conduct was adopted. Rule IV 
has not yet been amended to mention the new Code. This Code is designed to replace 
the Canons of Judicial Ethics and binds all persons not in a judicial office on the 
effective date of the Code when they take a judicial office and all incumbent judges 
upon the beginninG of their next term in office. The procedure for imposing disci
pline under the~e gpts of standarn~ i~ set out in Rule V. In so doing, and by 
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prescribing suspension from the practice of law and disbarment for l,illfu1 breaches 
of these tenets of behavior, Rule IV establishes the basis for another approach to 
removing an unfit judse. 

The statute33 and the rules34 clearly state that a judge's loss of the privil
ege to practice law constitutes cause for his removal from office, but the fact that 
judges must be attorneys35 and that attorney-judges have an obligation to follow the 
Codes and Canons, has been interpreted by the Supreme Court to mean that an indef
inite suspension or a disbarment works a forfeiture of judicial office36 and is in 
itself grounds for removal. The Court has further held that an action in quo 
warranto lies to enforce the vacating of the office. 37 

The situation results that the disbarment of a judge can give rise to his direct • 
removal under the forfeiture of office concept or it can constitute cause for a pro
ceeding under the statute or rule which exposes him to the liability of removal. It 
must be borne in mind here that a judge may be disbarred or suspended for a willful 
violation of the Code of Professional Responsibility which establishes generally 
more inclusive standards of behavior than are in the Canons of Judicial Ethics or 
the Code of Judicial Conduct and which violation miCht conceivably not be a violation 
of the ethical rules which apply only to judges. 

The authority of the courts to consider the professional discipline of an 
attorney who is serving as a judge and to remove that judge from the bench if he is 
deemed unfit as an attorney has been challenged unsuccessfully on several occasions. 38 

Challenges usually assert the exclusivity of constitutional and statutory methods of 
removal. The Supreme Court, in light of its organization as a court with the power 
to admit to the bar and the decision that a judge must maintain his privilege to 
practice law even though the public interest requires a limitation on practice during 
tenure in office, has ruled that it: 

• • • through its inherent power and duty to maintain the 
honor and dignity of the legal profession of Ohio at its 
traditionally high level, may prescribe a specialized 
standard of conduct for all members of such profession 
who hold judicial office and has jurisdiction over the 
discipline of such a member ••• 39 

While the states are split as to whether a judge may be disciplined while in 
office for his actions as an attorney before taking office, Ohio holds that elevation 
to the bench does not cut off an attorney's liability to discipline for his previous 
professional misconduct. 40 

The supervision of judicial fitness and the removal of judges by a combined use 
of Revised Code Sections 2701.11 and 2701.12 and the Supreme Court Rules has been 
successful. The fact that several judges have been removed from office in recent 
years by the use of these approaches is evidence that the statutory and rule methods 
are not subject to the same criticism for impracticability as are the constitutionally 
prescribed methods of removal. 

Conclusion 

Just as the existence of each of the methods of judicial removal in Ohio is 
justifiable, so each presents several real or potential problems deserving the atten~ 

tion of anyone considering a review and possible revision of these approaches. The 
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following are posed as a recapitulation of the most obvious questions raised or 
suggested by this study. 

The constitutional methods are an important aspect of the separation of powers 
principle, regardless of their disuse. In considering possible revision, the fol
lowing stand out as appropriate questions for consideration: 

- whether or not having two separate methods of judicial removal 
available to the General Assembly serves a valid purpose, 

- whether some clarification of the grounds for impeachment 
should be attempted, 

- whether a specification should be made as to what grounds 
are needed for removal under Article II, Section 17, 

- whether a resolution should be made in the conflict between 
the two constitutional methods as to the majority required in 
the House of Representatives. 

The statutory and rules approaches to judicial removal have been shown to be 
effective means of ridding the bench of unfit judges, but several potential problems 
still exist, to wit: 

- there is no direct public access, other than through a bar 
association, to the removal of a judge for misconduct prior 
to assuming office, 

- the statutes and rules allow only a limited approach to prior 
misconduct, 

- given the involvement of the Supreme Court in removal of judges 
under the statutes and rules, there is no method available, out
side the legislative powers of impeachment and address, to remove 
a Supreme Court justice without intimately involving his brothers 
on the high bench.in the process. 
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